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Introduction to Transaction Programming  
 
This tutorial continues the DBTechNet tutorial series “The Art of Transaction Programming” 
consisting of the following tutorials: 
  

 “SQL Transactions – Theory and hands-on labs” of DBTech VET project  available at 
www.dbtechnet.org/download/SQL-Transactions_handbook_EN.pdf  

 “SQL Concurrency Technologies” available at 
www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_ConcurrencyTechnologies.pdf  

 “SQL Stored Routines” - Procedural Extensions of SQL and External Routines in 
Transactional Context, available at  
www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf  

 “On Row Version Verifying (RVV) Data Access Discipline for avoiding Blind Overwriting of 
Data”, the “RVV Paper” available at  
www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf  

 
Also the latest version of the “Introduction to Transaction Programming” will be availalble at 

www.dbtechnet.org/papers/IntroToTransactionProgramming.pdf 
 
The “SQL Transactions” handbook was intended for basic training on database transactions at the 
vocational education level and for self-study by application developers.  The book was limited to 
Client/Server data access using SQL only, and more advanced topics were left out.  The book also 
explained differences between the ISO SQL standard and the differently behaving DBMS products in 
transaction and concurrency control services.   
 
The “SQL Concurrency Technologies” explains the use of the typical server-side multi-granular locking 
and the multi-versioning concurrency control technologies of the mainstream DBMS products.   
 
The “SQL Stored Routines” presents the server-side parts of application programming as stored 
procedures, user-defined functions (UDF) and triggers, comparing the ISO SQL PSM standard and the 
SQL dialects of the mainstream DBMS products.   
 
The “RVV Paper” was actually the first of our tutorials presenting the client-side concurrency control 
technique based on version stamping on server-side.  Many of the covered programming technologies 
are now re-visited in the current tutorial. 
  
For more information or corrections please email to martti.laiho(at)gmail.com.   You can contact 
us also via the LinkedIn group DBTechNet. 
 

Disclaimer  
Don’t believe what you read .  This tutorial may provide you some valuable technology details, but 
you need to verify everything by yourself!  You can start experimenting with the presented 
technologies after downloading the free virtual database laboratory DebianDB (aka DBTechLab) of the 
European DBTechNet network of teachers and ICT professionals.  However, the authors don’t accept 
any responsibilities for damages resulting from this material.  Things may also change with every new 
software version.  Permission is granted to copy this material as long as the original authors are 
mentioned.   The trademarks of mentioned products belong to the trademark owners.   

http://www.dbtechnet.org/download/SQL-Transactions_handbook_EN.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_ConcurrencyTechnologies.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_ConcurrencyTechnologies.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/IntroToTransactionProgramming.pdf
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Preface 

Motivation 
One major goal of database management systems (DBMS) is to shield all the programming difficulties 

like concurrency control, atomicity, checking consistency, durability, physical data access, indices, etc. 

from the programmer. For client programs that directly access the database API this goal has been 

mainly achieved by developing SQL level interfaces to the database. However SQL does not specify any 

implementation how to achieve i.e. isolation or concurrency control. This can lead to different 

behavior of the DBMS and in suite to different client programming disciplines. 

Even more, multi-tier architectures, application servers and high level programming languages are 

abstracting from the low level database API and hiding more of the complexity e.g. error/exception 

handling, communication failures etc. This can result in undesirable behavior of the database and even 

wrong results of transactions. 

These facts gave the motivation for the authors to provide help for programming reliable and correct 

transaction processing. As the running example we use a simple money transfer from one account to 

another. We provide example programs, discuss their behavior, and give hints how to avoid pitfalls. 

If a reader observes the programming discipline he/she will become a better transaction programmer. 

He/she will not believe uncritically what vendors promise or manuals claim. Also, readers learn the 

concepts of transaction programming to be prepared for testing new products and upcoming 

technology on transactional reliability. 

Roadmap 
This monograph is intended to provide guidelines for different programming languages, middleware 

technologies, and application architectures how to program for reliable and correct transaction 

processing. As different DBMS behave differently and programming languages or middleware use 

different access techniques to the database we end up with a multitude of possible combinations. 

Trying to cover only the major DBMS, programming languages or middleware already leads to a rather 

voluminous book. But, readers might be interested in only one DBMS, one programming language and 

one middleware framework which reduces the reading task considerably. 
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As example, let’s consider that a reader wants to learn about the concepts of database programming 

and how to program correctly a transaction in Java using the JDBC interface. After reading Part 1 

which introduces to data access technology and transaction concepts the reader can directly jump to 

Part 2, Java JDBC and read the given programming examples.  

If a reader wants to do transactional Web programming in an application server environment using 

Java Server Pages (JSP) he might - after reading the concepts of data access (Part 1) – directly jump to 

Part 4 Web Programming with JSP Technologies. 

If a reader is only interested in the ‘how-to-program’ then reading the appropriate chapters will be 

sufficient. If a reader wants to know why a certain programming discipline has to be followed, he 

should jump back and read the section of Part 1 to which we refer from the programming specific 

chapter. Typical roadmaps can look like the following: 
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The reader will be referred back to the introduction part in order to explain why certain programming 

techniques and disciplines need to be applied for reliable transaction programming. 
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Introduction to the Contents 
 

We assume that the readers are familiar with the concepts and transaction services on SQL level or 

have access to our preceding tutorial on “SQL Transactions” 

Part 1  Before hands-on experimenting with transaction programming we will discuss on architectures, 

transaction concepts, exception management, diagnostics, retry patterns and transaction 

programming paradigms depending on transaction outcomes using either pessimistic (locking) or 

optimistic concurrency management of the DBMS products. As benchmark case we will use the classic 

bank transfer example, but to get more variaty in transaction logic we present an extended test case 

consisting conditions based on some lookup tables.   Beside the typical client-side transaction 

programming, we present the alternative of implementing the transaction programming including the 

retry logic at server-side stored procedures written in the native SQL dialect of the used DSMS 

product. 

Part 2  After the theory introduction, we begin our adventurous journey experimenting with 

transaction  programming on various application levels in bottom-up and historical order of the 

developments.  On the bottom we present transaction programming models using SQL-oriented 

application programming interfaces (APIs) using character mode examples (command line interface, 

CLI).  From these you may select those which are in your interest. 

We start with the embedded SQL (ESQL) which was the first SQL API defined in the early SQL Standard.  

It kind of belongs to the basic knowledge of "data access engineers".  Beside presented still in many 

textbooks, it is still used in mainframe environments.  Luckily DB2 Express-C comes with ESQL pre-

processor, we can apply hands-on experimenting in it.  Even more attractive ESQL API is provided by 

the open-source pre-processor ECPG. 

A break through in terms of data access portability was the ODBC API function library developed by 

Microsoft. This was later adapted as the Call Level Interface (CLI) part of the SQL Standard, and as the 

native function library of DB2 using C language.  Drivers for ODBC are nowadays available for almost 

every DBMS product and many programming languages. 

A break through in programming languages has been the Java language developed by Sun (acquired by 

Oracle).  For generic data access the Sun developed object-oriented JDBC API, first building object 

wrappers over ODBC functions, but for then most DBMS products a native JDBC drivers have been 

developed.   

To provide JDBC based embedded SQL API the SQLJ API was developed by a group of vendors.  

Currently it seems to be supported only by IBM, and luckily we found it for experimenting as part DB2 

Express-C.   

Microsoft’s answer to Java language and JDBC is C# language and ADO.NET and luckily these have now 

been ported to Linux.   

Based on concepts of ODBC and JDBC, various data access APIs have been developed for the 

mainstream scripting languages.  

For Perl the data access API is Perl DBI API. 
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For PHP the generic PHP Data Objects PDO API supports portability, but DBMS vendors prefer their 

native PHP APIs. 

For Python the data access APIs and adapters provided by the DBMS vendors are based on Python DB-

API specification. 

For Ruby the data access API is Ruby DBI API, similar to Perl DBI.  

Part 3  Invention of HTML and Internet has radically changed the application architectures.  The first 

integration with databases was based CGI technology on requesting execution of a character mode 

program on the server platform of the web server rendering the generated output as response to the 

request.  Soon more dynamic Servlet technology providing better performance was invented in which 

the Java program generated the HTML output.  Servlet programming turned out too labor intensive 

and was replaced by Java Server Pages JSP technology in which the Java program logic is embedded as 

scripts among the HTML code which can be parameterized by Java scriptlet expressions.  This started 

blooming of various JSP libraries of which in an example we use JSTL library for limited data access. 

JavaScript language has changed the static HTML coding of the user interface into more dynamic and 

given boost to extended script innovations, such as jQuery, Node.js, AJAX and AngularJS allowing 

without page switching dynamic dialogs of the web page with the backend processes, which in their 

turn can make transactional accesses to databases.  

Part 4   The “impedance mismatch” between Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) and relational 

databases has seen by OOP oriented developers as an issue which need to be solved by Object-

Relational Mapping (ORM) technologies.  They also prefer to implement user interfaces according to 

the Model-View-Controller MVC pattern.   

We start experimenting with these on Ruby on Rails (RoR) framework, which was a hot topic some 

years ago.  The controller part makes use REST request.  While experimenting we noticed some 

limitations in the architecture concluding that it suits only in small standalone applications.    

For enterprise level applications suits the Java EE framework dominating serious application 
develoments.  As application server we use GlassFish, the reference implementation of Java EE server 
specification, and as its IDE workbench we use NetBeans 8.2.  On this platform we experiment with 
following cases 

• use of server-side transactions via stateless session bean serving use of transaction which has 
been implemented in stored procedures with retry pattern 

• providing use of the this session bean as a web service  
• object-level  transaction programming according to Java Persistencce API (JPA) specification  

• EntityTransaction 
• Local JTA transaction 
• Distributed JTA user transaction 
• container managed JTA transaction 
• container managed distributed transaction 

 

For distributed transaction Java EE uses the 2PC XA transaction protocol.  For deadlock management 

of distributed transactions we use timeout control. 
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Part 5  Finally, we look at some other developments including server-side distributed transactions 

transparent to the application,  theory of 3PC control in research area.  Transaction programming in 

noSQL MongoDB databases  

* * * 

Our examples are minimalistic and the coverage of the topics is only on introductory level.   However, 
we hope that learners get at least an overview of these exciting topics and will become motivated to 
learn more about these rich technologies. This tutorial does not teach the programming/scripting 
languages nor the data access APIs we use, as lots of books and tutorials are available on all the 
presented technologies.  Our purpose is to show by examples that robust transaction programming is 
possible – and should be applied – while programming data access with these technologies. The 
learners are encouraged to get the product manuals available on the websites of the product vendors 
and experiment with their products.  All examples have been tested in our free virtual database lab, 
like the following 

 

 

 
Appendix 5  introduces our Debian Linux based database laboratory and the free editions of the 

mainsream DBMS products available for your experiments. 
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PART 1   Concepts in Transaction Programming 
  
 

Chapter 1   Introduction to Data Access  
  

The modern world has become highly dependent on the reliability of information in business, society 

and everyday life.  Reliable, secure and fast access to information is provided by the services of 

databases, therefore databases are used everywhere.   For different needs various types of database 

products are available, from embedded databases in mobile devices up to large clusters of enterprise 

editions, from real time data to data warehouses of historical data, and to Big Data collected from 

various data sources including the Internet.  All these have data access requirements of their own, and 

various data access technologies have evolved to fulfil these requirements.   

Figure 1-1 below presents the big picture of typical database, information management, and 
knowledge applications. On the left hand side, different tasks of application development and 
administration are listed. The applications in general are built on a stack of software (the vertical axis 
on Figure 1-1) rising the abstraction layer from bits-and-bytes on the hardware (bottom layer) to the 
most advanced layer (top layer) for management and decision support. The horizontal axis shows 
different application areas and technologies.  On the left hand side we have OLTP databases serving 
the operative daily business, where OLTP stands for Online Transaction Processing.   On the right hand 
side we have the ETL technologies, whereby data are extracted (E) from the OLTP databases, possibly 
transformed (T), and finally loaded (L) into data warehouses in order to facilitate reporting and 
undergo further analytical processing  for strategic planning and decision making purposes.  New data 
access and analysis technologies have evolved to collect, manage and analyze information of all kind 
from external data sources available in the Internet (Big Data).   

 

Figure 1-1.  Database technologies and transaction processing: the big picture.  

                      (updated from the WP4 report of EU LLP DBTech Pro project of DBTechNet) 
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In this tutorial we focus on the use of multi-user databases serving the daily business, which are 
known as OLTP databases.  OLTP databases are used in business critical applications where the 
reliability of data comprises the top priority, followed by security, and performance.   In order to 
ensure data reliability, the OLTP database services need to be based on and be executed as well-
formed database transactions, positioned in the OLTP area of database technologies in Figure 1-1. 
 
A well-formed transaction is a sequence of actions (statements) taking the database from one 
consistent state to a new consistent state, or in the case of “read only transaction” present 
information from a consistent state of the database.  This should be realized by implementing the 
proper concurrency control services and transaction isolation level settings.  Improper transaction 
management and control by the application software may, for example, result in 
● loss of customer orders, payments, and product shipment orders  
● failures in the registration of seat reservations or double-bookings for train/airplane passengers 
● lost emergency call registrations at emergency response centers, etc. 
 
In the simple “flat” transaction model, a successful transaction concludes by sending a COMMIT 
request to the database server for making the changes permanent in the database, whereas a 
transaction that fails to complete sends a ROLLBACK request to the server to undo all changes it has 
made to the database so far.  In some failure situations the transaction is rolled back by the database 
server informing the client by a raised exception.  In case the application disconnects without 
committing the transaction or on some connection failure the database system itself rolls back all 
changes made by the transaction in question.   

In the first part of this tutorial we focus on using the flat transaction model.  However, there are also 
more transaction concepts involved. In the following, we position the flat transaction in the hierarchy 
of transaction concepts.  
 

On Transaction Concepts 
 
Various transaction concepts and models are presented in Figure 1-2, starting from ordinary business 
transactions (for example making a purchase order) that users enter into applications by programmed 
user transactions (use case implementations).  Sometimes a business transaction needs to be 
executed as a sequence of workflow1 steps (use cases, for example steps of purchase order handling), 
which can be considered as a “long transaction”.   The concept of “long transaction” has also other 
interpretations, which we do not consider here.  We will also skip the textbook concepts of chained 
transactions and sagas (chained reversible transactions) which in practice should be implemented as 
workflows controlled by the application instead of the DBMS server. In this tutorial we focus on short 
reliable database transactions in the context of the ANSI/ISO SQL ACID principle.  

The mnemonic ACID comes from the initials of “Atomicity”, “Consistency”, “Isolation”, and 
“Durability” properties of database transactions.  The ACID principle of database transactions is widely 
discussed in the database literature, and for our purpose we refer to the discussion in the DBTechNet’s 
e-book “SQL Transactions – Theory and hands-on labs”.  In Figure 1-2 the “Atomic transaction” box 
represents the database transactions which can be distributed (XA/two-phase commit transactions, 
also called “global transactions”, a set of concurrent “local transactions” of the same client session) or 
a single local transaction of a database connection.  The Atomicity property dictates that the whole 
transaction has to succeed, or otherwise it (or all of its local transactions) needs to be rolled back.  By 

                                                           
1
 With workflow we refer to concepts such as workflows in ERP of SAP or BizTalk of Microsoft 
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means of the COMMIT operation, all changes made by the (local) transaction(s) are made persisted 
(Durable) on disk.  The Consistency and Isolation properties are usually considered as requirements 
for local transactions, but a distributed transaction also supports the abstraction of consistency across 
database connections.  Isolation level settings are part of the concurrency management of a local 
transaction.  

The context of a local transaction is a database connection, and if the application initiates multiple 
concurrent connections to the same database, then the database server sees these as different clients, 
and their concurrent transactions may even block each other.   

 

Figure 1-2.   A hierarchy of transaction concepts  

(presented by M. Laiho in DBTech EXT workshop on Data Access Patterns at Málaga 

University on 2010-05-05) 

The single-connection transaction is typically a flat transaction. This is a sequence of database access 
operations which can be committed or rolled back altogether, but some DBMS products also 
implement nested transactions whereby a transaction can consist of subtransactions which can be 
committed or rolled back. A rollback of the outer transaction rolls back all its committed 
subtransactions.  Nested transactions are not supported by any of the DBMS products in the 
DBTechNet virtual laboratory, but they all support savepointing which enables partial rollbacks of 
local transaction. Both DB2 and Oracle also support autonomous subtransactions which don’t depend 
on the outer transaction.  These topics are discussed in the “SQL Stored Routines” tutorial2.  

Data changes made by a committed local transaction are immediately available to other clients, and 
therefore it may not be possible to undo the changes by some inverse transaction.  

An RVV transaction is a sequence of database transactions of a user transaction where a writing 
transaction depends on data version consistency with the previous read transactions that may relate  
to new connections to the database in question.  The mnemonic RVV stands for “Row Version 
Verification”, a practical form of implementing optimistic execution, utilizing version stamping of rows.  

                                                           
2
 Available at www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf 
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The topic is considered in the “RVV paper”3 and the “SQL Stored Routines” documents, and we 
demonstrate this in our “Employees” API examples. 

Nowadays the OLTP databases are typically “relational databases”, i.e. they are based on the relational 
model of data, as proposed by E. F. Codd in 1970, utilizing the SQL language for managing and 
accessing the data. But in addition to the SQL data model these databases are usually capable of also 
supporting others, such as the XML, graph or object models, and other data languages such as the 
XQuery.   To highlight these capabilities, instead of “relational”, IBM also refers to DB2 as a “hybrid 
database”.    

On XML support in DB2, Oracle and SQL Server we have discussed in the DBTechNet tutorial “XML, 
SQL/XML and the Big Three”, available at www.debtechnet.org/papers/XMLandDatabasesTutorial.pdf 

Even if the transaction protocol is known to comprise part of the SQL language, we can see it as an 
independent protocol used to implement data access reliability also in these other data languages.  

In the absence of a transaction protocol, data access is conducted in autocommit mode which means 
that changes made by any data access request are immediately made persistent to the database.  In 
case of a user transaction with a single connection and a single command this can be satisfactory, but 
for reliability of a user transaction with more commands we need a transaction protocol, and for 
reliability of concurrent multiple connections of the user transaction we need a (distributed) 
transaction protocol ensuring an unanimous decision to commit the transaction. 

In this tutorial we will focus just on flat transactions accessing SQL data from a single SQL database.  
The aim is to provide simple examples on the basics of transaction programming techniques applied 
on various programming technologies and database APIs, mainly on the Linux platform.  We hope that 
readers will find some of the presented examples to comprise a useful introduction to knowledge and 
skills that can enjoy applicability in more advanced transaction programming tasks..  Lots of useful 
manuals, tutorials, and online courses are available on the Internet for more detailed information on 
the use of the presented languages, APIs, and DBMS products.   

Every database API involves many important topics which we don’t cover in this tutorial, such as 
compatibility of the available data types with the SQL data types of the DBMS product, parameter 
bindings, handling of NULL values, generic functions and escape notations of the API, etc.    

In this tutorial we present only simplified overviews and examples on the selected data access models 
and technologies.  It is interesting to compare the differences in implementing the object model with 
its methods as abstractions, hiding the details and the complexity of low-level data access 
operations, in the context of the basic SQL/CLI model.  We can see various data access cultures rising 
up and diverging.  Our main concern in this tutorial is how to implement highly prioritized 
requirements relating to reliability, security and performance utilizing the stated technologies.  
Especially, how can the transaction programming protocol and tuning on the server-side be achieved 
while programming on these abstraction levels”?   A result of the “it usually works” type is not 
enough! 
 

On Incompatibility of Data Types 
 
Due to incompatibility of data types some information may get lost, but usually DBMS products don’t 

                                                           
3
 Available at www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf 
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classify these as errors but as warnings which don’t raise exceptions.  Therefore the application should 
check these cases from SQLCODE, SQLSTATE or using SQLWarning methods of the APIs. 

Incompatibility of data types and parameters may cause also performance problems.   We have 
example of this between the original DBTECH.EMPLOYEE table in the SAMPLE database and 
Employees program. The data type of the PRIMARY KEY in the table is CHAR(6), whereas the original 
example programs use integer literals search values for the key  in SQL statements.  For execution this 
will generate implicit data type casting, and as a side-effect the optimizer will apply serial search 
instead of index scan to find the correct row.   In very small (single page) tables which we usually have 
in our first tests this may be a good choice, but in typical production environments the tables are large 
and this will cause performance problems.  Therefore we should have reasonably sized test tables and 
the execution plans (called access plans in DB2) of the SQL statements should be verified before 
embedding into the program code.  

To demonstrate the effect of incompatible data types on performance we compare in Figure 1-3 the 

DB2 access plans for formats of the following employees program UPDATE statement  

 
           UPDATE employee SET SALARY = ? WHERE empno = ?  
 

replacing the question mark placeholders for parameters by some actual parameter values. 

 

Figure 1-3.    Access plans of an UPDATE statement using different search key formats 

On the left hand side in Figure 1-3 we have an incompatible parameter value as search key leading to a 

table scan with estimated cost 20.29 timerons (the cost units used by DB2), and on the right hand side 

we have an compatible parameter value which generates a more complicated plan, but with an 

estimated cost of 15.13 timerons.  In this case we have only 35 rows in the table.  For a large table of 

thousands of rows or more the effect of the index would be more radical, whereas for a minimalistic 

table of 5 rows the access plan using an index would be more expensive than the table scan.    
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If we apply the test to a table with the RVV trigger (which automatically sets the row version stamp, 

see examples in “RVV Paper” and “SQL Stored Routines) and row version comparison in the search 

clause, the access plans will be more complicated, and the actual cost increases a bit.  

To get better insight on the impact of compatible data types, we include results of similar test in 

Oracle using table CUST containing million customers where the data type of primary key is CHAR(8).  

We created this test database for the DBTech Pro Index Design workshop at Málaga University in 2004 

led by Tapio Lahdenmäki.  The results in Figure 1-4 have now been run in our DebianDB accessing 

Oracle XE by SQLdeveloper.   On left hand side we have query using non-compatible key value for the 

search condition, whereas on right hand side we have compatible key value.  On upper parts we have 

the access plans from the optimizer, and right below these the corresponding test runs: 

 

Figure 1-4     Effects on performance while using non-compatible or compatible key values 

  tested in Oracle XE by SQLdeveloper 

 

What performance has to do with concurrency control?  Well, the faster transactions we have the less 

we expect concurrency conflicts – right?  This would deserve a study of its own. 

 

Application Architectures 
 

Figure 1-5 presents an application consisting of a user interface, application logic and data access 
components on the client-side and stored routines on server-side.  The user interface presents to the 
user some use cases which are implemented as user transactions.  The user transactions are 
implemented using components of the application logic. The dialogue steps of the user transaction 
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may need to read data from the database and typically in the final step of the user transaction the 
manipulated data is updated in the database.  The data access (DA) operations of the user transactions 
need to be implemented as database transactions which should be isolated from the user interface.  
Some parts of the application logic can be implemented as stored procedures in the database and 
some stored procedures can even implement a database transaction.  

A well-formed transaction checks the feedback diagnostics provided by the database server, and takes 
care of errors and exceptions which may occur. 

Some transactions may need to get restarted as part of the application logic as a result of concurrency 
conflicts (e.g. deadlocks); for restarting an aborted transaction a  “retry wrapper” code needs to be 
programmed in the application.  However, in some cases failed database transactions should not be 
restarted.  For example, if the writing transaction in a RVV sequence of transactions notices that some 
other concurrently running client has updated the affected rows, then the writing transaction  should 
not be restarted; instead,   the restarting of the whole user transaction should be considered. 

 

Figure 1-5.  Transactions in client-side and server-side application logic  

 

Figure 1-6 presents various architectural choices for developing multi-user applications, including; a) 
simple Client/Server using “fat” client programs, b) Web DA programming using browser-based client, 
c) enterprise 3-tier or n-tier architectures using programmed clients and distributed application 
components deployed to application servers (also called transaction servers) , and d) distributed 
applications using Internet n-tier programming.   
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Figure 1-6.  Choices of application architecture layers 

 

In every stack of architectural layers the actual data access in the bottom layer is based on a 
Client/Server dialogue where the Data Access client (“DA-client”, either a “fat client” or a component 
in web or application server tier) uses some Data Access API, connected typically by TCP/IP to the 
database server, implementing low-level invocation of the native interfacing functions of the database 
server. 

In this tutorial we will first focus on the simple Client/Server architecture using “fat client” programs or 
scripts to be used in character mode terminal sessions. 

Many tools, languages and APIs depend on proper set of environment variables.   Setting environment 

variables in Debian is explained at EnvironmentVariables web site of Debian Wiki at 

https://wiki.debian.org/EnvironmentVariables  

 

 

https://wiki.debian.org/EnvironmentVariables
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Database Transaction Protocol 
 
Database transactions have been a popular research topic for decades and various transaction models 
have been presented in the database literature of which some also have practical implementations, 
such as savepointing, nested, chained and distributed transactions.   In this tutorial we focus only on 
local “flat transactions” accessing a single DB2 database.  In our  “SQL Transactions – Theory and 
hands-on labs” book we present the protocol controlling database transactions as defined in the ISO 
SQL data language and we experiment with various transaction protocol implementations in DBMS 
products.  The basic transaction protocol consists of transaction start, concurrency tuning, 
savepointing, and ending either by COMMIT for persisting the data changes or by ROLLBACK for 
automatically reversing all changes the transaction has made to the database.   

The transaction protocol can also support other data languages, as presented in Figure 1-7.  The 
mainstream database products implement mainly the relational model, which today means that the 
data is managed and accessed using the SQL data language, and these databases may better be called 
SQL databases, but beside relational data, some products such as DB2, Oracle and MySQL also support 
other data structures, including XML, JSON4, RDF, etc., and data languages like XQuery, SPARQL, and 
MongoDB.  In this respect today, DB2 is also called a hybrid DBMS.   

 

 

Figure 1-7.  The big picture of client-side data access technologies, languages and APIs for relational database 

systems (RDBMs) 

 

In Part2  we will experiment with various DA API technologies and we will see that the transaction 
protocol may be viewed differently from what we have learned in the SQL standard, utilizing the 
corresponding dialects of the DBMS products.  

                                                           
4
 JavaScript Object Notation 
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A transaction protocol is a key to reliability, the number 1 priority in data access.  Alongside with 
reliability comes security, it consists of authentication on connecting, protecting from SQL injections, 
plus some other things which however are out of the scope of this tutorial.  Performance is important, 
but it really comes after reliability and security.  Beside SQL-based performance tuning, the APIs offer, 
for example, connection pooling and acceleration using prepared execution plans.  In commercial 
application development work productivity and meeting timelines are important priorities, but in 
respect to professional ethics these should never sacrifice the priorities listed above.  In fact fixing 
neglect in these can be much more costly afterwards when the application is in production.  
 

Native, Generic or Adaptive Programming 
 

Every DBMS product has native SQL dialect and API of its own and different concurrency control 

means providing different implementations for the isolation levels.   

The native API usually provides the best performance, but if there is need for migrations to use 

different DBMS products, we need to look for other means.  

To avoid writing different program versions of our examples for DB2, Oracle, MariaDB and PostgreSQL, 

we try to stick having a single source code using portable SQL statement formats and simple data 

types.   

ODBC and JDBC try to provide generic data access by drivers mapping the industry standard SQL to the 

target SQL dialect of the DBMS to be used, for example transaction ISOLATION LEVELs.  On source 

code this can be helped by using the escape notations for DATE, TIMESTAMP, generic CALL format, 

JOINs, and various functions.  

For SQL dialect differences which cannot be solved by generic formats, we can try Adaptive Data 

Access programming.  For this the source code needs to provide formats of all SQL dialects to be 

supported, and the application code needs to be aware of which those alternatives to be applied at 

run time.  The adaption could be based on fetched meta data provided by the used driver, or 

preprocessor directives selected in the source code (like in C#/ADO.NET example in Appendix 4) 

 

Data Access Client/Server Concepts  
 
Figure 1-8 presents concepts of the Client/Server Data Access dialogue in terms of SQL.  From the 
point of view of the application logic, for every data access operation the client sends an SQL 
command (service request) via the driver and network/communication services to the server for 
processing.  After processing the command, the server returns a response with diagnostic information 
back to the driver, which passes the information to the application logic. Depending on the driver, in 
the case of an error an exception is raised to the application, allowing the application logic to identify 
the error and proceed with the appropriate programmed exception handling reaction. 
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Figure 1-8.  Concepts of the Client/Server Data Access dialogues  

                     (copied from the book “SQL Transactions – Theory and Hands-on labs”) 

The service request – response communication sequence is called a round-trip, and the time spent on 

a round-trip, measured at the application level, is called the response time; the latter comprises   one 

of the performance measures.  Beside the usage of network resources, the response time also reflects 

the usage of resources on the server-side, as well as on the (client-side) middleware, as discussed by 

Goodson and Steward.   

From the application’s point of view, the execution of an SQL statement may involve multiple round-

trips.  For example, the driver may start to use the server-side cursor protocol of the SELECT 

statement, and the rows of the result set be fetched by separate round-trips, although the 

performance can be improved by fetching a block of rows at a time, as in the case of the  ODBC API.  

Instead of using server-side cursor processing for SELECT, which applies to DB2 and Oracle, some 

DBMS products like Microsoft SQL Server,  use tabular data streaming (TDS) for returning the result 

set to a client-side data cache, from which the driver presents the rows to the application (Geiger 

1995; “streaming protocol” in Goodson and Steward, 2009). 

Following the execution of every command, an extra round-trip is conducted by the automatic 

COMMIT command sent by the driver in AUTOCOMMIT mode of DB2 and Oracle clients, since these 

database products don’t support server-side autocommit. On the other hand, SQL Server, MySQL, and 

PostgreSQL do support server-side autocommit, thus improving on performance by avoiding the cost 

of the extra round-trip.   However, in every DBMS product,  the COMMIT operation generates disk IO 

by writing to the transaction log (called redo log in Oracle), even for SELECT commands which don’t 

write any changes to database, as noted by Goodson and Steward who address the performance 

benefit of manual transactions, i.e.  explicit transactions or implicit transactions in transactional mode.  
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A transaction protocol should be applied using the methods of the database API in use, instead of the 

native SQL commands.  This allows the database driver to adapt and sense the transaction processing 

to the transaction service of the current DBMS.  Even so, no one gives you a guarantee, but you need 

to run concurrency tests and check the results yourself to verify that you’ve got the transaction service 

you expected. 

The general solution for minimizing round-trips, provided by every database product, is to use stored 

procedures which improve performance also due to the preparation work done just once at the 

CREATE (or ALTER) phase, and improve security since these can be granted for execution to users who 

don’t need to possess the access privileges for statements used in the procedures, and don’t even 

need to be aware of the corresponding database structures. 

 

Errors, Warnings and Exception Handling 
 
Every SQL command (consisting of a single or compound SQL statement) is atomic in the sense that if 
it fails all effects of the whole command are rolled back from the database.  As we discussed in the SQL 
Transactions Handbook, this usually does not mean that the whole current SQL transaction would be 
rolled back, but depending on the transaction logic it may be necessary that the client itself calls the 
ROLLBACK service.   

The basic diagnostic information of success, failure, or warning after every statement can be sorted 
out from the SQLCODE5 (integer values) or the five character SQLSTATE indicator as defined in the SQL-
92 standard.  The value of SQLSTATE consists of a 2 character condition class followed by 3 character 
subclass code for more precise information.  The major SQLSTATE classes consist of “00” for successful 
execution, “01” for success with SQLWARNING, “02” for success of SELECT but with NOT FOUND 
results, and all other classes indicating some sort of failed execution (SQLEXCEPTION). 

The main technique for SQL data access, as defined in the SQL-89 standard, was the Embedded SQL 
(ESQL) based on programming language dependent preprocessors.  We demonstrate this later in 
Chapter 2.   To simplify handling of SQL errors and warnings the SQL-89 standard defined the following 
error trapping directives which can be set in force sequentially anywhere in the source code  

WHENEVER <condition> <condition action> 
where 
<condition> ::=  SQLERROR | SQLWARNING | NOT FOUND 
<condition action> ::= CONTINUE | GOTO <label>  

 
These guide the SQL precompiler to generate the corresponding SQLCODE checking after every EXEC 
SQL statement in the source code until it finds a new corresponding WHENEVER setting. 
The precompiler generates the following condition checks:  

for WHENEVER SQLERROR it generates  
 If (SQLCODE < 0) … 
for WHENEVER SQLWARNING it generates  
 If (SQLCODE > 0) … 

                                                           
5
 Only values 0 for successful execution and 100 for NOT FOUND have been standardized for SQLCODE, and it 

has been announced as deprecated in the standard.  However, the products continue to support it, since the product 

dependent code values give more accurate diagnostics (Chong et al, 2010), and for example Oracle does not even 

support SQLSTATE directly in PL/SQL. 
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and for WHENEVER NOT FOUND  it generates   
              If (SQLCODE == 0) … 
according to the proper syntax of the programming language. 

 
The SQL-92 standard also defined more detailed diagnostic information available from the GET 
DIAGNOSTICS statements.  For more information on these, please refer to our “SQL Transactions” 
handbook.   
 
Frequent use of GET DIAGNOSTICS after execution of every step in a compound statement complicates 
the procedural SQL code, and to rationalize the exception handling in stored routines the concept of 
condition handlers has been introduced in the SQL/PSM standard.  These extend the idea of 
WHENEVER directives.  For more information on these we refer to our tutorial “Introduction to 
Extended SQL” (SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf). 
 
Using stored procedures as the bodies of short transactions has the following benefits: 
- advanced exception handling facilities 
- means of structuring and isolation from the user dialogues 
- better reliability when coded by professionals 
- better security since users need only execute privilege to call the procedures and they don’t even 

need  to know the database structures 
- better performance because of  less network round-trips, and execution plans are ready on the 

server. 
 

For exception handling on the client-side application code using data access API drivers of modern 

programming languages, such as Java and C#, will raise SQL exceptions on error conditions when using 

the following kind of try-catch structures:  

try { 
<initialize transaction>        

<body> 
<commit transaction> 

} 
catch (SQLException se) { 
      <handling of SQL exceptions> 
 <rollback transaction> 
} 
catch (Exception e) { 

<handling of other types of exceptions> 
 <rollback transaction> 
} 
finally { 
      <gracious closing of the concerned objects> 
}  

 

Any exception occurring in the <body> part transfers control to the corresponding exception handling 

part.  This guarantees that exceptions will be handled.  The exception handling parts should browse 

through the whole chain of all exceptions, as we will demonstrate later in our programming examples.   

The try-catch structure is suitable for most transaction programming.  The default mode of the APIs is 

the autocommit mode.  The best practice, independently of the SQL dialect of the server, is to turn 
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autocommit OFF during transaction initialization at the API level, and then set the proper isolation 

level for the transaction by the means provided by the API.  Note that the first SQL command will 

actually start the transaction, and the transaction isolation level should not be changed after that 

(although depending on the DBMS product a different isolation level can be set per command / table 

reference).   Committing the transaction may fail due to technical/network problems, but we can 

count on the success of the rollback operation, at least later.  

“Exit-free” programming  

The typical examples in textbooks only report the error codes and messages to standard output, and 

perhaps exit the program.   This is not acceptable in a production environment, and proper handling of 

the errors should be planned carefully making use of proper error logging and gracious ending of the 

program depending on the errors.   Explaining the error message to end users is another issue to be 

sorted out per application!  

Some incompatibility issues generate SQL warnings, and what is considered as warnings or errors may 

depend on the DBMS product, the configuration of the database, the SQL session, or the API driver.   

SQLwarnings are captured from the diagnostics by the ESQL interface, but from the data access API 

the application code need to check these separately, for example by getWarnings() method calls in 

JDBC. 

 

Connections, Connection Pooling and Transactions 

 
Connecting to the database server uses memory and CPU resources both on the client-side and server-
side for setting up the network connection, negotiating protocols and database version 
compatibilities, and validating the user credentials and privileges. This all uses many network round 
trips and takes time that can be noticed even by users. Therefore it has been common practice to use 
long connections, so that the database connection is kept open until the user ends the session for the 
application run, but for example, modern Internet–based applications use short connections. The 
performance problem on frequent opening and closing the database connections has been solved by 
client-side connection pooling, which is synchronized with the server-side connection pool. 

Client-side connection pooling is usually configured for registered Data Sources into some application 
server (WebSphere, WebLogic, Apache Geronimo, JBoss, GlassFish, etc.) in which the data access 
components of the application code are deployed.  On Windows platforms connection pooling can be 
configured for ODBC data sources.   

When using connection pools, special configurations are needed: the maximum pool size allocated for 
the physical connections, and the minimum number of connections per user credentials (user 
identification/authentication data).  When the first connection of the user is opened, the minimum 
number of physical connections for the credentials are opened, and one of them is activated to be 
used as the logical connection. More connections for the same credentials up to the maximum 
number can be opened. When a logical connection is closed by the application, the still open physical 
connection is released back to the pool for re-use.   However, if the current transaction was left active, 
it will be rolled back by the driver.  
 
The use of connection pooling is transparent to the application code, except that in JDBC the 
connection is opened using a pooled DataSource object instead of registering the JDBC driver for the 
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application run.  The main concern is that frequent use of short connections will slow down the 
performance if connection pooling is not available, and this needs to be considered in the 
programming style.   

We will demonstrate the effect of frequent short transactions by the simple C# program presented in 
Listing 1-1 accessing a SQL Server both locally and using a remote WLAN connection on Windows 
platforms by generic IDb interface for the SqlClient ADO.NET data provider, with pooling and without 
pooling.  Connection pooling is the default option for the SqlClient provider, but using or omitting the 
pooling can be configured by connection properties in the connection string. 

Listing 1-1.  IDbPooling.cs program measuring SQL Server connections by SqlClient provider 

using System; 
using System.Data; 
using System.Data.Common; 
public class IDbPooling { 
   public static void Main(string[] args) { 
      Console.WriteLine ("\nDBTechNet\nC#/ADO.NET/IDbPooling 1.0"); 
      DbProviderFactory factory = null; 
      IDbConnection conn = null; 
      factory = DbProviderFactories.GetFactory("System.Data.SqlClient"); 
      string connStr = "Data Source=<server>\\<instance>; Initial Catalog=<database>; “ + 
                "user=<user>; password=<password>;  Connect Timeout=30;" +  
                "pooling='<true/false>'; connection reset='false'; enlist='true';" +  
                "connection lifetime=5; min pool size=2; max pool size=50 "; 
      conn = (IDbConnection)factory.CreateConnection(); 
      conn.ConnectionString = connStr; 
      try {   // initial connection: 
          conn.Open(); 
          Console.WriteLine ("ConnectionString=" + conn.ConnectionString +  
              "\nConnectionTimeout=" + conn.ConnectionTimeout +  
              "\nDatabase=" + conn.Database +  
              "\nState=" + conn.State ); 
          conn.Close(); 
               // start the test: 
          DateTime Start; 
          Start = DateTime.Now; 
          for (int loop = 1; loop <=1000; loop++) { 
              conn.Open(); 
              conn.Close(); 
          } 
          Console.WriteLine ("Elapsed time: " + DateTime.Now.Subtract(Start).ToString()); 
      } 
      catch (Exception ex) { 
          Console.WriteLine("** Exception: "+ex.Message); 
      } 
      Console.WriteLine("\nEnd of Program.\n"); 
   } 
} 
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Running the program for local and remote SQL Server, and “true”/”false” values of the pooling 
property in the connection string we get, for example, the elapsed time values presented in Table 1-1 
for the sequence of 1000 short connections. These will give us at least magnitude estimates for 
connection opening and the difference between pooled and non-pooled connections.  
 

  Table 1-1.   Elapsed times of 1000  IDbConnections using SqlClient provider 

Connection pooling Local SQL Server Remote SQL Server 

True  0.015 sec   0.015 sec 

False  2.103 sec 13.617 sec 

Benefit of pooling 140 times better 908 times better 

From the experiments presented in Table 1 we can conclude that on use of connection pool no 
network round-trips are needed.  This also indicates that the server may not be aware of the new 
logical connections, and implicit transaction commit/rollback on logical connection closing may 
depend on the API driver. 

The programming disciplines are different on use of long connections (usually without need for 
connection pooling) and short connections with connection pooling. The short logical connections 
should be started as late as possible, and they should be closed as soon as possible.  In both cases, the 
current connection establishes the context of local transactions, and therefore the local transactions 
need to be closed before the logical connection is closed!  

We have learned that for consistency reasons data access should be transactional, but transactional 
means also better performance, since in autocommit mode every SQL command will be committed 
automatically.  This means that on any content changes made by the command (and even for SELECT 
commands) a commit record will be written into the current transaction log file on disk.   
 

Concurrency Conflicts  
 
Otherwise correctly programmed concurrent transactions cannot always proceed to successful 
COMMIT, because there may occur cases where two or more of these block each other.  The situation 
is called concurrency conflict in the SQL standard.  In practice it is usually called deadlock.  Modern 
DBMS products notice the case in couple of seconds, and select one of the transactions as victim and 
raise a deadlock exception in the victim.  Products like DB2, SQL Server, MySQL/InnoDB also abort the 
victim transaction automatically, but Oracle will wait the victim to react on the exception and to enter 
the ROLLBACK command.   

We will apply the BankTransfer procedure in our concurrency tests.   In the following test run the 
procedure is called from concurrent sessions transferring some amount from one bank account to 
another account, but in opposite directions resulting in deadlock situation. 
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Some misunderstandings: 

Due to serious misunderstanding some textbooks say (and some people believe) that the DBMS 
will then start that aborted transaction automatically.  This is not possible since the DBMS is 
not aware of the logical flow of the transaction, and the overall situation in the database has 
changed so it is not a correct solution to rerun the earlier sequence of SQL commands as such.  
So, it is the responsibility of the application code to restart the aborted transaction, as noted 
also by some DBMS products in the error message of the deadlock exception.   For more 
information, see the discussion on the topic in the “SQL Transactions” book. 

Another misunderstanding is usual among DBAs who consider deadlocks as errors.  Quite the 
opposite - deadlock detection by the DBMS server is a great service, allowing the production 
mix to continue in case of an impossible sequence of concurrent transactions, at the cost of 
some lost work and seconds.   

As adviced in literature, some deadlocks could be avoided by locking the resources always in 
same order, but this is not a general solution. 

 

 

An almost similar blocking problem can occur when a transaction waits an unacceptably long time for 
some lock.  Most DBMS products provide possibility to set a maximum for such a wait time using, for 
example in DB2 we can use the command 

SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT = <seconds> 

If the DBMS server cannot get the needed lock before the end of the lock wait time set by the 
application, the DBMS raises an exception.  In case of DB2 the current transaction is also aborted 
automatically raising the same exception as for deadlock.   

The deadlock checking and default timeout configuration parameters of DB2 Express-C in DebianDB 
are the following 

Interval for checking deadlock (ms)         (DLCHKTIME) = 10000 

Lock timeout (sec)                        (LOCKTIMEOUT) = -1 
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So the server’s deadlock detector wakes up every 10 seconds, and by default there is no lock timeout. 

In the following BankTransfer test run a concurrent session blocks the transfer resulting timeout 
exception and automatic rollback of the transaction: 

 

 

 

Concurrency Control 
 

The ACID principle which we have discussed in the “SQL Transactions” handbook is a good orientation 

model for a database transaction, but the I-property, full Isolation of transaction from concurrently 

running transactions is challenging, often misunderstood, actually not possible in most DBMS 

products, and some practical compromises are often adopted. 

Concurrency control for implementing the isolation of transactions is the area where the DBMS 

products behave most differently.  Internally the DBMS products6 always protect implicitly write 

operations (INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE) by exclusive (multi-granular) locking on row, page, table 

levels or index ranges.  These locks are kept up to the end of the current transaction, thus preventing 

“lost updates” before that.  Internal mechanisms for protecting consistency of the read operations 

include either shared (multi-granular) locking (MGL) - or multi-versioning (MVCC) based reading of 

committed row versions.  Some products allow also read operations without any protection (“dirty 

reads”).  More detailed explanations for these mechanisms can be found in product manuals and in 

our tutorials “SQL Transactions” and “SQL Concurrency Technologies”.  

Some DBMS products allow also explicit LOCK TABLE commands, but use of these is usually not 

recommended due to blocking of concurrent transactions, and resulting reduction of the overall 

                                                           
6
 With exception of the DBMS products using real “optimistic concurrency control” (OCC), such as Pyrrho which 

uses private caches for every transaction, synchronizing the changes only at commit phase to database in case no 

conflicts are found with other committed and concurrently running transactions.  Only these DBMS products 

provide the full isolation of transactions. 
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throughput in the production environment.   Some products allow also explicit, exclusive row-level 

locking by a “FOR UPDATE” clause included at the end of the SELECT statement.    

The SQL standard does not refer to locking or the concurrency mechanisms, but defines the following 

transaction isolation levels:  

● READ UNCOMMITTED (allowing dirty reads) 

● READ COMMITTED (but releasing shared locks)) 

● REPEATABLE READ (keeping shared locks of the “read set” of the transaction) 

● SERIALIZABLE (keeping shared locks and preventing phantom phenomena7) 

 

Above the semantics in parentheses refer to implementations in DBMS products using multi-granular 

locking as concurrency mechanism.  In fact the SQL standard has been developed from the DB2 SQL 

languages in the eighties, which then had only the following isolation levels:  

● Cursor Stability (CS) 

● Repeatable Read (RR) 

 

Cursor Stability matches READ COMMITTED with the difference that in cursor processing the current 

row is always locked until the cursor moves forward or gets closed.  The Repeatable Read of DB2 

matches the SERIALIZABLE isolation level of the SQL standard.  IBM has later implemented the other 

isolation levels:  READ UNCOMMITTED of SQL standard as “Uncommitted Read” (UR), and 

REPEATABLE READ as “Read Stability” (RS).  Recently, starting from version 9.7 semantics the CS 

isolation has been changed into “Currently Committed” which instead of a locked row will read the 

latest committed version of that row (from the log cache), so no lock protection is needed. 

In the “SQL Transactions” handbook we have explained which transaction isolation levels and 

semantics for read operations have been implemented (multi-granular locking or MVCC row versions) 

in the DBMS products found in our database laboratory.   The differences are “dramatic” and cannot 

be hidden by the API drivers, so application developers need to take these into account! 

The transaction isolation level should be defined before the beginning of the transaction.  This means 

“before the first SQL command”, since that will actually start the transaction.  So the best practice is to 

use the following transaction initialization: 

1. set autocommit OFF 

2. set the proper transaction isolation level for the transaction. 

 

On the API calls these should be used by means of the applied API instead of sent as kind of SQL 

commands.   

In ODBC and JDBC the transaction isolation levels are defined using the isolation level names of the 

SQL standard, and the driver should map them into the (nearest) corresponding isolation level8 of the 

                                                           
7
 “Phantom” is a row inserted or updated by concurrent transaction which the current transaction fails to see 

due to order of its read actions.  Multi-granular locking systems prevent write operations of concurrent 
transaction which could create phantom rows, whereas MVCC and OCC systems prevent “phantom reads” i.e. 
prevent the transaction from seeing the possible phantom rows.  
8
 The semantics of isolation levels with same name can be very different depending on the concurrency control 

mechanism used in the DBMS product.  We have discussed on these in our “SQL Transactions” eBook. 
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DBMS product.  Some textbooks say that instead of an unsupported isolation level the next supported 

stronger isolation level will be set, but this is not generally true.  For example, Oracle drivers raise an 

error on non-matching isolation level request.  The behaviors of drivers can be easily tested by the 

DBMetaData.java test program in our laboratory. 

When the transaction has already started it is not allowed to change the transaction isolation level, 

but some products, for example DB2 and SQL Server, allow different isolation levels applied as 

isolation clauses per SQL command or table reference in the command.   

 

Transaction Programming Paradigms 
 

Depending on the concurrency control mechanisms, Multi-Granular Locking using Single-version 

Concurrency Control (MGL/SCC ),  Multi-Granular Locking for writing with Multi-Version Concurrency 

Control for reading (MGL/MVCC ), or pure Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC), we can distinguish 

transaction programing paradigms with different transaction outcomes and retry patterns, to be 

discussed below. 

 

MGL/SVCC or MGL/MVCC based Transaction Programming Paradigm 

 

 

Figure 1-9   MGL/SCC or MGL/MVCC based transaction programming paradigm 
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Figure 1-9 presents a reference model for transaction, parameters and outcomes, as applied in the use 

of DBMS products with MGL /SVCC  (multi granular locking in single version concurrency control) or 

MGL/MVCC based concurrency control.   This is the paradigm in most of our experiment examples 

using DB2, Oracle, MariaDB or PostgreSQL, of which DB2 presents MGL based concurrency control.    

Response timeout (RetryTimeout) implementations differ between OLTP and batch programs.   Client-

side middleware APIs may provide means also for timeout setting for the whole transaction, for 

example in AJAX and JPA. 

In the Figure 1-9, the grey box in the beginning of the “transaction box” presents configuring steps 

before the actual SQL transaction starts.   The START TRANSACTION statement (or corresponding 

formats) in some SQL dialects sets the database connection into a transactional mode, whereas only 

the first SQL statement starts the SQL transaction.   

Setting the lock wait timeout differ between the DBMS products.  This concerns both DBMS products 

using multi-granular-locking (MGL) or MVCC for reading.   When an SQL statement needs a covering 

lock from the DBMS and will not get the lock in the preset time, the DBMS will raise an exception for 

the exceeded lock wait timeout.  In Oracle we can apply a lock wait timeout only in the “FOR UPDATE  

WAIT”  clauses of SELECT statements, so UPDATE statements  needing timeout are preceded by a 

covering SELECT statement (with only marginal cost in execution time).   

When concurrent transactions accidentally get to wait for locks from each other, the DBMS will detect 

the deadlock situation and usually solves the case by selecting one of the transactions as deadlock 

victim which will be automatically rolled back in a couple of seconds.  The application will get 

information of the ROLLBACK as a deadlock exception.   Apart from this, in case of Oracle the 

application which is causing the deadlock will immediately get information on the deadlock, and needs 

to manually ROLLBACK the transaction. 

According to the SQL standard the transaction isolation level  cannot be changed  inside a transaction, 

but some DBMS products don’t play according this rule.  Also the syntax for setting the isolation level 

depends on the DBMS product. 

“Schema constraint violations” include PRIMARY KEY, UNIQUE, FOREIGN KEY, CHECK, domain (data 

type, etc.) and security violations for which the DBMS will raise SQLexceptions. These constraints are 

globally checked either on every DML statement or latest when the transaction commits. 

In responsible transaction programming the success of the executed SQL statements is  checked from 

the SQL diagnostics, and for violations concerning the program logic, such as mon-matching  updates 

etc.  the program needs to raise application exceptions.  

In case of lost connection the application loses control on the transaction on server-side, but the 

DBMS will rollback the disconnected transaction in the database. 

Logic errors while executing the SQL statements include for example stale data problems, such as row 

version mismatch in RVV transactions, in which case the transaction should not be tried again as 

otherwise it would overwrite data written meanwhile by a concurrent user, but the user might need to 

restart the whole RVV transaction starting from the data entry steps. 
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OCC based Transaction Programming Paradigm 
 

DBMS products using optimistic concurrency control (OCC), for example Pyrrho, don’t use locking and 

so don’t suffer from timeouts or deadlocks, but will refuse to COMMIT in the presence of concurrency 

conflicts, which changes the whole retry model, as presented in  Figure 1-10.   We can think that OCC 

is like “MVCC only” where the transaction sees  the consistent state of the database as it was in the 

beginning of the transaction with its own copies of rows it writes.  Concurrency control with others is 

solved at the COMMIT step which will fail if someone else has already committed some conflicting 

writing.  See the discussion on concurrency control in our tutorial “SQL Transactions”. 

 

Figure 1-10   OCC based transaction programming paradigm 

Whether the transaction rolled back due to conflicted COMMIT can be tried again is a question to be 

studied.  Following the rollback, the application will see new values in the database, and may decide to 

repeat the transaction. 
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Retry Pattern 

 
The general solution for restarting the cancelled transaction is to restart the transaction by the 
application, and since concurrency conflict may continue to occur the restart should be retried again 
and again until the transaction manages to avoid the concurrency control.  However, we cannot allow 
the retries to continue forever, which is called the livelock problem.   To avoid the livelock problem we 
need to limit the number of retries so that the retry loop does not take too long time, considering a 
tolerable limit of response time to the end user in case of OLTP applications, whereas for batch 
programs the number of retries can be bigger.   As a general data access programming model this 
looping with a maximum number of retries is called Retry Pattern.   

An example of applying the Retry Pattern to control a transaction programmed on client-side using 
Java/JDBC is presented in Appendix 2 of the “SQL Transactions” handbook.  In Appendix 4 of the “SQL 
Stored Routines” tutorial we have implemented the transaction logic in server-side stored procedure,  
while controlling retry pattern is programmed  as part of the client-side Java/JDBC code.   

 

Transaction Outcomes 
 
According to the ACID principle a transaction is an atomic data access routine that will be either 
committed or rolled back.   From point of view of application, application development, and system 
administration more specific outcome information is needed on rollback cases.   The transaction 
programming paradigms above included retry pattern with possible outcomes which are explained 
below.    
 
In our extended transaction programming templates the return code (rc)  is used to report the 
transaction outcome as presented in Table 1.1 below. 
 

rc: Explanation of the outcome code: 
< 0 Unrecoverable error  
0 Committed  
1 Rolled back as deadlock victim, to be restarted  by retry pattern 
2 Rolled back due to exceeded lock wait timeout  
3 RetryTimeout or Livelock 
4 Lost connection 

 
Table 1.1    A suggested protocol for transaction outcome codes 

 
The retry pattern algorithm extended to support the transaction outcomes protocol could be written 
in a language independent metalanguage as suggested in the following listing: 
 
Listing 1-2   Transaction Outcomes  protocol 
 

retries = 0 

lostConnectCount=0 

deadlockCount=0 

rc = 1 

while (retries < maxRetries and (rc == 1 or rc == 4)) { 

      rc, msg = transaction (conn, ...) 

      if (rc == 1 or rc == 4) { 

         retries = retries + 1 
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         if (rc == 4) { 

            lostConnectCount++ 

            rc, conn = reConnect(...) 

         } 

         else { 

            deadlockCount++ 

            sleep(1) 

         }             

      } 

} 

if (rc == 1 and lostConnectCount == 0) 

    rc = 3 

}  

 
 
As a simple failure code generated by the transaction in case of unrecoverable errors can be  “-1”, but 
also the SQLcode of an SQL failure could be used, if available.  More specific information on this could 
be provided by the error message caught from the DBMS.  This will provide important feedback to the 
application developer, whom should consult the error manual of the DBMS product or the local 
system administrator.   The application and/or the application environment need to be fixed, so that 
these return codes do not appear in production use of the application. 
 
Transaction retries cannot be allowed to continue too long, so number of retries need to be controlled 
by maxRetries parameter .  This is useful especially in batch jobs where no user is involved to decide 
on next retries, and more important than the time used is to have the transaction succeed at the end.   
Whereas, in OLTP applications a user is involved and we cannot allow unpredictable long response 
times, so a better solution might be restricting the length of the allowed time window for retries as 
follows: 
    

start_time = datetime.now() 

maxTime = start_time + retryTimeout    

rc = 1 

while (datetime.now < maxTime and (rc == 1 or rc == 4)) { 

 
The retry pattern draft above tries to limit retries to start only on a time window, thus limiting the 
response time of the user in OLTP application.   
 
In most of our examples we have not covered the lost connection case, which simplifies the protocol 
even more.   In fact, on retries of server-side transactions i.e. in stored routines, the lost connections 
cannot be recovered. 
 
Note:    Broken connection may appear as an idle/dead session thread in the database server wasting 

number of connections licensed for the server.   This idle session timeout is a configuration 
concern of the database administrators. 

 
The timeout control is important in OLTP, especially in web applications, since web users may not 
have patience for long response times.   So, selecting a proper lock wait timeout is an important and 
challenging in application development.   Depending on the DBMS product and the data access API, 
the timeout can be set on SQL statement level, as transaction attribute, or database engine 
paramenter, for example in Innodb engine of MySQL/MariaDB.  Timeout as a transaction outcome 
means that the chosen lock wait timeout is too short, or some other application using the same 
database keeps locks too long.  This should interest the system administrator. 
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In the Deadlock article of Wikipedia at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deadlock the  Livelock case is 
defined as “a specific process is not progressing.”   In our algorithm it is the transaction outcome 
meaning that during the retries the transaction repeatingly aborts in concurrency conflicts. 
 
Concurrency conflicts, such as deadlocks, may be rare as OLTP transactions should be tuned short and 
fast, but even so applications need to be prepared to handle these cases reliably.   Our test 
methodology for this is to slow down the transaction execution by inserting pauses in strategic points 
in the transaction to allow time for confliction session.  For the pauses we use some sleep functions  
with parameter determing number of sleeping seconds (sleepSecs).   The pause steps should be 
eliminated  or the sleepSecs parameter should be set to zero in production environment. 
 
 

Transaction Programming Template 
 

In next chapters we will look at various data access APIs using a small application and apply the 

following generic Transaction Programming Template for local, flat transactions: 

CONNECT TO the database, and turn on TRANSACTIONAL mode instead of possible AUTOCOMMIT 
mode (depending on the DBMS product).   

This implies use of implicit transactions starting on the first SQL command 
(after end of previous transaction). 
Close connection at the end of program.  
 
Every transaction should be enclosed in a TRY-CATCH structure, or its 
emulation depending on the host language: 

TRY { 
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL <isolation level>; 

The Isolation level needs to be set before transaction begins, which also 
ensures that no previous transaction is left running!  The right isolation level 
depends on the requirements of the transaction logic and the concurrency 
mechanism of the DBMS product.   

[BEGIN TRANSACTION; ] 
Switch from autocommit mode to transactional mode (until the transaction to 
be started gets committed or rolled back), depending on the API or the DBMS 
product.  The actual transaction starts on the first SQL statement. 
Not needed in TRANSACTIONAL mode. 

Setting lock wait timeout; 
This depends on the DBMS product.  We will present possible options later. 

SQL statement;  
On failure RAISE Exception; 

   If the API does not raise exception implicitly on SQL errors. 
[Test and handle the possible SQLwarnings] 
  (We have skipped this in our examples.)  
Verify the number of processed rows and act accordingly. 

This is important for the transaction logic.   
 . . . 

COMMIT WORK; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deadlock
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} 
CATCH (SQLexception ex) { 

Handle the SQL exceptions .. ; 
ROLLBACK WORK; 

} 
CATCH (Exception e) { 

Handle the other exceptions .. ; 
ROLLBACK WORK; 

} 
 

In the examples we will focus only on very simple local flat transactions, but real application 

developers should consider also the following challenges:  

The explicit or implicit start of the transaction begins the transactional context in the database 

connection covering all data access actions: SQL statements (commands) in the local routine, called 

subroutines of the application, and invoked SQL routines (stored procedures, user defined functions, 

triggers, and also external routines), up to end of the transaction on COMMIT or ROLLBACK.   

Due to performance reasons transactions should be as short as possible, and must not contain any 

interaction with the user.  Since the transaction may get rolled back, i.e. it never officially happened, it 

should write only  through its database connection.  Exceptions to this make the distributed 

transactions, which may include accessing transaction messaging servers, but this topic is out of this   

tutorial. 

Maintaining the transactional context is a challenging topic, since even if the transaction protocol has 

been programmed carefully, it is always possible that due to some concurrency or connection problem 

the transaction will get cancelled by the DBMS or due to some technical error.  Exceptions in the local 

code are caught by the try-catch structure, but the active state of the transaction should be checked 

after invoked routines.  If the transaction was cancelled and this is not detected, then in case of 

implicit transaction the rest of the transaction code is processed as a new transaction, and in case of 

explicit transactions in autocommit mode, the rest of the transaction code is processed as single-

statement transactions, resulting in incomplete transaction actions in the database.  For this purpose 

the SQL standard defines the TRANSACTION_ACTIVE flag in the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement, which 

has not yet been widely implemented in the DBMS products. 

Some SQL statements may succeed, but with warnings, perhaps due to data type incompatibilities 

which may cause the loss of some information.  SQL warnings don’t raise exceptions, but need to be 

checked programmatically. 

The transaction programming techniques we will cover, may look too laborious, but sloppy transaction 

programming may later become expensive in sorting out the problems production and rewriting the 

data access, and thus increasing the “Technical Debt” (see the article in Wikipedia at 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_debt). 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_debt
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Building Reliable Infrastructure for Transactions 
 

Many unexpected problems may appear in production run of applications, such as: 

 Transaction failures (content or constraint conflicts, or concurrency conflicts)    

 Communication failures (lost connection, lost messages, ..) 

 DBMS server failures (listener or DBMS process failures, lost buffer pool in case of power 

failure, ..) 

 System failures (power outages, component failures, device failures) 

The robust transaction programming principles and techniques are needed to sort out the transaction 

failures, and retry pattern applied to reconnect applying some reasonable connection timeout may 

sort out network failures or listener downtimes. 

Application/System administrators need to consider also infrastructure problems which don’t depend 

on the application, but affect the production run of applications.  Business-critical applications, such as 

e-commerce, require high availability 9(HA) of the service.  This is measured by high uptime 

percentage, for example 99.999 % availability, allowing some short recovery time from planned 

downtime or unplanned downtime caused by failures.  Downtime can be Apart from this, some life-

critical systems require service with instant recovery i.e. continuous service with 100 % availability, 

called fault-tolerant.   

Building fault tolerance starts by building a reliable infrastructure which recovers from all faults.   It 

consists of fully redundant systems without any single point of failure, based on RAID disks or server 

clusters, etc.   Full fault tolerancy can then be achieved building reliable software on this reliable 

infrastucture.  

A simple redundancy solution to be used could be a Primary/Standby pair of databases on separate 

servers in which all committed transactions in Primary (master) database are replicated into the 

Standby (replica, backup) database (Coulouris et al 1994) as presented in Figure 1-11. 

 

  Figure 1-11    A primary and backup pair of databases 

                                                           
9
 See Wikipedia at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_availability 
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In case the Primary server fails, then by failover action the old Standby server becomes the new 

primary into which all following database connections are addressed.   After the problem in the old 

primary has been fixed, contents in the new primary are replicated to the old primary which becomes 

the new standby database of the system. 

  Figure 1-12   Failover of failed Primary to the Standby database 

 

Configuring the failover solution is not a trivial task.  Failover techniques vary between the DBMS 

products and even for same DBMS product, for example discussed in PostgreSQL Documentation10.  A 

challenge on failover operation is to ensure that successful transactions committing but not yet 

reporting on success while the failover happens, will not be re-tried after reconnect, thus running the 

transaction twice.   For example, Oracle’s solution is to prevent duplicate transactions by Transaction 

Guard and Application Continuity services11 . 

Design, implementation and management of the fault tolerant infrastructure and reliable failover 

procedure are the concern of system administrators.  These interesting issues are out of the context of 

this tutorial.  Use of the fault tolerant infrastructure should be transparent to applications, i.e. it 

should not affect the client applications, except when lost connections are experienced, which should 

be fixed by reconnect (in case of failover, to the new primary) and retry of the failed transactions.   

Experimenting with these redundancy arrangements for costly high-availability hardware and systems 

are out of scope of this tutorial, as our experiments are limited to a local (virtual) database lab.   From 

point of view of transaction programming, the handling of a lost connection is the same if the question 

is of network errors or database server failure in case of managed Primary/Standby pair.  The fault-

tolerant transaction programming requires robust transactions with retry pattern, extended with 

retry of connections in case of lost connection.  In case of network failures or some temporary DBMS 

failure (for example in power outage), simply reconnecting after a while and retrying of the failed 

transaction may be enough.   

                                                           
10

 See Chapter 26 of Postgresql 9.6 documentaion at  www.postgresql.org/docs/9.6/index.html 
11 see https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/12.2/adfns/transaction-guard.html 

  

 

http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.6/index.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/12.2/adfns/transaction-guard.html
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What about the failed transaction? – No problem, it will be rolled back automatically by the DBMS. 

Topics for further study 
 
As noted above, in this tutorial we are experimenting only in a single virtual lab.   
However the virtual computer technologies can be applied to build a network of virtual 
computer, local in a single host workstation, as presented in the report “Theory Guide, 
DBTech’s Virtual Workshop on Distributed, Replicated, Embedded and Mobile Databases” by Cesar 
Gómez (Gómez 2010).  So, it would be interesting to build Primary/Standby pair of databases in 
separate virtual computers, and experiment with failover on arraged failure of the Primary server. 
 

 

Transaction programming test cases 
 
We will experiment with transaction programming using the following minimalistic examples: 

 The “Employees” application adopted from the “Getting Started With DB2 Application 
Development” book in the DB2 on Campus Book Series, which we have “decorated” with 
transaction protocols applied in various programming / scripting languages and DA APIs. 
 

 The “BankTransfer” transaction which we have used in the “SQL Transactions” book 
presenting a typical case for transaction and possible concurrency conflicts.  This is also our 
basic transaction example for which we have written various test programs, and test script 
sequences.   The simple Bank Transfer transaction is applied both as client-side transaction 
programming examples and as server-side transaction programming in native stored 
procedures of the DBMS products12, providing similar transaction outcomes.  We also present 
an extended version of the Bank Transfer with more complicated transaction logic.  These 
examples provide models that could be applied in actual transaction programming cases. 
 

The programs themselves don’t provide examples on OLTP applications, but serve only as test 
frames for transaction experiments, while we search for transaction templates for various 
programming/scripting languages, data access APIs and the database products in our VM 
laboratory.    
 
The script sequences have been planned to cover the basic exception cases to test the 
transaction outcomes, also in case the retry pattern is applied to solve the concurrency 
conflicts.   The concurrency conflicts are setup in controlled manner by systematic slowdown 
of the competing transactions.   The script sequences can be used for systematic testing in 
case of transaction changes, and with some effort these could be extended test automation. 
 
Our main priority is the reliability of transactions, but as a side result we measure the elapsed 
times of our transaction experiments just to get some understanding of the issue, even if the 
conditions in our lab are not relevant for reflections to production environments, since our 
database servers are local in our virtual lab and the databases are minimalistic in size. 
 
The source codes of examples are available for experimenting in our DebianDB virtual 

                                                           
12

 Introduced in our tutorial on “SQL Stored Routines” 
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database laboratory in subfolders of the folder /home/dbtech/AppDev.   
 

Extended BankTransfer example 
 

Bank Transfer is the classic transaction example, which we also use throughout in this tutorial text. 

Above we presented the simplified case using following type of a table:  

CREATE TABLE Accounts ( 
acctno   INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
balance NUMERIC  NOT NULL); 

 
.. and applying the following simple SQL transaction: 

 
UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - <amount> WHERE acctno = <fromAccount>; 
UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + <amount> WHERE acctno = <toAccount>; 
COMMIT; 

 
This needs to be extended by handlings of possible exceptions, which typically should lead to 

ROLLBACK of the transaction.   

The simplified BankTransfer transaction misses a real context.  As we think of Bank Transfers in real 

world, we will notice that more complicated decisions i.e. transaction logic is needed.   To introduce 

some of the needed transaction logic, we present an extended example starting by the EER diagram in 

Figure 1-13 of the tables used in the transaction. 

Every bank account belongs to some customer, the owner of the account.  However, some other 

customers, for example family members, may have permission to use the account.  In our model this is 

taken care by the Grants table, in which the column ‘granted’ needs to have value ‘Y’. Occasionally the 

whole account may need to be closed, for example due to lost credit card.  I our example this is 

marked by value ‘C’ in column ‘status’.  Other account actions, such as saving or withdrawing money 

are not covered in our Bank Transfer example.  

Every action concerning the account needs to be traceable.  For this we use tables AccountHistory 

which is maintained automatically by the trigger AccountHistory_trg on every row update of the 

Accounts table, and TransferHistory into which a row on every Transfer transaction to be committed is 

written by the application just before the transaction get committed.  

The TransferHistory table seems to have missed the integrity control provided by FOREIGN KEYs.  The 

solution is based on the fact that the rows into the table are written only by the application on already 

consistent data.  The rows are never updated.   For performance of queries proper indexes can be 

created, but this is not a concern in our experiments.  

We apply this example to multiple DBMS products which may have different data types, and to 

maximize portability of the example, we apply INTEGER as the basic numeric data type, leaving 

experimenting with proper data types, such as DECIMAL, to interested learners. 

In real world a bank transfer needs, for example note of the reason, but this is not relevant for 

our experiments, and only would increase the number of parameters. 
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Figure 1-13    EER diagram of the BankTransfer example 

Implementing this using MariaDB looks as follows: 
 

CREATE TABLE Customers ( 
custno   INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
name     VARCHAR(20), 
address  VARCHAR(40)); 
 
CREATE TABLE Accounts ( 
acctno    INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
balance   INTEGER NOT NULL, 
custno    INTEGER,  -- owner of the account 
status    CHAR(1) CHECK (status in ('A','C')), -- A active, C closed 
rv        INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0, 
CONSTRAINT unloanable_account  CHECK (balance >= 0), 
CONSTRAINT Acct_Cust_fk  
  FOREIGN KEY (custno) REFERENCES Customers (custno)); 
 
CREATE TABLE Grants ( 
custno  INTEGER NOT NULL, 
acctno  INTEGER NOT NULL, 
granted CHAR(1) CHECK (granted in ('Y','N')),  -- Y granted, N not 
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PRIMARY KEY (custno, acctno), 
CONSTRAINT Grant_Cust_fk  
  FOREIGN KEY (custno) REFERENCES Customers (custno), 
CONSTRAINT Grant_Acct_fk  
  FOREIGN KEY (acctno) REFERENCES Accounts (acctno)); 
 
CREATE TABLE AccountHistory ( 
id        INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
acctno    INTEGER NOT NULL, 
balanceBefore INTEGER, 
balanceAfter  INTEGER, 
atTime    TIMESTAMP, 
CONSTRAINT Acct_fk  
  FOREIGN KEY (acctno) REFERENCES Accounts (acctno)); 
  
CREATE TABLE TransferHistory ( 
id        INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
fromAcct  INTEGER NOT NULL, 
toAcct    INTEGER NOT NULL, 
amount    INTEGER, 
custno    INTEGER,  -- user 
onDate    DATE, 
atTime    TIMESTAMP);  
 

and for every row UPDATE in Accounts table the contents are registered into a new row in AccountHistory by following 
trigger: 

 
delimiter # 
CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER AccountHistory_trg 
AFTER UPDATE ON Accounts 
FOR EACH ROW 
BEGIN 
     INSERT INTO AccountHistory (acctno,  balanceBefore,balanceAfter,atTime) 
     VALUES (OLD.acctno,OLD.balance,NEW.balance,CURRENT_TIMESTAMP); 
END; # 
delimiter ; 
 

As noted in ”SQL Transactions” and ”SQL Stored Routines” on MySQL, also MariaDB 10.1 supports only 
syntax of CHECK constraints, but the actions need to be implemented using corresponding triggers.    
 

delimiter # 
CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER Accounts_upd_trg 
BEFORE UPDATE ON Accounts 
FOR EACH ROW 
BEGIN 
  -- row version stamping 
  IF (old.rv = 2147483647) THEN 
     SET new.rv = -2147483648; 
  ELSE 
     SET new.rv = old.rv + 1; 
  END IF; 
  -- simulating CHECK constraints 
  IF NEW.balance < 0 THEN 
     SIGNAL SQLSTATE '23513' 
     SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'Negative balance not allowed'; 
  END IF; 
  IF NEW.status NOT IN ('A','C') THEN 
     SIGNAL SQLSTATE '23513' 
     SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'Only A or C allowed for status'; 
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  END IF; 
END; # 
delimiter ; 

 
The implementations for Oracle, DB2, and PostgreSQL differ from MariaDB only on the auto increment 
facility and the triggers.   The setup statements for all these databases can be found in 
<dbms>_BankTransfer.txt files. 
 
 
Draft for the test data 

 

The administrator (dbtech user) sets up the basic data of 3 customers: Peter, Paul and Mary (fictitious 

characters with no connection except names with the legendary folk trio we all love).  Peter and Paul 

have bank account in their names and Paul’s wife Mary is granted to user Paul’s account.  Paul has also 

another account, but he lost its credit card the account has been closed.   

The CREATE statements and INSERTs for the test data into our test databases can be found in the text 

files <dbms>_BankTransfer.txt.  Following queries show the test data in MariaDB: 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT custno, name FROM Customers; 

+--------+-------+ 

| custno | name  | 

+--------+-------+ 

|    101 | Peter | 

|    202 | Paul  | 

|    303 | Mary  | 

+--------+-------+ 

3 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM Accounts; 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

| acctno | balance | custno | status | rv | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

|    101 |    1000 |    101 | A      |  0 | 

|    202 |    2000 |    202 | A      |  0 | 

|    404 |    1000 |    202 | C      |  0 | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

3 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM Grants; 

+--------+--------+---------+ 

| custno | acctno | granted | 

+--------+--------+---------+ 

|    303 |    202 | Y       | 

+--------+--------+---------+ 

1 row in set (0.01 sec) 

 

 

Use case:   

 

For a bank transfer, the user enters first his/her customer number (custno) which is validated based 

on the Customers table.   Other parameters entered for the transaction consist of “fromAcct”, 

“toAcct”, and the “amount” to be transferred.   

The Transfer transaction consists of following steps: 
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1. The status of the fromAcct is verified to be active (“A”), and the row is locked against updates 

from concurrent clients. 

2. Since the fromAcct is usually owned by the user, withdrawing from the account is first tried.  

This fails if the user is not the owner, in which case the permission to use the account is first 

checked based by the Grants table, before the action. 

3. In the character mode implementation the execution of the transaction is interrupted until the 

testing user hits the ENTER key, thus allowing setup for some competing concurrent 

transaction to test, for example deadlock cases. 

4. After the transaction is allowed to continue, the status of the toAcct is verified to be active 

(“A”), and locking the row from concurrent clients.  If the account is active the amount is 

added to its balance value. 

5. Finally before the transaction gets committed, a reporting row of the transaction is inserted 

into the TransferHistory table. 

On any errors caught during the transaction, the transaction will be rolled back.  This concerns also the 

trigger actions of Accounts table, but not the auto incremented ID values in our History tables which 

values will be lost in ROLLBACK cases!    

In our examples the auto incrementing in Oracle uses the NEXTVAL method of SEQUENCE objects, in 

DB2 on “GENERATED ALWAYS AS IDENTITY” clause, in MariaDB on AUTO_INCREMENT 

clause, and in PostgreSQL in SERIAL data type. So, the auto increment facilities are not transactional. 

Another exception on transactionality would be provided by use of AUTONOMIC procedures which we 

have discussed in our tutorial on “SQL Stored Routines”. 

Multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) used in Oracle, MariaDB and PostgreSQL allows reading of 

copies of committed rows from a row archive without locking.  To guarantee reading of the current 

content instead of some previous copy of the row, the FOR UPDATE clause of SELECT is needed for 

row locking to bypass MVCC.   

Apart from MVCC row versioning, version stamping of rows is used for optimistic execution 13i.e. 

verifying if the content of the accessed current row is of the expected content.  We will see row 

version stamping done on client-side in Ruby on Rails (RoR) and Java Persistence API (JPA), which 

provide only limited concurrency control inside the API.   Independent of the client-side stamping, the 

server-side version stamping  of the Row Version Verifying  14(RVV) protocol works independent from 

APIs.  To demonstrate use of RVV protocol in our examples, we have added a column “rv” in the 

Accounts table, and the value of this column is then automatically incremented by the RVV trigger of 

the table.  It is then the responsibility of the application to avoid “blind overwriting” of the row 

content  if the value of the rv column does not match with the expected version value.  In case of retry 

pattern this means that there is no use to continue the retries.  

However, our bank transfer example does not necessarily need the RVV protocol when the updates of 

balance column are done by “Type 0” sensitive updates (explained in the RVV Paper) of form 

 balance = balance +/- delta 

                                                           
13

 also called  “optimistic locking”, but in fact, optimistic approaches don’t do locking 
14

 See the “RVV Paper” 
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Application example:  Employee Management  
 
For an example of a data access application we have adopted the program example “employees” from 
the “Getting Started with DB2 Application Development” book, which example we have extended for 
transaction programming experiments.  The program plays with maintenance of a small set of rows in 
the Employee table in the SAMPLE database used in many IBM tutorials.  The purpose of the example 
is not to present a realistic application, but merely to demonstrate the transaction programming 
techniques and concurrency tests.    

Most of the routines in the program use single SQL commands, and as such may not be the best 
examples of SQL transactions.  To include some transactional challenge, the original multi-line INSERT 
in function “AddEmployeeInfo()” has been split into single INSERT commands so that it is possible to 
verify ROLLBACK of an only partially successful transaction.  
  
The “UpdateEmployeeInfo()” routine has been changed to an RVV transaction consisting of a READ 
ONLY SQL transaction, followed by a short user dialog prompting new salary value, after which the 
writing SQL transaction updates the salary into database provided that no concurrent SQL session has 
not updated the row.   The READ ONLY transaction locks the row even if the lock is released at the end 
of the SQL transaction, thus preventing use of MVCC reading which would more easily lead to a RVV 
failure. 
 
We start the test in DebianDB as follows, interrupting the program run occasionally with a competing 
DB2 CLP15 session in another terminal window.   
 

The following listing reports a test run in two terminal windows in our DebianDB virtual database 
laboratory.  In the first window we run the Ruby version of the employees program, discussed later, 
and in the second window we access concurrently the same database with the DB2 command line CLP 
client.  The same test could be run using any of the language/API versions presented in the next 
chapters. 
 

Listing 1-3.   A sample test run of the Employees program (in Ruby) 

 
dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/Ruby 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby$ ruby employees.rb 

 
DBTechNet 
Ruby/IBM_DB experiment 'employees' version 1.0 
 
-------------------- 
 CONNECT TO DATABASE 
-------------------- 
 CONNECTED TO DATABASE sample SUCCESSFULLY 
 Autocommit set to OFF 
 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

                                                           
15

 CLP is the mnemonic used by IBM in DB2 documentations for the DB2 command line client utility db2 
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============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  

 
 Enter the option number: 1      
      (Generating a test sample of 5 rows) 
========================= 
 ADD NEW EMPLOYEES  
========================= 
5 EMPLOYEES ADDED SUCCESSFULLY  
 

 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
 
 Enter the option number: 3 
      (Listing of the generated rows with CS isolation) 
 
EMPNO  FIRSTNME     LASTNAME        SALARY 
------ ------------ --------------- ----------- 
50001  RAUL         CHONG               6000.00  
50002  JAMES        JI                  5786.00  
50003  MIN          YAO                 5876.00  
50004  IAN          HAKES               5489.00  
50005  VINEET       MISHRA              5600.00  

 

 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
   Meanwhile in a concurrent CLP session:  

    
 
 Enter the option number: 3 
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EMPNO  FIRSTNME     LASTNAME        SALARY 
------ ------------ --------------- ----------- 
50001  RAUL         CHONG               6000.00  
50002  JAMES        JI                  5786.00  
50003  MIN          YAO                 5876.00  
50004  IAN          HAKES               5489.00  
50005  VINEET       MISHRA              5600.00  
      (.. so we still see the old content of the salary) 
 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
 
Enter the option number: 2 

 
============================ 
 UPDATE EMPLOYEE INFORMATION 
============================ 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES TO UPDATE (1..5): 1 
ENTER EMPLOYEE ID: 50002 

 
EMPNO  FIRSTNME     LASTNAME        SALARY      [rv] 
------ ------------ --------------- ----------- ---- 

 
SELECT firstnme, lastname, salary, rv FROM employee WHERE empno = ?  
employees.rb:254: warning: Method stmt_errormsg is deprecated, use getErrormsg 
[IBM][CLI Driver][DB2/LINUX] SQL0911N  The current transaction has been rolled back 

because of a deadlock or timeout.  Reason code "68".  SQLSTATE=40001 SQLCODE=-911 

 
Here we tested the programmed timeout  

 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
 
 Enter the option number: 3 
 

 
EMPNO  FIRSTNME     LASTNAME        SALARY 
------ ------------ --------------- ----------- 
50001  RAUL         CHONG               6000.00  
50002  JAMES        JI                  5800.00  
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50003  MIN          YAO                 5876.00  
50004  IAN          HAKES               5489.00  
50005  VINEET       MISHRA              5600.00  
 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
 
 Enter the option number: 2 
 
============================ 
 UPDATE EMPLOYEE INFORMATION 
============================ 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES TO UPDATE (1..5): 1 
ENTER EMPLOYEE ID: 50002 
 
EMPNO  FIRSTNME     LASTNAME        SALARY      [rv] 
------ ------------ --------------- ----------- ---- 
 50002 JAMES        JI                  5800.00 2 
ENTER NEW SALARY:  

Instead entering immediately the new salary, we let the concurrent session to first 

enter a new update committing it: 

  
.. and then we continue entering the new salary 

 
5820 

EMPLOYEE 50002 NOT FOUND or updated meanwhile 
 
Our update fails in this user transaction (RVV transaction) due to applied optimistic 

locking which, based on the changed RV column value, notices the concurrent update 

between the read and write transactions of the user transaction. 
 

============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
 
 Enter the option number: 3 
 

 
EMPNO  FIRSTNME     LASTNAME        SALARY 
------ ------------ --------------- ----------- 
50001  RAUL         CHONG               6000.00  
50002  JAMES        JI                  5810.00  
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50003  MIN          YAO                 5876.00  
50004  IAN          HAKES               5489.00  
50005  VINEET       MISHRA              5600.00  
 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
 
 Enter the option number: 4 
 
============================ 
 DELETE EMPLOYEE INFORMATION 
============================ 
Delete options: 
1: DELETE a single employee    
2: DELETE ALL employees   
Select by number (1 or 2): 1 
ENTER EMPLOYEE ID: 50001 
DELETING EMPLOYEE ID: 50001. 
EMPLOYEE WITH ID 50001 DELETED SUCCESSFULLY  
 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  

 
 Enter the option number: 1 
 
========================= 
ADD NEW EMPLOYEES  
========================= 
Error on: INSERT INTO employee(empno, firstnme, lastname, edlevel, salary) VALUES 

(50002, 'JAMES', 'JI', '20', 5786)employees.rb:134: warning: Method stmt_errormsg is 

deprecated, use getErrormsg 
[IBM][CLI Driver][DB2/LINUX] SQL0803N  One or more values in the INSERT statement, 

UPDATE statement, or foreign key update caused by a DELETE statement are not valid 

because the primary key, unique constraint or unique index identified by "1" 

constrains table "DBTECH.EMPLOYEE" from having duplicate values for the index key.  

SQLSTATE=23505 SQLCODE=-803 

 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
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 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
 
 Enter the option number: 3 
 

 
EMPNO  FIRSTNME     LASTNAME        SALARY 
------ ------------ --------------- ----------- 
50002  JAMES        JI                  5810.00  
50003  MIN          YAO                 5876.00  
50004  IAN          HAKES               5489.00  
50005  VINEET       MISHRA              5600.00  
 

When we try to generate the sample test of rows again, insert of row 50001 

succeeded, but 50002 fails due duplicate primary key with the existing row. The 

listing of current rows shows that the whole transaction of use case 1 has been 

successfully rolled back. 
 

============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information(Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
 
 Enter the option number: 4 
 
============================ 
 DELETE EMPLOYEE INFORMATION 
============================ 
Delete options: 
1: DELETE a single employee    
2: DELETE ALL employees   
Select by number (1 or 2): 2 
THE EMPLOYEES DELETED SUCCESSFULLY 
 
============================ 
 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
============================ 
Use case options: 
 1. Add New Employees  
 2. Update Employee Information (Salary)  
 3. List Employee Information  
 4. Delete Employee Information  
 5. Exit  
 
 Enter the option number: 5 
 
End of program. 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby$ 
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Transaction Programming Template for Stored Procedures with a Retry 

Pattern 
 
Parts of the application logic can be programmed and stored as SQL stored procedures or functions 
(user defined functions, UDF) in the database.   We have covered details of this server-side 
programming in terms of SQL/PSM in the SQL standard and the major procedural SQL 
implementations in our tutorial “SQL Stored Routines”, available at 
www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf 

The procedural SQL implementation in DB2 is called SPL (stored procedure languaguage) and based on 
the SQL/PSM standard.   Other major implementations of SQL/PSM are the procedural languages of 
MySQL/MariaDB and Mimer.  SQL/PSM itself is partly based on Oracle’s procedural language PL/SQL 
(based on the earlier programming language Ada). 
 

Example of calling Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer  
 

A typical textbook example on SQL transactions is the Bank Transfer transaction, in which an amount 

of money will be transferred from one bank account into another account.  If all actions in this 

transaction succeed, then the transaction can be accepted by COMMIT command, otherwise all 

executed actions must be rolled back by a ROLLBACK command.   This use of transaction programming 

for any sequence of SQL commands, which must succeed as a whole, is essential to ensure reliable 

data access for applications. 

We will use the Bank Transfer example as the other theme of examples which focuses better on multi-

command transactions and concurrency topics.  These examples are based on the following simple 

table and contents created by following commands in the TESTDB database: 

CREATE TABLE Accounts  

(acctno  INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 

 balance INTEGER NOT NULL,  

 CONSTRAINT account_with_no_credit CHECK (balance >= 0)  

); 

DELETE FROM Accounts; 

INSERT INTO Accounts (acctno,balance) VALUES (101,1000); 

INSERT INTO Accounts (acctno,balance) VALUES (202,2000); 

COMMIT; 

 

and the SQL statements used for a Bank Transfer transaction are basically the followings: 

UPDATE Account  SET balance = balance - <amount> WHERE acctno = <fromAccount>; 

UPDATE Account  SET balance = balance +- <amount> WHERE acctno = <toAccount>; 

COMMIT; 

 

For optimistic concurrency control we suggest adding a row version column (RV) to the table 

maintained by an UPDATE trigger of the table. 

In Appendix 2 of the “SQL Transactions – Theory and hands-on labs” book we present a generic 

Java/JDBC program which can be used to experiment running the BankTransfer transaction using 

various DBMS products.  This is a typical client-side implementation of the transaction protocol.   

http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf
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The bank transfer transaction case is implemented also as a stored procedure presented in Appendix 

4, copied from the tutorial “SQL Stored Routines”.   This demonstrates the independence of 

Transaction Programming Template for stored procedures of the programming language of the 

application.  Instead of Java the application could use other programming languages such as C/C++, C#, 

Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, etc.  

In this tutorial we experiment with the Bank Transfer example implementing the whole transaction in 
a procedure using DB2 SPL and presented in Listing 1-4.   Since the procedure implements a stand-
alone transaction, it is important that no transaction is active in the current connection context at the 
point, where the procedure is invoked. 
 

Listing 1-4.  BankTransfer Procedure written in DB2 SPL 

-- DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2016-02-10 

-- BankTransfer procedure transfers given amount from  

-- the account 'fromAcct' to the account 'toAcct'.  

-- Between the transfer the procedure waits 'sleepSecs' seconds 

-- allowing the tester to start a conflicting transfer 

-- for concurrency test. 

-- Return code rc is set to  

--   0 for success, -1 for error, 1 for need to retry, 2 for timeout 

 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE BankTransfer ( 

    IN fromAcct  INT, 

    IN toAcct    INT, 

    IN amount    INT, 

    IN sleepSecs INT, 

    OUT rc       INT, 

    OUT msg      VARCHAR(500) 

) LANGUAGE SQL SPECIFIC BankTransfer 

P1: BEGIN 

  DECLARE SQLSTATE CHAR(5) DEFAULT '00000'; 

  DECLARE SQLCODE  INTEGER DEFAULT 0; 

  DECLARE ERRMSG   VARCHAR(500); 

  DECLARE deadlock CONDITION FOR SQLSTATE '40001'; 

  DECLARE EXIT HANDLER FOR deadlock 

  BEGIN 

     GET DIAGNOSTICS EXCEPTION 1 ERRMSG = MESSAGE_TEXT;       

     SET msg = ERRMSG; 

     IF (LOCATE_IN_STRING (ERRMSG, '"68"', 50) > 0) THEN  

         SET rc = 2; -- reason code 68 = timeout  

     ELSE 

         SET rc = 1; -- reason code 2 = deadlock 

     END IF; 

     ROLLBACK; 

  END; 

  DECLARE EXIT HANDLER FOR SQLEXCEPTION 

  BEGIN 

     GET DIAGNOSTICS EXCEPTION 1 ERRMSG = MESSAGE_TEXT;       

     SET msg = '* SQLSTATE: ' || SQLSTATE || ', ' || ERRMSG; 

     SET rc = 1; 

     ROLLBACK; 

  END; 

  SET ISOLATION = CS; -- This fails if a transaction is active 

   

  -- Note: the next DML statement starts the transaction!  

  UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - amount WHERE acctno = fromAcct; 

  IF (SQLCODE = 100) THEN 

  BEGIN 

      ROLLBACK; 
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      SET rc = -1; 

      SET msg = '* Unknown from account ' || fromAcct; 

      END; 

  ELSE  

      BEGIN 

       CALL dbtech.SLEEP(sleepSecs); -- sync point for concurrency tests 

       UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + amount WHERE acctno = toAcct; 

       IF (SQLCODE = 100) THEN 

       BEGIN 

         SET rc = -1; 

         ROLLBACK; 

         SET msg = '* Unknown from account ' || toAcct; 

         END; 

       ELSE  

       BEGIN 

         COMMIT; 

         SET rc = 0; 

         SET msg = 'OK'; 

         END; 

       END IF; 

      END; 

  END IF; 

END P1 @ 

GRANT EXECUTE ON PROCEDURE BankTransfer TO PUBLIC @ 

COMMIT @ 

 

We use the identical SPECIFIC name for simplicity and to eliminate the possibility of having multiple 
procedure copies in the database since DB2 supports overloading of stored routine names.  For more 
details of DB2 SPL (based on the ISO SQL/PSM standard) used here we refer to our “SQL Stored 
Routines” tutorial16.    

The LOCATE_IN_STRING function starts searching for the string “68” from as early as column 50 to 
cope with error messages in various native languages, although in the English version the text could be 
tested faster just comparing it with SUBSTRING (msg, 103, 4).  

Note:   The SLEEP procedure (created by dbtech login) is used only for concurrency testing between 
the SQL commands of the transaction so that there is enough time to start manually another session 
with a conflicting transaction.   The procedure is based on the Java method sleep() for which we have 
created an SQL wrapper as we have documented in the Chapter 5 “External Routines” of the “SQL 
Stored Routines” tutorial.  In a production environment the line “CALL dbtech.SLEEP(sleepSecs);” 
must  be commented out, as follows: 
          “-- CALL dbtech.SLEEP (sleepSecs);” 

The stored procedures are not portable, as implementations vary between the DBMS products, and 
porting a procedure from one dialect into another usually requires reprogramming.   In this tutorial we 
stick to the DB2 SPL dialect, and consider sharing the same procedure between various programming 
languages and data access APIs, i.e. portability between APIs.   For introductions to other stored 
procedure dialects we refer to the “SQL Stored Routines” tutorial.  
 
The following test run moving amount 150 from account 101 to account 202 without pausing in 
between the account actions (sleepSecs = 0) presents how the procedure can be easily tested using 
the db2 client (CLP).  The output parameters are marked by question marks (?),  which lead CLP to 
report the parameter names and values in output as follows: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ db2 +c -t; 

                                                           
16

 Available at www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf 
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(c) Copyright IBM Corporation 1993,2007 

... 

db2 => connect to TESTDB; 

... 

db2 => CALL BankTransfer (101, 202, 150, 0, ?, ?); 

 

  Value of output parameters 

  -------------------------- 

  Parameter Name  : RC 

  Parameter Value : 0 

 

  Parameter Name  : MSG 

  Parameter Value : OK 

 

  Return Status = 0 

db2 =>   
 
Exercise:     

Implement and test the BankTransfer procedure using the procedural dialect of some other DBMS 
product, for example using MySQL. 
 

 

Example of calling Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer with Retry 
 
This time we present an alternative solution which the BankTransfer transaction aslisted above, but 
where the retry pattern implemented as a DB2 SPL stored procedure BankTransferWithRetry 
presented in Listing 1-5, which invokes the actual BankTransfer.  Later we will see examples where this 
new procedure can be invoked by various data access APIs from different programming or scripting 
languages, while letting the procedure take care of the retries.   To keep the interface with the host 
languages simple, we have used only basic SQL data types. 

Listing 1-5.   Retry Wrapper procedure for the BankTransfer procedure 

-- Return code rc values are extended to  

--   0 for success, -1 for error, 1 for need to retry,  

--   2 for timeout, 3 for livelock  

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE BankTransferWithRetry ( 

    IN fromAcct    INT, 

    IN toAcct      INT, 

    IN amount      INT, 

    IN sleepSecs   INT, 

    IN lockTimeout INT, 

    OUT rc         INT, 

    OUT msg        VARCHAR(500), 

    OUT retry      INT, 

    OUT elapsedSecs VARCHAR(50) 

) LANGUAGE SQL SPECIFIC BankTransferWithRetry 

P0: BEGIN 

  DECLARE retryCount INTEGER DEFAULT -1; 

  DECLARE startTimestamp  TIMESTAMP ; 

  SET startTimestamp = CURRENT TIMESTAMP; 

  SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT = lockTimeout; 

  SET msg = ''; 

  SET rc = 1; 

  WHILE (( rc = 1 OR rc = 2) AND retryCount < 5 ) DO 

     SET retryCount = retryCount + 1; 

     CALL BankTransfer (fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleepSecs, rc, msg); 

     IF ( rc = 1 OR rc = 2 ) THEN  
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         CALL dbtech.RANDSLEEP (1);   

     END IF; 

  END WHILE; 

  IF (( rc = 1 OR rc = 2) AND retryCount = 5) THEN   

     SET rc = 3; 

  END IF; 

  SET retry = retryCount; 

  SET elapsedSecs = CAST ((CURRENT TIMESTAMP - startTimestamp) AS VARCHAR(12)) || ' 

on server-side'; 

END P0 @ 

GRANT EXECUTE ON PROCEDURE BankTransferWithRetry TO PUBLIC @ 

COMMIT @ 

 
Here the procedure call RANDSLEEP (1) is used to insert  a random pause of max 1 second, which is 
considered necessary in concurrency conflict cases to allow competing transactions to proceed to their 
conclusion.  Procedures SLEEP and RANDSLEEP are not built-in routines of DB2, but installing them in 
our database is explained later in subchapter “SQLJ Part 1”. 

 

The timeout parameter and strategy for handling the timeout cases need to be planned and 
configured according to the needs of the application.  In case the lock wait timeout is set shorter than 
the deadlock detection period, the tests will lead to the return code of timeout when the competing 
transaction continues to block the progress. 

In the following we list some test runs using the DB2 client CLP  

db2 +c -t; 

connect to testdb; 

 

 
 

Figure 1-14a   No competing sessions 
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Figure 1-14b   Competing transactions with 5 sec sync. sleeping in the middle of transaction 
                         no lock wait timeout 
 

 
Figure 1-14c   Competing transactions with 3 sec sync. sleeping in the middle of transaction, 
                         1 s lock wait timeout 
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Figure 1-14d   Lock wait timeout cutting the waiting time in case of a blocking transaction 
 
 

BankTransfer Procedures in PL/SQL 
 

Oracle’s PL/SQL with integration of the SQL language is perhaps the most widely used procedural SQL.   

In our examplles we will use the following PL/SQL implementations of the BankTransfer procedures: 

sqlplus scott/tiger 

 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE BankTransfer ( 

    fromAcct  IN INT, 

    toAcct    IN INT, 

    amount    IN INT, 

    sleepSecs IN INT, 

    rc       OUT INT, 

    msg      OUT VARCHAR2 

) IS 

  Cannot_Serialize EXCEPTION; 

  Deadlock_Detected EXCEPTION; 

  PRAGMA EXCEPTION_INIT(Deadlock_Detected, -60);  

  PRAGMA exception_init(Cannot_Serialize, -8177); 

  acct INT; 

  ernum INT; 

  mesg VARCHAR2(400); 

BEGIN 

  acct := fromAcct;  -- for error message 

  SELECT acctno INTO acct FROM Accounts 

  WHERE acctno = acct FOR UPDATE;  -- to check current existence 

  UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - amount 

  WHERE acctno = fromAcct; 

  DBMS_LOCK.SLEEP(1); -- 1 sec pause for concurrency testing 

  acct := toAcct; 
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  SELECT acctno INTO acct FROM Accounts 

  WHERE acctno = acct FOR UPDATE;  -- to check current existence 

  UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + amount 

  WHERE acctno = toAcct; 

  COMMIT; 

  msg := 'committed'; 

  rc := 0; 

EXCEPTION 

WHEN NO_DATA_FOUND THEN 

  ROLLBACK; 

  msg := 'missing account ' || TO_CHAR(acct); 

  rc := -1; 

WHEN Deadlock_Detected OR Cannot_Serialize THEN 

  ROLLBACK; 

  rc := 1; 

WHEN OTHERS THEN 

  ROLLBACK; 

  ernum := SQLCODE; 

  mesg := SUBSTR(SQLERRM, 1, 200); 

  msg := mesg || ' SQLcode=' || TO_CHAR(ernum); 

  rc := -1; 

END; 

/ 

show errors 

GRANT EXECUTE ON BankTransfer TO PUBLIC; 

 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE BankTransferWithRetry ( 

    fromAcct    IN INT, 

    toAcct      IN INT, 

    amount      IN INT, 

    sleepSecs   IN INT, 

    lockTimeout IN INT, 

    rc          OUT INT, 

    msg         OUT VARCHAR2, 

    retry       OUT INT, 

    elapsedSecs OUT VARCHAR2 

) IS 

  retryCount INTEGER DEFAULT -1; 

  startTimestamp  TIMESTAMP ; 

BEGIN 

  startTimestamp := CURRENT_TIMESTAMP; 

  -- Oracle does not support LOCK WAIT TIMEOUT  

  msg := ''; 

  rc := 1; 

  WHILE (( rc = 1 OR rc = 2) AND retryCount < 5 ) LOOP 

     retryCount := retryCount + 1; 

     BankTransfer (fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleepSecs, rc, msg); 

     IF ( rc = 1 OR rc = 2 ) THEN  

         DBMS_LOCK.SLEEP (1);  -- should be random sleep in 0..1 seconds  

     END IF; 

  END LOOP; 

  IF (( rc = 1 OR rc = 2) AND retryCount = 5) THEN   

     rc := 3; 

  END IF; 

  retry := retryCount; 

  elapsedSecs := CAST ((CURRENT_TIMESTAMP - startTimestamp) AS VARCHAR2) || ' on 

server-side'; 

END; 

/ 

show errors 
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GRANT EXECUTE ON BankTransferWithRetry TO PUBLIC; 

 

The SLEEP() method we have used in both procedures is a method of the PL/SQL package DBMS_LOCK 

since the integrated Java platform in the Oracle server is not supported in Oracle XE.   So we cannot 

use our Java based procedures as we used in DB2.  Compared with the DB2 SPL procedures, we have 

skipped the LOCK WAIT TIMEOUT setting since it is not supported in Oracle.  Later in the PHP examples 

in Chapter 3 we present a workaround for this, which might be used here, but we want to keep this 

example as simple as possible. 

 

Testing the procedures using the Oracle SQL*Plus client is a bit more complicated than using DB2 CLP. 

We need to place invokation of the procedure in an anonymous PL/SQL block, build variables for the 

parameters (at least for output parameters), and after invoking the procedure we need to report the 

values of the output parametrs using put() or put_line() methods of the PL/SQL package 

DBMS_OUTPUT which puts the values to an internal pipe in the server session.   For reporting the 

values out of the pipe we need to enter “SET SERVEROUTPUT ON” command before running the script, 

as follows: 
 

sqlplus scott/tiger 

set serveroutput on; 

DECLARE 

 fromAcct  INT := 101; 

 toAcct    INT := 202; 

 amount    INT := 100; 

 sleeping  INT := 0; 

 timeout   INT := 0;  -- N/A 

 rc        INT := -1; 

 msg       VARCHAR2(500):= ''; 

 retry     INT := -1; 

 elapsed   VARCHAR2(50) := ''; 

BEGIN 

 BankTransferWithRetry (fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleeping, timeout, rc, msg, retry, 

elapsed); 

 DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line ('rc=' || TO_CHAR(rc) || ', retry=' || TO_CHAR(rc)); 

 DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line ('msg: ' || msg); 

 DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line ('elapsed: ' || elapsed); 

END; 

/ 

 

Folloing is a test run of the script: 
 

SQL> set serveroutput on; 

DECLARE 

 fromAcct  INT := 101; 

 toAcct    INT := 202; 

 amount    INT := 100; 

 sleeping  INT := 0; 

 timeout   INT := 0;  -- N/A 

 rc        INT := -1; 

 msg       VARCHAR2(500):= ''; 

 retry     INT := -1; 

 elapsed   VARCHAR2(50) := ''; 

BEGIN 

 BankTransferWithRetry (fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleeping, timeout, rc, msg, retry, 

elapsed); 

 DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line ('rc=' || TO_CHAR(rc) || ', retry=' || TO_CHAR(rc)); 
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 DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line ('msg: ' || msg); 

 DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line ('elapsed: ' || elapsed); 

END; 

/ 

SQL>   2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17  

rc=0, retry=0 

msg: committed 

elapsed: +000000000 00:00:01.001968000 on server-side 

 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

SQL>   

 

 

Benefits of Stored Procedures 
 
The benefits of implementing transactions and their retry wrappers as stored procedures include the 
following: 
 
Reliability, as the transaction can be programmed by database  professionals, unit tested by tailored 
testbench programs  or debugged in IDE workbenches, and the retry wrapper model is isolated from 
the application code and can be easily copied to new transactions.  Modern stored procedure 
languages (DB2 SPL, Oracle PL/SQL, etc) provide good exception handling tools, which may not be of 
same level if a scripting language is used.  Also the transaction logic may be easier to implement in a 
stored procedure than scattered as invoked SQL statements in the application code, especially in Web 
applications. 

Security, since the SQL in a stored procedure runs by default with the privileges of the creator, and 
users who have been granted execute privilege on the procedure don’t need direct privileges to access 
the data in the database.  Also the compiled procedure code is protected against SQL injections. 

Performance, as the SQL code in the procedures is pre-optimized, and the network traffic is 
minimized, especially on retries and in case of a remote database.   Measurement of elapsed time 
comes for free using the wrapper procedure.   For a proper understanding of performance, 
measurements should be done using test materials of a relevant size compared with the contents of 
the final production database.  According to Michael Stonebraker (2018) “Executing [single-partition 
transactions] .. using ODBC/JDBC is a very bad idea” compared with server-side transactions. 

Minor performance improvements can be achieved if the retry wrapping code is programmed in the 
same procedure as the transaction, but retryies programmed in a wrapper procedure improves 
readability of the code. 

 

Disadvantages of Transactions in Stored Procedures 
 
Transactions inside a stored procedure break the scope and transactional structure of a possible 
distributed transaction of the invoker, to be discussed later.  
 

Exercises:     

1.  Implement and test the BankTransfer and the BankTransferWithRetry procedures using the 
procedural dialect of some other DBMS product, for example, MySQL. 
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2.  Experiment and try to find a good configuration of sleep and timeouts for an acceptable response 
time in DB2. 

 

Triggers 
 
Triggers are constraints, typically programmed into the database by database administrators, to 
control data changes.  For more information on these we refer to Chapter 3 in “DB2 Application 
Development” in the DB2 on Campus book series, and to the separate DBTechNet tutorial 
“Introduction to Procedural Extensions of SQL” available at 
www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf 

For the Employees examples of the “DB2 Application Development” book we have copied the 
EMPLOYEE table to the schema of dbtech user.  To support optimistic execution we have added the 
integer column RV in the table as follows 

ALTER TABLE Employee ADD COLUMN rv INT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0 @ 

 

and created the following trigger17 

 

CREATE TRIGGER Employee_RvvTrg 
NO CASCADE BEFORE UPDATE ON Employee 
REFERENCING NEW AS new_row OLD AS old_row 
FOR EACH ROW 
MODE DB2SQL 
BEGIN ATOMIC 
  IF (old_row.rv = 2147483647) THEN 
     SET new_row.rv = -2147483648; 
  ELSE 
     SET new_row.rv = old_row.rv + 1; 
  END IF; 
END @ 

 

which trigger on every UPDATE event stamps the current row by a new unique value which, if copied 
to the client’s memory, can be used by following uses of the row in the same or a following 
transaction, or even on new connections of the client, for verifying if the row has not been updated 
meanwhile by some other clients.  We call this optimistic execution technique of Row Version 
Verification (RVV).  For more information on RVV we refer to “RVV Paper” at 
www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf 

The range of RV values used in the trigger is the value range [-2147483648..2147483647] of the 32bit 
INTEGER data type available in most DBMS products.   The essential criteria while selecting the value 
range is that the possible values for a row are unique during concurrent user transactions. 

We demonstrate use of this technique in the Employees application. 

 

                                                           
17

 We prefer the integer sequenced trigger-based row version stamping over the clock-based timestamping, even if 

the latter has now native support in DB2.  A native integer sequenced row version stamping, if implemented,  

would provide reliable versioning with the best performance. 

http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf
http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf
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XML, XQuery, JSON, and RDF 
 
Apart from relational SQL data and the SQL data language, DB2 and other mainstream DBMS products 
today support XML as a native data type, with XML Schemas, and XQuery as XML query language, and 
SQL/XML functions for transformations between SQL and XML data.  For more information on XML 
and XQuery we refer to Chapter 2 in “DB2 Application Development” in the DB2 on Campus book 
series, and to separate DBTechNet tutorial “XML, SQL/XML and the Big Three” (focusing on DB2, 
Oracle and SQL Server) available at www.dbtechnet.org/papers/XMLandDatabasesTutorial.pdf  

The SAMPLE database, which comes with DB2, contains many XML documents, also in the EMPLOYEE 
table, providing possibilities for experimenting with XML access. 

Compared with XML, the JSON18 format is a new “relaxed” element-value pair format of structured 
elements without element closing tags, schema support, or the query language of XML.  It is faster to 
process.  The format can be transferred to XML and vice versa.   

JSON is now a native data type in SQL Server 2016.  For JSON and RDF in DB2 we refer to various 
articles available at IBM developerWorks websites. 

Programming  use of these extended data formats can be applied using the data access APIs, such as 

Java/JDBC, etc, and the transaction protocol.  

                                                           
18

 JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) 

http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/XMLandDatabasesTutorial.pdf
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PART 2   SQL-oriented Data Access APIs  
  
 

Chapter 2   Data Access APIs of Programming Languages 
 
In this part of the tutorial we introduce Data Access technologies on the API level, first using 
APIs available for compiled programming languages which can be experimented in our 
DebianDB database laboratory.   

 

Embedded SQL (ESQL) 

Introduction to ESQL 
 
The early ANSI/ISO SQL standard, actually based on the SQL of DB2, defined the SQL data language as 
a module language but also as applicable to be embedded in programming languages, such as Ada, C, 
COBOL, Fortran, Pascal, and PL/I, called host languages in this context (C. J. Date 1989).  Later the 
official Embedded SQL (ESQL) formed a separate part of ISO SQL standard, but recently has been 
dropped from parts of the standard. 

The Wikipedia article on “Embedded SQL” at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embedded_SQL presents a 

covering introduction to currently available ESQL implementations, of which we can have available 

versions of DB2 and PostgreSQL. 

 

ESQL implementation in DB2 

 

Figure 2-1.  Steps in embedding SQL into an application program using DB2 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embedded_SQL
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Figure 2-1 presents simplified steps in developing an application program with ESQL data access to a 
DB2 database.  It is good practice to first test at least any advanced SQL commands to be used by the 
program interactively, for example with the DB2 command line processor (CLP) to eliminate syntax 
errors and to ensure correct operation. In case of challenging commands, satisfactory performance 
should be verified from the estimated execution plans of commands.   

Once tested, the SQL commands with their related data exchange and diagnostic field declarations are 
then embedded into the source code of the application program, which will be precompiled by the 
appropriate SQL precompiler for the programming language.  The precompilers are usually not 
included in free DBMS editions, but luckily the precompilers for DB2 are included as part of the DB2 
Express-C.  The precompiler parses the syntax of embedded commands, verifies associated database 
structures against the database catalog tables (system tables, also called data dictionary) and 
optimizes the embedded SQL parts based on the collected statistics in the database, generates 
execution plans as sections for every command, stores the sections in a generated DBRM package file, 
and copies the source code to a new source file.  It comments out the SQL commands in the generated 
source code and replaces the commands by calling sequences for DB2 library functions to include the 
generated execution plans at run time to execution of the program.  The generated source code is 
then compiled by the actual compiler of the programming language used and the generated object 
code module(s) is linked into the executable program.  In the case of DB2, the DBRM package is then 
stored into the database by the BIND utility of DB2. In some other products the precompiler may take 
care of storing the package into the database already at the precompile phase.  At run time the 
packages are loaded from disk into a cache in main memory, if they have not been loaded there 
before by some earlier use.   

This technique of using pre-optimized plans is called static SQL, and as it saves parsing and optimizing 
work at run time, it usually provides better performance than the dynamic SQL, in which commands 
are passed in SQL format to the server for preparing and processing.  Even if static SQL is the typical 
DA technique in ESQL, also it is possible to use dynamic SQL in ESQL, but its use is much more 
complicated, and out of the scope of this tutorial. 

On copying any SQL data definition parts or data manipulation statements embedded into the host 
program, the SQL part is preceded by an “EXEC SQL” declaration, and ended by semicolon “;” or “END-
EXEC” depending on the host language, so that for example connecting to the SAMPLE database is as 
follows: 

    EXEC SQL  CONNECT  TO  SAMPLE; 

The CONNECT command starts an SQL session (connection) with the database.  This will be the default 
connection context for all embedded SQL commands executed after that in the program unit. 

Note:   Some DBMS products also support a multi-connection model in which the client can have 
multiple named connections open concurrently.  However, only one connection at a time can 
be active.  The embedded SQL command model is limited to use implicit connection context, 
and there is no way to set explicit connection context per embedded SQL command.  The 
implicit connection context (the active connection) can be switched separately by SET 
CONNECTION commands, which place the previous open connection in a dormant  state. 

DB2 ESQL connections are always in transactional mode using implicit transactions only.  
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To exchange data and diagnostics in the SQL session, the SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) containing 
SQLCODE and diagnostic indicators need to be included in the source code (in the case of C/C++ this is 
done by including the sqlca.h library). 

Variables of the application code can pass information to the SQL commands used as named input 
parameters as well as output parameters preceded by colon mark ( : ). The variables parameterizing 
the SQL commands are called host variables and the declarations of the host language fields/variables 
need first to be enclosed in theDECLARE section, as follows: 

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION;  

<host variable declarations according the host language> 

EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION; 

 

In embedded SQL the syntax for SELECT commands is different from interactive SQL.  A single row 
result set can be received by host variables in the INTO clause of the SELECT statement form called 
“singleton SELECT” 

SELECT <columns> INTO <output host variables> FROM …  

 

For a result set of multiple rows the SELECT statement needs to be implemented by cursor 
programming, discussed in Appendix 1.  The SELECT statement is part of the cursor declaration 
statement. The OPEN cursor command starts the query processing on server and the result set is 
received row by row by FETCH commands of format 

FETCH cursor INTO <output host variables> 

 
For example as follows 

EXEC SQL DECLARE cur1 CURSOR FOR SELECT empno, firstnme, lastname  

                                 FROM employee ; 

/* open the cursor */ 

EXEC SQL OPEN cur1; 

/* fetch a row using the cursor */ 

EXEC SQL FETCH cur1 INTO :hempno, :hfirstname, :hlastname; 

   ... 

EXEC SQL CLOSE cur1; 

 
At the end of result set rows the cursor need to be closed by a CLOSE statement releasing the 
resources used for the cursor processing. 

For more information on embedding SQL commands in a host program, we refer to the 
“embeddedC.sqc” example and its explanations in Chapter 5.3 of the “Getting Started with DB2 
Application Development” book (Chong et al 2010).    
 

Setting up the environment 

 
The free ESQL environment in Debian Linux is available only for DB2.    For Oracle the ESQL 
precompilers for various programming languages are available only as separate commercial products, 
and no ESQL precompilers are available for other DBMS products any more.  
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For DB2 Express-C version 11.1 on the Linux platform, which has the GNU C/C++ development 
environment, the tools needed for ESQL are included in the DB2 DBMS product.    

For linking proper run-time libraries a set of DB2 related environment variables need to be set in the 
/etc/profile script or set at the compile and linking phase as shown in the Basic ESQL API example 
blow. 

 

Transaction Programming Template for DB2 ESQL 

 
The following listing presents our Transaction Programming Template applied to DB2 ESQL using the C 
language: 

Listing 2-1.  Transaction Programming Template applied for ESQL 
 

#include .. 

/* Declare host variables */ 

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION; 

.. 

EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION; 

/* Declare SQLCA structure */ 

EXEC SQL INCLUDE SQLCA; 

struct sqlca sqlca; 

/* Function prototypes */ 

.. 

int main() { 

    EXEC SQL CONNECT TO database USER user USING password; 

    if (SQLCODE < 0) { 

         printf("\n ERROR WHILE CONNECTING TO DATABASE"); 

         exit(-1); 

    } 

    .. 

    rc = <appl.function call>(..); 

    .. 

    EXEC SQL CONNECT RESET;       

} 

 

int <appl.function>() { 

__label__ ErrorHandling; 

    int rc = 0; 

    EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR GOTO ErrorHandling; 

    EXEC SQL SET ISOLATION = <isolation level>; 

    EXEC SQL <SQL statement [optional :hostvariables ..]>; 

    .. 

    EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR CONTINUE; 

    EXEC SQL COMMIT; 

    if (SQLCODE < 0) { 

        printf ("\n Error on COMMIT, Cannot continue. SQLCODE=%d\n", SQLCODE); 

        return -1; 

    } 

    return rc; 

ErrorHandling: 

    printf ("\n Error SQLCODE = %d \n", SQLCODE); 

    EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR CONTINUE; 

    EXEC SQL ROLLBACK; 

    return 0; 

} 
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Application example on ESQL API:  Employee Management 

 
The precompiling, binding, compiling and linking steps of the employees.sqc in DebianDB proceed as 
presented in Listing 2-2 below. 

Listing 2-2.  An example of precompiling, binding, compiling and linking steps of ESQL programs 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd AppDev/ESQL 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ db2 connect to sample 

 

   Database Connection Information 

 

 Database server        = DB2/LINUXX8664 11.1.1.1 

 SQL authorization ID   = DBTECH 

 Local database alias   = SAMPLE 

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ # Precompiling the embedded SQL of the sample program 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ db2 prep employees.sqc bindfile 

 

LINE    MESSAGES FOR employees.sqc 

------  -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        SQL0060W  The "C" precompiler is in progress. 

        SQL0091W  Precompilation or binding was ended with "0"  

                  errors and "0" warnings. 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ db2 bind employees.bnd staticreadonly insensitive 

 

LINE    MESSAGES FOR employees.bnd 

------  -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        SQL0061W  The binder is in progress. 

        SQL0091N  Binding was ended with "0" errors and "0" warnings. 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$db2 terminate 

DB20000I  The TERMINATE command completed successfully. 

dbtech@debian9:~/appdev/ESQL$ # Compiling the generated C code 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ export DB2PATH=/home/dbtech/sqllib 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ gcc -c -m64 -I$DB2PATH/include employees.c 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ # Linking the object code into executable program 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ gcc -o employees -L$DB2PATH/lib -ldb2 employees.o 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ # Executing the linked program 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ ./employees 

 

C/ESQL example 'employees' version 1.5 

-------------------- 

 CONNECT TO DATABASE 

-------------------- 

 

 CONNECT TO SAMPLE DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY 

 

=========================== 

 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

=========================== 

Use case options:  

 1. Add New Employees  

 2. Update Employee Information (Salary)  

 3. List Employee Information  

 4. Delete Employee Information  

 5. Exit  

 Enter the option number:  
 

.. Test to be continued as presented earlier. 
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We have modified the program for experimenting with SQL transactions and stored the source code in 
the file /home/dbtech/AppDev/ESQL/employees.sqc in DebianDB to be compiled and linked by the 
Gnu C compiler gcc in Debian Linux.  The program is not meant to be a realistic application program, 
but provided only as a minimalistic example of programming SQL transactions in DB2.    

The following listing from the main menu code shows the mapping of use cases to programmed 
functions 
 

Listing 2-3.  The Menu of the use cases of the employees.sqc program 
 

    while (rc == 0) { 
        printf("\n\n==========================="); 
        printf("\n EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM"); 
        printf("\n===========================\n"); 
        printf("Use case options: \n"); 
        printf(" 1. Add New Employees \n"); 
        printf(" 2. Update Employee Information (Salary) \n"); 
        printf(" 3. List Employee Information \n"); 
        printf(" 4. Delete Employee Information \n"); 
        printf(" 5. Exit \n\n"); 
        printf(" Enter the option number: "); 
        scanf("\n%d", &option); 
        switch(option) { 
        case 1: rc = AddEmployeeInfo(); 
                break; 
        case 2: rc = UpdateEmployeeInfo(); 
                break; 
        case 3: rc = FetchEmployeeInfo(); 
                break; 
        case 4: rc = DeleteEmployeeInfo(); 
                break;     
        case 5: /* Disconnect from the sample database */ 
                EXEC SQL CONNECT RESET;       
                /* Error handling to check whether disconnection is successful */ 
                if (SQLCODE < 0) { 
                   printf ("\n Error while disconnecting from database"); 
                   printf ("\n Returned SQLCODE =  ", SQLCODE); 
                   return -1;                          
                } 
                else { 
                   printf ("\n DISCONNECT FROM SAMPLE DATABASE SUCCESSFULLY \n\n"); 
                } 
                return 1; 
        default: printf(" Error: Incorrect Option\n"); 
                break; 
        } 
    } 
 

The use cases with only a single SQL command may not need to be included in a transaction – we 
could have used autocommit mode as well – but we have enclosed also those SQL commands in 
transaction of their own, setting isolation levels and some lock-wait timeouts for every transaction.  
The single multi-row INSERT command in the AddEmployeeInfo function 

  EXEC SQL INSERT INTO employee(empno, firstnme, lastname, edlevel, salary)  
  VALUES (50001, 'RAUL', 'CHONG', 21, 6000),  
  (50002, 'JAMES', 'JI', 20, 5786),  
  (50003, 'MIN', 'YAO', 20, 5876),  
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  (50004, 'IAN', 'HAKES', 19, 5489),  
  (50005, 'VINEET', 'MISHRA', 19, 5600); 

 

we have split this into 5 separate INSERT commands because some DBMS products don’t support 
multi-row INSERT commands and especially because we can now experiment with atomicity of  a 
multi-command transaction which will be rolled back if any of its SQL commands fails.  In this 
transaction we also demonstrate the use of WHENEVER error-trapping designed for ESQL in the SQL 
standard, which spares the application developer from explicit checking of the SQLCODE after every 
SQL command (compare with the try-catch control structure in Java).  The following piece of the 
generated source code demonstrates how the precompiler handles the case: 

/* 
EXEC SQL INSERT INTO employee(empno, firstnme, lastname, edlevel, salary) 
             VALUES ('50001', 'RAUL', 'CHONG', 21, 6000); 
*/ 
 
{ 
#line 243 "employees.sqc" 
  sqlastrt(sqla_program_id, &sqla_rtinfo, &sqlca); 
#line 243 "employees.sqc" 
  sqlacall((unsigned short)24,2,0,0,0L); 
#line 243 "employees.sqc" 
  if (sqlca.sqlcode < 0) 
  { 
    sqlastop(0L); 
    goto ErrorHandling; 
  } 
#line 243 "employees.sqc" 
  sqlastop(0L); 
} 

 

For the transaction listing in all rows in the function FetchEmployeeInfo we want to use the isolation 
level CS with the new “Currently Committed19” behavior so that no locking is acquired for read 
operations, but read operations get the latest committed versions of the rows.   

We have changed the user transaction in the function UpdateEmployeeInfo to the following steps:  
1) a read-only transaction reading also the current row version stamp RV,  
2) then to have short dialogue with the user to get a new salary value, and  
3) continue with the updating transaction, which based on the RV column value checks that no other 
client has meanwhile updated the row, thus demonstrating the RVV-based optimistic execution from 
our “RVV Paper”. 

In the read-only transaction of step 1 we want to protect the read operation by S-lock, since the row 
version value from the latest committed row would be worthless in step 3, if some other client is 
already updating the row.  The least restrictive isolation level for this purpose is RS. 

Note:    Isolation level settings in DB2 ESQL source code have no effect in execution, but should be set 

by the BIND utility, so transactions with different isolation levels should be compiled as 

separate modules. 

                                                           
19

 The default isolation levelof DB2 is CS (Cursor Stability) requiring S-lock  (read lock) for the current row pointed 
by the cursor, as behavior of theMGL/SCC concurrency control of DB2.  However, since DB2 LUW version 9.7 the 
semantics of CS has been changed to “Currently Committed” corresponding to “Read Committed” of MVCC 
concurrency control.  
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Even if the DB2 precompiler processes the SET ISOLATION statements as follows  

/* 
EXEC SQL SET ISOLATION = RS; 
*/ 
{ 
#line 309 "employees.sqc" 
  sqlastrt(sqla_program_id, &sqla_rtinfo, &sqlca); 
#line 309 "employees.sqc" 
  sqlacall((unsigned short)24,9,0,0,0L); 
#line 309 "employees.sqc" 
  sqlastop(0L); 
} 

 
this really has no effect on locking, so while experimenting with the isolation levels we came to the 
conclusion that on DB2 Express-C the isolation level still needs to be assigned to stored DBRM 
packages by the BIND utility, as it has been the case for decades.  The default isolation level is CS, and 
the CS / Currently Committed behavior can be configured for the whole stored package using the bind 
option STATICREADONLY INSENSITIVE.  

The Isolation level RS should give lock protection, but since the SET ISOLATION command has no 
effect, we get the lock protection by adding the “FOR UPDATE” clause at the end of the SELECT 
command. 

Even if the SET ISOLATION commands in the ESQL source code have no direct effect, we have left them 
in the source code to be considered as comments, since we use corresponding isolation levels in our 
other DA API examples. 

Compared with other DA APIs, the ESQL API of DB2 implements only limited diagnostic services, 
mainly what is available in SQLCA, and even its message text field sqlmsgc is complicated to interpret.  
Even if DB2 supports the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement, it has not yet been made available in 
embedded SQL. 

 

Example of ESQL and Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer with Retry 

 

As an example of invoking stored procedures from Embedded SQL we use the BankTransferProcs.sqc 

program available in folder /home/dbtech/AppDev/ESQL in DebianDB.  The program is meant as a 

testbench to experiment with various parameters of the BankTrasferWithRetry procedure presented 

above in Chapter 1.  Procedure BankTransferWithRetry is just a retry wrapper taking care of retries of 

the BankTransfer procedure containing an SQL transaction which may get into concurrency conflicts 

with some concurrent transactions, and the retry wrapper tries to sort out the conflict on behalf of the 

invoking application.  If the retry wrapper does not solve the case in the programmed (5?) retry cases, 

it will report on a Lock Wait Timeout (rc 2) or a Livelock condition (rc 3) to the application, which need 

to present the case to the end user. 

 

Listing 2-.4 snippet  of the testbench program presents the host variables, the loop prompts various 

values to be used for procedure parameters, calls the procedure, and then displays the results. 

Listing 2-4.   Example of using stored procedures in an ESQL program 

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION; 
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sqlint32 acctno; 

sqlint32 balance; 

sqlint32 fromAcct; 

sqlint32 toAcct; 

sqlint32 amount; 

sqlint32 sleepSecs; 

sqlint32 rc;                        

sqlint32 retry;                        

char msg[255]; 

EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION; 

. . . 

    while (contin == 'y') { 

        printf ("\nPlease, enter fromAcct (cr=%d):",fromAcct); 

        fgets (line, 10, stdin);  

        if (strlen(line) > 0) sscanf (line, "%d",  &fromAcct); 

. . . 

        EXEC SQL CALL BankTransferWithRetry (:fromAcct, :toAcct, :amount, 

                                      :sleepSecs, :lockTimeout, :rc, :msg,  

                                      :retries, :elapsedSecs); 

        if (SQLCODE < 0) { 

             printf("\n ERROR on invoking BankTransferWithRetry"); 

             printf("\n Returned SQLCODE =  %d", SQLCODE); 

        } 

        else { 

             printf("\n rc = %d, retries = %d\n msg: %s\n elapsed seconds %s\n", 

                     rc, retries, msg, elapsedSecs);  

             switch(rc) { 

             case -1: printf("\nTransfer failed! "); 

                      break; 

             case 0:  printf("\nTransfer successfull ");; 

                      break; 

             case 1:  printf("\nDeadlock! Retry needed "); 

                      break; 

. . . 

            } 

        } 

 

 

Here is a sample test run of the testbench program calling the retry wrapper: 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ ./BankTransferProcs 

 

C/ESQL example 'BankTransferProcs with retry ' version 4.0 

-------------------- 

 CONNECT TO DATABASE 

-------------------- 

 

 Connected to the database successfully 

 

Please, enter fromAcct (cr=101): 

Please, enter toAcct (cr=202): 

Please, enter the amount (cr=100): 

Please, enter sleeping time in seconds (cr=2):0 

 

 rc = 0, retries = 0 

 msg: OK 

 elapsed seconds .008069 on server-side 

 

Transfer successfull  

 

AcctNo  Balance     
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------  ----------  

101          900  

202         2100  

 

Do you want to continue (y / cr=n)?y 

. . . 

 

 

ESQL implementation in PostgreSQL 
 
Embedded SQL for PostgreSQL is not included in the PostgreSQL bundle, but it has been implemented 
as a separate, free pre-processor for C called ECPG.  For a short introduction to , see the Wikipedia 
article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECPG.  
Luckily, ECPG is included in the Debian distribution and can be installed into Debian simply by 
command 
 

sudo apt-get install libecpg-dev 

 
Successful installation can be verified as follows 
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ ecpg --help 

ecpg is the PostgreSQL embedded SQL preprocessor for C programs. 

 

Usage: 

  ecpg [OPTION]... FILE... 

 

Options: 

  -c             automatically generate C code from embedded SQL code; 

                 this affects EXEC SQL TYPE 

  -C MODE        set compatibility mode; MODE can be one of 

                 "INFORMIX", "INFORMIX_SE" 

  -D SYMBOL      define SYMBOL 

  -h             parse a header file, this option includes option "-c" 

  -i             parse system include files as well 

  -I DIRECTORY   search DIRECTORY for include files 

  -o OUTFILE     write result to OUTFILE 

  -r OPTION      specify run-time behavior; OPTION can be: 

                 "no_indicator", "prepare", "questionmarks" 

  --regression   run in regression testing mode 

  -t             turn on autocommit of transactions 

  -V, --version  output version information, then exit 

  -?, --help     show this help, then exit 

 

If no output file is specified, the name is formed by adding .c to the 

input file name, after stripping off .pgc if present. 

 

Report bugs to <pgsql-bugs@postgresql.org>. 

dbtech@debian9:~$ 

 

Even if ECPG does not come with the PostgreSQL DBMS, its documentation is included in Chapter 34 
"ECPG - Embedded SQL in C" of the PostgreSQL Manual on website at 
https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.6/static/ecpg.html 
 
Compared with the ESQL implementation of DB2, the C programs using ESQL API to databases have 
the filename extention “.pgc” and the pre-compiling, compiling, linking and execution consists of the 
following steps 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECPG
https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.6/static/ecpg.html
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# pre-compiling ESQL code to C language 

ecpg <program name>.sqc  

# compiling the C language including PostgreSQL libraries 

gcc -c <program name>.c -I /usr/include/postgresql 

#linking the compiled object code to executable program 

gcc -o <program name> <program name>.o -lecpg  

# executing the program 

./ <program name> 

 

As ESQL API  is originally part of the SQL standard, one might expect that it is portable across DBMS 
products, and this might be mostly true in simple cases.  However, PostgreSQL ECPG API contains 
many extensions compared to the DB2 ESQL, and supports the use of most of the PostgreSQL SQL 
statements, but not all.   
 
A programming model on connecting/disconnecting  to a PostgreSQL database on localhost or 
external server can be drafted as follows 
 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <string.h> 

... 

// Declarations of the host variables 

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION; 

.. 

const char *target = "<database>[@<server>[:<port>]]"; 

const char *user   = "user"; 

const char *psw = "password"; 

... 

EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION; 

// End of host variables declaration 

... 

EXEC SQL CONNECT TO :target [AS <connection-name> USER :user USING :psw; 

if (SQLCODE < 0) { 

     printf("\n Error while connecting to the database"); 

     printf("\n Returned SQLCODE =  %d\n", SQLCODE); 

     exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

} 

else { 

     printf("\n Connected to the database successfully\n"); 

     EXEC SQL SET AUTOCOMMIT TO OFF; 

} 

... 

EXEC SQL DISCONNECT [<connection-name>]; 

 

Transaction Programming Template for ECPG API 

 
We suggest the following draft for a PostgreSQL  ECPG transaction structure as function returning 0 for 
success, -1 for failure, and 1 for concurrency conflict (deadlock) which suggests that the  transaction 
might succeed if invoked again by a retry pattern.   
 
Listing 2-5.    Draft for an ECPG transaction  
 
int Transaction() { 

    EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR GOTO ErrorHandling; 

    EXEC SQL SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL <isolation level>;  

    EXEC SQL <SQL statement [optional :hostvariables ..]>; 

    ... 

    EXEC SQL UPDATE ... ;  
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    if (sqlca.sqlerrd[2] == 0) { 

        sprintf (errMsg, "<error message on No matching rows>", <params>);   

        goto ErrorHandling; 

    } 

    ... 

    EXEC SQL SELECT ... ; 

    if (SQLCODE == 100) { 

        sprintf (errMsg, "<error message on NOT FOUND>", <params>); 

        goto ErrorHandling; 

    } 

    ...     

    EXEC SQL COMMIT; 

    return 0; 

 

ErrorHandling:  

    if (SQLCODE < 0) { 

        strcpy (errMsg, sqlca.sqlerrm.sqlerrmc); 

    } 

    printf ("\nSQLCODE=%d, SQLSTATE=%s, error: %s \n", 

             SQLCODE, SQLSTATE, errMsg); 

    rc = -1; 

    if (strcmp(SQLSTATE,"40P01") == 0) { 

        rc = 1; 

    } 

    EXEC SQL ROLLBACK; 

    EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR CONTINUE; 

    return rc; 

} 

 

Note:   the ” WHENEVER SQLERROR CONTINUE” declaration resets the preceding “WHENEVER 
SQLERROR GOTO .. “ declaration for any following parts of the program code. 
 

Example of PostgreSQL ECPG:  Extended BankTransfer with Retry 

 
As the example of PostgreSQL  ECPG program we present the extended Bank Transfer program 
BankTransferExt.sqc.  The full source code with files of test scripts and test results can be found in 
folder AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL.   To simplify test scripts, all parameters for  the program are passed 
using Linux environment variables.   Even if we apply this technique in many following experiments in 
this tutorial, we emphasize that it is used just for experimenting, and it is no recommendation for 
application development! 
 
So the development and experimenting steps can automized as following script: 

## compile and test: 

cd $HOME/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL 

# pre-compiling 

ecpg BankTransferExt.sqc  

# compiling 

gcc -c BankTransferExt.c -I /usr/include/postgresql 

#linking 

gcc -o BankTransferExt BankTransferExt.o -lecpg  

# executing 

export custno=303 

export fromAcct=202 

export toAcct=101 

export amount=100 

export sleep=5 

./BankTransferExt   
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Parameter “custno” defines who of the customers is making the transfer of “amount” from the 
account “fromAcct” to account “toAcct”.  Parameter “sleep” defines a pause between the accounts, so 
that we can experiment with concurrent conflicting transfers to setup a deadlock, which otherwise can 
be a very rare accident. 
 
Since the whole source code can be studied from the accompanied AppDev collection, in the following 
we present only the Transfer transaction code to complete the above presented transaction template 
by an operational example: 
 
Listing 2-6   The Transfer function of the Extended Bank Transfer 
 
int Transfer() { 

    strcpy (msg, "OK"); 

    EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR GOTO ErrorHandling; 

    EXEC SQL SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED;  

    EXEC SQL SELECT status INTO :status  

             FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = :fromAcct ; 

    if (SQLCODE == 100) { 

         sprintf (msg, "Account %d not found ",fromAcct); 

         goto ErrorHandling; 

    } 

    if (strcmp(status,"A") != 0) { 

         sprintf (msg, "Status of account %d is '%s' not active ", 

                       fromAcct, status); 

         goto ErrorHandling; 

    } 

    EXEC SQL UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - :amount  

             WHERE acctno = :fromAcct AND custno = :custno;  

    if (sqlca.sqlerrd[2] == 0) { 

         // printf("\n Account %d is not owned by %d \n",fromAcct, custno); 

         // is it granted ? 

         EXEC SQL SELECT A.custno INTO :allowed FROM (Customers C  

                  JOIN Grants G ON (C.custno=G.custno))  

                  JOIN Accounts A ON (G.acctno=A.acctno) 

                  WHERE A.acctno = :fromAcct AND C.custno = :custno  

                        AND G.granted='Y' ; 

         if (SQLCODE == 100) { 

             sprintf (msg, "Use of account %d is not granted to %d ", 

                           fromAcct, custno); 

             goto ErrorHandling; 

         } 

         EXEC SQL UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - :amount  

                  WHERE acctno = :fromAcct AND custno = :allowed ; 

         if (sqlca.sqlerrd[2] == 0) { 

             sprintf (msg, "Updated of account %d failed ",fromAcct); 

             goto ErrorHandling; 

         } 

    } 

 

    sleep (sleepSecs); 

 

    EXEC SQL SELECT status INTO :status  

             FROM Accounts  

             WHERE acctno = :toAcct ; 

    if (SQLCODE == 100) { 

         sprintf (msg, "Account %d not found ",toAcct); 

         goto ErrorHandling; 

    } 

    if (strcmp(status,"A") != 0) { 

         sprintf (msg, "Status of account %d is '%s' not active ",toAcct, status); 

         goto ErrorHandling; 
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    } 

    EXEC SQL UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + :amount  

             WHERE acctno = :toAcct ; 

    if (sqlca.sqlerrd[2] == 0) { 

         sprintf (msg, "Account %d update failed ", toAcct); 

         goto ErrorHandling; 

    }     

    EXEC SQL INSERT INTO TransferHistory  

             (fromAcct, toAcct, amount, custno, onDate, atTime)  

             VALUES (:fromAcct, :toAcct, :amount, :custno,  

                     CURRENT_DATE, CURRENT_TIMESTAMP);  

    EXEC SQL COMMIT; 

    return 0; 

 

ErrorHandling:  

    // printf ("\nSQLCODE=%d, SQLSTATE=%s \n",SQLCODE, SQLSTATE); 

    if (SQLCODE < 0) { 

    strcpy (msg, sqlca.sqlerrm.sqlerrmc); 

    } 

    rc = -1; 

    if (strcmp(SQLSTATE,"40P01") == 0) { 

        rc = 1; 

    } 

    EXEC SQL ROLLBACK; 

    EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR CONTINUE; 

    return rc; 

} 

 
Some statements used in testing has just been commented out. 
 
Measuring the elapsed time of the invoked transaction or retries of the transaction by means of Gnu C 
libraries in our lab proved to be challenging.  As workaround and at  the same time as  example of 
Dynamic ESQL we have used PostgreSQL services for measuring the elapsed time in the retry pattern 
as follows: 
 

EXEC SQL SELECT now() INTO :s FROM DUAL; 

sprintf (starttime,"'%s'", s); 

// start of the retry pattern --------- 

rc = 1; 

retry = 0; 

while (retry++ <= maxRetries && rc == 1) { 

     rc = Transfer(); 

     if (rc == 1 && retry == maxRetries) { 

         rc = 3;  // live lock ! 

     } 

// end of retry pattern --------------- 

sprintf (sql, "SELECT now() - %s FROM DUAL;", starttime); 

EXEC SQL PREPARE dynsql FROM :sql ; 

EXEC SQL EXECUTE dynsql INTO :elapsed ; 

printf ("\nElapsed time %s \n", elapsed); 

printf ("retries=%d  rc=%d\nmsg= %s\n",(retry-2), rc, msg); 

 

For this we need the DUAL table like in Oracle, and our solution is the following: 
 

-- implementing the DUAL table in PostrgreSQL: 

create table DUAL (id int not null primary key check (id=1)); 

insert into  DUAL values (1); 

 
Finally, let’s have a short experiment with preparation and running the program: 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ ecpg BankTransferExt.sqc  
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dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ # compiling 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ gcc -c BankTransferExt.c -I 

/usr/include/postgresql 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ #linking 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ gcc -o BankTransferExt 

BankTransferExt.o -lecpg  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ # executing 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ export custno=303 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ export fromAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ export toAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ export sleep=0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ ./BankTransferExt   

 

C/ESQL example 'BankTransferExt' version 2.0 

 

 Connected to the database successfully 

Welcome Mary 

 

Acctno     Balance  version 

------  ----------  ------- 

  101         1000       24 

  202         2000       24 

  404         1000        0 

 

Elapsed time 00:00:00.025576  

retries=0  rc=0 

msg= OK 

 

Acctno     Balance  version 

------  ----------  ------- 

  101         1100       25 

  202         1900       25 

  404         1000        0 

 

 Disconnected from the database successfully 

End of program. 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL/PostgreSQL$ 

 

 

Note:  Since PostgreSQL does not support transaction control in stored routines we cannot experiment 
with implementation like we did with DB2. 

Topics for further study 
 What changes do we need in BankTransferExt.sqc  to apply it to DB2 ESQL? 

Excercises 

1. Write BankTransfer Ext implementation accessing DB2 by ESQL and applying the transaction 
outcome protocol presented in Chapter 1. 

2. Write BankTransfer Ext implementation accessing PostgreSQL by ECPG and applying the 
transaction outcome protocol presented in Chapter 1. 

 
 

ODBC / CLI 

Introduction to ODBC, SQL/CLI and DB2 CLI API  
 
Earlier the Data Access API for every DBMS product was based on use of the proprietary API function 
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library of the DBMS.  This meant that to migrate an application to use some other DBMS product the 
data access had to be re-programmed, at least precompiled with DBMS dependent precompiler and 
then compiled and linked into new executables.  Some commercial proprietary products for accessing 
the databases of various DBMS products have appeared on the market, but those products were 
priced so expensively and were not suitable for example to educational institutions, so the 
technologies did not achieve any de facto status on the market. 
 
Dynamic SQL allows ad hoc data access to information in databases and powerful GUI-based tools 
have enabled commodity applications, such as Microsoft Excel, to be used by ordinary users.  This has 
raised the need for interoperability, with some generic de facto standard data access API, which would 
allow developers to write DBMS vendor independent applications.  The problem was noticed by the 
software industry and the SQL Access Group (SAG) was founded in 1989 to promote standard of data 
access portability of applications.  
 
Based on an analysis of existing proprietary APIs, SAG built a model of a generic call level interface 
(CLI) API.  Microsoft joined the group and based on the SAG CLI implemented the ODBC API, which in 
some years became the de facto standard DA API.  A draft map of the resources, handles, and 
functions is presented in Figure 2-2.  The concept is based on DBMS product dependent drivers, which 
map the ODBC API into the native DA API of the DBMS to be used by the application as presented in 
Figure 2-3.  SAG joined X/Open group in 1995 and continued development of CLI, which then became 
the SQL/CLI part of the ANSI/ISO SQL:1999 standard.   
       

 

Figure 2-2.   A drafted map of resources, handles, and typical functions in ODBC API 
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The ODBC API consists of a large function library designed mainly for the C/C++ language, and the 
current documentation is available at https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms714562(v=vs.85).aspx of Microsoft’s Developer Network pages.  Building on the data 
types and concepts of the SQL standard it defines concepts for generic SQL functions, escape notations 
for mappings to the SQL dialect of the DBMS product, client-side accessing metadata, data, server-side 
and client-side cursor models, parameterized commands, diagnostics and statistics. 

Setting up the environment 
 
ODBC drivers are nowadays available for almost every DBMS product, and even for spreadsheets and 
text files.  First it has been available only on Windows platforms, but for example unixODBC group and 
iODBC.org have ported ODBC to be available also on UNIX and Linux.   

The SQL/CLI standard is a superset of ODBC, and IBM has replaced the earlier native function library of 
DB2 by SQL/CLI compatible DB2 CLI API.   This comes as part of the DB2 server and DB2 client packages 
also to Linux.  Due to this we don’t need to install ODBC Driver Manager in DebianDB, but when using 
DB2 databases, we can directly use the DB2 CLI library.  Built as a synthesis of multiple function 
libraries of DBMS products, accepted as ISO standard, and now an implementation of the native data 
access function library of DB2, the SQL/CLI can be considered as model of basic low level data access 
API, upon which many more abstract data access APIs are built. 

As C/C++ is the only host language which we can use for DB2 CLI API in our Debian9 lab, the GNU 
C/C++ requirements for DB2 CLI experiments are the same as for ESQL.  However, ODBC drivers and 
wrapper libraries are available in Internet also for Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, etc. 

 

 

Figure 2-3.   ODBC API based Data Access can be mapped to native function libraries of DBMS products 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms714562(v=vs.85).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms714562(v=vs.85).aspx
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Transaction Programming in ODBC/CLI 
 
Independently of the behavior of the DBMS product used, by default the ODBC API starts in 
autocommit mode.  For transaction programming this need to be set OFF by a function call 
 
      SQLSetConnectAttr (hdbc, SQL_ATTR_AUTOCOMMIT, 

                               (SQLPOINTER) SQL_AUTOCOMMIT_OFF,  
                               SQL_NTS); 

 
after which the  connection (SQL session) is in the implicit transactional mode (called manual mode in 
ODBC) .   According to SQL/CLI the SQLStartTran function could be used for the explicit start of 
transaction, and it can define the isolation level for the transaction, however this is not supported in 
ODBC.  In ODBC and DB2 CLI the transaction isolation level can be set by  

      SQLSetConnectAttr (hdbc, SQL_ATTR_TXN_ISOLATION, 

                               (SQLPOINTER) <isolation level>,  
     SQL_NTS); 
 
where <isolation level>  is the ODBC code name from Table 2-1.  

Note:   In the CLI example we have set isolation levels by the SET command of DB2 using 

SQLExecDirect function.  This also works since the driver does not need to know the isolation 

level used by the server.   

 

Table 2-1.   Isolation level mappings between  DB2 SQL and ODBC / CLI 

                 (source: IBM Call Level Interface Guide and Reference Volume 1) 

DB2 SQL Isolation Level ODBC / CLI Isolation Level 

Mnemonic name: Code:  Code name: Numeric: 

Uncommitted Read  UR SQL_TXB_READ_UNCOMMITTED 1 

Cursor Stability CS SQL_TXB_READ_COMMITTED 2 

Read Stability RS SQL_TXB_REPEATABLE_READ 3 

Repeatable Read RR SQL_TXB_SERIALIZABLE 4 

 

Transactions should be ended by calls to SQLEndTran function,  instead of SQL command COMMIT 

      SQLEndTran(SQL_HANDLE_DBC, hdbc, SQL_COMMIT);  

and instead of  SQL command ROLLBACK  

      SQLEndTran(SQL_HANDLE_DBC, hdbc, SQL_ROLLBACK);  
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Application example on C/CLI API:  Employee Management 
 
The C source code using CLI can be found in file /home/dbtech/AppDev/CLI/employees.c. 

For using the DB2 CLI the sqlcli1.h library from folder /home/dbtech/sqllib/include needs to be 
included in the source code, and files from /home/dbtech/sqllib/lib need to be linked to the 
executable.  Otherwise the source code is ODBC compatible, for example the connection to the 
database is coded as follows: 

    rc = -1; 
    /* Allocate environment handle henv */ 

    if (SQLAllocHandle (SQL_HANDLE_ENV, SQL_NULL_HANDLE, &henv) == SQL_SUCCESS) { 
        /* Allocate database handle hdbc */ 

        if (SQLAllocHandle (SQL_HANDLE_DBC, henv, &hdbc) == SQL_SUCCESS) { 
             /* Connect to the database */ 

             if (SQLConnect (hdbc, (SQLCHAR *)database, SQL_NTS, 

                                   (SQLCHAR *)user, SQL_NTS, 
                                   (SQLCHAR *)password, SQL_NTS) == SQL_SUCCESS) { 
                  printf("\nConnected successfully to database %s", database); 
                  rc = 0; 
             } 

      /* AUTOCOMMIT OFF, turn on implicit transactions */ 

      rc = SQLSetConnectAttr(hdbc, SQL_ATTR_AUTOCOMMIT, 

                          (SQLPOINTER)SQL_AUTOCOMMIT_OFF, SQL_NTS); 

         } 
    } 
    if (rc != 0) { 
         dbcError (&henv, &hdbc, &hstmt, "Connect to database", database); 
    } 

 
The handles are pointers to internal data structures which are used for storage of options and data 
processing purposes of that particular handle type (Geiger 1995).   When a handle is no longer needed, 
the data structure should be released by the corresponding SQLFree<handle> function (see Figure 2-
2). 

For sending SQL commands to the server we need to allocate statement handles and the command is 
sent to server in a string parameter of SQLExecDirect function.   

When we need to include parameter values in the SQL command string, the parameter places are 
marked by question marks (?) as place holders in the command string, and the command is sent by 
SQLPrepare function to the server for syntax checking, validation of the SQL statement, and optimized 
execution plan. Then the values for the parameters are bound by SQLBindParameter function calls 
identifying the parameter places by ordinary numbers 1, 2, .. .  Only positional parameters are 
supported in the ODBC API.  Finally the command is sent for execution by the SQLExecute function.   
The execution plan is reusable, so the execution can be repeated after binding new parameter values.   

Using SQLPrepare..  SQLExecute functions for parameterized SQL commands instead of building the 
parameter values into the command string and using directly the SQLExecDirect function, eliminates 
the possibility of “SQL injection” security risk of external users passing extra SQL statements as part of 
the parameter values. 

All functions return an integer value as a return code (rc), which should be checked in the application 
code against the ODBC API literals SQL_SUCCESS (= 0), SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO, or SQL_ERROR. 
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Comparing the source code in C language of the ODBC API variant of the employees with the ESQL 
version presents more examples on using the ODBC API, which turns out to be more laborious to code, 
but gives more functionality for the data access.  Later we will see APIs, developed on the same 
concepts, but on higher abstraction level for more productive programming. 

The compile, link and a short test can be done as follows: 

# Compile and test: 

cd $HOME/AppDev/CLI 

# compile 

gcc -c -I/home/dbtech/sqllib/include employees.c 

# link 

gcc -o employees -L/home/dbtech/sqllib/lib -ldb2 employees.o 

# and execute 

./employees 

 
C/DB2 CLI example 'employees' version 1.7  
 
Connected successfully to database SAMPLE 
 
=========================== 

 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

=========================== 

Use case options: 

 1. Add New Employees  

 2. Update Employee Information (Salary)  

 3. Fetch List of Employees   

 4. Delete Employee(s) Information  

 5. Exit  

 

 Enter the option number: 1 

 

** ERROR on processing SQL command at 1.40 

INSERT INTO employee(empno, firstnme, lastname, edlevel, salary) VALUES (50001, 

'RAUL', 'CHONG', 21, 6000) 

 

SQLCODE = 4294966493, rc=0  

msg = [IBM][CLI Driver][DB2/LINUXX8664] SQL0803N  One or more values in the INSERT 

statement, UPDATE statement, or foreign key update caused by a DELETE statement are 

not valid because the primary key, unique constraint or unique index identified by 

"1" constrains table "DBTECH.EMPLOYEE" from having duplicate values for the index 

key.  SQLSTATE=23505 

 

 

=========================== 

 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

=========================== 

Use case options: 

 1. Add New Employees  

 2. Update Employee Information (Salary)  

 3. Fetch List of Employees   

 4. Delete Employee(s) Information  

 5. Exit  

 

 Enter the option number: 4 

 

============================ 

 DELETE EMPLOYEE INFORMATION 

============================ 
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Delete options: 

 1: DELETE a single employee   

 2: DELETE ALL employees   

Select by number (1 or 2): 2 

 

 Employee(s) deleted successfully 

 

=========================== 

 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

=========================== 

Use case options: 

 1. Add New Employees  

 2. Update Employee Information (Salary)  

 3. Fetch List of Employees   

 4. Delete Employee(s) Information  

 5. Exit  

 

 Enter the option number: 1 

 

 5 employees added successfully  

 

=========================== 

 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

=========================== 

Use case options: 

 1. Add New Employees  

 2. Update Employee Information (Salary)  

 3. Fetch List of Employees   

 4. Delete Employee(s) Information  

 5. Exit  

 

 Enter the option number: 3 

 

 

EMPNO   FIRSTNME     LASTNAME      EDLEVEL      SALARY 

-----   ---------    --------      -------   ----------  

50001   RAUL         CHONG             21       6000.00 

50002   JAMES        JI                20       5786.00 

50003   MIN          YAO               20       5876.00 

50004   IAN          HAKES             19       5489.00 

50005   VINEET       MISHRA            19       5600.00 

 

 

=========================== 

 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

=========================== 

Use case options: 

 1. Add New Employees  

 2. Update Employee Information (Salary)  

 3. Fetch List of Employees   

 4. Delete Employee(s) Information  

 5. Exit  

 

 Enter the option number: 2 

Enter EMPNO (6 chars) and press ENTER: 50002 

Entered EMPNO = '50002 ' 

old rv= 0 

 

EMPNO   FIRSTNME    LASTNAME            SALARY   [rv] 

-----   ----------  -------------  -----------   ---- 
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50002   JAMES       JI                 5786.00   0 

 

 ENTER NEW SALARY:  

 

Meanwhile in a concurrent db2 client session: 

 
 

ENTER NEW SALARY: 5800 

 

Error on execution of 

 

** ERROR on processing SQL command at 2.200 

UPDATE employee SET SALARY = CAST(? AS DECIMAL(9,2)) WHERE empno = ? AND rv = ? 

 

SQLCODE = 100, rc=0  

msg = [IBM][CLI Driver][DB2/LINUXX8664] SQL0100W  No row was found for FETCH, UPDATE 

or DELETE; or the result of a query is an empty table.  SQLSTATE=02000 

Perhaps the row has been updated meanwhile by some other application. 

 

=========================== 

 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

=========================== 

Use case options: 

 1. Add New Employees  

 2. Update Employee Information (Salary)  

 3. Fetch List of Employees   

 4. Delete Employee(s) Information  

 5. Exit  

 

 Enter the option number: 3 

 

 

EMPNO   FIRSTNME     LASTNAME      EDLEVEL      SALARY 

-----   ---------    --------      -------   ----------  

50001   RAUL         CHONG             21       6000.00 

50002   JAMES        JI                20       5900.00 

50003   MIN          YAO               20       5876.00 

50004   IAN          HAKES             19       5489.00 

50005   VINEET       MISHRA            19       5600.00 

 

 

=========================== 

 EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

=========================== 

Use case options: 

 1. Add New Employees  

 2. Update Employee Information (Salary)  

 3. Fetch List of Employees   

 4. Delete Employee(s) Information  

 5. Exit  

 

 Enter the option number: 5 

 

 

Disconnecting from the SAMPLE database... 
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Disconnected from the SAMPLE database successfully. 

Free connection handle successfully. 

Free environment handle successfully. 

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/CLI$  

 

The program is coded following our priorities: 

1.    Reliability by transactions with concurrency tests, structured code without quick’n’dirty exits, all 

errors simulated by code changes while testing. 

2.    Security avoiding SQL injection possibilities by passing parameters to prepared execution plans.  

3.    Performance using directly the native API and the compatible data types. 

Error handling is centralized in the functions stmtError and dbcError, considering the possibility of 
tracing errors in some error log files.  The purpose of the parameters “mark” and “note” is just to help 
in finding the origin of the error in source code. 

 

Example of CLI API and Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer with Retry 
 

For comparison with ESQL the BankTransferProcs testbench of the BankTransferWithRetry wrapper of 

the BankTransfer stored procedure has been written also using C/CLI API.  The whole source code can 

be found in DebianDB database laboratory in folder /home/dbtech/AppDev/CLI. 

As can be expected the program is quite long, so the following listing presents only a snippet of the 

procedure call 

Listing 2-7   SQL Procedure CALL  using CLI 

stmt = (SQLCHAR *) 

       "{CALL BanktransferWithRetry (?,?,?, ?,?,?, ?,?,?)}"; 

rc = SQLPrepare(hstmt, stmt, SQL_NTS); 

if (rc != SQL_SUCCESS) { 

rc2 = stmtError (&henv, &hdbc, &hstmt, "10","Error on SQLPrepare"); 

            printf ("rc=%d, rc2=%d\n", rc, rc2); 

return rc; 

} 

SQLBindParameter (hstmt, 1, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_LONG, 

                  SQL_INTEGER, 0, 0, &fromAcct, 0, NULL); 

if (rc != SQL_SUCCESS) { 

rc2 = stmtError (&henv, &hdbc, &hstmt, "10.1", 

                 "Error on binding the parameter fromAcct"); 

return rc; 

} 

SQLBindParameter (hstmt, 2, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_LONG, 

                  SQL_INTEGER, 0, 0, &toAcct, 0, &cbToAcct); 

if (rc != SQL_SUCCESS) { 

rc2 = stmtError (&henv, &hdbc, &hstmt, "10.2", 

                 "Error on binding the parameter toAcct"); 

return rc; 

} 

. . . 
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SQLBindParameter (hstmt, 9, SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT, SQL_C_CHAR, 

                  SQL_VARCHAR, 50, 0, &elapsedSecs, sizeof(elapsedSecs), NULL); 

if (rc != SQL_SUCCESS) { 

rc2 = stmtError (&henv, &hdbc, &hstmt, "10.9", 

                  "Error on binding the output parameter elapsedSecs"); 

return rc; 

} 

rc = SQLExecute(hstmt); 

if (rc != SQL_SUCCESS) { 

   rc2 = stmtError (&henv, &hdbc, &hstmt, "20", "Error on SQLExecute"); 

   return rc; 

} 

else { 

     printf("\n rc = %d, retries = %d\nmsg: %s\nelapsed: %s\n", 

              sqlRc, retries, msg, elapsedSecs); 

     switch(rc) { 

     case -1: printf("\nTransfer failed! "); 

              break; 

     case 0:  printf("\nTransfer successfull ");; 

              break; 

. . . 

} 
 

Compiling proceeds about the same way as ESQL without the preprocessing phase, and following 

listing is copied from a test run: 

Listing 2-8   Test run of BankTransferProcs application 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/CLI$ ./BankTransferProcs 

 

C/DB2 CLI example 'BankTransferProcs' version 2.1  

 

Connected successfully to database TESTDB 

Please, enter fromAcct (cr=101): 

Please, enter toAcct (cr=202): 

Please, enter the amount (cr=100): 

Please, enter sleeping time in seconds (cr=5): 

from=101, to=202, amount=100, sleep=5, timeout=0 

 

 rc = 0, retries = 0 

msg: OK 

elapsed: .011211 on server-side 

 

Transfer successfull  

Do you want to continue (y / cr=n)? 

 

 

Disconnecting from the TESTDB database... 

 

Disconnected from the TESTDB database successfully. 

Free connection handle successfully. 

Free environment handle successfully. 

 

 

 Disconnected from the database successfully  

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/CLI$ db2 -t; 

(c) Copyright IBM Corporation 1993,2007 

Command Line Processor for DB2 Client 11.1.1.1 
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. . . 

db2 => connect to testdb; 

 

   Database Connection Information 

 

 Database server        = DB2/LINUXX8664 11.1.1.1 

 SQL authorization ID   = DBTECH 

 Local database alias   = TESTDB 

 

db2 => select * from Accounts; 

 

ACCTNO      BALANCE     RV          

----------- ----------- ----------- 

        101         900           1 

        202        2100           1 

 

  2 record(s) selected. 

 

db2 => terminate; 

DB20000I  The TERMINATE command completed successfully. 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/CLI$ 

 

ODBC on Linux 
 

ODBC API can be considered as the basic Data Access API and part of general knowledge for 

application developers.   For our purpose the DB2 CLI API serves as an introduction to the topic, 

but for those who want to experiment with accessing Oracle, MySQL/MariaDB, PostgreSQL or 

some other DBMS products on Linux, we suggest starting from the following websites: 

 ODBC pages of Mono project at http://www.mono-project.com/docs/database-

access/providers/odbc/  

 unixODBC  at http://www.unixodbc.org/  and  

 iODBC.org at 

http://www.iodbc.org/dataspace/doc/iodbc/wiki/iodbcWiki/WelcomeVisitors   

 

Both unixODBC and iODBC groups have ported the ODBC Driver Manager to Unix, Linux, Mac and 

some other platforms.      

The website of Mono project  provides list of free or commercial ODBC drivers at 

http://www.unixodbc.org/drivers.html , and links to ODBC driver wrappers for languages such as 

Java, C, PHP, Perl, Python, SWI-prolog, etc. 

 

Also Microsoft provides ODBC Driver 13.1 for accessing SQL Server from  Debian Linux.  

See the guide at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/connect/odbc/linux-mac/installing-the-

microsoft-odbc-driver-for-sql-server 

 

Topics for further study 
 

 Experiment withconcurrent runs of the BankTransferProcs program with the same accounts 

but in opposite order.  Does it manage the deadlock situation? 

 Is there any need for applying the optimistic concurrency control in this application? 

http://www.mono-project.com/docs/database-access/providers/odbc/
http://www.mono-project.com/docs/database-access/providers/odbc/
http://www.unixodbc.org/
http://www.iodbc.org/dataspace/doc/iodbc/wiki/iodbcWiki/WelcomeVisitors
http://www.unixodbc.org/drivers.html
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Excercises 

1. Write BankTransfer Ext implementation accessing DB2 by CLI and applying the transaction 
outcome protocol presented in Chapter 1. 
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Java JDBC 

Introduction to JDBC API 
 

The success of the ODBC API was noticed by Java developers, and based on its generic concepts a 

clean object model based new Java Database Connectivity API, JDBC, was built.  Figure 2-4 presents 

the basic object types and typical methods of the JDBC 1 specification and the invocation relationships 

among them.  The latest JDBC specification JDBC 4 extends the interface model even to disconnected 

processing of the ResultSet content.  For our purposes the basic model offers enough data access 

capabilities. 

 

Figure 2-4.  JDBC 1 object types and typical methods 

 

The JDBC API applies the ODBC API concept of using drivers, but uses an architectural solution of 4 

different  driver types:  

Type 1  is the general purpose JDBC-ODBC bridge which can be used to access any data source for 

which an ODBC driver is available.  So, this builds a wrapper API over ODBC API. 

Type 2  driver is native JDBC driver of the DBMS accessing the server via the native function library of 

the DBMS.  For DB2 this is the db2jcc.jar package. 

Type 3  driver is generic JDBC driver accessing the server indirectly via a JDBC gateway server.  For DB2 

the type 3 JDBC driver has been removed. 
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Type 4  driver is a pure JDBC driver (thin driver) accessing the server directly.  For DB2 this is the 

db2jcc4.jar package.  

The path to the JDBC driver needs to be referenced in the CLASSPATH of the Java program. 

The JDBC API starts in autocommit mode, and explicit transactions started by some BEGIN 

TRANSACTION are not available in JDBC.  Therefore the autocommit mode needs always to be turned 

OFF by the connection object’s setAutoCommit method: 

setAutoCommit(false); 

This will turn on transactional mode starting an implicit transaction on first SQL statement.  The 

isolation level planned for the transaction should be set before this first SQL statement.  

Just like the ODBC API, the JDBC API builds on the basic data types and concepts of the SQL standard 

and uses the same generic SQL functions, escape notations for mappings to SQL dialect of the DBMS 

product, client-side accessing metadata, data, parameterized commands, diagnostics and statistics.  

Even if JDBC  API isolates programmer from many differencies existing between the DBMS products, it 

cannot provide generic means to deal with different concurrency control mechanisms and semantics 

of isolation levels of the products, or different implementations of the data types.   Also reliability of 

metadata provided by the JDBC drivers may depend on the driver.   Differences between the 

mainstream DBMS products, ODBC and JDBC drivers have been experimented and explained in the 

book “SQL Performance Tuning” by Gulutzan and Pelzer (2003). 

 

Setting up the environment 
 

In Debian9 our Java version is following: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ which java 

/usr/bin/java 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ESQL$ java -version 

java version "1.8.0_144" 

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.8.0_144-b01) 

Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 25.144-b01, mixed mode)  

 

but some products with other java compilers have come to the environment, of which the most 

important for us is the IBM Java which comes with DB2, the JDBC drivers of type 2 and 4 in the 

/opt/ibm/db2/11.1/java directory, with Java 8 in the JDK64 subfolders.   

 

The JDBC driver needs to be addressed in the run time CLASSPATH of the Java program.  There is no 

central directory for JDBC drivers in Unix/Linux platforms.  To simplify our tests, we will create 

directory  

dbtech@debian9:~$ su root 

Password:  

root@debian9:/home/dbtech# cd /usr/lib 

root@debian9:/usr/lib# mkdir jdbc 

root@debian9:/usr/lib# chmod +r+r+r jdbc 
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root@debian9:/usr/lib# cd jdbc 

and create there symlinks to the drivers we need by commands 

ln –s  <file>  <symlink> 

as follows: 

# JDBC driver of DB2 V11.1 

ln -s /opt/ibm/db2/V11.1/java/db2jcc4.jar  db2jcc4.jar 

# JDBC driver of Oracle XE 11.2 

ln -s /u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/xe/jdbc/lib/ojdbc6.jar  ojdbc6.jar 

# JDBC driver of MariaDB 10.1 downloadable from 

# https://mariadb.com/downloads/connector 

ln -s /home/dbtech/Downloads/mariadb-java-client-2.2.1.jar mariadb-java-client-2.2.1.ja 

# JDBC driver of PostgreSQL 9.4 downloadable from 

# https://jdbc.postgresql.org/download.html 

ln -s /home/dbtech/Downloads/postgresql-42.2.1.jar postgresql-42.2.1.jar  

 

Transaction Programming Template for JDBC 
 

A Transaction Programming template in Java/JDBC : 

Listing 2-9      JDBC Transaction Programming template 

public static class Outcomes { 

   int    rc;  // return code 

   String msg; // error message 

   TransOutcomes (int code, String errMsg) { 

       rc = code; 

       msg = errMsg; 

   } 

} 

 

public static Outcomes someTransaction( 

       java.sql.Connection conn, <parameters>, int timeout) 

       throws SQLException {  

    String sql = ""; 

    int rc = -1; 

    try { 

        conn.setTransactionIsolation(Connection.<isolation level>); 

        // Note: Isolation level needs to be set before any actions!  

        int count = 0; 

        sql ="<SQL statement with parameter markers>"; 

        Statement pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 

        // binding the parameter values 

        pstmt.set<type> (<position>, <parameter value>); 

        .. 

        pstmt.setQueryTimeout(timeout); 

        count = pstmt.executeUpdate(); 

        if (<test on expected count value>)  

           throw new Exception ("<error message on failed test>"); 

        ... 

        conn.commit(); 

        rc = 0; 

    } 

    catch (SQLException ex) { 

        rc = -1; 
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        while (ex != null) { 

            SQLState = ex.getSQLState(); 

            errMsg = errMsg + ex.getMessage(); 

            if (<deadlock>) { 

                rc = 1; 

            } else  

            if (<timeout>) { 

                rc = 2; 

            } 

            ex = ex.getNextException(); 

        } 

        conn.rollback(); 

    } 

    catch (Exception e) { 

        <exception handling> 

        conn.rollback(); 

    }    

    finally { 

        return new Outcomes (rc, errMsg); 

    } 

} 

 

The signature of every method containing data access needs to have the declaration  

throws SQLException 

and the transaction programming need to be built into the presented try..catch structure: 

    try { 
        conn.setTransactionIsolation(Connection.<isolation level>); 

        <transaction body> 

        conn.commit(); 

    } 
    catch (SQLException ex) { 
        <handling of the caught exception ex and the possibly followers> 
        conn.rollback(); 
    } 

 

The isolation level effects only the protection of the read operations, but it is a “best practice” to 

define it always before the beginning of the transaction, since you don’t know for sure if your 

transaction will also raise some triggers, for example. The isolation level for the started transaction is 

set by the connection object’s setTransactionIsolation method.  The <isolation level>part of the 

method is the JDBC code name from table 2.  

Table 2.   Isolation level mappings between DB2 SQL and JDBC  

DB2 SQL Isolation Level JDBC Isolation Level 

Mnemonic name: Code:  Code name: Numeric: 

Uncommitted Read  UR TRANSACTION_READ_UNCOMMITTED 1 

Cursor Stability CS TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED 2 

Read Stability RS TRANSACTION_REPEATABLE_READ 3 
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Repeatable Read RR TRANSACTION_SERIALIZABLE 4 

 

An important diagnostic item, in terms of the application logic, is the returned count of manipulated 

rows for UPDATE or DELETE commands passed to the server by executeUpdate method of Statement 

or PreparedStatement object.   

Just like in the ODBC API, only positional parameters marked by question marks (?) are supported in 

the JDBC API and used in SQL statements which are passed arguments of the prepareStatement 

method of connection.  After the execution plan has been prepared for the instantiated object of type 

PreparedStatement, the parameter values are passed to the object identified by the positional index 

(1, 2, …) of the parameter. 

SQLExceptions are caught as services to be handled in the catch structure.  The caught SQLException 

object can be inspected using the following methods of the exception 

● getSQLState() returns the SQLSTATE value 

● getMessage() returns the message corresponding to the SQLSTATE 

● getErrorCode() returns the corresponding native error code used by the DBMS product. 

 

Since erroneous processing may raise multiple SQLExceptions, these all should be checked browsing 

the SQLException chain proceeding to the next exception by the method call getNextException() as we 

have done in the reportExceptions routine. 

In Appendix 2 we have a Java/JDBC example on the traditional Bank Transfer transaction with 

concurrency competition and a programmed Retry Wrapper for recovering from Deadlock situations, 

which is analyzed in from SQLExceptions in the exception handling part of the catch structure.  

SQLWarnings, for example on string value overflows, will not raise exceptions, so if there is reason to 

suspect warning cases, the first warning should retrieved explicitly by statement objects method call  

 SQLWarning warn = stmt.getWarnings(); 

Inspecting the warning object as we explained on the exception object above, and browsing the chain 

of warnings by calling the getNextWarning() method. 

The transaction will be ended by the commit() method of the connection object persisting all changes 

made into the database, or in case of detected errors by the rollback() method, which rolls back all 

changes.  Both methods will release all database locks kept by the transaction. 

Java JDBC is usually widely taught and known in the educational field, and also Chapter 4 in the book 

“Getting Started with DB2 Application Development” presents an excellent introduction to JDBC, so 

we can pass over the programming details. 

 

Application example on JDBC API:  Employee Management 
 

The updated Java/JDBC version of the “employees.java” example , similar to the ESQL example, is 

available for experiment at folder /home/dbtech/AppDev/JDBC.  
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BankTransfer application using Java JDBC 
 
We have updated the BankTransferExt.java program from the Appendix 2 of our “SQL Transactions” 
ebook to handle the extended tables. 
The program is generic in terms of the DBMS to be used.  The parameters are entered using  

environment variables, as presented below for DB2 / testdb: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ # test using DB2 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/JDBC 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export CLASSPATH=.:/usr/lib/jdbc/db2jcc4.jar 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export driver="com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export URL="jdbc:db2://localhost:50001/testdb" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export user=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export password=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export fromAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export toAcct=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export custno=303 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export sleep=0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export timeout=10 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export maxRetries=2 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransferExt 

BankTransferExt version 4.2 

Welcome Mary 

 

Elapsed time 0.2880, Return code= -1 Retries used: 0 

error message: * Missing 'to' account 100 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ 

 

In the following Java code of the program we point out by color-coded comments or bolded text 

important transaction programming topics in this example.  In generic JDBC programming the 

defaulting AUTOCOMMIT mode needs to be turned off for the database connection.   

 

According to the SQL standard the isolation level cannot be changed during a transaction, but needs to 

be set before the transaction starts. So, once set, it will be operational until set before some later 

transaction.  Although the default isolation level is READ COMMITTED, it is important to understand 

which isolation levels are available and how these affect in concurrency control in the DBMS to be 

used, in multi-granular locking or MVCC.  For introduction on isolation level implementations see our 

“SQL Transactions” tutorial.  In our current example program we use row level locking by “SELECT .. 

FOR UPDATE”, and isolation level does not have much role. 

 

The SELECT statements preceding the UPDATE statements provide more detailed diagnostics than 
mere SQL UPDATE.  We can differentiate the cases of missing account, closed account, timeout on too 
long locked account, other exceptions, and stale row in case we want to use Optimistic Execution (i.e. 
RVV transaction).   In this application we have not used the Optimistic Execution, but in comments we 
have shown what it would change in the Transfer method in Java code if row version values “fromRv” 
and “toRv” had been passed to the transfer from some preceding program phase. 
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Optimistic Execution does not fit well with the Retry Pattern, since if a transaction loses in the 

competition against some other client, this typically means that the competitor has written on the 

accessed rows, and row versions of our transaction contain outdated (stale) values. 

 
Write operations in the mainstream DBMS systems are covered by exclusive locking, even if read 
operations might avoid locking due to multiversioning (MVCC), as we have discussed in the “SQL 
Transactions” tutorial.  This means that a transaction which uses multiple write operations may get 
into conflict with concurrent transactions.  Even if this may occur seldomly when transactions are 
short and fast, it is possible and for reliability the applications need to be prepared to deal with those 
conflicts.      

Our methodology for building reliable transacton programming is to test also those rare cases.  While 
testing our transactions, in this case the Bank Transfer transaction, we slow down the otherwise fast  
transaction by extra sleeping time between the write operations. 

 

Listing 2-10   Java code of BankTransferExt.java of the extended Bank Transfer 

/*  DBTechNet Concurrency Lab 15.5.2008 Martti Laiho 

 

Bank Transfer Extended using Java/JDBC  

 

Updates .. 

4.2 2018-04-25 ML adopted the transaction outcome protocol 

 

# compile 

cd $HOME/AppDev/JDBC 

javac BankTransferExt.java 

 

# sample test using DB2 

cd $HOME/AppDev/JDBC 

export CLASSPATH=.:/usr/lib/jdbc/db2jcc4.jar 

export driver="com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver" 

export URL="jdbc:db2://localhost:50001/testdb" 

export user=dbtech 

export password=dbtech 

export fromAcct=202 

export toAcct=100 

export amount=100 

export custno=303 

export sleep=0 

export timeout=10 

export maxRetries=2 

java BankTransferExt 

 

************************************************************************/ 

import java.io.*; 

import java.sql.*; 

import java.util.Date; 

import java.sql.Timestamp; 

 

public class BankTransferExt { 

 

  public static class Outcomes { 

     int    rc;  // return code 

     String msg; // error message 

     Outcomes (int code, String errMsg) { 

         rc = code; 

         msg = errMsg; 

     } 
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  } 

 

  public static void main (String args[]) throws Exception { 

 

      System.out.println("BankTransferExt version 4.2"); 

      java.sql.Connection conn = null; 

      boolean sqlServer = false; 

      int counter = 0; 

      int rc = 0; 

      String driver= System.getenv("driver"); 

      String URL   = System.getenv("URL"); 

      String user  = System.getenv("user"); 

      String password = System.getenv("password"); 

      int fromAcct = Integer.parseInt(System.getenv("fromAcct")); 

      int toAcct   = Integer.parseInt(System.getenv("toAcct")); 

      int amount   = Integer.parseInt(System.getenv("amount")); 

      int custno   = Integer.parseInt(System.getenv("custno")); 

      int sleep    = Integer.parseInt(System.getenv("sleep")); 

      int timeout  = Integer.parseInt(System.getenv("timeout")); 

      int maxRetries = Integer.parseInt(System.getenv("maxRetries")); 

      // SQL Server's explicit transactions will require special treatment 

      if (URL.substring(5,14).equals("sqlserver")) { 

         sqlServer = true; 

      } 

              // register the JDBC driver and open connection 

      try { 

          Class.forName(driver); 

          conn = java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection(URL,user,password); 

          conn.setAutoCommit(false); 

          conn.setTransactionIsolation( 

                   Connection.TRANSACTION_SERIALIZABLE); 

          PreparedStatement pstmt = conn.prepareStatement( 

                 "SELECT name FROM Customers WHERE custno=? "); 

          // setting the parameter values 

          pstmt.setInt(1, custno);  // Who ? 

          ResultSet rs = pstmt.executeQuery(); 

          if (rs.next()) { 

              String name = rs.getString(1); 

          System.out.println("Welcome "+ name); 

          } else 

      throw new Exception ("Unknown customer "+custno + " !"); 

          rs.close(); 

          pstmt.close(); 

      } 

      catch (SQLException ex) { 

          System.out.println("URL: " + URL); 

          System.out.println("** Connection failure: " + ex.getMessage() + 

                             "\n SQLSTATE: " + ex.getSQLState() + 

                             " SQLcode: " + ex.getErrorCode()); 

          System.exit(-1); 

      } 

      String msg = " "; 

      long startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 

      counter = -1; 

      do { 

          // Retry wrapper block of TransaferTransaction ------------- 

          if (counter++ > 0) { 

             System.out.println("retry #" + counter); 

             if (sqlServer) { 

                conn.close(); 

                System.out.println("Connection closed"); 

                conn = java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection(URL,user,password); 

                conn.setAutoCommit(true); 

             } 

          } 
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          Outcomes oc = TransferTransaction (conn, fromAcct, toAcct, amount, 

                                       custno, sqlServer, sleep, timeout); 

          rc = oc.rc; 

          msg = oc.msg; 

          if (rc == 1) { 

              long pause = (long) (Math.random () * 1000); // max 1 sec. 

              // just for testing: 

              System.out.println("Waiting for "+pause+ " mseconds before rc"); 

              Thread.sleep(pause); 

          } 

          if (counter >= maxRetries) 

             rc = 3;   // live lock ! 

     } while (rc == 1 && counter < 10);  // max 10 retries 

     // end of the Retry wrapper block ------------------------------- 

     conn.close(); 

     long   stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 

     double totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 

     conn.close(); 

     System.out.print("\nElapsed time "+String.format("%.4f",totalTime)); 

     System.out.print(", Return code= "+rc+" Retries used: "+ (counter)); 

     System.out.print("\nerror message: "+ msg); 

     System.out.println("\n End of Program. "); 

  } 

 

  static Outcomes TransferTransaction (Connection conn, int fromAcct, int toAcct, 

         int amount, int custno, boolean sqlServer, int sleep, int timeout ) 

         throws Exception { 

     DatabaseMetaData dmd = conn.getMetaData(); 

     String dbms = dmd.getDatabaseProductName(); 

     //System.out.println("dbms="+dbms.substring(0,3)); 

     int user = custno; 

     int allowed; 

     String status = ""; 

     String SQLState = "*****"; 

     String errMsg = ""; 

     String sql=""; 

     int rc =  0; 

     try { 

        errMsg = ""; 

        rc = 0; 

        if (timeout > 0 && dbms.equals("MySQL")) {   // includes MariaDB 

            sql="SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = ? "; 

            //System.out.println ("MariaDB: "+sql); 

            PreparedStatement pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 

            pstmt.setInt(1, timeout); 

            pstmt.executeUpdate(); 

            pstmt.close(); 

        } 

 

        // is the fromAcct available? 

        sql = "SELECT status FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = ? FOR UPDATE"; 

        PreparedStatement pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 

        pstmt.setInt(1, fromAcct); 

        pstmt.setQueryTimeout(60); 

        pstmt.setQueryTimeout(timeout); 

        ResultSet rs = pstmt.executeQuery(); 

        if (!rs.next()) 

           throw new Exception ("*Missing 'from' account "+fromAcct); 

        status = rs.getString(1); 

        if (status.equals("C")) 

           throw new Exception ("* Account "+fromAcct+" is closed"); 

        pstmt.close(); 

 

        // OK, let's UPDATE if the user is the owner 

        sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? "+ 
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              "WHERE acctno = ? AND custno = ?"; 

        PreparedStatement pstmt1 = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 

        // setting the parameter values 

        pstmt1.setInt(1, -amount);  // how much money to withdraw 

        pstmt1.setInt(2, fromAcct); // from which account 

        pstmt1.setInt(3, custno);   // whose account 

        int count1 = pstmt1.executeUpdate(); 

        // System.out.println("count1 for owner is "+ count1); 

        if (count1 != 1) {  // so this user is not the owner 

            // Has the user permission to use the fromAcct ? 

            // locking first the Grants row to make sure that 

            // we will read the current row also in case of MVCC 

            sql ="SELECT acctno FROM Grants WHERE custno = ? FOR UPDATE"; 

            pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 

            pstmt.setInt(1, custno);  // the user 

            pstmt.setQueryTimeout(timeout); 

            pstmt.executeQuery(); 

            // then checking if the account use is granted 

            sql ="SELECT A.custno FROM (Customers C "+ 

                 "JOIN Grants G ON (C.custno=G.custno)) "+ 

                 "JOIN Accounts A ON (G.acctno=A.acctno) "+ 

                 "WHERE A.acctno = ? AND C.custno = ? AND G.granted='Y'"; 

            pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 

            pstmt.setInt(1, fromAcct); 

            pstmt.setInt(2, custno);  // the user 

            rs = pstmt.executeQuery(); 

            if (rs.next()) { 

                allowed = rs.getInt(1); 

                pstmt1.setInt(3, allowed); // whose account 

                // System.out.println("owner of fromAcct is "+ allowed); 

                count1 = pstmt1.executeUpdate(); 

                //  System.out.println("count1 for user is "+ count1); 

                if (count1 != 1) { 

                   throw new Exception ("* Missing account "+fromAcct); 

                } 

            } else { 

                // System.out.println("..else of rs.next() "); 

                throw new Exception ("* Missing permission to use account " 

                                     +fromAcct ); 

            } 

            rs.close(); 

            pstmt.close(); 

        } 

        if (sleep > 0) { 

            // ************* pause just for concurrency testing ****** 

            System.out.print("\nTime for concurrency test "+ 

                                sleep + " seconds .."); 

            Thread.sleep(1000*sleep); 

            System.out.print("\n..transaction continues!\n"); 

            // ******************************************************** 

        } 

        // is the toAcct available? 

        pstmt = conn.prepareStatement( 

           "SELECT status FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = ? FOR UPDATE"); 

        pstmt.setInt(1, toAcct); 

        pstmt.setQueryTimeout(60); 

        pstmt.setQueryTimeout(timeout); 

        rs = pstmt.executeQuery(); 

        if (!rs.next()) 

            throw new Exception ("* Missing 'to' account "+toAcct); 

        status = rs.getString(1); 

        if (status.equals("C")) 

            throw new Exception ("* Account "+toAcct+" is closed"); 

        pstmt.close(); 
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        // OK, let's UPDATE: 

        sql= "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acctno = ? "; 

        pstmt1 = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 

        pstmt1.setInt(1, amount);  // how much money to add 

        pstmt1.setInt(2, toAcct);  // to which account 

        int count2 = pstmt1.executeUpdate(); 

        if (count2 != 1) 

            throw new Exception  ("* Account "+toAcct + " is missing!"); 

 

        // tracing the Transfer into TransferHistory 

        java.util.Date date = new java.util.Date(); 

        long t = date.getTime(); 

        java.sql.Date sqlDate = new java.sql.Date(t); 

        java.sql.Timestamp sqlTimestamp = new java.sql.Timestamp(t); 

        // System.out.println("sqlDate=" + sqlDate); 

        // System.out.println("sqlTimestamp=" + sqlTimestamp); 

        sql = 

            "INSERT INTO TransferHistory " + 

            "(fromAcct,toAcct,amount,custno,onDate,atTime) " + 

            "VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, {d '"+sqlDate+"'},{ts '"+sqlTimestamp+"'})"; 

        pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 

        pstmt.setInt(1, fromAcct); 

        pstmt.setInt(2, toAcct); 

        pstmt.setInt(3, amount); 

        pstmt.setInt(4, custno); 

        int count3 = pstmt.executeUpdate(); 

        if (count3 != 1) 

           throw new Exception  ("* INSERT into TransferHistory failed!"); 

        // COMMIT 

        System.out.print("committing .."); 

        conn.commit();  // end of transaction 

        pstmt1.close(); 

    } 

    catch (SQLException ex) { 

        rc = -1; 

        try { 

            errMsg = "SQLException:"; 

            while (ex != null) { 

              SQLState = ex.getSQLState(); 

              errMsg = errMsg+" SQLSTATE="+SQLState+ ", " +ex.getMessage(); 

              // is it a concurrency conflict? 

              System.out.println("dbms="+dbms+" SQLState="+SQLState); 

              if (dbms.equals("Oracle")) { 

                 if (SQLState.equals("61000")) { 

                    // Oracle ORA-00060: deadlock detected 

                    conn.rollback();  // explicit rollback needed for Oracle 

                    rc = 1; 

                 } else 

                 if (SQLState.equals("72000")) { // timeout 

                    conn.rollback(); 

                    rc = 2; 

                 } 

              } else 

              if (SQLState.equals("40001")) {  // DB2, SQL Server, MariaDB, ... 

                  rc = 1; 

              } else 

              if (dbms.substring(0,3).equals("DB2") && SQLState.equals("08001")) { 

                  rc = 2;  // timeout expired 

              } else 

              if (dbms.equals("MySQL") && errMsg.indexOf("timeout") > 0) { // MariaDB 

                  conn.rollback();  // explicit rollback 

                  rc = 2;  // Lock wait timeout exceeded 

              } else 

              if (dbms.equals("PostgreSQL")) { 

                 if (SQLState.equals("40P01")) {  // PostgreSQL 
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                     conn.rollback();  // explicit rollback needed 

                     rc = 1; 

                 } else 

                 if (SQLState.equals("57014")) { // PostgreSQL 

                     conn.rollback();  // explicit rollback needed 

                     rc = 2; 

                 } 

              } 

              ex = ex.getNextException(); 

            } 

            // println for testing purposes 

            System.out.println("\n** " + errMsg); 

        } 

        catch (Exception e) {  

           // In case of possible problems in SQLException handling 

            System.out.println(sql+"\nSQLException handling error: " + e); 

            conn.rollback();  // Current transaction is rolled back 

            rc = -1; // This is reserved for potential exception handling 

        } 

        if (rc == -1) conn.rollback(); 

    } // SQLException 

    catch (Exception e) { 

        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 

        // System.out.println(errMsg); 

        conn.rollback();  // Current transaction is rolled back also in this case 

        rc = -1; // This is reserved for potential other exception handling 

    } // other exceptions 

    finally { 

        return new Outcomes(rc, errMsg); 

    } 

  } 

} 

Note: the “onDate” column is redundant with the date part in “atTime”, but the purpose of the Java 
code is to demonstrate the generic “escape” formats for date and timestamp data in JDBC. 
 
Now, let’s see the results of the following test run:  

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ cd $HOME/AppDev/JDBC 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export CLASSPATH=.:/usr/lib/jdbc/mariadb-java-client-2.2.1.jar 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export driver="org.mariadb.jdbc.Driver" 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export URL="jdbc:mariadb://localhost:3306/testdb" 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # Paul: OK? 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #---------------------------- 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransfer $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 202 101 100 202 0 10 
BankTransfer version 4.1 
Welcome Paul 
committing ..Elapsed time 0.0480 using 0 retries 
 End of Program.  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # Mary: OK? 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #---------------------------- 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransfer $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 202 101 100 303 0 10 
BankTransfer version 4.1 
Welcome Mary 
committing ..Elapsed time 0.0340 using 0 retries 
 End of Program.  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # Mary, missing toAcct: 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #---------------------------- 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransfer $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 202 100 100 303 0 10 
BankTransfer version 4.1 
Welcome Mary 
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* Missing 'to' account 100 
Elapsed time 0.0150 using 0 retries 
 End of Program.  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # Peter, insufficient balance: 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #---------------------------- 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransfer $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 101 202 10000 101 0 10 
BankTransfer version 4.1 
Welcome Peter 
 
** SQLException: SQLSTATE=23513, (conn=36) Negative balance not allowed 
Elapsed time 0.0120 using 0 retries 
 End of Program.  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # Paul, closed fromAcct: 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #---------------------------- 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransfer $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 404 202 10000 202 0 10 
BankTransfer version 4.1 
Welcome Paul 
* Account 404 is closed 
Elapsed time 0.0070 using 0 retries 
 End of Program.  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # Peter, closed toAcct: 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #---------------------------- 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransfer $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 101 404 100 101 0 10 
BankTransfer version 4.1 
Welcome Peter 
* Account 404 is closed 
Elapsed time 0.0350 using 0 retries 
 End of Program.  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # Unknown user: 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #---------------------------- 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransfer $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 101 202 100 400 0 10 
BankTransfer version 4.1 
Exception in thread "main" java.lang.Exception: Unknown customer 400 ! 
  at BankTransfer.main(BankTransfer.java:154) 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # 

 
Next we arrange a blocking concurrent db2 client session 

MariaDB [testdb]> set autocommit=0; 
Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec) 
 
MariaDB [testdb]> UPDATE Accounts SET status='A' WHERE acctno=202; 
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.00 sec) 
Rows matched: 1  Changed: 1  Warnings: 0 

 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ # Peter, timeout due to a blocking session: 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ #----------------------------------------- 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ cd $HOME/AppDev/JDBC 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export CLASSPATH=.:/usr/lib/jdbc/mariadb-java-client-2.2.1.jar 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export driver="org.mariadb.jdbc.Driver" 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export URL="jdbc:mariadb://localhost:3306/testdb" 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransfer $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 101 202 100 101 0 10 
BankTransfer version 4.1 
Welcome Peter 
 
** SQLException: SQLSTATE=HY000, (conn=40) Lock wait timeout exceeded; try restarting transaction 
Elapsed time 11.1110 using 0 retries 
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 End of Program.  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ 
 
 

After the test we close the blocking by ROLLBACK: 
 
MariaDB [testdb]> ROLLBACK; 

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.03 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM Accounts; 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

| acctno | balance | custno | status | rv | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

|    101 |    1200 |    101 | A      |  2 | 

|    202 |    1800 |    202 | A      |  2 | 

|    404 |    1000 |    202 | C      |  0 | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

3 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 
 

As final test we arrange a “duel” between 2 transfers in different order.   At the end both transfers will 

succeed. 

 

The source code and the test scripts and test results for DB2, Oracle, MariaDB and PostgreSQL  can be 

found at AppDev/JDBC folder. 

To save readers from repeating details of the extended BankTransfer, in following examples we mostly 

use the simplified BankTransfer example, but the extended model provides challenges to those 

readers who want to apply it to some other examples below. 

 

Figure  2-5   Concurrency test between 2 bank transfers 
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Example of JDBC API and Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer with Retry 
 

Above we have presented the BankTransfer procedure and its Retry wrapper BankTransferWithRetry, 

implemented in native procedural languages of Oracle, DB2, and MySQL/MariaDB. Listing 2-11 

presents the way testbench for the BankTransferWithRetry procedure is programmed in the 

BankTransferProcs.java using callableStatement object of JDBC.  In this example we apply the basic 

BankTransfer without the extended model presented above.   The Java program reads the basic 

parameters from environment variables, but allows the values to be changed in an interactive dialog.  

After calling the stored procedures it  presents statistics of the experiment and prompts the user for 

returning to the parameter entry dialog or closing the program. 

Listing 2-11.   Java/JDBC example on calling the BankTransferWithRetry procedure  

do { 

    String prompt; 

    prompt = "Enter fromAcct (cr=" + fromAcct + "): "; 

    fromAcct = getInteger (prompt, fromAcct); 

... 

    CallableStatement cstmt = 

       conn.prepareCall("{CALL BankTransferWithRetry(?,?,?,?,?, ?,?,?,?)}"); 

    cstmt.setInt(1, fromAcct); 

    cstmt.setInt(2, toAcct); 

    cstmt.setInt(3, amount); 

    cstmt.setInt(4, sleepSecs); 

    cstmt.setInt(5, lockTimeout); 

    cstmt.setInt(6, 0); 

    cstmt.setString(7, msg); 

    cstmt.setInt(8, 0); 

    cstmt.setString(9, msg); 

    cstmt.registerOutParameter(6, java.sql.Types.INTEGER); 

    cstmt.registerOutParameter(7, java.sql.Types.VARCHAR); 

    cstmt.registerOutParameter(8, java.sql.Types.INTEGER); 

    cstmt.registerOutParameter(9, java.sql.Types.VARCHAR); 

    cstmt.executeUpdate(); 

    rc = cstmt.getInt(6); 

    msg = cstmt.getString(7); 

    retries = cstmt.getInt(8); 

    elapsedSecs = cstmt.getString(9); 

    System.out.format("\nrc = %d, retry# = %d\nmsg = %s\n"+ 

                      "server-side elapsed secs = %s\n", 

                      rc, retries, msg, elapsedSecs ); 

    switch (rc) { 

    case -1: 

        System.out.println("Transfer failed!\n"); 

        conn.rollback(); 

        break; 

    case 0: 

        System.out.println("Transfer successfull\n"); 

        break; 

    case 1: 

        System.out.println("Deadlock! Retry needed\n"); 
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        conn.rollback(); // needed for Oracle 

        break; 

    case 2: 

        System.out.println("Lock Wait Timeout!\n"); 

        break; 

    case 3: 

        System.out.println("Livelock\n"); 

        break; 

    default: 

        break; 

    }     

    cstmt.close(); 

    stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 

    totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 

    System.out.format("client-side elapsed time: %2.3f seconds\n",totalTime); 

    prompt = "Do you want to continue (y | cr=n): "; 

    contin = getString (prompt, contin); 

} while (contin.equals("y")); 

conn.close(); 

System.out.println("\n End of Program. "); 

... 

 

.. and a sample test run using DB2 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export CLASSPATH=.:/usr/lib/jdbc/db2jcc4.jar 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export driver="com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export URL="jdbc:db2://localhost:50001/TESTDB" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export user=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export psw=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export fromacct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export toacct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export sleep=2 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ export timeout=1 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/JDBC$ java BankTransferProcs $driver $URL $user $psw 

$fromacct $toacct $amount $sleep $timeout 

 

BankTransferProcs version 4.1 

Connected 

  

Enter fromAcct (cr=101):  

Enter toAcct (cr=202):  

Enter amount (cr=100):  

Enter sleep seconds (cr=2): 0 

Calling BankTransferWithRetry (101,202,100,0, ..) 

 

rc = 0, retry# = 0 

msg = OK 

server-side elapsed secs = .190589 on server-side 

Transfer successfull 

 

client-side elapsed time: 0.392 seconds 

Do you want to continue (y | cr=n): y 

  

Enter fromAcct (cr=101):  

Enter toAcct (cr=202): 200 
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Enter amount (cr=100):  

Enter sleep seconds (cr=0):  

Calling BankTransferWithRetry (101,200,100,0, ..) 

 

rc = -1, retry# = 0 

msg = * Unknown from account 200 

server-side elapsed secs = .023732 on server-side 

Transfer failed! 

 

client-side elapsed time: 0.030 seconds 

Do you want to continue (y | cr=n): y 

  

Enter fromAcct (cr=101):  

Enter toAcct (cr=200): 202 

Enter amount (cr=100): 3000 

Enter sleep seconds (cr=0):  

Calling BankTransferWithRetry (101,202,3000,0, ..) 

 

rc = -1, retry# = 0 

msg = * SQLSTATE: 23513, SQL0545N  The requested operation is not allowed because a 

row does not satisfy the check constraint "DBTECH.ACCOUNTS.UNLOANABLE_ACCOUNT".  

SQLSTATE=23513    

server-side elapsed secs = .003945 on server-side 

Transfer failed! 

 

client-side elapsed time: 0.011 seconds 

Do you want to continue (y | cr=n): y 

 

To test the timeout we block the test by concurrent db2 client 

db2 +c –t; 

connect to testdb; 

 

 

Enter fromAcct (cr=101):  

Enter toAcct (cr=202):  

Enter amount (cr=3000): 100 

Enter sleep seconds (cr=2):  

Calling BankTransferWithRetry (101,202,100,2, ..) 

 

rc = 3, retry# = 5 

msg = SQL0911N  The current transaction has been rolled back because of a deadlock or 

timeout.  Reason code "68".  SQLSTATE=40001    

server-side elapsed secs = 21.378466 on server-side 

Livelock 

 

client-side elapsed time: 21.532 seconds 

Do you want to continue (y | cr=n):  

End of Program. 

 

Topics for further study 
 Experiment with concurrent BankTransferProcs runs applying transfer in opposite orders of 

the accounts.  Which sleep values you need?  How many retries are needed?  Will both 

transfers finally succeed? 
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Java SQLJ 

 

Introduction to SQLJ API 
 

In 1997 a group of database vendors including IBM, Oracle and Sybase started to develop embedded 

SQL for Java language.   The result of the effort was SQLJ Part 0 which now is the ISO standardized API  

for Embedded SQL in Java language, allowing static execution plans to be stored in the database for 

Java applications.  The implementation and working examples of DB2 SQLJ are presented in the 

Chapter 4 of the “Getting Started With DB2 Application Development” book.    

Owing to its benefits, SQLJ seems to have a strong position in the DB2 technologies.  Other 

implementations still available include Oracle and Sybase, but otherwise SQLJ has not got popular, 

even if, compared with JDBC, SQLJ is easier to code and read, more secure and is expected to provide 

better performance (- this should be verified by test runs!).  Even if SQLJ  is not advertised for other 

DBMS products,  below we show how it can be applied to Oracle, MariaDB and PostgreSQL. 

Figure 2.5 presents the operational environment of SQLJ for DB2.  The Java source program file with 

embedded SQLJ data access has “.sqlj” as extension.  This will be preprocessed by the SQLJ translator 

“sqlj”, which copies the source code into pure Java, replacing those statements with the prefix “#sql” 

by java code to include SQLJ runtime classes from sqlj4.zip (or sqlj.zip) which needs to be referred in 

the CLASSPATH.   The java code will then be compiled into a class file, executable with the Java VM.    

For each connection context used in the program a profile file with extension “.ser” will be generated 

containing properties of the connection and product dependent data for optimizing the embedded 

SQL operations.   Corresponding classes for connection contexts and SQLJ iterators are generated.   

Finally the SQLJ customizer can be used to generate a package in the database containing execution 

plans for the data access actions to be used.   
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Figure 2.5.   Overview of preparing an sqlj program in DB2 environment  

                      (based on Figure 4.11 in “Getting Started With DB2 Application Development”) 

 

The steps and set of files may seem complicated, but the SQLJ translator utility will take care of all 

these.  So all the developer needs to do for installing the program is to run the sqlj command as 

follows 

sqlj <program>.sqlj 

According to Jim Melton (2000) the SQLJ customizer could tailor the data access to generate stored 

procedures or even apply different low-level APIs than the typical JDBC API.  However, the SQLJ 

implementation of IBM builds on JDBC, starting with Connection object from JDBC and mapping it to 

SQLJ connection context.  For SQL commands SQLJ execution contexts are created.   

A nice tutorial on SQLJ can be found in the “SQLJ application programming” pages of IBM Knowledge 

Center site at 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_9.7.0/com.ibm.db2.luw.apdv.java.doc/src/

tpc/imjcc_c0052042.html 

SQLJ builds a more abstract data access layer above JDBC using statement formats 

#sqlj [<ctx>] { <cotrol statement> }; 

#sqlj [<ctx>,<execCtx>] { <SQL statement> }; 

where <ctx> is the connection context handle and <execCtx> is execution context handle.   Here the 

square brackets [ ] are part of the format.  The  embedded <SQL statement> may contain host 

variables with a colon prefix ”:variable”  like host variables in embedded SQL.  The host variable 

can be followed by null indicator with semantics as defined for the ESQL, but this is not necessary 

since in SQLJ the SQL NULL values are compatible with Java nulls.  For more information on null 

indicator values see the article “Indicator variables in SQLJ applications” at the IBM Knowledge Center 

site. 

The execution context can be assigned properties, such as lock wait timeout, and after execution the 

number of accessed rows can be queried using getUpdateCount() method.   Transaction protocol 

statements are qualified only by the connection context.    A nice construct is the iterator wrapper of 

SQL cursors. 

The same Java program we can use SQLJ’s static SQL and JDBC’s dynamic SQL.  So, when the SQLJ API 

does not provide enough functionality, it is always possible to use the underlying JDBC API as 

workaround to solve the missing features.    

 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_9.7.0/com.ibm.db2.luw.apdv.java.doc/src/tpc/imjcc_c0052042.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_9.7.0/com.ibm.db2.luw.apdv.java.doc/src/tpc/imjcc_c0052042.html
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Transaction Programming Template for SQLJ 
 

In the end an SQLJ program is always a Java / JDBC program, so for transaction programming we need 

to apply the JDBC transaction programming facilities. 

Following listing presents our proposition for the Transaction Programming Template applied to SQLJ  

Listing 2-12   SQLJ Transaction Programmin g template 

import .. 

#sql context  ctx;            // connection context 

#sql iterator myIterator (...)  // iterator type with column types 

public class { 

  public static void main (String args[]) 

    throws Exception, SQLException { 

    .. 

    try { 

        Class.forName(driver); 

        conn = DriverManager.getConnection(URL, user, password); 

        conn.setAutoCommit(false);  // turning on transactional mode ! 

    } 

    catch (Exxception e) { 

    .. 

    } 

    <myroutine>(conn, ..) 

    .. 

    conn.close(); 

  } 

  public static <type> <myroutine>(Connection conn, ...) { 

    ctx conCtx = new ctx(conn); 

    ExecutionContext execCtx = new ExecutionContext(); 

    myIterator cursor; 

    SQLWarning sqlwarn; 

    String sqlState = "00000"; 

    int rowcount; 

    try { 

        #sql[conCtx] {SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL <isolation>}; 

        transaction logic .. 

        try { 

            #sql[conCtx, execCtx] {<SQL statement with :parameters>}; 

            rowCount = execCtx.getUpdateCount(); 

            sqlwarn = execCtx.getWarnings(); 

            based on application logic needs 

             handle the SQLwarnings, null values and rowCount..              

        } 

        catch (SQLException se) { 

            handle the SQLExceptions: 

              sqlState = se.getSQLState(); 

              sqlcode = se.getErrorCode(); 

            exception handling based on sqlState.. 

            In case transaction rollback is needed  

             throw new Exception "<information on the error>"; 

        } 

        ... 

        try { 

           #sql[conCtx, execCtx] cursor = {SELECT ... WHERE key=:key}; 

           handle possible SQLwarnings .. 

           while (cursor.next()) { 

              process the row handling also null values 

          } 

          cursor.close(); 

        } 
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        catch (SQLException se) { 

            exception handling 

        } 

        ... 

        #sql[conCtx] {COMMIT WORK}; 

    } 

    catch (Exception e) { 

        #sql[conCtx] {ROLLBACK WORK}; 

        present e.getMessage() 

    } 

    finally { 

      ... 

    } 

  } 

.. 
 

SQLJ does not provide a mechanism for error handling, so every embedded SQL statement needs to be 

enclosed in a try-catch structure of its own.  Any error in SQL statement raises SQLException  error and 

the error information including SQLSTATE can caught by JDBC in the SQLException catch block.   

In case a single row is expected for a SELECT statement, then in embedded SQL we can use “singleton 

SELECT using ”SELECT .. INTO” syntax avoiding use cursor / iterator processing.  While cursor 

processing, when no rows are found (indicated by SQLcode = 100) this is not an error, but opposite to 

this, in singleton SELECT this raises SQLException! 

When the main try block of the transaction has been processed successfully the transaction is 

committed by the COMMIT WORK statement (format of the ISO SQL standard), but if any Exception 

has been thrown from the try block, the main catch block needs to rollback the transaction by 

ROLLBACK WORK statement. 

The SQLJ Transaction Programming Template should be applied according to relevant needs and not 

“overkilling” the programmer’s work. 

 

Setting up the environment 
 

The SQLJ libraries come with the DB2, sqlj4.zip in folder /opt/ibm/db2/V11.1/java and the sqlj utility in 

$DB2_HOME/bin folder (i.e. /home/dbtech/sqllib/bin in debian9).  Info for sqlj first steps can be found 

as follows: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ sqlj -help 

Usage:  sqlj [options] file1.sqlj [file2.java] ... 

where options include: 

     -d=<directory>           root directory for generated binary files 

     -encoding=<encoding>     Java encoding for source files 

     -status                  print status during translation 

     -compile=false           do not compile generated Java files 

     -linemap                 instrument compiled class files from sqlj source 

     -ser2class               convert generated *.ser files to *.class files 

     -C-<option>              pass -<option> to compiler 

     -C-help                  get help on compiler 

     -C-classpath             classpath for translation and compilation 

     -C-sourcepath            sourcepath for translation and compilation 
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     -J-<option>              pass -<option> to the JavaVM running SQLJ 

     -version                 get SQLJ version 

     -smap                    create SMAP file for Java Debugging Support 

     -db2optimize             generate DB2 specific optimized code for Connection 

                              context  

 

Note:  place -<key>=<value> in sqlj.properties as sqlj.<key>=<value> 

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ sqlj -version 

IBM SQLJ 4.22.29 

 

 

Application example for SQLJ API:  Employee Management 
 

As an example of SQLJ programming we have modified our previous JDBC example into program code 

employees.sqlj  in folder /home/dbtech/AppDev/SQLJ.   The SQL programming with SQLJ is less 

complex than using JDBC, for example parameter binding of SQL statements is implicit instead of need 

for separate bind_parameter functions.  SQLJ also allows to use singleton “SELECT .. INTO..” 

statements instead of programming the use of ResultSets.  However, solving errors in Java 

programming gets more complex when error messages refer to the generated java source, just like 

finding the C programming errors in embedded SQL in C.  In the example code we present some 

programming tricks helping in sorting out error cases. 

Commands for compiling and experimenting with the program: 

cd $HOME/AppDev/SQLJ 

# compile 

sqlj employees.sqlj 

# and run 

java employees  

 
The method FetchEmployeeInfo presents an example of cursor processing using an iterator and 
transaction programming  
 
Listing 2-13 
 

public static int FetchEmployeeInfo(java.sql.Connection conn) 

                  throws SQLException, Exception 

{  /* Function to fetch the results */ 

    empCtx ctx = new empCtx(conn); 

    ExecutionContext execCtx = new ExecutionContext(); 

    empIterator emp; 

 

    System.out.println("\n============================"); 

    System.out.println(" EMPLOYEE LIST"); 

    System.out.println("============================\n"); 

    System.out.println("EMPNO   FIRSTNME    LASTNAME          SALARY"+ 

                     "\n-----   ---------   ---------    -----------"); 

    try { 

        #sql[ctx] {SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED}; 

        #sql[ctx, execCtx]  

             emp = {SELECT empno, firstnme, lastname, salary 

                    FROM employee WHERE empno BETWEEN '50001 ' AND '50005 '}; 

        while (emp.next()){ 

            System.out.format("%6s  %-10s  %-10s %13.2f \n", 

                   emp.empno(), 

                   emp.firstnme(), 

                   emp.lastname(), 
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                   emp.salary()); 

        } 

        emp.close(); 

        #sql[ctx] {COMMIT WORK}; 

    } 

    catch (Exception e) { 

        System.out.println (e.getMessage()); 

        #sql[ctx] {ROLLBACK WORK}; 

    } 

    finally { 

        return 0; 

    } 

} 

 
The whole program code and a test run in file employees.txt  can be found in folder AppDev/SQLJ  
 
 

Application example for SQLJ API:  the Extended BankTransfer with Retry 
 
For more advanced test with SQLJ we have modified the SQLJ based version of the extended 
BankTrasfer Java application which can access DB2, Oracle,  MariaDB and PostgreSQL using the test 
scripts presented in the leading comment part in the source code below.   
 
The exception handling in the transaction part has been especially challenging.  The try-catch 
structures are used now in an “intuitive” way to get relevant diagnostics on exceptions.   
 
Handling of the DATE and TIMESTAMP columns have also been a challenge, and as a workaround the 
columns in databases have been changed to VARCHAR data types. 
 
Listing 2-14   BankTransferExt.sqlj 
 
import java.io.*; 

import java.sql.*; 

import java.util.Date; 

import java.sql.Timestamp; 

import java.text.DateFormat; 

import java.text.SimpleDateFormat; 

import sqlj.runtime.*; 

import sqlj.runtime.ref.*; 

 

#sql context ctx; 

 

public class BankTransferExt { 

    public static void main (String args[]) throws Exception 

    { 

        System.out.println("SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4"); 

 

        if (args.length != 10) { 

            System.out.println("Usage:" + 

            "BankTransfer $driver $URL $user $password " + 

            "$fromAcct $toAcct $amount $customer $sleep $timeout"); 

            System.exit(-1); 

        } 

        java.sql.Connection conn = null; 

        boolean sqlServer = false; 

        int counter = 0; 

        int retry = 0; 

        String name = ""; 

        String driver = args[0]; 
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        String URL    = args[1]; 

        String user   = args[2]; 

        String password = args[3]; 

        int fromAcct = Integer.parseInt(args[4]); 

        int toAcct   = Integer.parseInt(args[5]); 

        int amount   = Integer.parseInt(args[6]); 

        int custno   = Integer.parseInt(args[7]); 

        int sleep    = Integer.parseInt(args[8]); 

        int timeout  = Integer.parseInt(args[9]); 

        // SQL Server's explicit transactions will require special treatment 

        if (URL.substring(5,14).equals("sqlserver")) { 

           sqlServer = true; 

        } 

        // register the JDBC driver and open connection 

        try { 

            Class.forName(driver); 

            conn = DriverManager.getConnection(URL, user, password); 

            conn.setAutoCommit(false);  // turning on transactional mode ! 

            System.out.println(" Connected successfully to database "); 

            ctx conCtx = new ctx(conn); 

            try { 

               #sql [conCtx]  

                { SELECT name INTO :name FROM Customers WHERE custno=:custno }; 

                System.out.println("Welcome "+ name); 

            } 

            catch (SQLException ex) { 

               #sql [conCtx] { ROLLBACK WORK}; 

                System.out.println("Unknown customer "+custno + " !"); 

                conn.close();  

                System.exit(-2);              

           } 

        } 

        catch (SQLException ex) { 

            System.out.println("URL: " + URL); 

            System.out.println("** Connection failure: " + ex.getMessage() + 

                                 "\n SQLSTATE: " + ex.getSQLState() + 

                                 " SQLcode: " + ex.getErrorCode()); 

            System.exit(-1);              

        } 

  

        long startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 

        do { 

        // Retry wrapper block of TransaferTransaction ------------- 

            if (counter++ > 0) { 

               System.out.println("retry #" + counter); 

               if (sqlServer) { 

                  conn.close(); 

                  System.out.println("Connection closed"); 

                conn = DriverManager.getConnection(URL, user, password); 

               } 

            } 

            retry = TransferTransaction (conn, fromAcct, toAcct, amount, 

                                         custno, sqlServer, sleep, timeout); 

            if (retry == 1) { 

                long pause = (long) (Math.random () * 1000); // max 1 sec. 

                // just for testing: 

                System.out.println("Waiting for "+pause+ " mseconds before retry"); 

                Thread.sleep(pause); 

            }  

            else 

            if (retry < 0) 

                System.out.println ("Error code: " + retry + ", cannot retry."); 

       } while (retry == 1 && counter < 10);  // max 10 retries 

        // end of the Retry wrapper block ------------------------------- 

       long   stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 
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       double totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 

       conn.close(); 

       System.out.print("\nElapsed time "+String.format("%.4f",totalTime));  

       System.out.print(" using "+ (counter-1) + " retries"); 

       System.out.println("\n End of Program. "); 

    } 

 

    static int TransferTransaction (Connection conn, int fromAcct, int toAcct,  

              int amount, int custno, boolean sqlServer, int sleep, int timeout ) 

           throws Exception  

    { 

       DatabaseMetaData dmd = conn.getMetaData(); 

       String dbms = dmd.getDatabaseProductName();  

       if (dbms.substring(0,3).equals("DB2")) dbms = "DB2"; 

       ctx conCtx = new ctx(conn); 

       ExecutionContext execCtx = new ExecutionContext(); 

       String status = ""; 

       int allowed = 0; 

       int count1 = 0, count2 = 0; 

       int dummy = 0; 

       int user = custno; 

       String SQLState = "*****"; 

       String errMsg = ""; 

       String sql = ""; 

       int retry =  0; 

       //  System.out.println ("1. dbms="+dbms); 

       try { 

          errMsg = ""; 

          retry = 0;  

          //* is the fromAcct available?"); 

          if (timeout > 0) { 

             execCtx.setQueryTimeout(timeout); 

             if (dbms.equals("MySQL")) {   // includes MariaDB 

                sql="SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = ? "; 

                // System.out.println ("MariaDB: "+sql); 

                PreparedStatement pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 

                pstmt.setInt(1, timeout); 

                pstmt.executeUpdate(); 

                pstmt.close();     

             }             

          } 

          try {  #sql [conCtx, execCtx]  

                 { SELECT status INTO :status FROM Accounts  

                   WHERE acctno = :fromAcct FOR UPDATE }; 

          } 

          catch (SQLException e) { 

              SQLState = e.getSQLState(); 

              if (  dbms.equals("DB2") && SQLState.equals("08001") 

                 || dbms.equals("Oracle") && SQLState.equals("72000") 

                 || dbms.equals("MySQL") && SQLState.equals("HY000")  

                 || dbms.equals("PostgreSQL") && SQLState.equals("57014") ) 

                  throw new Exception ("* Lock timeout for account "+fromAcct );             

              else 

                  throw new Exception ("* Missing account " + fromAcct + 

                                       ", " + e.getMessage() );             

          }                                        

          if (status.equals("C"))  

              throw new Exception ("* Account "+fromAcct+" is closed"); 

 

          //* OK, let's UPDATE if the user is the owner "); 

          try {  #sql [conCtx, execCtx]  

                 { UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - :amount  

                   WHERE acctno = :fromAcct AND custno = :custno }; 

          } 

          catch (SQLException e) { 
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              throw new SQLException ("SQLException "+e.getMessage() ); 

          }                                        

          count1 = execCtx.getUpdateCount();                 

          if (count1 != 1) {  // so this user is not the owner 

              //* Has the user permission to use the fromAcct ? "); 

              try { // locking first the Grants row to make sure that  

                    // we will read the current row also in case of MVCC 

                 #sql [conCtx, execCtx]  

                     { SELECT acctno INTO :dummy FROM Grants  

                       WHERE custno = :custno FOR UPDATE }; 

                    // then checking if the account use is granted 

                #sql [conCtx, execCtx]  

                     { SELECT A.custno INTO :allowed FROM (Customers C  

                       JOIN Grants G ON (C.custno=G.custno))  

                       JOIN Accounts A ON (G.acctno=A.acctno) 

                       WHERE A.acctno = :fromAcct AND C.custno = :custno  

                            AND G.granted='Y' };  

                  if (allowed == 0) { 

                      throw new Exception ("* Missing grant to use account " 

                                           + fromAcct); 

                  }  

              } 

              catch (SQLException e) { 

                   throw new Exception ("** Missing grant to account "+fromAcct); 

              } 

              try { #sql [conCtx, execCtx]  

                     { UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - :amount  

                       WHERE acctno = :fromAcct AND custno = :allowed AND 

                             status <> 'C'}; 

                 count1 = execCtx.getUpdateCount();                 

                 if (count1 != 1)  

                      throw new Exception ("* Account "+fromAcct + " is missing!"); 

              } 

              catch (SQLException e) { 

                   throw new Exception ("* Update failure of "+fromAcct +  

                                        ", " + e.getMessage()); 

              } 

          } 

          if (sleep > 0) { 

              // ************* pause just for concurrency testing ********** 

              System.out.print("\nTime for concurrency test "+  

                                sleep + " seconds .."); 

              Thread.sleep(1000*sleep); 

              System.out.print("\n..transaction continues!\n");  

          }                  

 

          //* is the toAcct available?"); 

          status = " "; 

          // if (timeout > 0) execCtx.setQueryTimeout(timeout); - done above! 

          try {  #sql [conCtx, execCtx]  

                 { SELECT status INTO :status FROM Accounts  

                   WHERE acctno = :toAcct FOR UPDATE };           

             if (status.equals("C"))  

                 throw new Exception ("* Account "+toAcct+" is closed"); 

          } 

          catch (SQLException e) { 

              SQLState = e.getSQLState(); 

              if  (  dbms.equals("DB2") && SQLState.equals("08001") 

                  || dbms.equals("Oracle") && SQLState.equals("72000") 

                  || dbms.equals("MySQL") && SQLState.equals("HY000")  

                  || dbms.equals("PostgreSQL") && SQLState.equals("57014") ) 

                  throw new Exception ("* Lock timeout for account "+toAcct );             

              else  

              if  (SQLState.equals("02000"))  

                  throw new Exception ("* Missing account "+toAcct );             
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              else { 

                  String msg = "\nSQLException for account "+ toAcct + 

                               ", "+e.getMessage(); 

                  retry = -1; 

                  while (e != null) { 

                      SQLState = e.getSQLState(); 

                      errMsg = errMsg+" SQLSTATE="+SQLState+ ", " +e.getMessage(); 

                      // is it a concurrency conflict? 

                      // System.out.println("dbms="+dbms+" SQLState="+SQLState); 

                      if (dbms.equals("Oracle") && SQLState.equals("61000")) 

                          // Oracle ORA-00060: deadlock detected 

                      { 

                          #sql [conCtx] { ROLLBACK WORK };    

                          retry = 1; 

                      } 

                      else 

                      if (SQLState.equals("40001"))  // DB2, SQL Server, MariaDB, ... 

                          retry = 1; 

                      else 

                      if (dbms.equals("PostgreSQL") && SQLState.equals("40P01")) { 

                          #sql [conCtx] { ROLLBACK WORK };    

                          retry = 1; 

                      } 

                      e = e.getNextException(); 

                  } 

                  throw new Exception (msg );  

              } 

          }                     

 

          //* OK, let's UPDATE the toAcct"); 

          try {  #sql [conCtx, execCtx]  

                 { UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + :amount  

                   WHERE acctno = :toAcct };  

             count2 = execCtx.getUpdateCount();                 

             if (count2 != 1)  

                   throw new Exception  ("* Account "+toAcct + " is missing!"); 

          } 

          catch (SQLException e) { 

                 throw new Exception ("* Update failure of "+toAcct); 

          }                     

 

          // tracing the Transfer into TransferHistory  

          java.util.Date date = new java.util.Date(); 

          long t = date.getTime(); 

          java.sql.Date sqlDate = new java.sql.Date(t); 

          java.sql.Timestamp sqlTimestamp = new java.sql.Timestamp(t); 

          DateFormat dfDate = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd"); 

          DateFormat dfTstamp = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss"); 

          String sDate = dfDate.format(sqlDate); 

          String sTimestamp = dfTstamp.format(sqlTimestamp); 

          #sql [conCtx, execCtx]  

              { INSERT INTO TransferHistory  

                 (fromAcct, toAcct, amount, custno, onDate, atTime)  

                VALUES (:fromAcct, :toAcct, :amount, :custno, :sDate, :sTimestamp) };   

          // COMMIT 

          System.out.print("\nCommitting .."); 

          #sql [conCtx] { COMMIT WORK };  // end of transaction 

      }  

      catch (Exception e) { 

          System.out.println(e.getMessage()); 

          #sql [conCtx] { ROLLBACK WORK };    

      }  

      finally { return retry; } 

    } 

} 
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The source code with test scripts and test run results for DB2, Oracle, MariaDB and PostgreSQL can be 
found in folder AppDev/SQLJ. 
 
In the following we will test the application accessing MariaDB: 
 

Listing 2-15 
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ mysql testdb -u dbtech –p 

.. 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM Accounts; 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

| acctno | balance | custno | status | rv | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

|    101 |    1000 |    101 | A      |  0 | 

|    202 |    2000 |    202 | A      |  0 | 

|    404 |    1000 |    202 | C      |  0 | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

3 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/SQLJ 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ export CLASSPATH=.:/usr/lib/jdbc/mariadb-java-client-

2.2.1.jar:sqlj4.zip:$CLASSPATH 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ export driver="org.mariadb.jdbc.Driver" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ export URL="jdbc:mariadb://localhost:3306/testdb" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # Paul: OK? 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #---------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 202 101 

100 202 0 10 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Welcome Paul 

 

Committing .. 

Elapsed time 0.1070 using 0 retries 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # Mary: OK? 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #---------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 202 101 

100 303 0 10 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Welcome Mary 

 

Committing .. 

Elapsed time 0.0390 using 0 retries 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # Mary, missing toAcct: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #---------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 202 100 

100 303 0 10 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Welcome Mary 

* Missing account 100 

 

Elapsed time 0.0580 using 0 retries 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # Peter, insufficient balance: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #---------------------------- 
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dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 101 202 

10000 101 0 10 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Welcome Peter 

SQLException (conn=36) Negative balance not allowed 

 

Elapsed time 0.0150 using 0 retries 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # Paul, closed fromAcct: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #---------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 404 202 

10000 202 0 10 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Welcome Paul 

* Account 404 is closed 

 

Elapsed time 0.0100 using 0 retries 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # Peter, closed toAcct: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #---------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 101 404 

100 101 0 10 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Welcome Peter 

* Account 404 is closed 

 

Elapsed time 0.0500 using 0 retries 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # Unknown user: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #---------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 101 202 

100 400 0 10 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Unknown customer 400 ! 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #  

 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> set autocommit=0; 

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> UPDATE Accounts SET status='A' WHERE acctno=202; 

Query OK, 1 row affected (0.01 sec) 

Rows matched: 1  Changed: 1  Warnings: 0 

 

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # Timeout for a blocking session 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 101 202 

100 101 0 10 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Welcome Peter 

* Lock timeout for account 202 

 

Elapsed time 11.5610 using 0 retries 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$  

 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> ROLLBACK; 
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Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM Accounts; 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

| acctno | balance | custno | status | rv | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

|    101 |    1200 |    101 | A      |  2 | 

|    202 |    1800 |    202 | A      |  2 | 

|    404 |    1000 |    202 | C      |  0 | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

3 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ # Concurrency test in 2 terminals 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ #------- Terminal 1 -----------------------------------

---------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ cd $HOME/AppDev/SQLJ 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ export CLASSPATH=.:/usr/lib/jdbc/mariadb-java-client-

2.2.1.jar:sqlj4.zip:$CLASSPATH 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ export driver="org.mariadb.jdbc.Driver" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ export URL="jdbc:mariadb://localhost:3306/testdb" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 101 202 

100 101 15 20 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Welcome Peter 

 

Time for concurrency test 15 seconds .. 

..transaction continues! 

 

Committing .. 

Elapsed time 22.7390 using 0 retries 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$  

 

 

dbtech@debian9:~$ #------- Terminal 2 --------------------------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/SQLJ 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ export CLASSPATH=.:/usr/lib/jdbc/mariadb-java-client-

2.2.1.jar:sqlj4.zip:$CLASSPATH 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ export driver="org.mariadb.jdbc.Driver" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ export URL="jdbc:mariadb://localhost:3306/testdb" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferExt $driver $URL dbtech dbtech 202 101 

100 202 15 20 

SQLJ BankTransfer version 4.4 

 Connected successfully to database  

Welcome Paul 

 

Time for concurrency test 15 seconds .. 

..transaction continues! 

 

SQLException for account 101, (conn=43) Deadlock found when trying to get lock; try 

restarting transaction 

Waiting for 847 mseconds before retry 

retry #2 

 

Time for concurrency test 15 seconds .. 

..transaction continues! 

 

Committing .. 

Elapsed time 30.9790 using 1 retries 

 End of Program.  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$  

 

MariaDB [testdb]> -- Contents in the database: 
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MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM Accounts; 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

| acctno | balance | custno | status | rv | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

|    101 |    1200 |    101 | A      |  2 | 

|    202 |    1800 |    202 | A      |  2 | 

|    404 |    1000 |    202 | C      |  0 | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

3 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM AccountHistory; 

+-----+--------+---------------+--------------+---------------------+ 

| id  | acctno | balanceBefore | balanceAfter | atTime              | 

+-----+--------+---------------+--------------+---------------------+ 

| 123 |    202 |          2000 |         1900 | 2018-03-02 08:23:22 | 

| 124 |    101 |          1000 |         1100 | 2018-03-02 08:23:23 | 

| 125 |    202 |          1900 |         1800 | 2018-03-02 08:23:23 | 

| 126 |    101 |          1100 |         1200 | 2018-03-02 08:23:23 | 

+-----+--------+---------------+--------------+---------------------+ 

4 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

Note:  MariaDB's AUTOINCREMENT is transactional !!! 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM TransferHistory; 

+----+----------+--------+--------+--------+------------+---------------------+ 

| id | fromAcct | toAcct | amount | custno | onDate     | atTime              | 

+----+----------+--------+--------+--------+------------+---------------------+ 

| 12 |      202 |    101 |    100 |    202 | 2018-03-02 | 2018-03-02 08:23:23 | 

| 13 |      202 |    101 |    100 |    303 | 2018-03-02 | 2018-03-02 08:23:23 | 

+----+----------+--------+--------+--------+------------+---------------------+ 

2 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> 

 
The SQL commands for creating the tables can be found in the AppDev/Accounts folder, while the 
application codes and sqlj4.zip library can be found in the AppDev/SQLJ folder.  Also copy of the basic 
test runs using the database products can be found in a text file presenting the problem with 
PostgreSQL.   
 

Example of SQLJ API and Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer with Retry 
 

The following listing  presents the calling sequence for a stored procedure from Java/SQLJ program. 

 

Listing 2-16   Part of the BankTransferProcs.sqlj program calling the BankTransferWithRetry procedure 
 

acctCtx ctx = new acctCtx(conn); 

int fromAcct    = 101;  

int toAcct      = 202;    

int amount      = 100;  

int sleepSecs   = 2;    

int lockTimeout = 1; 

int retries     = 0; 

int rc          = 0; 

String contin   = "n"; 

String msg      = ""; 

String elapsedSecs = ""; 

do { 
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    String prompt; 

    prompt = "Enter fromAcct (cr=" + fromAcct + "): "; 

    fromAcct = getInteger (prompt, fromAcct); 

... 

    #sql [ctx] {CALL BankTransferWithRetry  

                          (:IN  fromAcct, 

                           :IN  toAcct, 

                           :IN  amount, 

                           :IN  sleepSecs, 

                           :IN  lockTimeout, 

                           :OUT rc, 

                           :OUT msg, 

                           :OUT retries, 

                           :OUT elapsedSecs) }; 

 

    System.out.format("\nrc = %d, retry# = %d\nmsg = %s\n"+ 

                      "elapsed secs = %s\n", 

                       rc, retries, msg, elapsedSecs ); 

    switch (rc) { 

    case -1: 

        System.out.println("Transfer failed!\n"); 

        break; 

    case 0: 

        System.out.println("Transfer successfull\n"); 

        break; 

... 

    } 

    prompt = "Do you want to continue (y | cr=n): "; 

    contin = getString (prompt, contin); 

} while (contin.equals("y")); 

 

 

The program is precompiled and compiled as follows: 

cd $HOME/AppDev/SQLJ 

# compile 

sqlj BankTransferProcs.sqlj 

 

Compiled Java class # and run 

java BankTransferProcs 

 

Listing 2-17 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/SQLJ$ java BankTransferProcs 

 

DB2/SQLJ BankTransferProcs version 5.0 

 Connected successfully to database TESTDB 

  

Enter fromAcct (cr=101):  

Enter toAcct (cr=202):  

Enter amount (cr=100):  

Enter sleep seconds (cr=2): 0 

Calling BankTransferWithRetry (101,202,100,0, ..) 

 

rc = 0, retry# = 0 

msg = OK 
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elapsed secs = .402639 on server-side 

Transfer successfull 

 

Do you want to continue (y | cr=n): y 

  

Enter fromAcct (cr=101):  

Enter toAcct (cr=202): 200 

Enter amount (cr=100):  

Enter sleep seconds (cr=0):  

Calling BankTransferWithRetry (101,200,100,0, ..) 

 

rc = -1, retry# = 0 

msg = * Unknown from account 200 

elapsed secs = .088570 on server-side 

Transfer failed! 

 

Do you want to continue (y | cr=n): y 

  

Enter fromAcct (cr=101):  

Enter toAcct (cr=200): 202 

Enter amount (cr=100): 3000 

Enter sleep seconds (cr=0):  

Calling BankTransferWithRetry (101,202,3000,0, ..) 

 

rc = -1, retry# = 0 

msg = * SQLSTATE: 23513, SQL0545N  The requested operation is not allowed because a 

row does not satisfy the check constraint "DBTECH.ACCOUNTS.UNLOANABLE_ACCOUNT".  

SQLSTATE=23513    

elapsed secs = .002859 on server-side 

Transfer failed! 

 

Do you want to continue (y | cr=n): y 

 

To test concurrency control we start a blocking db2 client session as follows: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ db2 +c -t; 

(c) Copyright IBM Corporation 1993,2007 

Command Line Processor for DB2 Client 11.1.1.1 

... 

db2 => connect to testdb; 

 

   Database Connection Information 

 

 Database server        = DB2/LINUXX8664 11.1.1.1 

 SQL authorization ID   = DBTECH 

 Local database alias   = TESTDB 

 

db2 => UPDATE Accounts SET balance = 1000 WHERE acctno=101; 

DB20000I  The SQL command completed successfully. 

db2 => 

  

Enter fromAcct (cr=101):  

Enter toAcct (cr=202):  

Enter amount (cr=3000): 100 

Enter sleep seconds (cr=0):  

Calling BankTransferWithRetry (101,202,100,0, ..) 
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rc = 3, retry# = 5 

msg = SQL0911N  The current transaction has been rolled back because of a deadlock or 

timeout.  Reason code "68".  SQLSTATE=40001    

elapsed secs = 9.989746 on server-side 

Livelock 

 

Do you want to continue (y | cr=n):  

 

 End of Program. 

 

SQL Routines using Java  
 

In fact, the SQLJ Part 1 of the SQLJ specification is not related to SQLJ API spcefied in SQLJ Part 0, but  

defines how Java classes can be loaded to database using SQLJ schema routines implemented in 

database, and how these loaded classes are deployed to act a routine bodies of the SQL stored 

routines.  In our Debian9 lab only DB2 contains this facility. 

 

Without going deep in SQLJ Part 1, we will present the SLEEP routine based on the sleep method of 

Java Thread, which routine we need in our DB2 examples.  This is provided by Oracle, MySQL/MariaDB 

and PostgreSQL, but DB2 does not provide such a corresponding built-in facitlity. 

 

To activate the SQLJ facility in DB2 instance we need to add the Java Runtime Environment JRE to the 

instance using the command 

 

db2 update dbm cfg using JDK_PATH /opt/ibm/db2/V11.1/java/jdk64 

 

In AppDev/ExternalRouines we have our Java source file jstrlib.java containing the sleep and randsleep 

methods as follows 

 

Listing 2-18 

 
import java.sql.*; 

public class jstrlib { 

  public static void sleep (int secs) { 

    try { 

      Thread.sleep(secs * 1000); 

    } 

    catch (Exception e) {} 

  } 

  public static void randsleep (int secs) { 

    try { 

        int pause = (int) (Math.random () * 1000 * secs); // max n sec. 

        Thread.sleep(pause); 

    } 

    catch (Exception e) {} 

  } 

} 
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The DB2 DBMS does not come with a Java compiler, but since we also have IBM’s Data Studio 4.1.2 

installed in Debian9 we can use the compiler in its JDK to compile our source as follows 

 

cd $HOME/AppDev/ExternalRoutines 

/opt/IBM/DS4.1.2/jdk/bin/javac jstrlib.java 

 

.. and pack the compiled class into jstrlib.jar by command 

jar cvf jstrlib.jar jstrlib.class 

 

To load our jar file into a database, say testdb, we use SQLJ.INSTALL_JAR(), or to replace an already 

loaded jar file by SQLJ.REPLACE_JAR(), and SQLJ.REFRESH_CLASSES()  routines in a DB2 client session 

as follows:  

 

db2 +c -t; 

CONNECT TO testdb; 

CALL SQLJ.INSTALL_JAR ('file:/home/dbtech/AppDev/ExternalRoutines/jstrlib.jar', 'jstrlib', 0); 

CALL SQLJ.REFRESH_CLASSES(); 

COMMIT; 

 

The value 0 in the last parameter “deploy” means that the jar file is only loaded, whereas value 1 can 

be used to execute the loaded jar immediately  (Melton, 2000). 

After the jstrlib.jar file is loaded into the database, we can refer to its methods as we create our 

procedures 

 

Listing 2-18 

 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE sleep ( IN secs INT ) 

LANGUAGE JAVA 

PARAMETER STYLE JAVA 

SPECIFIC sleep 

FENCED THREADSAFE 

EXTERNAL NAME 'jstrlib!sleep'; 

 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE randsleep ( IN secs INT ) 

LANGUAGE JAVA 

PARAMETER STYLE JAVA 

SPECIFIC randsleep 

FENCED THREADSAFE 

EXTERNAL NAME 'jstrlib!randsleep'; 

 

COMMIT; 
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The extended BankTransfer example above shows that SQLJ can be applied to all mainstream DBMS 
products in our lab and provides nice technology at least for educational purposes. 
Like ESQL it provides singleton SELECT format with INTO clause, which is not available in ODBC and 
JDBC.  The host variable notation is the same as in ESQL, and easier to code than in ODBC and JDBC. 
 
The syntax is more readable and faster to write than in ODBC and JDBC.  Also resources are closed 
automatically. 
 
The SQLJ preprocessing can catch SQL syntax errors before run time, while in ODBC and JDBC  the 
errors will be revealed only at run time. 
 
The preprocessing can set limits to applicability of SQLJ.  For example, it prevents use of SQLJ in JSP 
which has preprocessor of its own. 
 
 

Topics for further study 
 

 Build some benchmark to get rough idea of the performance benefit  of SQLJ’s static SQL 

compared with corresponding JDBC’s dynamic SQL. 

Excercises 

1. Modify the BankTransfer Ext.sqlj implementation accessing a database of your choice by SQLJ 
and applying the transaction outcome protocol presented in Chapter 1. 
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ADO.NET 

Introduction to ADO.NET Architecture 

 

Figure 2-6.  ADO.NET connected mode access objects of ADO.NET Data Providers 

 

Based on the data access model of the ODBC API, Java JDBC provided a cleaner, simpler, more abstract 

model, leading to better programmer.  Microsoft’s answer to the success of Java world was the 

introduction of the .NET architecture, the new C# programming language (“Java done right”) and 

ADO.NET as data access model (“re-thought JDBC”).  ADO.NET represents a provider-based data 

access model which beside the “connected mode” access of Figure 2-6, introduces a “disconnected 

mode” navigational manipulation of a client’s in-memory DataSets. 

The object classes in Figure 2-6 are abstractions of ADO.NET classes, while the names in the actual 

.NET Data Providers are prefixed by Odbc, OleDb, the proprietary providers of DBMS products, and the 

generic abstract IDb Data Provider from which the proprietary providers have been derived.  The 

names of the object classes look familiar compared with ODBC and JDBC APIs, except that Command is 

a better name than Statement (and was used already in Microsoft’s preceding data access model 

ADO), but instead of the ResultSet object class we now have DataReader which is just a forward-only 

cursor, and it is not even needed in case of the ExecuteScalar method of Command as it returns a 

scalar value directly to the .NET consumer.   

In ADO.NET the separate statement preparation step is missing!  So reuse of an execution plan 

happens with reuse of the latest plans still in the procedure cache of the server.  Also we don’t have 

the same kind of protection against SQL injection as we have by using of the JDBC PreparedStatement. 
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Transaction and DataReader are new object classes and the parameters of SQL commands are 

managed as DataParameter objects to be added in the Parameters collection of the Command object.   

In the Odbc Data Provider the parameters follow the ODBC API positional parameter model while 

parameter values are added into the implicit collection in the positional order as follows: 

      cmd.CommandText =  
          "UPDATE employee SET SALARY = ? WHERE empno = ? AND rv = ?"; 
      cmd.Parameters.Add("@salary", OdbcType.Decimal).Value= newsalary; 
      cmd.Parameters.Add("@empno",  OdbcType.Char, 6).Value= empno; 
      cmd.Parameters.Add("@rv",     OdbcType.Int).Value= rv; 
      int count = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
 

In OleDb Data Provider the parameter binding follows the same model of positional parameters, while 

only the data types are different, as follows 

      cmd.CommandText =  
          "UPDATE employee SET SALARY = ? WHERE empno = ? AND rv = ?"; 
      cmd.Parameters.Add("@salary", OleDbType.Currency).Value= newsalary; 
      cmd.Parameters.Add("@empno",  OleDbType.WChar, 5).Value= empno; 
      cmd.Parameters.Add("@rv",     OleDbType.Integer).Value= rv; 
      int count = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
 

The SqlClient Data Provider was the first proprietary ADO.NET data provider introducing the new 

model of named parameters, as follows 

      cmd.CommandText =  
          "UPDATE employee SET SALARY = @salary WHERE empno = @empno AND rv = @rv"; 
      cmd.Parameters.Add("@salary", SqlDbType.Decimal).Value= newsalary; 
      cmd.Parameters.Add("@empno",  SqlDbType.Char, 5).Value= empno; 
      cmd.Parameters.Add("@rv",     SqlDbType.Int).Value= rv; 
      int count = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
 

The same applies to the DB2 .NET Data Provider. 

 

According to the available documentation the OracleClient Data Provider uses named parameters 

preceded by colons just like we have used to see for host variables in ESQL.  However on mono the 

OracleClient does not support parameterized commands at all. 

 

The generic IDb Data Provider, for which we present the employees.cs version in Appendix 4, uses 

named parameters bound to instantiated parameter objects as follows: 

 

Listing 2-19 

 
        cmd.CommandText = 
            "UPDATE employee SET SALARY = @salary " + 
            "WHERE empno = @empno AND rv = @rv"; 
 
        IDataParameter pSalary = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
        pSalary.ParameterName = "@salary"; 
        pSalary.Value = newsalary; 
        cmd.Parameters.Add(pSalary); 
 
        IDataParameter pEmpno = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
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        pEmpno.ParameterName = "@empno"; 
        pEmpno.DbType = DbType.String; 
        pEmpno.Value = empno; 
        cmd.Parameters.Add(pEmpno); 

 
        IDataParameter pRv = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
        pRv.ParameterName = "@rv"; 
        pRv.Value = rv; 
        cmd.Parameters.Add(pRv); 
 
        int count = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 

 

but depending on the actual Data Provider we have to use conditional compiling depending on the 

DBMS product. 

A slightly awkward feature in the ADO.NET data model is that while a transaction object is active, 

command objects cannot operate without being connected to the transaction.  According to 

Beauchemin (2002) this is because a connection object in the ADO.NET data model is prepared for 

supporting more than one transaction at a time, if the DBMS permits it. 

The DataReader objects are used to load data from database to tables in DataSet for disconnected 

manipulation, and later to synchronize the manipulated content back to database using optimistic 

concurrency control, that is, if some other users have not changed the corresponding content 

meanwhile. 

DataSet contents can be seen either as tabular or as XML data, which can be persisted on disk as XML 

documents and recovered back to from disk to DataSet.  The topic of DataSets is however out of the 

scope of this tutorial, as we are interested mainly in transactional data access. 

 

Setting up the environment 
 

Considering the actual .NET data providers, the Odbc data provider requires the ODBC API underneath 

it. The OleDb data provider uses the native OleDB provider of the DBMS product if available, or the 

ODBC API. These all involve some overhead in the data access, which can be omitted by the generic 

IDb prefixed objects of the System.Data.Common library of ADO.NET.  Database vendors have 

implemented concrete .NET data providers with proprietary namespaces of their own derived from 

the basic IDb provider, for example System.Data.SqlClient for SQL Server, System.Data.OracleClient for 

Oracle, and IBM.Data.DB2 for DB2, the use of which is presented in Chapter 6 of the book “Getting 

Started with DB2 Application Development” both in C# and Visual Basic ADO.NET languages.  It is also 

possible to apply the generic System.Data.Common namespace in the data access programming by 

instantiating the IDbConnection first from the DBMS based concrete class (Beauchemin 2002), which 

we demonstrate by the IDbEmployees.cs implementation in C# language in Appendix 4 “Employees 

example using C#/ADO.NET/IDb”. 

Currently the .NET Data Providers seem to be available mainly on Windows platforms.  Beside the 

Windows platform, this far we have managed to apply our employees.cs example on our DebianDB 

database laboratory only for the OSP edition of Pyrrho DBMS version 5.2, and Oracle XE 10.2 with help 

of Timo Leppänen from Oracle Finland.  For DB2 Express-C the data provider libraries seem to have 
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incompatible versions for mono 2 which we had in Debian 6. 

 

Installing Mono 

In future the .NET port Mono provides interesting possibilities for educational purposes, and already 

supports the C# language.  However the data access capabilities are still limited. 

Notes for installing mono to Debian Linux can be found at 

http://www.mono-project.com/docs/getting-started/install/linux/#debian-ubuntu-and-derivatives 

By default In debian9 we already have the mono runtime edition, but for the C# compiler we need to 
install the development edition with the following command 
 

sudo apt-get install mono-devel 

 

The installed version can be checked as follows: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev$ mono  --version 

Mono JIT compiler version 4.6.2 (Debian 4.6.2.7+dfsg-1) 

Copyright (C) 2002-2014 Novell, Inc, Xamarin Inc and Contributors. www.mono-

project.com 

 TLS:           __thread 

 SIGSEGV:       altstack 

 Notifications: epoll 

 Architecture:  amd64 

 Disabled:      none 

 Misc:          softdebug  

 LLVM:          supported, not enabled. 

 GC:            sgen 

 

Transaction Programming Template for ADO.NET  
 

The following programming pattern presents the idea of transactions using the generic  IDb provider 

of ADO.NET as available on Linux Mono  platform: 

 
IDbTransaction txn = null; 

try { 

    IDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 

    txn = conn.BeginTransaction(IsolationLevel.<isolation level>); 

    cmd.Transaction = txn; 

    cmd.CommandText = "<SQL DML statement>"; 

    int count = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 

    if (count != 1) { 

        <handling the non-matching case> 

    } 

    ... <other actions> 

    txn.Commit(); 

} 

catch (Exception e) { 

    txn.Rollback(); 

    <exception handling> 

} 

 

http://www.mono-project.com/docs/getting-started/install/linux/#debian-ubuntu-and-derivatives
http://www.mono-project.com/docs/getting-started/install/linux/#debian-ubuntu-and-derivatives
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The instantiated command objects need to be bound to the current transaction object before they can 

be used.   This is the big difference compared with the transaction programming patterns of other data 

access APIs. 

 

BankTransfer example using ADO.NET 

 
The BankTransfer example using Pyrrho 6.2 and applying the OCC transaction paradigm  can be found 

in AppDev/ADO.NET/Pyrrho folder.   In addition to the source code, the folder contains a report of test 

runs including a concurrency test. 

 

Application example on ADO.NET:  Employee Management 
 

Notes on experimenting with various DBMS products on Windows and Linux mono have been 

documented in the leading comments and conditional C# directives in the IDbEmployees.cs at 

/home/dbtech/AppDev/ADO.NET folder of Debian9.  Even if we use the generic IDb provider, the 

formats accepted by the physical provider libraries of the DBMS systems vary, for example on 

parameters.   

To keep the data access variants of the DBMS systems in the same source file we make use of the 

conditional compiling facility of C# (like C language) of which the following code snippet provides 

example: 

  
 

For every DBMS to be tested the “undef” define of system need to be changed into “define” while all 
others need to be undefined by “undef” before the program is compiled by mcs program of mono.  
Before compiling some DBMS related environment variables need to be set and for compiling DBMS 
related libraries need to be referenced on the mcs command line.  For example for using OracleClient 
the commands are the following: 
 

# compile by 

cd $HOME/AppDev/ADO.NET 
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export ORACLE_INCLUDE_PATH=/etc/profile.d 

export ORACLE_LIB_PATH=/etc/profile.d 

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/lib 

mcs IDbEmployees.cs -r:System.Data.OracleClient.dll,System.Data.dll 

 

# run by 

cd $HOME/AppDev/ADO.NET 

mono IDbEmployees.exe 

 

The Oracle version runs fine on Debian9,  but by exit ends on some mystical exception 
 

Unhandled Exception: 
System.InvalidCastException: Specified cast is not valid. 
  at System.Data.OracleClient.OracleConnectionPoolManager.Dispose () [0x00022] in 
<1cfec1f38e8b465aa45efa68f33fe6c2>:0  
  at System.Data.OracleClient.OracleConnectionPoolManager.Finalize () [0x00000] in 
<1cfec1f38e8b465aa45efa68f33fe6c2>:0  
 

On the other products SQL server, DB2, and Pyrrho work mainly on Windows.  DB2 on Debian9 
connects  to the database, but fails in IBd error: 

IDb error: ERROR [08003] [IBM][CLI Driver] CLI0106E  Connection is closed. SQLSTATE=08003 
InternalExecuteNonQuery: Unable to allocate statement handle. 
 

We have not installed MySQL in Debian9, and for MariaDB we have not found IDb provider library. 
 
In Appendix 4 we still present the code used in Debian6 and Windows.  
 

Example of C#/ADO.NET and Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer with Retry 
 

Depending on the provider the object types and parameter binding methods vary.  The following 

examples presents the parameter bindings for SQL Server stored procedure invocations on the 

Windows platform. The first snippet presents the parameter bindings using the Odbc data provider: 

... 

OdbcCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 

cmd.CommandText = "{? = CALL dbo.BankTransfer(?,?,?,?,?,?)}"; 

cmd.CommandType = CommandType.Text;  

cmd.Parameters.Add("@RetVal", OdbcType.Int).Direction = 

ParameterDirection.ReturnValue; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@fromAcct", OdbcType.Int).Value = fromAcct; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@toAcct", OdbcType.Int).Value = toAcct; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@amount", OdbcType.Int).Value = amount; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@sleepSecs", OdbcType.Int).Value = sleepSecs; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@rc", OdbcType.Int).Value = -1; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@msg", OdbcType.VarChar, 500); 

cmd.Parameters["@rc"].Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

cmd.Parameters["@msg"].Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 

if (Convert.ToInt32(cmd.Parameters["@RetVal"].Value) == 0) { 

    Console.WriteLine (cmd.Parameters["@rc"].Value); 

    Console.WriteLine (cmd.Parameters["@msg"].Value); 

} 
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 Next the parameter bindings using the OleDb provider: 

... 

OleDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 

cmd.CommandText = "{? = CALL dbo.BankTransfer(?,?,?,?,?,?)}"; 

cmd.CommandType = CommandType.Text;  

cmd.Parameters.Add("@RetVal", OleDbType.Integer).Direction = 

ParameterDirection.ReturnValue; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@fromAcct", OleDbType.Integer).Value = fromAcct; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@toAcct", OleDbType.Integer).Value = toAcct; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@amount", OleDbType.Integer).Value = amount; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@sleepSecs", OleDbType.Integer).Value = sleepSecs; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@rc", OleDbType.Integer).Value = -1; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@msg", OleDbType.VarWChar, 500); 

cmd.Parameters["@rc"].Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

cmd.Parameters["@msg"].Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 

if (Convert.ToInt32(cmd.Parameters["@RetVal"].Value) == 0) { 

    Console.WriteLine (cmd.Parameters["@rc"].Value); 

    Console.WriteLine (cmd.Parameters["@msg"].Value); 

} 

 

In the native SqlDb provider of SQL Server the corresponding bindings are as follows: 
 

... 

SqlCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 

cmd.CommandText = "dbo.BankTransfer"; 

cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure ;  

cmd.Parameters.Add("@RetVal", SqlDbType.Int).Direction =  

                    ParameterDirection.ReturnValue; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@fromAcct", SqlDbType.Int).Value = fromAcct; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@toAcct", SqlDbType.Int).Value = toAcct; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@amount", SqlDbType.Int).Value = amount; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@sleepSecs", SqlDbType.Int).Value = sleepSecs; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@rc", SqlDbType.Int).Value = -1; 

cmd.Parameters.Add("@msg", SqlDbType.NVarChar, 500); 

cmd.Parameters["@rc"].Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

cmd.Parameters["@msg"].Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 

if (Convert.ToInt32(cmd.Parameters["@RetVal"].Value) == 0) { 

    Console.WriteLine (cmd.Parameters["@rc"].Value); 

    Console.WriteLine (cmd.Parameters["@msg"].Value); 

} 

 

The DB2 data provider is available only for Windows platforms.   Advice on calling stored procedures 

and parameter bindings is provided in the IBM Knowledge Center pages at  

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_9.7.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.adonet.doc

/doc/t0011824.html 

We may experiment with these in future, but our main interest is on the free Debian Linux platform. 

 

On DebianDB we have the .NET implementation only with the Mono environment and of the ADO.NET 

data providers only the generic IDb provider is available.  With help of Timo Leppänen from Oracle 

Finland we have managed to call the Oracle PL/SQL stored procedure BankTransferWithRetry on 

Linux/mono, presented by the following snippet of the way the parameter bindings need to be built: 
... 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_9.7.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.adonet.doc/doc/t0011824.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_9.7.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.adonet.doc/doc/t0011824.html
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Start = DateTime.Now; 

IDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 

cmd.CommandText = "BankTransferWithRetry";  

cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure;  

IDbDataParameter pFromAcct = cmd.CreateParameter(); 

    pFromAcct.ParameterName = "fromAcct"; 

    pFromAcct.Value = fromAcct; 

    cmd.Parameters.Add(pFromAcct); 

IDbDataParameter pToAcct = cmd.CreateParameter(); 

    pToAcct.ParameterName = "toAcct"; 

    pToAcct.Value = toAcct; 

    cmd.Parameters.Add(pToAcct); 

IDbDataParameter pAmount = cmd.CreateParameter(); 

    pAmount.ParameterName = "amount"; 

    pAmount.Value = amount; 

    cmd.Parameters.Add(pAmount); 

IDbDataParameter pSleep = cmd.CreateParameter(); 

    pSleep.ParameterName = "sleepSecs"; 

    pSleep.Value = sleep; 

    cmd.Parameters.Add(pSleep); 

IDbDataParameter pTimeout = cmd.CreateParameter(); 

    pTimeout.ParameterName = "lockTimeout"; 

    pTimeout.Value = timeout; 

    cmd.Parameters.Add(pTimeout); 

IDbDataParameter pRc = cmd.CreateParameter(); 

    pRc.ParameterName = "rc"; 

    pRc.Value = rc; 

    pRc.Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

    cmd.Parameters.Add(pRc); 

IDbDataParameter pMsg = cmd.CreateParameter();  

    pMsg.ParameterName = "msg"; 

    pMsg.Value = msg; 

    pMsg.Size = 500; 

    pMsg.Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

    cmd.Parameters.Add(pMsg);  

IDbDataParameter pRetries = cmd.CreateParameter(); 

    pRetries.ParameterName = "retry"; 

    pRetries.Value = retries; 

    pRetries.Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

    cmd.Parameters.Add(pRetries); 

IDbDataParameter pElapsed = cmd.CreateParameter();  

    pElapsed.ParameterName = "elapsedSecs"; 

    pElapsed.Value = elapsed; 

    pElapsed.Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 

    pElapsed.Size = 50; 

    cmd.Parameters.Add(pElapsed); 

cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 

Console.WriteLine ("rc=" + pRc.Value.ToString() + 

                   ", retries=" + pRetries.Value.ToString()); 

Console.WriteLine ("msg="+pMsg.Value); 

Console.WriteLine ("elapsed time=" + pElapsed.Value);    

Console.WriteLine ("elapsed time on client-side: " +  

                  DateTime.Now.Subtract(Start).ToString()); 

...  
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The following listing presents the way the program BankTransferProcsOra is compiled, which 

environment variables need to set, and how the program is run.  For version 1.1 we have not yet 

implemented the loop for varying the parameter values of the testbench.  

 

Listing 2-20 

 
# Compile and test - Oracle XE: 

cd $HOME/AppDev/ADO.NET 

export ORACLE_INCLUDE_PATH=/etc/profile.d 

export ORACLE_LIB_PATH=/etc/profile.d 

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/lib 

mcs IDbStoredProcsOra.cs -r:System.Data.OracleClient.dll,System.Data.dll 

mono IDbStoredProcsOra.exe 

 

# Test run 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ADO.NET$ mono IDbStoredProcsOra.exe 

DBTechNet 

C#/ADO.NET/IDb/StoredProcedures in PL/SQL, version 1.1 

-------------------- 

 CONNECT TO DATABASE 

-------------------- 

Connecting .. 

.. Connected successfully to database XE 

Experiment on calling BankTransferProcsWithRetry: 

rc=0, retries=0 

msg=committed 

elapsed time=+000000000 00:00:01.002916000 on server-side 

elapsed time on client-side: 00:00:01.0518830 

 

Topics for further study 
 Lots of open questions above waiting for solutions 

Excercises 

1. Write BankTransfer Ext implementation accessing the database of your choice using ADO.NET 
and applying the transaction outcome protocol presented in Chapter 1. 
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Chapter 3   Data Access APIs of Scripting Languages 
 
In this chapter we introduce Data Access technologies on the API level, available for data 
access from some modern interpreted scripting languages. 

 

After presenting the data access APIs available for the compiled, block structured programming 

languages C/C++, Java and C# in our DebianDB database laboratory, we will now proceed in our API 

journey to the interpreted scripting languages Perl, PHP, Python and Ruby.  These are free Open 

Source languages, which has promoted their popularity.  These scripting languages have adopted the 

block structured paradigm of programming languages, but without the built-in and structured data 

types.  We can also apply structured programming using subprograms/functions and even object-

oriented features.  The data types of the variables are variant, depending on the assigned values.   

The CLI/ODBC API discussed in the previous chapter can be used from these scripting languages, but in 

this chapter we will focus on transaction programming with these scripting languages using higher-

level  wrapper APIs have been developed for these . 

Due to run-time interpretation these are much slower in execution (which could be an interesting 

topic to study), but much faster to develop and test.   For a programmer used to traditional 

programming languages these will be exciting experiences.   

 

Perl DPI 
 

The acronym “Perl” stands for “Practical Extraction and Report Language” and as such it is kind of 

mixture of scripting languages such as Unix Shell, AWK, and interpreted C language, written by Larry 

Wall.  Since publishing in 1987 it has become a popular scripting language for Unix/Linux system 

administrators, but it has also grown into an easy-to-learn and flexible multi-purpose programming 

language as well as CGI web programming language.  It is freely available on the GNU General Public 

License at www.perl.org.    

Compared with C and Java, Perl is interpreted, not a compiled language.  Its variables are not typed, 

but variants, the data types are depending on the current values.   Subroutines can have local 

variables, but can see global variables of the main program.   For documentation of Perl language see  

http://www.perl.org/docs.html 

 

Introduction to Perl DPI API 
 

For data access Perl has its own generic database interface DBI API with ODBC-like architecture using 

DBD drivers mapping the database requests for the DBMS products, presented in Figure 3-1.   

http://www.perl.org/docs.html
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Figure 3-1.     Perl DBI architecture 

 

Perl DBI downloads and documentation are available at https://dbi.perl.org/ and also lots of tutorial 

texts can be found on web and textbooks, including the book “Programming the Perl DBI” by the 

original author of Perl DBI, Tim Bunce, with Aligator Descartes, so we do not need to present details of 

DBI programming here. 

It is interesting to compare the simplified Perl DBI object model presented in Figure 3-2, with JDBC for 

example.   

A remarkable difference in the models is that commands without parameters can be executed directly 

by the do method of dbh (the connection object). 

 

https://dbi.perl.org/
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Figure 3-2.     Simplified Perl DBI object model 

Setting up the Perl environment 
 

Our Debian9 database laboratory comes with Perl version v5.24.1, pre-installed with DBI. The installed 

versions can be checked by following command: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ perl -MDBI -e 'DBI->installed_versions' 

  Perl            : 5.024001  (x86_64-linux-gnu-thread-multi) 

  OS              : linux (3.16.0) 

  DBI             : 1.636 

  DBD::mysql      : 4.041 

  DBD::Sponge     : 12.010003 

  DBD::Proxy      : install_driver(Proxy) failed: Can't locate RPC/PlClient.pm in 

@INC (you may need to install the RPC::PlClient module) 

  DBD::Gofer      : 0.015327 

  DBD::File       : 0.44 

  DBD::ExampleP   : 12.014311 

  DBD::DBM        : 0.08   

  DBD::File       : 0.39 
  DBD::ExampleP   : 12.010007 
  DBD::DBM        : 0.05 

 

To install the RPC/PlClient.pm module  we downloaded PlRPC-0.2020.tar.gz from 
http://search.cpan.org/~mnooning/PlRPC-0.2020/lib/RPC/PlClient.pm 

The typical manual procedure to install some downloaded perl pm on Linux is to extract the contents 

of the tar.gz file, then cd to the root directory of the extracted module and enter the commands 

su root 

perl Makefile.PL 

make 

make test 

make install 
 

Next the DBI may complain about a missing Net/Daemon/Log.pm.  The tar.gz for this was found at 

http://search.cpan.org/~mnooning/Net-Daemon-0.48/lib/Net/Daemon.pm and installation was 

carried out in the same way. 

Installing the DBD::DB2 driver for Perl DBI 

Setting up the DBD::DB2 driver is explained in Chapter 9 of the “Getting Started with DB2 Application 

Development” book of the DB2 on Campus book series.  All we had to do was to install the DBD::DB2 

driver from the website http://www.cpan.org/authors/id/I/IB/IBMTORDB2/ 

downloading the DBD-DB2-1.85.tar.gz, extracting the contents, and according to the readme file to 

install the driver entering the commands 

su root 
export DB2_HOME=/home/dbtech/sqllib 
cd /home/dbtech/Downloads/DBD-DB2-1.85 
perl Makefile.PL 
make 
make test 
make install 

http://search.cpan.org/~mnooning/PlRPC-0.2020/lib/RPC/PlClient.pm
http://search.cpan.org/~mnooning/Net-Daemon-0.48/lib/Net/Daemon.pm
http://www.cpan.org/authors/id/I/IB/IBMTORDB2/
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For documentation on DBD:DB2 see also http://search.cpan.org/dist/DBD-DB2/DB2.pod 

Example code for connection: 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

use strict; 

use warnings; 

use DBI; 

%attr = {AutoCommit=>1, PrintError=>0, RaiseError=>1}; 

my $dbh = DBI->connect("DBI:DB2:TESTDB","dbtech","dbtech",\%attr ); 

 

We will discuss the connection attributes later in context of error handling and transaction 

programming. 

 

Installing the DBD::Oracle driver for Oracle Perl DBI  

 

The Oracle APIs of many mainstream programming / scripting languages are included in the free 

Oracle Instant Client libraries, downlodable at 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/database-technologies/instant-

client/overview/index.html  

Then download DBD-Oracle-1.74.tar.gz from Tools of https://metacpan.org/source/PYTHIAN/DBD-

Oracle-1.74/INSTALL and export the contents into DBD-Oracle-1.74 folder and move to the folder 

entering commands as above 

perl Makefile.PL 
make 
make test 
make install 

 

For documentation (and optional download/install) of the Oracle DBI driver see the CPAN pages at 

http://search.cpan.org/~pythian/DBD-Oracle-1.74/lib/DBD/Oracle.pm 

 

Example code for connection: 

 
#!/usr/bin/perl 

use strict; 

use warnings; 

use DBI; 

%attr = ... 

my host="localhost"; 

my $dbh = DBI->connect("DBI:Oracle:host=$host;sid=XE","scott","tiger",\%attr ); 
 

Installing the DBD::mysql driver for MySQL/MariaDB Perl DBI  

 

http://search.cpan.org/dist/DBD-DB2/DB2.pod
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/database-technologies/instant-client/overview/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/database-technologies/instant-client/overview/index.html
https://metacpan.org/source/PYTHIAN/DBD-Oracle-1.74/INSTALL
https://metacpan.org/source/PYTHIAN/DBD-Oracle-1.74/INSTALL
http://search.cpan.org/~pythian/DBD-Oracle-1.74/lib/DBD/Oracle.pm
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The DBI driver of MySQL is supported in the Debian distribution, so it can be installed just by entering  

the following command: 

 
sudo apt-get install libdbd-mysql-perl 

 

The same driver works also for MariaDB.  Documentation (and optional download) is available in the  

Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN) library at 

http://search.cpan.org/~capttofu/DBD-mysql-4.033/lib/DBD/mysql.pm 
 

Example code for connection: 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

use strict; 

use warnings; 

use DBI; 

%attr = ... 

my $dbh = DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:database=testdb;host=localhost;". 

          "mysql_socket=/var/run/mysqld/mysqld.sock","dbtech","dbtech",\%attr ); 

 

Installing the DBD::Pg driver for PostgreSQL Perl DBI   

 

The DBI driver Pg of PostgreSQL is supported in the Debian distribution, so it can be installed just by 

entering  the following command: 

 
sudo apt-get install libdbd-pg-perl  

 

For the documentation of the driver see the CPAN site at 

 

http://search.cpan.org/dist/DBD-Pg/Pg.pm 

 
Example code for connection: 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

use strict; 

use warnings; 

use DBI; 

%attr = ... 

my $dbh = DBI->connect("DBI:Pg:database=testdb","dbtech","dbtech",\%attr ); 

 
 
After installing the drivers we can check the status of the drivers as follows: 
  
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ perl -MDBI -e 'DBI->installed_versions' 

  Perl            : 5.024001 (x86_64-linux-gnu-thread-multi) 

  OS              : linux (3.16.0) 

  DBI             : 1.636 

  DBD::mysql      : 4.041 

  DBD::Sponge     : 12.010003 

  DBD::Proxy      : 0.2004 

  DBD::Pg         : 3.5.3 
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  DBD::Oracle     : 1.74 

  DBD::Gofer      : 0.015327 

  DBD::File       : 0.44 

  DBD::ExampleP   : 12.014311 

  DBD::DBM        : 0.08 

  DBD::DB2        : 1.85 

 

Native, Generic or Adaptive Programming? 

 

Perl DBI doesn’t support the generic data access solutions, but lets the driver control the SQL dialect 

to be used.   So, in our Perl experiments we need to apply the Adaptive programming technique.  For 

this we will obtain the mnemonic name of the DBMS with the split function from the DSN parameter 

and use it as the selection argument for the data access alternative. 

In the BankTransfer with Retry experiment we apply the same technique for entering the Data Source 

Name DSN and other parameters for our experiments using environment variables, now reading the 

values directly by the ENV() function of Perl. 

 

Exception Handling 
 

The connection attribute “PrintError=>1” can be useful in testing as it sets DBI to print error and 

warning messages immediately on any errors, where “PrintError=>0”prevents immediate error 

messaging when an error occurs. 

 

The connection attribute “RaiseError=>0” places DBI in manual error handling mode so that 

application needs to test for possible errors after every data access statement by using an “or die” 

clause which causes DBI internally to call its die() function on any errors, for example 

 

          $dbh->do("UPDATE employee SET salary = ? WHERE empno = ?",  

                             $newsalary, $empno ) or die $dbh->errstr; 

 

which on error raises an exception, prints the error message and ends the program unless the error 

occurred inside an eval block (to be discussed below). 

 

The connection attribute “RaiseError=>1” places DBI in automatic error handling mode so that on any 

statement failure DBI raises an exception that calls its die() function .  No “or die” clause is needed for 

the statement.     

 

In CPAN library the Perl module Try::Tiny seems a promising module to support the try-catch-finally 

control structure like we have in Java.   However, it doesn’t work in Perl 5.24 that we currently have in 

Debian9, so we stick to the “classic” Perl solution of eval-if structure as follows: 

 

$dbh-> {RaiseError} = 1; 

eval {   # ~ try 

 <block of program code where exceptions may occur> 
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 $dbh->do(“<SQL statement>”); 

       ... 

} 

if ($@){ # ~ catch … 

 <handling of exceptions> 

}; 

 

The notation $@ stands for Perl’s system variable containing the error message  of the raised 

exception. 

 

DBI Transaction Programming Template 
 

With the attribute setting “Autocommit=>0” the Perl DBI API will use implicit transactions i.e. the first 

DML statement always starts a transaction.  The transaction is committed or rolled back by the 

connection object methods commit() or rollback().   Whereas by “Autocommit=>1”  the connection 

will use autocommit mode and the method begin_work switches the application to  transactional 

mode.   However, the transaction will start on the first SQL statement, so before that it is possible to 

set the transaction isolation level.   When the transaction ends, the session moves back to autocommit 

mode. 

 

For programming of explicit Perl DBI transactions we suggest the following scheme: 

 

Listing 3-1 

 

$dbh-> {Autocommit} = 1; 

$dbh-> {RaiseError} = 1; 

$dbh-> {PrintError} = 0; 

my $milestone; 

my $sqlstate; 

my $msg; 

my $rc; 

 

$dbh->begin_work;   

$dbh->do(q{ <setting isolation level>}; 

eval {    

   $milestone="<note on the following SQL statement>”; 

    $sth = $dbh->do(q{ <SQL statement> });  

    #  after UPDATE / DELETE of a single row 

    if ($sth->rows != 1) { 

       die ("<note on missing row>"); 

    };  

    . . . 

    $milestone="COMMIT"; 

    $dbh->commit; 
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   $rc = 0;  

}; 

if ($@) {    

    $sqlstate = $DBI::state;  

    # deadlock? 

    if ($dbms eq "DB2" && $sqlstate eq "40001" &&  

           index($@,'Reason code "2"') > 150) { 

           $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried !  

    } else { 

        if ( ($dbms eq "mysql" && $sqlstate eq "40001") 

           ||($dbms eq "Oracle" && $sqlstate eq "61000") 

           ||($dbms eq "Pg" && $sqlstate eq "40P01")) { 

           $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried !  

        } 

    } 

    $msg = $@." at ".$milestone; 

    $dbh->rollback;     

};   

 

With automatic error handling the system variable $@ contains just the system generated error  

message of the exception, which does not carry any message from the application code, so we 

introduce our $milestone variable to be used to identify the point of failure in the source code. 

For sorting out the error we could also make use of the Perl DBI API provided indicators accessible as 

$DBI attributes : 

state    providing the SQLSTATE value for the error/SQL exception  

err  providing the native SQLcode value of the DBMS 

errstr providing the error message from the DBMS. 

   

Perl DBI experiment BankTransfer with Retry  
 

To experiment with the Perl DBI data access to DB2, Oracle, MariaDB, and PostgreSQL database in our 

Debian9 and transaction programming, we have applied the above presented topics to the basic Bank 

Transfer example including the retry pattern. 

Listing 3-2   BankTransfer with Retry using Perl DBI 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

# DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2018-03-07 

# 

# BankTransfer using Perl/DBI 

# 

# Single transfer parameterized using environmnet variables 

# 

# For the scripts see BankTransferScripts.txt 

# 

### for DB2: 

# cd $HOME/AppDev/Perl 

# export DSN="DBI:DB2:testdb" 

# export user=dbtech 
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# export password=dbtech 

# export fromAcct=101 

# export toAcct=202 

# export amount=100 

# export sleep=0 

# export timeout=0 

# perl BankTransfer.pl  

# 

##################################### 

 

# subroutine prototypes 

sub listAccounts (); 

sub Transfer (); 

 

# modules 

use strict; 

use warnings; 

use DBI; 

use Switch; 

use Time::HiRes qw(time); 

 

# parameters from environment variables 

my $DSN        =$ENV{"DSN"}; 

my $user       =$ENV{"user"}; 

my $password   =$ENV{"password"}; 

my $fromAcct   =$ENV{"fromAcct"}; 

my $toAcct     =$ENV{"toAcct"}; 

my $amount     =$ENV{"amount"}; 

my $sleepSecs  =$ENV{"sleep"}; 

my $lockTimeout=int($ENV{"timeout"}); 

# handles 

my $dbh; 

my $sth; 

# work variables 

my $dbms; 

my $acctno; 

my $balance; 

my $rv; 

my $rc;  

my $sql;  

my $retries=0;                  

my $msg; 

my $start_time ; 

my $elapsedSecs; 

my $skip; 

my $rest; 

my $sqlstate; 

 

# Main program 

printf "\nPerl/DBI BankTransfer 1.2\n  Connecting to ".$DSN."\n"; 

$dbh = DBI->connect($DSN, $user, $password, 

          {AutoCommit=>1, PrintError=>0, RaiseError=>1}); 

# parsing the DBMS name from the DSN string 

($skip, $dbms, $rest) = split (/:/, $DSN); 

#---------- 

printf ("\nDBMS=".$dbms."\nAccounts before the transfer:\n"); 

&listAccounts (); 

# ---------------- 

 

$start_time = time; 

# Setting timeouts: 

# - No client-side wait timeout available in DBI.  

# - No server-side lock wait timeout applicable for Oracle in DBI! 

# Setting server-side lock timeout : 

if ($dbms eq "mysql") { 
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   $sql = "SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = ".$lockTimeout; 

   $dbh->do($sql); 

}; 

if ($dbms eq "DB2") { 

   $sth = $dbh->prepare(q{ SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT = ? }); 

   $sth->execute($lockTimeout); 

}; 

if ($dbms eq "Pg") { 

   $sth = $dbh->prepare(q{ SET STATEMENT_TIMEOUT = ? }); 

   $sth->execute(1000*int($lockTimeout)); 

}; 

 

# Retry wrapper for the Transfer routine:  

$msg = " "; 

$retries = 0;  

$rc = 1; 

while ($retries < 5 && $rc == 1) {  

   $retries = $retries + 1; 

   ($rc, $msg) = &Transfer(); 

   if ($rc == 1) { 

      sleep (1); 

   } 

}  

$retries = $retries - 1; 

# end of wrapper 

$elapsedSecs = time - $start_time; 

printf("\nTransfer statistics:\n". 

       " rc = %d, retries = %d\n msg: %s\n elapsed time %5.2f seconds\n",  

        $rc, $retries, $msg, $elapsedSecs); 

 

# see the results: 

printf ("\nAccounts after the transfer:\n"); 

&listAccounts (); 

 

$sth->finish; 

$dbh->disconnect; 

exit; 

# end of the main routine 

 

sub listAccounts () 

{ 

    $sth =  

    $dbh->prepare(q{ SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno}); 

    $rc = $sth->execute; 

    print "$sth->{NAME}->[0]: $sth->{NAME}->[1]  $sth->{NAME}->[2]\n"; 

    while (($acctno, $balance, $rv) = $sth->fetchrow()) { 

         print "$acctno:    $balance     $rv\n"; 

    } 

    return (); 

} 

 

sub Transfer () 

{   my $msg; 

    my $rc = 0; 

    my $err = 0; 

    my $sql; 

    my $wait;  # handle for Oracle wait time out 

    my $milestone; 

    my $locktimeout; 

    $locktimeout =int($ENV{"timeout"}); # or passed as parameter 

    $msg = "OK"; 

    $dbh->begin_work;  # explicit transaction  

    $milestone="setting the isolation level";  

    if ($dbms eq "DB2") { # DB2 SQL: 

        $sql = "SET ISOLATION = CS"; 
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    } else {              # ISO SQL: 

        $sql = "SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED"; 

    } 

    $dbh->do($sql);  

 

    eval {   # try 

        $milestone="UPDATE of account ".$fromAcct; 

        if ($dbms eq "Oracle") {  # setting lockwait timeout 

            $sql = "SELECT 1 FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = :acct FOR UPDATE WAIT ". 

                   $locktimeout; 

            $wait = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

            $wait->bind_param(":acct", $fromAcct);  

            $wait->execute(); 

        } 

        $sth = $dbh->prepare(q{ UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - ? 

                                WHERE acctno = ? });  

        $sth->execute($amount,$fromAcct);  

        if ($sth->rows != 1) { 

           die ("* Account ".$fromAcct." not found\n"); 

        };  

        sleep($sleepSecs); 

        $milestone="UPDATE of account ".$toAcct; 

        if ($dbms eq "Oracle") {  # setting lockwait timeout 

            $wait->bind_param(":acct", $toAcct);  

            $wait->execute();         

        } 

        $milestone="UPDATE of account ".$toAcct; 

        $sth = $dbh->prepare(q{ UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? 

                                WHERE acctno = ? }) ; 

        $sth->execute($amount,$toAcct);  

        if ($sth->rows != 1) {              

           die ("* Account ".$toAcct." not found\n"); 

        };  

        $milestone="COMMIT"; 

        $dbh->commit; 

    }; 

    if ($@) {    

        $rc = -1;  # failed, no retry 

        $err = $DBI::err; 

        # printf ("state=".$DBI::state."\n"); 

        # printf ("err=".$DBI::err."\n"); 

        # deadlock? 

        $sqlstate = $DBI::state;  

        if ($dbms eq "DB2" && $sqlstate eq "40001" &&  

           index($@,'Reason code "2"') > 150) { 

           $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried !  

        } else { 

        if ( ($dbms eq "mysql" && $sqlstate eq "40001") 

           ||($dbms eq "Oracle" && $err eq "60") 

           ||($dbms eq "Pg" && $sqlstate eq "40P01")) { 

           $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried !  

        } } 

        $msg = $@." at ".$milestone; 

        $dbh->rollback;     

    };    

    return ($rc, $msg); 

} 
 

On Timeout settings and Deadlock handlings:   

The difference between lock wait and deadlock exceptions is that deadlock is detected in less than 2 

seconds, depending on configuration, whereas lock wait without timeout limit lasts as long as the 
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resource is locked by some other client or the system.  The lock wait timeout should be set longer than 

the expected deadlock detection time.   Instead of “NOWAIT” behavior the value 0 of the lock wait 

timeout in some systems may mean “no timeout limit”, so be aware what it means. 

Its is worth noting that Timeout settings in Perl/DBI can be changed only with server-side commands, 

and differently for all DBMS products, and in DB2, MariaDB and PostgreSQL the setting affects all DML 

statements in the current connection.    

For Oracle the timeout can be set only by the “FOR UPDATE  WAIT <seconds>” clause of a single 

SELECT statement.  So, to arrange timeout for UPDATE, we need to precede the UPDATE by a covering 

“SELECT.. FOR UPDATE WAIT <seconds>” which would  lock the row just like the following UPDATE.   

The Oracle driver maps both timeout and deadlock cases to the same DBI::state value “S1000”, but 

timeout to DBI::err value is set to “30006” and deadlock to value “60”.  On the server-side, Oracle 

does not use the SQLSTATE indicator of ISO SQL at all, so the SQLSTATE values are mapped from 

SQLcode values by the Oracle drivers. 

The DB2 driver maps both timeout and deadlock cases to the same DBI::state value “40001” and to 

the same DBI::err value, but differentiates these by ‘Reason code “68” ’ and ‘Reason code “2” ’ string 

respectively as part of the error message. 

As can be seen in the source code, drivers of all products use different SQLSTATE values for deadlocks. 

 

Let’s now look at the test runs.  In the following test series  we are accessing DB2.  Both the scripts 

used and results for DB2 and correspondingly for Oracle, MariaDB and PosgreSQL can be found as text 

files in AppDev/Perl collection of our examples. 

 

Listing 3-3  Perl/DBI test runs accessing DB2 
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/Perl 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export DSN="DBI:DB2:testdb" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export user=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export password=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export sleep=0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export timeout=0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ # transfer from 101 to 202: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ perl BankTransfer.pl  

 

Perl/DBI BankTransfer 1.1 

  Connecting to DBI:DB2:testdb 

 

DBMS=DB2 

Accounts before the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    1000     28 

202:    2000     28 

404:    1000     0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = 0, retries = 0 

 msg: OK 
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 elapsed time  0.08 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    900     29 

202:    2100     29 

404:    1000     0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ # missing fromAcct: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export fromAcct=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ perl BankTransfer.pl  

 

Perl/DBI BankTransfer 1.1 

  Connecting to DBI:DB2:testdb 

 

DBMS=DB2 

Accounts before the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    900     29 

202:    2100     29 

404:    1000     0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = -1, retries = 0 

 msg: * Account 100 not found 

 at UPDATE of account 100 

 elapsed time  0.00 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    900     29 

202:    2100     29 

404:    1000     0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ # missing toAcct: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export toAcct=200 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ perl BankTransfer.pl  

 

Perl/DBI BankTransfer 1.1 

  Connecting to DBI:DB2:testdb 

 

DBMS=DB2 

Accounts before the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    900     29 

202:    2100     29 

404:    1000     0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = -1, retries = 0 

 msg: * Account 200 not found 

 at UPDATE of account 200 

 elapsed time  0.01 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    900     29 

202:    2100     29 

404:    1000     0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ # insufficiant balance 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export amount=30000 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ perl BankTransfer.pl  

 

Perl/DBI BankTransfer 1.1 

  Connecting to DBI:DB2:testdb 
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DBMS=DB2 

Accounts before the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    900     29 

202:    2100     29 

404:    1000     0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = -1, retries = 0 

 msg: DBD::DB2::st execute failed: [IBM][CLI Driver][DB2/LINUXX8664] SQL0545N  The 

requested operation is not allowed because a row does not satisfy the check 

constraint "DBTECH.ACCOUNTS.UNLOANABLE_ACCOUNT".  SQLSTATE=23513 

 at UPDATE of account 101 

 elapsed time  0.01 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    900     29 

202:    2100     29 

404:    1000     0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ 

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

db2 => UPDATE Accounts SET status='A' WHERE acctno = 202; 

DB20000I  The SQL command completed successfully. 

db2 =>  

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ # blocking client: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$ perl BankTransfer.pl  

 

Perl/DBI BankTransfer 1.1 

  Connecting to DBI:DB2:testdb 

 

DBMS=DB2 

Accounts before the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    900     29 

202:    2100     29 

404:    1000     0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = -1, retries = 0 

 msg: DBD::DB2::st execute failed: [IBM][CLI Driver][DB2/LINUXX8664] SQL0911N  The 

current transaction has been rolled back because of a deadlock or timeout.  Reason 

code "68".  SQLSTATE=40001 

 at UPDATE of account 202 

 elapsed time  0.04 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

ACCTNO: BALANCE  RV 

101:    900     29 

202:    2100     29 

404:    1000     0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Perl$  

 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

db2 => ROLLBACK; 

DB20000I  The SQL command completed successfully. 

db2 =>  

----------------------------------------------------------- 
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The following figure presents our experiment in which we will start concurrent transfers in 2 terminal 

windows moving the amount in opposite orders of accounts.   The amount to be transferred is the 

same in both transfers.   Due to the retry pattern both transfers succeed at the end and the contents 

in the data table are the same except that the row version indicators have changed.  

 

Figure 3-3    Test runs between concurrent transfers, but in opposite order of accounts 

 

Corresponding test scripts and results on accessing DB2, Oracle, MariaDB and PostgreSQL are stored 

as text files in AppDev/Perl folder. 

 

Example of Perl DPI and Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer with Retry 
 

For calling stored procedures from Perl scripts, we present only the following snippet from our 

example using the Perl DBI API.  The actual source code of the script can be found in DebianDB at 

/home/dbtech/AppDev/Perl.   The test run looks like the test runs presented above. 
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Listing 3-4 

$fromAcct = int(101); 

$toAcct = int(202); 

$amount = int(100); 

$sleepSecs = int(5); 

$locktimeout = int(0); 

$contin = "y"; 

$rc = -1; 

while ($contin eq "y") { 

    printf ("\nPlease, enter fromAcct (cr=%d):",$fromAcct); 

    $number = <STDIN>; chop($number);  

    if ($number ne "") { 

        $fromAcct = int($number); 

    } 

    ... 

    $sql = "CALL BanktransferWithRetry (?,?,?, ?,?,?, ?,?,?)"; 

    $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

    $sth->bind_param(1, int($fromAcct), {'TYPE'=>SQL_INTEGER}); 

    $sth->bind_param(2, int($toAcct), {'TYPE'=>SQL_INTEGER}); 

    $sth->bind_param(3, int($amount), {'TYPE'=>SQL_INTEGER}); 

    $sth->bind_param(4, int($sleepSecs), {'TYPE'=>SQL_INTEGER}); 

    $sth->bind_param(5, int($locktimeout), {'TYPE'=>SQL_INTEGER}); 

    $sth->bind_param_inout(6, \$rc, 20, {'TYPE'=>SQL_INTEGER});  

    $sth->bind_param_inout(7, \$msg, 500, {'TYPE'=>SQL_VARCHAR}); 

    $sth->bind_param_inout(8, \$retries, 20, {'TYPE'=>SQL_INTEGER}); 

    $sth->bind_param_inout(9, \$elapsedSecs, 50, {'TYPE'=>SQL_VARCHAR}); 

    $sth->execute(); 

    if ($@)  {  

        warn "caught error: ". $@; 

        printf ("\n ERROR in '%s'\n", $sql); 

    } 

    else { 

         printf("\n rc = %d, retries = %d\n msg: %s\nelapsed seconds %s\n",  

                    $rc, $retries, $msg, $elapsedSecs); 

         switch ($rc) { 

         case -1 {printf("\nTransfer failed! ");  

                  last}; 

         case 0  {printf("\nTransfer successfull "); 

                  last}; 

         ... 

         } 

    } 

    printf ("\nDo you want to continue (y / cr=n)?"); 

    $contin = <STDIN>;  

    chop($contin); 

}         

 

The program source code can be found in folder AppDev/Perl/DB2.  

For more details and calling stored procedures in Perl DBI programming we refer to Chapter 9 of the 

“Getting Started with DB2 Application Development” book of the DB2 on Campus book series. 
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Application example on Perl DPI API:  Employee Management 
 

We have tried to apply this in the employees.pl program at /home/dbtech/AppDev/Perl which is a 

migration of the employees program using DB2 to Perl and DBI as a “proof of concept”.  Applying 

adaptive programming Perl with DBI contains enough features for reliable transaction programming, 

and we have not yet used the advanced error handling features of Perl DBI. 

Topics for further study 
   

Excercises 

1. Write BankTransfer Ext implementation accessing a database of your choice using Perl DBI API 
and applying the transaction outcome protocol presented in Chapter 1. 

 

PHP 

Introduction to PHP Data Access APIs and PDO API 
 

PHP, published in 1995, is another widely used free scripting language, available as a command line 

tool but mainly used as a web programming tool either as CGI engine or integrated in the web server 

to generate dynamic web pages.  In fact, it is one of the mainstream web programming languages, 

widely known by programmers, documented at http://php.net/manual/en/index.php   and in many 

online tutorials, such as https://www.w3schools.com/php/default.asp  or 

http://www.bbminfo.com/Tutor/php.php 

In this chapter we will focus only on data access using command line PHP.  Our concern is the 

reliability of the transactional PHP data access, which seems to need basic examples in the variety of 

PHP data access APIs.  We have seen even PHP applications using relational database in “record-at-a-

time” mode.    

For database access both generic and native PHP APIs of DBMS products are available, presented in 

Figure 3-4, and centrally documented at http://php.net/manual/en/refs.database.php.    

http://php.net/manual/en/index.php
https://www.w3schools.com/php/default.asp
http://www.bbminfo.com/Tutor/php.php
http://php.net/manual/en/refs.database.php
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Figure 3-4.     PHP data access architecture  

Generic “Abstraction Layers” for database access include dbm-style DBA (Database Abstraction Layer),   

Unified ODBC, and Perl DBI like PDO API (PHP Data Objects) whose object model we have depicted in 

Figure 3-5.    

 

   

Figure 3-5.     Overview of PHP Data Objects PDO API  
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The abstract PDO object model is quite simplified, and does not include methods of its own for setting 

isolation levels, savepoints, etc. and not even for closing the database connections.   Connection  is 

closed just by setting the connection handle to null.   For example IBM and Oracle don’t recommend 

the use of PDO, as their own PHP APIs provide better performance and functionality.   However, PDO 

is important in terms of portability, as we will see later. 

The vendor specific APIs are called Database Extensions.  These don’t seem to have very much in 

common and differ from the PDO object model implementations built above them by the vendors.   To 

compare the extension APIs, we have implemented the versions of employees program using PDO 

implementations of DB2, MySQL and PostgreSQL, and the vendor specific APIs of DB2, Oracle, MySQL.  

These can be found at /home/dbtech/AppDev/PHP folder of Debian9.   Considering the differences of 

the low-level vendor specific APIs, it is surprising how easily the program can be modified from use of 

one PDO implementation to another PDO implementation.   

 

The central documentation for the PHP Abstract Layers and Vendor Specific Database Extensions can 

be found at http://php.net/manual/en/refs.database.php .   Downloads are mainly available from 

PECL, where the central PHP Extensions download directory pages starting at 

http://pecl.php.net/packages.php?catpid=7&catname=Database&pageID=1  

 

Exception handling in PDO API 

The PHP language includes the exception handling control structure as in the Java language as shown 

below.  It is documented in more detail at http://php.net/manual/en/language.exceptions.php : 

try { 
    try block  
    . .  
   if . .  throw new Exception(<message>); 
   . . 
} 
catch (Exception $e) { 
     < handling of $e->getMessage() and $e->getCode()  > 
} 
[Finally { 
     < “execute allways” block > 
 } ] 

 

By default PDO drivers don’t throw exceptions on errors , but this can be fixed by setting the PDO 

connection attribute’s ATTR_ERRMODE20 value ERRMODE_EXCEPTION which sets the PDO driver to 

throw PDOException on any PDO error.   This can be done either with the options parameter when 

opening the connection, for example as follows 

 $opts = array(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE => PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION); 

              $conn = new PDO(<driver:database>,  $user,  $password, $opts); 

or for an open connection by 

                                                           
20

 Compare with {RaiseError} of Perl DBI 

http://php.net/manual/en/refs.database.php
http://pecl.php.net/packages.php?catpid=7&catname=Database&pageID=1
http://php.net/manual/en/language.exceptions.php
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 $conn->settAtttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE => PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION); 

Such exceptions should be caughtcaught with the dedicated catch  

catch (PDOException $pe) { 

 < handling of the PDOexception object> 

}  

 

By default when an error occurs PHP prints the error message immediately.   This can be prevented by 

preceding the method name by at-sign (@) or by the following: 

error_reporting(E_ALL); 
ini_set('display_errors', 'Off'); 

 

Documentation of the PHP PDO API can be found at 

http://php.net/manual/en/book.pdo.php 

Documentation of the PDOException class and the properties available can be found at 

http://php.net/manual/en/class.pdoexception.php 

 

Transaction Programming Template for PDO API 

The PDO API is common to all products.   The transaction mode of the connection is autocommit, and   

transactions need to be started explicitly with the beginTransaction() method ,  committed by the 

commit() or rolled back by the rollback()  method of the connection object.   

Utilizing the try-catch-finally structure  of PHP on PDOexceptions, the basic  model  for explicit 

transactions can be structured as follows: 

try { 
    <setting the isolation level> 
    $conn->beginTransaction 
    <transction body> 
    $conn->commit(); 
} 
catch (PDOException $pe) { 
    <handling of the PDOException> 
    $conn->rollback(); 
} 
catch (Exception $e) { 
    <handling of other exceptions> 
    $conn->rollback(); 
} 
[ finally  { 
    <clean up if needed> 
} ] 

 

http://php.net/manual/en/book.pdo.php
http://php.net/manual/en/class.pdoexception.php
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Concurrency control settings, such as isolaton level, lockings, timeouts, and savepointing, need to be 

set by native SQL statements as parameters in the exec() methods of the connection object. 

 

Setting up the PHP environment 
 

Installing PHP in Debian Linux can be done directly from the Debian distribution site in a terminal 

session using superuser privileges 

sudo apt-get install php-dev 

and the version can be verified by  

dbtech@debian9:~$ php -v 

PHP 7.0.27-0+deb9u1 (cli) (built: Jan  5 2018 13:51:52) ( NTS ) 

Copyright (c) 1997-2017 The PHP Group 

Zend Engine v3.0.0, Copyright (c) 1998-2017 Zend Technologies 

    with Zend OPcache v7.0.27-0+deb9u1, Copyright (c) 1999-2017, by Zend 

Technologies 

 

For information on PHP, see http://php.net/manual/en/index.php 

For extension modules of PHP there are two distribution libraries:   PHP Extension and Application 

Repository PEAR in which the modules are written in PHP,  and PHP Extension Community Library PECL 

modules, which are written in C, but using the packaging system of PEAR .  Local manager programs 

are already installed in Debian9.    For more information on PECL see 

http://php.net/manual/en/install.pecl.php 

Building the PHP data access stack needs to start with the lower level “extensions”.  For PDO there is 

the generic specification, but for every DBMS product the implementation is provided by the vendor, 

and needs to be introduced to PHP in the php.ini files of the command level interface (CLI) for use in  

CGI web programming.   

Basic documentation for every PHP database extension  can be found starting at the website of 

http://docs.php.net/manual/en/refs.database.php 

  

Installing PHP extension ibm_db2 of DB2 
 

The API for DB2 is ibm_db2.  Its documentation can be accessed at http://php.net/ibm_db2.  A 

practical introduction with examples can be found in Chapter 8 of the ebook “DB2 Application 

Development” of DB2 on Campus Book Series. 

Using the PECL manager in Debian, the ibm_db2 extension can be installed directly from the PECL 

distribution server by 

sudo pecl install ibm_db2 

If this fails, download the ibm_db2-2.0.2.tgz from https://pecl.php.net/package/ibm_db2 , extract it to  

new folder ibm_db2-2.0.2, and follow the notes in README file.  

http://php.net/manual/en/index.php
http://php.net/manual/en/install.pecl.php
http://docs.php.net/manual/en/refs.database.php
http://php.net/ibm_db2
https://pecl.php.net/package/ibm_db2
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For PHP for command line scripting, the extension also needs to be registered in the configuration file 

at /etc/php/7.0/cli/php.ini  as follows in  

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

; Module Settings ; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

... 

 

 

Example code for connection: 

<?php 

$database = 'sample'; 

$user = '';  // current user 

$password = ''; 

$options = array('autocommit'=> DB2_AUTOCOMMIT_OFF); 

$conn = db2_connect($database, $user, $password, $options); 

 

Exception handlings in ibm_db2 
 
Failed actions will not raise exceptions, so the application need to catch the return code (true or false) 
of every function call, and raise exceptions programmatically as follows: 
 

$rc = @db2_function(….); 

If (!$rc) throw new Exception(); 

 
The leading at-sign (@) in the function name prevents PHP printing the error message immediately. 
 
Exceptions with an application-specific (custom)  error message can also be thrown , as in the 
following example 
 

if (db2_num_rows($stmt) <> 1) 

    throw new Exception("* Account ".$fromAcct.  

                        " not found or updated meanwhile"); 

 
For exception handling in PHP code the try-catch structure as in Java code can be utilized and for  error 
analysis the following ibm_db2 functions can be used: 
 

db2_conn_error()  returns the SQLSTATE value of the connection error 

db2_conn_errormsg()  retuns the error message of the connection error 

db2_stmt_error()  returns the SQLSTATE value of the SQL statement error 

db2_stmt_errormsg()  retuns the error message of the SQL statement error 

 

However, custom error messages can be read only by the PHP’s getMessage() method, as shown in 

the following transaction example. 

 

 

Transaction Programming Template for ibm_db2 

http://php.net/manual/en/function.db2-conn-error.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.db2-conn-errormsg.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.db2-conn-error.php
http://php.net/manual/en/function.db2-conn-errormsg.php
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With AUTOCOMMIT_OFF option the PHP driver of DB2  uses implicit transactions which are 
committed by db2_commit ($conn) function calls or rolled back by db2_rollback ($conn).  
Concurrency control settings are set in db2_exec () function calls by means of SQL settings. 
 
We present the transaction programming template by the following transaction example 
from the AppDev/PHP/DB2/BankTransfer.php, where the bolded lines present the topics to 
be focused in ibm_db2 code when programming implicit transactions.   
 
In the ibm_db2 extension there is no function for starting an explicit transaction while in auto-
commit mode, so we stick to using implicit transactions after turning the auto-commit mode 
off. 
The isolation level setting is not needed in this case, but the sample shows how it can be 
done. 
 
The catch block presents how to cope with custom error messages and db2 errors, and how 
to detect possible deadlock victimisation for handling by the retry pattern. 
 

Listing 3-5   An ibm_db2 transaction example  

  

    try { 

        db2_exec($conn,"SET ISOLATION = CS"); 

        db2_exec($conn, "SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT = ".$lockTimeout); 

        $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - ? WHERE acctno = ? "; 

        $stmt = db2_prepare($conn, $sql); 

        db2_bind_param($stmt, 1, "amount", DB2_PARAM_IN); 

        db2_bind_param($stmt, 2, "fromAcct", DB2_PARAM_IN); 

        $rc = @db2_execute($stmt);     // first statement starts the implicit transaction 

        if (!$rc) throw new Exception(); 

        if (db2_num_rows($stmt) <> 1) { 

            throw new Exception("* Account ".$fromAcct. " not found or updated meanwhile"); 

        } 

        $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acctno = ? "; 

        $stmt = db2_prepare($conn, $sql); 

        db2_bind_param($stmt, 1, "amount", DB2_PARAM_IN); 

        db2_bind_param($stmt, 2, "toAcct", DB2_PARAM_IN); 

        $rc = @db2_execute($stmt); 

        if (!$rc) throw new Exception(); 

        if (db2_num_rows($stmt) <> 1) { 

            throw new Exception("* Account ".$toAcct. " not found or updated meanwhile"); 

        } 

        $milestone="COMMIT"; 

        db2_COMMIT ($conn); 

        $msg = "OK"; 

    } 
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    catch (Exception $e) { 

        $rc = -1;  //failed, no retry 

        $sqlstate = db2_stmt_error(); 

        $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

        if (strlen($msg)==0) $msg= db2_stmt_errormsg(); 

        if ($sqlstate == "40001" && 

           strpos($msg,'Reason code "2"') > 0) { 

           $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried ! 

        $msg = "\nError at ".$milestone; 

        db2_ROLLBACK($conn); 

    } 

 

Installing PHP PDO_IBM interface for DB2 
 

Applying note #9 at http://php.net/manual/en/pdo.installation.php  the Installation of PDO_IBM is 

started by downloading the general IBM Data Server Driver package of the DB2 version for Linux  
ibm_data_server_driver_package_linuxx64_v11.1.tar.gz from IBM’s web and exporting it 

into the new folder /home/dbtech/dsdriver, then  

dbtech@debian9:~ $ cd dsdriver 

dbtech@debian9:~/dsdriver$ sudo chmod +x installDSDriver 

dbtech@debian9:~/dsdriver$ sudo apt-get install ksh 

Reading package lists... Done 
Building dependency tree        
Reading state information... Done 
The following NEW packages will be installed: 
  ksh 
0 upgraded, 1 newly installed, 0 to remove and 17 not upgraded. 
Need to get 890 kB of archives. 
After this operation, 3,355 kB of additional disk space will be used. 
Get:1 http://ftp.gr.debian.org/debian stretch/main amd64 ksh amd64 93u+20120801-3.1 [890 kB] 
Fetched 890 kB in 2s (328 kB/s) 
Selecting previously unselected package ksh. 
(Reading database ... 274582 files and directories currently installed.) 
Preparing to unpack .../ksh_93u+20120801-3.1_amd64.deb ... 
Unpacking ksh (93u+20120801-3.1) ... 
Setting up ksh (93u+20120801-3.1) ... 
update-alternatives: using /bin/ksh93 to provide /bin/ksh (ksh) in auto mode 
Processing triggers for menu (2.1.47+b1) ... 
Processing triggers for man-db (2.7.6.1-2) ... 
dbtech@debian9:~/dsdriver$ sudo ksh installDSDriver 
 
Install Path:   /home/dbtech/dsdriver/.   
-  
- 'installDSDriver' script has started ... 
-  
- Unzipping and Copying each driver files to install path ... 
  --> SUCCESS 
- Generating db2profile & db2cshrc files ... 
- Generating db2profile32 & db2cshrc32 files ... 
  --> SUCCESS 
- Performing post-installation clean up ... 
  --> SUCCESS 

http://php.net/manual/en/pdo.installation.php
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-  
- 'installDSDriver' completed successfully. 
- Check /home/dbtech/dsdriver/./installDSDriver.log file for complete details. 
-  
dbtech@debian9:~/dsdriver$  
- 

Setting the symbolic link for the include path 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/dsdriver$  sudo ln -s /home/dbtech/sqllib/include/ /include 
 

Then download from PECL https://pecl.php.net/package/PDO_IBM the appropriate version PDO_IBM-

1.3.5.tgz (or later), extract it to corresponding new subfolder /home/dbtech/dsdriver/PDO_IBM-1.3.5 

and in that folder  execute phpize as root user 

 
dbtech@debian9:~/dsdriver/PDO_IBM-1.3.5$ phpize 

Configuring for: 

PHP Api Version:         20151012 

Zend Module Api No:      20151012 

Zend Extension Api No:   320151012 

 

Then run the configuration steps: 

./configure --with-pdo-ibm=/home/dbtech/dsdriver/lib 

make 

make test 

make install 

 

And add in file /etc/php/7.0/cli/php.ini  after  the “; Dynamic Extensions ;” text lines 

 

[PDO_IBM] 

; PHP PDO_IBM driver for DB2 

extension = pdo_ibm.so 

 

After which the PDO_IBM driver is ready and can be tested as dbtech user by 
cd  $HOME/AppDev/PHP/DB2 

php db2PdoCon.php 

 

Example code for connection: 

<?php 

$database = 'SAMPLE'; 

$user = 'dbtech'; 

$password = 'dbtech'; 

$dbh = new PDO("ibm:DSN=".$database.";UID=".$user.";PWD=".$password); 

 

For the transaction model and exception handling for PHP PDO_IBM see the PDO API above. 
Well organized documentation on “Application development in PHP (PDO)”  is presented on 
IBM Knowledge Center pages at 
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_10.5.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclie
nt.php.doc/doc/c0054947.html 
 
 

https://pecl.php.net/package/PDO_IBM
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_10.5.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.php.doc/doc/c0054947.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_10.5.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.php.doc/doc/c0054947.html
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Installing PHP extension php-mysql of MySQL/MariaDB  
 

Installation of the PHP MySQL extensions to Debian9 can be done directly from the Debian distribution 

site in a terminal session using superuser privileges 

sudo apt-get install php-mysql 

This installs both the vendor specific extension mysqli and the PDO_MYSQL interfaces.  In fact, these 

were already in Debian9 for us. 

A comparison of these interfaces can be found at http://php.net/manual/en/mysqli.overview.php . 

To save space in this tutorial, we have stored the program versions mysqliEmployees.php and 

myDpoEmployees.php using these interfaces into AppDev/PHP/MySQL folder.  

The extension is automatically registered for PHP and need not to be registered in the configuration 

file at /etc/php5/cli/php.ini . 

 

Example code for connection: 

<?php 

$database = 'testdb'; 

$user = 'dbtech'; 

$password = 'dbtech'; 

$hostname = 'localhost'; 

$conn = new mysqli($hostname, $user, $password, $database); 

$conn->autocommit(FALSE); 

 
The “autocommit(FALSE)” places the mysqli driver in transactional mode, where implicit 
transactions are committed by the commit() method or rolled back by the rollback() method 
of the connection object  ($conn).   
 
Exception handlings 
 
For exception handling in transaction programming we use PHP’s try-catch-[finally] structure. 
 
Failed actions will not raise exceptions, so the application need to catch the return code (true or false) 
of every function call, and raise an exception programmatically as follows: 
 

$rc = $conn->query(….); 

If (!$rc) throw new Exception(); 

 

Also, when the transaction logic will need ROLLBACK, the application can throw a custom exception 
       

      throw new Exception("<error message>"); 

 
Error indicators of the connection object  
$conn->errno     presents the error code from the latest msqli function, 1213 for deadlock! 
$conn->error      presents the error message from the latest msqli function. 
Exception->getMessage() returns the error messge of the thrown exception.    

http://php.net/manual/en/mysqli.overview.php
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Transaction Programming Template for PHP/mysqli extension 

 
We present the transaction programming template using the following example 
 
Listing 3-6   Explicit bank transfer transaction using mysqli 
 
    try { 

        $conn->query("SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED"); 

        $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acctno = ? "; 

        $stmt = $conn->prepare($sql); 

        $debit= -$amount; 

        $stmt->bind_param('ii', $debit, $fromAcct); 

        $rc = $stmt->execute(); 

        if (!$rc) throw new Exception(); 

        if ($conn->affected_rows <> 1) { 

            throw new Exception("* Account ".$fromAcct. 

                                " not found or updated meanwhile"); 

        } 

        $stmt->bind_param('ii', $amount, $toAcct); 

        $rc = $stmt->execute(); 

        if (!$rc) throw new Exception(); 

        if ($conn->affected_rows <> 1) { 

            throw new Exception("* Account ".$toAcct. 

                                " not found or updated meanwhile"); 

        } 

        mysqli_commit($conn); 

        $msg = "OK"; 

    } 

    catch (Exception $e) { 

        $rc = -1;  //failed, no retry 

        $errno = $conn->errno; 

        $msg = $e->getMessage()." errno=".$errno." ".$conn->error; 

        if ($errno == "1213") { 

             $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried ! 

             printf ($msg); 

        } 

        $rb = mysqli_rollback($conn); 

        if (!$rb) printf("rollback failed"); 

    } 

 
An interesting detail in the code is the binding of all parameters in one statement and 
mapping the data types in a string (“I” for an integer, “s” for a string) before the actual 
parameter list . 
 
The full source code mysqliBanTransfer.php  with its test scripts and test results can be found 
in AppDev/PHP/MariaDB folder. 
 
 

Installing PHP extension php-pgsql of PostgreSQL  
 

Installing the PHP PostgreSQL extensions to Debian6 can be done directly from the Debian distribution 

site in a terminal session using superuser privileges 
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sudo apt-get install php-pgsql 

In fact, this was already in Debian9 for us. 

The extension is automatically registered for PHP and does not need to be registered in the 

configuration file at /etc/php5/cli/php.ini . 

 

Example code for connection: 

<?php 

$database = 'testdb'; 

$user = 'dbtech'; 

$password = 'dbtech'; 

$hostname = 'localhost'; 

$conn = pg_connect("host=localhost port=5432 dbname=".$database. 

        " user=".$user." password=".$password); 

 

 

Exception handlings 
 
Documentation of the PostgreSQL extension’s functions is available at 
http://php.net/manual/en/ref.pgsql.php 
  
Failed actions will not raise exceptions, so the application needs to catch the return code (true or 
false) of every function call, and raise an exception programmatically as follows: 
 

$rc = @pg_query($conn,<sql>); 

If (!$rc) throw new Exception(); 

 

The at-sign (@)preceding the function name prevents direct printing of possible error messages. 

The function pg_last_error($conn) can be used to receive  the error message of the last data access 

error.   No other SQL indicators are available directly.  SQLSTATE is available only for asynchronous 

queries.   So, for example the deadlock case need to be checked by parsing the error message string 

generated by the pg_last_error, which has to be used with care. 

 
For exception handling in transaction programming we use PHP’s try-catch-[finally] structure as shown 
in the following template. 

 

Transaction Programming Template for PHP/mysqli extension 
 
The Connection uses autocommit mode and only explicit transactions can be used. 
We present the transaction programming template using the following example 
 
Listing 3-7   Explicit bank transfer transaction using pgsql 
 
try { 

    if (!@pg_query("SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED")) 

        throw new Exception(); 

    if (!@pg_query("START TRANSACTION")) 

        throw new Exception(); 

    $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + $1 WHERE acctno = $2 "; 

    if (!$stmt = @pg_prepare($conn,"", $sql)) 

http://php.net/manual/en/ref.pgsql.php
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        throw new Exception(); 

    $debit = -$amount; 

    if (!$res = @pg_execute($conn,"",array($debit,$fromAcct))) 

        throw new Exception(); 

    if (!(pg_affected_rows($res) == 1)) { 

        throw new Exception("* Account ".$fromAcct. 

                            " not found or updated meanwhile"); 

    } 

    $res = null; 

    sleep($sleepSecs); 

    if (!$res =  @pg_execute($conn,"",array($amount,$toAcct))) 

        throw new Exception(); 

    if (!(pg_affected_rows($res) == 1)) { 

        throw new Exception("* Account ".$toAcct. 

                            " not found or updated meanwhile"); 

    } 

    if (!@pg_query("COMMIT")); 

        throw new Exception(); 

    $msg = "OK"; 

    $rc = 0; 

} 

catch (Exception $e) { 

    $rc = -1;  //failed, no retry 

    $last_error = pg_last_error($conn); 

    if (strpos($last_error,"deadlock detected") > 0) { 

        // printf ("pg_last_error: ".$last_error); // for testing 

        $rc = 1; 

    } 

    $msg = $e->getMessage().$last_error; 

    pg_query("ROLLBACK"); 

} 

finally { 

    $stmt = null; 

    $res  = null; 

    return $rc; 

} 

 

 

Installing PHP extension OCI8 of Oracle 
 

The native PHP data access extension for Oracle is OCI8.  For installing OCI8 we have got most useful 

help from Timo Leppänen at Oracle Finland and studying the eBook “The Underground PHP and 

Oracle Manual” of Christopher Jones and Alison Holloway (referred below as “Underground Manual”).  

The ebook is a must- read for developers using OCI8.  In addition to OCI, it contains practical 

information on installing Oracle XE, PHP and Apache, use of SQL*Plus client, SQL Developer IDE, use of 

PL/SQL and Large Objects (LOB), installing PHP, and tuning and testing the OCI8 access, including 

Database Resident Connection Pooling (DRCP) of Oracle 11. 

Installing OCI8 requires the free Oracle Client libraries to be installed first.   Based on the guidance in 

the eBook we first installed Oracle Instant Client version 11.2 downloading the zip files instantclient-

basic-linux.x64-11.2.0.4.0.zip and sdk-10.2.0.5.0-linux.zip from http:/otn.oracle.com installing them to 

the new folder /usr/lib/oracle/instantclient and copying the sdk into its subfolder. 

The OCI8 driver can be installed by  

sudo pecl install oci8 
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or manually, first downloading a stable package from http://pecl.php.net/package/oci8  matching with 

the Oracle XE version.   

We selected oci8-2.1.8.tgz, unzipped it to local folder oci8-2.1.8 and installed from there by the 

commands as root user: 

phpize 

./configure --with-oci8=shared,instantclient,/usr/lib/oracle/instantclient  

make 

make install 

For command line PHP the extension was then registered in the configuration file at 

/etc/php/7.0/cli/php.ini as follows: 

[OCI8} 

; for Oracle OCI8 extension  

extension=oci8.so 

 

PHP/OCI8 extension API 

The available OCI8 API functions are listed in Appendix D of the “Underground Manual”, and full 

documentation with examples is available at http://php.net/manual/en/book.oci8.php pages. 

 

Example code for connection: 

 

Connection test using the file oci8Con.php 

<?php 

error_reporting(E_ALL); 

ini_set('display_errors', 'Off'); 

try { 

    $database = 'localhost/XE'; 

    $user = 'scott'; 

    $password = 'tiger'; 

    $conn = oci_connect($user, $password, $database) 

         or die ("Unable to connect to ".$database."\n"); 

    printf(" Connected successfully to database '".$database."' \n"); 

    oci_close($conn); 

} 

catch (Exception $e){ 

    echo ($e->getMessage());  

} 

finally { 

    echo "bye\n"; 

} 

?> 

 

 
Exception handlings of OCI8 
 
For exception handling in OCI8 we suggest the use of PHP’s try-catch-finally statement structure.   
 

http://php.net/manual/en/book.oci8.php
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Failed actions will not raise exceptions, so the application need to catch the return code (true or false) 
of every function call, and raise an exception by the die function or programmatically as follows: 
 

$rc = <oci_function>(….); 

if (!$rc) throw new Exception(); 

 

For errors depending on the transaction logic, the application can throw exceptions as follows 

 if … 

         throw new Exception(“<error message>”); 

In the catch block the application can fetch the error message by the getMessage() function as follows 

 catch (Exception $e) { 

      $msg = $e->getMesage(): 

while error exceptions due to OCI8 function failures are fetched by oci_error() function as follows: 

$o = oci_error(); 

 

making the SQLcode and the error message available by attributes 
$o['code']             
$o["message"]     

 

The received message string can be analyzed for the native SQLcode value of Oracle. 

For more information on oci_error() see http://docs.php.net/manual/en/function.oci-error.php 
and explanations on PHP error fuction constants see 
http://php.net/manual/en/errorfunc.constants.php 
 
 

 

Transaction Programming Template for PHP/OCI8 extension 
 

The OCI8 extension runs in auto-commit mode, but a transaction is started by the first oci_execute 

functions which uses the OCI_NO_AUTO_COMMIT flag as follows: 

 
$stmt;  // handle to prepared statement 

try { 

    <optional setting of the isolation level> 

    if (!$stmt = oci_parse($conn, <sql satemment>))    throw new Exception(); 

    // bindings of colon-preced parameters 

    if (!oci_bind_by_name($stmt,":param", <value>))    throw new Exception(); 

    if (!@oci_execute($stmt, OCI_NO_AUTO_COMMIT))      throw new Exception(); 

    if (oci_num_rows($stmt) verification) { 

        throw new Exception("<application error>"); 

    ... 

    if (!oci_commit ($conn)) throw new Exception(" Commit failure! "); 

} 

catch (Exception $e) { 

    <error handling of $e->getMessage() >    // Exception(<user message>) 

    $oe = oci_error($stmt);                  // catching OCI8 based exception 

    <error handling of $oe["message"] and $oe["error"]>  

    if (!oci_rollback($conn))  printf("rollback failed"); 

} 

http://docs.php.net/manual/en/function.oci-error.php
http://php.net/manual/en/errorfunc.constants.php
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Since OCI8 is just a wrapper technology on Oracle’s PL/SQL transaction programming, the first 

DDL statement or any SQL statement without the OCI_NO_AUTO_COMMIT flag will auto-commit 

the transaction, so these must not be used in an OCI8 transaction. 

An at-sign (@) in front of a oci-function prevents immediate printing of the possible error 

messages.   

 

The transaction template presented earlier needs more detailed example.  For this we 

present the Bank Transfer transaction apllied to OCI8  as follows: 

 

Listing 3-9   Transfer function in oci8BankTransfer.php 

    
function Transfer ($conn,$fromAcct, $toAcct,$amount,$sleepSecs,$lockTimeout,&$msg) 

{   error_reporting(E_ALL|E_STRICT); 

    ini_set('display_errors', 'Off'); 

    $rc;    // return code: -1=fail,0=OK,1=deadlock to apply retry 

    $sql; 

    $stmt;  // handle to prepared statement 

    $wait;  // handle for WAIT locktimeout 

    try { 

  $sql = "SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED"; 

  if (!$stmt = @oci_parse($conn,$sql))               throw new Exception(); 

  if (!@oci_execute($stmt, OCI_NO_AUTO_COMMIT))      throw new Exception(); 

        $stmt  = null; 

 

  $sql = "SELECT 1 FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = :acctno 

                FOR UPDATE WAIT ".$lockTimeout; 

        if (!$wait = oci_parse($conn, $sql))               throw new Exception(); 

        if (!oci_bind_by_name($wait,":acctno", $fromAcct)) throw new Exception(); 

        if (!oci_execute($wait, OCI_NO_AUTO_COMMIT)) {  // catching the warning: 

            $e = oci_error($wait); 

            $warn = $e['message']; 

             throw new Exception($warn); 

        } 

        $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + 

               :amount WHERE acctno = :acctno "; 

        if (!$stmt = oci_parse($conn, $sql))               throw new Exception(); 

        $debit = -($amount); 

        if (!oci_bind_by_name($stmt,":amount", $debit))    throw new Exception(); 

        if (!oci_bind_by_name($stmt,":acctno", $fromAcct)) throw new Exception(); 

        if (!@oci_execute($stmt, OCI_NO_AUTO_COMMIT))      throw new Exception(); 

        if (oci_num_rows($stmt) <> 1) { 

            throw new Exception(" Account ".$fromAcct. 

                                " not found or updated meanwhile"); 

        } 

        sleep($sleepSecs); 

        if (!oci_bind_by_name($wait,":acctno", $toAcct))   throw new Exception(); 

        if (!@oci_execute($wait, OCI_NO_AUTO_COMMIT)) {  // catching the warning: 

            $e = oci_error($wait); 

            $warn = $e['message']; 

            throw new Exception($warn); 

        } 

        if (!oci_bind_by_name($stmt,":amount", $amount))   throw new Exception(); 

        if (!oci_bind_by_name($stmt,":acctno", $toAcct))   throw new Exception(); 

        if (!oci_execute($stmt, OCI_NO_AUTO_COMMIT))       throw new Exception(); 
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        if (oci_num_rows($stmt) <> 1) { 

            throw new Exception(" Account ".$toAcct. 

                                " not found or updated meanwhile"); 

        } 

        if (!oci_commit ($conn)) throw new Exception(" Commit failure! "); 

        $msg = "OK"; 

        $rc = 0; 

    } 

    catch (Exception $e) { 

        $rc = -1;  //failed, no retry 

        $msg = "#".$e->getMessage();    // Exception(<user message>) 

        $oe = oci_error($stmt); 

        $message = $oe["message"];      // Oracle's message 

        $msg = $msg." ".$message; 

        if (strpos($msg,"ORA-00060") > 0 ) { 

             $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried ! 

        } 

        if (!(oci_rollback($conn))) 

             printf("rollback failed"); 

    } 

    finally { 

       return $rc; 

    } 

} 

 

The isolation level setting is presented only as example.  The extra SELECT statements in front of the 

UPDATE statements are used just for row locking and lock timeout control for the the UPDATE 

statements in Oracle.  The extra row locking before the locking of the same row by the UPDATE leads 

only to a minor overhead, and allows timeout control. 

Prepared statements allow reuse of optimized plans and could prevent SQL injections.  It appears that 

OCI8 parser does not understand the parameters of the  “WAIT timeout” clause. As workaround this is 

solved by concatenating the lockTimeout as string at the end of the SELECT statement, which makes 

the SELECT statement vulnerable to SQL injection unless the lockTimeout value is validated 

programmatically before invoking the Transfer method. 

Even if exceptions are thrown on failed OCI8 functions, the lock wait timeout is not considered as 

failure, but only leads to a warning to the application.  Since this is an error for the application logic, 

we had to collect the waning message using oci_error(statement) function and catch it differently. 

In case of deadlock, OCI8 does not return the SQLcode 60, so we need to parse the case from the error 

message. 

The full application code with files of test scripts and test results can be found in the folder 

AppDev/PHP/Oracle. 

 

Installing PDO_OCI interface for Oracle 
 

According to Jones and Holloway PDO_OCI is not recommended since OCI8 provides “better feature 

set, performance, reliability and stability”.  OCI8 also provides “caching, pooling and other scalability 

features that PDO_OCI does not.”. 
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According to comments on the Web, the PDO_OCI version at PECL is no longer developed/supported, 

but we managed to install it by trial and error method - and it works, but who knows if this is the 

optimal way to do it  

Installation starts by installing the Oracle Instant client, as we already did for OCI8 extension.    

For installation of the PDO_OCI driver the PDO_OCI-1.0.tgz is downloaded from PECL and extracted 

into new folder usr/lib/oracle/PDO_OCI-1.0 , in which as root user we continued the installation as 

follows: 

cd PDO_OCI-1.0 

phpize 

./configure --with-pdo-oci=instantclient,/usr,11.2.0 

make 

make install  

Finally we added in /etc/php/7.0/cli/php.ini after the mark “; Dynamic Extensions ;” 

the new extension reference: 

[PDO_OCI] 

; for Oracle PHP PDO_OCI 

extension = pdo_oci.so 

 

Example code using Oracle TNS for PDO connection: 
 

<?php 

$user = "scott"; 

$password = "tiger"; 

$database = "localhost/xe"; 

try{ 

   $conn = new PDO("oci:database=".$database.";port=1521",$user,$password); 

   print "Connected to the database ".$database; 

} 

catch (PDOException $e) { 

   printf ("Connection to database ".$database." failed:\n". 

          $e->getMessage()); 

} 

finally { 

    echo "\nbye\n"; 

    $dbh = null; 

} 

?> 

 

The PDO_OCI driver can be tested by the commands: 

cd  $HOME/AppDev/PHP/Oracle 

php oraPdoCon.php 

 

Exception  handling: 
 

In PDO, exception handling can be based on PDOException objects using the following structure 

 
try { 

    <execution body> 
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} catch (PDOException $e) { 

    <exception handling> . $e->getMessage(); 

} 

 

On PDOException the following methods are available: 

 

getCode() returns the SQLSTATE value (mapped by the driver from the native sqlcode) 

getMessage() returns the error message 

getTraceAsString() returns the Exception stack trace as a string  
 

For other available methods and documentation details see:   

http://php.net/manual/en/class.pdoexception.php 

 

Transaction Programming Template 
 

The following listing presents a draft for applying our Transaction Programming Template for PHP PDO 

(in this case for MySQL): 

Listing 3-10 

 

<?php 

  $database = "<database>"; 

  $user = '<user>'; 

  $password = '<password>'; 

  $dsn = "mysql:dbname=".$database.";host=localhost;port=3305"; 

  $opts = array(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE => PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION); 

  try { 

     $dbh = new PDO($dsn, $user, $password, $opts); 

  } 

  catch (PDOException $e) { 

     die ("Connection to database ".$database." failed:\n". 

          $e->getMessage()); 

  } 

  .. 

  if ($rc = &SomeRoutine($dbh)) .. ; 

  .. 

  /* Disconnect from the sample database */ 

  $dbh = null; 

} 

 

function &SomeRoutine($dbh) { 

  $sql = ""; 

  try { 

      $sql = "SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL <isolation level>"; 

      $dbh->exec($sql); 

      $dbh->beginTransaction(); 

      $dbh->exec( "SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = 5"); 

      $sql ="<SQL statement>"; 

      $rows = $dbh->exec($sql); 

      if ($rows ...) throw new Exception(); 

      ... 

      $sql = "SELECT .. FROM .. WHERE key = ? "; 

      $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

http://php.net/manual/en/class.pdoexception.php
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      $sth->bindParam( 1, $key, PDO::PARAM_STR, 6); 

      $sth->execute(); 

      if ($row = $sth->fetch()) { 

          row processing .. 

      } else { 

          throw new Exception("Row not found\n"); 

      }       

        $dbh->commit(); 

    } 

    catch (PDOException $e) { 

        printf ("\nPDOError on the command:\n".$sql. 

                "\nerrorCode() value: ".$sth->errorCode(). 

                "\nReason: ".$e->getMessage()."\n"); 

        $dbh->rollback(); 

    } 

    catch (Exception $e) { 

        printf ("\nError on the command:\n" . $sql  . 

                "\nError: ".implode(": ", $dbh->errorInfo())."\n"); 

        $dbh->rollback(); 

    } 

    $rc = 0; return $rc; 

} 

 

 

Application examples on PHP APIs 
 

With the basics of transaction programming features in mind, it is possible to find out ways to do basic 

transaction programming using the PDO implementations and the recent versions of vendor specific 

APIs of RDBMS products.  For studying the database APIs of PHP we migrate our “employees” 

application to be used by the character mode PHP interpreter as <API>employees.php examples. 

Variants of the employees program tailored to use various PHP APIs available at AppDev/PHP/<dbms> 

folder include the following: 

DBMS: PHP extension: PHP PDO interface: 

DB2 db2Employees.php db2PdoEmployees.php 

Oracle oci8Employees.php oraPdoEmplyees.php 

MySQL mysqliEmployees.php myPdoEmployees.php 

PostgreSQL pgEmployees.php pgPdoEmployees.php 

 

 

BankTransfer with Retry using PHP/PDO 
 

Instead of writing the PHP/PDO version of our basic transaction example BankTransfer for every DBMS 

in our lab, the  PdoBankTransfer.php is written using the adaptive programming mechanism as 

follows:  All parameters are entered using environment variables, and the DSN parameter contains the 

DBMS and data source information of the selected system.  The value of the $dbms variable is parsed 

from the $DSN value, and used as selection argument whenever the native SQL solution needs to 
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replace the  generic code.  This will help comparisons between the various products. 

 

Listing 3-11  PdoBankTransfer using PHP/PDO 
 

<?php 

/********************************************************************** 

# DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2018-03-21 

# 

# PdoBankTransfer using PHP/PDO.. 

# 

# Single transfer parameterized using environmnet variables 

 

# Example of the basic test script on entering parameters using DB2: 

cd $HOME/AppDev/PHP/PDO 

export DSN="ibm:TESTDB" 

export user=dbtech 

export password=dbtech 

export fromAcct=101 

export toAcct=202 

export amount=100 

export sleep=0 

export timeout=5 

php PdoBankTransfer.php 

 

The source code with the test scripts and test results using various DBMS product can 

be found in  AppDeb/PHP/PDO folder 

.. . 

************************************************************************/ 

// parameters from environment variables 

$DSN        =getenv("DSN"); 

$user       =getenv("user"); 

$password   =getenv("password"); 

$fromAcct   =getenv("fromAcct"); 

$toAcct     =getenv("toAcct"); 

$amount     =getenv("amount"); 

$sleepSecs  =getenv("sleep"); 

$lockTimeout=getenv("timeout"); 

// handles 

$dbh;  // ~ $conn 

$sth;  // ~ $stmt 

// work variables 

$dbms; 

$acctno; 

$balance; 

$rv; 

$rc; 

$sql; 

$retries=0; 

$start_time ; 

$elapsedSecs; 

$sqlstate; 

$msg; 

// 

printf ("DSN=".$DSN."\n"); 

$dbms= substr($DSN,0, 3); 

if ($dbms == "oci") $dbms = "Oracle"; 

if ($dbms == "mys") $dbms = "MySql"; 

if ($dbms == "pgs") $dbms = "pgSql";  // PostgreSQL 

if ($dbms == "ibm") $dbms = "DB2"; 

printf("\nDBTechNet\nPHP/PDO experiment 'BankTransfer' version 1.0\n\n"); 

/* Connect to sample database */ 

try { 

    // validation of parameters: 
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    if (!is_numeric($fromAcct) || $fromAcct < 0 ) 

         throw new Exception(" Invalid account number '".$fromAcct."'\n"); 

    if (!is_numeric($toAcct) || $toAcct < 0 ) 

         throw new Exception(" Invalid account number '".$toAcct."'\n"); 

    if (!is_numeric($amount) ) 

         throw new Exception(" Invalid amount '".$amount."'\n"); 

    if (!is_numeric($lockTimeout) || $lockTimeout < 0 || $lockTimeout > 60 ) 

         throw new Exception(" Invalid lock wait timeout '".$lockTimeout."'\n"); 

   // Connect to the selected database 

    $opts = array(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE => PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION); 

                   // automatic PDOException on errors 

   $dbh = new PDO("$DSN",$user,$password,$opts ) 

         or die ("Connection to DSN: ".$DSN." failed:\n"); 

} 

catch (PDOException $e) { 

     printf  ("\n".$e->getMessage()."\n"); 

     exit(-1); 

} 

#---------- 

printf ("DBMS=".$dbms."\nAccounts before the transfer:\n"); 

listAccounts ($dbms, $dbh); 

# ---------------- 

 

$start_time = new DateTime('now'); 

# Setting timeouts: 

# Setting server-side lock timeout : 

    if ($dbms=="DB2") { 

     $rc = $dbh->exec("SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT = ".$lockTimeout); 

    } 

 if ($dbms=="MySql") { 

     $rc = $dbh->exec("SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = ".$lockTimeout); 

    } 

    if ($dbms=="pgSql") { 

        $millisecs = 1000*$lockTimeout; 

        $rc = $dbh->exec("SET STATEMENT_TIMEOUT = ".$millisecs); 

    } 

 

# Retry wrapper for the Transfer routine: 

$msg = " "; 

$retries = 0; 

$rc = 1; 

while ($retries < 5 && $rc == 1) { 

   $retries = $retries + 1; 

   $rc = Transfer($dbms,$dbh,    // product name and connection handle 

                  $fromAcct,$toAcct,$amount,  // transfer parameters 

                  $sleepSecs,    // for concurrency tests 

                  $lockTimeout,  // for Oracle timeout 

                  $msg);         // output parameter for error messages 

   if ($rc == 1) { 

      sleep (1); 

   } 

} 

$retries = $retries - 1; 

# end of wrapper 

$now = new DateTime('now'); 

$elapsedSecs = $now->getTimestamp() - $start_time->getTimestamp(); 

printf("\nTransfer statistics:\n". 

       " rc = %d, retries = %d\n msg: %s\n elapsed time %5.2f seconds\n", 

        $rc, $retries, $msg, $elapsedSecs); 

 

# see the results: 

printf ("\nAccounts after the transfer:\n"); 

listAccounts ($dbms, $dbh); 

 

$sth = null; 
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$dbh = null;  // closing the connection 

exit; 

# end of the main routine 

 

function listAccounts ($dbms, $dbh) 

{ 

    if ($dbms=="DB2") { 

        $dbh->exec("SET ISOLATION = CS"); 

    } else { 

        $dbh->exec("SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED"); 

    } 

    $dbh->beginTransaction(); 

    $sql = "SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno"; 

    printf ("\nacctno     balance  version\n"); 

    foreach ($dbh->query($sql) as $row) { 

        printf ("%6d %11d %8d\n", $row[0], $row[1], $row[2]); 

               // $row["ACCTNO"],$row["BALANCE"],$row["RV"]); 

    } 

    $dbh->commit(); 

    return ; 

} 

 

function Transfer ($dbms,$dbh, // pass-by-value parameters .. 

                   $fromAcct, $toAcct,$amount, 

                   $sleepSecs,$lockTimeout, 

                   &$msg)     // pass-by-reference 

{ 

    $rc = 0; 

    $sql; 

    $wait;     # handle for Oracle's lock wait timeout 

    $trans=null; 

    $milestone; 

 

    try { 

     $milestone="Setting the isolation level"; 

     if ($dbms=="DB2") { 

         $dbh->exec("SET ISOLATION = CS"); 

     } else { 

         $dbh->exec("SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED"); 

     } 

 

        $trans = $dbh->beginTransaction(); 

        if ($dbms=="Oracle") {  # setting lockwait timeout 

            $sql = "SELECT 1 FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = ? ". 

                 " FOR UPDATE WAIT ".$lockTimeout; 

            $milestone= $sql." .. fromAcct=".$fromAcct; 

            $wait = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

            $wait->bindParam(1, $fromAcct); 

            $rc = $wait->execute(); 

            if (!$rc) throw new PDOException(); 

        } 

        $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - ? WHERE acctno = ? "; 

        $milestone= $sql." .. fromAcct=".$fromAcct; 

        $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

        $sth->bindParam(1, $amount); 

        $sth->bindParam(2, $fromAcct); 

        $rc = $sth->execute(); 

        if (!$rc) throw new PDOException(); 

        if ($sth->rowCount() <> 1) { 

            $dbh->rollback(); 

            $msg = "* fromAccount ".$fromAcct." not found or updated meanwhile"; 

            $rc = -1; return $rc; 

        } 

        sleep($sleepSecs); 

        $milestone=".. FOR UPDATE WAIT .. toAcct=".$toAcct; 
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        if ($dbms=="Oracle") {  # setting lockwait timeout 

            $wait->bindParam(1, $toAcct); 

            $rc = $wait->execute(); 

            if (!$rc) throw new PDOException(); 

        } 

        $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acctno = ? "; 

        $milestone= $sql." .. toAcct=".$toAcct; 

        $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

        $sth->bindParam(1, $amount); 

        $sth->bindParam(2, $toAcct); 

        $rc = $sth->execute(); 

        if (!$rc) { 

            throw new PDOException(); 

        } 

        if ($sth->rowCount() <> 1) { 

            $dbh->rollback(); 

            $msg = "* toAccount ".$toAcct." not found or updated meanwhile"; 

            $rc = -1; return $rc; 

        } 

        $milestone="COMMIT"; 

        $dbh->commit(); 

     $msg = "OK"; 

        $rc = 0; 

    } 

    catch (PDOException $e) { 

        $rc = -1;  //failed, no retry 

        $sqlstate = $e->getCode(); 

        $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

        // printf ("$e=".$e); 

        // printf ("\nSQLSTATE value: ".$sqlstate."\nwith Message: ".$msg."\n"); 

        if ($sqlstate == "40001" && 

           strpos($msg,'Reason code "2"') > 100) { 

           $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried ! 

        } 

        if ($dbms == "DB2" && $sqlstate == "40001" && 

           strpos($msg,'Reason code "2"') > 100) { 

           $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried ! 

        } else { 

        if ( ($dbms == "MySql"  && $sqlstate == "40001") 

           ||($dbms == "Oracle" && strpos($msg,"ORA-00060") > 0 ) 

           ||($dbms == "pgSql"  && $sqlstate == "40P01")) { 

           $rc = 1;  # deadlock victim, should be retried ! 

        } } 

        $msg = $msg."\nError at ".$milestone; 

        if ($trans) $dbh->rollback(); 

    } 

    return $rc; 

} 

?> 

 

The following PHP/PDO series of tests accessing MariaDB proves that the transaction works reliably: 

Listing 3-12  PdoBankTransfer.php test runs accessing MariaDB  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ cd $HOME/AppDev/PHP/PDO 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export 

DSN="mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export user=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export password=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export sleep=0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export timeout=5 
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dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ php PdoBankTransfer.php 

DSN=mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305 

 

DBTechNet 

PHP/PDO experiment 'BankTransfer' version 1.0 

 

DBMS=MySql 

Accounts before the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101        1000       86 

   202        2000       88 

   404        1000        0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = 0, retries = 0 

 msg: OK 

 elapsed time  0.00 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ # missing fromAcct: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ #------------------ 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export fromAcct=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ php PdoBankTransfer.php 

DSN=mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305 

 

DBTechNet 

PHP/PDO experiment 'BankTransfer' version 1.0 

 

DBMS=MySql 

Accounts before the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = -1, retries = 0 

 msg: * fromAccount 100 not found or updated meanwhile 

 elapsed time  0.00 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ # missing toAcct: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ #------------------ 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export toAcct=200 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ php PdoBankTransfer.php 

DSN=mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305 

 

DBTechNet 

PHP/PDO experiment 'BankTransfer' version 1.0 

 

DBMS=MySql 

Accounts before the transfer: 
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acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = -1, retries = 0 

 msg: * toAccount 200 not found or updated meanwhile 

 elapsed time  0.00 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ # insufficiant balance 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ #------------------ 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export amount=30000 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ php PdoBankTransfer.php 

DSN=mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305 

 

DBTechNet 

PHP/PDO experiment 'BankTransfer' version 1.0 

 

DBMS=MySql 

Accounts before the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = -1, retries = 0 

 msg: SQLSTATE[23513]: <<Unknown error>>: 1644 Negative balance not allowed 

Error at UPDATE of account 101 

 elapsed time  0.00 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$  

 

------------------------------------------------ 

MariaDB [testdb]> UPDATE Accounts SET status='A' WHERE acctno = 202; 

Query OK, 1 row affected (0.00 sec) 

Rows matched: 1  Changed: 1  Warnings: 0 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ # blocking client: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ # --------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ php PdoBankTransfer.php 

DSN=mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305 

 

DBTechNet 

PHP/PDO experiment 'BankTransfer' version 1.0 
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DBMS=MySql 

Accounts before the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = -1, retries = 0 

 msg: SQLSTATE[HY000]: General error: 1205 Lock wait timeout exceeded; try restarting 

transaction 

Error at UPDATE of account 202 

 elapsed time  6.00 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$  

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

MariaDB [testdb]> rollback; 

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.02 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]>  

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

# Concurrency test: 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ # Terminal 1 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ cd $HOME/AppDev/PHP/PDO 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export 

DSN="mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export user=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export password=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export sleep=15 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export timeout=20 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ # transfer from 101 to 202: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ php PdoBankTransfer.php 

DSN=mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305 

 

DBTechNet 

PHP/PDO experiment 'BankTransfer' version 1.0 

 

DBMS=MySql 

Accounts before the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = 0, retries = 1 

 msg: OK 

 elapsed time 31.00 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 
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acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       89 

   202        2100       91 

   404        1000        0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$  

 

------------------------------------ 

dbtech@debian9:~$ # Terminal 2 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/PHP/PDO 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export 

DSN="mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305" 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export user=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export password=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export fromAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export toAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export sleep=15 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ export timeout=20 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ # transfer from 202 to 101: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$ php PdoBankTransfer.php 

DSN=mysql:dbname=testdb;host=localhost;port=3305 

 

DBTechNet 

PHP/PDO experiment 'BankTransfer' version 1.0 

 

DBMS=MySql 

Accounts before the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101         900       87 

   202        2100       89 

   404        1000        0 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 rc = 0, retries = 0 

 msg: OK 

 elapsed time 18.00 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

 

acctno     balance  version 

   101        1000       88 

   202        2000       90 

   404        1000        0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/PHP/PDO$  

-------------------------------------------- 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM Accounts; 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

| acctno | balance | custno | status | rv | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

|    101 |     900 |    101 | A      | 89 | 

|    202 |    2100 |    202 | A      | 91 | 

|    404 |    1000 |    202 | C      |  0 | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+----+ 

3 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> exit; 

Bye 

dbtech@debian9:~$ 
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Example of PHP PDO_IBM and Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer with Retry 
 

For calling stored procedures from PHP routines, we present only the following snippet from our 

example using the PHP PDO_IBM API.  The actual source code can be found in DebianDB at 

/home/dbtech/AppDev/PHP.   The test run looks like the test runs presented above. 

Listing 3-13 

$fromAcct     = 101; 

$toAcct       = 202; 

$amount       = 100; 

$sleepSecs    = 5; 

$locktimeout  = 0; 

$retries      = 0; 

$msg          = ""; 

$elapsedSecs = ""; 

$contin = "y"; 

$rc = -1; 

while ($contin == "y") { 

    printf ("\nPlease, enter fromAcct (cr=%d):",$fromAcct); 

    fscanf(STDIN,"%s\n", $number); 

    if ($number != "") { 

        $fromAcct = $number; 

    } 

    ... 

    $sql = "CALL dbtech.BanktransferWithRetry (?,?,?, ?,?,?, ?,?,?)"; 

    $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

    $sth->bindParam(1, $fromAcct); 

    $sth->bindParam(2, $toAcct); 

    $sth->bindParam(3, $amount); 

    $sth->bindParam(4, $sleepSecs); 

    $sth->bindParam(5, $locktimeout); 

    $sth->bindParam(6, $rc, PDO::PARAM_INT); 

    $sth->bindParam(7, $msg, PDO::PARAM_STR, 500); 

    $sth->bindParam(8, $retries, PDO::PARAM_INT); 

    $sth->bindParam(9, $elapsedSecs, PDO::PARAM_STR, 50); 

    $sth->execute(); 

    if ($dbh->errorCode() <> '00000') { 

        printf (error: ".implode(': ',$dbh->errorInfo())."\n"); 

        $rc = 1; return $rc; 

    } 

    else { 

        printf("\n rc = %d, retries = %d\n msg: %s\nelapsed seconds %s\n", 

                  $rc, $retries, $msg, $elapsedSecs); 

        switch ($rc) { 

        case -1: printf("\nTransfer failed! "); 

                 break; 

        case 0:  printf("\nTransfer successfull "); 

                 break; 

        ... 

        } 

    } 

    printf ("\nDo you want to continue (y / cr=n)?"); 

    fscanf(STDIN,"%s\n", $reply); 

    if ($reply != "y") { 

        $contin = "n"; 

    } 

} 
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* * * 

Summary of PHP Data Access APIs 

 
Table 2-2 summaries the basic methods of the object models of the PHP database extensions of the 

products we have been experimenting with, focusing on the basic needs of transaction programming.   

For details we refer to the documentation at http://php.net/manual/en/refs.database.php, with the 

following exception.   For PostgreSQL the native PHP API is actually a function library, but all drivers of 

the products come with the native PHP extension layer and the PHP PDO object model layer.  The 

native PHP extensions seem to be developed by “not-invented-here” mode developers.  For example, 

the set of implementations of parameterized prepared commands is a “rich collection” of inventions, 

providing a challenge to customers needing portable solutions . 

The transaction programming features made possible by the APIs should be used instead of the 

formats available in the actual SQL dialect.  However, we can see that for PHP the database extensions 

don’t provide much for transaction programming, so the missing features need to be entered as 

proper SQL dialect or database commands via the PHP exec methods or corresponding API functions. 

 

Table 2-2.   Comparison of PHP database extensions (to be updated) 

ISO/ANSI   DB2 Oracle  MySQL PostgreSQL 

SQL (CLI) PDO ibm_db2 OCI8 mysqli pgsql 

( PDO layer: )   [PDO_IBM] [PDO_OCI] [PDO_MYSQL] [PDO_PGSQL] 

native layer: PDO_ db2_ oci_ mysqli_ pg_ 

Connect __construct connect connect connect connect 

(transactional mode) 
 

DB2_AUTOCOMMIT_OFF OCI_NO_AUTO_COMMIT autocommit(FALSE) default 

(autocommit mode) 
 

autocommit (default) autocommit(TRUE) N/A 

StartTran beginTransaction 
  

begin_transaction *) 

  isolation option 
    

*) 

  access mode 
    

*) 

Error 
     

  SQLSTATE errorCode stmt_error error sqlstate last_error 

  NativeError 
   

errno 
 

  MessageText errorInfo _conn_errormsg 
 

error 
 

  
_stmt_errormsg 

   
GetDiagRec 

   
$error_list 

 

 
PDOException 

  
sql_exception 

 

 
inTransaction 

   
transaction_status 

    
get_warnings 

 

    
$info 

 
parameter marker (?) ? / :name ? :name ? $<ind> 

BindParameter bindParam bind_param bind_by_name (single) bind_param 
 

    
type string: i,d,s,b ( see execute) 

 
:name 

 
:name 

  

http://php.net/manual/en/refs.database.php
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1-indexed pos. 1-indexed pos. 

   
ExecDirect exec exec execute 

 
Exec  

Prepare prepare prepare parse prepare prepare 

Execute (prepared) execute execute 
 

execute 
execute (.., 
array(<value list>) 

   select .. query 
  

query query 

Fetch fetch fetch_row fetch fetch 
 

   
fetch_row fetch_row fetch_row 

 
fetchAll 

 
fetch_all fetch_all fetch_all 

  
fetch_array fetch_array fetch_array fetch_array 

  
fetch_assoc fetch_assoc fetch_assoc fetch_assoc 

  
fetch_both 

   

 
fetchObject fetch_object fetch_object fetch_object fetch_object 

GetData 
     

 
closeCursor 

  
$num_rows 

 

  
free_result 

 
free 

 
(rows in result) 

 
num_rows num_rows 

 
num_rows 

RowCount (affected) rowCount 
  

$affected_rows affected_rows 

    
$insert_id 

 

    
savepoint 

 
EndTran 

     
   Commit commit commit commit commit commit() 

   Rollback rollBack rollback rollback rollback rollback() 

FreeStmt N/A free_stmt free_statement 
  

     
free_result 

Disconnect N/A close close close() close 

FreeConnect N/A 
    *)  pg_query ("START TRANSACTION [ transaction_mode [, ...] ]"); 

     see http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.3/static/sql-start-transaction.html 

 

Topics for further study 
 

 Implement and experiment with the extended Bank Transfer case using the selected  PHP data 

access extension  

 Implement and experiment with  Bank Transfer stored procedure case using the selected  PHP 

data access extension  

 

Excercises 

1. Write a BankTransfer Ext implementation accessing a database of your choice using the PHP 
PDO API and applying the transaction outcome protocol presented in Chapter 1. 
 

 

http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.3/static/sql-start-transaction.html
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Python 
 

Python is a free interpreted scripting language, published in 1990, but only recently grown to a 

popular multi-purpose programming language.  A covering introduction, history and references  can 

be found in the Wikipedia article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python_(programming_language) .  

The language is maintained by Python Software Foundation at https://www.python.org/ 

According to the article “Python for Beginners” at Communications of the ACM 03/2015 has become 

the first introductory programming language among the top U.S. computer science schools because it 

is faster to learn than Java (which is still reported as the second in popularity) and faster to develop.   

Its line-oriented statements recall the BASIC language, but the indentation-based block structures 

encourage the divisionof  larger programs to use subroutines.  The try-except-finally/else structure 

provides advanced exception handling support for transaction programming. 

In the reference ebook “Getting Started With DB2 Application Developent”  as well in our previous 

Debian 6 based lab the presentation was based on Python version 2.  At the time of writing, the 

current Python version in the Debian 9 distribution is Python3.5.3 which can be installed by 

sudo apt-get install python3-dev 

In our Debian9 lab we already have both Python2 (as python) and Python3 installed, verified as 

follows: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ python -V 

Python2.7.13 

dbtech@debian9:~$ python3 -V 

Python3.5.3 

dbtech@debian9:~$ 

 

It’s worth noting that at www.python.org version 3.6.5 and extensive documentation package is 

already available there, including official Python Tutorial.  One  Python3 tutorial with online exercises 

is also available on  tutorialspoint’s website at  https://www.tutorialspoint.com/python3/index.htm .   

As an online and downloadable free tutorial we recommend the ebook “Dive into Python3” by Mark 

Pilgrim at http://www.diveintopython3.net/ presenting differences between Python2 and 3, and 

examples using the free Python IDE  “IDLE” referred in the book.   Installing the IDLE3 editor in 

Debian9 can be done by 

sudo apt-get install idle3 

and it can be started on  command line or from the Applications/Programming menu 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python_(programming_language)
https://www.python.org/
http://www.python.org/
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/python3/index.htm
http://www.diveintopython3.net/
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Figure 3-6    Starting IDLE 3 editor 

 

Introduction to Python Data Access APIs  
 

For accessing databases the open DB-API standard PEP 0249 Python Database Specification v2.0 has 

been defined and is available at https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0249/ .   Almost every DBMS 

product has a database interface implementation of its own, and some even have different variants.  

The  website https://wiki.python.org/moin/DatabaseInterfaces lists the interfaces by database type 

and DBMS product, and  provides links to more detailed pages for each DBMS, whereas the website 

https://wiki.python.org/moin/DbApiModuleComparison lists the interface implementations 

(DbApiModules) by module name, supported DBMS products, OS platform, Python version, etc. 

Figure 3-6 presents a big picture of the data access stacks of python applications accessing various 

DBMS servers, modified from the “high level view of Python DB2 APIs and drivers/adapters to access 

DB2” in the ebook “Getting started with DB2 application deveöopment” Chapter 10.   As application 

frameworks with Python API and adapters the ebook refers to SQLalchemy and Django.   These are out 

of our scope, since we are interested only on transaction programming disciplines on the data access 

level . 

https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0249/
https://wiki.python.org/moin/DatabaseInterfaces
https://wiki.python.org/moin/DbApiModuleComparison
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Figure 3-6.   Python DB_API and implementations (adapters and drivers) 

There is no single Python DB-API function library, but the DBMS dependent Python drivers provide a 

DB-API compatible API module alongside a native API module of their own.  For example, in the 

ibm_db/ibm_db_dbi  driver for DB2 the native ibm_db module has API of its own and its wrapper 

module ibm_db_dbi provides DB-API compatible API.   For PostgreSQL the PyGreSQL driver contains a 

pg module with its “classic” API, and a pgdb module which supports the DB_API specification.  The 

cx_Oracle driver provides DB-API compatible API to Oracle, and  MySQLdb driver of MySQL provides 

DB-API compatible API to MySQL or MariaDB.   However, according to our tests the implementations 

differ, for example, as to which exceptions are raised on SQL errors, as the same errors also may take 

different forms on the database server. 

A simplified data access object model of Python DB-API specification is presented in Figure 3-7. 
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Figure 3-7.      Overview of the DB-API 2.0 data access model 

 

Exception handling in Python: 

Any failure on data access actions will automatically raise an exception to be handled in the except 

branch of the exception handling of Python’s try-except…-else or try-except..-finally structure: 

try:  

 <execution body> 

except: 

 <exception handling> 

else/finally: 

 

There can be a sequence of except blocks like the catch blocks in try-catch structures.  Exceptions in 

Python are objects, explained in Chapter "5. Built-in Exceptions" in Python documentation at 

https://docs.python.org/3/library/exceptions.html  with the Exception hierarchy listed in Chapter 5.4.    

One of the “concrete” built-in exceptions is AssertionError which is raised when an assert statement 

fails.    

In addition to the various built-in exceptions, the data access APIs define exceptions of their own.   In 

except clauses these need to be qualified with the name of the API, for example 

except  ibm_db_dbi.DatabaseError as err: 

As in other languages we have seen, the control in try-except-finally continues from try and except 

blocks to the finally branch, whereas in try-except-else the else block is the alternative except blocks.  

Native data access APIs may have an error indicator based on SQLSTATE or SQL, and an error message 

provided by the database server, but exceptions in DB-API 2.0 provide only the error message as the 

args attribute of the exception.  The hierarchy of DB-API v2.0 exceptions is presented in PEP 249 as 

follows: 

https://docs.python.org/3/library/exceptions.html
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    StandardError 

    |__Warning 

    |__Error 

       |__InterfaceError 

       |__DatabaseError 

          |__DataError 

          |__OperationalError 

          |__IntegrityError 

          |__InternalError 

          |__ProgrammingError 

          |__NotSupportedError 

 
 

Setting up the Python environment 
 
According to the article “Python in Debian” at https://wiki.debian.org/Python  Debian now always 
provideboth Python2 and Python3 releases, and “Python is an important part of the Debian 
ecosystem”. 
 
For download, build, install, upgrade or uninstall Python packages, such as data access adapters and 

drivers, the free Python setuptools utility is needed.  Earlier this had to be installed separately, but it 

now comes with the Debian 9, including pip3  and easy_install utilities of the setuptools: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ pip3 --version 

pip 9.0.1 from /usr/lib/python3/dist-packages (Python3.5) 

dbtech@debian9:~$ easy_install --version 

setuptools 33.1.1 from /usr/lib/python2.7/dist-packages (Python2.7) 

 

Installing Python driver ibm_db/ibm_db_dbi for DB2 

 

Documentation of Python support for IBM DB2 and IBM Informix, downloads and latest updates can 

be found at  https://github.com/ibmdb/python-ibmdb 

The ibm_db Python driver for DB2 is written in the C language and accesses DB2 by the native 

CLI/ODBC interface, providing full use of the interface.   In the same package (Python egg) with  

ibm_db driver comes also its wrapper driver, ibm_db_dbi , based on the DB-API and written in Python, 

presented in Figure 3-7.  

The ibm_db/ibm_db_dbi driver package has an edition for Python2 and a different edition for 

Python3.  The editions are exclusive, so only one of these can be installed in a client machine.  The 

Python2 edition can be installed by  

sudo easy_install install ibm_db 

while the Python3 edition can installed by  

sudo pip3 install ibm_db 

Successful installation of the Python2 edition can be verified, for example, by following interactive 

test: 

 
dbtech@debian9:~$ python 

Python2.7.13 (default, Nov 24 2017, 17:33:09)  

https://wiki.debian.org/Python
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[GCC 6.3.0 20170516] on linux2 

Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information. 

>>> import ibm_db 

>>> conn = ibm_db.connect ('TESTDB','dbtech','dbtech') 

>>> ibm_db.close(conn) 

True 

>>> import ibm_db_dbi 

>>> conn = ibm_db_dbi.connect ('TESTDB','dbtech','dbtech') 

>>> conn.close() 

True 

>>> exit() 

dbtech@debian9:~$ 

 

IBM defined API of  the ibm_db driver 

 

The ibm_db Python API functions is documented at https://github.com/ibmdb/python-

ibmdb/wiki/APIs  and its use in application development is described in the “Application development 

in Python with ibm_db” pages of the IBM Knowledge Center at  

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_9.7.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.python.doc

/doc/c0054699.html 

 

Error indicators: 

Indicators on connection errors available by methods: 

           SQLSTATE:  conn_error()  

           error message:  conn_errormsg()  

Indicators on SQL statement errors available by methods: 

           SQLSTATE:  stmt_error()  

           error message:  stmt_errormsg()  

 

Transaction Programming Template for ibm_db API: 

By default the Python ibm_db API uses autocommit mode, but the autocommit() method sets the 

mode to transactional mode i.e. to use implicit transactions.  Transactions are committed by 

ibm_db.commit(conn) function calls or rolled back by ibm_db.rollback(conn) function calls. 

Concurrency control settings are managed by direct SQL statements entered as parameters of 

ibm_db.exec_immediate (conn, <sql>) function calls. 

The following transaction template returns a return code rc and error message msg.  The return code 

values follow our protocol:  

-1    failed transaction (rolled back) 
 0     succeeded (committed) transaction 
 1 failed (and rolled back) transaction due to deadlock, to be restarted by application  
 2 timeout expired 
 3   live lock:  number of retries exceeded the predefined limit 
 

https://github.com/ibmdb/python-ibmdb/wiki/APIs
https://github.com/ibmdb/python-ibmdb/wiki/APIs
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_9.7.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.python.doc/doc/c0054699.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEPGG_9.7.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.python.doc/doc/c0054699.html
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Listing 3-14  a sample transaction using ibm_db API 

def sampleTransaction (conn,<parameters>,timeout):  

   msg = '' 

   try: 

      rc = -1 

      ibm_db.exec_immediate (conn, 'SET ISOLATION = <isolation level>')  

      ibm_db.exec_immediate (conn, 'SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT = '+ str(timeout))  

      sql = <INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE statement with ?-marked parameters>' 

      stmt = ibm_db.prepare (conn, sql) 

      ibm_db.bind_param (stmt, <position>, <parameter value>) 

      ... 

      ibm_db.execute(stmt) 

      assert ibm_db.num_rows(stmt) == 1, '<error message>' 

      ... 

      ibm_db.commit(conn)  

      msg = 'OK' 

      rc = 0 

   except AssertionError as aserr: 

      msg = aserr.args 

      ibm_db.rollback(conn) 

   except ValueError as err: 

      msg = err.args 

      ibm_db.rollback(conn) 

   except Exception as sqlerr: 

      msg = sqlerr.args 

      sqlstate = ibm_db.stmt_error() 

      if sqlstate == '40001': 

          msg = ibm_db.stmt_errormsg() 

          if msg.find('Reason code "2"') > 0:  # deadlock 

              rc = 1  

          if msg.find('Reason code "68"') > 0: # lock wait timeout 

              rc = 2  

      ibm_db.rollback(conn) 

   except: 

      print 'Error in '+sql 

      print 'Reason? ', ibm_db.stmt_errormsg()  

      ibm_db.rollback(conn) 

   finally: 

      return rc,msg 

 

 

We have applied the transaction template in application BankTransfer.py listed in the following: 
 
Listing 3-15  BankTransfer.py using ibm_db API 
 

#!/usr/bin/python 

'''  DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2018-04-21 

 

BankTransfer.py using Python2 and ibm_db driver  

 

cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db 

export user=dbtech 

export password=dbtech 

export fromAcct=100 

export toAcct=202 

export amount=100 

export sleep=5 

export timeout=15 

python BankTransfer.py 

 

''' 

import ibm_db 

import os 
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import time 

import datetime 

 

def ListAccounts(conn): 

    ibm_db.exec_immediate(conn, 'SET CURRENT ISOLATION = CS ') 

    print '\nContents in Accounts: \naccount    balance   version' 

    print '----------------------------' 

    sql = 'SELECT acctno,balance,rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno' 

    stmt = ibm_db.exec_immediate(conn, sql) 

    tuple = ibm_db.fetch_tuple(stmt) 

    while tuple != False: 

        print '%7s %10s %9s' % tuple 

        tuple = ibm_db.fetch_tuple(stmt) 

    ibm_db.commit(conn)  

    return 0 

 

def Transfer(conn,fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleepSecs,timeout):  

   msg = '' 

   try: 

      rc = -1 

      ibm_db.exec_immediate (conn, 'SET ISOLATION = CS')  

      ibm_db.exec_immediate (conn, 'SET CURRENT LOCK TIMEOUT = '+ str(timeout))  

      acct = fromAcct 

      debit = -(int(amount)) 

      sql = 'UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acctno = ?' 

      stmt = ibm_db.prepare (conn, sql) 

      ibm_db.bind_param (stmt, 1, debit) 

      ibm_db.bind_param (stmt, 2, fromAcct) 

      ibm_db.execute(stmt) 

      assert ibm_db.num_rows(stmt) == 1, '* Missing account ' + str(fromAcct) 

      time.sleep(float(sleepSecs)) 

      acct = toAcct 

      ibm_db.bind_param (stmt, 1, amount) 

      ibm_db.bind_param (stmt, 2, toAcct) 

      ibm_db.execute(stmt) 

      assert ibm_db.num_rows(stmt) == 1, '* Missing account ' + str(toAcct) 

      ibm_db.commit(conn)  

      msg = 'OK' 

      rc = 0 

   except AssertionError as ass: 

      print 'AssertionError ', ass.args 

      msg = ass.args 

      print 'Statement: ',sql,' (acct:',acct,')' 

      ibm_db.rollback(conn) 

   except ValueError as err: 

      print 'ValueError ', err.args 

      msg = ass.args 

      print 'Statement: ',sql,' (acct:',acct,')' 

      ibm_db.rollback(conn) 

   except Exception as sqlerr: 

      ''' SQLException ''' 

      print 'Statement: ',sql,' (acct:',acct,')' 

      msg = sqlerr.args 

      print repr(sqlerr) 

      sqlstate = ibm_db.stmt_error() 

      if sqlstate == '40001': 

      msg = ibm_db.stmt_errormsg() 

      if msg.find('Reason code "2"') > 0:  # deadlock 

              rc = 1  

      if msg.find('Reason code "68"') > 0: # lock wait timeout 

              rc = 2       ibm_db.rollback(conn) 

   except: 

      print 'Error in '+sql 

      print 'Reason? ', ibm_db.stmt_errormsg()  

      ibm_db.rollback(conn) 
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   finally: 

      return rc,msg 

       

""" ********* the Main code ****************************** """ 

print '\nPython/ibm_db BankTransfer version 1.0\n' 

 

database = 'TESTDB' 

try: 

    """ reading parameters from the environment variables  """  

    user     = os.environ["user"] 

    password = os.environ["password"] 

    fromAcct = int(os.environ["fromAcct"]) 

    toAcct   = int(os.environ["toAcct"]) 

    amount   = int(os.environ["amount"]) 

    sleep    = int(os.environ["sleep"]) 

    timeout  = int(os.environ["timeout"]) 

    assert timeout < 121,'max timeout is 120'  

    assert sleep < timeout, 'sleep < %s' % timemout  

    """ Connect to the database """  

    conn = ibm_db.connect(database,user,password)         

    ibm_db.autocommit(conn, ibm_db.SQL_AUTOCOMMIT_OFF) 

except: 

    print '** Connection failure. SQLSTATE value: ', ibm_db.conn_error()  

    print 'Reason: ', ibm_db.conn_errormsg()  

    exit(-1) 

else: 

    """ Bank Transfer """ 

    maxretries = 2 

    retries = 0 

    rc = 1 

    from datetime import datetime 

    tstart = datetime.now() 

    while retries < maxretries and rc == 1: 

        rc, msg = Transfer(conn,fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleep,timeout) 

        if rc == 1:                # deadlock ! 

            retries = retries + 1 

            time.sleep(float(1))      

    if rc == 1:   

       rc = 2                      # live lock ! 

    print '\nReturn code from Transfer=',rc,' retries=',retries 

    print 'message=',msg 

    print 'Elapsed time: ',datetime.now()-tstart 

    rc = ListAccounts(conn) 

    ibm_db.close(conn) 

    exit(0)  

""" ******** End of program ********** """ 

 

 

The program reads the parameters for the Bank Transfer from environment variables as in our 
previous experiments, and reports the return code, possible error message, and elapsed time in the 
transfer. 
 
Asserts in the code are used just for testing the assert facility.  The raw error messages from failed 
asserts would need some editing.   For better managed error messages the asserts could be replaced 
by if.. raise ValueError(<error message>). 
 
The following sample is from a test run: 
 
Listing 3-16     A python/ibm_db BankTransfer test run 
 
dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db 
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dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export user=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export password=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export sleep=10 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export timeout=15 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ python BankTransfer.py 

 

Python/ibm_db BankTransfer version 1.0 

 

Return code from Transfer= 0  retries= 0 

message= OK 

Elapsed time:  0:00:10.162282 

 

Contents in Accounts:  

account    balance   version 

---------------------------- 

    101        900        71 

    202       2100        72 

    404       1000         0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ # missing fromAcct: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ # ---------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export fromAcct=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ python BankTransfer.py 

 

Python/ibm_db BankTransfer version 1.0 

 

AssertionError  ('* Missing account 100',) 

Statement:  UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acctno = ?  (acct: 100 ) 

 

Return code from Transfer= -1  retries= 0 

message= ('* Missing account 100',) 

Elapsed time:  0:00:00.022006 

 

Contents in Accounts:  

account    balance   version 

---------------------------- 

    101        900        71 

    202       2100        72 

    404       1000         0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ # missing toAcct: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ # --------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ export toAcct=200 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db$ python BankTransfer.py 

 

Python/ibm_db BankTransfer version 1.0 

 

AssertionError  ('* Missing account 200',) 

Statement:  UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acctno = ?  (acct: 200 ) 

 

Return code from Transfer= -1  retries= 0 

message= ('* Missing account 200',) 

Elapsed time:  0:00:10.012278 

 

Contents in Accounts:  

account    balance   version 

---------------------------- 

    101        900        71 

    202       2100        72 

    404       1000         0 
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The full source code with test scripts and results from the test runs can be found in folder 
AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db. 
 

Application example on Python ibm_db API:  Employee Management 
 

The actual implementation of the empoyees.py using ibm_db interface can be found at 

$HOME/AppDev/Python/employees.py 

In the employees.py program we use only the ibm_db driver for DB2 connections.  The program is 

available for testing at /home/dbtech/AppDev/Python folder in our DebianDB database laboratory as 

follows 

$ cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db 

$ python employees.py 

The test can be run exactly as presented earlier. 

 

Python DB-API 2.0 of  ibm_db_dbi  driver 
 
The ibm_db_dbi API is an implementation on the Python Database API Specification v2.0 defined in 
the PEP249 document at https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0249/ 
 
Identifying where an exception has occurred is sometimes challenging.  To trace the exception we 
have numbered the exceptions by negative values of the return code (rc). 
 
The program version of BankTransfer.py using the ibm_db_dbi API with its test script and results files 
can be found in the AppDev/Python/DB2/ibm_db_dbi  folder.     
 
 

Installing Python driver cx_Oracle for Oracle 

 

Oracle’s Python driver cx_Oracle conforms to the Python DB API 2.0 specification, and is a good 

reference implementation for our purposes.  Versions of  the cx_Oracle driver can be downloaded 

from the website  https://pypi.python.org/pypi/cx_Oracle, where there are editions for various 

platforms and Python versions.  For Python2 we have selected the Python Wheel  cx_Oracle-6.2.1-

cp27-cp27m-manylinux1_x86_64.whl  and installed it as root user by the commands 

dbtech@debian9:~/Downloads/cx_Oracle-6.2.1-cp27-cp27m-manylinux1_x86_64.whl_FILES$ 

sudo pip3 install cx_Oracle --upgradeCollecting cx_Oracle 

  Downloading cx_Oracle-6.2.1-cp35-cp35m-manylinux1_x86_64.whl (585kB) 

    100% |████████████████████████████████| 593kB 636kB/s  

Installing collected packages: cx-Oracle 

Successfully installed cx-Oracle-6.2.1 

dbtech@debian9:~/Downloads/cx_Oracle-6.2.1-cp27-cp27m-manylinux1_x86_64.whl_FILES$ 

 

Example code for connection: 

 

https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0249/
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/cx_Oracle
https://pypi.python.org/packages/9a/17/c993c2de6d3e49422c0a5c8435a2f64739c46009cac8d4d06dc08ff1fbad/cx_Oracle-6.2.1-cp27-cp27m-manylinux1_x86_64.whl#md5=10e6a61dbe85a25de51de792b07e2300
https://pypi.python.org/packages/9a/17/c993c2de6d3e49422c0a5c8435a2f64739c46009cac8d4d06dc08ff1fbad/cx_Oracle-6.2.1-cp27-cp27m-manylinux1_x86_64.whl#md5=10e6a61dbe85a25de51de792b07e2300
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As installed with pip3 the driver is available only for Python3 

 

 
 

and needs to run by python3 
 

 

 

Exception handling 

On errors the driver automatically raises a cx_Oracle.Error exception.   The model of exception 

handling is presented above.  Then arg[0] of cx_Oracle.Error exception returns the error 

message.    The attributes code and message have been deprecated in Python2.6, but code returns the 

native SQLcode value and message the error message generated by the server. 

 

Transaction Programming Template for Python3 cx_Oracle API: 

 

The cx_Oracle driver uses transactional mode.  A transaction is committed by the conn.commit() 

method or rolled back by conn.rollback(), where conn stands for the active connection object.  The API 

does not provide means for concurrency control, so these are done by SQL statements of the Oracle 

SQL dialect using the <cursor>.execute (<sql>) function calls of the Python model of cx_Oracle API. 

 

The following transaction template returns the return code rc and the error message msg.  The return 

code values follow our transaction outcomes protocol.  

Listing 3-17     Python3  Transaction template using cx_Oracle driver 
 

def Transaction(conn,<input parameters>,timeout):  

  msg = '' 

  try: 

    rc = -1 

    cursor = conn.cursor() 

    cursor.execute ('SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED') 

    ... 

    <SELECT .. FOR UPDATE WAIT timeout preceding steps to be timeouted>  

    sql = '<INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE statement using :named parameters>' 
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    cursor.execute (sql, (<the actual named parameters>)) 

    # if a single row should have been affected: 

    assert cursor.rowcount == 1, ('<error message>') 

    ... 

    conn.commit()  

    msg = 'OK' 

    rc = 0 

  except AssertionError as ass: 

    print ('AssertionError ', ass.args) 

    msg = ass.args 

    conn.rollback() 

  except cx_Oracle.Error as inst: 

    print ('cx_Oracle.Error:') 

    msg = (str(inst)) 

    if msg[0:9] == "ORA-00060":  # deadlock detected 

        rc = 1                   # try to restart ! 

    if msg[0:9] == "ORA-30006":  # Wait timeout expired 

        rc = 2                   #     conn.rollback() 

  except: 

    <default exception catching> 

    conn.rollback() 

  finally: 

    return rc, msg 

 

Like in our previous experiments the parameters for our Bank Transfer experiment are read from 
environment variables for our test scripts. 
 
Listing 3-18       Python3  BankTransfer  using cx_Oracle driver 

#!/usr/bin/python3 

"""  DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2018-04-14  

 

BankTransfer.py using Python3 and cx_Oracle driver  

 

2018-04-24 1.1 Timeout expired 

 

cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/Oracle 

export fromAcct=100 

export toAcct=202 

export amount=100 

export sleep=5 

export timeout=15 

python3 cx_BankTransfer.py 

 

""" 

 

import cx_Oracle  

import os 

import sys 

import time 

import datetime 

paramstyle = 'named' 

 

def ListAccounts(conn): 

  cursor = conn.cursor() 

  cursor.execute ('SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED') 

  print ('\nContents in Accounts: \naccount    balance   version') 

  print ('----------------------------') 

  cursor.execute('SELECT acctno,balance,rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno') 

  for row in cursor: 

      print ('%7s %10s %9s' % row) 

  conn.commit()  
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  return 0 

 

def Transfer(conn,fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleepSecs,timeout):  

  msg = '' 

  try: 

    rc = -1 

    cursor = conn.cursor() 

    cursor.execute ('SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED') 

    acct = fromAcct 

    # setting row lock timeout to fromAcct before the UPDATE  

    sql = 'SELECT rv FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = '+str(acct)+' FOR UPDATE WAIT 

'+str(timeout) 

    cursor.execute (sql) 

    sql = 'UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - :amount WHERE acctno = :acct' 

    cursor.execute (sql, (amount, acct)) 

    assert cursor.rowcount == 1, ('Missing account '+ str(fromAcct)) 

    time.sleep(float(sleepSecs)) 

    acct = toAcct 

    # setting row lock timeout to Acct before the UPDATE  

    sql = 'SELECT rv FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = '+str(acct)+' FOR UPDATE WAIT 

'+str(timeout) 

    cursor.execute (sql) 

    sql = 'UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + :amount WHERE acctno = :acct' 

    cursor.execute (sql, (amount, acct)) 

    assert cursor.rowcount == 1, ('Missing account '+ str(toAcct)) 

    conn.commit()  

    msg = 'OK' 

    rc = 0 

  except AssertionError as ass: 

    print ('AssertionError ', ass.args) 

    msg = ass.args 

    conn.rollback() 

  except ValueError as inst: 

    print ('ValueError') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args ) 

    print ('Exception: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  except cx_Oracle.Error as inst: 

    print ('cx_Oracle.Error:') 

    # print (type(inst)) 

    # print (inst.args)  

    msg = (str(inst)) 

    print ('msg: ',msg[0:9])     # -just for testing! 

    if msg[0:9] == "ORA-00060":  # deadlock detected 

        rc = 1                   # try to restart ! 

    if msg[0:9] == "ORA-30006":  # timeout expired 

        rc = 2                   #  

    conn.rollback() 

  except StandardError as inst: 

    print ('StandardError') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args)  

    print ('StandardError: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  except Warning as inst: 

    print ('Warning') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args)  

    print ('Warning: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  except InterfaceError as inst: 

    print ('InterfaceError') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args ) 
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    print ('Exception: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  except OperationalError as inst: 

    print ('OperationalError') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args ) 

    print ('Exception: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  except IntegrityError as inst: 

    print ('IntegrityError') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args ) 

    print ('Exception: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  except InternalError as inst: 

    print ('InternalError') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args ) 

    print ('Exception: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  except ProgrammingError as inst: 

    print ('ProgrammingError') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args ) 

    print ('Exception: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  except NotSupportedError as inst: 

    print ('NotSupportedError') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args ) 

    print ('Exception: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  except Error as e: 

    print ("Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])) 

    msg = e.messages 

    print ('msg: ',msg)   

    conn.rollback() 

  except Exception as inst: 

    print ('Exeption') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args)  

    print ('Exception: ',str(inst)) 

    conn.rollback() 

  finally: 

    return rc, msg 

 

""" ********* the Main code ****************************** """ 

print ('\nPython/cx_Oracle BankTransfer version 1.1') 

 

try: 

    """ reading parameters from the environment variables  """  

    fromAcct = int(os.environ["fromAcct"]) 

    toAcct   = int(os.environ["toAcct"]) 

    amount   = int(os.environ["amount"]) 

    sleep    = int(os.environ["sleep"]) 

    timeout  = int(os.environ["timeout"]) 

    assert timeout < 121,'max timeout is 120'  

    assert sleep < timeout, 'sleep < %s' % timemout  

    """ Connect to the database """  

    conn = cx_Oracle.connect("scott/tiger@localhost")         

except cx_Oracle.Error as inst: 

    print ('** Connection failure. SQLSTATE value: ') 

    print ('cx_Oracle.Error:') 

    print (type(inst)) 

    print (inst.args)  
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    print (str(inst))  

    exit(-1) 

else: 

  """ Bank Transfer """ 

    maxretries = 2 

    retries = 0 

    rc = 1 

    from datetime import datetime 

    tstart = datetime.now() 

    while retries < maxretries and rc == 1: 

        rc, msg = Transfer(conn,fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleep,timeout) 

        if rc == 1:                # deadlock ! 

            retries = retries + 1 

            time.sleep(float(1))      

    if rc == 1:   

       rc = 3                      # live lock ! 

    print ('\nReturn code from Transfer=',rc,' retries=',retries) 

    print ('message=',msg) 

    print ('Elapsed time: ',datetime.now()-tstart) 

    rc = ListAccounts(conn) 

    conn.close() 

    exit(0)  

""" ******** End of program ********** """ 

 

As a test run sample we present  a timeout test 

Listing 3-19   A python/cx_Oracle BankTransfer test run 
 

sqlplus scott/tiger 

 

SQL> UPDATE Accounts SET status='A' WHERE acctno = 202; 

 

1 row updated. 

 

----------------------------------------------------- 

In Terminal window: 

 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/Oracle 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/Oracle$ # blocking client: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/Oracle$ # ---------------

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/Oracle$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/Oracle$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/Oracle$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/Oracle$ export sleep=0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/Oracle$ export timeout=15 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/Oracle$ python3 cx_BankTransfer.py 

 

Python/cx_Oracle BankTransfer version 1.1 

cx_Oracle.Error: 

msg:  ORA-30006 

 

Return code from Transfer= 2  retries= 0 

message= ORA-30006: resource busy; acquire with WAIT timeout expired 

Elapsed time:  0:00:15.220274 

 

Contents in Accounts:  

account    balance   version 

---------------------------- 

    101        900       170 

    202       2100       162 

    404       1000         0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/Oracle$ 
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The full source code, test scripts and results files can be found in the AppDev/Python/Oracle folder. 

More Information 
 
For more advanced features supported by the cx_Oracle driver, see the article “Using Python With 

Oracle Database 11g” at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/dsl/python-091105.html 
describing, for example, the use of DRCP connection pooling, advanced bindings, PL/SQL stored 

routines, Database Change Notifications (DCN), and AJAX. 

  

Installing the Python driver MySQLdb for MySQL/MariaDB 

 

There is no special Python driver for MariaDB, but the MySQL drivers work for MariaDB too.   The 

pypi.python.org distribution seems to support MySQL on Windows platform. Python  support for 

MySQL as source package was part of the Debian 6 distribution , but now available directly as the 

python-mysqldb packageof the MySQLdb driver for Python2: 

 

dbtech@debian9:~ $ sudo apt-get install python-mysqldb 

Reading package lists... Done 

Building dependency tree        

Reading state information... Done 

Suggested packages: 

  python-mysqldb-dbg 

The following NEW packages will be installed: 

  python-mysqldb 

0 upgraded, 1 newly installed, 0 to remove and 93 not upgraded. 

Need to get 52.1 kB of archives. 

After this operation, 171 kB of additional disk space will be used. 

Get:1 http://ftp.gr.debian.org/debian stretch/main amd64 python-mysqldb amd64 1.3.7-

1.1 [52.1 kB] 

Fetched 52.1 kB in 1s (43.5 kB/s)          

Selecting previously unselected package python-mysqldb. 

(Reading database ... 278638 files and directories currently installed.) 

Preparing to unpack .../python-mysqldb_1.3.7-1.1_amd64.deb ... 

Unpacking python-mysqldb (1.3.7-1.1) ... 

Setting up python-mysqldb (1.3.7-1.1) ... 

dbtech@debian9:~$ 

 

Corresponding edition for Python3  can be installed by 

sudo apt-get install python3-mysqldb 

Example code for connection: 

 
#!/usr/bin/python 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

import MySQLdb 

import sys 

try: 

    conn = MySQLdb.connect('localhost', 'dbtech', 'dbtech', 'testdb')         

    conn.query("SELECT VERSION()") 

    result = conn.use_result()     

    print ("MySQL version: %s" % result.fetch_row()[0])     

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/dsl/python-091105.html
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except MySQLdb.Error as e:   

    print ("Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])) 

    sys.exit(1) 

finally:    

    if conn: 

        conn.close() 

 

tested by Python2 as follows 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ python mySqlCon.py 

MySQL version: 10.1.26-MariaDB-0+deb9u1 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ 

 

Exception handling 

As seen from the connection example, on errors the driver automatically raises a MySQLdb.Error 

exception.   Then args[0]  of the MySQLdb.Error exception returns the native sqlcode value of the error 

and args[1] the error message.  

Exception handling can be based on try-except-finally or try-except-else structuring.  An exception can 

also be raised by failing assertions or programmatically by Python’s raise statements. 

 

Transaction Programming Template for Python  DB  API: 

 

Although MySQL/MariaDB runs by default in autocommit mode, the MySQLdb driver uses 

transactional mode.  A transaction is committed by the conn.commit() method or rolled back by 

conn.rollback(), where conn stands for the active connection object.  The API does not provide any 

means for concurrency control, so this is done by SQL statements of the MySQL dialect. 

The following transaction template returns the return code rc and the error message msg.  The return 

code values follow our transaction outcomes protocol.  

 
Listing 3-20     Python2  Transaction template using the MySQLdb driver 
 
def Transaction (conn,<parameters>,timeout):  

   msg = '' 

   try: 

      rc = -1 

      cur = conn.cursor() 

      conn.query ('SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL <isolation level>')  

      conn.query ('SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = '+ str(timeout))  

      acct = fromAcct 

      debit = -(int(amount)) 

      sql = '<INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE statement with %s markups>' 

      cur.execute(sql, (<positional parameters>)) 

      assert cur.rowcount == 1, (<error message>) 

      ... 

      conn.commit()  

      msg = 'OK' 

      rc = 0 

   except AssertionError as ass: 

      print 'AssertionError ', ass.args 
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      msg = ass.args 

      print 'Statement: ',sql,' (acct:',acct,')' # for testing 

      conn.rollback() 

   except MySQLdb.Error, e:   

      sqlcode = e.args[0] 

      msg = e.args[1] 

      print "Error %d: %s" % (sqlcode, msg)      # for testing 

      if str(sqlcode) == '1213':   # deadlock 

              rc = 1  

      if str(sqlcode) == '1205':   # timeout 

              rc = 2 

      conn.rollback() 

   except: 

      print 'Error in '+sql 

      conn.rollback() 

   finally: 

      return rc,msg 

 

For marking parameters the MySQLdb driver uses by default the paramstyle “format” (of ANSI C). 

Like in our previous experiments the parameters for our Bank Transfer experiment are read from 
environment variables for our test scripts. 
 

Listing 3-21   Python2  BankTransfer  accessing MariaDB by the MySQLdb driver 

#!/usr/bin/python 

'''  DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2018-04-24 

 

BankTransfer.py using Python2 and MySQLdb driver  

 

cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/MariaDB 

export user=dbtech 

export password=dbtech 

export fromAcct=100 

export toAcct=202 

export amount=100 

export sleep=5 

export timeout=15 

python BankTransfer.py 

 

''' 

import MySQLdb 

import sys 

import os 

import time 

import datetime 

 

def ListAccounts(conn): 

    conn.query('SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED') 

    print '\nContents in Accounts: \naccount    balance   version' 

    print '----------------------------' 

    sql = 'SELECT acctno,balance,rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno' 

    cur = conn.cursor() 

    cur.execute(sql) 

    rows = cur.fetchall() 

    for row in rows: 

        print '%7s %10s %9s' % row 

    conn.commit()  

    return 0 

 

def Transfer(conn,fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleepSecs,timeout):  
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   msg = '' 

   try: 

      rc = -1 

      cur = conn.cursor() 

      conn.query ('SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED')  

      conn.query ('SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = '+ str(timeout))  

      acct = fromAcct 

      debit = -(int(amount)) 

      sql = 'UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + %s WHERE acctno = %s' 

      cur.execute(sql, (debit, acct)) 

      assert cur.rowcount == 1, ('* Missing account ' + str(acct)) 

      time.sleep(float(sleepSecs)) 

      acct = toAcct 

      cur.execute(sql, (amount, acct)) 

      assert cur.rowcount == 1, ('* Missing account ' + str(acct)) 

      conn.commit()  

      msg = 'OK' 

      rc = 0 

   except AssertionError as ass: 

      print 'AssertionError ', ass.args 

      msg = ass.args 

      print 'Statement: ',sql,' (acct:',acct,')' 

      conn.rollback() 

   except ValueError as err: 

      print 'ValueError ', err.args 

      msg = ass.args 

      print 'Statement: ',sql,' (acct:',acct,')' 

      conn.rollback() 

   except MySQLdb.Error, e:   

      sqlcode = e.args[0] 

      msg = e.args[1] 

      print "Error %d: %s" % (sqlcode, msg) 

      print 'Statement: ',sql,' (acct:',acct,')' 

      if str(sqlcode) == '1213': 

              rc = 1  

      if str(sqlcode) == '1205': 

              rc = 2  

      conn.rollback() 

   except: 

      print 'Error in '+sql  # ?? 

      conn.rollback() 

   finally: 

      return rc,msg 

       

""" ********* the Main code ****************************** """ 

print '\nPython/MySQLdb BankTransfer version 1.0\n' 

 

database = 'testdb' 

try: 

    """ reading parameters from the environment variables  """  

    user     = os.environ["user"] 

    password = os.environ["password"] 

    fromAcct = int(os.environ["fromAcct"]) 

    toAcct   = int(os.environ["toAcct"]) 

    amount   = int(os.environ["amount"]) 

    sleep    = int(os.environ["sleep"]) 

    timeout  = int(os.environ["timeout"]) 

    assert timeout < 121,'max timeout is 120'  

    assert sleep < timeout, 'sleep < %s' % timemout  

    """ Connect to the database """  

    conn = MySQLdb.connect('localhost',user,password,database)         

    conn.query('SET AUTOCOMMIT=0') 

except MySQLdb.Error, e:   

    print "Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1]) 

    exit(-1) 
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else: 

    """ Bank Transfer """ 

    maxretries = 2 

    retries = 0 

    rc = 1 

    from datetime import datetime 

    tstart = datetime.now() 

    while retries < maxretries and rc == 1: 

        rc, msg = Transfer(conn,fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleep,timeout) 

        if rc == 1:                # deadlock ! 

            retries = retries + 1 

            time.sleep(float(1))      

    if rc == 1:   

       rc = 3                      # live lock ! 

    print '\nReturn code from Transfer=',rc,' retries=',retries 

    print 'message=',msg 

    print 'Elapsed time: ',datetime.now()-tstart 

    rc = ListAccounts(conn) 

    conn.close() 

    exit(0)  

""" ******** End of program ********** """ 
 

As a test run sample we present  a concurrency test 

Listing 3-22     A python/MySQLdb BankTransfer test run 
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ # Concurrency test: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ # ---------------------------------------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~$ # Terminal 1 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/MariaDB 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export user=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export password=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export sleep=15 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export timeout=20 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ # transfer from 101 to 202: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ python BankTransfer.py 

 

Python/MySQLdb BankTransfer version 1.0 

 

Return code from Transfer= 0  retries= 0 

message= OK 

Elapsed time:  0:00:16.392769 

 

Contents in Accounts:  

account    balance   version 

---------------------------- 

    101        800       168 

    202       2200       156 

    404       1000         0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$  

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~$ # Terminal 2 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/MariaDB 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export user=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export password=dbtech 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export fromAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export toAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export sleep=15 
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dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ export timeout=20 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ # transfer from 202 to 101: 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ python BankTransfer.py 

 

Python/MySQLdb BankTransfer version 1.0 

 

Error 1213: Deadlock found when trying to get lock; try restarting transaction 

Statement:  UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + %s WHERE acctno = %s  (acct: 101 

) 

 

Return code from Transfer= 0  retries= 1 

message= OK 

Elapsed time:  0:00:31.046702 

 

Contents in Accounts:  

account    balance   version 

---------------------------- 

    101        900       169 

    202       2100       157 

    404       1000         0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/MariaDB$ 

 

The full source code, test scripts and results files can be found in AppDev/Python/Oracle folder. 

More information  

on MySQLdb is available in web articles and in the book “MySQL Stored Procedure Programming” by 

Guy Harrison and Steven Feuerstein. 

 

Installing Python driver PyGreSQL for PostgreSQL 

 
Multiple Python drivers are available for PostgreSQL as listed at  
https://wiki.postgresql.org/wiki/Python and with more information at 
https://wiki.python.org/moin/PostgreSQL .  

Our selection is PyGreSQL, which we install by downloading PyGreSQL-5.0.4.tar.gz from link 

“Download files”  at https://pypi.python.org/pypi/PyGreSQL/  and extract into PyGreSQL-5.0.4 folder 

and then entering  the following commands: 

cd PyGreSQL-5.0.4 

su  

python setup.py build  

python setup.py install 

 

The installed driver conforms to Python2 and contains 2 modules: 

pg  for the “classic” PyGreSQL, and 

pgdb     using DB-API v2.0 

 

Example connection using “Classic” PyGreSQL module pg  

 
#!/usr/bin/python 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

import pg 

try: 

https://wiki.postgresql.org/wiki/Python
https://wiki.python.org/moin/PostgreSQL
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    conn = pg.connect(dbname='testdb',host='localhost',port=5432, 

user='dbtech', passwd='dbtech') 

    print "pg version=",pg.version 

    print(conn.query("SELECT * FROM null")) # testing Exceptions 

except pg.ProgrammingError as e:  

    print "SQLSTATE=%s, %s" % (e.sqlstate, e) 

finally:    

    if conn: 

        conn.close() 

 

Test when PostgreSQL is not running: 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/PostgreSQL$ python pgSQLcon.py 

Traceback (most recent call last): 

  File "pgSQLcon.py", line 14, in <module> 

    if conn: 

NameError: name 'conn' is not defined 

 

Test when PostgreSQL is running: 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/PostgreSQL$ python pgSQLcon.py 

pg version= 5.0.4 

SQLSTATE=42601, ERROR:  syntax error at or near "null" 

LINE 1: SELECT * FROM null 

                      ^ 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/PostgreSQL$  

 

Example connection using module pgdb  
 

#!/usr/bin/python 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

import pgdb 

try: 

    conn = pgdb.connect(dbname='testdb',host='localhost',port=5432, 

user='dbtech', password='dbtech')  

    print "pgdb version=",pgdb.version 

    print conn.execute("SELECT * FROM null") # testing Exceptions 

except pgdb.ProgrammingError as e: 

    print "SQLSTATE=%s, %s" % (e.sqlstate, e) 

finally: 

    if conn: 

        conn.close 

 

Tested as follows 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/PostgreSQL$ python pgdbSQLcon.py 

pgdb version= 5.0.4 

SQLSTATE=42601, ERROR:  syntax error at or near "null" 

LINE 1: SELECT * FROM null 

                      ^ 

 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Python/PostgreSQL$  

 

Transaction model of pg API 

The pg module uses only autocommit mode!  For using transactions the pg module needs a DB 

wrapper class which starts explicit transactions by the DB.begin() method and ended by the 
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DB.commit() or DB.rollback() methods.  For more information see 

http://www.pygresql.org/contents/pg/db_wrapper.html  

As a more simple alternative the application code can directly use the PostgreSQL commands for the 

transaction services of PostgreSQL. 

Exception handling of pg API 

Any error on data access actions raises a pg.DatabaseError exception to be handled in the branch 

except pg.DatabaseError, e:  
    <exception handling> 

 of the try-except-finally structure of Python code.  

The attribute sqlstate returns the SQLSTATE value of the error object and the error object itself 

returns the error message. 

 
Example code for PostgreSQL connection using pgdb module of PyGreSQL  

 
#!/usr/bin/python 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

#  cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/PostgreSQL/pgdb 

#  python pgdbSQLcon.py 

import pgdb 

try: 

    conn = pgdb.connect(dbname='testdb',host='localhost',port=5432, 

user='dbtech', password='dbtech')  

    print "pgdb version=",pgdb.version 

    print conn.execute("SELECT * FROM null") # testing Exceptions 

except pgdb.ProgrammingError as e: 

    print "SQLSTATE=%s" % (e.sqlstate) 

    print "Message: %s" % (e.args) 

finally: 

    if conn: 

        conn.close() 

 

Exception handling of pgdb API 

Any error on data access actions raises a pgdb.Error exception to be handled in the branch 

except pgdb.Error, e:  

    <exception handlings> 

 of the try-except-finally structure of Python code.  

The attribute sqlstate returns the SQLSTATE value of the error object and the attribute args 

returns the error message. 

More information  

http://www.pygresql.org/index.html 

http://www.pygresql.org/contents/pgdb/module.html#errors-raised-by-this-module  

 

http://www.pygresql.org/contents/pgdb/module.html#errors-raised-by-this-module
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Transaction Programming Template for DB- API  by pgdb module of PyGreSQL: 

 

Transaction model of pgdb API 

Even if PostgreSQL by default runs in autocommit mode, pgdb module of PyGreSQL driver uses 

transactional mode.  Transaction is committed by conn.commit() method or rolled back by 

conn.rollback(), where conn stands for the active connection object.   

 

The API does not provide any means for concurrency control, so this is done by SQL statements in the 

PostgreSQL dialect. 

Following transaction template returns the return code rc and the error message msg.  The return 
code values follow our transaction outcomes protocol.  
 
Listing 3-23    Transaction template using PyGreSQL  pgdb module for PostgreSQL 
 
import pgdb as dbapi 

. . . 

 

def someTransaction(conn,<parameters>,timeout):  

   msg = '' 

   try: 

      rc = -1 

      curs = conn.cursor() 

      curs.execute ('SET STATEMENT_TIMEOUT = '+ str(1000*timeout))  

      sql = '<INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE statement with parameters markers>' 

      curs.execute(sql, (<parameter values>)) 

      assert <test curs.rowcount>, (<error message>) 

      . . . 

      curs.close() 

      conn.commit()  

      msg = 'OK' 

      rc = 0 

   except AssertionError as ass: 

      msg = ass.args 

      conn.rollback() 

   except dbapi.DatabaseError as err: 

      rc = -5 

      msg = err.args  

      if "deadlock detected" in err.args[0]: 

              rc = 1  

      if "statement timeout" in err.args[0]: 

              rc = 2  

      conn.rollback() 

   except dbapi.ProgrammingError as e: 

      msg = str(e.args) 

      conn.rollback() 

   except dbapi.Error as e:   

      sqlcode = e.args[0] 

      msg = e.args[1] 

      conn.rollback() 

   except: 

      traceback.print_stack() 

      conn.rollback() 

   finally: 

      return rc,msg 
 

For parameter marking the PyGre pgdb driver uses by default the paramstyle “format” (of ANSI C). 
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Like in our previous experiments the parameters for our Bank Transfer experiment are read from 
environment variables for our test scripts. 

Transaction Programming Template for Python DB-API v2.0 
 

The following listing presents a draft of our Python Transaction Programming Template applied to 

PyGreSQL pgdb  module as an example and using our transaction outcome protocol: 

Listing 3-24     
 

#!/usr/bin/python 

import pgdb as dbapi 

... 

#  transaction template: 

def someTransaction(conn,<parameters>,timeout) { 

  try: 

      rc = -1 

      cursor = conn.cursor() 

       <setting the transaction isolation level> 

      <setting the statement timeout, depending on the product> 

      .. 

      sql ="<SQL statement with parameter marks>" 

      cursor.execute (sql, (<actual parameters>))  

      assert <test of dursor.rowcount>, ('<error message>') 

      ... 

      dbapi.commit() 

      rc = 0 

      msg = "OK" 

   except AssertionError as e: 

      print ('AssertionError ', e.args) 

      msg = str(ass.args) 

      conn.rollback() 

   except dbapi.DatabaseError as err: 

      msg = str(err.args)  

      if "deadlock detected" in msg: 

          rc = 1  

      if "statement timeout" in msg: 

          rc = 2  

      conn.rollback() 

   finally: 

      return rc, msg 

       

#  the Main code  

database = '<database>' 

try: 

    conn = dbapi.connect(database,user,password)         

except: 

    print '** Cannot connect to ', database 

    exit(-1) 

else: 

    .. 

    # extended transaction: 

    maxretries = <max number of retries> 

    retries = 0 

    rc = 1 

    while retries < maxretries and rc == 1: 

        rc, msg = someTransaction(conn,<parameters>,timeout) 

        if rc == 1:   # deadlock 
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            retries = retries + 1 

            time.sleep(float(1))      

    if rc == 1:   

         rc = 3       # live lock 

    # end of the extended transaction 

    conn.close() 

    exit(0) 
# end of program 

 

 

Bank Transfer experiments using Python APIs with Retry 
 

The basic Bank Transfer experimenting application has been applied for various Python DB APIs and 

made available at AppDev/Python/<dbms>/<dbapi> as BankTransfer.py with files of test scripts and 

results from the test runs. 

As example we list the version accessing PostgrSQL using the PyGreSQL pgdb module 
 
Listing 3-25     BankTransfer.py using the PyGreSQL pgdb module 
 
#!/usr/bin/python 

'''  DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2018-04-28 

 

BankTransfer.py using Python2 and PyGreSQL/dbapi driver of PostgreSQL  

 

cd $HOME/AppDev/Python/dbapi/PostgreSQL/pgdb  

export user=dbtech 

export password=dbtech 

export fromAcct=100 

export toAcct=202 

export amount=100 

export sleep=5 

export timeout=15 

python BankTransfer.py 

 

''' 

import pgdb as dbapi 

import sys 

import os 

import time 

import datetime 

import traceback 

 

def ListAccounts(conn): 

    curs = conn.cursor() 

    print '\nContents in Accounts: \naccount    balance   version' 

    print '----------------------------' 

    sql = 'SELECT acctno,balance,rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno' 

    curs.execute(sql)     

    rows = curs.fetchall() 

    for row in rows: 

        print '%7s %10s %9s' % row 

    curs.close() 

    conn.commit()  

    return 0 

 

def Transfer(conn,fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleepSecs,timeout):  

   msg = '' 

   try: 
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      rc = -1 

      curs = conn.cursor() 

      curs.execute ('SET STATEMENT_TIMEOUT = '+ str(1000*timeout))  

      acct = fromAcct 

      debit = -(int(amount)) 

      sql = 'UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + %s WHERE acctno = %s' 

      curs.execute(sql, (debit, acct)) 

      assert curs.rowcount == 1, ('* Missing account ' + str(acct)) 

      time.sleep(float(sleepSecs)) 

      acct = toAcct 

      curs.execute(sql, (amount, acct)) 

      assert curs.rowcount == 1, ('* Missing account ' + str(acct)) 

      custno=fromAcct 

      sql = 'INSERT INTO TransferHistory 

(fromAcct,toAcct,amount,custno,onDate,atTime) VALUES 

(%s,%s,%s,%s,CURRENT_DATE,CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)' 

      curs.execute(sql, (fromAcct,toAcct,amount,custno)) 

      curs.close() 

      conn.commit()  

      msg = 'OK' 

      rc = 0 

   except AssertionError as ass: 

      rc = -2 

      print 'AssertionError ', ass.args 

      msg = ass.args 

      print 'Statement: ',sql,' (acct:',acct,')' 

      conn.rollback() 

# 

   except dbapi.DatabaseError as err: 

      rc = -5 

      sqlstate = err.sqlstate 

      msg = "SQLSTATE=",sqlstate," ",err.args  

      if sqlstate == "40P01":   # deadlock detected 

            rc = 1  

      if sqlstate == "57014":   # statement timeout 

            rc = 2  

      conn.rollback() 

   except dbapi.ProgrammingError as inst: 

      rc = -11 

      print ('ProgrammingError') 

      print (type(inst)) 

      print (inst.args ) 

      print ('Exception: ',str(inst)) 

      conn.rollback() 

   except: 

      rc = -15 

      print 'Error in '+sql 

      traceback.print_stack() 

      conn.rollback() 

   finally: 

      return rc,msg 

       

""" the Main code """ 

print '\nPython/PyGreSQL BankTransfer version 1.2\n' 

 

try: 

    """ reading parameters from the environment variables  """  

    user     = os.environ["user"] 

    password = os.environ["password"] 

    fromAcct = int(os.environ["fromAcct"]) 

    toAcct   = int(os.environ["toAcct"]) 

    amount   = int(os.environ["amount"]) 

    sleep    = int(os.environ["sleep"]) 

    timeout  = int(os.environ["timeout"]) 

    assert timeout < 121,'max timeout is 120'  
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    assert sleep < timeout, 'sleep < %s' % timemout  

    """ Connect to the database """  

    conn = dbapi.connect(dbname='testdb',host='localhost',port=5432, user='dbtech', 

password='dbtech')  

    curs = conn.cursor() 

    curs.execute ('SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED')  

except dbapi.Error as e:   

    print e.args 

    exit(-1) 

else: 

    """ Bank Transfer """ 

    maxretries = 2 

    retries = 0 

    rc = 1 

    from datetime import datetime 

    tstart = datetime.now() 

    while retries < maxretries and rc == 1: 

        rc, msg = Transfer(conn,fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleep,timeout) 

        if rc == 1: 

            retries = retries + 1 

            time.sleep(float(1))      

    if rc == 1:   

         rc = 2       # live lock 

    print '\nReturn code from Transfer=',rc,' retries=',retries 

    print 'message=',msg 

    print 'Elapsed time: ',datetime.now()-tstart 

    #if rc != -1: 

    rc = ListAccounts(conn) 

    conn.close() 

    exit(0)  

""" ******** End of program ********** """ 

 

Example of Python ibm_db API and Stored Procedures:  BankTransfer with Retry 
 

For calling stored procedures from Python scripts, we present only the following snippet from our 

example using the Python ibm_db API.  The source code of the script is so short that we present the 

whole script in the following, and it can be found also in DebianDB at /home/dbtech/AppDev/Python.  

The test run would look like the test runs presented above. 

Listing 3-26     A python test script invoking the BankTransferWithRetry procedure in DB2 

import ibm_db 

 

def getInt (prompt, default): 

   prompt = prompt % (default) 

   str = raw_input(prompt) 

   if str.isdigit(): 

      temp = str  

      return temp 

   else: 

      return default 

    

print "\nDBTechNet\nPython/ibm_db experiment 'BankTransferProcs.py' version 1.0 "   

conn = ibm_db.connect("TESTDB", "dbtech", "password") 

if conn: 

   print "Connected to the database\n" 

   fromAcct     = 101 

   toAcct       = 202 

   amount       = 100 
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   sleepSecs    = 0 

   locktimeout  = 0 

   retries      = 0 

   rc           = 0 

   msg          = "" 

   elapsedSecs  = "" 

   contin       = "y" 

   while contin == "y": 

     fromAcct = getInt ("Please enter fromAcct (cr=%d): ", fromAcct) 

     toAcct = getInt ("Please enter toAcct (cr=%d): ", toAcct) 

     amount = getInt ("Please enter amount (cr=%d): ", amount) 

     sleepSecs = getInt ("Please enter sleepSecs (cr=%d): ", sleepSecs)   

     """ Note: the following 3 lines are actually just one line in the script """    

     stmt, fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleepSecs,locktimeout,rc,msg,retries,elapsedSecs =  

ibm_db.callproc( conn, "BankTransferWithRetry", 

(fromAcct,toAcct,amount,sleepSecs,locktimeout,rc,msg,retries,elapsedSecs)) 

     if stmt is not None: 

        print "rc: %d, retries: %d, msg: %s\nelapsed %s\n" % 

(rc,retries,msg,elapsedSecs) 

     contin = raw_input("Do you want to continue? (y | cr=n)") 

ibm_db.close(conn) 

 

Topics for further study 
 SQLAlchemy API  (see the “Getting Started With  DB2 Application Development” book) 

 Django Framework API (see the “Getting Started With  DB2 Application Development” book) 

 Transaction programming with savepoints using the DB wrapper of PyGreSQL  

(see http://www.pygresql.org/contents/pg/db_wrapper.html) 

Excercises 

1. Write BankTransfer Ext implementation accessing database of your choice by Python DB- API 
v2.0 and applying the transaction outcome protocol presented in Chapter 1. 

 

 

Ruby 
 

Ruby is perhaps best known from the Ruby on Rails framework, but the Ruby language is a stand-alone 

object-oriented advanced scripting language, influenced by Ada, C++, Lisp, Perl, Python and Smalltalk 

languages.  The history, the language, examples and references are introduced at 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruby_(programming_language) .  Full documentation, downloads and 

libraries are available at the official website http://www.ruby-lang.org/en/community .  A free hands-

on tutorial on Ruby language is available at https://www.tutorialspoint.com/ruby/index.htm. 

A useful introduction to Ruby exceptions is available as part of the Ruby Tutorial of RubyLearning.com 
at http://rubylearning.com/satishtalim/ruby_exceptions.html 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruby_(programming_language)
http://www.ruby-lang.org/en/community
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/ruby/index.htm
http://rubylearning.com/satishtalim/ruby_exceptions.html
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To install Ruby on Debian Linux  the Internet connection needs to be open.  Installation starts in a 

terminal window by the command 

dbtech@debian9:~$ sudo apt-get install ruby 

. . . 

dbtech@debian9:~$ ruby -v 
ruby 2.3.3p222 (2016-11-21) [x86_64-linux-gnu] 
 

With Ruby comes the tool RubyGems which can be used to access Ruby packages, gems, in the free 
library at lhttp://rubygems.org , and to install, upgrage or uninstall the Ruby packages.   Online help of 
rubygems is available by command 

 
dbtech@debian9:~ $ gem  --help 

 

Introduction to Ruby Data Access APIs  
 

The generic data access API of Ruby is DBI, presented in Figure 3-8.  The tutorial “Ruby/DBI Tutorial” of 

tutorialspoint at https://www.tutorialspoint.com/ruby/ruby_database_access.htm   is for an outdated 

version 0.2.0 which is not available any more, but the examples help to get idea of the DBI 

programming.  The Ruby/DBI is similar to Perl/DBI.   

The DBI documentation can be found at https://www.rubydoc.info/github/erikh/ruby-dbi/ .  The 

current version is  0.4.5 which indicates that it is still under development.   Our experiments on DBI in 

Debian9 have been failing on deprecated features, so for the time being we will skip the DBI examples. 

 

Figure 3-8    Ruby data access architecture 

 

http://rubygems.org/
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/ruby/ruby_database_access.htm
https://www.rubydoc.info/github/erikh/ruby-dbi/
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The Ruby DBD modules in Figure 3-8 include database adapters and drivers.  The database drivers  

have APIs of their own.   The following table contains interesting statistics on popularity in terms of 

downloads, version numbers and the latest release of the adapter, collected by The Ruby Toolbox 

group on website at https://www.ruby-toolbox.com/categories/SQL_Database_Adapters which 

provides also links to websites of the documentations and downloads. 

  

 

Table x.x    Ruby Database Adapters listed by The Ruby Toolbox (as of  2018-05-03) 

                at https://www.ruby-toolbox.com/categories/SQL_Database_Adapters 

 

 

Setting up the Ruby environment 
 

The download addresses of Ruby/DBI module seem to be deprecated or have vanished since we 

installed it in Debian6.   From the rubygems pages we found the site https://rubygems.org/gems/dbi 

and  

 

root@debian9:/home/dbtech# gem install dbi 

Successfully installed dbi-0.4.5 

Parsing documentation for dbi-0.4.5 

Done installing documentation for dbi after 1 seconds 

1 gem installed 

root@debian9:/home/dbtech#  

 

https://www.ruby-toolbox.com/categories/SQL_Database_Adapters
https://rubygems.org/gems/dbi
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Installing Ruby and ibm_db 

 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_11.1.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.ruby.d

oc/doc/t0052765.html 

root@debian9:/home/dbtech# gem install /home/dbtech/sqllib/ruby64/ibm_db-2.5.18.gem 
 
***************************************************************************** 
Successfully installed ibm_db, the Ruby gem for IBM DB2/Informix.  The Ruby gem is licensed under 
the MIT License.   The package also includes IBM ODBC and CLI Driver from IBM, which could have 
been automatically downloaded as the Ruby gem is installed on your system/device.   The license 
agreement to the IBM driver is available in the folder "$GEM_HOME/ibm_db-*/lib/clidriver/license".  
Check for additional dependencies, which may come with their own license agreement(s). Your use of 
the components of the package and dependencies constitutes your acceptance of their respective 
license agreements.  If you do not accept the terms of any license agreement(s), then delete the 
relevant component(s) from your system/device. 
***************************************************************************** 
 
Successfully installed ibm_db-2.5.18 
Parsing documentation for ibm_db-2.5.18 
Installing ri documentation for ibm_db-2.5.18 
Done installing documentation for ibm_db after 2 seconds 
1 gem installed 
root@debian9:/home/dbtech# 
 

The install can be tested by interactive Ruby tool IRB as follows: 

root@debian9:/home/dbtech# irb 
irb(main):001:0> require 'ibm_db' 
=> true 
irb(main):002:0> conn = IBM_DB.connect("TESTDB","dbtech","dbtech") 
TypeError: no implicit conversion from nil to integer 
 from (irb):2:in `connect' 
 from (irb):2 
 from /usr/bin/irb:11:in `<main>' 
irb(main):003:0> exit 
root@debian9:/home/dbtech#  
 
Unfortunately no explanation on the error has been found yet.  Also our simple ruby script fails as 
follows: 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/DB2$ ruby condb2.rb 
/var/lib/gems/2.3.0/gems/ibm_db-2.5.18/lib/ibm_db.so: warning: method redefined; discarding old connect 
/var/lib/gems/2.3.0/gems/ibm_db-2.5.18/lib/ibm_db.so: warning: method redefined; discarding old commit 

. . . 
 

We have also experimented installing ibm_db-3.0.5.gem from 

https://rubygems.org/gems/ibm_db/versions/3.0.5 , but  without success.   

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_11.1.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.ruby.doc/doc/t0052765.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_11.1.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.ruby.doc/doc/t0052765.html
https://rubygems.org/gems/ibm_db/versions/3.0.5
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From our previous tests in Debian6 we can tell that installing ibm_db can be a frustrating experiment 

due to incompatible versions of the needed software libraries .  Then we finally managed, but now 

one week trying is enough, so we just go on wondering if keeping IBM_DB Ruby driver uptodate with 

the platform development has priority any more. 

 

Installing Ruby OCI8 for Oracle 

Things are better with Oracle.  To install Ruby OCI8 API for Oracle, just enter the command 

sudo gem install ruby-oci8 

For more information see https://www.rubydoc.info/gems/ruby-oci8/2.2.5.1 

 

Example code for connection: 

 
#!/usr/local/bin/ruby 

require 'oci8' 

begin   

    conn = OCI8.new('scott','tiger') 

    puts "Connected" 

    conn.exec("SELECT CURRENT_DATE FROM DUAL") do |rs| 

       puts rs 

    end 

rescue Exception => e 

    puts e.message 

    puts e.backtrace.inspect 

ensure 

    conn.logoff if conn 

end 

 

tested as follows: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ ruby $HOME/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle/conoci8.rb 

Connected 

2018-05-05 12:04:55 +0100 

dbtech@debian9:~$ 

 

Exception handlings 
 
The OCI8 driver automatically raises exceptions on errors, which are passed to exception 
handling in the rescue branch 
  

rescue Exception => e 

 <exception handling> 

 
of the begin-rescue-ensure structure of the Ruby code. 
The message attribute of an exception can be used to sort out the reason.  The error message 
begins with the string “ORA-<sqlcode>” where the <sqlcode> is the native errorcode of 
Oracle.  In the following test we have changed the table name DUAL to NULL 
 
dbtech@debian9:~$ ruby $HOME/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle/conoci8.rb 
Connected 

https://www.rubydoc.info/gems/ruby-oci8/2.2.5.1
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ORA-00903: invalid table name 
["stmt.c:243:in oci8lib_230.so", "/var/lib/gems/2.3.0/gems/ruby-oci8-2.2.5.1/lib/oci8/cursor.rb:127:in `exec'", 
"/var/lib/gems/2.3.0/gems/ruby-oci8-2.2.5.1/lib/oci8/oci8.rb:272:in `exec_internal'", "/var/lib/gems/2.3.0/gems/ruby-oci8-
2.2.5.1/lib/oci8/oci8.rb:263:in `exec'", "/home/dbtech/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle/conoci8.rb:7:in `<main>'"] 
dbtech@debian9:~$ 

 

Transaction Programming Template for Ruby OCI8 API  
 

Ruby OCI8 API of Oracle uses transactional mode i.e.  implicit transactions. Transactions are 

committed by commit() or rolled back by rollback() method of the current connection object.    

Concurrency control settings are set by conn.exec(<sql>) methods using the SQL statements of Oracle. 

Following transaction template presents how to apply the transaction outcomes protocol in OCI8: 
 

Listing 3-27 

 

def someTransaction (conn, <parameters>, timeout )  

begin 

    msg = "OK" 

    conn.exec("SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL <isolation level>") 

    rows = conn.exec("<SQL statement>") 

    if (<test on rows>) 

       raise "<error message>" 

    end 

    cursor = conn.parse("<SQL statement with parameter markups>")  

    cursor.bind_param(<value binding>) 

    ... 

    rows = cursor.exec 

    if (<test on rows>) 

       raise "<error message>" 

    end 

    conn.commit() 

    rc = 0 

rescue Exception => e 

    rc = -1  # failed, no retry 

    puts "Code: " + e.code.to_s 

    puts "Desc: " + e.message 

    $msg = e.message 

    if <timeout> 

        rc = 2 

    elsif <deadlock> 

        rc = 1 

    end 

    conn.rollback()     

ensure 

    return [rc, msg] 

end 

 

Installing Ruby driver for MySQL/MariaDB 

 
MariaDB does not have a Ruby driver of its own, but the Ruby driver of MySQL should work for 
MariaDB as well.  Of the MySQL Ruby drivers, Mysql2, is supported in the Debian9 distribution and it 
can be installed by the command 
  

sudo apt-get install ruby-mysql2 
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The documentation for the mysql2 driver is available at http://www.rubydoc.info/gems/mysql2/0.4.3  
 
Mysql2 does not support a proper prepared statement, but as a workaround the client-side variable 
binding mysql2 extension mysql2-cs-bind can be installed as follows 
 
 sudo gem install mysql2-cs-bind 

 
This works, but we have used just parameter replacement means of Ruby in our experiment presented 
below. 
 
The Mysql2 API is just a simple wrapper on client-side SQL statements.  It does not support 
transactions, but passes server –side errors as exceptions to Ruby code.  In practice the only data 
access method needed is .query(<sql statement>) in which any native MySQL/MariaDB statement can 
be used.   
 

Example code for connection:  
 

#!/usr/bin/ruby -w  

require 'mysql2'  

begin  

conn = Mysql2::Client.new(:host=>'localhost',  

:username=>'dbtech',:database=>'testdb')  

puts "Connected"  

conn.query("BEGIN")  

rs = conn.query('select * from empl')  

rs.each do |row|  

print row['Empid'], " "  

print row['Empname'], " "  

puts row['Dept']  

end  

conn.query("COMMIT")  

conn.query("BEGIN")  

conn.query("INSERT INTO empl VALUES (2, 'Tim', 'Dublin')")  

conn.query("COMMIT")  

rescue Exception => e  

print "Error: "  

puts e  

conn.query("ROLLBACK")  

ensure  

conn.close() if conn  

end  

 
 

Exception handlings  
 

Errors in a begin block will raise an exception which is caughtcaught in a rescue branch of the Ruby 
code.  Mysql2 API does not provide any indicators of its own, but as the query() method provides 
access to the advanced diagnostic indicators of SQL standard by the GETDIAGNOSTICS21 statement 
implemented in MySQL/MariaDB, we can make use of the SQLSTATE, SQLCODE, and ROW_COUNT 
indicators, for example.  In the BankTransfer.rb example code using Ruby Mysql2 API we demonstrate 
how these can be accessed in Mysql2 API. 
 
 

                                                           
21

 We discussed on use of GETDIAGNOSTICS in the “SQL Transactions” tutorial 
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Transaction Programming Template using Mysql2 API 

 
The Mysql2 driver for Ruby doesn’t support transactions, so the only possibility is to use 
transparentSQL transactions in the way we have done in our example above.   A simplified transaction 
template can be drafted as follows: 
 

def aTransactFrame (conn) 

   begin 

      rc = nil 

      msg = "" 

      conn.query("SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL <isolation level>") 

      conn.query("START TRANSACTION") 

      conn.query(<INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE statement>) 

      rowcount = getRowCount(conn) 

      if (<rowcount indicates error>) 

          raise "<error message>" 

      end 

      ... 

      rc = 0 

      msg = "OK" 

      conn.query("COMMIT")       

   rescue Exception => e 

      conn.query("ROLLBACK")  

      msg = e.message 

      rc = -1 

      <apply GETDIAGNOSTIC information for exception handling> 

   ensure 

      return [rc, msg] 

   end 

end 

 
 
A more detailed example can be found in the BankTransfer.rb example fr the Mysql2 API below. 

              

Installing Ruby driver for PostgreSQL 

 

For documentation on the Ruby driver pg for PostgreSQL see  

https://www.rubydoc.info/github/ged/ruby-pg/PG, a tutorial at  

http://zetcode.com/db/postgresqlruby/ 

and more technical documentation at https://deveiate.org/code/pg/ 

 

The PostgreSQL  Ruby driver pg is supported in the Debian9 so it can be installed simply by the 

following command: 

 

sudo gem install pg 

 

Example code for connection: 

 

The following script can be used to test the connection and experiment with the PG driver 

 
#!/usr/bin/ruby -w 

require 'pg' 

https://www.rubydoc.info/github/ged/ruby-pg/PG
http://zetcode.com/db/postgresqlruby/
https://deveiate.org/code/pg/
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begin 

    conn = PG.connect('localhost','5432', '','','testdb','dbtech', 'dbtech') 

    puts "We're connected!" 

    puts "user is #{conn.user()}" 

    puts "connection status= #{conn.status()}"  

    puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

    conn.transaction {  

       puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

       conn.exec("SELECT current_date AS date ") do |rs| 

           rs.each do |r| 

               puts r.values_at('date') 

           end 

       end 

    } 

rescue PG::Error => e 

    puts "SQLSTATE=%s" % e.result.error_field(PG::Result::PG_DIAG_SQLSTATE) 

    puts e.message 

ensure 

    conn.close if conn 

end 

 

tested as follows: 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ ruby conpg.rb 

We're connected! 

user is dbtech 

connection status= 0 

transaction_status= 0 

transaction_status= 2 

2018-05-05 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ 

 

Exception handlings of pg API 
 
SQL errors raise exceptions which can be caught by ruby’s begin-rescue-ensure  control structure as 
shown above as well as sorting out the  SQLSTATE and error message of the error , as tested by a 
minor typing error in our SELECT statement: 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ ruby conpg.rb 

We're connected! 

user is dbtech 

connection status= 0 

transaction_status= 0 

transaction_status= 2 

SQLSTATE=42703 

ERROR:  column "current" does not exist 

LINE 1: SELECT current-date AS date  

               ^ 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ 

 
Transactions of pg API 
 
PostgreSQL runs in autocommit mode allowing explicit transactions to be started by the SQL command 
BEGIN and ended either by the COMMIT or ROLLBACK command .  These can be used transparently by 
conn.exec(<sql>) methods.  
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Alternatively explicit transaction support is provided by the Ruby driver using the transaction block 
structure as drafted in the following: 
 

    conn.transaction do |con|     

      con.exec (“<SQL statement>”) 

 . . . 

    End 

 
If any SQL statement in the block raises an exception the transaction will be rolled back, otherwise the 
transaction will be committed at the “end” statement.  The transaction block can also be enclosed in 
braces as demonstrated in our connection test. 
 
Concurrency  control settings can be set by the exec(<sql>) methods of the current connection object. 
 

We will experiment now with the program pgtrans.rb the transaction block behavior in pg API, for 
which we first create the following table in the testdb database using the psql client: 
 

CREATE TABLE T ( 
id INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
c VARCHAR(10)) ; 

 
Listing 3-28   pgtrans.rb program 
 

#!/usr/bin/ruby -w 

 

# ruby $HOME/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL/pgtrans.rb 

 

require 'rubygems' 

require 'pg' 

 

def aTransactFrame (conn) 

 begin 

    puts "aTransact Frame entered " 

    rc = nil 

    msg = "" 

    conn.transaction {  

       puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

       case $sw 

       when 1  

           begin 

           conn.exec("INSERT INTO T  (id, c) VALUES (1, 'foo-1')") 

           conn.exec("INSERT INTO T  (id, c) VALUES (2, 'foo-2')") 

           end 

       when 2  

           begin 

           conn.exec("UPDATE T SET c='fooNew' WHERE id=2") 

           end 

       when 3  

           begin 

           conn.exec("INSERT INTO T  (id, c) VALUES (3, 'foo-3')") 

           conn.exec("ROLLBACK") 

           end 

       when 4  

           begin 

           conn.exec("INSERT INTO T  (id, c) VALUES (4, 'foo-4')") 

           end 

       when 5  

           begin 

           conn.exec("INSERT INTO T  (id, c) VALUES (1, 'foo-1b')") 
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           end 

       else  

           begin 

           conn.exec("INSERT INTO T  (id, c) VALUES (6, 'foo-6')") 

           raise "* Manual exception!" 

           end 

       end 

       # implicit COMMIT 

       rc = 0 

       msg = "OK" 

    } 

 rescue PG::Error => e 

    # implicit ROLLBACK 

    puts "SQLSTATE=%s" % e.result.error_field(PG::Result::PG_DIAG_SQLSTATE) 

    msg = e.message 

    puts "PG error: " + msg 

    puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

    rc = -1 

 rescue Exception => e 

    msg = e.message 

    puts "Exception: " + msg 

    puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

    rc = -1 

 ensure 

    return [rc, msg] 

 end 

end 

 

begin 

    conn = PG.connect('localhost','5432', '','','testdb','dbtech', 'dbtech') 

    puts "We're connected!" 

    puts "user is #{conn.user()}" 

    puts "connection status= #{conn.status()}"  

    puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

    puts "1. transaction:" 

    puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

    $sw = 1 

    rc, msg = aTransactFrame (conn) 

    puts rc 

    puts msg 

    puts "2. transaction:" 

    puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

    $sw = 2 

    rc, msg = aTransactFrame (conn) 

    puts rc 

    puts msg 

    puts "3. transaction:" 

    puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

    $sw = 3 

    rc, msg = aTransactFrame (conn) 

    puts rc 

    puts msg 

    puts "4. transaction:" 

    $sw = 4 

    rc, msg = aTransactFrame (conn) 

    puts rc 

    puts msg 

    puts "5. transaction:" 

    $sw = 5 

    rc, msg = aTransactFrame (conn) 

    puts rc 

    puts msg 

    puts "6. transaction:" 

    $sw = 6 

    rc, msg = aTransactFrame (conn) 
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    puts rc 

    puts msg 

rescue PG::Error => e 

    puts "Main prog / PG::Error" 

 #   puts "SQLSTATE=%s" % e.result.error_field(PG::Result::PG_DIAG_SQLSTATE) 

    puts e.message 

rescue Exception => e 

    puts "Main prog / Exception" 

    puts e.message 

ensure 

  puts "  End of program" 

    conn.close if conn 

end 

 
Running the test as follows: 
 
Listing 3-29    A  pgtrans.rb test run accessing PostgreSQL database 
    

dbtech@debian9:~$ ruby $HOME/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL/pgtrans.rb 

We're connected! 

user is dbtech 

connection status= 0 

transaction_status= 0 

1. transaction: 

transaction_status= 0 

aTransact Frame entered  

transaction_status= 2 

0 

OK 

2. transaction: 

transaction_status= 0 

aTransact Frame entered  

transaction_status= 2 

0 

OK 

3. transaction: 

transaction_status= 0 

aTransact Frame entered  

transaction_status= 2 

WARNING:  there is no transaction in progress 

0 

OK 

4. transaction: 

aTransact Frame entered  

transaction_status= 2 

0 

OK 

5. transaction: 

aTransact Frame entered  

transaction_status= 2 

SQLSTATE=23505 

PG error: ERROR:  duplicate key value violates unique constraint "t_pkey" 

DETAIL:  Key (id)=(1) already exists. 

transaction_status= 0 

-1 

ERROR:  duplicate key value violates unique constraint "t_pkey" 

DETAIL:  Key (id)=(1) already exists. 

6. transaction: 

aTransact Frame entered  

transaction_status= 2 

Exception: * Manual exception! 

transaction_status= 0 

-1 
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* Manual exception! 

  End of program 

dbtech@debian9:~$ 

 

Now let’s look at the table contents we can see that transactions worked as expected: 
 

testdb=# SELECT * FROM T; 

 id |   c     

----+-------- 

  1 | foo-1 

  2 | fooNew 

  4 | foo-4 

(3 rows) 

 

The program ccde of our experiment can be found in folder AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL/pg. 
 

Transaction Programming Template 

 

Based on the transaction programming experiment above using the PostgreSQL pg API , we suggest 

the following draft for the Transaction Programming Template based on the transaction block 

structure of Ruby’s pg API, and applying the transaction outcomes protocol: 

Listing 3-30    Transaction Programming Template for pg API 
 

def aTransactFrame (conn) 

   begin 

      rc = nil 

      msg = "" 

      conn.exec("SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL <isolation level>") 

      # start transaction: 

      conn.transaction {  

         <transaction body> 

         rc = 0 

         msg = "OK" 

         # implicit COMMIT: 

      } 

   rescue PG::Error => e 

      # implicit ROLLBACK 

      msg = "SQLSTATE=%s" % e.result.error_field(PG::Result::PG_DIAG_SQLSTATE) 

      msg = msg + e.message 

      rc = -1 

   rescue Exception => e 

      # implicit ROLLBACK 

      msg = e.message 

      rc = -1 

   ensure 

      return [rc, msg] 

   end 

end 

 

 

Bank Transfer experiment using Ruby OCI8 API:   
 

As an example of the Bank Transfer transaction using Ruby, we have selected Oracle’s OCI8 API.  The 

program code contains extra puts statements for tracing execution.   The program code may need 
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some tuning of the Ruby code.  For example, parameter passing to the transfer routine has now been 

done using global variables.  Also the use of OCI8 may need some tuning. 

Listing  3-31    BankTransfer.rb using OCI8 API 

#!/usr/local/bin/ruby 

 

require "rubygems" 

require 'oci8' 

 

def listAccounts (conn) 

    puts "acctno  balance    version" 

    cursor=conn.parse("SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno")  

    cursor.define(1, Fixnum) 

    cursor.define(2, Fixnum) 

    cursor.define(3, Fixnum)   

    cursor.exec 

    while row = cursor.fetch   

       #line = format("%6s %-12s  %d", row["acctno"],row["balance"], row["rv"]) 

       #puts line 

       puts row.join("   |   ") 

    end 

end 

 

def transfer (conn)  

    # passed as globals:  fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleepSecs, lockTimeout 

    # puts "..transfer:" 

    fromAcct=   $fromAcct 

    toAcct=     $toAcct 

    amount=     $amount 

    sleepSecs=  $sleepSecs 

    lockTimeout=$lockTimeout 

    rc = -1 

    sql = "" 

    msg = "OK" 

    rows = 0 

    conn.rollback() 

    sql = "SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED" 

    # puts sql 

    conn.exec(sql) 

    # setting lockwait timeout 

    sql = "SELECT 1 FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = :acct FOR UPDATE WAIT " + 

lockTimeout 

    # puts sql 

    acct = fromAcct 

    cursor1 = conn.parse(sql)  

    cursor1.bind_param(1, fromAcct) 

    rows = 0 

    cursor1.exec()  

    while cursor1.fetch 

       rows = rows + 1 

    end 

    # puts "rows #{rows}"   

    if (rows != 1) 

        raise "* Missing account #{fromAcct}" 

    end 

    sql ="UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - :amount WHERE acctno = :acct "  

    # puts sql 

    cursor = conn.parse(sql)  

    cursor.bind_param('amount', amount) 

    cursor.bind_param('acct',  fromAcct) 

    rows = cursor.exec() 

    # puts rows 

    if (rows != 1) 
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        raise "* Failed to UPDATE account #{fromAcct}" 

    end 

    sleep (sleepSecs) 

 

    # setting lockwait timeout 

    sql = "SELECT 1 FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = :acct FOR UPDATE WAIT " + 

lockTimeout 

    # puts sql 

    acct = toAcct 

    cursor2 = conn.parse(sql)  

    cursor2.bind_param(1, toAcct) 

    rows = 0 

    cursor2.exec()  

    while cursor2.fetch 

       rows = rows + 1 

    end 

    # puts "rows #{rows}"   

    if (rows != 1) 

        raise "* Missing account #{toAcct}" 

    end 

    sql ="UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + :amount WHERE acctno = :acct "  

    # puts sql 

    cursor = conn.parse(sql)  

    cursor.bind_param(':amount', amount) 

    cursor.bind_param(':acct',   toAcct) 

    rows = cursor.exec() 

    # puts rows 

    if (rows != 1) 

        raise "* Failed to UPDATE account #{toAcct}" 

    end 

    conn.commit() 

    rc = 0 

    msg = "OK" 

rescue OCIError 

    rc = -1  # failed, no retry 

    puts sql 

    puts "OCIError occured!" 

    puts "Code: " + $!.code.to_s 

    puts "Desc: " + $!.message 

    sqlcode = $!.code 

    msg = $!.message + ", account: " + acct 

    if sqlcode == 60 

        rc = 1  # deadlock 

        puts "deadlock!" 

    elsif sqlcode == 30006 

        rc = 2  # timeout expired 

        puts "timeout expired!" 

    end 

    conn.rollback()     

rescue Exception => e 

    rc = -1  # failed, no retry 

    puts "Other error:" 

    msg = e.message + ", account: " + acct 

    puts e.backtrace.inspect   

rescue 

    rc = -1  # failed, no retry 

    msg = OCIError#message 

ensure 

    return [rc, msg] 

end 

 

 

begin 

    puts "DBTechNet Ruby/OCI8 BankTransfer version 1.0" 

    conn = OCI8.new('scott', 'tiger') 
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    puts ".. connected as Scott to Oracle XE" 

    puts 

    $fromAcct   =ENV["fromAcct"] 

    $toAcct     =ENV["toAcct"] 

    $amount     =ENV["amount"] 

    $sleepSecs  =ENV["sleep"].to_i 

    $lockTimeout=ENV["timeout"] 

    maxRetries =ENV["maxRetries"].to_i 

    rc = 1 

    # Retry wrapper for the Transfer routine:  

    retries = -1 

    start_time = Time.now 

    puts start_time 

    while (retries < maxRetries and rc == 1)   

       retries = retries + 1 

       puts "transfer.." 

       rc, msg = transfer (conn)  

            # passing as globals:  fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleepSecs, lockTimeout 

       puts "rc=#{rc}" 

       puts "msg=#{msg}" 

       if (rc == 1)  

          sleep (1) 

       end 

    end  

    if (rc == 1)  

       rc = 3 

    end 

    # end of wrapper 

 

    elapsedSecs = Time.now - start_time 

    print ("\nTransfer statistics:\n") 

    printf(" $rc = %d, retries = %d\n $msg: %s\n elapsed time %5.2f seconds\n",  

            rc, retries, msg, elapsedSecs) 

 

    # see the results: 

    print "\nAccounts after the transfer:\n" 

    listAccounts (conn) 

rescue OCIError 

    puts "OCIError:" 

    puts OCIError#message  

    puts OCIError#code.to_s 

rescue Exception => e 

    puts "Other error:" 

    puts e.message  

    puts e.backtrace.inspect  

ensure 

    conn.logoff 

    exit 

# end of the main routine 

end 

 

A sample test run of the program passing the parameters in environment variables goes as follows: 

Listing 3-32 
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle$ export amount=100 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle$ export sleep=0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle$ export timeout=15 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle$ ruby BankTransfer.rb 

DBTechNet Ruby/OCI8 BankTransfer version 1.0 
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.. connected as Scott to Oracle XE 

 

2018-05-07 18:58:48 +0100 

transfer.. 

rc=0 

msg=OK 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 $rc = 0, retries = 0 

 $msg: OK 

 elapsed time  0.01 seconds 

 

Accounts after the transfer: 

acctno  balance    version 

101   |   900   |   182 

202   |   2100   |   174 

404   |   1000   |   0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/Oracle$ 

 

The program code and files of test scipts and results of the tests can be found in the folder 

AddDev/Ruby/Oracle. 

 

Bank Transfer experiment using Ruby OCI8 API and Stored Procedures:  
 

As “Plan B” we will experiment with Oracle OCI8 API for Ruby.  In the following script we call the 

procedure BankTransferWithRetry using a compound statement, binding the parameters explicitly by 

name, as advised at  http://ruby-oci8.rubyforge.org/en/FAQ_plsql_out_param.html , 

and managing access using a cursor as presented in the following snippet: 

 
.. 

print ("Enter fromAcct (cr=#{fromAcct})? ") 

begin 

    num = gets.chomp 

    num = Integer(num)  

rescue 

else 

    fromAcct = num 

end 

.. 

sql = "BEGIN BankTransferWithRetry(:from,:to,:amount,:sleep,:timeout,  

:rc,:msg,:retries,:elapsed); END;" 

cursor = conn.parse(sql)   

cursor.bind_param(':from',    fromAcct) 

cursor.bind_param(':to',      toAcct) 

cursor.bind_param(':amount',  amount) 

cursor.bind_param(':sleep',   sleep) 

cursor.bind_param(':timeout', timeout) 

cursor.bind_param(':rc',      nil, Fixnum) 

cursor.bind_param(':msg',     nil, String, 500) 

cursor.bind_param(':retries', nil, Fixnum) 

cursor.bind_param(':elapsed', nil, String, 50) 

if cursor.exec() 

    rc = cursor[':rc'] 

    retries = cursor[':retries'] 

http://ruby-oci8.rubyforge.org/en/FAQ_plsql_out_param.html
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    msg = cursor[':msg'] 

    elapsed = cursor[':elapsed'] 

    print "rc: " + rc.to_s + ", retries: " + retries.to_s 

    print ", msg: ", msg 

    puts 

    print "elapsed time: ", elapsed 

else 

    puts OCI8.stmt_errormsg(stmt)    

end  

 

This was verified by the folloing test run: 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby$ ruby -r oci8 BankTransferOra.rb 

DBTechNet Ruby/OCI8 BankTransferWithRetry version 1.0 

.. connected as Scott to Oracle XE 

 

Enter fromAcct (cr=101)?  

Enter toAcct (cr=202)?  

Enter amount (cr=100)?  

Enter sleepSecs (cr=0)?  

rc: 0, retries: 0, msg: committed 

elapsed time: +000000000 00:00:01.061483000 on server-side 

Do you want continue (y/cr=n)? y 

Enter fromAcct (cr=101)? 100 

Enter toAcct (cr=202)?  

Enter amount (cr=100)?  

Enter sleepSecs (cr=0)?  

rc: -1, retries: 0, msg: missing account 100 

elapsed time: +000000000 00:00:00.000665000 on server-side 

Do you want continue (y/cr=n)? y 

Enter fromAcct (cr=100)? 101 

Enter toAcct (cr=202)? 200 

Enter amount (cr=100)?  

Enter sleepSecs (cr=0)?  

rc: -1, retries: 0, msg: missing account 200 

elapsed time: +000000000 00:00:00.999662000 on server-side 

Do you want continue (y/cr=n)? y 

Enter fromAcct (cr=101)?  

Enter toAcct (cr=200)? 202 

Enter amount (cr=100)? 3000 

Enter sleepSecs (cr=0)?  

rc: -1, retries: 0, msg: ORA-02290: check constraint 

(SCOTT.ACCOUNT_WITH_NO_CREDIT) violated SQLcode=-2290 

elapsed time: +000000000 00:00:00.045389000 on server-side 

Do you want continue (y/cr=n)?  

End of Program 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby$ dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby$  

 

Note:  the extra second in the successful transfer was spent in the DBMS_LOCK.SLEEP(1) in the 

invoked BankTransfer procedure.  

 

The Ruby program can be found in the folder AppDev/Ruby/Oracle. 
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Bank Transfer experiment using Ruby Mysql2 API:   
 

Ruby Mysql2 API takes us near to MySQL/MariaDB’s native SQL programming which itself looks exotic 

including use of local SQL variables or compared with other APIs.    

In addition to the adventurous programming experiment, we take the opportunity to experiment with 

the extended retry pattern presented in Chapter 1, applying the transaction outcomes protocol  and 

recovering from lost connections. 

 

Instead of limiting retries by some  maximum number (by a maxRetries parameter) we experiment 

with a time window of retry starts limited by a retryTimeout parameter (units in seconds).   We tune 

the experiments by the following parameters entered using environment variables 

 lockWaitTimeout  (replacing previously used timeout) 

 sleep (for slow down the transaction to allow testing conflict recovery) 

 retryTimeout (limiting the time window of retry starts) 

 connectTimeout  (allow time to restart the database server in reconnect) 

 

In our tests, the values for these have been selected by “educated guesses”, so for proper tuning more 

experiments are needed.   However, as proof of concept, in the experiments we have managed to 

produce all the transaction outcomes of the protocol.   

 

During the development of the example program, we have traced cases with lots of puts statementens 

of which some have been left in the code and some are just commented out. 

 

Listing 3-33   BankTransfer.rb using Ruby Mysql2 API to access MariaDB database 

 
#!/usr/local/bin/ruby 

""" 

DBTechNet / Martti Laiho  2018-05-14 

 

BankTransfer.rb accessing MariaDB/testdb by Ruby Mysql2 

 

For test scripts see the file AppDev/Ruby/MariaDB/mysql2_BankTransfer_scripts.txt 

or try a simple test as follows: 

 

cd $HOME/AppDev/Ruby/MariaDB 

export fromAcct=101 

export toAcct=202 

export amount=100 

export sleep=0 

export lockWaitTimeout=10 

export retryTimeout=30 

export connectTimeout=10 

ruby BankTransfer.rb 

 

********************************************************* """ 

require "rubygems" 

require 'mysql2' 

 

def reConnect () 

    puts "Reconnecting at #{Time.now}" 

    conn = Mysql2::Client.new(:host=>'localhost', 

           :username=>'dbtech',:password=>'dbtech', 
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           :database=>'testdb',:connect_timeout=>'$connectTimeout') 

    puts "connected at #{Time.now}" 

    $rc = 1 

rescue Exception => e 

    print "Connect Error: " 

    puts e 

    $rc = 4 

ensure 

    return [$rc, conn] 

end 

 

def getRowCount (conn) 

    # checking number of affected rows (see "SQL Transactions" page 6):  

    conn.query("GET DIAGNOSTICS @rowcount = ROW_COUNT")  

    rs=conn.query("SELECT @rowcount")  

    rs.each do |row| 

       rows = row.to_s[/\d+/].to_i 

       return rows 

    end 

end 

 

def listAccounts (conn) 

    rs=conn.query("SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno")  

    rs.each do |row| 

       # just a quick'n'dirty listing for test purposes 

       puts row 

    end 

    puts 

end 

 

def transfer (conn) 

    # passed as globals:  fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleepSecs 

    # puts "..transfer:" 

    fromAcct=   $fromAcct 

    toAcct=     $toAcct 

    amount=     $amount 

    sleepSecs=  $sleepSecs 

    lockWaitTimeout=$lockWaitTimeout 

    sql = "" 

    rows = 0 

    sql = "SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED" 

    # puts sql 

    conn.query(sql) 

    conn.query("START TRANSACTION") 

    sql="UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - #{amount} WHERE acctno = 

#{fromAcct}"  

    # puts sql 

    conn.query(sql)  

    # checking number of affected rows:  

    rowcount = getRowCount(conn) 

    #  puts "rows=#{rowcount}" 

    if (rowcount != 1) 

        raise "* Failed to UPDATE account #{fromAcct}" 

    end 

    sleep (sleepSecs) 

 

    sql="UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + #{amount} WHERE acctno = #{toAcct} "  

    #  puts sql 

    conn.query(sql)  

    rowcount = getRowCount(conn) 
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    #  puts "rows=#{rowcount}" 

    if (rowcount != 1) 

        raise "* Failed to UPDATE account #{toAcct}" 

    end 

    conn.query("COMMIT") 

    $rc = 0 

    msg = "OK" 

rescue Exception => e 

    $rc = -1  # failed, no retry 

    puts "Exception:" 

    # puts "e=#{e}" 

    msg = e.to_s 

    # puts "msg=#{msg}" 

    if msg.include? "server has gone away" 

       $rc = 4      # lost connection 

    end 

    conn.query("GET DIAGNOSTICS CONDITION 1 @sqlstate = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, @sqlcode = 

MYSQL_ERRNO") 

    rs=conn.query("SELECT @sqlcode")  

    rs.each do |row| 

       srow = row.to_s[13..18] 

       $sqlcode = srow.to_i 

    end  

    # puts "sqlcode=#{$sqlcode}" 

    if $sqlcode == 0 

       # skip 

    elsif $sqlcode == 1213     # SQLSTATE "40001" 

       $rc = 1 

       puts "deadlock" 

    elsif $sqlcode == 1205   

       $rc = 2 

       puts "timeout" 

    end  

    conn.query("ROLLBACK") 

    #  puts e.backtrace.inspect   

rescue  

    puts "rescue?" 

    $rc = -1  # failed, no retry 

    conn.query("ROLLBACK") 

ensure 

    return [$rc, msg] 

end 

 

#   Main code: 

begin 

    puts "DBTechNet Ruby/Mysql2 BankTransfer version 2.0" 

    conn = Mysql2::Client.new(:host=>'localhost', 

          :username=>'dbtech',:password=>'dbtech', 

          :database=>'testdb') 

    puts ".. connected" 

    puts 

    $fromAcct   =ENV["fromAcct"] 

    $toAcct     =ENV["toAcct"] 

    $amount     =ENV["amount"] 

    $sleepSecs  =ENV["sleep"].to_i         # slow down for concurrency tests 

    lockWaitTimeout = ENV["lockWaitTimeout"]  

    retryTimeout    = ENV["retryTimeout"]  

    $connectTimeout = ENV["connectTimeout"]  

     

    # setting session level lock wait timeout: 
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    conn.query("SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = #{lockWaitTimeout}") 

     

    # Retry wrapper for the Transfer routine:  

    retries = 0 

    lostConnectCount=0 

    deadlockCount=0 

    start_time = Time.now 

    puts start_time 

    maxTime = start_time + retryTimeout.to_i 

    rc = 1 

    while (Time.now < maxTime and (rc == 1 or rc == 4))   

       puts "transfer.." 

       rc, msg = transfer (conn)  

                 # passing as globals:  fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleepSecs 

       if (rc == 1 or rc == 4)  

          retries = retries + 1 

          if (rc == 4)   # lost connection 

             lostConnectCount = lostConnectCount + 1 

             sleep ($sleepSecs)     # allow time for lost connect testing 

             rc, conn = reConnect() 

             # puts "rc after reconnect #{rc}" 

             if rc == 1 

                msg = "reconnected" 

             end 

          else  

             deadlockCount = deadlockCount + 1 

             sleep (1) 

          end 

       end 

    end  

    if (rc == 1 and lostConnectCount == 0)  

       rc = 3   # livelock 

    end 

    # end of wrapper 

 

    elapsedSecs = Time.now - start_time 

    print ("\nTransaction statistics:\n") 

    printf("Elapsed time %5.2f seconds\n", elapsedSecs) 

    printf("Transaction outcome (rc): %d \n", rc) 

    printf("Message: %s\n", msg) 

    printf("Transaction retries: %d \n", retries) 

    printf("Number of deadlocks: %d \n", deadlockCount) 

    printf("Lost connections:    %d \n", lostConnectCount) 

 

    # see the results: 

    print "\nAccounts after the transfer:\n" 

    listAccounts (conn) 

rescue Exception => e 

    print "Error: " 

    puts e 

      puts e.backtrace.inspect   

ensure 

    conn.close() if conn 

# end of the main routine 

end  

 

The actual program code and files of test  scripts and results can be found in the 

AppDev/Ruby/MariaDB folder. 
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Bank Transfer experiment using Ruby pg API:   
 

The Ruby pg API has supprised us with some exotic solutions.  Therefore we have many tracing 

statements in the following source code.   In the program we have applied the transaction block model 

presented above and the transaction outcomes protocol.  For the retry pattern we need to qualify the 

prepared statements with the current $retries variable. 

 

Listing 3-34     BankTransfer.rb using PostgreSQL by Ruby pg API 

#!/usr/local/bin/ruby 

require "rubygems" 

require 'pg' 

 

def listAccounts (conn) 

    conn.exec("SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno") do |rs| 

       rs.each do |row|  

          #line = format("%6s %-12s  %d", row["acctno"],row["balance"], row["rv"]) 

          #puts line 

          puts row 

       end 

    end 

end 

 

def transfer (conn)  

    # passed as globals:  fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleepSecs, lockTimeout 

    fromAcct=   $fromAcct 

    toAcct=     $toAcct 

    amount=     $amount 

    sleepSecs=  $sleepSecs 

    lockTimeout=$lockTimeout 

    rc = nil 

    sql = "" 

    msg = "OK" 

    rows = 0 

    conn.transaction {  

      sql = "SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED" 

      # puts sql 

        conn.exec (sql) 

        # SQL transaction starts .. 

        stmt1 = "stmt1#{$retries}" 

        # puts "stmt1=#{stmt1}" 

        conn.prepare(stmt1, 

            "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - $1 WHERE acctno = $2 ") 

        res = conn.exec_prepared(stmt1, [amount, fromAcct])  

        rows = res.cmd_tuples 

        # puts "rows affected #{rows}" 

        if (rows != 1) 

            raise "* Failed to UPDATE account #{fromAcct}" 

        end 

        sleep (sleepSecs) 

 

        stmt2 = "stmt2#{$retries}" 

        # puts "stmt2=#{stmt2}" 

        conn.prepare(stmt2, 

            "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + $1 WHERE acctno = $2 ") 

        res = conn.exec_prepared(stmt2, [amount, toAcct])  

        rows = res.cmd_tuples 

        # puts "rows affected #{rows}" 
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        if (rows != 1) 

            raise "* Failed to UPDATE account #{toAcct}" 

        end 

        rc = 0 

        msg = "OK" 

        puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

        # implicit COMMIT 

    } 

rescue PG::Error => e 

    # implicit ROLLBACK 

    puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

    rc = -1  # failed, no retry 

    sqlstate = e.result.error_field(PG::Result::PG_DIAG_SQLSTATE)      

    puts "SQLSTATE=%s" % sqlstate 

    if sqlstate == "40P01" 

        rc = 1 

    elsif sqlstate == "57014" 

        rc = 2 

    end 

    msg = e.message 

    puts e.backtrace.inspect   

rescue Exception => e 

    # implicit ROLLBACK 

    puts "transaction_status= #{conn.transaction_status()}" 

    rc = -1  # failed, no retry 

    puts "Other error:" 

    msg = e.to_s 

    puts e.backtrace.inspect   

ensure 

    return [rc, msg] 

end 

 

#   Main program: 

begin 

    puts "DBTechNet Ruby/PG BankTransfer version 1.0" 

    conn = PG.connect('localhost','5432', '','','testdb','dbtech', 'dbtech') 

    puts ".. connected to PostgreSQL testdb" 

    puts 

    $fromAcct   =ENV["fromAcct"] 

    $toAcct     =ENV["toAcct"] 

    $amount     =ENV["amount"] 

    $sleepSecs  =ENV["sleep"].to_i 

    $lockTimeout=ENV["timeout"].to_i 

    maxRetries =ENV["maxRetries"].to_i 

    # Setting server-side lock timeout : 

    millisecs = 1000*$lockTimeout; 

    conn.exec ("SET STATEMENT_TIMEOUT = " + millisecs.to_s); 

    rc = 1 

    # Retry wrapper for the Transfer routine:  

    $retries = -1 

    start_time = Time.now 

    puts start_time 

    while ($retries < maxRetries and rc == 1)   

       $retries = $retries + 1 

       puts "transfer.." 

       rc, msg = transfer (conn)  

            # passing as globals:  fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleepSecs, lockTimeout 

       puts "rc=#{rc}" 

       puts "msg=#{msg}" 

       if (rc == 1)  

          sleep (1) 

       end 

    end  

    if (rc == 1)  

       rc = 3 
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    end 

    # end of wrapper 

 

    elapsedSecs = Time.now - start_time 

    print ("\nTransfer statistics:\n") 

    printf(" $rc = %d, retries = %d\n $msg: %s\n elapsed time %5.2f seconds\n",  

            rc, $retries, msg, elapsedSecs) 

 

    # see the results: 

    print "\nAccounts after the transfer:\n" 

    listAccounts (conn) 

rescue PG::Error => e 

    puts "Main prog / PG::Error" 

    # puts "SQLSTATE=%s" % e.result.error_field(PG::Result::PG_DIAG_SQLSTATE) 

    puts e.message 

    puts e.backtrace.inspect   

rescue Exception => e 

    puts "Main prog / Exception" 

    puts e.message 

    puts e.backtrace.inspect   

ensure 

    puts "  End of program" 

    conn.close if conn 

# end of the main routine 

End 

 

 

As a test run example with current tracing statement we have selected the test of insufficient balance 
reflecting the error message on CHECK constraint violation in the database: 
 

Listing 3-35     A test run of Ruby/PG BankTransfer 
    
dbtech@debian9:~$ cd $HOME/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ # insufficiant balance 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ # -------------------- 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ export fromAcct=101 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ export toAcct=202 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ export amount=30000 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ export sleep=0 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ export timeout=15 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ export maxRetries=2  

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ ruby BankTransfer.rb 

DBTechNet Ruby/PG BankTransfer version 1.0 

.. connected to PostgreSQL testdb 

 

2018-05-08 17:42:46 +0100 

transfer.. 

transaction_status= 0 

SQLSTATE=23514 

["BankTransfer.rb:52:in `exec_prepared'", "BankTransfer.rb:52:in `block in 

transfer'", "BankTransfer.rb:44:in `transaction'", "BankTransfer.rb:44:in 

`transfer'", "BankTransfer.rb:123:in `<main>'"] 

rc=-1 

msg=ERROR:  new row for relation "accounts" violates check constraint 

"unloanable_account" 

DETAIL:  Failing row contains (101, -29100, 101, A, 55). 

 

Transfer statistics: 

 $rc = -1, retries = 0 

 $msg: ERROR:  new row for relation "accounts" violates check constraint 

"unloanable_account" 

DETAIL:  Failing row contains (101, -29100, 101, A, 55). 

 

 elapsed time  0.00 seconds 
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Accounts after the transfer: 

{"acctno"=>"101", "balance"=>"900", "rv"=>"54"} 

{"acctno"=>"202", "balance"=>"2100", "rv"=>"54"} 

{"acctno"=>"404", "balance"=>"1000", "rv"=>"0"} 

  End of program 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/Ruby/PostgreSQL$ 

 

 

Topics for further study 
 In OLTP applications, a critical outcome for users is the response time.  The topic is briefly 

presented in Wikipedia at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Response_time_(technology).  The 

reponse time depends on many things, most of which are out of our scope, including network 

traffic issues, current workload in the server(s) , etc, but especially on data access in the 

transaction.  This can be dramatically prolonged by retries in case of deadlocks or lost 

connections.   These are rare cases, but if we take these into account, we could set some rules 

of thumb on the parameters in our experiments.  The estimated max response time could be 

something like: 

 Estimated transaction time+ retry window time + lock wait timeout + some overhead 

By experimenting, try to find minimal timeouts and determine what dependencies  should be 

used between the tuning parameters of the extended retry pattern for a transaction like our 

BankTransfer. 

 How to install Ruby IBM_DB driver for DB2  

 How to install and use the Ruby DPI driver 

Excercises 

1. Write a BankTransfer Ext implementation accessing a database of your choice using the Ruby 
driver and applying the transaction outcome protocol presented in Chapter 1. 

 

Troubleshootings with the DBMS servers 
 

DB2 
 

It is recommended to COMMIT after DDL commands. 

 

To check connections left open after test runs, connect to the database as dbtech and enter the 

command 

LIST APPLICATIONS SHOW DETAIL 

Specific connections can be then dropped by command 

FORCE APPLICATION ( <application handle>, …) 

Where <application handle> is an integer typed handle shown in the list of open applications 

 

In the test environment a practical solution for many “mysterious cases” is just to stop and restart the 

server. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Response_time_(technology)
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For more advice see Appendix B in the book “Getting Started With DB2 Application Development” of 

DB2 on Campus Book Series. 

 

DB2 Version 9.7 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows English manuals are available at 

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27015148 

SQLCODE and SQLSTATE error messages are explained in the manual Message Reference Vol.2 

 

-- 

A BankTransferWithRetry problem: 

 
 

Invoking stored routines need to be (re-)created in the order where the invoked routine is always 

created before the invoker. 

 

Oracle 
 

For the TNS Listener error on first connection, for example: 

“connect() failed. Error: ORA-12514: TNS:listener does not currently know of service requested in 

connect descriptor (DBD ERROR: OCIServerAttach) at oraempl.pl…” 

Wait until TNS Listener is up and running, and try again. 

 

In the PHP experiments, extra inactive sessions may be left blocking other tests.    In Oracle these can 

be controlled by the user who installed the DBMS (user dbtech) via the system view V$SESSION and by 

terminating sessions  with care, for example as follows: 

$ sqlplus / as sysdba 

 

SQL> column sid      format 99999 

column serial#  format 99999 

column user#    format 99999 

column username format a12 

column status   format a10 

column program  format a30 

SELECT sid,serial#,user#,username,status,program 

FROM V$SESSION WHERE user# > 0; 

SQL> SQL> SQL> SQL> SQL> SQL>   2   

   SID SERIAL# USER#  USERNAME   STATUS     PROGRAM 

------ ------- ------ ------------ ---------- ------------------------------ 

    26       8      5 SYSTEM   INACTIVE   SQL Developer 

    38      56     38 SCOTT   INACTIVE   sqlplus@debianDB (TNS V1-V3) 

 

SQL> alter system kill session '38,56'; 

 

System altered. 

 

SQL> 
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When testing on connection errors, after too many erroneous tries the user account is locked by the 

server.   To solve the case for example when user account of SCOTT is locked, solve the case as follows: 

 

sqlplus / as sysdba 

ALTER USER SCOTT ACCOUNT UNLOCK; 

EXIT; 

 

In the test environment a practical solution for many “mysterious cases” is just to stop and restart the 

server. 

 

PostgreSQL 
 

Connection failure:  “FATAL: Peer authentication failed for user "dbtech" at … 

As root user change in /etc/postgresql/9.2/main/pg_hba.conf METHOD as “trust” for “local” for Unix 

domain socket connections and for IPv6 local connections. 

Then enter the command: 

 service postgresql restart 

On errors check the log by command: 

     tail /var/log/postgresql/postgresql-9.2-main.log 

 

MySQL 
 

Occasionally some connection may become stuck.   Following is a “panic solution” to sort it out: 

mysql> show processlist; 

+----+---------+-----------+--------+---------+------+-------+------------------+ 

| Id | User    | Host      | db     | Command | Time | State | Info             | 

+----+---------+-----------+--------+---------+------+-------+------------------+ 

|  1 | dbtech | localhost | testdb | Sleep   | 7253 |       | NULL             | 

| 22 | dbtech | localhost | testdb | Query   |    0 | init  | show processlist | 

+----+---------+-----------+--------+---------+------+-------+------------------ 

2 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

  

mysql> kill 1  ; 

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec) 
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PART 3   SQL Transactions in Web Programming 
 

Advent of web technologies over traditional software has radically changed application 
development, first by the static CGI technology followed by spectrum of different dynamic web 
technologies  

 

Chapter 4   Static Web Programming 
 

After the introduction to basic data access APIs on command line experiments, we now turn to apply 

these on the web programming environment.  Web programming has evolved into the new 

mainstream of application development, while database technology still provides the basis for reliable 

data storage and data access. The data access priorities that we have emphasized earlier are still 

relevant, but for applications serving a wider audience on the Internet, preserving a tolerable 

performance level  i.e.  scalability has become an important  additional priority. 

 

Figure 4-1.    A Big picture on Web Programming   

 

Web Environment in DebianDB 

Application Server 
 

As the application server in DebianDB 6 we had the free WebSphere Community Edition (WASCE) 2.1 

from IBM.  WASCE is based on the Geronimo application server of Apache Group, in which IBM has 
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added their plug-ins as explained in the free ebook “Getting Started With WebSphere Application 

Server Community Edition” of the DB2 on Campus Book Series of IBM.  

After IBM has stopped supporting WASCE and made its plugins to DataStudio unavailable we had to 

move to the open source GlassFish application server in Debian9. 

We will return to use of application server later in JSP, etc. 

HTTP Server Apache2 
 

The free Apache HTTP server of Apache Software Foundation has been the de facto web server 

product on many platforms.   It has also been integrated in many software products, for example as 

the basis of the Oracle HTTP server (OHS). 

In Debian6 we installed Apache separately, but Debian9 is built as a Debian LAMP server 

(https://wiki.debian.org/LaMp)  including Apache2, MariaDB and PHP on Linux. 

In Debian9 Apache2 can be started and stopped from the Applications/Apache Web Server menu 

 

           Figure 4-2 

or by the apachectl tool.  The use options of apachectl can be sorted out by 

sudo /usr/sbin/apachectl -h 

Documentation for Apache 2.0 is available on Web at http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/ 

Apache documentation in books varies, depending on the Apache version, the platform and the 

configuration.  Apache2 configuration on Debian is explained in the articles:   

“Installing and Configuring a Web Server “, Chapter 12.2 in “Learning Debian GNU/Linux “ of Bill 

McCarty at http://www.oreilly.com/openbook/debian/book/ch12_02.html  , 

“Configuring Apache 2 on Debian, Ubuntu” at http://www.control-escape.com/web/configuring-

apache2-debian.html, and  “Apache 2 Web Server on Debian 6 (Squeeze)” at 

https://www.linode.com/docs/websites/apache/apache-2-web-server-on-debian-6-squeeze  

https://wiki.debian.org/LaMp
http://www.oreilly.com/openbook/debian/book/ch12_02.html
http://www.control-escape.com/web/configuring-apache2-debian.html
http://www.control-escape.com/web/configuring-apache2-debian.html
https://www.linode.com/docs/websites/apache/apache-2-web-server-on-debian-6-squeeze
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Apache2 configuration in Debian differ from typical configurations, and it is documented in 

/usr/share/doc/apache2/README.Debian.gz 

Instead of the often quoted htdocs directory, the default website directory (DocumentRoot) of the 

Debian distribution  is /var/www/html which can be accessed  by browser at http://localhost:80 (or 

just http://127.0.0.1) as follows: 

 

Figure 4-3 

 

As our own test we can create, for example, the following html file in $HOME/AppDev/Apache2 

   

and then copy and test it as follows 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Apache2/hello.html  /var/www/html/hello.html 

http://localhost/
http://127.0.0.1/
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CGI Programming 
 

CGI stands for “Common Gateway Interface”, a server-side scripting based web programming protocol 

according to which a server-side script/program is invoked by a http request passing ?parameters as 

part of the URI string.  The request instantiates a process to pass the parameters to the process.  The 

standard output of the instantiated process is deployed and passed as an html page/form to the client 

and the process will end.    

The CGI protocol can be applied to any supported scripting language or compiled program in any 

supported programming language, such as C/C++, etc., but perhaps the most widely used scripting 

language is Perl. 

By default in the Debian version the CGI scripts/programs are stored in the directory /usr/lib/cgi-

bin,but additional user directories can be configured for Apache2  - this is out of our scope. 

For script processing we need to install/enable corresponding modules in Apache.   

Compared with simple client-server programming, the code of Web applications is scattered in 

multiple files of different types, so that the overall application logic may be difficult to comprehend.   

Application development using CGI requires a series of inter-linked CGI scripts/programs (CGI script in 

the following).  The script in turn generates HTML form to be sent to the client presenting the data and 

possible selection for the next script.  For proceeding to the following phase of the user transaction, 

href-links to the file of the scripts are generated on the proper HTML objects on the form.  For passing 

the session contents to the next scripts, proper session properties are stored 

 HTML hidden fields 

 server-side environment variables 

 server-side files / database 

 client-side cookies 

 

For every step the executable program or the interpreter of the scripting language needs to be loaded 

before processing.  For managing database accesses this means that every phase needs to open its 

own database connection.   Opening database connections cannot be speeded up by connection 

pooling on the HTTP server only.  This all means that basic CGI application processing is slow and does 

not scale well, even if application development and testing can be rapid.    
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To improve performance of CGI applications, somewhat faster processing is provided by proprietary 

FastCGI solutions or some application servers.  

Since the context of an SQL transaction is a single database connection, user transactions consisting of 

a sequence of forms with their own connections cannot share a connection and locking of rows.   So 

the means for managing concurrency control along the steps of a user transaction consist of optimistic 

execution  techniques.  Our choice of these techniques is the Row Version Verification (RVV) technique 

we which have presented in “SQL Transactions” ebook and in the RVV Paper at 

www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf 

In Debian9 we have Apache2 version 2.4.  Unfortunately its configuration after Apache2 version 2.2  

has changed, and the Apache2 configuration for Debian differs from the “official” Apache2  Linux 

configuration and is poorly documented for occasional users.  In Debian6 the data access  modules of 

PHP, Perl, Python and Ruby were quite simple to install, but due to configuration changes the module 

installing scripts have met too much difficulties, so in Debian9 we will not waiste too much time with 

the languages, and focus on PHP only.   

 

Experimenting with PHP CGI connections  
 

PHP data access modules need to be registered in the php.ini  configuration file.  That’s what we did in 

Chapter 3 – but it was /etc/apache2/cli/php.ini for command level interface scripting.  For CGI 

programming there is a corresponding configuration file  /etc/php/apache2/php.ini for Apache2.  This 

is ready tuned for MySQL, PostgreSQL, and OCI8 of Oracle, but for DB2 and PDO_OCI of Oracle we 

need to add some settings. 

For DB2 we need to make the following settings: 

; IBM_DB2  driver for DB2 

extension=ibm_db2.so 

ibm_db2.instance_name=dbtech 

 

; PHP PDO_IBM driver for DB2 

extension = pdo_ibm.so 

ibm_db2.instance_name=dbtech 

PDO_IBM.db2_instance_name=dbtech 

 

For Oracle we need to make the following settings: 

;  OCI8 driver for Oracle  

extension=oci8.so 

 

;  PDO_OCI for Oracle  

extension=pdo_oci.so  

 

http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf
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Since our Debian9 is built according to the LAMP  distribution, the “native” scripting language is PHP7, 

so we try to get the following simple PHP example work 

 

We’ve learned that directory /usr/lib/cgi-bin needs to be introduced to Apache2 in a copy of 

/etc/apache2/apache2.conf  file adding the following directives: 

# CGI 

ScriptAlias "/cgi-bin/" "/usr/lib/cgi-bin/" 

 

<Directory /usr/lib/cgi-bin/> 

  AllowOverride None 

  Options +ExecCGI -MultiViews +SymLinksIfOwnerMatch 

  Require all granted 

</Directory> 

 

and copied back by 

sudo cp apache2.conf /etc/apache2/apache2.conf 

Then we deploy our php script as follows 

sudo cp hello.php  /usr/lib/cgi-bin/hello.php 

sudo chmod +x+x+x  /usr/lib/cgi-bin/hello.php 

 

and after starting Apache server we can test if our script works: 

 

 

For accessing our databases by CGI/PHP scripts we should copy the API introductions from the 

/etc/php/cli/php.ini  to  /etc/php/7.0/apache2/php.ini. 

 

Accessing MariaDB 
 

MySQL/MariaDB is part of the LAMP distribution, so let’s start our data access experiment with a PHP 

script accessing testdb on MariaDB.  For this we create the  following simple script mysqliCon.php in 

the folder AppDev/CGI/PHP/MariaDB  
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Listing 4-1    mysqliCon.php 
 

<html> 

<head> <title>DBTechNet - Intro to Transaction Programming</title> </head> 

<body> <font size=4> Example on CGI/PHP mysqli API for MariaDB<br></font> 

<!-- 

# delopyment: 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/MariaDB/mysqliCon.php /usr/lib/cgi-

bin/mysqliCon.php 

sudo chmod +x+x+x /usr/lib/cgi-bin/mysqliCon.php 

# test by browser:  

http://localhost/cgi-bin/mysqliCon.php 

--> 

<?php 

$database = 'testdb'; 

$user = 'dbtech'; 

$password = 'dbtech'; 

$hostname = 'localhost'; 

$conn = new mysqli($hostname, $user, $password, $database); 

if (mysqli_connect_errno()) { 

   printf ("Connect failed: %s\n",mysqli_connect_error()); 

   exit(); 

} 

else { 

   $conn->autocommit(FALSE); 

   echo "Connect succeeded."."\n"; 

} 

?> 

</body></html> 

 

Since testing CGI programs by Apache can be challenging, we start testing the script running it first in 

command line mode as follows, after starting the MariaDB server: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ php $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/MariaDB/ mysqliCon.php 

<html> 

<head> <title>DBTechNet - Intro to Transaction Programming</title> </head> 

<body> <font size=4> Example on CGI/PHP mysqli API for MariaDB<br></font> 

<!-- 

# delopyment: 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/MariaDB/mysqliCon.php /usr/lib/cgi-

bin/mysqliCon.php 

sudo chmod +x+x+x /usr/lib/cgi-bin/mysqliCon.php 

# test by browser:  

http://localhost/cgi-bin/mysqliCon.php 

--> 

Connect succeeded. 

</body></html> 

dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/CGI/PHP/MariaDB$ 

 
Fine, after this we copy the script into /usr/lib/cgi-bin using the commands which we included as 

comments in the script (so that we can reuse the commands if needed).   We can now test the script 

as CGI program 
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Accessing DB2 by ibm_db API 
 

Like with MariaDB, we create a simple HTML/PHP page to test the DB2 connection 

Listing 4-2   db2Con.php test page/script 
 

<html> 

<head> <title>DBTechNet - Intro to Transaction Programming</title> </head> 

<body> <font size=4> Example on CGI/PHP DB2 API for DB2<br></font> 

<!-- 

# CLI test: 

php $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/DB2/db2Con.php 

# delopyment: 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/DB2/db2Con.php /usr/lib/cgi-bin/db2Con.php 

sudo chmod +x+x+x /usr/lib/cgi-bin/db2Con.php 

# test by browser: 

http://localhost/cgi-bin/db2Con.php 

--> 

<?php 

$database = 'TESTDB'; 

$user = 'dbtech'; 

$password = 'dbtech'; 

$hostname = 'localhost'; 

$port = 50001; 

$conn_string = "DRIVER={IBM DB2 ODBC DRIVER};DATABASE=$database;". 

     "HOSTNAME=$hostname;PORT=$port;PROTOCOL=TCPIP;UID=$user;PWD=$password;"; 

try { 

    $options = array('autocommit'=> DB2_AUTOCOMMIT_OFF); 

    $conn = db2_connect($conn_string, '','', $options); 

    if ($conn) { 

        print "Connected"; 

  db2_close($conn); 

    } else 

        print db2_conn_errormsg(); 

} 

catch (Exception $e) { 

 print $e->getMessage().$last_error(); 

} 

?> 

</body></html> 

 

After testing the syntax by a CLI test run, and then deploying it, we can test it as CGI program in a 
browser session as follows: 
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Accessing DB2 by PDO_IBM API 
 
This needs additional work, explained in the IBM Knowledge Center article “Setting up the PHP 
environment for IBM Data Server products on Linux or UNIX”  at 
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_11.1.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.php.d
oc/doc/t0011926.html 
But instead of adding environment variables in httpd.conf we  add  
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/home/dbtech/sqllib/lib64:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH 
in /etc/apache2/envvars and installing our simple connection test db2PdoCon.php 
 
Listing 4-3    db2PdoCon.php 
 
<html><body> 

<!-- 

# cli: 

php $HOME/AppDev/PHP/DB2/db2PdoCon.php 

# deployment 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/PHP/DB2/db2PdoCon.php /usr/lib/cgi-bin/db2PdoCon.php 

sudo chmod +x+x+x /usr/lib/cgi-bin/db2PdoCon.php 

# test 

http://localhost/cgi-bin/db2PdoCon.php 

--> 

<?php 

try { 

    echo "Hello!\n"; 

    $dbh = new PDO("ibm:testdb","dbtech","dbtech" );   

    echo "PDO connection object created\n"; 

    } 

catch(PDOException $e) 

    { 

    echo $e->getMessage(); 

    } 

finally { 

    echo "bye\n"; 

    $dbh = null; 

} 

?> 

</body></html> 

 

and connecting by browser to the URL, it works 
 

 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_11.1.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.php.doc/doc/t0011926.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_11.1.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.php.doc/doc/t0011926.html
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Accessing Oracle 
 

Like with MariaDB, we create a simple HTML/PHP page to test the Oracle connection 

Listing 4-4    oci8con.php 
 

<html> 

<head> <title>DBTechNet - Intro to Transaction Programming</title> </head> 

<body> <font size=4> Example on PHP OCI8 API for Oracle<br></font> 

<!-- 

# command line test: 

php $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/Oracle/oci8con.php 

# deployment: 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/Oracle/oci8con.php /usr/lib/cgi-bin/oci8con.php 

sudo chmod +x+x+x /usr/lib/cgi-bin/oci8con.php 

# CGI test: 

http://localhost/cgi-bin/oci8con.php 

--> 

<?php 

  $database = 'localhost/XE'; 

  $user     = "scott"; 

  $password = "tiger"; 

  $conn = oci_connect($user, $password, $database) 

         or die ("Unable to connect to ".$database."\n"); 

  printf(" Connected successfully to database '".$database."' \n"); 

  oci_close($conn); 

?> 

</body></html> 

 

and test the syntax running the page as a command line PHP script: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ php $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/Oracle/oci8con.php 

<html> 

<head> <title>DBTechNet - Intro to Transaction Programming</title> </head> 

<body> <font size=4> Example on PHP OCI8 API for Oracle<br></font> 

 Connected successfully to database 'localhost/XE'  

</body></html> 

 

After that we deploy the page to /usr/lib/cgi-bin as follows: 

 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/Oracle/oci8con.php /usr/lib/cgi-bin/oci8con.php 

sudo chmod +x+x+x /usr/lib/cgi-bin/oci8con.php 

 

For OCI8 connections we add in /etc/php/7.0/apache2/php.ini module definitions similar to those  we 

have made in /etc/php/7.0/cli/php.ini for command line experiments , for example under [OCI8] part: 

[OCI8] 

; for Oracle OCI8 extension  

extension=oci8.so 

 

After this we can test the web connection as follows: 
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In a similar way we have tested dpoOciCon.php (in Appdev/CGI/PHP/Oracle), to check that the 

definitions for DPO OCI apply for Oracle connections by DPO.   

Accessing  PostgreSQL 
 

Like in previous tests, we create a simple HTML/PHP page to test the PostgreSQL connection 

Listing 4-5    pgCon.php 
 

<html> 
<head> <title>DBTechNet - Intro to Transaction Programming</title> </head> 
<body> <font size=4> Example on CGI/PHP pg API for PostgreSQL<br></font> 
<!-- 
# CLI test: 
php $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/PostgreSQL/pgCon.php 
# delopyment: 
sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/PostgreSQL/pgCon.php /usr/lib/cgi-bin/pgCon.php 
sudo chmod +x+x+x /usr/lib/cgi-bin/pgCon.php 
# test by browser: 
http://localhost/cgi-bin/pgCon.php 
--> 
<?php 
$database = 'testdb'; 
$user = 'dbtech'; 
$password = 'dbtech'; 
try { 
    $conn  = pg_connect("host=localhost port=5432 dbname=".$database. 
               " user=".$user." password=".$password." "); 
    print "Connected"; 
    pg_close($conn); 
} 
catch (Exception $e) { 
 print $e->getMessage().$last_error(); 
} 
?> 
</body></html> 
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The apache2.conf and php.ini files 
 

The tests above prove that our Apache CGI configuration is working for these database products.   To 

make the tests easy to repeat, we have included the configuration files as part of the AppDev archive, 

apache2.conf  and cgi_php.ini  in Appdev/Apache2  folder , and cli_php.ini in folder AppDev/PHP. 

Now we can proceed to experiment by more demanding data access. 

 

CGI Application Development 

Bank Transfer CGI experiment using PDO OCI API 
 

As an example of the CGI PHP application we will experiment with the basic Bank Transfer example 

applying the PDO OCI API.  We have selected PDO API  for data access since it is in line with typical 

data access APIs, it is better than the lower level PHP data access APIs we have seen in Chapter 3, and 

just by  minor changes the application could be modified to use any of the DBMS products in our lab.  

As the DBMS product to be used in this example we have selected Oracle XE. 

The application consists of two php forms: pdoOciEntry.php and pdoOciExec.php. pdoOctEntry.php is 

a data entry form, which first lists the accounts with the balance and row version information in the 

Accounts table, and presents textfields for the user to enter the “from” and “to” account numbers and 

the amount to be transferred.   

For the row version verification also the row version values of the selected accounts are needed.  In 

the current version of the application the row version numbers need to be entered manually, which is 

a poor user interface solution.  In fact, the user should not be aware of the row version numbers at all. 

All those fields should be hidden from the user, and values should be copied from the corresponding  

(and hidden) version columns of the selected accounts by proper JavaScript routines, to be discussed 

later.    

The “Sleep” parameter allows the transaction to be paused for the specified time so that we can test 

possible conflicts with concurrent client sessions.  For production use this needs to be set to zero. 

The “reTry timeout” parameter defines a time window for starting the transaction or retrying it in case 

of deadlocks.   The purpose is to control the response time to the time window + expected exection 

time of a successful transaction. 

On selection of the “Transfer the amount” button, the application passes the entered parameter 

values including the hidden parameter values for the database,  user and password to the invoked php 

form pdoOciExec.php which reopens a connection to the database and takes care of the actual bank 

transfer.  
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Figure 4-4   A sample data entry filled in the form pdoOciEntry.php 

 

Listing 4-6   pdoOciEntry.php 

<!-- pdoOciEntry.php 

Start page of the BankTransfer experiment 

accessing local Oracle XE using PHP and OCI8 API. 

2018-05-27 Martti Laiho 

 

# command line test: 

php $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/Oracle/pdoOciEntry.php 

# deployment: 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/Oracle/pdoOciEntry.php /usr/lib/cgi-bin/pdoOciEntry.php 

sudo chmod +x+x+x /usr/lib/cgi-bin/pdoOciEntry.php 

# CGI test: 

http://localhost/cgi-bin/pdoOciEntry.php 

--> 

<html><head><title>CGI/PHP/OCI8 BankTransfer experiment</title></head> 

<body> 

<form action="pdoOciExec.php" method="POST"> 

<h2>CGI/PHP/PDO-OCI BankTransfer 1.0</h2> 

<h4>List of the Accounts</h4> 

<table border=1 cellspacing='0' width='50%'> 

<tr><td><b>acctno</b></td><td><b>balance</b></td><td><b>version</b></td></tr> 

<?php 

    $database = "//localhost:1521/xe"; 

    $user     = "scott"; 

    $password = "tiger"; 

    try{ 

       $conn = new PDO("oci:dbname=".$database,$user,$password); 

       print "Connected to the database ".$database; 

    } 

    catch (PDOException $e) { 

       die ("Connection to database ".$database." failed:\n". $e->getMessage()); 

    } 
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    $sql = "SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts"; 

    foreach ($conn->query($sql) as $row) { 

        print "<td>".$row['ACCTNO']."</td>"; 

        print "<td>".$row['BALANCE']."</td>"; 

        print "<td>".$row['RV']."</td>"; 

        print "</tr>"; 

    } 

    $conn = null;  // disconnect 

 

print "<table><h4>Data Entry:</h4> 

from Account no:    <input type='number' name='from' size=5 /> 

          version:  <input type='number' name='fromRv' width='50' /><br/> 

<tr> to Account no: <input type='number' name='to' size=5 /> 

          version:  <input type='number' name='toRv' width='50' /><br/></tr> 

<tr> Amount (nnn.nn): <input type='number' name='amount'/><br/></tr> 

<tr> Sleep (0..60): <input type='number' name='sleepSecs' value='0' 

                    min='0' max='60' width='50' /> seconds <br/></tr> 

<tr> reTry timeout: <input type='number' name='retryTimeout' value='40' size=3 

min='5' max='60' width='50' /> seconds<br/></tr> 

<tr> <input type='submit' value='Transfer the amount' /><br/> 

</table> 

<input type='hidden' name='database' value='".$database."'/> 

<input type='hidden' name='user' value='".$user."'/> 

<input type='hidden' name='password' value='".$password."'/> 

</form> "; 

?> 

</body> </html> 

 

 

 
The entered pdoOciExec.php reads the passed parameters, opens a new connection to the database, 
and executes the bank transfer transaction using the try-catch-finally structure of PHP.   
In case the transaction fails because of a concurrency conflict (such as deadlock) or lost connection the 
transaction is restarted by the program code in the limit of the defined “reTry timeout” time window. 
 
After successful or failed execution , the elapsed time, return code (rc), possible error message, and 
counts of used retries, deadlocks and lost connections are reported on the form. 
 
Below these, the form presents a return link to the data entry form, and lists the current contents of  
the Accounts table, as shown in Figure 4-5 below.  
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Figure 4-6   Sample output of the pdoOciExec.php after a  successful  test run 

 

Listing 4-7   The bank transfer form pdoOciExec.php 

<!-- pdoOciExec.php 

2018-05-31 Martti Laiho 

 

# command line test: 

php $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/Oracle/pdoOciExec.php 

# deployment: 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/CGI/PHP/Oracle/pdoOciExec.php /usr/lib/cgi-bin/pdoOciExec.php 

sudo chmod +x+x+x /usr/lib/cgi-bin/pdoOciExec.php 

# CGI test: 

http://localhost/cgi-bin/pdoOciEntry.php 

 

--> 

<html><head><title>CGI/PHP/OCI8 BankTransfer experiment</title></head> 

<h3>CGI/PHP/PDO-OCI BankTransfer 1.0</h3> 

<?php 

   // load the parameters 

   $database = $_POST['database']; 

   $user     = $_POST['user']; 

   $password = $_POST['password']; 

   $from     = $_POST['from']; 

   $fromRv   = $_POST['fromRv']; 

   $to       = $_POST['to']; 

   $toRv     = $_POST['toRv']; 

   $amount   = $_POST['amount']; 

   $sleepSecs    = $_POST['sleepSecs']; 

   $retryTimeout = $_POST['retryTimeout']; 

   $lockTimeout  = $retryTimeout - 4; 

   if ($locktimeout < 4) $locktimeout = 4; 

   try { 
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      $rc = Connect($conn, $database, $user, $password, $msg); 

      if ($rc != 1) throw new Expection ($msg); 

       

      print "Connected to the database ".$database."\n"; 

      print "<p>Transfer of amount ".$amount." from account ".$from. 

                                             " to account ".$to."</p>"; 

 

      $start = microtime(true); 

      # Retry wrapper for the Transfer routine: 

      $maxTime = $start + $retryTimeout; 

      $deadlockCount = 0; 

      $lostConnectCount = 0; 

      $retries = 0; 

      $msg = " "; 

      $rc = 4; 

      while (microtime(true) < $maxTime && ($rc == 1 || $rc == 4)) { 

         $rc = Transfer($conn,    // product name and connection handle 

                        $from, $fromRv, 

                        $to, $toRv, $amount,  // transfer parameters 

                        $sleepSecs,    // for concurrency tests 

                        $lockTimeout,  // for Oracle timeout 

                        $msg);         // output parameter for error messages 

         # print "/ .. Transfer rc=".$rc." msg=".$msg;        

         if ($rc == 1 || $rc == 4) { 

             $retries = $retries + 1; 

             if ($rc == 4) { 

                $lostConnectCount = $lostConnectCount + 1; 

                $rc = Connect($conn, $database, $user, $password, $msg); 

             } 

             else { 

                $deadlockCount = $deadlockCount + 1; 

                sleep(sleepSecs); 

             }             

          } 

      } 

      if ($rc == 1 && $lostConnectCount == 0) { 

          $rc = 3; 

      }  

      # end of wrapper 

      $end = microtime(true); 

      $elapsedSecs = ($end - $start); 

      print ("<h4>Transaction statistics:</h4>"); 

      printf("<p>Elapsed time %10.6f seconds<br/>", $elapsedSecs); 

      printf("Transaction outcome (rc): $rc,  "); 

      switch ($rc) { 

         case -1: print "unrecoverable error"; break; 

         case 0:  print "transaction committed"; break; 

         case 1:  print "deadlock, try again"; break; 

         case 2:  print "timeout, try later"; break; 

         case 3:  print "livelock, try later"; break; 

         case 4:  print "lost connection"; break; 

         default: print "program error"; break; 

      } 

      printf("<p>Message: %s <br/>", $msg); 

      printf("Transaction retries: %d <br/>", $retries); 

      printf("Number of deadlocks: %d <br/>", $deadlockCount); 

      printf("Lost connections:    %d <br/>", $lostConnectCount); 

      print "<p><a href='pdoOciEntry.php'>Return to the entry form</a></p>";  

 

      print "<h4>Table contents after the transfer:</h4>  

<table border=1 cellspacing='0' width='50%'>        

<tr><td><b>acctno</b></td><td><b>balance</b></td> 

<td><b>version</b></td></tr>"; 

      $sql = "SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts"; 

      foreach ($conn->query($sql) as $row) { 
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           print "<td>".$row['ACCTNO']."</td>"; 

           print "<td>".$row['BALANCE']."</td>"; 

           print "<td>".$row['RV']."</td>"; 

           print "</tr>"; 

      } 

   } 

   catch (PDOException $e) { 

       die ("Connection to database ".$database." failed:\n". $e->getMessage()); 

   } 

   finally { 

      $conn = null;  // disconnect 

   }     

 

 

function Connect (&$conn, $database, $user, $password, &$msg)  

{ 

   try { 

      print "connecting .."; 

      $conn = new PDO("oci:dbname=".$database,$user,$password); 

      $conn->setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION); 

      $rc = 1; 

      $msg = ""; 

   } 

   catch (PDOException $e) { 

      $msg = "Connection to database ".$database." failed:\n".$e->getMessage(); 

      print $msg; 

      $rc = 4; 

      sleep(5);  // allow time for rebooting the server 

   } 

   finally { 

      return $rc; 

   } 

} 

 

function Transfer ($conn, // pass-by-value parameters .. 

                   $from, $fromRv, $to, $toRv, $amount, 

                   $sleepSecs,$lockTimeout, 

                   &$msg)     // pass-by-reference 

{ 

   $sql = " "; 

   try { 

      try { 

         $trans = $conn->beginTransaction(); 

      } 

      catch (PDOException $e) { 

         print " PDOException: $e->getMessage() \n"; 

      } 

      $acct = $from; 

      $sql = "SELECT 1 AS cnt FROM Accounts ".  

             "WHERE acctno = :acct FOR UPDATE WAIT ".$lockTimeout; 

      $wstmt = $conn->prepare($sql); 

      $wstmt->bindParam(':acct', $from); 

      $wstmt->execute(); 

      $rowcount = $wstmt->fetchColumn(0);  

      if ($rowcount != 1) { 

          throw new Exception ("Account ".$from." missing"); 

      } 

      $debit = -($amount); 

      if ($fromRv > 0) { 

         $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance=balance + :amount  

                 WHERE acctno = :acct AND rv = :rv "; 

      } else { 

         $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance=balance + :amount  

                 WHERE acctno = :acct "; 

      } 
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      $stmt = $conn->prepare($sql); 

      $stmt->bindParam(':amount', $debit); 

      $stmt->bindParam(':acct', $from); 

      if ($fromRv > 0) {  

          $stmt->bindParam(':rv', $fromRv); 

      } 

      $stmt->execute(); 

      $rowcount = $stmt->rowCount(); 

      if ($rowcount != 1) { 

          throw new Exception ("Update of acct ".$from." version failed"); 

      } 

      sleep($sleepSecs); 

       

      $acct = $to; 

      $wstmt->bindParam(':acct', $to); 

      $wstmt->execute(); 

      $rowcount = $wstmt->fetchColumn(0);  

      if ($rowcount != 1) { 

          throw new Exception ("Account ".$to." missing"); 

      } 

      $stmt->bindParam(':amount', $amount); 

      $stmt->bindParam(':acct', $to); 

      if ($fromRv > 0) { 

          $stmt->bindParam(':rv', $toRv); 

      } 

      $stmt->execute(); 

      $rowcount = $stmt->rowCount(); 

      if ($rowcount != 1) { 

          throw new Exception ("Update of acct ".$to." version failed"); 

      } 

      $conn->commit(); 

      $rc = 0; 

      $msg = "OK"; 

   } 

   catch (PDOException $e) { 

      $rc = -1; 

      $sqlcode = $e->getcode(); 

      $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

      if (strpos($msg,"ORA-00060") > 0) {      // deadlock 

         $rc = 1;   

      }  

      elseif (strpos($msg,"ORA-30006") > 0) {  // lock wait timeout expired 

         $rc = 2; 

      }  

      elseif (strpos($msg,"STATE[01002]") > 0) { // lost connection 

         $rc = 4; 

      } 

      else $msg = "on account $acct ".$msg;  

      $conn->rollback(); 

   } 

   catch (Exception $e) { 

      $rc = -1; 

      $sqlcode = $e->getcode(); 

      $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

      $conn->rollback(); 

   } 

   finally {  

      return $rc; 

   } 

} 

?>  

</body></html> 
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Exceptional test runs 
 
In the following we present results from the exceptional test runs 

 Row version failure 

 Missing toAcct 

 CHECK constraint violation 

 Lock wait timeout expired due to blocking client 

 Retry solving deadlock 

 Livelock example 

 Lost connection   

 Lost connection solved by reconnect 

 
 
Row version failure: 

If some concurrent session updates an account which will be used in the transaction, for example in 

concurrent sqlplus session:  

 

the row version is no more the same as seen on the data entry form, the row version verification of 

RVV  protocol fails and the transaction aborts, for example: 
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Figure 4-7  Updata failure due to non-matcing row versions 

Missing account number: 

In the following we enter a non-existing account number for the “to Account”.  This leads to 

transaction failure: 

 

Figure 4-9   Transaction failure due to missing account 

Note:   Just for experimenting the program is coded so that if we leave out the row version on the data 

entry form, the row versions are not checked in the transaction. 
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CHECK constraint violation: 

 

 
Figure 4-10  Transaction failure due to CHECK constraint violation 

 

Expiring lock wait timeout: 

Next we test concurrency in case of a blocking sqlplus session 

 

Figure 4-11   Blocking sqlplus session 
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Figure 4-12    Results of a test run case of expired lock wait timeout after 6 seconds 

Note:  the current version of the program calculates the lock wait timeout by substracting 4 seconds 

from the “retry timeout” value. 

 

Transaction re-Try solving deadlock: 

 

 
Figure 4-13    Parameter settings for an experiment on arranging deadlock situation 
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Figure 4-14   Deadlock solved by automatic re-Try of of the victim 

 

However, if we use row version verification, re-Try of the deadlock victim does solve the problem as 

shown by the following experiment: 

 

 
Figure 4-15    Parameter settings for an experiment on arranging deadlock situation 
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Figure 4-16   Transaction failure on re-Try of the victim when RVV is used 

 

Livelock example: 

 

 
 

Figure 4-17   Parameter settings for an experiment on arranging livelock situation 
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Figure 4-18  Result of the test ending up in a livelock situation (the client on the right) 

 

 

Lost connection:   

 

 
 

Figure 4-19   Parameter settings for an experiment to arrange a lost connection 

 

After all clients had started the Oracle server was shutdown and restarted 
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Figure 4-20   Results of a test ending up to a lost connection 

 

 

Lost connection solved by reconnect and retry: 

 

The program has been prepared to do this, but in the case of Oracle a shutdown and restart of the 

server takes too long time to be acceptable as part of the response time in OLTP programming, also it 

is challenging to tune the timings even on long retry windows.  So, some other cases of lost connection 

than the temporary server shutdown should be used to test, for example using remote connections 

which could be temporarily disconnected.  For MariaDB the temporary server shutdown is more 

suitable for this test. 

Versions of the BankTransfer accessing  Oracle, DB2, MariaDB and PostgreSQL using CGI PHP and PDO 

API can be found in corresponding subfolders of AppDev/CGI/PHP. 

Topics for further study 
 

Perl, Python and Ruby scripting requires more investigation … 

to be continued  … 

Excercises 

1.  Modify the CGI PHP bank transfer application to use PostgreSQL database 
 
2.  Modify the CGI PHP bank transfer application to use the “extended bank transfer” case prented in 
Chapter 1. 
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Chapter 5   Dynamic Web Programming  
 

We will first look at the servlet-based JSP technology which provides better  performance and 

dynamic database access compared with CGI technologies.   Then we will lok at the JavaScript 

developments, such as jQuery, AJAX, Node.js and Angular, which provide even more dynamicity 

on user interface and client-server  programming. 

 

Introduction to Java Server Pages (JSP) 
 

In CGI technology the web server invokes the script engine or the relevant CGI program for every 

service request.  As solution to this non-scalability of CGI technology, the Java community developed 

the servlet technology in which the requested Java servlet instance stays alive and can serve multiple 

service requests.  While running behind the web server, this requires an extra service platform, the 

servlet container, usually part of an application server tier.  A typical servlet container is the Apache 

Tomcat which is a kind of light-weight application server.   

Basically a servlet is a Java program with methods for handling HTTP requests from web clients and 

generating HTML code as output text to be rendered as HTTP response to the client.   We will skip the 

laborious details, since soon after invention of servlet technology the general routines for writing the 

servlet code were generalized as new scripting language of Java Server Pages (JSP).  

JSP technology is based on pre-processing technology that generates corresponding servlets with less 

Java programming effort.   

Compared with the Java code of servlet generating HTML code, a JSP file with “.jsp” extension is a 

HTML file with JSP scriplets, especially java code scriplets of form <% .. %>.  For processing, the JSP file 

is pre-processed into Java code of a servlet which is then compiled into servlet class and invoked for 

execution.  The technology has then inspired development of various JSP Tag Libraries, JSTL and  

customized tags for various purposes, for example the <sql:..> action tags of the SQL action part of 

JSTL, JDBC wrappers  for accessing relational databases. 
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Figure 5-1  Life cycle of a JSP program 

The life cycle of a JSP process is described in Figure 5-1.  When a HTTP request for a JSP file meets the 

file which does not have a corresponding servlet class in the JSP container of the web server or where 

the JSP file is younger than the servlet class, the JSP file is compiled into a corresponding servlet class 

and initialized as a servlet process.  For processing, the HTTP request is then passed to the servlet 

instance, processed, and the generated output is rendered as an HTML page to be sent as an HTTP 

response to the client.  However, compared with CGI, the servlet instance stays alive in JSP container, 

ready to serve new HTTP requests for the servlet.  The servlet instance gets removed from web 

server’s memory only on a destroy request by administration, or by the HTTP server when it is closing 

down. 

Apache Tomcat includes the HTTP server and JSP/servlet engine.  It can be used as a standalone web 

server or as the embedded web server in some Java EE application servers, such as GlassFish, Apache 

Geronimo, etc.  For database access scalability it includes Apache Commons Database Connection 

Pooling (DBCP) API. 

 

Installing Apache Tomcat 
 

The Apache Tomcat home page at https://tomcat.apache.org/index.html provides the documentation 

and download pages for binary or source code installation. 

The installation of Tomcat starts by downloading the apache-tomcat-9.0.2.zip file.  Since we are 

interested only on experimenting with the technology and not to install it for secured production 

environment, to keep the experimenting easy, we extract the contents into local folder 

https://tomcat.apache.org/index.html
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/home/dbtech/apache-tomcat-9.0.2 and create a new environment variable CATALINA_HOME 

containing the path to this folder.  To allow execution of the binaries of Tomcat we enter commands 

cd $CATALINA_HOME/bin 
chmod +x * 

 
To start the Tomcat server we enter 

 
$CATALINA_HOME/bin/startup.sh 
 

To test if the server is up, enter “localhost:8080” to browser and you should see the following: 
 

 
 
From the Examples link we get to experiment with a rich collection of servet, JSP and WebSocket 
examples with source files. 
 
You may shutdown the server by 

 
$CATALINA_HOME/bin/shutdown.sh 
 

From the Tomcat Application  Development page at https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-9.0-

doc/appdev/index.html we can select the link of Example Application to verify that installing has 

succeeded: 

 

https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-9.0-doc/appdev/index.html
https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-9.0-doc/appdev/index.html
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Downloading the sample.war (web application archive file) into $CATALINA_HOME/webapps and 

selecting the link http://localhost:8080/sample we get the application running 

 

 

 

 

http://localhost:8080/sample
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Looking at how the sample application is installed in its subdirectories we get the idea of how to build 

a web application using JSP:  

 

.. and more examples can be found at  

 

Many JSP tutorials are available on the web, for example there is an easy online tutorial at 

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/jsp/index.htm 

For data access Tomcat 9 JSP supports the JavaServer Pages Standard Tag Library (JSTL) sql API, and 

the Java/JDBC API using the JNDI Datasource of the Apache Commons DBCP library.  

JSTL is part of the Java EE 5 specification, JSTL 1.0 dating back to 2002.  The latest version is JSTL 1.2.  

JSTL sql API provides only minimalistic data access services.  The whole SQL action part in the JSTL 

specification is only on a sketchy level.  Especially for transaction programming the paradigm is shown 

in the Figure 5-2 on <sql:transaction> action below.   

The JDBC drivers to be used are installed by copying them into the $CATALINA_HOME/lib folder 

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/jsp/index.htm
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Figure 5-2   Syntax of <sql:transaction> action   (source: JSTL 1.0 specification) 

The JSTL Transaction Programming Template assumes implicit commit at </sql:transaction> and 

implicit rollback on any exceptions.  The isolation level selection does not take into account the 

different isolation implementations for MVCC or multi-granular locking, nor does JSTL provide the 

means for row-level locking by “FOR UPDATE” clauses.   

In our tests SQLException on CHECK constraint violation did not implicitly rollback the transaction, so 

the sql:transaction action had to be embedded in c:catch structure.  For details see the 

BankTrasferJSTL example below. 

Test data 

 

As test data we use the Customers-Accounts tables + stored routines of the extended BankTransfer 

case defined in Chapter 1.  Files for every DBMS containing the SQL commands for setting up the test 

materials can be found In AppDev/Accounts.  

  

BankTransfer example using JSTL sql 
 

The JSP application is first built in a working directory: 
 

 
 

Figure 5-3   Files of the BankTransferJSTL  

This was later copied to AppDev/JSP/BankTransferJSTL, which could also serve as working dirctery. 
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The jsp files using the sql taglib and Oracle connections are the following: 
 
Listing 5-1  ListCustomers.jsp 
 
<%@ page language="java" contentType="text/html; charset=UTF-8" 
    pageEncoding="UTF-8"%> 
<%@ taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/jsp/jstl/core" prefix="c" %> 
<%@ taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/jsp/jstl/sql" prefix="sql" %>    
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<title>SQL-Query using JDBC</title> 
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</head> 
<body> 
    <sql:setDataSource 
        var="myDS" 
        driver="oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver" 
        url="jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:xe" 
        user="scott" password="tiger"  /> 
 
    <sql:query var="listCustomers" dataSource="${myDS}"> 
        SELECT * FROM Customers 
    </sql:query> 
 
     <H2>Abfrage:</H2> 
 <P>SELECT * FROM Customers</P> 
  <H2>Result Table:</H2> 
        <table border="1"> 
            <tr> 
           <c:forEach items="${listCustomers.columnNames}" var="column"> 
              <th><c:out value="${column}" /></th> 
          </c:forEach> 
      </tr> 
            <c:forEach var="customer" items="${listCustomers.rows}"> 
                <tr> 
                    <td><c:out value="${customer.custno}" /></td> 
                    <td><c:out value="${customer.name}" /></td> 
                    <td><c:out value="${customer.address}" /></td>                 
                </tr> 
            </c:forEach> 
        </table> 
 
    <script src=\"https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.0/jquery.min.js\"></script> 
    <script src=\"js/bootstrap.min.js\"></script> 
</body> 
</html> 

 
Listing 5-2   MoneyTransfer.jsp 
 
<%@ page language="java" contentType="text/html; charset=UTF-8" 
    pageEncoding="UTF-8"%> 
<%@ taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/jsp/jstl/core" prefix="c" %> 
<%@ taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/jsp/jstl/sql" prefix="sql" %>    
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
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<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<title>Money transfer using JSP MoneyTransfer</title> 
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</head> 
<body> 
    <sql:setDataSource 
        var="myDS" 
        driver="oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver" 
        url="jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:xe" 
        user="scott" password="tiger" 
    /> 
      
    <sql:query var="listAccounts" dataSource="${myDS}"> 
        SELECT acctno,balance,custno,status,rv FROM Accounts 
    </sql:query> 
      
    <H3>Current Accounts Balance:</H3> 
       <table border="1"> 
            <tr> 
       <c:forEach items="${listAccounts.columnNames}" var="column"> 
             <th><c:out value="${column}" /></th> 
         </c:forEach> 
     </tr> 
            <c:forEach var="account" items="${listAccounts.rows}"> 
                <tr> 
                    <td><c:out value="${account.acctno}" /></td> 
                    <td><c:out value="${account.balance}" /></td> 
                    <td><c:out value="${account.custno}" /></td>   
                    <td><c:out value="${account.status}" /></td>   
                   <td><c:out value="${account.rv}" /></td> 
                </tr> 
            </c:forEach> 
       </table><br/> 
       <form action="TransferExecute.jsp" method="POST">  
    from Account no: .. <input type="text" name="from"/><br/>  
    to Account no: ...... <input type="text" name="to"/><br/>  
    Amount (nnn.nn): .. <input type="text" name="value"/><br/><br/>  
       <input type="submit" value="Transfer Money" /> <br/> </form> 
     
    <script src=\"https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.0/jquery.min.js\"></script> 
    <script src=\"js/bootstrap.min.js\"></script> 
</body> 
</html> 

 
Listing 5-3   Transferexecute.jsp 
 
<%@ page session="true" language="java" 
  contentType="text/HTML; charset=UTF-8" pageEncoding="UTF-8" 
  import="java.util.*"%> 
<%@ taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/jsp/jstl/core" prefix="c"%> 
<%@ taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/jsp/jstl/sql" prefix="sql"%> 
<!DOCTYPE HTML> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
  <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/HTML; charset=UTF-8"> 
  <title>Money transfer using JSP MoneyTransfer</title> 
  <link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
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  <sql:setDataSource var="myDS" driver="oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver" 
        url="jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:xe" 
        user="scott" password="tiger"/> 
 
  <sql:query var="listAccountsAlt" dataSource="${myDS}"> 
        SELECT acctno,balance,custno,status,rv FROM Accounts 
  </sql:query> 
 
  <H3>Accounts balance:</H3> 
  <table border="1"> 
    <tr> 
      <c:forEach items="${listAccountsAlt.columnNames}" var="column"> 
        <th><c:out value="${column}" /></th> 
      </c:forEach> 
    </tr> 
    <c:forEach var="account" items="${listAccountsAlt.rows}"> 
      <tr> 
        <td><c:out value="${account.acctno}" /></td> 
        <td><c:out value="${account.balance}" /></td> 
        <td><c:out value="${account.custno}" /></td> 
        <td><c:out value="${account.status}" /></td>   
       <td><c:out value="${account.rv}" /></td> 
      </tr> 
    </c:forEach> 
  </table> 
  <br /> 
 
  <c:set var="fAcct" value="<%=request.getParameter(\"from\") %>" /> 
  <c:set var="tAcct" value="<%=request.getParameter(\"to\") %>" /> 
  <c:set var="v" value="<%=request.getParameter(\"value\") %>" /> 
       
  <c:if test="${fAcct !='' && tAcct !='' && v !=''}" var="inputOK"> 
    <!-- convert debit Acct: fromAcct, credit Acct toAcct and Value val into numbers --> 
 
    <c:catch var ="catchException">  
        <sql:transaction dataSource="${myDS}"> 
           <sql:update var="count1"> 
            UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - ${v} WHERE acctno = ${fAcct} 
           </sql:update> 
           <sql:update var="count2"> 
            UPDATE  Accounts SET balance = balance + ${v} WHERE acctno = ${tAcct } 
           </sql:update> 
           <c:if test="${count1!=1 || count2!=1}"> 
             <sql:update>ROLLBACK</sql:update> 
           </c:if> 
        </sql:transaction> 
        <!-- leads implicitly to a COMMIT or ROLLBACK in case of an Exception.  
            There are cases possible where the application should perFORM a ROLLBACK even if 
            no exception was raised, e.g. account is missing --> 
    </c:catch> 
    <c:if test = "${catchException != null}"> 
        <p>The exception is : ${catchException} <br /> 
        There is an exception: ${catchException.message}</p> 
        <H4> 
          <font color="red">Transaction cancelled. (ROLLBACK)</font> 
        </H4> 
    </c:if> 
     
    <c:if test="${count1==1 && count2==1}"> 
      <br /> 
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      <H4> 
        <font color="green"> 
        Money transfer from account: ${fAcct } to account: ${tAcct } executed. 
        </font> 
      </H4> 
    </c:if> 
 
    <c:if test="${count1==0}"> 
      <H4> 
        <font color="red"> 
        Account: ${fAcct } missing. <br/>  
        Transaction cancelled. (ROLLBACK)</font> 
      </H4> 
    </c:if> 
     
    <c:if test="${count2==0}"> 
      <H4> 
        <font color="red"> 
        Account: ${tAcct } missing. <br/>  
        Transaction cancelled. (ROLLBACK)</font> 
      </H4> 
    </c:if> 
 
    <c:if test="${count1>1 || count2>1}"> 
      <H4> 
        <font color="red"> 
        Inconsistent Database: Account numbers not unique! <br/>  
        Transaction cancelled. (ROLLBACK)</font> 
      </H4> 
    </c:if> 
  </c:if> 
   
  <FORM action="MoneyTransfer.jsp" method="POST">  
    <input type="submit" value="Return to see the results" /> <br />  
  </FORM> 
     
  <script src=\"https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.11.0/jquery.min.js\"></script> 
  <script src=\"js/bootstrap.min.js\"></script> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 

 

Deployment 

 
JSP projects are usually compiled and deployed by the ant utility using a build.xml file.  However, we  
deploy the application simply by compressing the files and subfolders of the application into a jar file, 
renaming it to a war file, and copying it to $CATALINA_HOME/webapps folder: 
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Compressing the selection into a new jar file 
 

 
 
.. and then renaming it into .war file 
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Then we deploy the.war file just copying it to the $CATALINA_HOME/webapps folder. 
 
 

Experimenting 
 
The deployed application can be started in a browser entering URL  
 

http://localhost:8080/BankTransferJSTL 
 

 

http://localhost:8080/BankTransferJSTL
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Selecting the “Show Customers using JSP with JSTL” 
 

 
 
 
On returning to the welcome page we select the “Money transfer using JSP with JSTL” 
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To test with exceptions,  let’s first try with non-existing account 200: 
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Returning to the MoneyTransfer.jsp we enter an amount for which the balance on account 202 is 
insufficient.  The test trick here is that negative amount concerns the CHECK constraint of the second  
UPDATE in the transaction. 
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Note:  In this experiment we have not yet  used the row version stamps to verify version consistency 
of the rows seen and updated.   
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BankTransfer example using Java/JDBC scriplets 
 
This solution is based on the Java JPA examples we present later.     
The code is built at the BankTransferJSP folder (and later copied into AppDev/JSP/BankTransferJSP, 

which could also be used for maintaining the source codes): 

 

 
 
Listing 5-4    index.html 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<HTML> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<title>Money transfer between databases</title> 
<!-- by DBTechNet / Fritz Laux and Martti Laiho --> 
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</head> 
<BODY> 
<TABLE><tr> 
    <td width="140"><img src="images/DBTechNet.JPG" width="98" height="98"><br/> 
    DBTechNet.org</td> 
    <td><h2> Bank Transfer Experiments v2.1</h2> 
        <h4> - using Tomcat/JSP/embedded Java/JDBC  </h4> 
    </td></tr> 
</TABLE> 
<hr/> 
<FORM action="Accounts.jsp" method="POST"> 
<h3>Select the data source </h3> 
<TABLE>             <!-- outer TABLE --> 
  <tr><th>Data Sources:</th></tr> 
  <td> 
  <TABLE border="1"> 
 <INPUT type="hidden" name="dsname"> 
 <SELECT name="dsname" size=1> 
 <option value="DB2Pool">DB2 testdb, non-XA 
 <option value="OraPool" selected>Oracle XE, non-XA 
 <option value="MariaPool">MariaDB testdb, non-XA 
 <option value="pSqlPool">PostgreSQL, non-XA 
 </SELECT> 
 </INPUT> 
 </TABLE> 
 </td> 
</TABLE>           <!-- end of the outer TABLE --> 
<br/> 
<INPUT type="submit" value="Proceed to select the accounts" /> 
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</FORM> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 

 
Note:  This far we have managed to get only the Oracle datasource of the presented datasources to 
work!  To be sorted out! 
 
Listing 5-5    Accounts.jsp 
 
<%@ page language="java" contentType="text/html; charset=UTF-8" 
    pageEncoding="UTF-8"%> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<HTML> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<%@ page import="javax.sql.*"%> 
<%@ page import="java.sql.*"%> 
<%@ page import="javax.naming.*"%> 
<%         
    Connection con = null; 
    DatabaseMetaData dmd = null; 
    Statement stmt = null; 
    String dsname = request.getParameter("dsname"); 
    String jndiname = "jdbc/"+dsname; 
    String datasource = "java:comp/env/"+jndiname; 
    Boolean contin = true; 
%> 
<title>Money transfer using JSP, <%=jndiname%> and procs</title> 
<!-- by DBTechNet / Fritz Laux and Martti Laiho --> 
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</head> 
<BODY> 
<% 
    try { 
        Context initContext = new InitialContext(); 
        DataSource ds = (DataSource)initContext.lookup(datasource); 
        con = ds.getConnection(); 
        dmd = con.getMetaData(); 
    } catch(java.lang.Exception e) { 
        contin = false; 
%>  
    <form action="index.html" method="POST">  
        <p>Database of "<%=dsname%> " is not available! </p> 
        <p><%=e.getMessage()%></p> 
        <input type="submit" value="Return to select the DataSource" />  
    </form> 
<%  } 
    if (contin) { 
%> 
  <table><tr> 
  <td width="140"><img src="images/DBTechNet.JPG" width="98" height="98"><br/> 
    DBTechNet.org</td><td> </td> 
    <td><h2> Bank Transfer Experiment v2.1</h2> 
    DataSource: <%= jndiname %><br/> 
    Metadata as presented by JDBC driver: <br/> 
    DBMS: <%= dmd.getDatabaseProductName() %>,  
    <%= dmd.getDatabaseProductVersion() %> <br/> 
    Driver: <%= dmd.getDriverName() %> 
        <%= dmd.getDriverVersion() %>. 
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        <%= dmd.getDriverMajorVersion() %>. 
        <%= dmd.getDriverMinorVersion() %>      
  </td></tr></table><hr/> 
      
<H3>Current Account Balance:</H3> 
<table border="1"> 
   <tr> 
      <th>acctno</th> 
      <th>balance</th> 
  </tr> 
<%   
    try { 
        String sql = "SELECT acctno, balance FROM Accounts "; 
        stmt = con.createStatement();     
        ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); 
        while (rs.next()) { 
             int acctno = rs.getInt("acctno"); 
             int balance  = rs.getInt("balance");                                 
%> 
  <tr> 
          <td><%=acctno%></td> 
          <td><%=balance%></td> 
   </tr> 
<%       } %> 
</table> 
<% 
        rs.close(); 
        stmt.close(); 
        con.close(); 
    } 
    catch(java.lang.Exception e) { 
        e.printStackTrace(); 
        System.err.print(e.getClass().getName()); 
        System.err.println(e.getMessage()); 
    } 
%> 
<br/> 
<FORM action="TransferExec.jsp" method="POST">  
from Account no:... <INPUT type="text" name="from"/> <br/>  
to Account no: .......<INPUT type="text" name="to"/><br/>  
Amount (nnn.nn):.. <INPUT type="text" name="amount"/><br/><br/>  
sleep (0..60):.. <INPUT type="number" name="sleepSecs" value="0" 
                    min="0" max="60"/> seconds<br/><br/>  
<INPUT type="hidden" name="dsname" value=<%=dsname%>/> 
<INPUT type="submit" value="Transfer Money" /> <br/>  
</FORM> 
<p/> 
<a href='index.html'>Return to select the data source</a>     
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
<% 
} 
%> 

 
 
Listing 5-6  TransferExec.jsp 
 
<%@ page session="true" language="java"    
  import="java.util.*,java.io.*,javax.sql.*,java.sql.*, 
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  javax.naming.*,javax.ejb.* "%> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<% 
  boolean sqlServer = false; 
  java.sql.Connection conn = null; 
  Statement stmt = null; 
  String errMsg = "OK"; 
  String trace = ""; 
  String sFrom = request.getParameter("from"); 
  String sTo   = request.getParameter("to"); 
  String sAmount = request.getParameter("amount"); 
  String sSleep = request.getParameter("sleepSecs"); 
  String dsname = request.getParameter("dsname"); 
  int fromAcct = Integer.parseInt(sFrom); 
  int toAcct   = Integer.parseInt(sTo); 
  int amount   = Integer.parseInt(sAmount); 
  int sleepSecs = Integer.parseInt(sSleep); 
  int rc = -1;         // return code 
  int retry = 0;  
  int retries = 0; 
  String SQLState = "";   
  String srv_msg = "" ; 
  String srv_elapsed = "" ; 
  String ejb_elapsed = ""; 
  long   startTime, stopTime ; 
  String datasource = "java:comp/env/jdbc/"+dsname; 
  startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 
  double  totalTime; 
  Context initContext = new InitialContext(); 
  //Context envContext  = (Context)initContext.lookup("java:/comp/env/jdbc/"); 
  DataSource ds = (DataSource)initContext.lookup(datasource); 
  conn = ds.getConnection(); 
  int counter = 0; 
  do { 
    // Retry wrapper block of TransaferTransaction ------------- 
     counter = counter + 1; 
     if (counter < 11) { 
        try { 
            retry = 0; 
            conn.setAutoCommit(false);    
            conn.setTransactionIsolation( 
                 Connection.TRANSACTION_SERIALIZABLE); 
            errMsg = ""; 
            // a parameterized SQL command 
            PreparedStatement pstmt1 = conn.prepareStatement( 
               "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acctno = ?"); 
            pstmt1.setInt(1, -amount);  // how much money to withdraw 
            pstmt1.setInt(2, fromAcct); // from which account 
            int count1 = pstmt1.executeUpdate(); 
            // 
            if (count1 != 1) { 
               //errMsg = "Account "+fromAcct + " is missing!"; 
               throw new Exception ("Account "+fromAcct + " is missing!"); 
            } else { 
               Thread.sleep(sleepSecs*1000); 
               pstmt1.setInt(1, amount);  // how much money to add 
               pstmt1.setInt(2, toAcct);  // to which account 
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               int count2 = pstmt1.executeUpdate(); 
               if (count2 != 1) { 
                  //errMsg = "Account "+toAcct + " is missing!"; 
                  throw new Exception ("Account "+toAcct + " is missing!"); 
               } else { 
                   conn.commit();  // end of transaction 
                   rc = 0; 
               } 
            } 
            pstmt1.close(); 
            retry = 0;  
        } 
        catch (SQLException ex) { 
%>.. SQLException <%=ex.getMessage()%>  <% 
            try { 
                errMsg = "\nSQLException:"; 
                while (ex != null) { 
                      SQLState = ex.getSQLState(); 
                      // is it a concurrency conflict? 
                      if (SQLState.equals("40001") ||  // Solid, DB2, SQL Server,... 
                          SQLState.equals("61000")) retry = 1;  // Oracle ORA-00060: deadlock detected 
                      if (SQLState.equals("72000")) retry = 1;  // Oracle : timeout 
                      errMsg = errMsg + "SQLState: "+ SQLState; 
                      errMsg = errMsg + ", Message:  "+ ex.getMessage(); 
                      errMsg = errMsg + ", Vendor:   "+ ex.getErrorCode() + "\n"; 
                      ex = ex.getNextException(); 
                } 
                // SQL Server does not allow rollback after deadlock ! 
                if (sqlServer == false) { 
                    conn.rollback();  // explicit rollback needed for Oracle 
                                      // and the extra rollback does not harm DB2 
                }     
                errMsg = "** Database error: " + errMsg; 
            } 
            catch (Exception e) { // In case of possible problems in SQLException handling 
                errMsg = "SQLException handling error: " + e.getMessage(); 
                conn.rollback();  // Current transaction is rolled back 
                retry = -1; // This is reserved for potential exception handling 
            } 
        } // SQLException 
        catch (Exception e) { 
%>.. Exception<% 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            conn.rollback();  // Current transaction is rolled back also in this case 
            retry = -1; // This is reserved for potential other exception handling 
        } // other exceptions 
        if (retry == 1) { 
            long pause = (long) (Math.random () * 1000); // max 1 sec. 
            Thread.sleep(pause); 
        } else { 
            if (retry < 0) 
               errMsg = errMsg + "; code: " + retry ; 
        } 
     } 
  } while (retry == 1 && counter < 11);  // max 10 retries 
      // end of the Retry wrapper block ------------------------------- 
  retries = counter - 1 ; 
  conn.close(); 
  errMsg = errMsg + trace; 
  stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 
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  totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 
//  DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("000.######"); 
  String sTotalTime = String.format("%.3f",totalTime); 
  srv_elapsed = "N/A";  
  srv_msg = "N/A";      
%> 
 
<title>Money transfer using JSP, jdbc<%=dsname%> and procs</title> 
<!-- by DBTechNet / Fritz Laux and Martti Laiho --> 
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</head> 
<body> 
<H3>.. request parameters for the Transfer:</H3> 
JNDI name: jdbc/<%=dsname%> <br/> 
from account: <%=sFrom%> <br/> 
to account: <%=sTo%> <br/> 
amount to be transferred: <%=sAmount%> <br/> 
<H3>Statistics of the Transfer:</H3> 
return code: <%=rc%> <br/>  
number of retries: <%=retries%> <br/>  
elapsed time at database: <%=srv_elapsed%> <br/>  
client-side elapsed time: <%=sTotalTime%> seconds <br/> 
SQLState: <%=SQLState%> <br/>  
client error message: <%=errMsg%> <br/>  
<H3>Current Account Balances:</H3> 
<% 
    try { 
        initContext = new InitialContext(); 
        ds = (DataSource)initContext.lookup(datasource); 
        conn = ds.getConnection(); 
    } catch(java.lang.Exception e) { 
        e.printStackTrace(); 
        System.err.print(e.getClass().getName()); 
        System.err.println(e.getMessage()); 
    } 
 
    try { 
        String sql = "SELECT acctno, balance FROM Accounts "+ 
                     "WHERE acctno IN (" + sFrom + "," + sTo + ")"; 
        stmt = conn.createStatement();     
        ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); 
%> 
<table border="1"> 
   <tr> 
      <th>acctno</th> 
      <th>balance</th> 
  </tr> 
    <%  while (rs.next()) { 
             int acctno = rs.getInt("acctno"); 
             int balance  = rs.getInt("balance");                                 
     %> 
  <tr> 
          <td><%=acctno%></td> 
          <td><%=balance%></td> 
   </tr> 
<%      }  
%> 
</table> 
<% 
        rs.close(); 
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        stmt.close(); 
    } 
    catch(SQLException ex) { 
        errMsg = "\nSQLException:"; 
        while (ex != null) { 
            errMsg = errMsg + ", Message:  "+ ex.getMessage(); 
            errMsg = errMsg + ", Vendor:   "+ ex.getErrorCode() + "\n"; 
            ex = ex.getNextException(); 
        } 
    } 
    finally { 
        conn.close(); 
    } 
%>        
 
<FORM action="Accounts.jsp" method="POST"> 
<br/> 
  <INPUT type="hidden" name="dsname" value="<%=dsname%>" /> 
  <INPUT type="submit" value="Return to the previous page" /> 
</FORM> 
<p> 
<a href='index.html'>Return to select the data source</a> </p>    
</body> 
</html> 
 

 
The context.xml below is modified from the web article “JNDI Datasource HOW-TO” on use of  
Apache Commons DBCP library for connection pooling in Tomcat 9.    
Note: This far we have succeeded to use the jdbc/OraPool of Oracle XE. 
 
For documentation of the Apache Commons Database Connection Pool (DBCP) used in   
META-INF/context.xml see https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-dbcp/configuration.html 
 
Listing 5-7    META-INF/context.xml 
 
<Context> 
    <!-- maxTotal: Maximum number of database connections in pool. Make sure you 
         configure your mysqld max_connections large enough to handle 
         all of your db connections. Set to -1 for no limit. 
         --> 
    <!-- maxIdle: Maximum number of idle database connections to retain in pool. 
         Set to -1 for no limit.  See also the DBCP documentation on this 
         and the minEvictableIdleTimeMillis configuration parameter. 
         --> 
    <!-- maxWaitMillis: Maximum time to wait for a database connection to become available 
         in ms, in this example 10 seconds. An Exception is thrown if 
         this timeout is exceeded.  Set to -1 to wait indefinitely. 
         --> 
    <!-- username and password: MySQL username and password for database connections  --> 
    <!-- driverClassName: Class name for the old mm.mysql JDBC driver is 
         org.gjt.mm.mysql.Driver - we recommend using Connector/J though. 
         Class name for the official MySQL Connector/J driver is com.mysql.jdbc.Driver. 
         --> 
    <!-- url: The JDBC connection url for connecting to your MySQL database. 
         --> 
<Resource name="jdbc/OraPool" auth="Container" 
          type="javax.sql.DataSource" driverClassName="oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver" 
          url="jdbc:oracle:thin:@127.0.0.1:1521:xe" 

https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-dbcp/configuration.html
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          username="scott" password="tiger"  
          defaultQueryTimeout="10" initialSize="4"  
          maxTotal="20" maxIdle="4" maxWaitMillis="2000"/> 
<Resource name="jdbc/DB2Pool" auth="Container" 
          type="javax.sql.DataSource" driverClassName="com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver" 
          url="jdbc:db2://127.0.0.1:50000/TESTDB"                 
          username="dbtech" password="dbtech" 
          maxTotal="20" maxIdle="10" maxWaitMillis="-1"/> 
<Resource name="jdbc/MariaPool" auth="Container" 
          type="javax.sql.DataSource" driverClassName="org.mariadb.jdbc.Driver" 
          url="jdbc:mariadb://127.0.0.1:3306/testdb"                 
          username="dbtech" password="dbtech" 
          maxTotal="20" maxIdle="10" maxWaitMillis="-1"/> 
<Resource name="jdbc/pSqlPool" auth="Container" 
          type="javax.sql.DataSource" driverClassName="org.postgresql.Driver" 
          url="jdbc:postgresql://127.0.0.1:5432/testdb"                 
          username="dbtech" password="dbtech" 
          maxTotal="20" maxIdle="10" maxWaitMillis="-1"/> 
</Context> 
 
 

Experimenting 
 
We start the application with the browser by entering the URL 
 
http://localhost:8080/BankTransferJSP 
 

 
 
Note:  current version has been tested only with Oracle XE 
 

http://localhost:8080/BankTransferJSP
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The application lists the contents of the Accounts table in the database. Based on the list, the user 
enters the “from” and “to” account numbers and the amount to be used in the transfer.  The optional 
sleep parameter will be used for concurrency tests, for pausing execution between the account 
accesses, so that a conflicting experiment in a concurrent session can be set up.  The button “Transfer 
Money” passes the entered parameters and control to JSP file TransferExec which will execute the 
transfer applying retry pattern in case concurrency conflicts.  Finally it will write a report of the results 
and contents of the Accounts table for verification: 
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After successful execution the return code is 0 and -1 on failures.    
By “Return to the previous page” we can continue our experiments, now testing how the application 
manages the transaction processing in case of non-existing “to” account: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Button “Return to the previous page” moves control to Accounst.jsp where we can see that the 
transaction has been rolled back.  Next we experiment with the CHECK constraint violation: 
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Setting first the defaultQueryTimeout="10" in WEB-INF/context.xml, we continue the experiments 
starting in sqlplus a blocking session as follows: 
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Then we continue testing concurrency conflict with updates in opposite order, starting the transfer 
with 20 seconds pause between accessing the accounts: 
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Meanwhile we continue our sqlplus session: 

  
 
At this point the sqlplus session gets into deadlock, but Oracle keeps the locks until locks are released 
by ROLLBACK.  Then our application can continue its retries,and finally it succeeds as follows: 
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So the reply pattern can sort out the concurrency conflict situations. 
 
 

On connection pooling: 
 
Using SYSTEM user’s session in SQLDeveloper we can see that the connection pooling is really 
working, and the tested  parameters  
          initialSize="4" maxTotal="20" maxIdle="4" maxWaitMillis="2000" 
really are effective: 
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Note:   Also in this experiment we have not used row version stamps to verify consistency of the rows 

seen and updated, but we will fix this in the BankTransferJSPX experiment below. 

 

BankTransfer with Optimistic Concurrency Control 
 
The application BankTransferJSP has been extended to BankTransferJSPX to apply optimistic 
concurrency control as an example of a RVV transaction in which row versions first accessed for a  
data entry step will be verified in the following updates.  The Accounts.jsp now catches the RV values 
of the selected account rows.    As user clicks the “Transfer the Money” button after selecting the 
“from” and “to” accounts, the RV  values of the selected rows are fetched by  JavaScript / jQuery 
scripting into hidden textfields and passed as parameters (fromRV and toRV)  to TransferExec.jsp 
which verifies the row versions on UPDATE statements. 
 
The application is started by URL  localhost:8080/BankTransferJSPX 
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Everything else works the same as in BankTransferJSP, but we now experiment with the optimistic 

concurrency control: 

 

Before starting the transfer in a concurrent sqlplus session the account 202 gets updated 

 

So the RV column of account 202 in database gets increased by the RV trigger and the update by the 

application fails due to using old version of the row: 
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.. and from the new listing of the accounts in database we can see that the transaction has been rolled 

back. 

Similar experiments can be applied to other data sources in our lab.   

Now let’s look at the changed JSP files.  The essential changes to corresponding files in the 

BankTransferJSP application are marked by shading.  Similar code could be applied to our JPA 

applications if extended to manage the optimistic concurrency control between the data entry form 

and the data persistence into the database.  

Listing 5-8    Accounts.jsp 

<%@ page language="java" contentType="text/html; charset=UTF-8" 
    pageEncoding="UTF-8"%> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<HTML> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<%@ page import="javax.sql.*"%> 
<%@ page import="java.sql.*"%> 
<%@ page import="javax.naming.*"%> 
<%         
    Connection con = null; 
    DatabaseMetaData dmd = null; 
    Statement stmt = null; 
    String dsname = request.getParameter("dsname"); 
    String jndiname = "jdbc/"+dsname; 
    String datasource = "java:comp/env/"+jndiname; 
    Boolean contin = true; 
%> 
<title>Money transfer using JSP, <%=jndiname%> and procs</title> 
<!-- by DBTechNet / Fritz Laux and Martti Laiho --> 
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<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</head> 
<BODY> 
<% 
    try { 
        Context initContext = new InitialContext(); 
        DataSource ds = (DataSource)initContext.lookup(datasource); 
        con = ds.getConnection(); 
        dmd = con.getMetaData(); 
    } catch(java.lang.Exception e) { 
        contin = false; 
%>  
    <form action="index.html" method="POST">  
        <p>Database of "<%=dsname%> " is not available! </p> 
        <p><%=e.getMessage()%></p> 
        <input type="submit" value="Return to select the DataSource" />  
    </form> 
<%  } 
    if (contin) { 
%> 
  <TABLE><tr> 
  <td width="140"><img src="images/DBTechNet.JPG" width="98" height="98"><br/> 
    DBTechNet.org</td><td> </td> 
    <td><H3> Bank Transfer Experiment v3.1</H3> 
    DataSource: <%= jndiname %><br/> 
    Metadata as presented by JDBC driver: <br/> 
    DBMS: <%= dmd.getDatabaseProductName() %>,  
    <%= dmd.getDatabaseProductVersion() %> <br/> 
    Driver: <%= dmd.getDriverName() %> 
        <%= dmd.getDriverVersion() %>. 
        <%= dmd.getDriverMajorVersion() %>. 
        <%= dmd.getDriverMinorVersion() %>      
  </td></tr></TABLE><hr/> 
      
<H3>Current Account Balance:</H3> 
<TABLE border="1"> 
  <tr> 
      <th>acctno</th> 
      <th>balance</th> 
      <th>version</th> 
  </tr> 
<% 
    try { 
        String sql = "SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts "; 
        stmt = con.createStatement();     
        ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); 
        while (rs.next()) { 
           int acctno  = rs.getInt("acctno"); 
           int balance = rs.getInt("balance"); 
           int rv      = rs.getInt("rv");                                 
     %> 
  <tr> 
      <td name="acctno"> <%=acctno%></td> 
      <td name="balance"><%=balance%></td> 
      <td name="rv">     <%=rv%></td> 
  </tr> 
<%      } %> 
</TABLE> 
<% 
        rs.close(); 
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        stmt.close(); 
        con.close(); 
    } 
    catch(java.lang.Exception e) { 
        System.err.print(e.getClass().getName()); 
        System.err.println(e.getMessage()); 
    } 
%> 
<br/> 
<FORM action="TransferExec.jsp" method="POST"> 
from Account no:... <INPUT id="from" type="text" name="from" /> 
<INPUT id="fromRv" type="hidden" name="fromRv" value="0"/><br/> 
 
to Account no: .......<INPUT id="to" type="text" name="to" /> 
<INPUT id="toRv" type="hidden" name="toRv" value="0"/><br/> 
 
Amount (nnn.nn):.. <INPUT type="text" name="amount"/><br/><br/> 
sleep (0..60):.. <INPUT type="number" name="sleepSecs" value="0" 
                    min="0" max="60"/> seconds<br/><br/> 
<INPUT type="hidden" name="dsname" value=”<%=dsname%>” /> 
<INPUT id="transfer" type="submit" value="Transfer the Money" /><br/><br/> 
</FORM> 
<a href='index.html'>Return to select the data source</a>     
 
<script src="jquery-3.2.1.js"></script> 
<script> 
$(document).ready(function(){ 
  $("#transfer").click(function(){ 
    var trcount = $("tr").length; 
    var txt = ""; 
    /* rv of the fromAcct */ 
    var fromAcct = $("#from").val();  
    var trno = 1; 
    var rv = -1; 
    while (trno <= trcount) { 
        txt = $("tr").eq(trno).find("td").eq(0).text().trim();  
        if (txt == fromAcct) { 
           rv = $("tr").eq(trno).find("td").eq(2).text().trim(); 
           break; 
        } 
        trno++;   
    } 
    if (rv == -1) { 
        alert("Missing fromAcct " ); 
    } 
    $("#fromRv").val(rv); 
    /* rv of the toAcct */ 
    var toAcct = $("#to").val();   
    trno = 1; 
    rv = -1; 
    while (trno <= trcount) { 
        txt = $("tr").eq(trno).find("td").eq(0).text().trim(); 
        if (txt == toAcct) { 
           rv = $("tr").eq(trno).find("td").eq(2).text().trim(); 
           break; 
        } 
        trno++;  
    } 
    if (rv == -1) { 
        alert("Missing toAcct "); 
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    } 
    $("#toRv").val(rv); 
}) }); 
</script> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
<% } %> 
 

Listing 5-9    TransferExec.jsp 

<%@ page session="true" language="java"    

  import="java.util.*,java.io.*,javax.sql.*,java.sql.*, 

  javax.naming.*,javax.ejb.* "%> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<HTML> 

<% 

  boolean sqlServer = false; 

  java.sql.Connection conn = null; 

  Statement stmt = null; 

  String errMsg = "OK"; 

  String trace = ""; 

  String sFrom   = request.getParameter("from"); 

  String sTo     = request.getParameter("to"); 

  String sFromRv = request.getParameter("fromRv"); 

  String sToRv   = request.getParameter("toRv"); 

  String sAmount = request.getParameter("amount"); 

  String sSleep  = request.getParameter("sleepSecs"); 

  String dsname  = request.getParameter("dsname"); 

  int fromAcct   = Integer.parseInt(sFrom); 

  int toAcct     = Integer.parseInt(sTo); 

  int fromRv     = Integer.parseInt(sFromRv); 

  int toRv       = Integer.parseInt(sToRv); 

  int amount     = Integer.parseInt(sAmount); 

  int sleepSecs  = Integer.parseInt(sSleep); 

%> 

<head> 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 

<title>Money transfer using JSP, jdbc<%=dsname%> </title> 

<!-- by DBTechNet / Fritz Laux and Martti Laiho --> 

<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 

</head> 

<BODY> 

<% 

  // Pause for Optimistic execution test: -------- 

  Thread.sleep(sleepSecs*1000); 

  // ------------------------------------------- 

  int rc = -1;         // return code 

  int retry = 0;  

  int retries = 0; 

  String SQLState = "";   

  String srv_msg = "" ; 

  String srv_elapsed = "" ; 

  String ejb_elapsed = ""; 

  long   startTime, stopTime ; 

  String datasource = "java:comp/env/jdbc/"+dsname; 

  startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 
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  double  totalTime; 

  Context initContext = new InitialContext(); 

  //Context envContext  = (Context)initContext.lookup("java:/comp/env/jdbc/"); 

  DataSource ds = (DataSource)initContext.lookup(datasource); 

  conn = ds.getConnection(); 

  conn.setAutoCommit(false);    

  int counter = 0; 

  do { 

    // Retry wrapper block of TransaferTransaction ------------- 

     counter = counter + 1; 

     if (counter < 11) { 

        try { 

            if (fromRv == -1) { 

               retry = -1; 

               throw new Exception ("RV for account "+ fromAcct + " is missing"); 

            } 

            if (toRv == -1) { 

               retry = -1; 

               throw new Exception ("RV for account "+ toAcct + " is missing"); 

            } 

            retry = 0; 

            conn.setTransactionIsolation( 

                 Connection.TRANSACTION_SERIALIZABLE); 

            errMsg = ""; 

            // a parameterized SQL command 

            PreparedStatement pstmt1 = conn.prepareStatement( 

               "UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acctno = ? AND rv = ?"); 

            pstmt1.setInt(1, -amount);  // how much money to withdraw 

            pstmt1.setInt(2, fromAcct); // from which account 

            pstmt1.setInt(3, fromRv);   // which row version 

            int count1 = pstmt1.executeUpdate(); 

            // 

            if (count1 != 1) { 

               throw new Exception ("Account " + fromAcct + " is missing or stale"); 

            } else { 

               //  Pause for concurrency testing ------- 

               Thread.sleep(sleepSecs*1000); 

               // -------------------------------------- 

               pstmt1.setInt(1, amount);  // how much money to add 

               pstmt1.setInt(2, toAcct);  // to which account 

               pstmt1.setInt(3, toRv);    // which row version 

               int count2 = pstmt1.executeUpdate(); 

               if (count2 != 1) { 

                  throw new Exception ("Account " + toAcct + " is missing or stale"); 

               } else { 

                   conn.commit();  // end of transaction 

                   rc = 0; 

               } 

            } 

            pstmt1.close(); 

            retry = 0;  

        } 

        catch (SQLException ex) { 

%>.. SQLException <%=ex.getMessage()%>  <% 

            try { 

                errMsg = "\nSQLException:"; 
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                while (ex != null) { 

                      SQLState = ex.getSQLState(); 

                      // is it a concurrency conflict? 

                      if (SQLState.equals("40001") ||  // Solid, DB2, SQL Server,... 

                          SQLState.equals("61000")) retry = 1;  // Oracle ORA-00060: deadlock detected 

                      if (SQLState.equals("72000")) retry = 1;  // Oracle : timeout 

                      errMsg = errMsg + "SQLState: "+ SQLState; 

                      errMsg = errMsg + ", Message:  "+ ex.getMessage(); 

                      errMsg = errMsg + ", Vendor:   "+ ex.getErrorCode() + "\n"; 

                      ex = ex.getNextException(); 

                } 

                // SQL Server does not allow rollback after deadlock ! 

                if (sqlServer == false) { 

                    conn.rollback();  // explicit rollback needed for Oracle 

                                      // and the extra rollback does not harm DB2 

                }     

                errMsg = "** Database error: " + errMsg; 

            } 

            catch (Exception e) { // In case of possible problems in SQLException handling 

                errMsg = "SQLException handling error: " + e.getMessage(); 

                conn.rollback();  // Current transaction is rolled back 

                retry = -1; // This is reserved for potential exception handling 

            } 

        } // SQLException 

        catch (Exception e) { 

%>.. Exception<% 

            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 

            conn.rollback();  // Current transaction is rolled back also in this case 

            retry = -1; // This is reserved for potential other exception handling 

        } // other exceptions 

        if (retry == 1) { 

            long pause = (long) (Math.random () * 1000); // max 1 sec. 

            Thread.sleep(pause); 

        } else { 

            if (retry < 0) 

               errMsg = errMsg + "; code: " + retry ; 

        } 

     } 

  } while (retry == 1 && counter < 11);  // max 10 retries 

      // end of the Retry wrapper block ------------------------------- 

  retries = counter - 1; 

  conn.close(); 

  errMsg = errMsg + trace; 

  stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 

  totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 

//  DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("000.######"); 

  String sTotalTime = String.format("%.3f",totalTime); 

  srv_elapsed = "N/A";  

  srv_msg = "N/A";      

%> 

 

<H4>.. request parameters for the Transfer:</H4> 

JNDI name: jdbc/<%=dsname%> <br/> 

from account: <%=sFrom%>, rv:<%=sFromRv%> <br/> 

to account: <%=sTo%>, rv:<%=sToRv%>  <br/> 

amount to be transferred: <%=sAmount%> <br/> 
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<H4>Statistics of the Transfer:</H4> 

return code: <%=rc%> <br/>  

number of retries: <%=retries%> <br/>  

elapsed time at database: <%=srv_elapsed%> <br/>  

client-side elapsed time: <%=sTotalTime%> seconds <br/> 

SQLState: <%=SQLState%> <br/>  

client error message: <%=errMsg%> <br/>  

<H4>Current Account Balances:</H4> 

<% 

    try { 

        initContext = new InitialContext(); 

        ds = (DataSource)initContext.lookup(datasource); 

        conn = ds.getConnection(); 

    } catch(java.lang.Exception e) { 

        e.printStackTrace(); 

        System.err.print(e.getClass().getName()); 

        System.err.println(e.getMessage()); 

    } 

 

    try { 

        String sql = "SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts "+ 

                     "WHERE acctno IN (" + sFrom + "," + sTo + ")"; 

        stmt = conn.createStatement();     

        ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); 

%> 

<table border="1"> 

   <tr> 

      <th>acctno</th> 

      <th>balance</th> 

      <th>version</th> 

  </tr> 

    <%  while (rs.next()) { 

         int acctno  = rs.getInt("acctno"); 

           int balance = rs.getInt("balance");                 

           int rv      = rs.getInt("rv");                 

     %> 

  <tr> 

       <td><%=acctno%></td> 

       <td><%=balance%></td> 

       <td><%=rv%></td> 

   </tr> 

<%      }  

%> 

</table> 

<% 

        rs.close(); 

        stmt.close(); 

    } 

    catch(SQLException ex) { 

        errMsg = "\nSQLException:"; 

        while (ex != null) { 

            errMsg = errMsg + ", Message:  "+ ex.getMessage(); 

            errMsg = errMsg + ", Vendor:   "+ ex.getErrorCode() + "\n"; 

            ex = ex.getNextException(); 

        } 

    } 
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    finally { 

        conn.close(); 

    } 

%>        

 

<FORM action="Accounts.jsp" method="POST"> 

<br/> 

  <INPUT type="hidden" name="dsname" value="<%=dsname%>" /> 

  <INPUT type="submit" value="Return to the previous page" /> 

</FORM> 

<p> 

<a href='index.html'>Return to select the data source</a> </p>    

</body> 

</html> 

 

 

Topics for further study 
 Add a total response time measurement to the BankTransferJSPX experiment 

 Experiment with connections to remote database servers and compare response times 

between AJAX  and JSP examples. 

 

Summary 
 

Servlet technologies are still in wide use beside many web applications, also in wizard pages in 

libraries of the web application frameworks such as Struts and Spring Web MVC. (Heffelfinger) 

For user interfaces the new JavaServer Faces (JSF) technology is replacing JSP, but for data access 

technologies the JSP with  Java/JDBC scriplets and the DBCP connection pooling library are still 

valid technologies.   

JSTL SQL action seems to suit best for simple reporting, especially for developers who are not familiar 

with Java or JDBC.     

In Java EE 7 specification JSTL has already been dropped although still supported for example in 

Tomcat 9 .  Even if the JSTL SQL action is today outdated, the data access in JSP technology can be built 

as reliable and efficient using  JSP Java scriplets  <% .. %>.  

 

We will apply the presented JSP JNDI DataSource based example later in front-end pages of our 

JavaEE examples. 

 

References and links 
 

D. R. Heffelfinger, Java EE 7 Development with Netbeans 8, PACKT, 2015 

Apache Tomcat home page at https://tomcat.apache.org/index.html 

https://tomcat.apache.org/index.html
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Oracle, JavaServer Pages™ Specification Version 2.3, at  

http://download.oracle.com/otn-pub/jcp/jsp-2_3-mrel2-eval-

spec/JSP2.3MR.pdf?AuthParam=1515668959_0cb4ffeff7051285c9f3ccf2ab09774f 

Oracle,  JSR-000052 JavaServer Pages(TM) Standard Tag Library Specification 1.0 Final Release,  

at http://download.oracle.com/otndocs/jcp/7764-jstl-1.0-fr-spec-oth-JSpec/ 

Tutorials Point, JSP Tutorial at https://www.tutorialspoint.com/jsp/index.htm 

 

JavaScript  (Client-side and Server-side Scripting) 
 

At first, Web programming was based on static HTML pages, but a new era started in 1995-97.  For 

building more dynamic Web pages a new scripting language JavaScript for operating on the client-side 

was developed by Brendan Eich at Netscape in 1995 mainly based on the syntax and concepts of the C 

and Perl languages.  In 1996 the language was given to Ecma International for standardization as the 

public ECMAScript language (specification ECMA-262).  The language has also been adopted as the 

ISO/IEC 16262 standard.  ECMAScript 2015 has grown to become a powerful object-oriented language 

and work on the language continues, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECMAScript for the history and 

various implementations.  However, the language is still better known as JavaScript. 

A nice interactive tutorial of the language has been made available by W3Schools.com at 

http://www.w3schools.com/js/default.asp presenting JavaScript language introduction, examples, 

style guide, best practices, and performance tips!  

JavaScript scripts are stored in the HTML document as <script> elements.  Compared with Java 

applets, the operational scope of the scripts is the whole document, the structure of which is 

accessible for the script manipulation starting with the document object model (DOM).  The DOM tree 

defines the structure for the contents of the HTML document 22, whereas Cascading Style Sheet 23(CSS) 

definitions specify the presentation properties of the document objects on rendering the document on 

the client-side.  The DOM tree also provides ways for JavaScript to make dynamic property changes 

and actions on the rendered document objects.    

JavaScript Scripts can also be included from files, which usually have .js as the file extension.   This has 

made it possible to develop various JavaScript libraries and has extended opportunities and further 

development needs for the JavaScript language and dialects, embedded in various software.  

While the JavaScript language has grown and has been applied in various purposes, lots of script 

libraries have grown and JavaScript-based new languages have been born, for example jQuery, which 

by navigating in the DOM tree can inspect and change the contents and CSS properties of objects.   

The ajax() functions of jQuery provide means for dynamic content updates in the document based on 

remote data sources.   

                                                           
22

 W3C: “The Document Object Model is a platform- and language-neutral interface that will allow programs and 
scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure and style of documents.” 
23

 Presentation properties set by values of the style attribute of the HTML element, or for defined class(es) of 
elements, either internally inside a style element in the head section of the document, or in external css file.  

http://download.oracle.com/otn-pub/jcp/jsp-2_3-mrel2-eval-spec/JSP2.3MR.pdf?AuthParam=1515668959_0cb4ffeff7051285c9f3ccf2ab09774f
http://download.oracle.com/otn-pub/jcp/jsp-2_3-mrel2-eval-spec/JSP2.3MR.pdf?AuthParam=1515668959_0cb4ffeff7051285c9f3ccf2ab09774f
http://download.oracle.com/otndocs/jcp/7764-jstl-1.0-fr-spec-oth-JSpec/
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/jsp/index.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECMAScript
http://www.w3schools.com/js/default.asp
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Compared with traditional programming and scripting languages ECMAScript/JavaScript does not 

provide means for file I/O, but the extended server-side languages Node.js and IO.js have grown full 

scripting languages like PHP, Perl, Python and Ruby, and provide means for dynamic server-side 

scripting for http/XML networking, logging, and even means for building of web server systems.   

Figure 5-4    JavaScript technologies on Client-side and Server-side 

 

jQuery AJAX 
 

According to Libscore and Wikipedia jQuery is the most widely used JavaScript library on the Web.  It 

provides a rich collection of routines for HTML DOM and presentation manipulation, event handling, 

and simplified AJAX communication with external servers without new page loads.  As such it belongs 

to the mainstream of Web programming technologies today.  It is free and available from the official 

website of jQuery Foundation at http://jquery.com which also provides an API documentation and 

online Learning Center.   A hands-on tutorial is also available at W3Schools.com. 

Using Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) functions the browser can exchange data with a 

selected server process, manipulating remote data and/or loading content to the current page without 

loading new pages.  AJAX dialogues can be implemented in many ways, which may differ between 

browsers.  jQuery AJAX provides a systematic way using the jQuery system function $.ajax(),  and its 

simplified formats:  $.get(), $.getJSON, $.post(), and $().load().  For example, the following POST 

method for sending data to the server: 

$.ajax (“POST”, <url> , <querystring>) [.<callback function>]); 

 

can be simplified into the format: 

$.post (<url>, <querystring>)[.<callback function>]); 

 

The idea of the POST method  is clarified by the following POST example from jQuery Wikipedia:  

 

, PHP

http://jquery.com/
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$.ajax({type: "POST", url: "example.php",  

        data: "name=John&location=Boston"}) 

 .done (function( msg ){ alert("Data saved: "+msg);} ) 

 .fail (function( xmlHttpRequest, statusText, errorThrown) { 

  alert ("Your form submission failed.\n\n" + 

        "XML  Http Request: " + JSON.stringify (xmlHttpRequest) + 

        ",\nStatus Text: " + statusText + 

        ",\nError Thrown: " + errorThrown); 

} ); 
 

For loading data from the server into selected DOM node(s) jQuery provides the following syntax: 

$(<selector>).load(<url> [, <querystring>] [, <callback function>]); 

 

where <url> is the URL address of the server, <querystring> is the parameter string of the POST 

method, and the optional <callback function> 

function (responseTxt, statusTxt, xhr) {  <handling of the output parameters> } 

is executed after the load() gets complete.   The output parameters of the callback function are the 

following: 

responseTxt: - resulting content of successful execution 

statusTxt :  either “success” or “error” 

xhr :  contains the XMLHttpRequest object 

 

Currently JavaScript technologies don’t have database APIs, so accessing databases AJAX need to 

utilize server-side scripting languages that support database access. 

 

Bank Transfer experiments using AJAX 
 
Putting it all together, we apply the article “Demo: jQuery Ajax Call to PHP Script with JSON Return” by 

Jonathan Suh for our BankTransfer example using the table “Accounts” in DB2, Oracle, MariaDB, and 

PostgreSQL databases.   Our example is not a typical AJAX application, as we are interested only in 

experimenting with the transactional data access issues and our user interface is built just for setting 

the parameters and retrieving the results.   

For the data access we use PHP PDO API, which we have found generic and portable enough between 

the DBMS products, although all our databases need some tuning in the PHP access adding more 

flavor in experimenting .  For DB2 and PostgreSQL we will program the Bank Transfer transaction with 

its retry pattern using a typical client-side SQL data access with PHP PDO API as explained later, 

whereas for MariaDB and Oracle the data access programming is simplified by the use of native stored 

procedures which take care of the transaction and its retry pattern. 

Figure 5-5 presents the user interface of our demo application, the input fields for the From and To  

accounts and the Amount to be transferred.  On the selection we have an option “AJAX test only” for 

verifying that the AJAX connection to the backend PHP script mybank.php is properly implemented, 

and an option “Accounts” for experimenting with the bank transfer implemented or invoked by PHP 

PDO API in the mybank.php script on server.  For experimenting with concurrent SQL sessions we can 
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also set the sleep time in seconds between accessing the From and To accounts.  We can also define 

max response time is seconds for the AJAX connection.   This also used to calculate lock wait timeout 

used for the SQL UPDATE statements in the database.   The selected experiment is started by pressing 

the “Submit form” button on the bottom of the form.    

Before experimenting we  need to start the Apache server. 

 

 

For testing purposes by “AJAX test only” an alert message box will display the simple prepared 

message sent by the server script.   

  

Figure 5-5  Experimenting with the “AJAX test only”  option 

After the AJAX connection the results will be displayed under the data entry part of the screen, 

extracted from returned the JSON message which for testing purposes is printed at the bottom of the 

screen.  Finally the application shows in a pop up message box the total response time of the AJAX 

connection.    

Figure 5-6 presents results from AJAX connection to the PHP script version accessing the stored 

procedure implementation in MariaDB database. 
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Figure 5-6  Experimenting with the a successful transaction 

The diagnostic part of the results include: 

 rc, return code of the transaction output, 

 retries, number of needed transaction re-tries, and 

 seconds used on the database server 

The printed response time is calculated as part of the AJAX success function processing, whereas the 

total response time in the pop up message box is calculated by the .done function of the AJAX 

connection.   

Listing below of the HTML + JavaScript form “banktrans.htm” shows how we can set the response 

time limitation for the transaction and measure the actual response time. 

After filling the form, pressing the “Submit form” button activates the jQuery submit() where contents 

from the input fields of the form are first serialized into a JSON string in the data object.  Then using 

the POST method the ajax() function sends the JSON document to the PHP  script “mybank.php”  

The callback function waits for the successful execution of the PHP script, collects the results  from the 

returned JSON document and presents them on the “the-return” area of the screen.  For explanations 

about the jQuery ajax() function see http://api.jquery.com/jquery.ajax/ 

The HTML comment part in the beginning shows how the files of the application are deployed to 

Apache.   

Listing 5-10    banktrans.htm 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<!-- banktrans.htm 

     applied from the response.php demo of Jonathan Suh 

     http://labs.jonsuh.com/jquery-ajax-php-json/ 

     by Martti Laiho and Matti Kurki 2016-06-24, -07-04 

 

see also 

http://api.jquery.com/jquery.ajax/
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https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2012/02/beginners-guide-jquery-based-json-api-

clients/ 

 

# deployment 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Ajax/banktrans.htm  /var/www/html/banktrans.htm 

sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/banktrans.htm 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Ajax/jquery-3.3.1.js  /var/www/html/jquery-3.3.1.js 

sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/jquery-3.3.1.js 

 

# CGI by browser 

localhost/banktrans.htm 

 

--> 

<html lang="en"> 

<head> 

  <meta charset="utf-8"> 

  <title>jQuery/Ajax accessing Accounts in Database by PHP PDO API</title> 

  <script src="jquery-3.3.1.js"></script> 

  <script type="text/javascript" > 

    $("document").ready(function(){ 

    var respTimeout = document.getElementById("respTimeout").value * 1000; 

    $(".js_ajax").submit(function(){ 

      var startTime = Date.now(); 

      data = $(this).serialize(); 

      $.ajax({ 

        type: "POST", 

        dataType: "JSON", 

        cache: false, 

        url: "mybank.php", 

        timeout: respTimeout, 

        data: data, 

        success: function(data) { 

          var totalTime = Date.now()-startTime; 

          $(".the-return").html( 

            "from account: " + data["fromAcct"] + 

            "<br/>to account: " + data["toAcct"] + 

            "<br/>amount: " + data["amount"] + 

            "<br/>msg: " + data["msg"] + 

            "<br/>diagnostics: " + data["diag"] + 

            "<br/>response time: " + totalTime + " milliseconds"+ 

            "<p>JSON: " + data["json"]); 

        }, 

        error: function(xhr) { 

          console.log(xhr); 

          $(".the-return").html( 

            "<br/>msg: timeout or lost connection?"+ 

            " - no response in "+respTimeout+" milliseconds"); 

            alert("Ajax error: "+xhr.status+", "+xhr.statusText); 

        } 

      }).done(function () { 

          var totalTime = Date.now()-startTime; 

          alert("total time = " + totalTime + " milliseconds"); 

      }); 

      return false; 

    }); 

  }); 

  </script> 

</head> 

<body> 

<form name="form1" class="js_ajax" method="post" accept-charset="utf-8"> 
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<h4>DBTechNet - Introduction to Transaction Programming - AJAX example</h4> 

<h3>Bank Transfer experiment: </h3> 

<p>from account .. <input type="number" name="fromAcct" value="" size="10" /> 

<br/>to account ....... <input type="number" name="toAcct" value="" size="10" /> 

<br/>amount ............ <input type="number" name="amount" value="" size="12" /> 

<br/>sleeping seconds between the accounts <input type="number" name="sleep" 

value="0" min="0" max="20" size="2"/> 

<br/>max reponse time in seconds <input id="respTimeout" type="number" 

name="respTimeout" value="20" min="0" max="90" size="2"/> 

<p> Select action .. <select name="action"> 

    <option value="db">Accounts</option> 

    <option value="test">AJAX test only</option> 

  </select> 

<br/><input type="submit" name="submit" value="Submit form" /> 

<input type="hidden" name="msg" value="" /> 

<input type="hidden" name="diag" value="" /> 

</form> 

<div class="the-return"> 

[HTML is replaced here when successful.] 

</div> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

MariaDB implementation 

 

Listing 4-x.xb below presents the MariaDB version of the server-side PHP script “mybank.php”.   On 

selection “test” it will fill and return JSON message to the invoker for AJAX connection testing.  On 

selection “db” it will call its pdoDB_function which opens connection to MariaDB, prepares 

parameters and invokes the stored procedure BankTransferWithRetry, which in its turn will invoke the 

actual BankTransfer procedure.   

Depending on the outcome of the BankTransfer procedure the wrapper procedure 

BankTransferWithRetry re-tries it at most 5 times, but without trying to limit the response time by 

other means.   The response timeout parameter is only used to calculate the lock wait timeout for SQL 

UPDATE statements. 

Note:   considering the transaction outcome values, the stored procedure implementation is just lost  

in the case of a lost connection, and the retry pattern in BankTransferWithRetry procedure is not 

available for reconnecting.   So, in the case of a lost connection the AJAX communication just returns 

an error message. 

As output parameters the BankTransferWithRetry procedure returns the return code rc, the number 

of retries, a possible error message and the elapsed time in seconds used by the procedures in the 

database server. 

An interesting technical detail in invoking MySQL/MariaDB stored procedures, and differing from 

other DBMS products, is the manipulation of ouput parameters.  The return values need to be 

accessed first into local MySQL variables and then fetched from them by SELECT statement(s).   

Like in the HTML file, the comment in the beginning of the mybank.php file includes commands for 

deployment of the file to Apache. 
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Listing 5-11   mybank.php accessing MariaDB database 

<?php 

/* mybank.php 

   applied from the response.php demo of Jonathan Suh 

   http://labs.jonsuh.com/jquery-ajax-php-json/ 

   by Martti Laiho and Matti Kurki 2016-05-26, 2018-07-06 

 

# CLI 

php $HOME/AppDev/Ajax/MariaDB/mybank.php 

 

# deployment 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Ajax/MariaDB/mybank.php  /var/www/html/mybank.php 

sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/mybank.php 

 

*/ 

if (is_ajax()) {  

    //Checks if action value exists 

    if (isset($_POST["action"]) && !empty($_POST["action"])) {  

       $action = $_POST["action"]; 

       switch($action) { //Switch case for value of action 

       case "test": test_function();  break; 

       case "db":   pdoDB_function(); break; 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

//Function to check if the request is an AJAX request 

function is_ajax() { 

  return isset($_SERVER['HTTP_X_REQUESTED_WITH']) && 

  strtolower($_SERVER['HTTP_X_REQUESTED_WITH']) == 'xmlhttprequest'; 

} 

function test_function(){ 

  $return = $_POST; 

  $return["fromAcct"] = "NULL"; 

  $return["toAcct"] = "NULL"; 

  $return["amount"] = "NULL"; 

  $return["msg"]    = "AJAX OK"; 

  $return["json"]   = json_encode($return); 

  echo json_encode($return); 

} 

 

function pdoDB_function(){ 

  $return = $_POST; 

  $dbh = null; 

  if ($return["fromAcct"] == ""){ 

     $return["msg"] = "from which account? "; 

  } else 

  if ($return["toAcct"] == ""){ 

     $return["msg"] = "to which account? "; 

  } else 

  if ($return["amount"] == ""){ 

     $return["msg"] = "what amount? "; 

  } else 

  try { // using MariaDB 

      $database = 'testdb'; 

      $user     = 'dbtech'; 

      $password = 'dbtech'; 

      $dsn = "mysql:dbname=".$database.";host=localhost;port=3305"; 

      $dbh = new PDO($dsn, $user, $password); 

      $dbh->setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION); 

$rc = 0;  // return code 

 $fromAcct     = $return["fromAcct"];  // 101 

 $toAcct       = $return["toAcct"];    // 202 

 $amount       = $return["amount"];    // 100 
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 $sleepSecs    = $return["sleep"]; 

 $retryTimeout = $return["respTimeout"]; 

 $lockTimeout=$retryTimeout - 10; 

 if ($lockTimeout < 4) $lockTimeout = 4; 

 $retries      = 0; 

 $msg          = ""; 

 $elapsedSecs  = ""; 

 $rc = -1; 

 $diag = ""; 

        // accessing the output parameters into MySQL variables 

      $sql = "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (?,?,?,?,?,@rc,@msg,@retries,@elapsed)"; 

 $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

 $sth->bindParam(1, $fromAcct); 

 $sth->bindParam(2, $toAcct); 

 $sth->bindParam(3, $amount); 

 $sth->bindParam(4, $sleepSecs); 

 $sth->bindParam(5, $locktimeout); 

 $sth->execute(); 

 if ($dbh->errorCode() <> '00000') { 

   $msg = implode(': ',$dbh->errorInfo()); 

 } else {   // fetching the output parameters from the MySQL variables 

          foreach ($dbh->query("SELECT @rc,@retries,@elapsed,@msg") as $row) { 

              $rc=$row[0]; 

              $retries=$row[1]; 

              $elapsedSecs=$row[2]; 

              $msg=$row[3]; 

          } 

 $return["diag"] = "rc=".$rc.", retries=".$retries.", seconds=".$elapsedSecs; 

    } 

    $return["msg"] = $msg; 

  } 

  catch (PDOException $e) { 

 $return["msg"] = "PDOException ".$e->getMessage(); 

  } 

  finally { 

 $dbh = null; 

 $return["json"] = json_encode($return); 

 echo json_encode($return); 

  } 

} 

?>  
 

Experiments with Exceptions 
 

Missing account: 
 
After the successful transaction shown above the content in the Accounts table is following 

 

Experimenting with transaction in which the “to” account is missing we get following results 
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Figure 5-7  Experiment with a non-existing account  

.. and looking at the Accounts table again, we will see that the whole transaction has been rolled back: 

 

 

“CHECK” constraint violation: 

MySQL/MariaDB supports the syntax of SQL CHECK constraints, but these don’t affect execution 24as 

we have shown in the “SQL Transactions” tutorial.  The problem can solved by implementing 

corresponding integrity control by triggers, as we have shown in “SQL Stored Routines” tutorial, and 

presented in AppDev/Accounts/MariaDB_BankTransfer.txt. 

To test our solution, we try to transfer too large an amount as follows: 

                                                           
24

 According to news on MariaDB 10.2, the SQL CHECK constraints will finally be supported in it. 
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Figure 5-8  Experiment on constraint violation 

 

Lock wait timeout: 

To test the lock wait timeout, we first arrange a blocking session as follows: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ mysql testdb -u dbtech -p 

Enter password:  

.. 

MariaDB [testdb]> SET AUTOCOMMIT=0; 

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> UPDATE Accounts SET status='A' WHERE acctno=202; 

Query OK, 1 row affected (0.00 sec) 

Rows matched: 1  Changed: 1  Warnings: 0 

 

 

Figure 5-9  Experiment on lock wait timeout 
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Lost connection: 

Starting the transaction with a “sleep” parameter of 15 seconds and shutting down the MariaDB 

server in the middle of the transaction: 

 

Figure 5-10  Experiment on lost connection 

Note:   Shutting down the server is reflected quite fast, whereas time in error message is based on 

the max response time setting.  While processing the transaction in stored procedures, we 

cannot recover the lost connection. 

 

Concurrency test: 

To test how our application recovers from a concurrency conflict (deadlock) we restart the MariaDB 

server, and open 2 concurrent web clients trying to transfer amounts in opposite directions as follows: 

 

Figure 5-11  Experiment on concurrency conflict 

At the end both clients succeed, one as winner and the other after 1 retry. 
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Oracle implementation 

 

Our Oracle implementation of mybank.php uses corresponding PL/SQL stored procedures, but calling 

the procedures is taken care conventionally as follows:  

Listing 5-12 
 
    $sql = "CALL BanktransferWithRetry (?,?,?, ?,?,?, ?,?,?)"; 
    $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

    $sth->bindParam(1, $fromAcct); 

    $sth->bindParam(2, $toAcct); 

    $sth->bindParam(3, $amount); 

    $sth->bindParam(4, $sleepSecs); 

    $sth->bindParam(5, $locktimeout); 

    $sth->bindParam(6, $rc, PDO::PARAM_INT|PDO::PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT, 32); 

    $sth->bindParam(7, $msg, PDO::PARAM_STR|PDO::PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT, 500); 

    $sth->bindParam(8, $retries, PDO::PARAM_INT|PDO::PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT, 32); 

    $sth->bindParam(9, $elapsedSecs, PDO::PARAM_STR|PDO::PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT, 100); 

    $sth->execute() or die ($dbh->errorInfo()); 

     ... 

 

except that output variables need to be defined as input-output variables and for the integer type 
variables we need to reserve 32 byte buffers.     
 
Experiments with an Oracle implementation are about the same as with MariaDB, except  that in the 
lost connection test Oracle does not give up serving the started transaction as seen from the following 
results: 
 

 
 

Figure 5-12  Experiment on Oracle shutdown during the transaction 

 

PostgreSQL implementation 

 

Since PostgreSQL does not support stored procedures and stored functions don’t support transactions, 
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we need to implement data access using direct SQL statements in PHP PDO API including the 

transaction programming and the retry pattern.  Even if the transaction programming gets more 

laborious, this also provides us the possibility to experiment with recovery from lost connections. 

Listing 5-13   mybank.php using PostgreSQL 

<?php 

/* mybank.php 

   applied from the response.php demo of Jonathan Suh 

   http://labs.jonsuh.com/jquery-ajax-php-json/ 

   by Martti Laiho and Matti Kurki  2016-07-03 

 

Version using PostgreSQL 

modified from Oracle version mybank.php 

 

# CLI 

php $HOME/AppDev/Ajax/PostgreSQL/mybank.php 

 

# deployment 

sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Ajax/PostgreSQL/mybank.php  /var/www/html/mybank.php 

sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/mybank.php 

 

*/ 

if (is_ajax()) { 

  if (isset($_POST["action"]) && !empty($_POST["action"])) { //Checks if action value 

exists 

    $action = $_POST["action"]; 

    switch($action) { //Switch case for value of action 

      case "test": test_function();  break; 

      case "db":   pdoDB_function(); break; 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

//Function to check if the request is an AJAX request 

function is_ajax() { 

  return isset($_SERVER['HTTP_X_REQUESTED_WITH']) && 

strtolower($_SERVER['HTTP_X_REQUESTED_WITH']) == 'xmlhttprequest'; 

} 

 

function test_function(){ 

  $return = $_POST; 

  $return["fromAcct"] = "NULL"; 

  $return["toAcct"] = "NULL"; 

  $return["amount"] = "NULL"; 

  $return["msg"] = "AJAX OK"; 

  $return["json"] = json_encode($return); 

  echo json_encode($return); 

} 

 

function pdoDB_function(){ 

  $return = $_POST; 

  $conn = null; 

  if ($return["fromAcct"] == ""){ 

     $return["msg"] = "from which account? "; 

  } else 

  if ($return["toAcct"] == ""){ 

     $return["msg"] = "to which account? "; 

  } else 

  if ($return["amount"] == ""){ 

     $return["msg"] = "what amount? "; 

  } else 

  try {  
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    $conn = null; 

    $rc = Connect ($conn); 

    $fromAcct     = $return["fromAcct"];  // 101; 

    $toAcct       = $return["toAcct"];    // 202; 

    $amount       = $return["amount"];    // 100; 

    $sleepSecs    = $return["sleep"]; 

    $retryTimeout  = $return["respTimeout"]; 

    $retries      = 0; 

    $msg          = "test"; 

    $elapsedSecs  = "0.00"; 

    $rc = -1; 

    $diag = ""; 

    $rc = BanktransferWithRetry ($conn,$fromAcct, 

$toAcct,$amount,$sleepSecs,$retryTimeout, 

                                $retries, $elapsedSecs, $msg); 

    $return["diag"] = "rc=".$rc.", retries=".$retries.", seconds=".$elapsedSecs; 

    $return["msg"] = $msg; 

  } 

  catch (PDOException $e) { 

    $return["msg"] = "PDOException ".$e->getMessage(); 

  } 

  catch (Exception $e) { 

    $return["msg"] = "Exception ".$e->getMessage(); 

  } 

  finally { 

    $conn = null; 

    $return["json"] = json_encode($return); 

  } 

  echo json_encode($return); 

} 

 

function Connect (&$conn) { 

  try { 

      $conn = new 

PDO("pgsql:host=localhost;port=5432;dbname=testdb;user=dbtech;password=dbtech"); 

      $conn->setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE, PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION); 

      $conn->setAttribute(PDO::ATTR_AUTOCOMMIT, 0); 

      $rc = 1;   // got connection, continue 

  } 

  catch (PDOException $e){ 

      $rc = 4;   // lost connection 

  } 

  finally { 

      return $rc; 

  } 

} 

 

function BanktransferWithRetry ($conn,$fromAcct,$toAcct,$amount,$sleepSecs, 

                                $retryTimeout,&$retries, &$elapsedSecs, &$msg) { 

  $start = microtime(true); 

  $lockTimeout=$retryTimeout - 10; 

  if ($lockTimeout < 4) $lockTimeout = 4; 

 

  # Retry wrapper for the Transfer routine: 

  $maxTime = $start + $retryTimeout; 

  $deadlockCount = 0; 

  $lostConnectCount = 0; 

  $retries = 0; 

  $msg = " "; 

  $rc = 4; 

  while (microtime(true) < $maxTime && ($rc == 1 || $rc == 4)) { 

     $rc = Transfer($conn,        // connection handle 

            $fromAcct, 

            $toAcct, 

            $amount, 
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            $sleepSecs,    // for concurrency tests 

            $lockTimeout,  // for timeout tests 

            $msg);         // output parameter for error messages 

     if ($rc == 1 || $rc == 4) { 

         $retries = $retries + 1; 

         if ($rc == 4) { 

            $lostConnectCount = $lostConnectCount + 1; 

            $rc = Connect($conn); 

         } 

         else { 

            $deadlockCount = $deadlockCount + 1; 

            sleep(sleepSecs); 

         } 

      } 

  } 

  if ($rc == 1 && $lostConnectCount == 0) { 

      $rc = 3; 

  } 

  # end of wrapper 

  $end = microtime(true); 

  $elapsedTime = ($end - $start); 

  $elapsedSecs = number_format((float)$elapsedTime, 2, '.', '')." seconds "; 

  return $rc; 

} 

 

function Transfer ($conn,$fromAcct,$toAcct,$amount,$sleepSecs,$lockTimeout,&$msg) 

{ 

  $rc = 0; 

  $sql = ""; 

  try { 

      if (!$conn->beginTransaction()) 

          throw new Exception(); 

      $milestone="UPDATE of account ".$fromAcct; 

      $sql = "UPDATE Accounts SET balance=balance + :amount WHERE acctno= :acct "; 

      if (!$stmt = $conn->prepare($sql)) 

          throw new Exception(); 

      $debit = -$amount; 

      $stmt->bindParam(':amount', $debit, PDO::PARAM_INT); 

      $stmt->bindParam(':acct', $fromAcct, PDO::PARAM_INT); 

      if (!$res = $stmt->execute()) 

          throw new Exception(); 

      if ($stmt->rowCount() != 1) { 

          throw new Exception("* Account ".$fromAcct." not found "); 

      } 

      $res = null; 

      sleep($sleepSecs); 

      $stmt->bindParam(':amount', $amount, PDO::PARAM_INT); 

      $stmt->bindParam(':acct', $toAcct, PDO::PARAM_INT); 

      if (!$res = $stmt->execute()) 

          throw new Exception(); 

      if ($stmt->rowCount() != 1) { 

           throw new Exception("* Account ".$toAcct." not found "); 

      } 

      $conn->commit(); 

      $msg = "OK"; 

      $rc = 0; 

  } 

  catch (PDOException $e) { 

      $rc = -1; 

      $sqlstate = $e->getCode(); 

      $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

      if ($sqlstate == "40P01") { 

          $rc = 1;  // deadlock detected 

      } else 

      if ($sqlstate == "55P03") { 
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          $rc = 2;  // lock wait timeout 

      } else 

      if ($sqlstate == "57P01") { 

          $rc = 4;  // lost connection 

      } 

      $conn->rollback(); 

  } 

  catch (Exception $e) { 

      $rc = -1;  //failed, no retry 

      $sqlstate = $e->getCode(); 

      $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

      $conn->rollback(); 

  } 

  finally { 

      $stmt = null; 

      $res  = null; 

      return $rc; 

  } 

} 

?> 

 

Results from experiments with PostgreSQL are in line with our previous tests. 
 

Timeout  in case of  a Blocking Client 

 

To test the lock wait timeout  we start a blocking psql session as follows: 

 

 

Figure 5-13  Experiment on PostgreSQL lock wait timeout 

.. releasing the lock by ROLLBACK statement: 
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Recovery from lost connections 

 

PostgreSQL is the only system with which we have managed with the recovery from lost connections, 

although it is not stable.  In the following tests where the server is shut down and then restarted, the 

following test recovers, but it depends on the timings: 

 

Figure 5-14  Experiment on PostgreSQL recovery from lost connection 

 

DB2 implementation 

 
Using PHP5 we were able to keep the DB2 data access simple in the PHP script calling just our DB2 
stored procedures which took care of our Bank Transfer transaction logic and the retry pattern to 
recover from the concurrency conflict cases.  The solution can be found in the folder 
AppDev/Ajax/DB2/PHP5.  Unfortunately we have found that the DB2 PHP PDO_IBM driver and the 
current PHP7 edition do not shake hands properly on invoking DB2 stored procedures, but generate 
some segmentation fault.  Therefore in Debian9 we have implemented the data access in Ajax server-
side scripting (in mybank.php) using PHP DPO API calls (i.e.  using client-side transaction programming 
from the database point of view) similar to the PostgreSQL  implementation.  
 
For the web page and scripting see the files in the folder AppDev/Ajax/DB2. 
 

Results from our experiments are in line with the other implementations.   The lost connection test is 

similar with the Oracle experiment.  It turned out that it is not easy to break connection to a local DB2 

instance.   For lost connection experiments we should connect to a remote DB2 and after starting the 
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transaction disconnect the client from the network.   Even if we try to stop the local DB2 right after 

starting the transaction, the transaction will be served by DB2: 

 

Figure 5-15  Experiment on DB2 shutdown during a transaction 

 

Troubleshooting 
 
Developing the server-side PHP script is challenging and difficult to debug.   We have solved this by 
writing and testing first a standalone version of the data access part.  These PHP programs can be 
found in the AppDev/Ajax/<dbms> folders.   Based on the working program the PHP script file can be 
constructed.  Since JSON processing is sensitive for the file type and character sets, we often had to 
start from copy of a previous mybank.php file and paste the new code in that.  After any changes the 
syntax was checked using the PHP code checker at https://phpcodechecker.com/ 
 

https://phpcodechecker.com/
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It is also possible (but not easy) to use the Developer tools of the browser  

 

Figure 5-16   Example on using Web Developer Debugger 

.. or write own tracing to some log file. 

Topics for further study 
 

 Add total response time measurement to BankTransferJSPX experiment 

 Implementing a true AJAX application showing contents of the Accounts table and using the 

row version verification on database updates. 

 Experimenting with connections to remote database servers and comparing response times 

between AJAX  and JSP examples. 

Summary 
 
By AJAX scripting we can access back-end server(s) and get responses to the same web page without 
page switching or even refreshing the page. 
 
Beside proving that using jQuery/AJAX accessing PHP PDO API with retry processing enables reliable 
transaction programming, the concurrency test above also proves an interesting feature:  by default 
the PHP PDO sessions run in autocommit mode which can be turned off right after connecting, but not 
later.  However, the server-side processing of stored routines of DB2 (and Oracle) run in transactional 
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mode, but this may not apply to DBMS products such as SQL Server, MySQL, and PostgreSQL which by 
default also run in autocommit mode on the server-side. 
 
Even if we have found PHP PDO APIs quite portable, invoking stored procedures are an exception:  
output parameters are problematic for MySQL/MariaDB and PostgreSQL does not support tranction 
programming at all in stored routines.  Also the lock wait timeout settings are different in all DBMS 
products.   
 
Compared with CGI programming, AJAX is expected to provide performance benefits as the HTML 
document with scripting is deployed only once and separate database connections for different script 
filesof the sequence are not necessarily  needed.   
 
Next we will look at AngularJS scripting (or even  a framework for building MVC applications) which 
can do the same and providing much more dynamicity on the web pages. 
 
 

Angular JS and Restif in Database Applications 
 

(by Malcolm Crowe) 

 

Using HTTP to work with Client-Server DBMS 
 

Previously in this book it has been noted that moving a database application from one DBMS provider 
to another can result in a significant amount of re-programming, owing to differences in SQL and ESQL 
dialects, and the use of different driver frameworks such as ODBC and JDBC. There is also often a 
difficulty in moving to a new version of the same database, and in cross-platform work is seems to be 
difficult to get hold of a set of compatible drivers for the latest versions of the products involved. In 
this section we provide a brief discussion of a different approach: to use HTTP/Json directly for cross-
platform database access. This is one way of reducing the amount of reprogramming, and is also used 
in a proposed mechanism for supporting “Big Live Data” (Laux and Crowe, 2017). 

Since the development of HTTP/1.1 (1997) there is a close relationship between the verbs (or 
methods) of HTTP and the primary operations in databases: 

Table 5-1     Database oprations for the HTTP methods  

HTTP method Database operation Comments 

GET SELECT Idempotent, read-only 

PUT UPDATE Idempotent, write-only 

POST INSERT Creates a new row or entity 

DELETE DELETE Idempotent, write-only 

 
Here idempotent means “doing it twice is the same as doing it once”, in the absence of other 
modifications to the database. 
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Concurrently with this development in HTTP, “Representational Structure Transfer” (REST) was 
described as an architectural approach to sharing data over the Internet, and its popularity has 
steadily grown over the years. Although several product libraries targeting REST have been suggested 
over the years, and the “Open Data” proposal has gained some popularity, the widespread use of REST 
in integration of data sources largely remains a dream. Partly this is because the commercial DBMS 
offerings provide their own drivers, and partly because ODBC and JDBC have seemed to provide cross-
platform mechanisms.  

This section presents a very small (19KB) open-source HTTP driver Restif. There are reference 
implementations in C# and Python for MySQL and MSSQL available in open-source form on the GitHub 
repository for Restif at https://github.com/MalcolmCrowe/Restif  .  To avoid repetition the C# version 
for MySQL is presented here. 

RestIfD.exe should be started up by an administrator on the same host as the MySQL instance, and left 
running. It requires no configuration, creates no files and uses very little memory. (But it is a Web 
server, and on most systems that can only be started by an administrator.)  In the version described 
here, Restif provides its service on ports 8078 and 4437, and all requests should include an 
Authentication header giving the user and password for accessing MySQL.  In interactive use a Web 
browser popup inviting the user to supply credentials for accessing MySQL on will appear. With use of 
https/SSL (port 4437) this can be made secure enough. There are fewer than 600 lines of source code, 
and it is easy to recompile with another port number or the right host name. The code includes a 
Document class for parsing and serialising data in Json format. 

As suggested above, for there are compact ways to access the database by simply using the HTTP 
method with a URL that provides such aspects as a database name and table name on the server. 
Despite its small size, Restif supports SQL, Json and XML formats for data returned from the server, as 
chosen by the usual HTTP Accept header. PUT and POST can provide the details for the modified or 
new entry in Json format. 

But probably the most powerful feature of Restif is the ability to POST a group of SQL statements to a 
URL that merely names the database to connect to. These statements are then executed on the server 
as a transaction. The results from a SELECT statement if present are returned in the format requested. 

The detailed API is shown in this table: 

https://github.com/MalcolmCrowe/Restif
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Table 5-2    Restif API methods 

GET http://localhost:8078/ This returns a list of databases, as reported by SHOW 

DATABASES for the given credentials. 

GET http://localhost:8078/db This returns a list of tables in database db, as reported by 

SHOW TABLES for the given credentials. 

POST http://localhost:8078/db The posted data should be plain text comprising one or 

more SQL statements (ending with semicolons). These 

are executed as a single transaction by MySQL. 

GET http://localhost:8078/db/tb This returns all of the rows of table tb in database db and 

an ETag. 

POST http://localhost:8078/db/tb The posted data should be a single row for the given 

table in JSon format. 

PUT http://localhost:8078/db/tb For this request tb should have a primary key. The 

posted data is used to update a single row matching the 

key supplied in the row. 

GET http://localhost:8078/db/tb/w As above but w is a where condition (a string, or a Json 

document), used to filter the returned rows. 

DELETE http://localhost:8078/db/tb/w This request will delete the specified rows. 

 

For an example showing the use of this web server, see the section on Angular JS applications. 

 

For RestifS.py server we need  install pymysql as follows 

sudo pip3 install PyMySQL 

 

Database Applications with Angular JS 
 

Angular is an open-source JavaScript framework developed by Google and its current version, Angular 

6, is available from angular.io . The first version of Angular was JavaScript-based and did not require 

the use of npm. It is still available as AngularJS, and remains popular with web developers for 

developing single-page web applications, as it leads to efficient Web applications with a very small 

binary footprint, and has a client-side Model-View-Controller architecture. The basic angular.min.js is 

only 288 KB. 

In this section we consider server-based web applications where the client-side code is AngularJS.  Let 
us also use a small embedded database application written in Python, using MySQL/MariaDB, and 
AWebSvr, a tiny open-source Web server in Python from TAWQT.com (Malcolm Crowe 2015). It uses a 
Model-View-Controller architecture on the server side, but is very small at 23KB.  It is surely an 
interesting contrast to both Apache and Microsoft IIS, and also perhaps to see Model-View-Controller 
ideas on both client and server.  Documentation for AWebSvr is available on TAWQT.com and 
presented later in this document.  

http://localhost:8803/REST/MySQL
http://localhost:8803/REST/MySQL
http://localhost:8803/REST/MySQL
http://localhost:8803/REST/MySQL
http://localhost:8803/REST/MySQL
http://localhost:8803/REST/MySQL
http://localhost:8803/REST/MySQL
http://localhost:8803/REST/MySQL
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As it happens, this particular web server is also available for other platforms, and there is a tutorial for 
a very similar application using C# and SQLite on TAWQT.com and using Pyrrho DBMS on 
pyrrhodb.com: there is even a 3-tier version using JavaScript for the Web tier, Python for the MVC 
application server and the Pyrrho server in C#/Mono. 

Although a lot can be done with entirely browser-based (single-page) web applications, it is better to 
develop a server-based web application if any of the following are true: 

 In-company (intranet) client machines may have restricted access to the Internet (important 
e.g. in banking) 

 Modifiable data is not just on the client (belongs to the company or is shared between clients) 

 The data sets accessed by the application are (or may eventually become) large 

 Authentication and authorisation of clients is important 

 The web application consists of many related pages, styles etc and it is important to ensure 
everything is up to date and works together 

For server-based web applications, it can be a disadvantage to use technologies that draw 
components from the web at runtime, because most browsers disallow web requests except to the 
application’s hosts (XSS/XDS, cross-site/domain scripting).  

From the above discussion, we provide here a two-tier version of the bank-transfer program, where 
the web (server) application accesses MySQL/MariaDB. The project folder has a main program called 
AccountsWeb.py, with controllers in Controllers.py, which invoke the web server in AWebSvr.py. (We 
won’t see much about server-side Models in this sample.) There are subfolders on the server for Pages 
and Scripts. The single web page is TestTransferJS.html. One of the files in Scripts is angular.min.js , 
and the others are accountsApp.js, balanceController.js, and transferController.js. 

 
Installing the MySQL connector for Python3 and the test dabase 

Installing of the MySQL/MariaDB driver for Python3 we have already in presented in the Python 
subchapter of Chapter 3. 

SQL statements for installing the test database contents for our DBMS servers, including MariaDB, are 
available in the AppDev/Accounts folder. 

 
Listing 5-14: Pages/TestTransferJS.html . AngularJS provides Model-View-Controller architecture on 
the client, and creates a shadow DOM so that JavaScript does need to findControlByID etc. The 
AngularJS directives here are ng-app, which declares the name of the AngularJS app “accountsApp” 
and scopes it to a <div> ; ng-controller, which declares controller for two other <div> inside the ng-app 
div; and ng-model, which ties elements in the page to scoped variables in the controller scripts.  The 
value of a scoped variable is displayed (viewed) by enclosing it in {{ }} double-braces, and a controller 
function is called by using the directive ng-click. The script contained in Web pages tends to be very 
neat and spare when using Angular JS, as here. 
 
<html> 
<head> 
    <title>Angular JS accountsApp</title> 
    <script src="angular.min.js"></script> 
    <script src="accountsApp.js"></script> 
    <script src="transferController.js"></script> 
    <script src="balanceController.js"></script> 
    <style> 
        table, th, td { 
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            border: 1px solid grey; 
            border-collapse: collapse; 
            padding: 5px; 
        } 
        table tr:nth-child(odd) { 
            background-color: #f2f2f2; 
        } 
        table tr:nth-child(even) { 
            background-color: #ffffff; 
        } 
    </style> 
</head> 
 
<body> 
    <h2>AngularJS MariaDB Application</h2> 
    <div ng-app="accountsApp"> 
        <h3>Transfer:</h3> 
        <div ng-controller="transferController"> 
            <table border="0"> 
                <tr> 
                    <td>Enter From account:</td> 
                    <td><input type="text" ng-model="transfer.fromAcct"></td> 
                </tr> 
 
                <tr> 
                    <td>Enter To account: </td> 
                    <td><input type="text" ng-model="transfer.toAcct"></td> 
                </tr> 
 
                <tr> 
                    <td>Amount:</td> 
                    <td><input type="text" ng-model="transfer.amount"></td> 
                </tr> 
                <tr> 
                    <td><input type="button" ng-click="doTransfer()" value="Submit" /></td> 
                    <td>{{transfer.status}}</td> 
                </tr> 
            </table> 
        </div> 
        <h3>Balance Enquiry</h3> 
        <div ng-controller="balanceController"> 
            <table border="0"> 
                <tr> 
                    <td>Enter Account No:</td> 
                    <td><input type="text" ng-model="account.acctNo"></td> 
                </tr> 
                <tr> 
                    <td><input type="button" ng-click="doBalance()" value="Submit" /></td> 
                    <td>{{account.balance}}</td> 
                </tr> 
                <tr> 
                    <td></td> 
                    <td>{{account.status}}</td> 
                </tr> 
            </table> 
        </div> 
    </div> 
</body> 
</html> 
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Listing 5-15: Scripts/accountsApp.js. This simply declares the angular module referred to in the web 
page, and the empty box [] tells us it has no dependency on any other modules.  

     var accountsApp = angular.module("accountsApp",[]); 

Listing 5-16: Scripts/transferController.js. As suggested above, controllers contain declarations of 
scope variables and functions that can be called within the scope of the controller. The JavaScript 
object transfer and its fields are referred to in the web page. They are given initial values here, which 
are updated by the HTTP POST request in the doTransfer function. We can see the url it uses. The 
JSON.stringify function simply appends the transfer object as a Json string. $http.post is a standard 
function in AngularJS. It provides two functions one to call when the POST succeeds, and one to call if 
it fails. 

 
accountsApp.controller("transferController", function ($scope,$http) { 
    $scope.transfer = { 
        fromAcct: 100, 
        toAcct: 202, 
        amount: 150, 
        status: "" 
    }; 
    $scope.doTransfer = function () { 
        $scope.transfer.status = ""; 
        var url = 'http://localhost:8088/Accounts/Transfer/' + 
                  JSON.stringify($scope.transfer); 
        $http.post(url).then(function (response) { 
            $scope.transfer = response.data; 
        },function (response) { 
            $scope.transfer.status = response.data; 
        }); 
    }; 

}); 

 
Listing 5-17: Scripts/balanceController.js. A very similar controller for the balance part of the HTML 
page, that merely uses HTTP GET instead of POST. 
 
accountsApp.controller("balanceController", function ($scope, $http) { 
    $scope.account = { 
        acctNo: 100, 
        balance: 0, 
        status: "" 
    }; 
    $scope.doBalance = function () { 
        $scope.account.status = ""; 
        var url = 'http://localhost:8088/Accounts/Balance/' +  
                  JSON.stringify($scope.account); 
        $http.get(url).then(function (response) { 
            $scope.account = response.data; 
        }, function (response) { 
            $scope.account.status = response.data; 
        }); 
    }; 

}); 
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Listing 5-18: AccountsWeb.py. This uses some neat machinery in AWebSvr.py to declare controllers 
for its web service, connects to the MySQL database, and starts the server on port 8088. The server 
listens forever, and if this program is started in a terminal window it should be left running for as long 
as it is needed by the web application. 
 
import MySQLdb as mariadb 
from AWebSvr import * 
from Controllers import * 
WebSvc.controllers["Transfer"]=TransferController() 
WebSvc.controllers["Balance"]=BalanceController() 
class AccountsLite(WebSvr): 
    def __init__(self): 
        self.conn = None 
        super().__init__() 
    def connect(self,con): 
        self.conn = con 
        return self 
    pass 
a = AccountsLite() 
a.connect(mariadb.connect(database='testdb',user='dbtech',passwd='dbtech')) 
a.server('localhost',8088) 

 
Listing 5-19: Controllers.py. This declares classes in Python corresponding to the scope structures for 
Transfer and account we had in the JavaScript listings. It makes the application easier for the human 
programmer if the fields correspond in an obvious way, and enables automatic import of Json string 
format we created above, using support for Json Documents contained in the AwebSvr module. 
 
import MySQLdb as mariadb 
from AWebSvr import * 
class Transfer: 
    def __init__(self): 
        self.fromAcct=0 
        self.toAcct=0 
        self.amount=0 
        self.status='' 
class Account: 
    def __init__(self): 
        self.acctNo = 0 
        self.balance = 0 
        self.status = "" 
class TransferController(WebCtlr): 
    def post(self,ws,ps): 
        trf=Transfer() 
        # ws.conn.start_transaction() 
        # Note: by default MySQLdb uses implicit transactions 
        try: 
            trf = ps[0]._extract(Transfer) 
            cu = ws.conn.cursor() 
            cu.execute("update Accounts set balance=balance-" +  

str(trf.amount) +" where acctno=" + str(trf.fromAcct)) 
            if cu.rowcount!=1: 
                trf.status = "Unknown From account " + str(trf.fromAcct) 
                ws.conn.rollback() 
            else: 
                cu = ws.conn.cursor() 
                cu.execute("update Accounts set balance=balance+" +  
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str(trf.amount) +" where acctno=" + str(trf.toAcct)) 
                if cu.rowcount!=1: 
                    trf.status = "Unknown To account " + str(trf.toAcct) 
                    ws.conn.rollback() 
                else: 
                    ws.conn.commit() 
                    trf.status = 'OK' 
        except Exception as e: 
            trf.status = repr(e) 
            ws.conn.rollback() 
        finally: 
            return Document().build(trf).str() 
class BalanceController(WebCtlr): 
    def get(self,ws,ps): 
        acc = Account() 
        rdr = 0 
        try: 
            acc = ps[0]._extract(Account) 
            cu = ws.conn.cursor() 
            cu.execute("select balance from Accounts where acctno=" + str(acc.acctNo)) 
            a = cu.fetchone() 
            if a==None: 
                acc.balance = 0 
                acc.status = "Unknown account " + str(acc.acctNo) 
            else: 
                acc.balance = a[0] 
                acc.status = "OK" 
        except Exception as e: 
            acc.status = repr(e) 
        finally: 
            ws.conn.rollback() 
            return Document().build(acc).str()  

To run the program, from the folder described above, you can start it from the command line with 

python3 AccountsWeb.py . Then use a browser to access 

http://localhost:8088/Accounts/TestTransferJS.html . 

If no problems appear the transfer succeeds 

 

Figure 5-17 

.. but in case there are some problems 

 

http://localhost:8088/Accounts/TestTransferJS.html
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Figure 5-18 

In this case the debit from account 101 has been rolled back. 

 

Figure 5-19 

While a concurrent mysql client is blocking the “To account” as follows 

 

The transfer fails after the lock wait timeout set in the database server 
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Figure 5-20 

 

Versioned Objects and Web Applications 
 
Although Model-View-Controller architectures have been popular since the days of Xerox PARC, one of 
the issues with database applications is that relational databases have their own data model. A 
number of object-relational mapping (ORM) frameworks have simply allowed application 
programmers to define models that merely approximate a subset of the database’s data model, and 
perhaps (as in Ruby on Rails and Java EE) use annotations to indicate the relationship between the 
application program’s data model and objects in the database. 

In a 3-tier architecture this has usually led to different data models applying each tier of the 
implementation, and where an entity manager is shared between applications, it leads to problems 
when the applications do not agree on what the real data model in database is, or other applications 
using the sama database  bypass the client-side integrity checks. On the other hand, the database 
objects represent the physical model rather than a logical one, and it is too restrictive to require 
programmers always to work at the level of the physical representation. 

One solution to this dilemma is to allow roles in the database to define different data models: such 
definitions will mostly amount to renaming objects and defining derived (generated) columns and 
views for ease of access or to implement access restrictions. In that case it becomes possible to 
require a strict adherence to the resulting models in application programs that address such a role. 

The data model for a role can then simply be fetched from the database, either statically, by getting 
the database to generate fragments of code in some programming language that can be pasted in to 
the application program source; or dynamically by using some form of “reflection” at run-time. 

The static approach has much to recommend it, as it means that the design of the application program 
can take full advantage of a knowledge of the data model. It becomes important to have some form of 
version control on the models used, and one way is to include annotations in the generated code that 
can be verified at run-time against the current model in the database. 

This approach has been implemented in several systems, including Pyrrho DBMS. As an illustration, we 
offer a little Web application, again using AngularJS, where a fairly basic data model is imported from 
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the database to be used in the middle tier of the application. There is an example showing different 
data models in a single database in the Pyrrho manual and blog on pyrrhodb.com.  

The scenario is that a club secretary needs to select teams, and needs an up-to-date list of members 
with their availability to play. The members can adjust their details online, so the secretary’s web 
application will use object versions to check that the information they can see is up to date. There is 
really no transactional behavior here, but database row-versions are used in order to detect stale 
data. 

The application folder contains two Python files: Golf.py, and the PyrrhoDBMS API for Python, 
OSPLink.py (68KB) (which includes the AWebSvr code used above). A Pages subfolder contains 
Golf.html, and a Scripts folder contains angular.min.js (or angular.js) and two JavaScript files included 
in the listings below. To add another item of interest the Name of a Person is a structure type in this 
sample. 

Listing 5-20: The following SQL commands set up the test Pyrrho database golf.osp (created using the 
command-line client OSPCmd.exe golf). Take care: with Pyrrho, as in the SQL standard, single quotes 
are quite different from double-quotes, semicolons are used only as separators, and multi-line 
statements should be enclosed in []. 

create type "name" as ("first" char,"last" char) 
create table "Person" ("Id" int primary key, "Name" "name") 
create table "Team" ("Id" int primary key,"Title" char, "Manager" int references "Person") 
create table "Player" ("Who" int references "Person","Where" int references "Team")  

 

Listing 5-21: Golf.html. Most of the AngularJS directives and notations were explained in the previous 
AngularJS example. The new oines here are ng-repeat, for a list of items, and ng-show/ng-hide which 
tie the visibility of an HTML element to a variable in the scope.  

<html> 
 <head> 
  <title>Angular JS golfApp</title> 
  <script src="angular.js"></script> 
  <script src="golfApp.js"></script> 
  <script src="personController.js"></script> 
  <style> 
   table, th, td { 
    border: 1px solid grey; 
    border-collapse: collapse; 
    padding: 5px; 
   } 
   table tr:nth-child(odd) { 
    background-color: #f2f2f2; 
   } 
   table tr:nth-child(even) { 
    background-color: #ffffff; 
   } 
  </style> 
 </head> 
 <body> 
  <h2>AngularJS Pyrrho Application</h2> 
  <div ng-app="golfApp"> 
   <h3>People:</h3> 
   <div ng-controller="personController"> 
    <table border="0"> 
     <tr ng-repeat="person in people"> 
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      <td>{{person.Id}}&nbsp; 
        <input type="button" ng-click="edit(person)" value="Edit" /> 
      </td> 
      <td>{{person.Name.first}}&nbsp;{{person.Name.last}}</td> 
     </tr> 
     <tr ng-hide="new"> 
      <td>Id:</td> 
      <td>{{form.Id}}</td> 
     </tr> 
     <tr> 
      <td>First Name:</td> 
      <td><input type="text" ng-model="form.Name.first"></td> 
     </tr> 
     <tr> 
      <td>Enter Surname: </td> 
      <td><input type="text" ng-model="form.Name.last"></td> 
     </tr> 
     <tr> 
      <td> 
       <input ng-show="new" type="button" ng-click="add()" value="Post" /> 
       <input ng-hide="new" type="button" ng-click="update()" value="Update" /> 
       <input ng-hide="new" type="button" ng-click="delete()" value="Delete" /> 
       <input ng-hide="new" type="button" ng-click="cancel()" value="Cancel" /> 
      </td> 
      <td>{{status}}</td> 
     </tr> 
    </table> 
   </div> 
  </div> 
 </body> 
</html> 

Listing 5-22:  Golf.py This code includes class definitions for name, Person, Team, and Player 

generated by Pyrrho using the table Role$Python command, a PersonController, and the class for the 

Golf application. The classes corresponding to database tables are subclasses of Versioned, which 

contains hidden version-control information (in many DBMS this will be a timestamp). Fields whose 

names begin with _ are metadata: the schemakey for datamodel version control, and the key for 

indexed tables. The PersonController uses the Versioned API instread of SQL statements to access the 

database: with findOne, findAll, put, post, and delete. These methods are quite intuitive in their 

effects, and are documented in the Pyrrho manual for Python, C# and Java. 

from OSPLink import * 
# name Created on 12/09/2018 07:39:43 
# from Database golf, Role golf 
class name: 
 def __init__(self): 
  self.first = '' 
  self.last = '' 
  self._schemakey = 115 
PyrrhoConnect.classes.append(name) 
# Person Created on 12/09/2018 15:48:53 
# from Database golf, Role golf 
class Person(Versioned): 
 def __init__(self): 
  super().__init__('','') 
  self.Id = 0 
  self.Name = name() 
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  self._schemakey = 247 
  self._key = ['Id'] 
# Team Created on 12/09/2018 07:39:43 
# from Database golf, Role golf 
class Team(Versioned): 
 def __init__(self): 
  super().__init__('','') 
  self.Id = 0 
  self.Title = '' 
  self.Manager = 0 
  self._schemakey = 369 
  self._key = ['Id'] 
# Player Created on 12/09/2018 07:39:43 
# from Database golf, Role golf 
class Player(Versioned): 
 def __init__(self): 
  super().__init__('','') 
  self.Who = 0 
  self.Where = 0 
  self._schemakey = 498 
class PersonController(WebCtlr): 
 def get(self,ws,ps): 
    conn = PyrrhoConnect(ws.cstring) 
    conn.open() 
    try: 
        if len(ps)>0 and isinstance(ps[0],int): 
           return Document().build(conn.findOne(Person,ps).str()) 
        else: 
           return DocArray().build(conn.findAll(Person)).str() 
    except DatabaseError as e: 
        return e.str() 
    except Exception as e: 
        return repr(e) 
    finally: 
        conn.close() 
 def post(self,ws,ps): 
    conn = PyrrhoConnect(ws.cstring) 
    conn.open() 
    try: 
        p = ps[0]._extract(Person) # to make sure it's a Person object for Post 
        conn.post(p) 
        return Document().build(p).str() 
    except DatabaseError as e: 
        return e.str() 
    except Exception as e: 
        return repr(e) 
    finally: 
        conn.close() 
 def put(self,ws,ps): 
    conn = PyrrhoConnect(ws.cstring) 
    conn.open() 
    try: 
        p = ps[0]._extract(Person) # to make sure it's a Person object for Put 
        conn.put(p) 
        return Document().build(p).str() 
    except DatabaseError as e: 
        return e.str() 
    except Exception as e: 
        return repr(e) 
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    finally: 
        conn.close() 
 def delete(self,ws,ps): 
    conn = PyrrhoConnect(ws.cstring) 
    conn.open() 
    try: 
        p = ps[0]._extract(Person) # to make sure it's a Person object for Delete 
        conn.delete(p) 
        return DocArray().build(p).str() 
    except DatabaseError as e: 
        return e.str() 
    except Exception as e: 
        return repr(e) 
    finally: 
        conn.close() 
WebSvc.controllers["Person"]=PersonController() 
class Golf(WebSvr): 
    def __init__(self): 
        super().__init__() 
        self.cstring = "Files=golf" 
    pass 
Golf().server('localhost',8088) 

 

If you examine the Golf.py file you will see where the class definitions have been pasted.  The 

schemakey fields need to be  fixed to match the locations in your database, for example as follows:  

 

Figure 5-21 
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Listing 5-23:   golfApp.js 

    var golfApp = angular.module("golfApp",[]); 

Listing 5-24:   personController.js 

golfApp.controller("personController", function ($scope, $http) { 
    $scope.people = []; 
    $scope.form = {}; 
    $scope.form.Id = 0; 
    $scope.form.Name = {}; 
    $scope.form.Name.first = ''; 
    $scope.form.Name.last = ''; 
    $scope.form.rowCheck = ''; 
    $scope.status = ''; 
    $scope.new = true; 
    $scope.fill = function () { 
        $scope.status = ".."; 
        var url = 'http://localhost:8088/Golf/Person/'; 
        $http.get(url).then(function (response) { 
            $scope.people = response.data; 
        }, function (response) { 
            $scope.status = response.data; 
        });  
    }; 
    $scope.add = function () { 
        $scope.status = ".."; 
        var url = 'http://localhost:8088/Golf/Person/' + JSON.stringify($scope.form); 
        $http.post(url).then(function (response) { 
            $scope.form.Name.first = ''; 
            $scope.form.Name.last = ''; 
            $scope.status = "OK"; 
            $scope.people.push(response.data); 
        }, function (response) { 
            $scope.status = response.data; 
        }); 
    }; 
    $scope.update = function () { 
        $scope.status = ".."; 
        var url = 'http://localhost:8088/Golf/Person/' + JSON.stringify($scope.form); 
        $http.put(url).then(function (response) { 
            $scope.form.Name.first = ''; 
            $scope.form.Name.last = ''; 
            $scope.new = true; 
            $scope.status = "OK"; 
            for (var p in $scope.people) { 
                var x = $scope.people[p]; 
                if (x.Id === response.data.Id)  
                    $scope.people[p].Name = response.data.Name; 
            } 
        }, function (response) { 
            $scope.status = response.data; 
        }); 
    };  
    $scope.delete = function () { 
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        $scope.status = ".."; 
        var url = 'http://localhost:8088/Golf/Person/' + JSON.stringify($scope.form); 
        $http.delete(url).then(function (response) { 
            x = response; 
            $scope.form.Name.first = ''; 
            $scope.form.Name.last = ''; 
            $scope.new = true; 
            for (var p in $scope.people) { 
                var x = $scope.people[p]; 
                if (x.Id === $scope.form.Id) { 
                    $scope.people.splice(p, 1); 
                    break; 
                } 
            } 
            $scope.status = response.data; 
        }, function (response) { 
            $scope.status = response.data; 
        }); 
    }; 
    $scope.edit = function (person) { 
        $scope.new = false; 
        $scope.form.Id = person.Id; 
        $scope.form.Name = person.Name; 
        $scope.form.rowCheck = person.rowCheck; 
        $scope.new = false; 
    }; 
    $scope.cancel = function () { 
        $scope.form.Name.first = ''; 
        $scope.form.Name.last = ''; 
        $scope.new = true; 
        $scope.status = "cancelling"; 
        fill(); 
        $scope.status = ""; 
    }; 
    $scope.fill();  
}); 

The Pyrrho server needs to be running (in a terminal window). As with the previous AngularJS 

example, from another terminal window for the application folder, start up the application server with 

python3 Golf.py.  At a browser, navigate to http://localhost:8088/Golf/Golf.html . 

 

Figure 5-22 

http://localhost:8088/Golf/Golf.html
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AWebSvr documentation 
 

AWebSvr is implemented in C# and Python with very similar APIs. This appendix documents the visible 

classes in this API. The Python implementation includes some additional classes DocBase, WebSvh and 

WebSvl, which should not need to be referred to in your code. 

 

DocArray 

 

Attribute Explanation 

build(ob) Append the attributes of ob not starting with _ to this document; 
the process recursively builds embedded Documents and 
DocArrays for structured values 

bytes() Create the Bson representation of this DocArray 

cls[]  _extract(cls) Construct an array of cls objects from this  

fromBson(bytes) Append the given Bson data to an empty DocArray 

list items The items of the DocArray 

parse(str) Append items from the given string to this DocArray 

str() Create the Json representation of this DocArray 

 

Document 

 

Attribute Explanation 

build(ob) Append the attributes of ob not starting with _ to this document; 
the process recursively builds embedded Documents and 
DocArrays for structured values 

bytes() Create the Bson representation of this document 

cls  _extract(cls) Construct an object of type cls from this 

fromBson(bytes) Append the given Bson data to this document 

list fields Each field is a pair (key,value) 

parse(str) Append fields from the given string into this document 

str() Create the Json representation of this document 

 

WebCtlr 

 
Your controllers will derive from this class. The base class implementations of get, post, put, and delete do 
nothing and return an empty string. 

Attribute Explanation 

bool allowAnonymous() The base implementation returns false, but anonymous logins are 

always allowed if no login page is supplied (Pages/Login.htm or 

Pages/Login.html). 

str delete(ws, ps) Do a Delete for the given WebSvc and parameters 
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str get(ws, ps) Do a Get for the given WebSvc and parameters 

str post(ws, ps) Do a Post for the given WebSvc and parameters ([0] is the posted 

data) 

str put(ws, ps) Do a Put for the given WebSvc and parameters ([0] is the posted 

data) 

WebSvc 

 
In the Python implementation it is a subclass of BaseHTTPHandler. Your custom web server/service instance(s) 
will indirectly be subclasses of this class, so will have access to its protected fields and methods documented 
here.  
Your sublass will typically organise connection(s) to the DBMS being used. The connection can be for the service 
or for the request, and so should be set up in an override of the open method, using server or client credentials 
respectively. (The normal case with the AWebSvr library is to use an embedded DBMS, but this Python API 
currently supports only OSPSvr, the server edition of Pyrrho.)  

Field Explanation 

bool authenticated() Is called to enforce authentication, if there is a login page and 

there is no controller for the request or the controller’s 

allowAnonymous() returns false. The default implementation 

populates the WebSvc’s user and password and your override 

can look up the credentials supplied.  

close() Can be overridden to release request-specific resources. 

str getData() Extracts the HTTP data supplied with the request: a URL 

component beginning with { will be converted to a Document. 

log(verb, url, postData) Write a log entry for the current controller method. The default 

implementation appends this information to Log.txt together 

with the user identity and timestamp. 

open () Can be overridden by a subclass, e.g. to choose a database 

connection for the current request. The default implementation 

does nothing. 

str password The client’s claimed credentials. See authenticated() 

serve() Calls the requested method using the above templates. Don’t call 

this method directly. 

str user The client’s claimed credentials. See authenticated() 

 

WebSvr 

 
Your custom web server should be a subclass of WebSvr, and WebSvr is a subclass of WebSvc and hence of 
BaseHTTPHandler. It defines the URL address (hostname and port number) for the service. If your service is 
multi-threaded, you can override the Factory method to return a new instance of your WebSvc subclass. Finally, 
call the Server method to start the service loop. 
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Field Explanation 

WebSvc factory () Can be overridden by a subclass to create a new service instance. 

The default implementation returns self (for a single-threaded 

server).  

server( address,port) Starts the server listening on the given address and port. 

 

Topics for further study 
 
AngularJS provides much more dynamicity also for the user interface.  Tutorials on the subject can be 
found, for example,  on web sites of AngularJS, w3Schools.com and TutorialsPoint 
 
 
 

BankTransferExt applying jQuery/AJAX, PHP and Stored Procedures 
 

-   Putting the parts together 

We will now implement our BankTransfer example, applying our previous building blocks and covered 

technologies together, jQuery/AJAX with little touch of AngulaJS, as a small web application consisting 

of a single web page (accounts.htm), PHP scripts myAccounts and myTransfer, stored procedure 

BankTransfer and the tables Customers, Grants and Accounts in MariaDB testdb database.  The earlier 

BankTransferWithRetry wrapper has now been extended into BankTransferWithRv which also controls 

that the transfer can only be applied if contents of the account rows are the same as seen on the web 

page accounts.htm.   Integration of the application parts is drafted below in Figure 5-23 

 

Figure 5-23    BankTransferExt experiment built of jQuery/AJAX, PHP, and Stored Procedures 

 

The basic building blocks consist of the jQuery/AJAX example presented previously in this chapter, the 
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tables of the extended BankTransfer example, and the BankTransfer Stored procedures are applied to 

MariaDB SQL.   

This is just an experiment as “proof of the technology concepts”.    Optimistic concurrency control is a 

must in case data seen on client’s web page is used to update it back into the database.   However, the 

Retry Pattern is hardly needed when concurrent client has won in the concurrency battle.   On second 

thoughts, optimistic concurrency control is not necessary in this case, since our BankTransfer 

procedure applies only cumulative (i.e. +/-, simply “sensitive”) updates, unless we want to, for 

example, reserve balance on some secure level.   Anyway, the example consists of both techniques, 

and in developing real applications you need to consider which techniques to apply. 

All files of the application can be found in folder AppDev/Angular/Transfer.   Since most of the files 

have been introduced in earlier examples, we open the design starting from the structure of the web 

page, presented below in Figure 5-24  

User interface issues have not been in focus in this tutorial, but the idea of immediate data accesses 

provided by AJAX on dynamic web page just force us to experiment with HTML DOM and the 

JavaScript libraries.   Instead of the AngularJS AJAX, we have copied the DataEntry form from our 

jQuery/AJAX example, but for the HTML table “accounts” for viewing current contents of 

corresponding accounts in the database we need to start from scratch.    

       Figure 5-24    Web page of the BankTransferExt application 

 

The entered account numbers are copied from the HTML table “accounts” into corresponding fields on 

the DataEntry form automatically by AngularJS notations. 

The “fetch..” buttons on the account rows use the AJAX access by XMLHttpRequest object (applied 

from the W3Schools pages) to load the row contents of the given account number from the Accounts, 
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Grants and Customers tables in the database using single SQL JOIN statement in an autocommit 

transaction.   Since the default isolation level in MariaDB/InnoDB is Read Committed applying non-

locking MVCC, this transaction will never be blocked by others.  The transaction will fetch the RV 

stamps to version fields, from which we copy them to the corresponding Rv-fields on the DataEntry 

form to be used in the jQuery/AJAX invoked transactions.  

Note:    if some of the accounts has been updated by some other client which has not yet committed 

its transaction, the row version stamps will be outdated after the concurrent client commits, 

and our transfer will fail, but that’s the risk.  Later we will see the updated contents and we 

can decide if we want to manually retry the transfer. 

The div area of account numbers and versions will be hidden from the user.   The version numbers on 

the HTML table “accounts” could also be hidden from the user, but for our experiments these are 

useful indicators to us, since the “accounts” table gets updated automatically by new autocommit 

fetch transactions after the BankTansfer transaction.   It is important to understand that these fetch 

transactions are not guaranteed to be consistent with the BankTransfer, but present the latest 

committed content at the moment of the fetch.  

As we start transfers looking at contents of the selected accounts, it is a must to apply optimistic 

concurrency control at the transfer executed by the stored procedures in the database.   Therefore 

the row version stamps were passed silently to Rv-fields of the data entry and from there as 

parameters to the PHP script on the server.  This will then pass the values as parameters to the 

procedure BankTransferWithRv modified from the earlier BankTransferWithRetry. 

To deploy the application, we need to add the BankTransferWithRv procedure into the testdb 

database of MariaDB instance, and copy the necessary files to Apache’s /var/www/html directory as 

documented in the comments of the accounts.htm file. 

The actual code of the web page “accounts.htm” is presented in Listing 5-26 below 

 

Listing 5-26    Web page accounts.htm 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html lang="en"> 
<head> <meta charset="utf-8"></head> 
<!-- DBTechNet / Martti Laiho and Matti Kurki 
BankTransfer - Angular/jQuery/AJAX/PHP/MariaDB/server-side transactions 
 
2018-12-18 v1.1 optimistic concurrency 
2018-12-20 v1.2 remove some switches, added resetStats 
2019-03-12 V1.3 lost connection handling 
 
# deployment 
sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Angular/Transfer/accounts.htm  /var/www/html/accounts.htm 
sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Angular/Transfer/DBTechNet.JPG /var/www/html/DBTechNet.JPG 
sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Angular/Transfer/myAccounts.php  /var/www/html/myAccounts.php 
sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Angular/Transfer/jquery-3.3.1.js  /var/www/html/jquery-3.3.1.js 
sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Angular/Transfer/angular.js  /var/www/html/angular.js 
sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Angular/Transfer/myTransfer.php  /var/www/html/myTransfer.php 
sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/accounts.htm 
sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/myAccounts.php 
sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/myTransfer.php 
sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/angular.js 
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sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/jquery-3.3.1.js 
 
# Test by browser 
localhost/accounts.htm 
 
# Browser trace 
Menu / Developer / Web console / 
# PHP trace 
sudo cat /var/log/apache2/error.log 
ls /var/www/html 
 
--> 
<head> 
<script src="jquery-3.3.1.js"></script> 
<script src="angular.js"></script> 
</head> 
<style> 
table, th , td  { 
  border: 1px solid grey; 
  border-collapse: collapse; 
  padding: 5px; 
} 
</style> 
 
<table><tr> 
    <td width="140"><img src="DBTechNet.JPG" width="80" height="80"><br/> 
    DBTechNet.org</td> 
    <td><h2> BankTransfer angular+jquery AJAX v1.3</h2> 
    Experiment using AngularJS, jQuery/AJAX, and PHP access to MariaDB 
    </td></tr> 
</table> 
<p/> 
 
<body onload="houseKeeping();"> 
  <div ng-app=""> 
  <table id="accounts"> 
    <tr><td size="34">Enter the account numbers</td> 
    <td size="10">owner</td><td size="8">status</td><td size="6">allowed</td><td size="8">balance</td> 
    <td size="8">version</td> 
    </tr> 
 
    <tr><td> 
    From account .... 
    <input type="text" id="fromAcct" size="6" value="101" ng-model="fromAcct" /> 
    <button id="fromButton" 
    onclick="fetchAcct ((document.getElementById('fromAcct').value),'fromAcct'); "> 
    fetch.. </button> 
    </td> <td id="owner"></td><td id="status"><td id="granted"></td><td id="balance"></td> 
    <td id="version"></td> 
    </tr> 
 
    <tr><td> 
    To account ......... 
    <input type="text" id="toAcct" size="6" value="202" ng-model="toAcct" /> 
    <button id="toButton" 
    onclick="fetchAcct ((document.getElementById('toAcct').value),'toAcct'); "> 
    fetch.. </button> 
    </td> <td id="owner2"></td><td id="status2"></td><td id="granted2"><td id="balance2"></td> 
    <td id="version2"></td> 
    </tr> 
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  </table> 
 
  <form name="DataEntry" class="js_ajax" method="post" accept-charset="utf-8"> 
  <table> 
    <div id="Accts"> 
    <p>from account .. <input type="number" name="fromAcct" id="from" value="{{fromAcct}}" size="10" /> 
    <input id="fromRv" type="number" name="fromRv" value=""/> 
    <br/>to account ....... <input type="number" name="toAcct" id="to" value="{{toAcct}}" size="10" /> 
    <input id="toRv" type="number" name="toRv" value=""/><br/> 
    </div> 
 
  <table> 
    <tr><td> Amount ........ <input type="number" name="amount" id="amount" value="" size="10" /></td> 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
    <p/><div id="user"> </div> 
    <p/>Configuring parameters: 
    <br/>Sleeping seconds between the accounts 
    <input type="number" name="sleep" value="0" min="0" max="15" size="2"/> 
    <br/>Max reponse time in seconds ................ 
    <input id="respTimeout" type="number" name="respTimeout" value="20" min="0" max="60" size="2"/> 
    <br/> Select action .. <select name="action"> 
        <option value="db">Transfer</option> 
        <option value="test">AJAX test only</option> 
      </select> 
    ......... 
    <input type="submit" name="submit" id="transfer" value="Submit the action" /> 
    <!-- button type="submit" id="transfer" onclick="Transfer()">Submit the action</button --> 
    <input type="hidden" name="msg" value="" /> 
    <input type="hidden" name="diag" value="" /> 
  </table> 
  </form> 
  </div> 
 
  <table> 
  <button onclick="resetStats();">Reset stats</button --> 
  <p/> 
  <div class="the-return" id="report"> 
  [Transfer statistics will be reported here] 
  </div> 
  </table> 
 
<script type="text/javascript" > 
// global variables 
var $userid = 0; 
var $found = 'N'; 
var $name = ''; 
var $rc = 0; 
</script> 
 
<script type="text/javascript" > 
  $("document").ready(function(){ 
    var respTimeout = document.getElementById("respTimeout").value * 1000; 
    $(".js_ajax").submit(function(){ 
      var startTime = Date.now(); 
      data = $(this).serialize(); 
      $.ajax({ 
        type: "POST", 
        dataType: "JSON", 
        cache: false, 
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        url: "myTransfer.php", 
        timeout: respTimeout, 
        data: data, 
        success: function(data) { 
          var totalTime = Date.now()-startTime; 
          $(".the-return").html( 
            "Transfer statistics:" + 
            "<br/>from account: " + data["fromAcct"] + 
            "<br/>to account: " + data["toAcct"] + 
            "<br/>amount: " + data["amount"] + 
            "<br/>rc: " + data["rc"] + 
            "<br/>msg: " + data["msg"] + 
            "<br/>diagnostics: " + data["diag"] + 
            "<br/>response time: " + totalTime + " milliseconds"+ 
            "<p>JSON: " + data["json"]); 
          $diag = data["diag"]; 
        }, 
        error: function(xhr) { 
          console.log(xhr); 
          $(".the-return").html( 
            "<br/>msg: Ajax error: lost connection?"+ 
            " - no response in "+respTimeout+" milliseconds"); 
            alert("Ajax error: "+xhr.status+", "+xhr.statusText); 
        } 
      }).done(function () { 
          var totalTime = Date.now()-startTime; 
          // alert("total time = " + totalTime + " milliseconds"); 
          $diags= $diag.split("="); 
          $rcstr=$diags[1]; 
          $rcstr = $rcstr.split(","); 
          $rc = $rcstr[0]; 
          //alert ("diag rc="+$rc); 
          updAccts(); 
      }); 
      return false; 
    }); 
  }); 
 
function houseKeeping() { 
             //alert ("Housekeeping!"); 
  hideAccts(); 
  $found = 'N'; 
  var $times=0; 
  while ($found == 'N') { 
    $times = $times + 1; 
    if ($times > 2) break; 
    $userid = prompt("Welcome to myBank! Please enter your userid:", ""); 
             //alert ("entered userid "+$userid); 
    $found = findCustno ($userid); 
  } 
             //alert ("Housekeeping found="+$found); 
  if ($found=='N') { 
    alert ("Unknown userid !"); 
    document.getElementById("user").innerHTML = ""; 
    document.getElementById("report").innerHTML = "* Unknown user ! Try again "; 
    document.getElementById("report").style.color = 'red'; 
    document.getElementById("transfer").disabled = true; 
  } else { 
    document.getElementById("user").innerHTML = "Current user is "+$userid+", "+$name; 
    document.getElementById("report").style.color = 'blue'; 
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    document.getElementById("transfer").disabled = false; 
  } 
} 
 
function findCustno ($userid) { 
  var xhttp = new XMLHttpRequest(); 
  var url = 'myAccounts.php?userid='+$userid;      //alert (url); 
  var myJSON = ""; 
  xhttp.onreadystatechange = function() { 
                       //alert ("readyState:"+this.readyState+" status:"+this.status); 
    if (this.readyState == 4 && this.status == 200) { 
      $json = this.responseText;                   //alert ("response: "+$json) 
      var $last = $json.lastIndexOf("]}"); 
      var $jrec = $json.substring(12, $last);      //alert ($jrec); 
      myJSON = JSON.parse($jrec);                  //alert ("myJSON: "+myJSON); 
      $found = myJSON["found"];                    //alert ("findCustno: "+$found); 
      $name  = myJSON["name"];                     //alert ("findCustno: "+$name); 
    } 
  };                                               //alert ("open.."); 
  xhttp.open("GET", url, true);                    //alert ("send.."); 
  xhttp.send();   alert ("You entered "+$userid);  // "just a fake confirm" 
  return $found; 
} 
 
function deact() { 
  /* alert ("deact "+ document.getElementById('status').innerHTML + 
         " " + document.getElementById('granted').innerHTML ); */ 
    if ((document.getElementById('status').innerHTML == 'A') || 
        (document.getElementById('granted').innerHTML == 'Y')) { 
        document.getElementById("transfer").disabled = false; 
    } else { 
        //document.getElementById("report").innerHTML = "* Transfer not allowed! "; 
        document.getElementById("transfer").disabled = true; 
    } 
} 
 
function deact2() { 
    var val = document.getElementById('status2').innerHTML; 
    if (val != "A") { 
        // alert ("value of status 2 is '"+val+"'"); 
        document.getElementById("report").innerHTML = "** Transfer not allowed! "; 
        document.getElementById("transfer").disabled = true; 
    } 
} 
 
function hideAccts() { 
  document.getElementById("Accts").style.display="none"; 
} 
 
function updAccts() { 
    // alert ("updAccts rc="+$rc); 
    if ($rc != 4) { 
         fetchAcct ((document.getElementById('fromAcct').value), 'fromAcct'); 
         fetchAcct ((document.getElementById('toAcct').value), 'toAcct'); 
    } 
} 
 
function resetStats() { 
   document.getElementById("report").innerHTML = " "; 
} 
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function fetchAcct ($acctno, $acct) { 
    // alert ("fetchAcct: "+$userid+" "+$acctno+" "+$acct); 
  // initializing: 
  if ($acct=="fromAcct") { 
    document.getElementById("owner").innerHTML = ""; 
    document.getElementById("status").innerHTML = "?"; 
    document.getElementById("granted").innerHTML = "?"; 
    document.getElementById("balance").innerHTML = ""; 
    document.getElementById("version").innerHTML = "?"; 
 } else { 
    document.getElementById("owner2").innerHTML = ""; 
    document.getElementById("status2").innerHTML = "?"; 
    document.getElementById("granted2").innerHTML = "?"; 
    document.getElementById("balance2").innerHTML = ""; 
    document.getElementById("version2").innerHTML = "?"; 
 } 
  // fetching: 
    var xhttp = new XMLHttpRequest(); 
    var url = 'myAccounts.php?userid='+$userid+'&acctno='+$acctno+'&role='+$acct; 
                  //alert (url); 
    xhttp.onreadystatechange = function() {        
 //alert (this.readyState); 
 //alert (this.status); 
      if (this.readyState == 4 && this.status == 200) { 
   $json = this.responseText;                  //alert ("responseText: "+$json); 
   var $last = $json.lastIndexOf("]}"); 
   var $jrec = $json.substring(12, $last);     //alert ($jrec); 
   var myjson = JSON.parse($jrec); 
   if ($acct == "fromAcct") { 
    document.getElementById("owner").innerHTML = myjson["owner"]; 
    document.getElementById("status").innerHTML = myjson["status"]; 
        document.getElementById("granted").innerHTML = myjson["granted"]; 
    document.getElementById("balance").innerHTML = myjson["balance"]; 
    document.getElementById("version").innerHTML = myjson["version"]; 
    document.getElementById("fromRv").value = myjson["version"]; 
                deact(); 
   } else { 
    document.getElementById("owner2").innerHTML = myjson["owner"]; 
    document.getElementById("status2").innerHTML = myjson["status"]; 
        document.getElementById("granted2").innerHTML = myjson["granted"]; 
    document.getElementById("balance2").innerHTML = myjson["balance"]; 
    document.getElementById("version2").innerHTML = myjson["version"]; 
    document.getElementById("toRv").value = myjson["version"]; 
                deact2(); 
   } 
      } else { // What's the problem with this error handling? 
       //alert ("Failed to find account "+$acctno); 
      } 
   }; 
   xhttp.open("GET", url, true); 
   xhttp.send(); 
} 
</script> 
</body> 
</html> 
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Files of the whole application can be found in folder Chapter5/BankTransferExt/Transfer in 

AppDev.zip.  The Transfer  folder is expected to be copied into 

/home/dbtech/AppDev/Angular/Transfer  in Debian9 VM. 

 

Experimenting with the application 
 

Start browsing for url “localhost/accounts.htm” 

After loading the single page of the application it starts the login dialog prompting userid which needs 

to be one of the custno values in Customers table. 

 

 

Figure 5-25 

Pressing [OK] leads to the following ”fake” confirm prompt (which is added for technical reason to 

break out from the prompt loop). 

 

 

After successful login the userid and name are displayed above the area of the “Configuring 

parameters”. 
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Figure 5-26     Starting to enter the account numbers to be used in the transfer 

 

Next we start entering the account numbers (on embedded table “accounts”).  In case the account n 

umber is not available the status and version fields are marked by question marks as follows: 

 

Entering a valid account number  

 

and by “fetch..” buttons fetch contents of the account rows from the database as follows: 
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  Figure 5-27   Contents of the fetched accounts shown on the page  

 

Entering the amount to be transferred and pressing the ”Submit the action” button starts the bank 

transfer.   After successful transfer the account contents on the HTML table are updated automatically 

by AJAX calls, and the “Transfer statistics” are reported (in blue) as follows: 

  

Figure 5-28    Page after a successful transfer 
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The transfer statistics are mainly the same as explained for the jQuery/AJAX example before.   Some 

statistics are added for lost connections tests.   In case of lost connections the retries count provided 

by stored procedures is not relevant any more. 

 

Now, let’s start a new experiment as a customer without an own account 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-29    Trying transfer from an account which is not allowed 

The “status” and “allowed” (granted) fields are updated based on the following UNION JOINS in 

myAccounts.php: 

$sql = 
"SELECT A.acctno AS acctno, C.custno AS custno, 
C.name AS owner, status, 'Y' AS granted, balance, rv 
FROM Accounts A, Customers C 
WHERE A.acctno=".$acctno." AND A.custno=".$userid." 
AND A.custno=C.custno 
UNION 
SELECT A.acctno AS acctno, A.custno AS custno, 
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O.name AS owner, status, granted, balance, rv 
FROM Accounts A, Grants G, Customers O 
WHERE G.custno=".$userid." AND G.acctno=".$acctno." 
AND G.acctno = A.acctno AND A.custno = O.custno 
UNION 
SELECT A.acctno AS acctno, A.custno AS custno, 
O.name AS owner, status, 'N' AS granted, balance, rv 
FROM Accounts A, Customers O 
WHERE A.acctno=".$acctno." AND A.custno = O.custno AND 
A.custno != ".$userid." AND 
EXISTS (SELECT 1 FROM Customers WHERE custno = ".$userid.") AND 
NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM Grants G, Customers C 
WHERE G.acctno = A.acctno AND G.custno = ".$userid.")"; 

 

The three old style JOINs in the UNIONs are exclusive as follows:  

- The first JOIN finds the case when the user is accessing his/her own account. 

- The second JOIN finds the case when the user is accessing account of some other owner, 

but has been granted to use the account (depending on the account status and current grant value). 

- The third JOIN finds the case when the user is not the owner of the account and has not been  

granted to use the account. 

In Figure 5-29 the generated “status” and “allowed” values indicate that user 303 is not allowed 

transfer money from account 101 and therefore the “Submit the action” button gets disabled. 

By entering and fetching valid account numbers we may proceed 

 

Figure 5-30    Entering valid values for a transfer 
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However, if before pressing the “Submit the action” button, some other client accesses the Accounts 

table as follows 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> UPDATE Accounts SET balance = 2000 WHERE acctno=202; 

 

Query OK, 1 row affected (0.08 sec) 

Rows matched: 1  Changed: 1  Warnings: 0 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM Accounts; 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+-----+ 

| acctno | balance | custno | status | rv  | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+-----+ 

|    101 |     900 |    101 | A      | 500 | 

|    202 |    2000 |    202 | A      | 491 | 

|    404 |    1000 |    202 | C      |   0 | 

+--------+---------+--------+--------+-----+ 

 
Figure 5-31    Updating the row of account 202 in a concurrent mysql client session 

 

 

 Figure 5-32    Failed transfer due to competing client, and new contents fetched 

 

However, as the new row version values are loaded to the form, pressing the “Submit the action” 

button may lead to a successful transfer: 
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Figure 5-33    Successful transfer applying current version numbers 

We skip presenting the typical exceptions, as the used server-side transaction implementation has 

already been tested robust in terms of these exceptions .  

The BankTransfer procedures return the transaction outcome codes in the rc-indicator to the 

application except in lost connection case, as discussed earlier.   Next we want test the transaction 

implementation for Fault Tolerancy i.e. if the robust algorithm used for transaction programming can 

recover also on lost connection cases.  

The lost connection case in our current example is interesting.  Since we are using server-side 

transaction for the transfer, on lost connection we lose also all diagnostics provided by our stored 

procedures.  So lost connection exception should be caught and handled by the invoking 

myTransfer.php script, which we need to extend accordingly:   

 

Listing  5-27    myTransfer.php 
 
<?php 

/* myTransfer.php 

   applied from the response.php demo of Jonathan Suh 

   http://labs.jonsuh.com/jquery-ajax-php-json/ 

   by Martti Laiho and Matti Kurki 2016-05-26, 2018-07-06 

   2019-03-01 RVV ext 

   2019-03-11 lost connection recovery 

 

# deployment 
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sudo cp $HOME/AppDev/Angular/Transfer/myTransfer.php  /var/www/html/myTransfer.php 

sudo chmod 755 /var/www/html/myTransfer.php 

 

# browser   localhost/accounts.htm 

 

# tracing 

sudo cat /var/log/apache2/error.log 

sudo rm /var/log/apache2/error.log 

 

*/ 

if (is_ajax()) { 

  if (isset($_POST["action"]) && !empty($_POST["action"])) { //Checks if action value exists 

    $action = $_POST["action"]; 

    switch($action) { //Switch case for value of action 

      case "test": test_function();  break; 

      case "db":   pdoDB_function(); break; 

    } 

  } 

} 

//Function to check if the request is an AJAX request 

function is_ajax() { 

  return isset($_SERVER['HTTP_X_REQUESTED_WITH']) && 

  strtolower($_SERVER['HTTP_X_REQUESTED_WITH']) == 'xmlhttprequest'; 

} 

 

function test_function(){ 

  $return = $_POST; 

  $return["fromAcct"] = "NULL"; 

  $return["toAcct"] = "NULL"; 

  $return["amount"] = "NULL"; 

  $return["msg"] = "AJAX OK"; 

  $return["json"] = json_encode($return); 

  echo json_encode($return); 

} 

 

function pdoDB_function(){ 

  $return = $_POST; 

  $params = $return; 

  $dbh = null; 

  $rc  = null; 

  $retries = 0; 

  $lostConnectCount=0; 

  $elapsedSecs = "N/A"; 

  if ($params["fromAcct"] == ""){ 

      $return["msg"] = "from which account? "; 

  } else 

  if ($params["toAcct"] == ""){ 

      $return["msg"] = "to which account? "; 

  } else 

  if ($params["amount"] == ""){ 

      $return["msg"] = "what amount? "; 

  } else 

  try { // tailored for MariaDB only 

      $retryTimeout = $params["respTimeout"]; 

      $database = 'testdb'; 

      $user     = 'dbtech'; 
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      $password = 'dbtech'; 

      $dsn = "mysql:dbname=".$database.";host=localhost;port=3305"; 

      $dbh = Connect ($dsn, $user, $password); 

      $rc = 0;  // return code 

      $lostConnectCount=0; 

      $deadlockCount=0; 

      $start_time = microtime(true); 

      $maxTime = $start_time + $retryTimeout; 

      $rc = 1; 

      error_log (" start_time=$start_time", 0);    

      error_log (" retryTimeout=$retryTimeout", 0);    

      error_log (" maxtime=$maxTime", 0);    

      while (microtime(true) < $maxTime and ($rc == 1 or $rc == 4)) { 

 $return = transfer ($dbh, $retries, $params, $return); 

                 $rc = $return["rc"]; 

 if ($rc == 1 or $rc == 4) { 

  $retries = $retries + 1; 

                   error_log ("..retries=$retries", 0); 

  if ($rc == 4) { 

   sleep(10); 

   $return["rc"] = 4; 

   $lostConnectCount++; 

   $dbh = Connect ($dsn, $user, $password); 

  } 

 } 

        } 

  } 

  catch (PDOException $e) { 

     $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

      $return["msg"] = $msg; 

       error_log ($msg, 0);   // to Apache error_log 

       error_log ($return, 0); 

  } 

  catch (Exception $e) { 

     $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

      $return["msg"] = $msg; 

       error_log ($msg, 0);   // to Apache error_log 

       error_log ($return, 0); 

  } 

  finally { 

      $dbh = null; 

      $return["lostConnections"] = $lostConnectCount; 

      $return["connRetries"] =  $retries;   

      $return["json"] = json_encode($return); 

      echo json_encode($return); 

  } 

} 

 

function Connect ($dsn, $user, $password) { 

  $dbh = null; 

  try { 

      $dbh = new PDO($dsn, $user, $password,  

             Array (PDO::ATTR_TIMEOUT => 10, PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE => PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION)); 

              // setting connection timeout to 10 seconds 

      if ($dbh == null) { 

          $rc = 0; 
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      } else 

       error_log (" connected", 0); 

  } 

  catch (Exception $e) { 

      $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

      $return["msg"] = $msg; 

      error_log ("connect failure $msg", 0); 

  } 

  return $dbh; 

} 

 

function transfer ($dbh, $retries, $params, $return) 

{ 

   error_log (" transfer ..", 0); 

  try { 

        $fromAcct     = $params["fromAcct"]; 

        $fromRv       = $params["fromRv"]; 

        $toAcct       = $params["toAcct"]; 

        $toRv         = $params["toRv"]; 

        $amount       = $params["amount"]; 

        $sleepSecs    = $params["sleep"]; 

        $retryTimeout = $params["respTimeout"]; 

        $lockTimeout  = $retryTimeout - 10; 

        if ($lockTimeout < 4) $lockTimeout = 4; 

        $msg          = ""; 

        $elapsedSecs  = ""; 

        $rc = -1; 

        $diag = ""; 

        $sql = "CALL BanktransferWithRv (?,?,?,?,?, ?,?,@rc,@msg,@retries,@elapsed)"; 

            error_log ($sql, 0); 

        $sth = $dbh->prepare($sql); 

             error_log (" ..prepared ", 0); 

        $sth->bindParam(1, $fromAcct); 

        $sth->bindParam(2, $fromRv); 

        $sth->bindParam(3, $toAcct); 

        $sth->bindParam(4, $toRv); 

        $sth->bindParam(5, $amount); 

        $sth->bindParam(6, $sleepSecs); 

        $sth->bindParam(7, $locktimeout); 

            error_log (" BanktransferWithRv ..", 0); 

        $sth->execute(); 

        if ($dbh->errorCode() <> '00000') { 

            $msg = $dbh->errorInfo(); 

            error_log ($msg, 0); 

            throw $msg; 

        } else { 

            foreach ($dbh->query("SELECT @rc,@retries,@elapsed,@msg") as $row) { 

               $rc=$row[0]; 

               $retries=$row[1]; 

               $elapsedSecs=$row[2]; 

               $msg=$row[3]; 

            } 

            $return["diag"] = "rc=".$rc.", retries=".$retries.", seconds=".$elapsedSecs; 

            $return["msg"] = $msg; 

            error_log ($msg, 0); 

            error_log ($return["diag"], 0); 
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        } 

  } 

  catch (PDOException $e) { 

                 error_log (" PDOException ", 0); 

            $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

                 error_log ($msg, 0);   // to Apache error_log 

            if (substr($msg,0,37) == "SQLSTATE[HY000]: General error: 2006 " or 

                 substr($msg,0,15) == "SQLSTATE[08S01]")     // Catching lost connection in MariaDB  

            { 

                $rc = 4; 

    $return["diag"] = "rc=".$rc.", retries=".$retries.", seconds=".$elapsedSecs; 

             } 

            $return["msg"] = $msg; 

  } 

  catch (Exception $e) { 

                error_log (" Exception ", 0); 

            $msg = $e->getMessage(); 

            $return["msg"] = $msg; 

           error_log ($msg, 0);   // to Apache error_log 

         error_log ($return, 0); 

  } 

  finally { 

             error_log (" finally ", 0); 

             $return["rc"] = $rc; 

             return $return; 

  } 

} 

?> 

 

Testing the lost connection in a single “sandbox” environment such as our virtual machine requires 

some improvisation.   Our current solution is to simulate the case simply by stopping the MariaDB 

server after starting a transfer  

 

Figure 5-34    Stopping the MariaDB server for lost connection test 

and for testing connection retries we start the server again. 

Note:   In reality this is not a typical case, and further tests should use connections to some external 

database server, in which case the network connections could be temporarily shut down.  
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In following case we have simply stopped the server 

 

Figure 5-35     Report of the lost connection caught by PHP 

To test recovery on lost connections we starting the database server, start the transfer again and while 

the transfer is running stop the database server for a while and restart it.  This time the transfer 

succeeds due to successful connection retry:  
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Figure 5-36     Succeeded transfer due to successful connection retry 

 

Troubleshootings 
 

JavaScripts can be traced using alert() statements, as shown above.  In the accounts.htm we have left 

lots of alert (..) statements used in code tracing, and now commented out as “//alert (..) 

In problem cases, such as JavaScript syntax errors,  we may get some leads using the Web Developer – 

Web Console  

 

 

Figure 5-37     Request/response tracing by Web Console 
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Figure 5-38     JavaScript syntax error found using Web Console view 

 

Tracing on PHP level can be programmed using error_log() method calls as follows 

                                  error_log("<message>”, 0);  

and looking afterwards the messages in the Apache error.log as follows: 

 

 

Figure 5-39     Tracing by Apache error.log 
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Exercises 

 
 As security exercise ping prompt and verification could added in the login dialog.    

 Current example serves technology experiments, but in real life the balance of the “To 

account” shall not be shown to the user.  Since, for example, a customer of Electricity 

Company doesn’t need to know the balance of the account of the company. 

 Apply the experiment to use DB2 or Oracle server 

 Apply the experiment to use PostgreSQL or Pyrrho.   This means that the server-side 

transaction programming needs to be replaced by client-side transaction programming.  

 Apply the experiment to use Perl, Ruby or Python scripting instead of PHP 

 

Topics for further study 
 

As suggested above, the lost connection testing should be extended to cover network connections to 

external databases.  The parameters used in our experiment were selected just intuitively, and 

parameter tuning should experimented carefully. 
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PART 4   Transaction Programming on Abstract Layers 
  
 

Chapter 6   Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) ..  
 

Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) refers to the technologies by which objects in object-oriented 
programs (OOP) are persisted in a relational database, usually just by mapping attributes of an object 
to columns on a row of an SQL table.  Some advanced ORM implementations may split the object 
attributes to several rows of several tables.  This involves the use of multiple SQL statements per read 
or store routines, and for reliable data access this requires the use of transactions.   An example of this 
advanced splitting is in fact similar to the mechanism of XML shredding into SQL tables, for example in 
Oracle or DB2 (see “XML, SQL/XML and the Big Three” by Laiho et al., 2011)  
 

For an introduction to ORM see the Wikipedia article on that topic at 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-relational_mapping and a list of various software providing ORM  

services can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_object-relational_mapping_software 

 

Figure 6-1   An ORM stack and data access services 

The ORM engine (presented as EntityManager in Figure 6-1) provides a kind of private object database 

to application programmer to work on abstract objects instead of the row level in a database table.   

The database access is limited to some load(), refresh(), persist() and remove() methods25 of the ORM 

engine which is expected to know the behavior of the  underlying DBMS server.   Some engines may 

try to accelerate performance by providing a local cache for faster access to the data (perhaps 

overlooking the performance boost provided by the data cache of the DBMS server).   Considering the 

                                                           
25

 In Rails: .find(), .reload(), .save and .destroy 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-relational_mapping
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_object-relational_mapping_software
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big picture, this may usually work nicely, but may raise risks of operating with stale data and thus 

losing data.     

Considering the data access methods, the object data gets persisted as a whole while any cumulative 

changes occur on the object layer.  This means that the use of optimistic concurrency control (such as 

RVV) is a must.  The Note 1 in Figure 6-1 warns that we cannot use explicit RVV predicates in data 

access, but luckily this has been fixed with optimistic execution services provided by the ORM engines, 

as we will see. 

For transaction programming, ORM engines provide an explicit transaction service of their own.  If this 

is not used, every data access method is executed implicitly in an “autocommit” mode. Ideally an 

explicit ORM engine’s transaction is (hopefully) mapped to an underlying single database transaction 

which gets committed at the end, or rolled back on any exception.  However, our concern is the 

reliability of those database transactions (i.e. theSQL transactions underlying the ORM transactions), 

since that is “what counts”.   So, the application program should get proper diagnostics on possible 

exceptions and on the success or failure of the database transactions. 

Considering the transaction programming templates applied to our bank transfer example, we can 

identify the following three scenarios: 

a) A single transaction mapped to a single database transaction (SQL transaction) in a single 

connection  

start transaction 
  account A = load account by key 101 
  account B = load account by key 202 
  A.balance -= amount 
  B.balance += amount 
  persist(A) 
  persist(B) 
end 
 

b) (autocommitted) read transactions preceding the persist/remove transaction.  The read 

transactions don’t necessarily use the same database connection  

account A = load account by key 101 
account B = load account by key 202 
A.balance -= amount 
B.balance += amount 
start transaction 
  persist(A) 
  persist(B) 
end 
 

Again, these may usually work, but we may lose data, so watch your steps!   Case a) should follow the 

transaction templates we have applied in examples of Chapters 2 and 3.  Cases b) should be designed 

as RVV transactions. 

ORM tools have been implemented in many programming/scripting languages.  We will first look at 

the Rails framework implemented in Ruby language, the Ruby on Rails (RoR), based on the “active 

record pattern”.   We will focus only on the simple ActiveRecord mapping to a single row in database.  

Ruby on Rails seems to be used mainly by hobbyists and small applications. 
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On the Java based solutions such as Java Data Object (JDO), Hibernate and TopLink, we will focus in 

Chapter 7 on the Java Persistence API (JPA) of the Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) based on those 

technologies and which is meant also for Enterprise level applications. 

There are ORM solutions also for the Windows platform, such as LinQ and Entity Framework, but 

these are out of scope this tutorial as we are now focusing on Linux platform. 
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Ruby on Rails (RoR) 

Concepts 
 
Rails is an open source framework26 for agile development of dynamic web applications.  It has been  
created by David Heinemeier Hansson (DHH) as introduced in Wikipedia at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruby_on_Rails.  Rails is based on the general Model-View-Controller 
(MVC) pattern and written in Ruby language, using object-oriented programming discipline.  Figure 6-
2 presents a big picture of the Ruby on Rails server accessing DB2 database, and the messaging flow 
between the installed MVC components, the web client and the database. 
 

 
 

        Figure 6-2   The MVC process flow of a Rails application  
         (see also “Getting Started With DB2 Application Development”, 2nd edition, Fig 7.1) 
 
 
The documentation on version 5.2.0 of Ruby on Rails is available at http://api.rubyonrails.org/ 
including explanations of the MVC components, the API language and tutorials.   
 
Data access in MVC is handled by the Model layer consisting of the Active Record27, the DBMS 
dependent adaptor and data access driver presented in Figure 6-3.  In Rails object oriented 
programming an Active Record class is defined for a database table.  Active Record classes in Rails 
support inheritance and associations, and the properties of active record instance objects are accessed 
by accessor methods.    
 

                                                           
26

 In this context the word ”framework” means “a set of libraries and tools that can be used as a foundation for 
developing applications” as defined by Peter Cooper in “Beginning Ruby”, Apress, 2007 
27

 See Active Record Basics at http://guides.rubyonrails.org/active_record_basics.html 

http://api.rubyonrails.org/
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The Active Record in Rails is based on the Active Record Pattern28 according to which rows in database 

corresponding to objects of the Model layer are accessed by CRUD methods29 and the Object 

Relational Mapping (ORM) rules, in the simple case mapping an object to a row in table, or scattered 

to rows in multiple tables.  Figure 6-3 presents the Active Record in a generic data access stack of Rails. 

 

 
 

Figure 6-3   Data Access stack of Rails  
 
 
The major design principles of Rails are the following: 

 Don’t Repeat Yourself (DRY) - actions are defined only once and used everywhere where 

appropriate 

 Convention over Configuration (CoC) – instead of programming the actions should be based on 

the Rails conventions  

 REST pattern for web applications – action of controllers are mainly designed based on the 

RESTful model applying the CRUD methods 

Ruby on Rails builds its software framework on these patterns, strict naming, the use of defaults and 

configuration principles.  The mapping of rows in database tables to the active record, based objects in 

OOP, is governed by the naming standard:  SQL table names need to be written in lower-case letters 

                                                           
28

 Active Record Pattern presented by Martin Fowler in the book “Patterns of Enterprise Application 
Architecture”. 
29

 CRUD stands for Create, Read, Update, and Delete actions. 
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and use plural form30, such as “employees”, whereas the corresponding classes and objects have the 

same name in singular form.  Corresponding class names start with an upper-case letter, such as 

“Employee”, and object names with a lower-case letter, such as “employee”.. 

A naming restriction is that the name of primary key in every accessed table needs to be integer typed 

“id”.  Overriding the table naming and primary key naming conventions is possible using the 

table_name and primary_key  methods of ActiveRecord as explained in “Active Record Basics” of 

Rails Guides at http://guides.rubyonrails.org/active_record_basics.html#overriding-the-naming-

conventions 

Rails does not accept use of SQL views instead of base table names, as it doesn’t understand the 

primary key behind the SQL view.  The integer typed primary key requirement of Rails means that the 

structure of SQL tables for which the primary key consists of multiple columns need to be changed to 

use the extra integer typed primary key, and a separate UNIQUE index need to be created to cover the 

logical primary key columns of the table.  So, use of Rails gets complicated when the restricted naming 

rules of Rails cannot be followed while accessing database tables, the “legacy data”, of existing 

applications. 

The application limitations of Rails are not restrictive while developing new tables or new applications, 

and so Ruby on Rails has been adopted by developers of new stand-alone web applications.  We can 

speak of an open source movement which has generated vast open source libraries, module bundles, 

articles and literature.  Also database vendors have been promoting their Ruby on Rails solutions, 

perhaps to attract younger developers.  

Rails allows rapid application development of systematic building blocks, but it sets restrictions on 

accessing existing “legacy” databases.  If the use of legacy data could be supported better, then Ruby 

on Rails framework could perhaps become a serious competitor for the Java EE framework which 

dominates the market of professional web (Shklar and Rosen, 2009).   

In this tutorial we are interested in if Ruby on Rails applications can fulfil our priorities, especially the 

reliability requirement and use of database transactions. 

On every generated table, Rails will automatically add the integer typed id as the primary key, and 

additional columns created_at and updated_at of type TIMESTAMP which columns it maintains 

automatically, but does not make use of. It seems that these are used just as “nice to know” 

information.  The TIMESTAMP in MySQL ignores the decimal part of seconds, so the updated_at 

column is not suitable as a row version indicator, since lots of concurrent actions can get the same 

timestamp. For optimistic execution Rails provides use of optional lock_version column, which 

we are going to test.  

 

Setting up the Ruby on Rails application environment 
 

Ruby on Rails is the Rails framework implemented in the Ruby language.  It comes with a set of 

libraries and utilities, such as rails, rake, spring, and the integrated web server Puma31. 

                                                           
30

 This requirement can be configured off by definition “ActiveRecord::Base.pluralize_table_names=false” in the 
file config/environment.rb.  

http://guides.rubyonrails.org/active_record_basics.html#overriding-the-naming-conventions
http://guides.rubyonrails.org/active_record_basics.html#overriding-the-naming-conventions
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Initially we have the following versions in Debian9 
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ ruby –v 

ruby 2.3.3p222 (2016-11-21) [x86_64-linux-gnu] 

dbtech@debian9:~$ gem -v 

2.5.2.1 

dbtech@debian9:~$ rake --version 

rake, version 10.5.0 

 
Rails libraries are not included in the Debian9 environment, and it requires some libraries available in 
developer version of Ruby, so installing Rails needs to be started by replacing Ruby by   
 
 $ sudo apt-get install ruby-dev 

$ sudo apt-get install rubygems 

$ sudo gem update --system 

 
After that the versions include 

 

dbtech@debian9:~$ gem -v 

2.7.7 

 

The tool for building ruby packages (gems) is called rake.  It is installed as follows: 

$ sudo gem install rake 
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ rake --version 

rake, version 12.3.1 

 
Rails also uses AJAX and for that we need Node.js installed as follows 
 
 $ sudo apt-get install nodejs 
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ nodejs -v 
v4.8.2 

 
Now we are ready to install Rails 

 
$ sudo gem install rails 

 
.. 
This installs documentation for concurrent-ruby, i18n, thread_safe, tzinfo, activesupport, rack, rack-
test, mini_portile2, nokogiri, crass, loofah, rails-html-sanitizer, rails-dom-testing, builder, erubi, 
actionview, actionpack, activemodel, arel, activerecord, globalid, activejob, mini_mime, mail, 
actionmailer, nio4r, websocket-extensions, websocket-driver, actioncable, mimemagic, marcel, 
activestorage, thor, method_source, railties, bundler, sprockets, sprockets-rails, rails after 136 seconds 
39 gems installed 

 
dbtech@debian9:~$ rails -v 
Rails 5.2.1 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
31

 WEBrick , the web server of earlier Rails versions, has been replaced by Puma in Rails 5 
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While installing Rails 5, the rails program dedicated to generate Rails application environments is 
stored in /usr/local/bin.  Every Rails application will have an environment of its own consisting of a 
directory structure generated in the current directory as follows: 
 

$ rails new  <application> [<options>]] 
 
where the <application> is the name for root folder of the application, and the available options are 
listed and explained by the command: 
 
 $ rails -h 
 
The typical variant of the command is the following which selects the Rails adapter of the database 
product to be configured for the application: 
 

$ rails new <application>  -d <database adapter> 
 
Generating requires Internet connection to rubygems.org.  The generated subfolders of the 
application environment are presented in Figure 6-4 building the named folder for the application, its 
subfolders and some configuration files.  Some table-related files listed in Figure 6-4 will be added 
later on setting up the Rails application into the environment. 
 

Note: The environment structure used for Rails 5 has slightly changed since earlier versions, so earlier 

tutorials may not be accurate. 

The folder “app” and its subfolders are reserved for the application while the other folders are used 

for the server processes and for administration.  The utilities can be found in folder “bin”.   
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Figure 6-4   Layout of folders and files  of Rails 5 applications 

The DBMS product used in the application is selected by the adapter option which will be registered in 
the config/database.yml file of the application and the Gemfile in the root folder.   Supported adapters 
include “ibm_db” for DB2, “mysql” for MySQL or MariaDB, “oracle” for Oracle, “postgresql” for 
PostgreSQL, etc.    Actual adapters need to be installed separately. 
 
Figure 6-5 presents the default config/database.yml file when the adapter option is not used.  The file 

defines a database for development, test or production purposes, and the default of these for the 

Rails server runs is the development database. 

              

Figure 6-5  The default database.yml file 

The default database of Rails is SQLite3 which is just a small SQL-engine managing a data file without 

any RDBMS engine. For transactions SQLite3 supports COMMIT and ROLLBACK operations but offers 

no concurrency control.  It is not meant to be used in multi-user OLTP applications, so it is not 

interesting for our purposes. 

Development and running the actual Rails application is done in the root folder of the application, so 

we always first change that as the working directory.   

A useful tutorial on setting up the application manually is available at 

http://guides.rubyonrails.org/getting_started.html which we  don’t repeat here, but we will use the 

automatic generation of s simple database table and Rails application for maintaining the table by 

running the ruby script bin/rails using following syntax 

$ rails generate scaffolding <name> {<column name>[<rails data type>] } … 

http://guides.rubyonrails.org/getting_started.html
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where the <name> is the singular form of the table name, such as “employee”.  The default rails data 

type is :string. Other typical types include :integer, :decimal, :float, :date, :time, :timestamp, and the 

corresponding SQL data types depend on the DBMS product to be used.  This will generate the “create 

table” definition for the table in db/schema.rb file to be migrated later to the database, and generate 

the necessary ruby code in controllers folder for the CRUD methods accessing the class(es) in models, 

in models folder the active record based class for accessing the table, and in views folder .html.erb 

pages for the user interface.  The extension “.erb” stands for “embedded ruby”, referring to the 

embedded ruby scripts of following formats: 

<% ruby command(s) %>  to be processed , and  

<%= ruby expression %>   to be evaluated and replaced with the result of the expression, 

before rendering the pre-processed  page as a pure HTML page to the web server. 

 

After the application code is generated, the corresponding SQL table (using the plural form of the 

name) is generated into the database by the command: 

$ rails db:migrate 

This will generate the table adding the integer typed column “id” as an automatically generated 

primary key, and the timestamp columns created_at and updated_at. 

Command formats of the script bin/rails can be studied as follows: 

$ rails -h 

Usage: rails COMMAND [ARGS] 

 

The most common rails commands are: 

 generate    Generate new code (short-cut alias: "g") 

 console     Start the Rails console (short-cut alias: "c") 

 server      Start the Rails server (short-cut alias: "s") 

 test        Run tests (short-cut alias: "t") 

 dbconsole   Start a console for the database specified in config/database.yml 

             (short-cut alias: "db") 

 new         Create a new Rails application. "rails new my_app" creates a 

             new application called MyApp in "./my_app" 

   . . . 

The db:migrate is shorthand for dbconsole:migrate.  The command rails console can be used to apply 

interactive ruby (IRB) to accessthe specified database with the active record methods, and rails server  

is used to start the Rails application server.   

-  - 

Versions of Ruby on Rails have been rolled out quite frequently, and its developers have not been 

concerned with backward compatibility of the versions, which usually bothers commercial products.  

This has led to the situation that most tutorials based on earlier versions Rails are outdated.   

 

Setting up the Rails adapter for DB2 

 

Application development with Ruby on Rails using DB2 Express-C is described in Chapter 7 of the 

ebook “Getting Started With DB2 Application Development”, however the installation instructions for 
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DB2 Rails adapter are outdated.   Installation in Debian6 was a real headache due to incompatibilities 

with various software needed for the setup.  We had to compile the adapter and some libraries were 

always too old or too new.   The installing instructions “Installing the IBM_DB Ruby driver and Rails 

adapter as a Ruby gem” for DB2 10.5 LUW (Linux, Unix and Windows) at 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_10.5.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.ruby.d

oc/doc/t0052765.html are much simpler, as the adapter comes with the DB2 install package.   

Installation seems to work by the command:  

$ sudo gem install /home/dbtech/sqllib/ruby64/ibm_db-2.5.18.gem 

.. and a new application could be generated by 

$ rails new app-db2  –d ibm_db 

But the commands 

$ cd $HOME/app-db2 

$ rails generate scaffold …  

failed on ibm_db incompatibility with ActiveRecord library ar1 of Rails 5.2, which is too new for 

ibm_db.    Since we don’t want to downgrade to earlier Rails versions, we have decided to skip DB2 for 

the time being  and focus on DBMS products compatible with Rails 5.2. 

 

Setting up the Rails adapter for MariaDB 

 
As data access software of MariaDB we usually can use the software aimed for MySQL.  However the  
Rails adapter for MariaDB is different, and easy to setup just as follows: 
 

$ sudo apt-get install libmariadbd-dev 
 

Setting up the Rails adapter for Oracle 

 
The only article found at OTN pages was this from year 2009 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/dsl/haefel-oracle-ruby-089811.html 
 
following its advice 
sudo gem install ruby-oci8 -v 1.0.4 

resulted “bad response Forbidden 403” 

 

Then more generic format 

sudo gem install ruby-oci8 

resulted 

Building native extensions. This could take a while... 

ERROR:  Error installing ruby-oci8: 

 ERROR: Failed to build gem native extension. 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_10.5.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.ruby.doc/doc/t0052765.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEPGG_10.5.0/com.ibm.swg.im.dbclient.ruby.doc/doc/t0052765.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/dsl/haefel-oracle-ruby-089811.html
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It seems that Ruby on Rails does not have high priority at Oracle, so will skip also this adapter. 
 

Setting up the Rails adapter for PostgreSQL 

 

See advice at https://www.howtoforge.com/tutorial/ruby-on-rails-ror-with-postgresql-on-ubuntu-16-04/ 

Just run the following command: 

$ sudo apt-get -y install postgresql postgresql-contrib libpq-dev 

.. and generate the application folder as follows: 

$ cd 

$ rails new app-pg  –d postgresql 

 

.. and update the $HOME/app-pg/app /config/database.yml file as follows: 

Listing 6-1 
 
# PostgreSQL. Versions 9.1 and up are supported. 
# 
# Install the pg driver: 
#   gem install pg 
# 
# Configure Using Gemfile 
# gem 'pg' 
# 
default: &default 
  adapter: postgresql 
  encoding: unicode 
  # For details on connection pooling, see Rails configuration guide 
  # http://guides.rubyonrails.org/configuring.html#database-pooling 
  pool: 5 
  timeout: 5000 
 
development: 
  <<: *default 
  database: bank 
 
  # The specified database role being used to connect to postgres. 
  # To create additional roles in postgres see `$ createuser --help`. 
  # When left blank, postgres will use the default role. This is 
  # the same name as the operating system user that initialized the database. 
  #username: dbtech 
 
  # The password associated with the postgres role (username). 
  #password: dbtech 
 
  # Connect on a TCP socket. Omitted by default since the client uses a 
  # domain socket that doesn't need configuration. Windows does not have 
  # domain sockets, so uncomment these lines. 
  #host: localhost 
 
  # The TCP port the server listens on. Defaults to 5432. 
  # If your server runs on a different port number, change accordingly. 

https://www.howtoforge.com/tutorial/ruby-on-rails-ror-with-postgresql-on-ubuntu-16-04/
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  #port: 5432 
 
  # Schema search path. The server defaults to $user,public 
  #schema_search_path: myapp,sharedapp,public 
 
  # Minimum log levels, in increasing order: 
  #   debug5, debug4, debug3, debug2, debug1, 
  #   log, notice, warning, error, fatal, and panic 
  # Defaults to warning. 
  #min_messages: notice 

 

Creating the database: 

dbtech@debian9:~/app-psql$ psql 
psql (9.6.6) 
Type "help" for help. 
 
dbtech=# create database bank; 
CREATE DATABASE 
dbtech=# \q 

 

Setting up the Rails application Bank Transfer using MariaDB 
 
To avoid conflict with our ‘legacy tables’ in testdb, we create first a new database ‘bank’ as follows: 
 

Start MariaDB, and  
 

$ mysql –u root –p 

dbtech 

MariaDB [(none)]> CREATE DATABASE bank; 

MariaDB [(none)]> USE bank; 

Database changed 

MariaDB [bank]> GRANT ALL ON bank.* TO 'dbtech'@'localhost'; 

MariaDB [bank]> exit; 

 
Next we generate our extended BankTransfer application as “app-maria”: 

$ rails new app-maria -d mysql 

and edit the app-maria/config/database.yml file into the format presented in Figure 6-6. 
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Figure 6-6   Database.yml using MariaDB database “bank”.  

The “gem install mysql2” was done automatically above! 

To generate the models for tables we run the following commands: 

$ cd $HOME/app-maria 

$ rails generate scaffold customer custno:integer name address tel lock_version:integer --force 

$ rails generate scaffold account acctno:integer balance:decimal custno:integer status 

lock_version:integer --force 

$ rails generate scaffold grant custno:integer acctno:integer granted lock_version:integer --force 

 

For basis of the Bank Transfers we generate the model transfer, which will also serve as “transfer 

history” 

 

$ rails generate scaffold transfer from:integer to:integer amount:integer 

Based on the generated models, the corresponding tables will be created into our “bank” database as 

follows: 

 

Listing 6-2 
 

dbtech@debian9:~/app-maria$ rails db:migrate 
== 20180828184822 CreateCustomers: migrating ================================== 
-- create_table(:customers) 
   -> 0.1346s 
== 20180828184822 CreateCustomers: migrated (0.1349s) ========================= 
 
== 20180828184852 CreateAccounts: migrating =================================== 
-- create_table(:accounts) 
   -> 0.1327s 
== 20180828184852 CreateAccounts: migrated (0.1329s) ========================== 
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== 20180828184901 CreateGrants: migrating ===================================== 
-- create_table(:grants) 
   -> 0.1102s 
== 20180828184901 CreateGrants: migrated (0.1104s) ============================ 
 
== 20180828184910 CreateTransfers: migrating ================================== 
-- create_table(:transfers) 
   -> 0.1446s 
== 20180828184910 CreateTransfers: migrated (0.1447s) =========================  

 

Using mysql client we can check the table structures: 

MariaDB [bank]> describe transfers; 

+------------+------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ 

| Field      | Type       | Null | Key | Default | Extra          | 

+------------+------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ 

| id         | bigint(20) | NO   | PRI | NULL    | auto_increment | 

| from       | int(11)    | YES  |     | NULL    |                | 

| to         | int(11)    | YES  |     | NULL    |                | 

| amount     | int(11)    | YES  |     | NULL    |                | 

| created_at | datetime   | NO   |     | NULL    |                | 

| updated_at | datetime   | NO   |     | NULL    |                | 

+------------+------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ 

6 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

  

MariaDB [bank]> describe accounts; 

+--------------+---------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ 

| Field        | Type          | Null | Key | Default | Extra          | 

+--------------+---------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ 

| id           | bigint(20)    | NO   | PRI | NULL    | auto_increment | 

| acctno       | int(11)       | YES  |     | NULL    |                | 

| balance      | decimal(10,0) | YES  |     | NULL    |                | 

| custno       | int(11)       | YES  |     | NULL    |                | 

| status       | varchar(255)  | YES  |     | NULL    |                | 

| lock_version | int(11)       | YES  |     | NULL    |                | 

| created_at   | datetime      | NO   |     | NULL    |                | 

| updated_at   | datetime      | NO   |     | NULL    |                | 

+--------------+---------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ 

 

Rails developers consider the SQL language too difficult for application developers and try to avoid the 

use of SQL as much as possible “reinventing the wheel” based on Rails libraries.  Database 

professionals may not be too happy with this approach.   For example, implementing data integrity 

checks on client-side software does not protect the integrity in database against external applications.  

Since we know how the integrity is protected on server-side, we fix the solution as follows.  The logical 

primary keys in our database are not the id columns, so we create unique indexes for our logical 

primary keys, and create foreign keys in “child tables” to refer to the logical primary keys: 

ALTER TABLE customers ADD CONSTRAINT Cust_pk UNIQUE (custno) ; 

ALTER TABLE accounts ADD CONSTRAINT Acct_pk UNIQUE (acctno) ; 

ALTER TABLE accounts ADD CONSTRAINT Acct_Cust_fk  

      FOREIGN KEY (custno) REFERENCES customers (custno); 

ALTER TABLE grants ADD CONSTRAINT Grant_pk UNIQUE (acctno,custno) ; 

ALTER TABLE grants ADD CONSTRAINT Grant_Cust_fk  

      FOREIGN KEY (custno) REFERENCES customers (custno); 

ALTER TABLE grants ADD CONSTRAINT Grant_Acct_fk  

      FOREIGN KEY (acctno) REFERENCES accounts (acctno); 
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Since MariaDB 10.1 does not yet fully support CHECK constraints, we implement the CHECK 
constraints by triggers, and to ensure server-side integrity of the lock_version columns we create 
server-side stamping of these columns by “RVV triggers”.    
 
Since MariaDB/MySQL does not accept multiple triggers for the same event, we combine these 
UPDATE triggers into single triggers: 
 

Listing 6-3 
 

delimiter # 

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER accounts_upd_trg 

BEFORE UPDATE ON accounts 

FOR EACH ROW 

BEGIN 

  -- row version stamping 

  IF (old.lock_version = 2147483647) THEN 

     SET new.lock_version = 0; 

  ELSE 

     SET new.lock_version = old.lock_version + 1; 

  END IF; 

  -- simulating CHECK constraint 

  IF NEW.balance < 0 THEN 

     SIGNAL SQLSTATE '23513' 

     SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'Negative balance not allowed'; 

  END IF; 

  IF NEW.status NOT IN ('A','C') THEN 

     SIGNAL SQLSTATE '23513' 

     SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'Allowed values for status are A or C'; 

  END IF; 

END; # 

delimiter ; 

 

delimiter # 

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER grants_upd_trg 

BEFORE UPDATE ON grants 

FOR EACH ROW 

BEGIN 

  -- row version stamping 

  IF (old.lock_version = 2147483647) THEN 

     SET new.lock_version = 0; 

  ELSE 

     SET new.lock_version = old.lock_version + 1; 

  END IF; 

  -- simulating CHECK constraint 

  IF NEW.granted NOT IN ('Y','N') THEN 

     SIGNAL SQLSTATE '23513' 

     SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'Allowed values for granted are Y or N'; 

  END IF; 

END; # 

delimiter ; 

 

delimiter # 

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER customers_upd_trg 

BEFORE UPDATE ON customers 

FOR EACH ROW 

BEGIN 

  -- row version stamping 

  IF (old.lock_version = 2147483647) THEN 

     SET new.lock_version = 0; 

  ELSE 

     SET new.lock_version = old.lock_version + 1; 

  END IF; 
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END; # 

delimiter ; 

COMMIT; 

 

Creating the Welcome index for the application: 

$ bin/rails generate controller Welcome index 

Finally we will update the app-maria/app/views/welcome/ index.html.erb into following: 

 

where <%= link_to  … %> macros are embedded Instance Public methods of Rails rendered as 

corresponding “<a href .. > text </a>” strings. 

  

<h5>Welcome#index in DBTechNet's BankTransfer experiment using Ruby on Rails </h5> 
<h1>Welcome to Ruby's Bank</h1> 
 
Select the table to be accessed: 
<p/><%= link_to 'Bank customers', controller: 'customers' %>  
<p/><%= link_to 'Bank accounts of the customers', controller: 'accounts' %> 
<p/><%= link_to 'Grants to use the accounts', controller: 'grants' %> 
<p/><%= link_to 'Making bank transfers', new_transfer_path %> 
 
<p>(Note: Find me in app/views/welcome/index.html.erb)</p> 
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By scaffolding the following “.erb” form was generated for data entry of bank transfers 

 

When applied for a “new transfer”, this passes on “submit” the entered contents of :from, : to and 

:amount as strings in the Ruby hash structure “params” to the “create” method in 

transfers_controller.rb.    

To implement the bank transfer action we change the create method in the generated 

transfers_controller.rb into following Ruby code which first fetches the parameters to corresponding 

object variables.  Then using @from and @to as account number keys for loading the accounts 

@fromAcct and @toAcct to object cache updating the balance attributes according to the transfer.   

These build separate autocommit transactions in the database! 

For allowing time for concurrent clients for setting up concurrency tests we pause the method 10 

seconds by sleep() function. 

Finally the account objects are persisted transactionally back to the database and a message on 

successful transaction is returned in the @notice variable to the invoking form, whereas on errors the 

error message get returned to the invoking form. 
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 Figure 6-7   The create method in app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb 
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Testing 
 

For testing the application we start the server by rails server as follows: 

dbtech@debian9:~/app-maria$ rails server 

=> Booting Puma 

=> Rails 5.2.1 application starting in development  

=> Run `rails server -h` for more startup options 

Puma starting in single mode... 

* Version 3.12.0 (ruby 2.3.3-p222), codename: Llamas in Pajamas 

* Min threads: 5, max threads: 5 

* Environment: development 

* Listening on tcp://0.0.0.0:3000 

Use Ctrl-C to stop 

 

.. and start the browser accessing URL  http://localhost:3000/welcome/index 

If the database server is not running, we get the following error, but how to present it in a “user 

friendly” form? 

 

Figure 6-8 

Is this the place for catching the error? 

 

Figure 6-9 
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Solution to continue: Start MariaDB server 

 

Using mysql client we check the initial contents in database: 

 

Figure 6-10 

Fine, next we continue relesecting the URL  

 
                  http://localhost:3000/index 

 
Figure 6-11 

filling the contents of the customers table in following way: 
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Figure 6-12    Filling a new customer 

.. with accounts and grants corresponding to our extended bank transfer example in Chapter 1 

After filling the initial contents (.. and playing around) we check the initial contents in database: 

 

Figure 6-13 

 

.. and seen by the application 
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Figure 6-14 

On “Destroy” we have a problem: 

 

Figure 6-15 

 

Reason:  the foreign key in “grants” prevents the DELETE 

Let’s have it like it is, but if this is a problem we need to change the Grant_Acct_fk foreign key in 

grants to 

ALTER TABLE grants ADD CONSTRAINT Grant_Acct_fk  
      FOREIGN KEY (acctno) REFERENCES accounts (acctno) ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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Starting the work: 

 

 

 

Figures 6-16  Successful running of a transfer 

 
Watching the messages on the terminal where the Rails server is running we get following trace of the 
experiment shown in Figures 6-16: 
 

Listing 6-4    Tracing the experiments by Rails server log 
 
Started GET "/welcome/index" for 127.0.0.1 at 2018-08-31 08:48:11 +0100 
Processing by WelcomeController#index as HTML 
  Rendering welcome/index.html.erb within layouts/application 
  Rendered welcome/index.html.erb within layouts/application (1.7ms) 
Completed 200 OK in 73ms (Views: 69.5ms | ActiveRecord: 0.0ms) 
 
 
Started GET "/transfers/new" for 127.0.0.1 at 2018-08-31 08:48:14 +0100 
Processing by TransfersController#new as HTML 
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  Rendering transfers/new.html.erb within layouts/application 
  Rendered transfers/_form.html.erb (7.5ms) 
  Rendered transfers/new.html.erb within layouts/application (9.4ms) 
Completed 200 OK in 89ms (Views: 72.9ms | ActiveRecord: 0.0ms) 
 
 
Started POST "/transfers" for 127.0.0.1 at 2018-08-31 08:48:26 +0100 
Processing by TransfersController#create as HTML 
  Parameters: {"utf8"=>"?", 
"authenticity_token"=>"O3bBGeE2siIE2GwLrkiMm4rqycrmpK5DyNmWka6LyCfRHu01UXTXiId/YL7YO20/VnYz09zYTDLrWArEO
Isc4A==", "transfer"=>{"from"=>"101", "to"=>"202", "amount"=>"100"}, "commit"=>"Create Transfer"} 
  Account Load (4.9ms)  SELECT  `accounts`.* FROM `accounts` WHERE `accounts`.`acctno` = 101 LIMIT 1 
  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:33 
  Account Load (0.6ms)  SELECT  `accounts`.* FROM `accounts` WHERE `accounts`.`acctno` = 202 LIMIT 1 
  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:38 
   (0.3ms)  BEGIN 
  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:53 
  Account Update (48.7ms)  UPDATE `accounts` SET `balance` = 900, `updated_at` = '2018-08-31 07:48:36', `lock_version` = 1 
WHERE `accounts`.`id` = 3 AND `accounts`.`lock_version` = 0 
  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:54 
  Account Update (0.9ms)  UPDATE `accounts` SET `balance` = 2100, `updated_at` = '2018-08-31 07:48:36', `lock_version` = 1 
WHERE `accounts`.`id` = 4 AND `accounts`.`lock_version` = 0 
  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:55 
  Transfer Create (0.5ms)  INSERT INTO `transfers` (`from`, `to`, `amount`, `created_at`, `updated_at`) VALUES (101, 202, 100, 
'2018-08-31 07:48:36', '2018-08-31 07:48:36') 
  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:56 
   (27.5ms)  COMMIT 
  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:53 
Redirected to http://localhost:3000/transfers/6 
Completed 302 Found in 10101ms (ActiveRecord: 83.3ms)  
 
 

Let’s verify the contents in database: 
 

 

Figure 6-17  Contents in database after the test in Figures 6-16 
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Exception tests 
 

Missing “To” account: 
 

 

 

 

Figures 6-18   Test run and results in case of missing “To” account 

 

Now let’s test trying to transfer too large amount: 
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Figures 6-19  trying to transfer too large amount 

The transaction seen on Rails server log 

Started POST "/transfers" for 127.0.0.1 at 2018-08-31 08:55:41 +0100 

Processing by TransfersController#create as HTML 

  Parameters: {"utf8"=>"?", 

"authenticity_token"=>"obgFAN7jU7X0u+T4D/TntlJEidxog/eUdoj4jR6B+gBL0CksbqE2H3cc6E15hwYSjthzxVL/FeVVCWTYiIEux

w==", "transfer"=>{"from"=>"101", "to"=>"202", "amount"=>"3000"}, "commit"=>"Create Transfer"} 

  Account Load (0.4ms)  SELECT  `accounts`.* FROM `accounts` WHERE `accounts`.`acctno` = 101 LIMIT 1 

  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:33 

  Account Load (0.7ms)  SELECT  `accounts`.* FROM `accounts` WHERE `accounts`.`acctno` = 202 LIMIT 1 

  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:38 

   (0.5ms)  BEGIN 

  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:53 

  Account Update (45.7ms)  UPDATE `accounts` SET `balance` = -2200, `updated_at` = '2018-08-31 07:55:51', `lock_version` = 

3 WHERE `accounts`.`id` = 3 AND `accounts`.`lock_version` = 2 

  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:54 

   (0.4ms)  ROLLBACK 

  ? app/controllers/transfers_controller.rb:53 

Redirected to http://localhost:3000/transfers 

Completed 302 Found in 10066ms (ActiveRecord: 47.7ms) 
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Test using concurrent clients: 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Figures 6-20  Test and results of concurrent clients  
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Concurrency tests with external sessions  

 

a) Blocking mysql client 
 

 
 

Figure 6-21a 

Selecting “Create Transfer”  the Rails application waits about 60 seconds and rolls back the transaction 

due to timeout error:  

 

Figure 6-21b 
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Figure 6-21c  

b) committed mysql client transaction between the autocommit loads and the RoR transaction 
 

 

Figure 6-22a  

 

After RoR-session hits the “Create Transfer”, mysql session enters “UPDATE” and “COMMIT” in 5 

seconds (the configured timeout) 
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Figure 6-22b  

On @toAcct.save (account 202) the RoR transaction fails on stale object, due to version stamping 

made by our server-side trigger in MariaDB database. 

Note: 

A better transaction programming solution would be to use our server-side transaction programming 

where we can use native SQL to control timeouts, manage retries and diagnostics!    

 

IRB experiments 
 

Next we will experiment with using Rails console commands which actually use the interactive Ruby 

tool IRB.  We start first with a simple bank transfer script: 

$ rails console 
@from = 101 

@to = 202 
@amount = 100 
begin 
  ApplicationRecord.transaction do 
     fromAcct = Account.find_by(acctno: @from) 
       acct = "Account " << @from.to_s  
       raise ActiveRecord::RecordNotFound,acct<<" not found" if fromAcct.nil?  
     balance = fromAcct.balance 
     if balance < @amount 
       raise acct<<" balance too low"  
     end 
     fromAcct.update_attribute(:balance, fromAcct.balance - @amount) 
     # 
     toAcct   = Account.find_by(acctno: @to) 
       notice = "Account " << @to.to_s << " not found" 
       raise ActiveRecord::RecordNotFound,notice if toAcct.nil?  
     toAcct.update_attribute(:balance, toAcct.balance + @amount) 
   end 
rescue Exception => e   
   puts e.message 
end 
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# end of script 
 
 
dbtech@debian9:~$ cd app-maria 
dbtech@debian9:~/app-maria$ rails c 
Running via Spring preloader in process 26859 
Loading development environment (Rails 5.2.0) 
irb(main):001:0> @from = 101 
=> 101 
irb(main):002:0> @to = 202 
=> 202 
irb(main):003:0> @amount = 100 
=> 100 
irb(main):026:0* begin 
irb(main):027:1*   ApplicationRecord.transaction do 
irb(main):028:2*      fromAcct = Account.find_by(acctno: @from) 
irb(main):029:2>        acct = "Account " << @from.to_s  
irb(main):030:2>        raise ActiveRecord::RecordNotFound,acct<<" not found" if fromAcct.nil?  
irb(main):031:2>      balance = fromAcct.balance 
irb(main):032:2>      if balance < @amount 
irb(main):033:3>        raise acct<<" balance too low"  
irb(main):034:3>      end 
irb(main):035:2>      fromAcct.update_attribute(:balance, fromAcct.balance - @amount) 
irb(main):036:2>      # 
irb(main):037:2*      toAcct   = Account.find_by(acctno: @to) 
irb(main):038:2>        notice = "Account " << @to.to_s << " not found" 
irb(main):039:2>        raise ActiveRecord::RecordNotFound,notice if toAcct.nil?  
irb(main):040:2>      toAcct.update_attribute(:balance, toAcct.balance + @amount) 
irb(main):041:2>    end 
irb(main):042:1> rescue Exception => e   
irb(main):043:1>    puts e.message 
irb(main):044:1> end 
   (1.0ms)  BEGIN 
  Account Load (1.9ms)  SELECT  `accounts`.* FROM `accounts` WHERE `accounts`.`acctno` = 101 LIMIT 1 
  Account Update (1.9ms)  UPDATE `accounts` SET `balance` = 800, `updated_at` = '2018-08-22 10:57:20', `lock_version` = 2 WHERE 
`accounts`.`id` = 1 AND `accounts`.`lock_version` = 1 
  Account Load (1.5ms)  SELECT  `accounts`.* FROM `accounts` WHERE `accounts`.`acctno` = 202 LIMIT 1 
  Account Update (1.1ms)  UPDATE `accounts` SET `balance` = 2200, `updated_at` = '2018-08-22 10:57:20', `lock_version` = 3 WHERE 
`accounts`.`id` = 2 AND `accounts`.`lock_version` = 2 
   (4.4ms)  COMMIT 
=> true 
irb(main):045:0> 

 

Server-Side Transactions 
 

Next we will experiment with calling our bank transfer implemention as the MariaDB stored 

procedures.    For invoking stored procedures we will be using the undocumented query method of 

Client class of Rails.   The used parameters are explained by the signature of the 

BankTransferWithRetry procedure: 

BankTransferWithRetry ( 

    IN fromAcct    INT, 

    IN toAcct      INT, 

    IN amount      INT, 

    IN sleepSecs   INT, 

    IN lockTimeout INT, 

    OUT rc         INT, 

    OUT msg        VARCHAR(500), 

    OUT retry      INT, 

    OUT elapsedSecs VARCHAR(50) 

)  
.. and these are the notes for our experiment: 
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$ cd $HOME/app-maria 
$ rails console 
client = Mysql2::Client.new(ActiveRecord::Base.configurations[Rails.env.to_s].symbolize_keys) 
 
# missing “from” account? 
fromAcct = 100 
toAcct = 202 
amount = 100 
client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{0}, #{0}, @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed)" 
result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. 
' 
 
# missing “to” account? 
fromAcct = 101 
toAcct = 200 
amount = 100 
client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{0}, #{0}, @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed)" 
result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. 
' 
 
# “CHECK” constraint violation? 
fromAcct = 101 
toAcct = 202 
amount = 3000 
client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{0}, #{0}, @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed)" 
result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. 
' 
 
# successful execution? 
fromAcct = 101 
toAcct = 202 
amount = 100 
client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{0}, #{0}, @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed)" 
result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. 
' 
 

 
Results of the tests: 
 
dbtech@debian9:~$ cd app-maria 
dbtech@debian9:~/app-maria$ rails console 
Loading development environment (Rails 5.2.1) 
irb(main):001:0> client = Mysql2::Client.new(ActiveRecord::Base.configurations[Rails.env.to_s].symbolize_keys) 
=> #<Mysql2::Client:0x0055680050c130 @read_timeout=nil, @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, 
:cast_booleans=>false, :symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}> 
irb(main):002:0> fromAcct = 100 
=> 100 
irb(main):003:0> toAcct = 202 
=> 202 
irb(main):004:0> amount = 100 
=> 100 
irb(main):005:0> client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{0}, #{0}, @rc, @msg, 
@retries, @elapsed)" 
=> nil 
irb(main):006:0> result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
=> #<Mysql2::Result:0x005568001ee3e0 @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, :cast_booleans=>false, 
:symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
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:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}, 
@server_flags={:no_good_index_used=>false, :no_index_used=>false, :query_was_slow=>false}> 
irb(main):007:0> print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', 
elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. ' 
rc=-1, msg=missing account 100, retries=0, elapsed=0.002 seconds on server. => nil 
irb(main):008:0> fromAcct = 101 
=> 101 
irb(main):009:0> toAcct = 200 
=> 200 
irb(main):010:0> amount = 100 
=> 100 
irb(main):011:0> client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{0}, #{0}, @rc, @msg, 
@retries, @elapsed)" 
=> nil 
irb(main):012:0> result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
=> #<Mysql2::Result:0x005567ffe06688 @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, :cast_booleans=>false, 
:symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}, 
@server_flags={:no_good_index_used=>false, :no_index_used=>false, :query_was_slow=>false}> 
irb(main):013:0> print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', 
elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. ' 
rc=-1, msg=missing account 200, retries=0, elapsed=0.005 seconds on server. => nil 
irb(main):026:0> fromAcct = 101 
=> 101 
irb(main):027:0> toAcct = 202 
=> 202 
irb(main):028:0> amount = 3000 
=> 2000 
irb(main):029:0> client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{0}, #{0}, @rc, @msg, 
@retries, @elapsed)" 
=> nil 
irb(main):030:0> result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
=> #<Mysql2::Result:0x005567fd9d5f70 @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, :cast_booleans=>false, 
:symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}, 
@server_flags={:no_good_index_used=>false, :no_index_used=>false, :query_was_slow=>false}> 
irb(main):031:0> print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', 
elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. ' 
rc=-1, msg=Negative balance not allowed, ERRNO=1644, acct=101, retries=0, elapsed=0.001 seconds on server. => nil 
irb(main):014:0> fromAcct = 101 
=> 101 
irb(main):015:0> toAcct = 202 
=> 202 
irb(main):016:0> amount = 100 
=> 100 
irb(main):017:0> client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{0}, #{0}, @rc, @msg, 
@retries, @elapsed)" 
=> nil 
irb(main):018:0> result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
=> #<Mysql2::Result:0x005567ff364040 @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, :cast_booleans=>false, 
:symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}, 
@server_flags={:no_good_index_used=>false, :no_index_used=>false, :query_was_slow=>false}> 
irb(main):019:0> print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', 
elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. ' 
rc=0, msg=committed, retries=0, elapsed=0.008 seconds on server. => nil 
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Results verified from the database: 
 

 
 
Note:   the transfers table is untouched since the scripts access only the accounts table. 
 
 
 

Concurrency tests: 

 
Before using our timeout script, we start a concurrent mysql session entering the following commands 
and holding lock until our timeout experiment is ready: 

 
SET AUTOCOMMIT=0; 

UPDATE accounts SET status=’A’ WHERE acctno=202; 

 
# timeout experiment 
fromAcct = 101 
toAcct = 202 
amount = 100 
client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{10}, #{10}, @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed)" 
result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. 
' 

 

Results of the test run: 
 
irb(main):038:0> fromAcct = 101 
=> 101 
irb(main):039:0> toAcct = 202 
=> 202 
irb(main):040:0> amount = 100 
=> 100 
irb(main):041:0> client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{10}, #{10}, @rc, @msg, 
@retries, @elapsed)" 
=> nil 
irb(main):042:0> result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
=> #<Mysql2::Result:0x005567feeb9ba8 @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, :cast_booleans=>false, 
:symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}, 
@server_flags={:no_good_index_used=>false, :no_index_used=>false, :query_was_slow=>false}> 
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irb(main):043:0> print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', 
elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. ' 
rc=2, msg=Lock wait timeout exceeded; try restarting transaction, ERRNO=1205, acct=202, retries=0, elapsed=21.309 
seconds on server. => nil 

 

Concurrent rails console sessions: 

 
------ 1. client 
client = Mysql2::Client.new(ActiveRecord::Base.configurations[Rails.env.to_s].symbolize_keys) 
fromAcct = 101 
toAcct = 202 
amount = 100 
sleeps = 10 
timeout = 5 
client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{sleeps}, #{timeout}, @rc, @msg, @retries, 
@elapsed)" 
result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', 
elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. ' 

 
------ 2. client 
client = Mysql2::Client.new(ActiveRecord::Base.configurations[Rails.env.to_s].symbolize_keys) 
fromAcct = 202 
toAcct = 101 
amount = 100 
sleeps = 10 
timeout = 5 
client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{sleeps}, #{timeout}, @rc, @msg, @retries, 
@elapsed)" 
result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', 
elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. ' 

 
Results of the test runs: 

 

Client 1: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd app-maria 
dbtech@debian9:~/app-maria$ rails console 
Loading development environment (Rails 5.2.1) 
irb(main):001:0> client = Mysql2::Client.new(ActiveRecord::Base.configurations[Rails.env.to_s].symbolize_keys) 
=> #<Mysql2::Client:0x0055c94fd07c80 @read_timeout=nil, @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, 
:cast_booleans=>false, :symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}> 
irb(main):026:0> fromAcct = 101 
=> 101 
irb(main):027:0> toAcct = 202 
=> 202 
irb(main):028:0> amount = 100 
=> 100 
irb(main):029:0> sleeps = 10 
=> 10 
irb(main):030:0> timeout = 5 
=> 5 
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irb(main):031:0> client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{sleeps}, #{timeout}, @rc, 
@msg, @retries, @elapsed)" 
=> nil 
irb(main):032:0> result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
=> #<Mysql2::Result:0x0055c94e9bdc88 @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, :cast_booleans=>false, 
:symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}, 
@server_flags={:no_good_index_used=>false, :no_index_used=>false, :query_was_slow=>false}> 
irb(main):033:0> print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', 
elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. ' 
rc=0, msg=committed, retries=1, elapsed=26.756 seconds on server. => nil 
irb(main):034:0> 

 

Client 2: 

dbtech@debian9:~$ cd app-maria 
dbtech@debian9:~/app-maria$ rails console 
Loading development environment (Rails 5.2.1) 
irb(main):001:0> client = Mysql2::Client.new(ActiveRecord::Base.configurations[Rails.env.to_s].symbolize_keys) 
=> #<Mysql2::Client:0x0056259dcb58b8 @read_timeout=nil, @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, 
:cast_booleans=>false, :symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}> 
irb(main):026:0> fromAcct = 202 
=> 202 
irb(main):027:0> toAcct = 101 
=> 101 
irb(main):028:0> amount = 100 
=> 100 
irb(main):029:0> sleeps = 10 
=> 10 
irb(main):030:0> timeout = 5 
=> 5 
irb(main):031:0> client.query "CALL BankTransferWithRetry (#{fromAcct}, #{toAcct}, #{amount}, #{sleeps}, #{timeout}, @rc, 
@msg, @retries, @elapsed)" 
=> nil 
irb(main):032:0> result = client.query("select @rc, @msg, @retries, @elapsed") 
=> #<Mysql2::Result:0x0056259c927490 @query_options={:as=>:hash, :async=>false, :cast_booleans=>false, 
:symbolize_keys=>false, :database_timezone=>:local, :application_timezone=>nil, :cache_rows=>true, 
:connect_flags=>2148573701, :cast=>true, :default_file=>nil, :default_group=>nil, :adapter=>"mysql2", :encoding=>"utf8", 
:pool=>5, :timeout=>5000, :username=>"dbtech", :password=>"dbtech", :host=>"localhost", :database=>"bank"}, 
@server_flags={:no_good_index_used=>false, :no_index_used=>false, :query_was_slow=>false}> 
irb(main):033:0> print 'rc='+result.first['@rc'].to_s+', msg='+result.first['@msg']+', retries='+result.first['@retries'].to_s, ', 
elapsed='+result.first["@elapsed"]+'. ' 
rc=0, msg=committed, retries=0, elapsed=10.013 seconds on server. => nil 
irb(main):034:0> 

 

Summary 
 

Rails does not accept use of the SQL views instead of base table names because it doesn’t understand 

the primary key behind the SQL view.  The integer typed primary key requirement of Rails means that 

the structure of SQL tables, for which the primary key consists of multiple columns, need to be 

changed to use the extra integer typed primary key, and the uniqueness of the logical primary key 

should be secured by the SQL UNIQUE constraint (which generates separate UNIQUE index for it in the 
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database).  The use of Rails gets complicated when the restricting naming rules of Rails cannot be 

followed when accessing existing database tables, the “legacy data”, of the existing applications. 

Hklar and Rosen (2009) complain of missing support for the use of legacy data.  It seems that the 

developers of Ruby on Rails don’t much care about the problem, although some gems have been 

written for accessing legacy data, but without good documentation.  Even less confident on Rails is the 

group of database experts (Bailis et al, 2015) calling the client-side centric integrity control of Rails as 

“feral concurrency control”, while referring to the less professional statement of the architect of Rails 

David Heinemeier Hansson (DHH):  

“I consider stored procedures and [SQL integrity] constraints vile and reckless destroyers of 

coherence.  No, Mr. Database, you cannot have mybusiness logic.  Your procedural ambitions will 

bear no fruit and you’ll have to pry that logic from my dead, cold object-oriented hands … I  want a 

single level of cleverness: My domain model”.   

This really isn’t a good sales argument of Rails for database professionals and data access engineers.   

Based on what we have learned this far it seems that the software architecture of Rails itself cannot 

easily be extended to cope with typical existing relational database solutions, especially large sets of 

interrelated tables.   

The suggested use of SQL stored procedures will provide means for accessing also the legacy tables in 

the database.    In case of PostgreSQL this is limited by the missing support of server-side transactions. 

 

Versions of Ruby on Rails have been rolled out quite frequently, and its developers have not been 

concerned on backward compatibility of the versions, which usually bothers commercial products.  

This has led to case that tutorials based on earlier versions Rails are usually outdated. 

We have got impression that Rails is a subculture of highly motivated fans who try solve everything by 

Ruby and Rails, whithout much concern on data access reliability and performance.  After a hype 

period, the big database vendors seem to have lost their interest in it. 

 

Topics for further study 
 

 How to catch connection failures properly? 

 In app/views/transfers/_form.html.erb the :from  and :to fields could be replaced by lookup 

fields fetching list of accounts.  However we have not been able to pass the selected account 

numbers as part of the params hash to the accounts_controller.rb. 

 What concurrency control means Rails provides for setting isolation levels and locking, etc. ? 

 Replacing the create method in accounts_controller.rb by code invoking the 

BankTransferWithRetry procedure and retuning the results to the invoking form.  How can the 

transaction outcome code be stored in the generated “history row” in the transfers table? 

 Installing and use of Ruby on Rails adaptors for Oracle and PostgreSQL should tested too. 
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Exercises 

 
1. Extend the app-maria to deal with the conditions built in the extended Bank Transfer 

application. 

2. Create a Rails application app-pg using PostgeSQL corresponding the app-maria example. 
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Chapter 7   Java EE and Transaction Programming  
 

Java EE 
 
Java Enterprise Edition (J2EE / Java EE) is a specification for a multi-tiered platform, combining the 

latest Java based specifications and technologies for building secure, scalable, web-enabled and 

reliable distributed enterprise applications.  The tiers include 

 client tier, 

 middleware tier consisting of web tier (web server) and business tier (application server), and  

 enterprise information systems (EIS) tier, typically database servers. 
 
Figure 7-1 presents positions of various standards/specifications and technical roles in the J2EE 
architecture. 
 

 
 
Figure 7-1   J2EE architecture and Java technologies 
 
Unfortunately, the Entity Beans technology of J2EE architecture proved to be a poor design in terms of 
reliability and performance (Heffelfinger 2015), so the whole architecture was renewed and renamed 
as Java EE, where Entity Beans have been replaced by “Plain Old Java Objects” (POJO) using Java 
Persistence API (JPA) as ORM service.  New technologies that have evolved, such as the use of JSON in 
data exchange instead of XML, have been included.  
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Detailed coverage of Java EE architecture, concepts and technologies is presented in the Java EE 
Tutorial JEETT.pdf, and shorter introduction to the concepts and the terminology is presented in the 
JEEFC.pdf, both available on docs.oracle.com/javaee website.    
 
Session Beans play a key role in Java EE data access.   Session Beans can be of the following types: 

 Stateless Session Beans, which for every method call are instantiated as new objects in an 
initial state. 

 Stateful Session Beans, which during the session for which the bean was instantiated 
continues its dialogue with the invoker on every method call. 

 Singleton Session Bean, which is instantiated once per application and serves as single object 
all clients. 

 
We are interested only in stateless session beans.  Session beans may be built to serve different kinds 
of clients, web clients, Java clients, or other beans, and to provide web service or simple methods.  
Figure 7-2 presents following data access types used by session beans: 

 dialogue with single or multiple databases using JDBC connections 

 request and results dialogue of calling  a stored procedure in a single connection 

 indirect data access using EJB beans with single or multiple databases 
Data access using the EJB beans as intermediators can be built according to the MVC model, in  which 
the session beans have the role of Controller, EJB beans build the Model, and View is built by JSP 
pages.  

 
Figure 7-2   Session Beans in Java EE data access 
 
A short description of the application server concept, history and products can be found at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_server and comparison of various application server 
products can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_application_servers.   
On open-source development platforms the natural choice as the application server for our 
educational laboratory on Debian Linux proved to be the Java EE reference server GlassFish, referred 
to in the Java EE Tutorial, and used already by many education institutions.  This provides knowledge 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_server
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_application_servers
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which applies also to the commercial application server products used in large enterprise level 
systems by industry.    
 
While writing this document the latest version is GlassFish 5.  Installing GlassFish, administration, and 
setup of JDBC DataSources for accessing the database products on our Debian Linux server is 
described in Appendix on GlassFish.  Recently Oracle has passed Java EE to Eclipse Foundation, and it 
has been renamed as Jakarta EE32, and GlassFish is renamed Eclipse GlassFish.  As an alternative for 
GlassFish is Payara Server 33which is based on the GlassFish source code.  For test purposes we have 
been using also another Debian9 VM with Payara Server. 
 
 

NetBeans IDE 
 

The concept of integrated development environment (IDE) and available IDE products are briefly 

described at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_development_environment. Perhaps the most 

widely used of the listed open source IDE products are Eclipse and NetBeans, both supporting 

GlassFish.  Of these NetBeans is our natural choice for GlassFish as it has been recommended in the 

Java EE tutorial “Your First Cup: An Introduction to the Java EE Platform” (JEEFC).  Earlier editions of 

NetBeans supported mainly Java programming with HTML, but recently also C/C++, PHP, JavaScript, 

etc.  As a general development tool, NetBeans provides means for development environment, wizards, 

context sensitive code editing, compiling and deployment scripting (by Maven), GlassFish 

administration, log viewing, etc.   

In the current DBTech_debian9_20171017 we already have ready installed NetBeans IDE 8.1 Java SE 

bundle, but for Java EE we need to install the Java EE bundle.  Recently Oracle has passed NetBeans to 

Apache Foundation and it is available as Apache NetBeans announcing availability of NetBeans 9, but 

currently Netbeans 9 comes only as a Java SE bundle. 

Installing NetBeans starts by selecting the proper Download Bundle for Linux from 

https://netbeans.org/downloads/  

                                                           
32

 See http://www.eclipse.org/community/eclipse_newsletter/2018/may/javaee8.php 
33

 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Payara_Server 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_development_environment
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After download installing/replacing NetBeans Ide is taken care as follows: 

 

This will start the install tool which first asks if the copies of older GlassFish and/or TomCat versions 

should be included, but since we already have GlassFish 5 and Tomcat 9, we don’t need those copies.  

After we have read and accepted the license terms of NetBeans, the installing program prompts for 

the folders where the NetBeans software should installed and which Java JDK should be used 
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After selection of the folders, press Next and Install on the next form.  This will start the actual 

installation.  The installed NetBeans IDE gets added in the Applications / Programming menu as 

follows:  

 

  

After installment the Netbeans 8.2 needs updated to Patch 2.   Link to this is available on the “About” 

form of the “Help” menu of NetBeans. 
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Using NetBeans IDE 

Using NetBeans IDE, an application can be built and deployed as a simple Web application or 

enterprise application serving a large number of users.   NetBeans IDE is a multi-purpose workbench in 

which one can access databases, create modular applications, compile, deploy to servers, run and 

debug.  With its lots of options it may appear too “overwhelming” or even unmanageable, so some 

web tutorials or textbooks provide valuable help.  

Figure 7-3  presents the structure architecture for the compiling scenarios of Java EE applications using 

NetBeans IDE.  Building the application by NetBeans wizard forms usually starts by creating the Java EE 

Enterprise Application consisting of the EJB module project and the web application project.   Then 

these projects are built using create project wizards, and the remote interface project is built using the 

Java class library wizard.   

 

 
Figure 7-3    Netbeans wizards and scripts on building an Enterprise or Web application  
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Java EE and Transaction Programming Templates 
 

Compared with servlet engines of web servers, the GlassFish application server provides advanced 

connection pooling for scalable data access to database servers.  A difference with standalone JDBC 

connections is that connections to databases are opened using data sources registered in the Java 

Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) naming service of the application server.   

A typical architectural solution while using Java Enterprise application servers is that instead of 

accessing the data sources directly, JSP pages are used for user interface purposes and these access 

Stateless Session beans which don’t remember the contents of previous invokations.  

According to the Java EE tutorial, Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) support three Transaction Programming 

Templates with special transaction demarcations (i.e. transaction boundaries by commit or rollback): 

 JDBC transactions  

 Java Transaction API (JTA)   

 Container-Managed Transactions (CMT) 

but we will show that there are more options. 

 

According to the JDBC specification, the default mode for the JDBC connections is autocommit, but 

this can be turned to transactional by setAutocommit(false) method invocations, and for the 

transaction programming we can use the  same paradigm as in standalone Java/JDBC programs.   Both 

non-XA or XA JDBC drivers can be used.  We will later return to this “XA”, which stands for "eXtended 

Architecture", the X/Open Group standard for distributed transactions.  

 

An alternate paradigm is the Server-Side Transaction Programming in which the EJB Session bean can 

continue to use the autocommit mode and invoke native stored procedures in the database in which 

we have programmed the actual transaction demarcation and the retry wrapper which tries to sort 

out possible concurrency conflicts, such as deadlocks or too long waiting times.   The procedures and 

interfaces we have presented earlier and in Chapter “Server-Side Transaction Programming” of the 

“SQL Stored Routines”34  tutorial. 

In the following we apply the model for the stateless Session Bean BankTransferSessionBean which 

transfers an amount from given account to another account in the same table.  

 

 

BankTransferProcs Application 
 

Building the Application by NetBeans 

 

For our first Java EE application we will create JSP forms for data entry and viewing the results, and a  

session bean with a method to be invoked, which calls our stored procedures in the selected database.  

We start the building the application by creating a new NetBeans project as follows: 

                                                           
34

 Available at www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf 
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As first step we select the “Java EE” category and as project type “Enterprise Application” for our 

wizard 

 

 

Next we define the name and location of our application.  For “historic reasons” we prefer to put our 

application under “myProjects” folder instead  of the defaulting “NetBeansProjects”.   In fact, we use 

the “application” only for building the root folder under which we build the whole application, to keep 

our experimental applications in some manageable order.   
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By “Next” we continue to the next step in which we select the application server and create the 

subprojects for the EJB module of the session bean and the web client. 

 

 

The created structures can be seen in the “Projects” tree view of NetBeans as follows: 
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Building the program code we start by creating a new subproject for the remote interface of our 

future session bean, selecting the “Java Class Library” wizard from the “Java” category: 
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Defining next the name and location for the remote interface 

 

.. which appears into our projects pane as follows 

.. then selecting by right-click the “Libraries” branch and from the pop-up menu “Add Library…”  we 

get to select “Java EE 7 API Library” from “Global Libraries”  

 

Now in the “Source Packages” part we build the interface code as follows 
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Selecting first the BankTransferSession-remote project by right-click, and then the “Clean and Build” 

from the pop-up menu we compile jar file of the remote interface. 

Selecting next by right-click the BankTransferProcs-ejb project we start building the actual session 

bean 
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.. which should be stateless and have its transfer method available via the remote interface which we 

created above 

 

 

To the session bean project we link our remote interface project as follows 

 

Next we build the code of the session bean extending the template generated by NetBeans wizard 
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The whole code is listed below: 

Listing 7-1   BankTransferSessionBean.java 
 
package dbtech; 
 
import java.sql.*; 
import javax.sql.*; 
import javax.naming.*; 
import javax.ejb.Stateless; 
import java.io.*; 
import javax.json.Json; 
import javax.json.JsonObject; 
import javax.json.JsonObjectBuilder; 
import javax.json.JsonWriter; 
 
@Stateless 
public class BankTransferSessionBean implements BankTransferSessionBeanRemote { 
 
public String Transfer (int fromAcct, int toAcct, int amount, 
                                         int sleep, int timeout, String jndiname)  
                                         throws Exception { 
    String jsonStr ; 
    Connection conn = null; 
    Statement stmt = null; 
    String ejb_msg = "no errors"; 
    String srv_msg = "my srv_msg"; 
    String errMsg = "no errors"; 
    String srv_elapsed = "0 seconds"; 
    String ejb_elapsed = ""; 
    int rc = -1;         // return code 
    int retries =  1; 
    String trace = " "; 
    long    startTime, stopTime ; 
    startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 
    double  totalTime; 
    String jndiDS = "java:comp/env/"+jndiname; 
    try { 
        Context initContext = new InitialContext(); 
        DataSource ds = (DataSource)initContext.lookup(jndiDS); 
        conn = ds.getConnection(); 
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        CallableStatement cstmt = 
                  conn.prepareCall("{CALL BankTransferWithRetry(?,?,?,?,?, ?,?,?,?)}"); 
        cstmt.setInt(1, fromAcct); 
        cstmt.setInt(2, toAcct); 
        cstmt.setInt(3, amount); 
        cstmt.setInt(4, sleep); // sleepSecs 
        cstmt.setInt(5, timeout); // lockTimeout 
        cstmt.setInt(6, rc); // rc 
        cstmt.setString(7, srv_msg); 
        cstmt.setInt(8, 0); // retries 
        cstmt.setString(9, srv_elapsed); 
        trace = "{rc type}"; 
        cstmt.registerOutParameter(6, java.sql.Types.INTEGER); 
        trace = "{msg type}"; 
        cstmt.registerOutParameter(7, java.sql.Types.VARCHAR); 
        trace = "{retries type}"; 
        cstmt.registerOutParameter(8, java.sql.Types.INTEGER); 
        trace = "{elapsed type}"; 
        cstmt.registerOutParameter(9, java.sql.Types.VARCHAR); 
        trace = "{execute..}"; 
        cstmt.execute(); 
        SQLWarning warning = cstmt.getWarnings(); 
        if (warning != null) 
        { 
            trace= " trace: "; 
            while (warning != null) { 
              trace= trace + " Message: " + warning.getMessage(); 
              trace= trace + " SQLState: " + warning.getSQLState(); 
              trace= trace + " Vendor error code: " + warning.getErrorCode(); 
              warning = warning.getNextWarning(); 
            } 
        } 
        trace = "{get rc ..}"; 
        rc = cstmt.getInt(6); 
        trace = "{get srv_msg ..}"; 
        srv_msg = cstmt.getString(7); 
        trace = "{get retries ..}"; 
        retries = cstmt.getInt(8); 
        trace = "{get srv_elapsed ..}"; 
        srv_elapsed = cstmt.getString(9); 
        trace = "{cstmt.close() ..}"; 
        cstmt.close(); 
        trace = "{conn.close() ..}"; 
        conn.close(); 
    } 
    catch (SQLException ex) { 
        try { 
            errMsg = "\n SQLException:"; 
            while (ex != null) { 
                  String SQLState = ex.getSQLState(); 
                  errMsg = errMsg + "SQLState: "+ SQLState; 
                  errMsg = errMsg + ", Message:  "+ ex.getMessage(); 
                  errMsg = errMsg + ", Vendor:   "+ ex.getErrorCode() + "\n"; 
                  ex = ex.getNextException(); 
            } 
            System.out.print(errMsg); 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) { 
        } 
    } 
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    // other exceptions 
    catch (Exception e) { 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
    } 
 
    ejb_msg = errMsg + trace; 
    stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 
    totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 
    ejb_elapsed = String.format("%.4f",totalTime); 
    JsonObjectBuilder jsonBuilder = Json.createObjectBuilder(); 
    JsonObject jsonObj = jsonBuilder. 
        add("rc", rc). 
        add("srv_msg", srv_msg). 
        add("retries", retries). 
        add("srv_elapsed", srv_elapsed). 
        add("ejb_msg", ejb_msg). 
        add("ejb_elapsed", ejb_elapsed). 
        build(); 
    StringWriter stringWriter = new StringWriter(); 
    try (JsonWriter jsonWriter = Json.createWriter(stringWriter)) { 
        jsonWriter.writeObject(jsonObj); 
        jsonStr = stringWriter.toString(); 
    } 
    catch (Exception e) { 
        jsonStr = "Json Exception: "+e.getMessage(); 
    } 
 //   jsonStr="Test"; 
    return jsonStr; 
  } 
} 

 

.. and we compile the project by “Clean and Build” selection: 

 

 

Next we add code into the web client project BankTransferProcs-war, updating the generated  

“index.html” template into: 

Listing 7-2   BankTransferProcs-war/web/index.html 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
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<html> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<title>Money transfer between databases</title> 
<!-- by DBTechNet / Fritz Laux and Martti Laiho --> 
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</head> 
<body> 
<TABLE><tr> 
    <td width="140"><img src="images/DBTechNet.JPG" width="98" height="98"><br/> 
    DBTechNet.org</td> 
    <td><h2> Bank Transfer Experiments v2.3</h2> 
        <h4> - non-XA server-side transaction programming </h4> 
    </td></tr> 
</TABLE> 
<hr/> 
<FORM action="Accounts.jsp" method="POST"> 
<h3>Select the data source </h3> 
<TABLE>             <!-- outer TABLE --> 
     <tr><th>Data Sources:</th></tr> 
      <td> 
       <TABLE border="1"> 
           <SELECT name="poolname" size=1> 
 <option value="DB2Pool">DB2 testdb, non-XA 
 <option value="OraPool">Oracle XE, non-XA 
 <option value="MariaPool" selected>MariaDB testdb, non-XA 
           </SELECT> 
        </TABLE> 
        </td> 
</TABLE>           <!-- end of the outer TABLE --> 
<br/> 
<INPUT type="submit" value="Proceed to select the accounts" /> 
</FORM> 
</body> 
</html> 
 
 
Next we generate standard JSP file template for the “Accounts.jsp” starting the wizard as follows: 
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.. and updating the template code as follows: 

Listing 7-3     BankTransferProcs-war/web/Accounts.jsp 
 
<%@ page language="java" contentType="text/html; charset=UTF-8" 
    pageEncoding="UTF-8"%> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<%@ page import="java.io.*,java.util.*,java.io.*,javax.sql.*,java.sql.*, 
  javax.naming.*,javax.ejb.*, dbtech.* " %> 
<%         
    Connection con = null; 
    DatabaseMetaData dmd = null; 
    Statement stmt = null; 
    String poolname = request.getParameter("poolname"); 
    String jndiname = "jdbc/"+poolname; 
    String datasource = "java:comp/env/"+jndiname; 
    System.out.println(" jndiname="+jndiname+", datasource"+datasource); 
    String errMsg = ""; 
%> 
<title>Money transfer using JSP, <%=jndiname%> and procs</title> 
<!-- by DBTechNet / Fritz Laux and Martti Laiho --> 
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</head> 
<body> 
<% 
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    try { 
        Context initContext = new InitialContext(); 
        DataSource ds = (DataSource)initContext.lookup(datasource); 
        con = ds.getConnection(); 
        dmd = con.getMetaData(); 
%> 
  <table><tr> 
  <td width="140"><img src="images/DBTechNet.JPG" width="98" height="98"><br/> 
    DBTechNet.org</td><td> </td> 
    <td><h2> Bank Transfer Experiment v2.3</h2> 
    DataSource: <%= jndiname %><br/> 
    Metadata as presented by JDBC driver: <br/> 
  DBMS: <%= dmd.getDatabaseProductName() %>,  
  <%= dmd.getDatabaseProductVersion() %> <br/> 
  Driver: <%= dmd.getDriverName() %> 
        <%= dmd.getDriverVersion() %>. 
        <%= dmd.getDriverMajorVersion() %>. 
        <%= dmd.getDriverMinorVersion() %>      
  </td></tr></table><hr/> 
      
<H3>Current Account Balance:</H3> 
<table border="1"> 
   <tr> 
      <th>acctno</th> 
      <th>balance</th> 
  </tr> 
    <% 
        String sql = "SELECT acctno, balance FROM Accounts "; 
        stmt = con.createStatement();     
        ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); 
         
        while (rs.next()) { 
             int acctno = rs.getInt("acctno"); 
             int balance  = rs.getInt("balance");                                 
     %> 
  <tr> 
          <td><%=acctno%></td> 
          <td><%=balance%></td> 
   </tr> 
   <%     } %> 
</table> 
<% 
        rs.close(); 
        stmt.close(); 
        con.close(); 
    } 
    catch(java.lang.Exception e) { 
        errMsg = "* "+e.getMessage(); 
        e.printStackTrace(); 
        System.err.print(e.getClass().getName()); 
        System.err.println(e.getMessage()); 
    } 
%> 
<br/> 
<form action="ExecProcs.jsp" method="POST">  
from Account no: <input type="text" name="from"/> <br/>  
to Account no: <input type="text" name="to"/><br/>  
Amount (nnn.nn) .....: <input type="text" name="value"/><br/><br/>  
<input type="hidden" name="poolname" value="<%=poolname%>" /> 
<input type="submit" value="Transfer Money" /> <br/>  
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sleep (0..60):.. <INPUT type="number" name="sleepSecs" value="0" 
                    min="0" max="60"/> seconds<br/> 
lock wait timeout: <input type="number" name="timeout" value="0" 
                    min="0" max="60"/> seconds<br/>  
</form> 
<%= errMsg %> 
<p><a href='index.html'>Return to select the data source</a> </p>    
</body> 
</html> 
 

The “submit” button on the form “Accounts.jsp” will call the ”ExecProcs.jsp” which we generate next, 
updating the template as listed below: 
 

Listing 7-4   BankTransferProcs-war/web/ExecProcs.jsp 
 
<%@ page session="true" language="java"    
  import="java.util.*,java.io.*,javax.sql.*,java.sql.*, 
  javax.naming.*,javax.ejb.*, dbtech.* " %> 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"> 
<%@ page import="javax.json.Json,javax.json.JsonObject,javax.json.JsonReader" %> 
<% 
    BankTransferSessionBeanRemote bean = null;  
    java.sql.Connection conn = null; 
    Statement stmt = null; 
    String errMsg = ""; 
    String trace = ""; 
    String sFrom = request.getParameter("from"); 
    String sTo   = request.getParameter("to"); 
    String sAmount = request.getParameter("value"); 
    String poolname = request.getParameter("poolname"); 
    String jndiname = "jdbc/"+poolname; 
    String sleepSecs = request.getParameter("sleepSecs"); 
    String stimeout = request.getParameter("timeout"); 
    int fromAcct = Integer.parseInt(sFrom); 
    int toAcct   = Integer.parseInt(sTo); 
    int amount   = Integer.parseInt(sAmount); 
    int sleep = Integer.parseInt(sleepSecs); 
    int timeout = Integer.parseInt(stimeout); 
    String jsonStr; 
    int rc = -1;         // return code 
    int retries = 0;   
    String srv_msg = "" ; 
    String srv_elapsed = "" ; 
    String ejb_msg = "" ; 
    String ejb_elapsed = ""; 
    long   startTime, stopTime ; 
    String datasource = "java:comp/env/"+jndiname; 
    startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 
    double  totalTime; 
            InitialContext ic = new InitialContext(); 
            bean = (BankTransferSessionBeanRemote) ic.lookup(BankTransferSessionBeanRemote.class.getName()); 
            jsonStr = bean.Transfer (fromAcct, toAcct, amount, sleep, timeout, jndiname); 
    errMsg = errMsg + trace; 
    stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 
    totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 
    String sTotalTime = String.format("%.3f",totalTime); 
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    JsonObject jsonObject; 
    JsonReader jsonReader = Json.createReader(new StringReader(jsonStr)) ; 
        jsonObject = jsonReader.readObject(); 
        rc = jsonObject.getInt("rc"); 
        retries = jsonObject.getInt("retries"); 
        srv_elapsed = jsonObject.getString("srv_elapsed"); 
        ejb_elapsed = jsonObject.getString("ejb_elapsed"); 
        srv_msg = jsonObject.getString("srv_msg"); 
        ejb_msg = jsonObject.getString("ejb_msg"); 
%> 
<title>Money transfer using JSP, <%=jndiname%> and procs</title> 
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
</head> 
<body> 
<H3>.. request parameters for the Transfer:</H3> 
Amount to be transferred: <%=sAmount%> <br/> 
from account: <%=sFrom%> <br/> 
to account: <%=sTo%> <br/> 
<H3>Statistics of the Transfer:</H3> 
JNDI name: <%=jndiname%> <br/> 
json: <%=jsonStr%> <br/> 
return code: <%=rc%> <br/>  
number of retries: <%=retries%> <br/>  
elapsed time at database: <%=srv_elapsed%> <br/>  
elapsed time at ejb: <%=ejb_elapsed%> <br/>  
client-side elapsed time: <%=sTotalTime%> seconds <br/> 
server message: <%=srv_msg%> <br/>  
ejb message: <%=ejb_msg%> <br/>  
client error message: <%=errMsg%> <br/>  
<H3>Current Account Balances:</H3> 
<% 
    try { 
        Context initContext = new InitialContext(); 
        DataSource ds = (DataSource)initContext.lookup(datasource); 
        conn = ds.getConnection(); 
        String sql = "SELECT acctno, balance FROM Accounts "+ 
                     "WHERE acctno IN (" + sFrom + "," + sTo + ")"; 
        stmt = conn.createStatement();     
        ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); 
%> 
<table border="1"> 
   <tr> 
      <th>acctno</th> 
      <th>balance</th> 
  </tr> 
    <%  while (rs.next()) { 
             int acctno = rs.getInt("acctno"); 
             int balance  = rs.getInt("balance");                                 
     %> 
  <tr> 
          <td><%=acctno%></td> 
          <td><%=balance%></td> 
   </tr> 
<% 
        }  
        rs.close(); 
        stmt.close(); 
    } 
    catch(SQLException ex) { 
        errMsg = "\nSQLException:"; 
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        while (ex != null) { 
            errMsg = errMsg + ", Message:  "+ ex.getMessage(); 
            errMsg = errMsg + ", Vendor:   "+ ex.getErrorCode() + "\n"; 
            ex = ex.getNextException(); 
        } 
    } 
    finally { 
        conn.close(); 
    } 
%> 
</table> 
<p/> 
<FORM action="Accounts.jsp" method="POST"> 
<input type="hidden" name="poolname" value="<%=poolname%>" /> 
<INPUT type="submit" value="Return to the previous page" /> 
</FORM> 
<p>        
<%=errMsg%>  
<a href='index.html'>Return to select the data source</a>     
</body> 
</html> 
 

JSON provides the perfect solution for passing multiple output parameters in a String from a Java 

function, in this case the invoked transfer method of the session bean. 

In the “WEB-INF” subfolder we generate web.xml and sun-web.xml files with the “New File” wizard: 
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In these xml-files we introduce the available datasources registered in JNDI. 

Listing 7-5   web.xml: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<web-app xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  
xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee"  
xmlns:web="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/web-app_2_5.xsd"  
xsi:schemaLocation="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/web-app_2_5.xsd"  
id="WebApp_ID"  
version="2.5"> 
  <resource-ref> 
    <res-ref-name>jdbc/MariaPool</res-ref-name> 
    <res-type>javax.sql.DataSource</res-type> 
    <res-auth>Container</res-auth> 
    <res-sharing-scope>Shareable</res-sharing-scope> 
  </resource-ref> 
  <resource-ref> 
    <res-ref-name>jdbc/OraPool</res-ref-name> 
    <res-type>javax.sql.DataSource</res-type> 
    <res-auth>Container</res-auth> 
    <res-sharing-scope>Shareable</res-sharing-scope> 
  </resource-ref> 
  <resource-ref> 
    <res-ref-name>jdbc/DB2Pool</res-ref-name> 
    <res-type>javax.sql.DataSource</res-type> 
    <res-auth>Container</res-auth> 
    <res-sharing-scope>Shareable</res-sharing-scope> 
  </resource-ref> 
  <welcome-file-list> 
    <welcome-file>index.html</welcome-file> 
 </welcome-file-list> 
</web-app> 

 

Listing 7-6   sun-web.xml: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
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<!DOCTYPE sun-web-app PUBLIC "-//Sun Microsystems, Inc.//DTD Application Server 8.1 Servlet 2.4//EN" 
"http://www.sun.com/software/appserver/dtds/sun-web-app_2_4-1.dtd"> 
<sun-web-app error-url=""> 
  <resource-ref> 
    <res-ref-name>jdbc/MariaPool</res-ref-name> 
    <jndi-name>jdbc/MariaPool</jndi-name> 
  </resource-ref> 
  <resource-ref> 
    <res-ref-name>jdbc/OraPool</res-ref-name> 
    <jndi-name>jdbc/OraPool</jndi-name> 
  </resource-ref> 
  <resource-ref> 
    <res-ref-name>jdbc/DB2Pool</res-ref-name> 
    <jndi-name>jdbc/DB2Pool</jndi-name> 
  </resource-ref> 
</sun-web-app> 

 

Note:  it is not clear for us why we need these duplicate definitions, but that’s the way it is. 

Next we add the simple META-INF/MANIFEST.MF file and “images” subfolder into which we copy the 

DBTechNet logo as a JPG file.    

In Libraries we link the jar files of BankTransferProcs-ejp and the BankTransferRemote projects 

compiled by “Clean and Build”, and the “javax.json.jar”. 

Finally we compile the web client project by “Clean and Build”  

 

 

.. and deploy it to GlassFish server by “Deploy”. 

After which we could start the data access experiments using DB2, Oracle and MariaDB as follows (but 

not PostgreSQL since it does not support server-side transactions): 

 

Experimenting with Data Accesses 

 

We start the experiments finding the “Launch” link from the GlassFish Administration Console: 
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Experimenting with Oracle 
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Here the text {conn.close()..} appended in the ejb message is an example of test tracing for the 

BankTransferSessionBean code. 
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Testing transfer to non-existing account 
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Testing transfer which would use insufficient balance 
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Next we test lock wait timeout in case of a concurrent blocking session: 
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After the test we rollback the blocking transaction 

 

 

To test how our application handles concurrency conflict (deadlock) we start concurrent web clients 

which try the transfer in opposite order of the accounts: 
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How about lost connections: 

This is not relevant in case of server-side transactions since a lost connection also loses execution of 

stored procedures! 
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Experimenting with MariaDB 

 

Without any changes in the application code we can proceed to testing with other datasources 

prepared in the web client subproject.  Selecting “MariaDB testdb non-XA” we can experiment with 

accessing the MariaDB testdb database via the non-XA driver in Connector/J 

 

 

Experiments with the various exceptions tests proceed as with Oracle XE, so we refer to the report 

included in the AppDev/GlassFish5/MariaDB folder. 
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Experimenting with DB2 

 

In case of DB2 the proper JDBC driver is the type 4 driver db2jcc4.jar which needs to be adapted 

(copied or linked) from the “java” folder of the installed DB2 into the “domain1/lib” folder of 

GlassFish5. 

The application BankTransferProcs works for DB2 the same way as for MariaDB and Oracle XE.  Below 

we present a test run of the case of insufficient balance.  

. 
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PostgreSQL and Pyrrho 

 

Both of these don’t support Server-Side transactions, so they don’t apply in our BankTransferProcs 

application experimenting. 

 

XA or Non-XA drivers on Server-Side transactions?  

 

In Debian8 we tested use of JDBC connection pools built on XA drivers.    Following is a sample result 

for an experiment with Oracle.  Similar results were obtained with DB2 and MariaDB.   
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Creating Web Service to Access a Stateless Session Bean 
 

We will now present how to implement a transactional web service invoking transactional stored 

procudures from a stateless Session Bean applying the example presented in Chapter “Exposing 

existing EJBs as web services” of Heffelfinger’s book.  

Using NetBeans IDE we select the Web Client project accessing our Session Bean, then from a right-

click pop-up menu select New / Web Service… 

 

 

Entering Web Service Name, project name and selecting Existing Session Bean, then browsing to the 

Session Bean 
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.. we get the Web Services branch in the Web Client project and our new Web Service included in the 

branch.  Opening the BankTransferWS in the Web Services branch, we see its Java source code for 

invoking the Transfer method of the Session Bean: 
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Now switching to the Design tab we can see the parameters, and in the “Quality Of Service” part we 

select “Reliable Message Delivery” 
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Then selecting the Web Client project, from the right-click pop-up menu 

 

 we select the actions “Clean and Build” and then “Deploy”. 

 

From the GlassFish Administration Console we can now see the deployed Web Client (in Debian8): 
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Note:  In GlassFish5 on Debian9.6 the deployment of the Web Service failed due to some library 

inconsistency.  For testing purposes we have a parallel Debian9 VM where GlassFish5 has been 

replaced by Payara5 and used in the following test: 

On NetBeans IDE we can start testing the service selecting “Test Web Service” from the pop-up menu: 

 

… or directly entering the following URL address to the browser 

http://localhost:8080/BankTransferWS/BankTransferWS?Tester 
 

Accessing MariaDB 

 
The test starts by opening the following page where we can enter the parameters including the 
connection pool name of the database which we want to use, this time the non-XA pool of MariaDB. 
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From the WSDL File link we can check how the generated WSDL file looks: 

 

 

Returning to the form .. 

We enter values for the parameter fields and press the “Transfer” button or the ENTER key, 

.. and we will get the report page of the results, statistics in a JSON message, and our request and the 

response as SOAP messages:  
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Accessing DB2 Express-C 

 

Following is a test run using DB2 Express-C 
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transfer Method invocation 

 

Method parameter(s) 

Type Value 

Int 101 

Int 202 

Int 100 

Int 0 

Int 0 

java.lang.String jdbc/DB2Pool 

 

Method returned 
java.lang.String : "{"rc":0,"srv_msg":"OK","retries":0,"srv_elapsed":".052635 on server-side","ejb_msg":"no 
errors{conn.close() ..}","ejb_elapsed":"0.0720"}" 

 

SOAP Request 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><S:Envelope 

xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:SOAP-

ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"> 

    <SOAP-ENV:Header/> 

    <S:Body xmlns:ns2="http://BankTransferWS.dbtech/"> 

        <ns2:Transfer> 

            <fromAcct>101</fromAcct> 

            <toAcct>202</toAcct> 

            <amount>100</amount> 

            <sleep>0</sleep> 

            <timeout>0</timeout> 

            <jndiname>jdbc/DB2Pool</jndiname> 

        </ns2:Transfer> 

    </S:Body> 

</S:Envelope> 

 

SOAP Response 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><S:Envelope 

xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:SOAP-

ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"> 

    <SOAP-ENV:Header/> 

    <S:Body xmlns:ns2="http://BankTransferWS.dbtech/"> 

        <ns2:TransferResponse> 

            <return>{"rc":0,"srv_msg":"OK","retries":0,"srv_elapsed":".052635 on server-

side","ejb_msg":"no errors{conn.close() ..}","ejb_elapsed":"0.0720"}</return> 

        </ns2:TransferResponse> 

    </S:Body> 

</S:Envelope> 
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Accessing Oracle XE 

 

Following is a test run using Oracle XE 

 

transfer Method invocation 

 
Method parameter(s) 

Type Value 

Int 101 

Int 202 

Int 100 

Int 0 

Int 0 

java.lang.String jdbc/OraPool 

 

Method returned 
java.lang.String : "{"rc":0,"srv_msg":"committed","retries":0,"srv_elapsed":"+000000000 00:00:00.416406000 on server-

side","ejb_msg":"no errors{conn.close() ..}","ejb_elapsed":"2.8650"}" 

 
SOAP Request 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><S:Envelope 

xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:SOAP-

ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"> 

    <SOAP-ENV:Header/> 

    <S:Body xmlns:ns2="http://BankTransferWS.dbtech/"> 

        <ns2:Transfer> 

            <fromAcct>101</fromAcct> 

            <toAcct>202</toAcct> 

            <amount>100</amount> 

            <sleep>0</sleep> 

            <timeout>0</timeout> 

            <jndiname>jdbc/OraPool</jndiname> 

        </ns2:Transfer> 

    </S:Body> 

</S:Envelope> 

 

SOAP Response 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><S:Envelope 

xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:SOAP-

ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"> 

    <SOAP-ENV:Header/> 

    <S:Body xmlns:ns2="http://BankTransferWS.dbtech/"> 

        <ns2:TransferResponse> 
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            <return>{"rc":0,"srv_msg":"committed","retries":0,"srv_elapsed":"+000000000 

00:00:00.416406000 on server-side","ejb_msg":"no errors{conn.close() 

..}","ejb_elapsed":"2.8650"}</return> 

        </ns2:TransferResponse> 

    </S:Body> 

</S:Envelope> 

 

 

PostgreSQL and Pyrrho 

Since PostgreSQL and Pyrrho don’t support transaction demarkations in stored routines, we have to 

skip them on this application. 

 

XA Transactions 

 
An early SQL standard specified a Transaction Programming Template for implicit transactions with 

concurrency control, savepointing, COMMIT and ROLLBACK.  The paradigm was enriched in ODBC 

where the transaction context was explicitly bound to a single database connection allowing use of 

multiple connections.  This model was followed by JDBC and later Data Access APIs. 

In the 80’s a hot research topic was distributed databases, a homogenous or heterogeneous 

collection of databases, providing a distribution independent interface for applications.   Already this 

required technologies to provide reliable consistent distributed transactions across multiple database 

connections implicitly “under the hood”.    

In the 90’s the more widely needed technology of explicit distributed transactions became a research 

topic and led to both proprietary solutions for both of these aspects, such as server-side distributed 

transactions along linked servers where the transaction is coordinated by the first server to start the 

transaction.  This technology has been implemented at least for Oracle, DB2 and SQL Server.   For 

client-side distributed transaction processing (DTP) across heterogeneous data sources an important 

specification for XA transactions, the X/Open DTP model, was developed by the X/Open group of 

vendors in 1991.    

Figure 7-4 presents the architecture components of the model and communication relationships and 

APIs between them.  For accessing relational databases the ”RM specific API” means SQL based APIs, 

excluding the transaction demarcation statements of SQL which are replaced in the model by the TX 

API for communication with the XA transaction coordinator, Transaction Manager (TM).   The XA API is 

low level internal API of TM for communication with the participating databases (Resource Managers).  
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Figure 7-4 Components and APIs of the X/Open DTP model 

The XA transaction may consist of one or more transactions accessing the participating resource 

managers, database servers with their local transaction managers.   The term “local transaction” in 

this context is misleading since the resource managers are typically on remote servers, and the 

transaction paradigm of these differ from ordinary database transaction paradigms in the sense that 

these may not be terminated by local COMMIT or ROLLBACK statements.  Therefore a more proper 

term for these is “transaction branch” of the XA transaction as we have called them in Figure 7-5. 

 
Figure 7-5    Transaction branches and methods of XA transaction  

 

When an XA transaction consists of multiple transaction branches it builds a distributed transaction 

called also “global transaction”.   Some branches may access the same database.  Typically these are 

loosely coupled meaning that they have connections of their own and may even conflict with each 

other, but some products may support tightly coupled  branches which internally are served by same 

connection and thus considered as same transaction by the server.  (Oracle White Paper 2010) 
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As example of TX API methods Figure 7-5 presents methods of UserTransaction of JavaEE.  By 

“commit” method request the client (APP) asks the TM to start the 2PC commit processing with the 

participating resource managers, as presented in Figure 7-6. 

For commit of the XA transactions of X/Open DTP uses Two Phase Commit (2PC) which has nowadays 

been adopted in all mainstream DBMS products. 

 
Figure 7-6 States of TM and RMs during the phases of 2PC 

The phases of 2PC are described in most textbooks, for example in “Database Systems” by Connolly 

and Begg (2010), and from the point of view of Oracle in the XA White Paper (2010). 

 

Concerns 
 

The performance overhead generated by 2PC has been a concern for distributed transactions and we 

will show how to measure it in our experiments.   In spite of the performance overhead, the 

distributed transaction technology is the only technique for example to transfer data, such as the bank 

transfer of money, reliably in real time between databases.   

A concurrency problem of distributed transactions is question of “global deadlock” as there is no 

general global deadlock detector like in single database servers35.    

Another concern may be the extent of consistency in real time to be achieved by distributed 

transactions using the mainstream database products.   SQL transactions of the branches start on the 

first SQL statement of the branch.   Transaction branches may need different isolation levels and the 

accessed databases may use different concurrency control mechanisms.  Actions of the transaction 

                                                           
35

 Among Oracle servers there is a service for this, but in heterogeneous connections the typical solution is 
controlling by timeout for waiting times in the distributed transaction. 
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branches may occur in serial or interleaving order.  Effects of these are interesting topics for further 

studies. 

 

XA in Java EE 
 

XA transactions have become as part of the data access technologies, Java Beans, in the former J2EE 

and the current Java EE architecture, even if it is not limited to Java implementations only.   To apply 

XA for JDBC connections requires use of XA capable JDBC drivers. 

 

Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) support three Transaction Programming Templates: 

 JDBC connections using autocommit or transactional mode  

 Java Transaction API (JTA)   

 Container Managed Transactions (CMT) 

 

 

Java Persistence API (JPA) and Transaction Paradigms  
 

On Java Persistence API  (JPA) 
 

“Fasten your seat belts”, - we are now moving from the direct database access to operate on a more 

abstract object-oriented sphere on upper Middleware layers.   Even there we need to remember that 

database transactions at the base level are an important and powerful programming paradigm which 

should be used with discretion for data reliability (J. Gray and A. Reuter, 1992).   Even if we are 

programming on higher object-oriented abstraction levels above the direct database access, this does 

not release us from the disciplines of the database transactions (SQL transactions).   

In this part of our transaction programming tutorial we will meet various Transaction Programming 

Templates on object-levels, and we try to keep those under-the-hood database transactions reliable. 

Java Persistence API (JPA) is an object level Java application programming interface for persisting and 

accessing data in relational databases.  It is an object-oriented wrapping technology over JDBC API, 

with an object-relational mapping (ORM) of data rows into instances of Entity classes, Java 

annotations for defining properties of the Entity objects, an EntityManager interface for managing the 

Entities and transaction management on object-level, and an object-level query language JPQL.  JPQL 

is out of our scope in this tutorial.   Introduction to ORM, JPA, Entity Relationships  and the Query 

language is presented in tutorial “ORM - Object Relational Mapping” by Arvo Lipitsäinen, available at 

www.dbtechnet.org/labs/dae_lab/Orm.pdf 

 JPA is relaxed architecture of the previous J2EE Entity Java Beans (EJB), for example the EJB local and 

remote interfaces are now optional.  JPA has also been influenced by Hibernate, JDO and TopLink 

Essentials.  It is now the persistence API standard in Java EE.  In the literature, JPA Entity classes are 

said to be Plain Old Java Objects (POJO), but in fact the structure of Entity classes need to be defined 

by using special annotations.  An introduction to JDO, annotations and development history of JPA is 

http://www.dbtechnet.org/labs/dae_lab/Orm.pdf
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presented in “Database Systems” by Connolly and Begg (2015). 

 

JPA Architecture 
 

In the Java code using JPA, the database connection is managed implicitly by the EntityManager object 

and the data access is by managed calling methods of the EntityManager (EM API).   The following 

Figure 7-7 presents a simplified stack for JPA data access 

 

Figure 7-7  JPA datat access stack 

The EM API is defined in the Java EE specification, but method details depend on the transaction type 

and an extensions of the JPA provider implementations.  Our test application will use EclipseLink (the 

open source edition of TopLink) which is the default JPA provider of  GlassFish (Heffelfinger 2015). 

For general theory and details of the JPA architecture we refer to the Java EE specifications and 

tutorials.  We will cover the architecture mainly by JPA implementations of our BankTransfer example. 

 

JPA Entity Annotations 

 

Since JDK 5 the Java language has been extended by annotation metadata libraries which ease the 

definition of complex structures, such as building JPA entities and their object-relational mappings to 

database structures.  The following subset of Java annotations are enough for our purposes. For many 

more annotations we just refer to the JPA specification and literature. 

@Entity This is required in front of the Java class to be considered as 

an Entity class 

@Table(name=”<table name>”) Mapping the Entity to the named SQL table. 

<table name> is case-sensitive for MySQL/MariaDB in Linux 

@Id                                                               Mapping to the PRIMARY KEY of the SQL table: 

@NotNull 
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@Column (name = "<column name of the primary key>") 

@Column  

(name=”<column name>”) 

private  <data type and name of the 

mapping Java field variable>  

Field to be persisted into the named SQL column in the SQL 

table 

@Transient 

private <data type and name of non-

persistent field variable> 

Field to be omitted on Entity persistence into database 

@Version  

(name=”<column name>”) 

private Integer  

<version stamp variable> 

Mapping of the version field into the named version stamp 

column in the SQL table. 

This is needed in case of optimistic execution. 

Note:  pseudo columns are not applicable in this mapping as 

version stamps! 

 

In case of Oracle we cannot use the pseudocolumn ROW_SCN as version column for JPA @Version 

mapping since pseudocolumns are not updatable by the client-side code.  Instead of this we have 

created a column RV (“Row Version”) and the following Oracle trigger to stamp any updates of rows in 

the Accounts table:  

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER Accounts_RvvTrg  
BEFORE UPDATE ON Accounts  
FOR EACH ROW  
BEGIN  

IF (:OLD.rv = 2147483647) THEN  
   :NEW.rv := -2147483648; ELSE  
   :NEW.rv := :OLD.rv + 1;  
END IF;  

END;  

 

Since the used versions of MySQL and MariaDB don’t support CHECK36 constraints and multiple 

triggers for the same event, we use a combined trigger as follows: 

Listing 7-7     Triggers of the Accounts table in MariaDB testdb 
 

delimiter # 

CREATE TRIGGER Accounts_upd_trg 

BEFORE UPDATE ON Accounts 

FOR EACH ROW 

BEGIN 

  -- row version stamping 

  IF (old.rv = 2147483647) THEN 

      SET new.rv = -2147483648; 

  ELSE 

      SET new.rv = old.rv + 1; 

  END IF; 

                                                           
36

 As noted before, this may change in MariaDB 10.2 
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  -- simulating CHECK constraint 

  IF NEW.balance < 0 THEN 

     SIGNAL SQLSTATE '23513'  

        SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'Negative balance not allowed'; 

  END IF; 

END; # 

delimiter ; 

 

delimiter # 

CREATE TRIGGER Accounts_ins_trg 

BEFORE INSERT ON Accounts 

FOR EACH ROW 

BEGIN 

  IF NEW.balance < 0 THEN 

     SIGNAL SQLSTATE '23513'  

        SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'Negative balance not allowed'; 

  END IF; 

END; # 

delimiter ; 

 

These and corresponding implementations for other DBMS products used in this tutorial are 

presented in our “SQL Stored Routines” tutorial37. 

 

In addition to the annotations listed above, annotations for matching certain data types, value 

generation, relationships with other entities, Session Bean properties, and callback methods such as 

@PrePersist, @PostPersist, @PreUpdate, @PostUpdate, @PreRemove, and @PostRemove can be 

defined for an Entity class.   The callback methods resemble on client-side the database triggers on 

server-side.  These are out of the scope of this tutorial.   

Annotation examples  on Session Bean properties and JPA tuning are shown below.   For more 

information and examples on  annotations we refer to “Java Persistence With JPA 2.1” by D. Yang.   

 

The Account Class with JPA Annotations  

 

For the optimistic execution concurrency management we have added column RV to the Accounts 

table (see the various implementations at www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf). 

The Account class presented below was generated based on Accounts table in database by NetBeans, 

but for the BankTransfer we have added the creditBalance() and debitBalance() methods, and for the 

@Version annotation we use the RV column.   

Note:   Just like version control in Ruby on Rails, the @Version annotated column will be compared 

with the column value in the database and stamped by a new value by the JPA engine while 

writing to the database.  Implementing the stamping of the column on the server-side 

extends the version control to notice also updates made by other software, for example an 

sqlplus session of Oracle. 

Listing 7-8    The Java class Account used in the BankTransferJPA example 
                                                           
37

 Available at www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf 
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@Entity 
@Table(name = "ACCOUNTS") 
 
public class Account implements Serializable { 
    private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L; 
    @Id 
    @Basic(optional = false) 
    @NotNull 
    @Column(name = "ACCTNO") 
    private Integer acctno; 
    @Basic(optional = false) 
    @NotNull 
    @Column(name = "BALANCE") 
    private Integer balance; 
    @Version 
    @Column(name = "RV") 
    private Integer version; 
  
    public Account() { 
    } 
    public Account(Integer acctno) { 
        this.acctno = acctno; 
    } 
    public Account(Integer acctno, Integer balance) { 
        this.acctno = acctno; 
        this.balance = balance; 
    } 
    public Integer getAcctno() { 
        return acctno; 
    } 
    public void setAcctno(Integer acctno) { 
        this.acctno = acctno; 
    } 
    public Integer getBalance() { 
        return balance; 
    } 
    public void setBalance(Integer balance) { 
        this.balance = balance; 
    } 
    public void creditBalance(Integer amount) { 
        this.balance += amount ; 
    } 
    public void debitBalance(Integer amount) { 
        this.balance -= amount ; 
    } 
    @Override 
    public int hashCode() { 
        int hash = 0; 
        hash += (acctno != null ? acctno.hashCode() : 0); 
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        return hash; 
    } 
    @Override 
    public boolean equals(Object object) { 
        // TODO: Warning - this method won't work in the case the id fields are not set 
        if (!(object instanceof Account)) { 
            return false; 
        } 
        Account other = (Account) object; 
        if ((this.acctno == null && other.acctno != null) || (this.acctno != null && 
 !this.acctno.equals(other.acctno))) { 
            return false; 
        } 
        return true; 
    } 
    @Override 
    public String toString() { 
        return "dbtech.Account[ acctno=" + acctno + " ]"; 
    } 
} 
 

Configuration by persistence.xml 

 

The facilities and features for JPA processing can be configured in an external persistence.xml file or 

injected into the Java source code by Java annotations. 

After the head element and persistence version element with namespaces, the persistence.xml 

consists of <persistence-unit> elements for each DataSource to be accessed.  Persistence-units are 

identified by name attribute and the transaction-type attribute defines the transaction type, either 

“JTA” or “RESOURCE_LOCAL”, to be used in accessing the DataSource.   The value “JTA” defines JTA 

transactions (either Bean managed or Container managed) to be used.  The default type is 

“RESOURCE_LOCAL” which specifies that non-JTA transactions are to be used.  For a JTA type the 

DataSource is referenced by <jta-data-source> element and for a RESOURCE_LOCAL type the 

DataSource <non-jta-data-source> element.  In case a <non-jta-data-source> DataSource is built on XA 

capable JDBC driver, it just doesn’t use XA.    

The persistence.xml listing below is used for the session bean in our BankTransferJPAModule 

experiment using the EclipseLink provider and the “OraXApool” DataSource configured in our 

GlassFish application server for accessing the Oracle XE database in the Debian8 VM lab. 
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Listing 7-9    persistence.xml 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<persistence version="2.1" xmlns=http://xmlns.jcp.org/xml/ns/persistence 

  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  

  xsi:schemaLocation="http://xmlns.jcp.org/xml/ns/persistence  
  http://xmlns.jcp.org/xml/ns/persistence/persistence_2_1.xsd"> 
  <persistence-unit name="AccountsJPAPU" transaction-type="RESOURCE_LOCAL"> 
    <provider>org.eclipse.persistence.jpa.PersistenceProvider</provider> 
    <non-jta-data-source>jdbc/OraXApool</non-jta-data-source> 
    <exclude-unlisted-classes>false</exclude-unlisted-classes> 
    <properties> 
        <property name="eclipselink.target-database" value="Oracle"/> 
        <property name="eclipselink.logging.level" value="ALL"/> 
       <property name="eclipselink.logging.level.sql" value="FINE"/> 
       <property name="eclipselink.logging.exceptions" value="false"/> 
    </properties> 
  </persistence-unit> 
</persistence> 
 
The transaction type “RESOURCE_LOCAL” (non-JTA) specifies that local database transactions are to be 

used and managed by the EntityTransaction object.  The single database to be used gets defined by 

the JDBC DataSource (and connection pool) referenced by the <non-jta-data-source> element.  

Alternatively the target database type, the server instance, and the security credentials, the username 

and password, can be defined by separate property elements, but this excludes the connection pool 

service.   

Depending on the values of the <eclipselink.logging.level> element, EclipseLink can be configured to 

trace SQL statements, exceptions, etc. to the server.log while developing the application.  The most 

extensive logging level is “FINEST”.  In production use logging should be set to “OFF”, because 

otherwise it will slow down execution and may consume too much disk space.  For more information 

see the documentation at https://wiki.eclipse.org/EclipseLink/Examples/JPA/Logging.   

Based on the database type and Entity classes, the JPA provider builds object-relational mappings 

(ORM) metadata to be used by the EntityManager for retrieving rows into entity objects and for 

persisting the entity objects into rows in the database. 

The JPA specification also defines relationship mappings (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and 

many-to-many) between entity classes and object-level query language JPQL for accessing sets of 

entity instances using selections and relationships.  However, these are out of the scope of this 

tutorial. 

As defined for EclipseLink at 

http://www.eclipse.org/eclipselink/documentation/2.5/jpa/extensions/p_ddl_generation.htm 

persistence.xml may also contain entities allowing the JPA engine to generate DDL for creating, 

altering, or dropping the SQL tables in the target database.  DBAs may have mixed feelings  on these, 

and since our view in this tutorial is DBA-oriented, we are only interested in accessing legacy 

databases leaving the database structures to be defined by the database professionals.  

https://wiki.eclipse.org/EclipseLink/Examples/JPA/Logging
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The following Figure 7-8 presents a simplified “big picture” on non-JTA JPA data access and object 

relational mapping provided by the JPA ORM service.  For more information on the EclipseLink 

EntityManager methods and possible exceptions see the document “Interface EntityManager” at 

http://www.eclipse.org/eclipselink/api/1.2/javax/persistence/EntityManager.html 

 

Figure 7-8   A “Big Picture” of Resource-local EntityManager interface and non-JTA transaction 

 

The EntityManager object serves as the interface to services of the JPA ORM engine, thus providing 

data services by its methods to the JPA client.  The non-JTA transactions are managed by an 

EntityTransaction object instantiated by the .getTransaction() method of EntityManager. 

The entity object in the middle of the Figure 7-8 presents a “managed entity” in the persistence 

context of the current EntityTransaction (no-JTA i.e. RESOURCE_LOCAL transaction) object.  So the 

persistence context is the set of managed entities which will be persisted (written) into database on 

commit of the transaction.  Whereas the entity objects outside the persistence context are detached 

entities (stale objects), potential to be deleted in the next garbage collection in the object cache.   

Apache Geronimo is a Java EE server supporting JPA.  On their book on Geronimo, Chillakuru and 

George say that JPA aims to provide portable applications, “insulating applications from all of the 

complexity and non-portable boilerplate code involved database connectivity and operations” (2009, p 

120).   

http://www.eclipse.org/eclipselink/api/1.2/javax/persistence/EntityManager.html
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Another JPA implementation is in Red Hat JBoss Web Server.  According to its reference manual38 “The 

most common pattern in a multi-user client/server application is entitymanager-per-request”. .. “This 

is the default JPA persistence model in a Java EE environment ..” .. “The beauty of JPA is that you don’t 

have to care about that anymore and just see data access through entity manager and demarcation of 

transaction scope on session beans as completely orthogonal”. 

– But is JPA really so easy as these comments are saying?   

 

Transaction-Scoped EntityManagers and Transaction Types 
 

The JPA EntityManager/transaction types come with many flavours.  In the following we will focus only 

on stateless session bean transactions based on the entitymanager-per-request pattern, in which for 

every request a new EntityManager object and a persistence context is created for a single JPA 

transaction.  After the transaction the EntityManager is closed, all managed entities will be detached 

from the persistence context.  This kind of entity manager is called transaction-scoped entity manager 

and the persistence context as transaction-scoped persistence context.   

A session bean can also create multiple entity managers in which case every entity manager has the 

persistence context of its own.  This feature is needed in our distributed transaction implementation.  

When control returns from a stateless session bean to the invoker, the objects in the bean will be 

released for garbage collection, so a new request cannot access any of the previous objects. 

An alternative type for a - session bean is stateful session bean, which does not release its objects and 

its contents can be accessed by later requests. 

 

Entity managers are single threaded, which means that these may not be shared by concurrently 

executing threads.  (D. Yang, 2013) 

Entity managers can be application-managed or container-managed as explained next. 

 

Application-Managed Entity Managers and Transactions 

  

EntityTransaction  

 

When the transaction type of a persistence unit is defined as RESOURCE_LOCAL the entity manager 

type is called resource-local entity manager, a variant of the application-managed entity manager, and 

the object-level JPA transaction is managed by an EntityTransaction object, as shown in Figure 7-9  

                                                           
38

 Red Hat JBoss Web Server - Hibernate Entity Manager Reference Guide, Chapter 5 
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-
US/Red_Hat_JBoss_Web_Server/1.0/html/Hibernate_Entity_Manager_Reference_Guide/transactions.html 
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Figure 7-9   Application-managed entity manager and EntityTransaction 

 
Listing 7-10   Transaction Programming Template using an EntityTransaction 

 
@Stateless 
@TransactionManagement(BEAN) 
@PersistenceUnit(unitName="<unitname from persistence.xml>") 
. . . 
EntityManagerFactory emf; 
EntityManager em = null; 
EntityTransaction et = null; 
try { 
    em = emf.createEntityManager(); 
    et = em.getTransaction(); 
    et.begin(); 
    // transaction body using EM API 
    em.flush(); 
    et.commit(); 
} 
catch (Exception e) { 
    // exception handling 
} 
finally { 
     if (em != null && em.isOpen()) em.close(); 
} 

 
In our tests on the data changes, it turned out that we didn’t always get proper diagnostics from 
database exceptions at et.commit() phase.  This was fixed by invoking em.flush() before the 
et.commit(); 
 

UserTransaction  

 
Figure 7-10 below presents the application-managed entity manager model using UserTransaction.  
UserTransaction is part of the Java Transaction API (JTA), and the transaction model is also called 
Bean-Managed Transactions (BMT).    
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Figure 7-10   Application-managed entity manager and JTA UserTransaction 

In case of transaction type “JTA”, the EntityManager instance in JPA will use a JTA UserTransaction for 

transaction processing.   Using JTA UserTransaction the Transaction Programming Template can be 

applied as follows: 

Listing 7-11   Transaction Programming Template for JTA UserTransaction 
 
@Stateless 
@TransactionManagement(BEAN) 
@PersistenceUnit(unitName="<unitname from persistence.xml>") 
EntityManager em=null; 
. . . 
try { 
    UserTransaction utx = (UserTransaction) 
           new InitialContext().lookup("java:comp/UserTransaction"); 
    utx.begin(); 
    em = emf.createEntityManager(); 
    // transaction body using EM API 
    em.flush(); 
    utx.commit(); 
} 
catch (Exception e) { 
    // exception handling 
} 
finally { 
     if (em != null && em.isOpen()) em.close(); 
} 

 

Container-Managed Entity Managers 

 

If @TransactionManagement is not declared as BEAN managed (called “BMT”), then by default the 

TransactionManagement in JPA is CONTAINER managed. 
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While JPA transaction models provide only basic services for database transactions on a low level, the 

Container Managed Persistence (CMP) and its transaction model Container Managed Transactions 

(CMT) of J2EE has provided the minimalistic means by implicit commit at the end of the method which 

started the transaction, unless rolled back on raised errors or request by issued setRollbackOnly() 

method calls.  Methods commit() and rollback() are not allowed in CMT!   

 

In EJB beans’ Container Managed Transaction (CMT) paradigm the transactionality of the designed 

method, or if defined on the class level all methods of the class, will start a new, or participate in a XA 

transaction depending on the TransactionAttributeType value of the defined @TransactionAttribute 

annotation 

TransactionAttributeType When transaction is not 

running 

When invoker’s transaction is 

active 

MANDATORY A TransactionRequiredException is 

raised 

The method will participate in the 

transaction 

NEVER The method runs without 

transaction support 

A RemoteException is raised 

NOT_SUPPORTED The method runs without 

transaction support 

Transaction support is suspended 

for the current method, but 

resumes after the method 

REQUIRED A new transaction is started The method will participate in the 

transaction 

REQUIRES_NEW A new transaction is started Transaction support is suspended 

for the current method for which a 

new transaction is started, and at 

the end of the method the 

previous transaction resumes 

SUPPORTS The method runs without 

transaction support 

The method will participate in the 

transaction  

 

Excplicit transaction demarcation or use of the JTA UserTransaction interface are not allowed in CMT.  

This means that we cannot apply server-side transaction programming (which is forbidden due to XA) 

and we don’t have transaction timeout service in CMT (to be checked ).  Also nested or multiple 

transactions are not allowed within the methods of a CMT transaction.  Otherwise we can apply any 

JDBC sql programming including direct native concurrency control statements. 

When all participating methods of the transaction have succeeded the transaction gets committed, 

but if any system exceptions have occurred the transaction will be rolled back.   However, exceptions 

raised by the application don’t count.  The application code can request ROLLBACK only by the 

setRollbackOnly() method call of EJBContext interface. 

The fancy chaining of the transaction context on invoked method chain is not new in CMT.  Before 

J2EE and Java EE this has been implemented at least in Microsoft’s Transaction Server in DCOM 

architecture.   The purpose is to provide easy transaction programming for developers.  For application 

developers and DBAs concerned with reliability and performance this may not be good idea, as we 

have learned that transactions should be as short as possible. 
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The model of J2EE has been applied to JPA persistence as container-managed entity manager model 

with 2 types: Transaction Scoped and Extended Scope.  By default the entity manager type is 

“transaction-scoped”, and a JTA transaction is started with its transaction-scoped persistence context.   

The lifecycle of a container-managed entity manager is controlled by the Java EE Container and only 

“JTA” type of transactions can be selected in the persistence units to be used.  Application code has no 

other control on the entity manager, except that the source code of the stateless session bean class is 

injected by a @PersistenceContext annotation as follows 

Listing 7-12   JTA transaction template  
 
@Stateless 
@TransactionManagement(TransactionManagementType.CONTAINER) 
@PersistenceContext (unitName = "<persistence unit name>") 
@Resource 
     private EJBContext context; 
@TransactionAttribute(REQUIRES_NEW) 
    EntityManagerFactory emf; 
    EntityManager em = null; 
    em = emf.createEntityManager();  
    try { 
       // transaction body using EM API 
       em.flush(); 
    catch (Exception e) { 
       // exception handling 
       context.setRollbackOnly(); 
    } 
    finally { 
      if (em != null && em.isOpen()) em.close(); 
    } 
 

 

Extended Persistence Context  

 

In stateful session bean the persistence context of a Container-managed entity manager can be 

declared as “EXTENDED”.  In that case the persistence context is not bound to a single JTA transaction, 

but exists until the bean instance is closed.  The stateful session bean may continue its conversation 

with the invoking client, and in the sequence of transactions the entity objects in the persistence 

context stay managed and get included in the next started JTA transaction.   

Listing 7-13    Extended CMP transaction template 
 
@Stateful 
@TransactionAttribute (TransactionAttributeType.REQUIRES_NEW) 
@PersistenceContext  
  (type=PersistenceContextType.EXTENDED, unitName="myPU") 
EntityManager em = null; 
. . . 
try { 
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    // transaction body using EM API 
} 
catch (Exception e) { 
    // exception handling 
} 
finally { 
      if (em != null && em.isOpen()) em.close(); 
} 

 
See D. Yang (p 99-100) 

This is out of the scope of our study of basic Transaction Programming Templates. 

 

Application build/deploy scenarios  
 
“Seeing is believing” – so next we want to experiment on how JPA really works.  Can we apply reliable 

transaction programming using this API?   For our development platform and tools we use the 

NetBeans IDE for developing the traditional transaction example – Bank Transfer – to be deployed and 

tested as a web application using our GlassFish application server. 

The following Figure 7-11 presents the application structure for our experiments.   It also presents the 

naming solution we have adapted, since GlassFish gets confused on non-unique names.  Just for our 

JPA experiments, an unique application name (app) is used as the prefix of every project and file in the 

application.  The application names are selected to reflect the used transaction model, starting with 

“Jpa”, then “loc” for Resource_Local , “Jta” for JTA use of single datasource, and “Dist” for JTA use of 

multiple datasources, then “Etx” for EntityTransaction, “Utx” for bean managed UserTransaction, and 

“Cmt” for container managed transactions .  Our simple test application is built from the following 

NetBeans projects: an ejb module containing a session bean, a remote interface for its bank transfer 

method, and a web client module.  The web client module consists of JSP files taking care of the user 

interface for selecting the database, entering parameters for the bank transfer, invoking the bank 

transfer method, and presenting the results of the experiment. 
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   Figure 7-11   Structure of the JPA Experiments applications 

Using the NetBeans IDE an application can be built and deployed as a simple Web application or 

enterprise application serving a large number of users.   NetBeans IDE is a multi-purpose, perhaps too 

“overwhelming” or “unmanageable” work bench, so textbooks such as Heffelfinger’s book “Java EE 7 

Development with NetBeans 8” and tutorials in Internet provide valuable help to understand its use.   

The following Figure 7-12 presents the structural architecture of the compilation scenarios of Java EE 

applications using NetBeans IDE. 

Building the application with NetBeans wizard forms usually starts by creating the Java EE Enterprise 

Application consisting of the EJB module project and the web application project.   Then these projects 

are built using the create project wizards, and the remote interface project is built using the Java class 

library wizard.  All projects of the application are built in subfolders of their own in the disc folder of 

the application. 
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Figure 7-12    Building an Enterprise or Web application with NetBeans 

In the case of the RESOURCE_LOCAL transaction type (EntityTransaction) the application can be built 

and deployed as a simple Java EE Web Application using WAR, whereas JTA transaction types need to 

be compiled in a Java EE Enterprise Application and deployed as an EAR (and the client as a WAR). 

 

EntityTransaction Programming  
 

Methods of the EntityTransaction are defined at 

http://docs.oracle.com/javaee/7/api/javax/persistence/EntityTransaction.html 

A non-trivial topic is how an EntityTransaction maps to database transactions (called “unit of work”).  

It is not necessarily a one-to-one mapping to a single database (SQL) transaction.  Based on the 

GlassFish server.log snippet of the Optimistic execution test below, we see that the abstract 

transaction managed by the EntityTransaction uses multiple database transactions, one for the 

commit phase of optimistic concurrency control.   This leads us to consider EntityTransaction as an 

object level wrapper over an atomic sequence of read-only transactions followed by writing 

transaction, what the JBoss manual calls “application transaction”.    

The following skeleton presents the programming paradigm for EntityTransaction controlled abstract 
transactions. 
 

http://docs.oracle.com/javaee/7/api/javax/persistence/EntityTransaction.html
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Listing 7-14     Transaction template for EntityTransaction 
 

... 
import javax.persistence.PersistenceUnit; 
@Stateless 
@TransactionManagement(TransactionManagementType.BEAN) 
public class BankTransferJPASessionBean implements BankTransferJPASessionBeanRemote { 
    @PersistenceUnit(unitName="<persistence-unit name>") 
    EntityManagerFactory emf; 
    @Override 
    public <type> <method> (<parameters>) throws Exception { 
        EntityManager em = null; 
        EntityTransaction et = null; 
        String errMsg = ""; 
        try { 
            em = emf.createEntityManager(); 
            et = em.getTransaction(); 
            et.begin();             
            <find and manipulate with the entities>     
            em .flush();        
            et.commit(); 
        }  
        catch (Exception e) { 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            <exception handling> 
        } 
        finally { 
             if (em != null && em.isOpen()) em.close(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

 

At et.commit() the entities manipulated in the transaction context will be persisted into the database, 

inserted, updated or deleted. 

Turning on concurrency management on the database transaction level, our “big picture” gives the 

impression of maintaining all changes in a local copy until updating the database is updated at commit 

time.  The EntityManager interface of EclipseLink does not provide a mechanism for setting isolation 

levels for database transactions or for using direct SQL via JDBC.  In fact, we don’t even have control 

on the database connections which the EntityTransaction may use for its units of work.  JPA does not 

provide a way of setting the isolation level, but in GlassFish the isolation level can be set for the 

connection pool at the Glassfish Administration Console as follows: 
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Once defined for the connection pool, the selected isolation level affects every connection in the pool.  

Note that for Oracle only “read-committed” and “serializable” are relevant, and their semantics are 

based on multi-versioning concurrency control (MVCC) as we have explained in the “SQL Transactions” 

tutorial. 

Later we show that using the unwrap() method of EntityManager it is possible to handle the database 

connection of the EntityManager.  This allows us to access the database using direct JDBC, and to set 

the isolation level for the transaction(s) of the connection. 

To avoid lost updates, i.e. avoiding overwriting updates of concurrent transactions, we need to protect 

all fetched rows by using the PESSIMISTIC_READ LockModeType value, or use Optimistic execution 

with @Version annotation (see G. Margues, 2015 and our RVV_Paper.pdf). 

Planning concurrency management is not a simple issue, and JPA does not make it easier.    Even our 

small application is not perfect:  For data entry on JpaEntry.jsp processing we apply pessimistic read 

locking of the rows by a “FOR UPDATE” clause which may lead to blocking.  In SessionBean we use 

optimistic execution which does not block, but may lose in a competition with concurrent 

transactions. 
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JPA EntityTransaction - JpaLocEtx 

 

As the first application of our series of JPA test applications we present the example “app” JpaLocEtx 

using RESOURCE_LOCAL transaction type i.e.  EntityTransaction programming.  The application is 

compiled from the following projects in NetBeans IDE and deployed to the GlassFish server. 

 

Figure 7-13   The application JpaLocEtx using Resource_Local transaction type and EntityTransaction 

 

The setup and maintenance order of the application is as follows: 

  

Enterprise application project

EJB module project

Web client project

Remote interface (project)

Data entry JSP

Entity class

Session bean

JSP invoking the transfer method of session bean
Datasource selection

Remote interface
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1. Remote Interface: 

Clean and Build  

2. EJB module: 

Clean and Build  

add remote interface jar reference into Libraries 

Deploy 

3. Web Client: 

Clean and Build  

add jar references of the remote interface jar and the EJB module into Libraries 

Deploy 

4. Enterprise application 
Deploy 

5. Restart the GlassFish server: 
6. Launch the Web client  

 

Manual deploy script of the web client WAR file 

 
On this and many other applications we have met following deployment error  
 

 
 
.. and looking at the GlassFish server.log we often find the error message: 
  

 
 
The error message is misleading and we have seen complaints on this on many web sites.  It seems to 
be an old software bug in GlassFish and Payara editions.  In case the projects of the application follow 
the naming and folder structures which we have used, the problem is solved by manual deployment 
using the following script of ours: 
 
Listing 7-15   deploywar.sh script for manual deployment of a web client war file 
 

#!/bin/bash 
# DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2018-10-03 
# Script for manual deployment of a web client WAR to GlassFish server 
# for an application consisting of -ejb, -remote and -war projects  
# built and compiled in folders of the application in the NetBeansProjects 
# folder. 
# 
export app=$1 
echo "Deploying app $1" 
cd /home/dbtech/NetBeansProjects/${app} 
ls -l 
if [ -d "${app}-war/web/WEB-INF/lib" ] 
then  
   echo "WEB-INF/lib exists" 
else 
   mkdir ${app}-war/web/WEB-INF/lib 
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   echo "WEB-INF/lib created" 
fi 
if [ -f "${app}-remote/dist/${app}-remote.jar" ] 
then  
   if [ -f "${app}-ejb/dist/${app}-ejb.jar" ] 
   then 
      cp ${app}-remote/dist/${app}-remote.jar  ${app}-war/web/WEB-INF/lib/${app}-remote.jar 
      cp ${app}-ejb/dist/${app}-ejb.jar                 ${app}-war/web/WEB-INF/lib/${app}-ejb.jar 
      cd ${app}-war/web 
      jar cvf  ../${app}.war ./*  
      cd .. 
      rm  /opt/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/autodeploy/${app}.war 
      sleep 5 
      cp ${app}.war /opt/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/autodeploy/${app}.war 
      sleep 5 
      echo " Deployment ready!" 
   else 
      echo "* cannot find the ejb.jar" 
   fi 
else 
   echo "* cannot find the remote.jar" 
fi 
# end of script 

 
 

DataSource to be used 
 

Datasource selection takes place on the welcome form <app>_root.html of the application 
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The selected datasource name is passed by the “Proceed to select the accounts” button to 

<app>Entry.jsp which opens the connection to the datasource based on the existing datasource 

listings in WEB-INF/web.xml and WEB-INF/sun-web.xml.   In case the connection opening fails, an 

error message is presented to the user 

 

and by “Return to select the Datasource” button control is returned to <app>_root.html, after which 

the  user should start the selected database before reselecting or select another datasource. 
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If the database server is online, the <app>Entry.jsp lists the existing accounts in the database, and the 

user enters the numbers of the ”from” and “to” account and the amount to be transferred.  Also the 

user may select between “Optimistic” and “Pessimistic_write” lock mode types supported by the test 

program, and set a technical sleeping time between account access to allowi time to setup 

concurrency tests.  

  

When the user clicks the “Transfer the Money” button the application invokes the Transfer method of 

the Session bean in the EJB module. 

Hard coding the persistence-unit reference as a JPA annotation in the source code of the Session bean 

would require persistence.xml to be updated, application recompilation and deployment if we want to 

use a different datasource.  Since we want to experiment fluently with different databases, we have 

added persistence-units for every datasource as follows in the persistence.xml of the EJB module: 

Listing 7-16    persistence.xml defining multiple persistence units 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<persistence version="2.1" xmlns="http://xmlns.jcp.org/xml/ns/persistence"  
             xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  
             xsi:schemaLocation="http://xmlns.jcp.org/xml/ns/persistence 
http://xmlns.jcp.org/xml/ns/persistence/persistence_2_1.xsd"> 
  <persistence-unit name="DB2XApoolPU" transaction-type="RESOURCE_LOCAL"> 
    <non-jta-data-source>jdbc/DB2XApool</non-jta-data-source> 
    <exclude-unlisted-classes>false</exclude-unlisted-classes> 
    <properties> 
        <property name="eclipselink.target-database" value="DB2"/> 
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        <property name="eclipselink.logging.level" value="FINEST"/> 
    </properties> 
  </persistence-unit> 
  <persistence-unit name="OraXApoolPU" transaction-type="RESOURCE_LOCAL"> 
    <non-jta-data-source>jdbc/OraXApool</non-jta-data-source> 
    <exclude-unlisted-classes>false</exclude-unlisted-classes> 
    <properties> 
        <property name="eclipselink.target-database" value="Oracle"/> 
        <property name="eclipselink.logging.level" value="FINEST"/> 
    </properties> 
  </persistence-unit> 
  <persistence-unit name="MariaXApoolPU" transaction-type="RESOURCE_LOCAL"> 
    <non-jta-data-source>jdbc/MariaXApool</non-jta-data-source> 
    <exclude-unlisted-classes>false</exclude-unlisted-classes> 
    <properties> 
        <property name="eclipselink.target-database" value="MySQL"/> 
        <property name="eclipselink.logging.level" value="FINEST"/> 
    </properties> 
  </persistence-unit> 
  <persistence-unit name="pSqlXApoolPU" transaction-type="RESOURCE_LOCAL"> 
    <non-jta-data-source>jdbc/pSqlXApool</non-jta-data-source> 
    <exclude-unlisted-classes>false</exclude-unlisted-classes> 
    <properties> 
        <property name="eclipselink.target-database" value="PostgreSQL"/> 
        <property name="eclipselink.logging.level" value="FINEST"/> 
    </properties> 
  </persistence-unit> 
</persistence> 

 

The parameter values entered and the datasource name are passed to the Session bean, which fetches 

the corresponding persistence-unit (pu) from persistence.xml for creating the EntityManagerFactory 

(emf)  

        String pu = ds + "PU"; 
        emf = Persistence.createEntityManagerFactory(pu); 
 
which is then used to create the EntityManager (em) for JPA programming. 

 

The Session Bean 

 

Our JPA module uses non-JTA transaction (i.e. non-XA transaction) so also its database connection 

could use either XA or non-XA JDBC driver.    

The Transfer method in our stateless session bean presents an example of the non-jta transaction 
paradigm of JPA EntityTransaction.  The bolded parts in the following Java code of the 
<app>SessionBean are essential for EntityTransaction programming.  The shaded parts of the code are 
used just for tracing the execution to the GlassFish server .log or for testing various possibilities. 
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Listing 7-17    JpaLocEtxSessionBean Java code using EntityTransaction paradigm 
 

/** 
 * @author DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2017-09-14 
 * 
 * PU,Resource_Local/EntityTransaction,emf/em 
 */ 
package dbtech; 
import javax.ejb.*; 
import javax.ejb.Stateless; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.sql.Connection; 
import java.sql.DatabaseMetaData; 
import javax.json.Json; 
import javax.json.JsonObject; 
import javax.json.JsonObjectBuilder; 
import javax.json.JsonWriter; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManager; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManagerFactory; 
import javax.persistence.EntityNotFoundException; 
import javax.persistence.EntityTransaction; 
import javax.persistence.LockModeType; 
import javax.persistence.OptimisticLockException; 
import javax.persistence.Persistence; 
@Stateless 
@TransactionManagement(TransactionManagementType.BEAN) 
public class JpaLocEtxSessionBean implements JpaLocEtxSessionBeanRemote { 
    EntityManagerFactory emf; 
    public String errMsg = "no errors"; 
    private int rc = -1;    // return code 
    private long startTime; 
 
    public String Transfer (String ds, int fromAcct, int toAcct, int amount, String lockmode, int sleep ) 
    throws EJBException, NullPointerException, EntityNotFoundException,OptimisticLockException, 
               IllegalStateException, Exception { 
        String beanVersion = "2017-12-15 21:51"; 
            System.out.println("Bean version used: "+beanVersion); 
        String pu = ds + "PU"; 
        emf = Persistence.createEntityManagerFactory(pu); 
        EntityManager em = null; 
        EntityTransaction et = null; 
            System.out.println("lockmode="+lockmode); 
        Boolean optimistic = false; 
        if (lockmode.substring(0,1).equals("O")) optimistic = true; 
        Boolean pessimistic = !(optimistic); 
        int acct = 0; 
        int step = 0; 
        errMsg = "No errors"; 
        startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 
        try { 
               System.out.println("creating em "); step = 1; 
            em = emf.createEntityManager();  
               System.out.println(".. em is created"); 
            et = em.getTransaction(); 
               System.out.println("begin.."); 
            et.begin(); 
                System.out.println("begin.."+et.toString()); 
            if (et.isActive())  { System.out.println("et is active"); } 
 
            // testing JDBC connection and meta data from JDBC driver 
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            java.sql.Connection conn = em.unwrap(java.sql.Connection.class); 
            DatabaseMetaData dmd = conn.getMetaData(); 
            System.out.println("Database product name: " + dmd.getDatabaseProductName()); 
            System.out.println("Database product version: " + dmd.getDatabaseProductVersion()); 
            System.out.println("Database URL: " + dmd.getURL()); 
            System.out.println("Driver name: " + dmd.getDriverName()); 
            System.out.println("Driver version: " + dmd.getDriverVersion()); 
            // setting transaction isolation level ? 
            conn.setTransactionIsolation( 
                     Connection.TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED); 
            int il = conn.getTransactionIsolation(); 
               System.out.println(".. isolation level="+il);  
            //            
            if (em.isJoinedToTransaction()) { 
               System.out.println("..em is Joined to Transaction"); 
            } 
            step = 2; 
            acct = fromAcct; 
            Account fromEntity = null; 
            if (optimistic) { 
               fromEntity =  em.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
            else { 
               fromEntity =  em.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
            if (fromEntity == null) { 
               rc = -1; 
                et.rollback(); 
                errMsg = "..account "+fromAcct+ " not found" ; 
                System.out.println(errMsg); 
                return jsonReport(); 
            } 
               System.out.println("..fromEntity");  step = 3; 
            int balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance);  step = 4; 
            fromEntity.debitBalance(amount); 
                System.out.println("..fromEntity.debitBalance()..)"); step = 5; 
            balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance); 
            if (pessimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
               System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating account "+toAcct); 
               Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
            } 
            acct = toAcct; 
            Account toEntity = null; 
            if (optimistic==false) { 
               toEntity =  em.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
            else { 
               toEntity = em.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
            if (toEntity == null) { 
                rc = -1; 
                et.rollback(); 
                errMsg = "..account "+toAcct+ " not found" ; 
                System.out.println(errMsg); 
                return jsonReport(); 
            } 
            int balance2 = toEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+balance2); 
            toEntity.creditBalance(amount); 
                System.out.println("..toEntity.creditBalance()..)"); step = 6; 
            balance2 = toEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+balance2); 
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            if (optimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
               System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating the database"); 
               Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
            } 
            acct = 0;   // no account errors! 
                System.out.println("em.flush..");  step = 7; 
            em.flush(); 
                System.out.println("commit..");  step = 8; 
            et.commit(); 
            rc = 0; 
        } 
        catch (EJBException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            System.out.println("Caught EJBException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            et.rollback(); 
        } 
        catch (IllegalStateException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            System.out.println("Caught IllegalStateException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            et.rollback(); 
        } 
        catch (OptimisticLockException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            System.out.println("Caught OptimisticLockException "+errMsg+ ", on step "+ step); 
            et.rollback(); 
        } 
        catch (NullPointerException | EntityNotFoundException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            if (errMsg == null) { 
                if (acct == 0) 
                    errMsg = "NullPointerException at step "+ step; 
                 else 
                    errMsg = "account "+acct+" not found"; 
            } 
            System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            et.rollback(); 
        } 
        catch (InterruptedException | RuntimeException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            if (errMsg == null) { errMsg = "error on acctno "+ acct; } 
            System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            et.rollback(); 
        } 
        finally { 
            if (em != null && em.isOpen()) em.close(); 
        } 
        return jsonReport(); 
    } 
 
  public String jsonReport () { 
    String jsonStr ; 
    String srv_msg = "N/A"; 
    String srv_elapsed = "0 seconds"; 
    int retries =  0; 
    long   stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 
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    double totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 
    String  ejb_elapsed = String.format("%.4f",totalTime); 
            System.out.println("JSON.."); 
    JsonObjectBuilder jsonBuilder = Json.createObjectBuilder(); 
    JsonObject jsonObj = jsonBuilder. 
        add("rc", rc). 
        add("srv_msg", srv_msg). 
        add("retries", retries). 
        add("srv_elapsed", srv_elapsed). 
        add("ejb_msg", errMsg). 
        add("ejb_elapsed", ejb_elapsed). 
        build(); 
    StringWriter stringWriter = new StringWriter(); 
    try (JsonWriter jsonWriter = Json.createWriter(stringWriter)) { 
        jsonWriter.writeObject(jsonObj); 
        jsonStr = stringWriter.toString(); 
    } 
    catch (Exception e) { 
        jsonStr = "Json Exception: "+e.getMessage(); 
    } 
         System.out.println("JSON: "+jsonStr); 
    return jsonStr; 
  } 
} 

 
The statement 

java.sql.Connection conn = em.unwrap(java.sql.Connection.class); 
shows how we can get hold of the JDBC Connection used by the EntityManager, so that we can apply 
JDBC API when the JPA API lacks some transaction tuning means, for example declaring the 
transaction isolation level.   
What is possible and can be done reliably is a subject area of its own for further studies. 
 

Based on our extensive tracing to GlassFish server.log, we have found that reliable transaction write to 

the database requires first the em.flush() call before the et.commit() since at JPA commit 

step we will not get diagnostics from the database server any more. 

The literal value of the beanVersion variable printed to the server.log of GlassFish allows us to verify 
the bean version used in test runs.  When the updated session bean has been deployed, it often 
happens that GlassFish is still using a previous version.  A restart of the GlassFish server may help, but 
sometimes more cleaning of the jar/war/ear files is needed. 
 
We also make heavy use of System.out.println to trace the execution of test runs as shown by the 
following server.log snippet: 
 
Listing 7-18   GlassFish server.log from our test run listed by Netbeans 
 
Info:   At request: fromDS=MariaXApool 
Info:   lockmode=O 
Info:   invoking Transfer .. 
Info:   Bean version used: 2017-12-15 21:51 
Fine:   Configured server platform: org.eclipse.persistence.platform.server.glassfish.GlassfishPlatform 
Finest:   Begin predeploying Persistence Unit MariaXApoolPU; session 
/file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU; state 
Initial; factoryCount 0 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.orm.throw.exceptions; default value=true 
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Finest:   property=eclipselink.weaving.changetracking; default value=true 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.weaving.lazy; default value=true 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.weaving.eager; default value=false 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.weaving.fetchgroups; default value=true 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.weaving.internal; default value=true 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.weaving.rest; default value=true 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.multitenant.tenants-share-emf; default value=true 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.multitenant.tenants-share-cache; default value=false 
Finer:   Searching for mapping file: [META-INF/orm.xml] at root URL: 
[file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/]. 
Finer:   Searching for mapping file: [META-INF/eclipselink-orm.xml] at root URL: 
[file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/]. 
Config:   The access type for the persistent class [class dbtech.Account] is set to [FIELD]. 
Config:   The alias name for the entity class [class dbtech.Account] is being defaulted to: Account. 
Finer:   Class [dbtech.Account] registered to be processed by weaver. 
Finest:   End predeploying Persistence Unit MariaXApoolPU; session 
/file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU; state 
Predeployed; factoryCount 0 
Finer:   JavaSECMPInitializer - global instrumentation is null. 
Finest:   Begin predeploying Persistence Unit MariaXApoolPU; session 
/file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU; state 
Predeployed; factoryCount 0 
Finest:   End predeploying Persistence Unit MariaXApoolPU; session 
/file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU; state 
Predeployed; factoryCount 1 
Finer:   Canonical Metamodel class [dbtech.Account_] not found during initialization. 
Info:   lockmode=O 
Info:   creating em  
Finest:   Begin deploying Persistence Unit MariaXApoolPU; session 
/file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU; state 
Predeployed; factoryCount 1 
Finer:   Detected server platform: org.eclipse.persistence.platform.server.glassfish.GlassfishPlatform. 
Finer:   initializing session manager 
Finer:   Detected server platform: org.eclipse.persistence.platform.server.glassfish.GlassfishPlatform. 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.logging.level; value=FINEST; translated value=FINEST 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.logging.level; value=FINEST; translated value=FINEST 
Finest:   property=eclipselink.target-database; value=MySQL; translated 
value=org.eclipse.persistence.platform.database.MySQLPlatform 
Info:   EclipseLink, version: Eclipse Persistence Services - 2.6.3.v20160218-180e602 
Config:   connecting(DatabaseLogin( 
 platform=>MySQLPlatform 
 user name=> "" 
 connector=>JNDIConnector datasource name=>jdbc/MariaXApool 
)) 
Config:   Connected: null 
 User: dbtech 
 Database: MySQL  Version: 10.0.27-MariaDB-0+deb8u1 
 Driver: MariaDB connector/J  Version: 1.5.9 
Finest:   Connection acquired from connection pool [read]. 
Finest:   Connection released to connection pool [read]. 
Config:   connecting(DatabaseLogin( 
 platform=>MySQLPlatform 
 user name=> "" 
 connector=>JNDIConnector datasource name=>jdbc/MariaXApool 
)) 
Config:   Connected: null 
 User: dbtech 
 Database: MySQL  Version: 10.0.27-MariaDB-0+deb8u1 
 Driver: MariaDB connector/J  Version: 1.5.9 
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Info:   /file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU 
login successful 
Finer:   JMX MBeanServer instance found: [com.sun.enterprise.v3.admin.DynamicInterceptor@34956c69], # of beans: [25], 
domain: [DefaultDomain] at index: [0]. 
Finest:   Registered MBean: 
org.eclipse.persistence.services.mbean.MBeanDevelopmentServices[TopLink:Name=Development-
/file_/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-
ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU,Type=Configuration] on server com.sun.enterprise.v3.admin.DynamicInterceptor@34956c69 
Finest:   Registered MBean: 
org.eclipse.persistence.services.glassfish.MBeanGlassfishRuntimeServices[TopLink:Name=Session(/file_/home/dbtech/glassfi
sh5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU)] on server 
com.sun.enterprise.v3.admin.DynamicInterceptor@34956c69 
Finest:   EclipseLink JMX Runtime Services is referencing the [Platform ConversionManager] ClassLoader at: [EarClassLoader :  
urlSet = [URLEntry : file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/, 
URLEntry : file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/generated/ejb/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/] 
doneCalled = false  
 Parent -> org.glassfish.internal.api.DelegatingClassLoader@168a111 
] 
Finest:   The applicationName for the MBean attached to session 
[/file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU] is 
[home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_URLEntry 
_file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/generated/ejb/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/] 
Finest:   The moduleName for the MBean attached to session 
[/file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU] is 
[_MariaXApoolPU] 
Finer:   Canonical Metamodel class [dbtech.Account_] not found during initialization. 
Finest:   End deploying Persistence Unit MariaXApoolPU; session 
/file:/home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/applications/JpaLocEtx/JpaLocEtx-ejb_jar/_MariaXApoolPU; state 
Deployed; factoryCount 1 
Info:   .. em is created 
Info:   begin.. 
Finer:   client acquired: 883794099 
Finer:   acquire unit of work: 1548414732 
Info:   begin..org.eclipse.persistence.internal.jpa.transaction.EntityTransactionImpl@53c08aab 
Info:   et is active 
Finest:   Connection acquired from connection pool [default]. 
Finer:   begin transaction 
Finest:   reconnecting to external connection pool 
Info:   Database product name: MySQL 
Info:   Database product version: 10.0.27-MariaDB-0+deb8u1 
Info:   Database URL: null 
Info:   Driver name: MariaDB connector/J 
Info:   Driver version: 1.5.9 
Info:   .. isolation level=2 
Info:   ..em is Joined to Transaction 
Finest:   Execute query ReadObjectQuery(name="readAccount" referenceClass=Account sql="SELECT acctno, balance, RV 
FROM Accounts WHERE (acctno = ?)") 
Fine:   SELECT acctno, balance, RV FROM Accounts WHERE (acctno = ?) 
 bind => [1 parameter bound] 
Info:   ..fromEntity 
Finest:   Execute query ReadObjectQuery(name="readAccount" referenceClass=Account sql="SELECT acctno, balance, RV 
FROM Accounts WHERE (acctno = ?)") 
Info:   ..fromEntity.balance=1000 
Info:   ..fromEntity.debitBalance()..) 
Info:   ..fromEntity.balance=900 
Fine:   SELECT acctno, balance, RV FROM Accounts WHERE (acctno = ?) 
 bind => [1 parameter bound] 
Info:   ..toEntity.balance=2000 
Finer:   begin unit of work flush 
Info:   ..toEntity.creditBalance()..) 
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Info:   ..toEntity.balance=2100 
Info:   em.flush.. 
Finest:   Execute query UpdateObjectQuery(dbtech.Account[ acctno=101 ]) 
Fine:   UPDATE Accounts SET balance = ?, RV = ? WHERE ((acctno = ?) AND (RV = ?)) 
 bind => [4 parameters bound] 
Finest:   Execute query UpdateObjectQuery(dbtech.Account[ acctno=202 ]) 
Fine:   UPDATE Accounts SET balance = ?, RV = ? WHERE ((acctno = ?) AND (RV = ?)) 
 bind => [4 parameters bound] 
Finer:   end unit of work flush 
Finer:   resume unit of work 
Info:   commit.. 
Finer:   begin unit of work commit 
Finest:   Execute query UpdateObjectQuery(dbtech.Account[ acctno=101 ]) 
Finest:   Execute query UpdateObjectQuery(dbtech.Account[ acctno=202 ]) 
Finer:   commit transaction 
Finest:   Connection released to connection pool [default]. 
Finer:   end unit of work commit 
Finer:   resume unit of work 
Finer:   release unit of work 
Finer:   client released 
Info:   JSON.. 
Info:   JSON: {"rc":0,"srv_msg":"N/A","retries":0,"srv_elapsed":"0 seconds","ejb_msg":"No errors","ejb_elapsed":"0.9090"} 
Info:   .. Transfer: {"rc":0,"srv_msg":"N/A","retries":0,"srv_elapsed":"0 seconds","ejb_msg":"No 
errors","ejb_elapsed":"0.9090"} 

 
The server.log can be viewed also by GlassFish Administration Console, and that provides us 
timestamps of every event. 
 
The statistics passed form the Transfer method as a JSON message are then presented to the 
user as follows: 
 

  A “Return code” of 0 indicates success, and  -1 failure.  This far we have not yet implemented 

the full return code protocol that we have used in our experiments using the stored routines. 

 For the “number of retries” the value 0 is shown, reminding us that the retry pattern for 

handling concurrency conflicts has not yet been implemented in our test application (and is 

left as challenging exercise to interested learners  )  

 The “Elapsed time at database” is not relevant in this case, since JPA does not providea way of 

measuring it, whereas the time spent at the SessionBean is presented as “elapsed time at ejb”, 

and the total elapsed time measured as “client-side elapsed time”. 

 A possible error message sent by the database server is presented as “server message”, and 

possible error message caught from exceptions in the SessionBean is presented as “ejb 

message”.  The client error message is reserved for possible error messages of the jsp form.   
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The “Return to see the results” button returns control to the <app>Entry.jsp form which shows the 

current content of the accounts, whereas the “Return to select the DataSource” button passes control 

back to the form on <app>_root.html. 
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Experimenting with exception handling 

 

Test case when the “toAcct” is unknown 

  

A transfer of too large a  negative amount violates the triggered constraint of the “toAcct” and rolls 

back the whole transaction 

 

On concurrency conflict with a concurrent session 
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using the Optimistic JPA lock mode type we may get following statistics: 

 

And using Pessimistic_write JPA lock mode type the conflict leads to deadlock: 
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To-do.. : 

On versions using distributed transactions we have implemented timeouts in case the transaction is 

blocked by some concurrent client.  This could be easily extended also in this version. 

- -    - 

Above we have tested JPA EntityTransaction access to MariaDB, but the same code applies to 

accessing Oracle, DB2 or PostgreSQL.  To save space we skip presenting those. 
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JTA Transaction Programming  
 

The JTA transaction type means that we will use the JTS services of the Java EE transaction server.   In 

“Java Persistence With JPA 2.1” D. Yang presents a comparison example between JTA and 

RESOURCE_LOCAL  transactions, and in that example the “JTA transactions run about 50% more slowly 

than resource-local transactions, and the EJB layer adds about 10% overhead” (p 386).   Even if the 

code examples in literature try to convince that coding for JTA is easy, our experiments below don’t 

support this.  So, why bother with JTA?  The reason is that we would like to experiment with 

distributed transactions using JPA.  

 
Figure 7-14   Container Managed XA Transaction of JPA 

 

JPA Bean Managed JTA/UserTransactions - JpaJtaUtx 

 
We apply the JTA/UserTransaction in application JpaJtaUtx which follows the same structure of 

projects as the EntityTransaction example above, so the only interesting part is the Session bean. 

 
Listing 7-19   JpaJtaUtxSessionBean.java 
 

/** 
 * @author DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2017-11-11 
 * 
 * PU, BMT jndi/UserTransaction, emf/em  
 */ 
package dbtech; 
import javax.ejb.*; 
import javax.ejb.Stateless; 
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import javax.transaction.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.sql.Connection; 
import java.sql.DatabaseMetaData; 
import javax.json.Json; 
import javax.json.JsonObject; 
import javax.json.JsonObjectBuilder; 
import javax.json.JsonWriter; 
import javax.naming.InitialContext; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManager; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManagerFactory; 
import javax.persistence.EntityNotFoundException; 
import javax.persistence.LockModeType; 
import javax.persistence.OptimisticLockException; 
import javax.persistence.Persistence; 
@Stateless 
@TransactionManagement(TransactionManagementType.BEAN) 
public class JpaJtaUtxSessionBean implements JpaJtaUtxSessionBeanRemote { 
    EntityManagerFactory emf;     
    public String errMsg = "no errors"; 
    private int rc = -1;         // return code 
    private long startTime; 
 
    public String Transfer (String ds, int fromAcct, int toAcct, int amount, String lockmode, int sleep )  
    throws EJBException, NullPointerException, EntityNotFoundException,OptimisticLockException, 
           IllegalStateException, Exception { 
        String beanVersion = "2017-12-28 17:14"; 
            System.out.println("Bean version used: "+beanVersion); 
        UserTransaction utx = (UserTransaction) 
            new InitialContext().lookup("java:comp/UserTransaction"); 
        String pu = ds + "PU"; 
        emf = Persistence.createEntityManagerFactory(pu); 
        EntityManager em = null; 
            System.out.println("lockmode="+lockmode); 
        Boolean optimistic = false;        
        if (lockmode.substring(0,1).equals("O")) optimistic = true; 
        Boolean pessimistic = !(optimistic); 
        int acct = 0; 
        int step = 0; 
        errMsg = "No errors"; 
        startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 
        try { 
               System.out.println("begin.."); step = 0; 
            utx.begin(); 
               System.out.println("utx "+utx.toString()); 
               System.out.println("creating em "); step = 1; 
            em = emf.createEntityManager();  
               System.out.println(".. em is created");  
             
            // testing JDBC connection and meta data from JDBC driver 
            java.sql.Connection conn = em.unwrap(java.sql.Connection.class); 
            DatabaseMetaData dmd = conn.getMetaData(); 
            System.out.println("Database product name: " + dmd.getDatabaseProductName()); 
            System.out.println("Database product version: " + dmd.getDatabaseProductVersion()); 
            System.out.println("Database URL: " + dmd.getURL()); 
            System.out.println("Driver name: " + dmd.getDriverName()); 
            System.out.println("Driver version: " + dmd.getDriverVersion()); 
            // setting transaction isolation level ? 
            conn.setTransactionIsolation( 
                     Connection.TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED); 
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            int il = conn.getTransactionIsolation(); 
               System.out.println(".. isolation level="+il);  
            //            
            if (em.isJoinedToTransaction()) { 
               System.out.println("..em is Joined to Transaction");                 
            } 
            step = 2; 
            acct = fromAcct; 
            Account fromEntity = null; 
            if (optimistic) { 
               fromEntity =  em.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
            else { 
               fromEntity =  em.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
            if (fromEntity == null) { 
                rc = -1; 
                utx.rollback(); 
                errMsg = "..account "+fromAcct+ " not found" ; 
                System.out.println(errMsg); 
                return jsonReport(); 
            } 
               System.out.println("..fromEntity");  step = 3; 
            int balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance);  step = 4; 
            fromEntity.debitBalance(amount); 
                System.out.println("..fromEntity.debitBalance()..)"); step = 5; 
            balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance); 
            if (pessimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
               System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating account "+toAcct); 
               Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
            }           
            acct = toAcct; 
            Account toEntity = null; 
            if (optimistic==false) { 
               toEntity =  em.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
            else { 
               toEntity = em.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
            if (toEntity == null) { 
                rc = -1; 
                utx.rollback(); 
                errMsg = "..account "+toAcct+ " not found" ; 
                System.out.println(errMsg); 
                return jsonReport(); 
            } 
            int balance2 = toEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+balance2); 
            toEntity.creditBalance(amount); 
                System.out.println("..toEntity.creditBalance()..)"); step = 6; 
                System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+ toEntity.getBalance()); 
            if (optimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
               System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating the database"); 
               Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
            }           
            acct = 0;   // no account errors! 
                System.out.println("em.flush..");  step = 7; 
            em.flush(); 
                System.out.println("commit..");  step = 8; 
            utx.commit(); 
            rc = 0; 
        } 
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        catch (EJBException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            System.out.println("Caught EJBException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            utx.rollback(); 
        } 
        catch (IllegalStateException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            System.out.println("Caught IllegalStateException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            utx.rollback(); 
        } 
        catch (OptimisticLockException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            System.out.println("Caught OptimisticLockException "+errMsg+ ", on step "+ step); 
            utx.rollback(); 
        } 
        catch (NullPointerException | EntityNotFoundException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            if (errMsg == null) {  
                if (acct == 0)   
                    errMsg = "NullPointerException at step "+ step; 
                 else 
                    errMsg = "account "+acct+" not found"; 
            } 
            System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            utx.rollback(); 
        } 
        catch (InterruptedException | RuntimeException | HeuristicMixedException | 
                HeuristicRollbackException | NotSupportedException | SystemException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            if (errMsg == null) { errMsg = "error on acctno "+ acct; } 
            System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            utx.rollback(); 
        } 
        finally { 
            if (em != null && em.isOpen()) em.close(); 
        } 
        return jsonReport(); 
    } 
 
  public String jsonReport () { 
    String jsonStr ; 
    String srv_msg = "N/A"; 
    String srv_elapsed = "0 seconds"; 
    int retries =  0; 
    long   stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 
    double totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 
    String  ejb_elapsed = String.format("%.4f",totalTime); 
            System.out.println("JSON.."); 
    JsonObjectBuilder jsonBuilder = Json.createObjectBuilder(); 
    JsonObject jsonObj = jsonBuilder. 
        add("rc", rc). 
        add("srv_msg", srv_msg). 
        add("retries", retries). 
        add("srv_elapsed", srv_elapsed). 
        add("ejb_msg", errMsg). 
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        add("ejb_elapsed", ejb_elapsed). 
        build(); 
    StringWriter stringWriter = new StringWriter(); 
    try (JsonWriter jsonWriter = Json.createWriter(stringWriter)) { 
        jsonWriter.writeObject(jsonObj); 
        jsonStr = stringWriter.toString(); 
    } 
    catch (Exception e) { 
        jsonStr = "Json Exception: "+e.getMessage(); 
    } 
            System.out.println("JSON: "+jsonStr); 
    return jsonStr; 
  } 
} 

 
Note:   The source code contains extensive System.out.println statements which trace the execution to 

the server.log of GlassFish’s domains/domain1/logs folder, just for verifying the behavior.   Before 

deploying the ejb for “production”, these statements should be commented out by replace all to 

“//System.out.println”.  

 

Experimenting with typical Exceptions 

 

Not all EclipseLink exceptions can be caught as one might expect, but we have managed to catch the 

typical exceptions.  In the following we have listed results of tested exceptions, missing account, 

transfer of too large amount, and handling of concurrency conflicts.  For the next test runs we have 

used PostgreSQL as example. 

Statistics on missing account 200: 

 
 

Figure 7-15.1   JTA UserTransaction failed due to missing account 
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On “Return to see the results” we could verify that the transaction has been rolled back. 

Statistics on Insufficiant balance on the account to which the negative amount should be transferred: 

 

Figure 7-15.2   JTA UserTransaction failed due to CHECK constraint violation 

 

.. and on “Return to see the results” we could verify that the transaction has been rolled back. 
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Concurrency conflict while applying Pessimistic lock mode type: 

 

 

Figure 7-15.3   JTA UserTransaction to be using Pessimistic_write lock mode 

After selecting the “Transfer the Money” button, we activate our PostgreSQL session in a concurrent 

terminal window and enter following commands: 

 

Figure 7-15.4  Setup of a competing transaction for concurrency test 

 

After the selected sleeping time our application returns the following statistics: 
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Figure 7-15.5   Results of JTA UserTransaction as a deadlock victim 

Note:  due to Pessimistic_Write we cannot get back to see the results until we commit or rollback the 

PostgreSQL transaction in the terminal window: 

testdb => ROLLBACK; 

After which we can see the results as follows: 

 

Figure 7-15.6   .. The row contents after the deadlock  
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Concurrency conflict while applying Optimistic lock mode type: 
 

Now let’s try the concurrency conflict on the Optimistic lock mode: 

 

 

Figure 7-15.7   JTA UserTransaction to be using “Optimistic” lock mode 

While waiting for waking up from the sleep, we run and commit the concurrent transaction in 

PostgreSQL session: 

 

After waking up, our application reports the following statistics: 
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Figure 7-15.8   Results of JTA UserTransaction failed due to stale data 

And returning to see the results, we see that the applications bank transfer has been rolled back, but 

the committed transaction of the PostgreSQL session has affected the balances and the RVV trigger 

has stamped new values to the RV columns. 

 

Figure 7-15.9   Row contents after the transaction failed due to stale data 
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Above we have been experimenting with PostgreSQL.  The same code of the application works fine 

generating similar results (with slightly different error messages) by using DB2 or MariaDB.   

   

A problem of multiple connections during JPA transaction 
 

Unfortunately our JpaJtaUtx experiment has been suffering from a mystical incompatibility with 

Oracle of the used NetBeans / GlassFish /EclipseLink JPA implementation using JTA / Bean managed 

UserTransaction.  In Debian8 we got following error messages : 

 

Monitoring the case as System user of Oracle by SQLDeveloper client and without any other 

concurrent sessions, the following V$SESSION system view proves that we have two concurrent, but 

conflicting connections to Oracle.  
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After moving the application to Debian9 the problem appears in GlassFish server.log as follows: 

.. [glassfish 5.0] [WARNING] [jts.resource_outside_transaction] [javax.enterprise.system.core.transaction.com.sun.jts.jta] [tid: 
_ThreadID=28 _ThreadName=http-listener-1(2)] [timeMillis: 1547372908450] [levelValue: 900] [[ 
  JTS5041: The resource manager is doing work outside a global transaction 
oracle.jdbc.xa.OracleXAException 
 at oracle.jdbc.xa.OracleXAResource.checkError(OracleXAResource.java:1110) 
 

This has been puzzling us for a long time, but finally googling for explanations of the mystical JTS5041 warning 
we found the  following explanation in Oracle GlassFish Server 3.0.1 Error Message Reference (but no 
explanation in Error Message Reference of GlassFish Server Open Source Edition 5.0) 

JTS5041 The resource manager is doing work outside a global transaction  

Cause:  

Database driver or Resource Adapter has thrown XAException with the error message "The 

resource manager is doing work outside a global transaction" 

Solution:  

Check if the application is using the same XA pool outside the transactional context as well as 

in the transactional context. Some drivers do not allow this scenario. Another scenario to 

verify is, two separate XA pools pointing to the same backend with the same credentials and 

the second connection is obtained with in the same transaction, without closing the first 

connection.  

Checking data accesses from the OraXApool , we found no accesses qualifying to this explantion in our session 
bean, but in JpaJtaUtxEntry.jsp we had the following code: 
 

         try {         
            String sql = "SELECT acctno, balance, rv FROM Accounts ORDER BY acctno FOR UPDATE"; 
            stmt = conn.createStatement();     
            ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); 
            while (rs.next()) { 
                 int acctno = rs.getInt("acctno"); 
                 int balance  = rs.getInt("balance");                                 
                 int version  = rs.getInt("rv");                                 
%> 
<tr> 
          <td><%=acctno%></td> 
          <td><%=balance%></td> 
          <td><%=version%></td> 
</tr> 
<%      }  
            rs.close(); 
            stmt.close(); 
        } 
        catch(java.lang.Exception e) { 
            System.out.println(e.getMessage()); 
            System.err.print(e.getClass().getName()); 
            System.err.println(e.getMessage()); 
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        } 
        finally { 
            conn.close(); 
        }  

The idea in using the “FOR UPDATE” clause was to avoid MVCC read already in this early step query, 

although row locks should have been released on conn.close() method before the generated html 

code gets rendered to the web page, and definitely before the session bean takes the control.  

However, after removing the “FOR UPDATE” clause, the problem with Oracle disappeared.  The 

updated version of the application is now 1.4 

Figure 7-15.10   A successful JTA UserTransaction using accounts in Oracle database 

 

When we think of the closing of the connection, it remains unsolved why the lock was not released  

when the connection should have been returned to the connection pool. 

 

On Optimistic locking modein JPA 

Anyhow, our use of “FOR UPDATE” in the Entry.jsp file was a bad design, since the version “locking” 

should be implemented using RVV pattern passing the row version values from the Entry page to the 

session bean.  Currently the version data on the Entry page serves only visual verification of the row 

updates and are not used for optimistic concurrency control to secure that row versions to be 

manipulated in the session bean are the same as seen before on the Entry page.   The JPA “Optimistic” 

lock mode covers currently only version control between the find() and commit(), so bean logic should 

be extended to compare the row version values to the corresponding passed parameter values.   For 

the time being we leave the needed modification in the bean logic to a challenge of interested 

readers, but some models for this can be found in our earlier JSP experiments, for example. 
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UserTransaction interface and Timeouts 

 

According to the UserTransaction specification it also has a setTransactionTimeout(<seconds>) 

method, but in our GlassFish/EclipseLink implementation the syntax of the method was accepted, but 

it has no effect.    We will discuss on transaction timeouts later, but as a short introduction to the 

issue, let’s look at following MariaDB example:   

Using GlassFish Administration Console we define Statement Timeout to be 2 seconds for our 

MariaXApool:  

 

.. Then starting our JpaJtaUtx experiment: 
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Before we click the “Transfer the money” button, we will start a blocking client  

 

.. and then continue.  After a moment we will get the following statistics and the transaction has been 

rolled back: 
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JPA Bean Managed Distributed JTA/UserTransactions - JpaDistUtx  

 
For experimenting with bean managed distributed transactions we have modified the application 
version JpaDistUtx, which applies the bank transfer to move a selected amount from one account on a 
database to an account on some other database.  On login form the application prompts user to select 
the “from” and the “to” datasources as follows: 
 

 
 
Then by the button “Proceed to select the accounts” control moves to data entry JSP form which first 
checks availability of the selected datasources, and then presents lists the available accounts in both 
databases from which lists the user selects the participating accounts, and the amount to be 
transferred. 
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In addition the user may tune the experiment selecting the JPA lock mode type, the sleeping time 
between the accessed accounts, and the possible statement timeout in case of blocking sessions (used 
if applicable).  By the button “Transfer the Money” the entered parameter values and control are 
passed to executing JSP file which invokes the Transfer method of the Session Bean.  This uses the 
bean managed UserTransaction as Transaction Programming Template, and creates EntityManager 
objects for both datasources based on corresponding persistence_units.  Then the bank transfer is 
programmed between the fetched account entities and after the transfer the entities are flushed back 
to the databases.  At the end the JSP file presents statistics from the transfer as follows: 
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By “Return to see the results” control gets back to the data entry JSP which presents the current status 
of accounts and version numbers for verifying the success or failure of the transfer transaction. 
 
Simple transfers from one DBMS to another suucceede in our tests, except that PostgreSQL failed 
occasionally as the other partner, for example at 2PC in a transfer from  MariaDB to PostgreSQL traced 
in server.log as follows: 
 

 
 
.. To be investigated 
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Experimenting with typical Exceptions 

 
We continue the test selecting a non-existing account as the “toAcct” as follows 
 

 
 

Which generates the following results: 
 

 
 

The following test should violate the CHECK constraint of the “toAcct” 
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And so it does: 

 

 

Waiting too long for a concurrent blocking session should cancel the following transfer 
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And so it does: 
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Broken Connection in Distributed Transaction: 
 

An accidental connection failure on the receiving server should also rollback the distributed 

transaction: 

 

Unfortunately the current application run cannot see the results since the “Return ..” buttons will fail 

to access the database server even if it has been restarted: 

 

.. not before also the Glassfish server is restarted, and then we can verify that the distributed 

transaction has been rolled back: 
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After these experiments, let’s look at the Java code used: 

Listing 7-20   The Session Bean code of the JpaDistUtx application 

/** 
 * @author DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2017-12-27 
 */ 
package dbtech; 
 
import java.time.LocalDateTime; 
import java.time.format.DateTimeFormatter; 
import java.sql.Connection; 
import java.sql.*; 
import javax.ejb.Stateless; 
import javax.ejb.TransactionManagement; 
import javax.ejb.TransactionManagementType; 
import javax.ejb.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import javax.json.Json; 
import javax.json.JsonObject; 
import javax.json.JsonObjectBuilder; 
import javax.json.JsonWriter; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManager; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManagerFactory; 
import javax.persistence.EntityNotFoundException; 
import javax.persistence.LockModeType; 
import javax.persistence.OptimisticLockException; 
import javax.persistence.*; 
import static java.time.ZonedDateTime.now; 
import javax.annotation.Resource; 
import javax.naming.InitialContext; 
import javax.transaction.UserTransaction; 
import dbtech.Account; 
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@Stateless 
@TransactionManagement(TransactionManagementType.BEAN) 
public class JpaDistUtxSessionBean implements JpaDistUtxSessionBeanRemote  { 
@Resource 
    UserTransaction utx; 
    EntityManagerFactory emf1; // for fromDS 
    EntityManagerFactory emf2; // for toDS 
    Connection con1 = null; 
    Connection con2 = null; 
    Statement stmt = null; 
 
    private String errMsg = "no errors"; 
    private int rc = -1;    // return code 
    public long startTime; 
    int acct; 
    int step; 
 
@SuppressWarnings({"null", "UseSpecificCatch"}) 
    public String Transfer (String fromDS, int fromAcct, 
                            String toDS, int toAcct, int amount, 
                            String lockmode, int sleep, int stmtTimeoutSecs ) 
    { 
    String beanVersion = "2017-12-27 14:39"; 
        System.out.println("Bean version used: "+beanVersion); 
    LocalDateTime now = LocalDateTime.now(); 
    DateTimeFormatter formatter = DateTimeFormatter.ofPattern("yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ssZ"); 
    java.time.ZonedDateTime localdate = (java.time.ZonedDateTime) now() ; 
    System.out.println("running on "+localdate.format(formatter)); 
        System.out.println("Transfer.."); 
    String pu1 = fromDS + "PU"; 
    emf1 = Persistence.createEntityManagerFactory(pu1); 
    EntityManager em1 = null; 
    String pu2 = toDS + "PU"; 
    emf2 = Persistence.createEntityManagerFactory(pu2); 
    EntityManager em2 = null; 
    Boolean optimistic = false; 
    if (lockmode.substring(0,1).equals("O")) optimistic = true; 
    Boolean pessimistic = !(optimistic); 
    errMsg = "no errors"; 
    int step = 0; 
    startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 
    String fromJNDI = "java:comp/env/jdbc/"+fromDS; 
    String toJNDI = "java:comp/env/jdbc/"+toDS; 
    try { 
           System.out.println("utx "+utx.toString()); step = 0; 
        try { utx.begin(); } catch(Exception e) {} 
           System.out.println("creating EntityManagers "); step = 1; 
        em1 = emf1.createEntityManager(); 
           System.out.println(".. em1 is created"); 
        setTimeout(fromDS, em1, fromAcct, stmtTimeoutSecs); 
        // 
        em2 = emf2.createEntityManager(); 
           System.out.println(".. em2 is created"); 
        setTimeout(toDS, em2, toAcct, stmtTimeoutSecs); 
        step = 2; 
        acct = fromAcct; 
        Account fromEntity = null; 
        if (optimistic) { 
           fromEntity =  em1.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
        else { 
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           fromEntity =  em1.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
        if (fromEntity == null) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = "..account "+fromAcct+ " not found" ; 
            System.out.println(errMsg); 
            try { utx.rollback(); }catch(Exception e) {throw new EJBException(e);} 
            return jsonReport(errMsg); 
        } 
           System.out.println("..fromEntity");  step = 3; 
        int balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
        int rv1 = fromEntity.getVersion(); 
            System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance);  step = 4; 
        fromEntity.debitBalance(amount); 
            System.out.println("..fromEntity.debitBalance()..)"); step = 5; 
        balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
            System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance); 
            System.out.println("em1.flush?");  step = 7; 
        em1.flush(); 
        // 
        if (pessimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
           System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating account "+toAcct); 
           Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
        } 
        acct = toAcct; 
        Account toEntity = null; 
        if (optimistic==false) { 
           toEntity =  em2.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
        else { 
           toEntity = em2.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
        if (toEntity == null) { 
            rc = -1; 
            try { utx.rollback(); } catch (Exception e) {} 
            errMsg = "..account "+toAcct+ " not found" ; 
            System.out.println(errMsg); 
            return jsonReport(errMsg); 
        } 
        int balance2 = toEntity.getBalance(); 
            System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+balance2); 
            System.out.println("..toEntity.creditBalance()..)"); step = 6; 
        toEntity.creditBalance(amount); 
            System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+toEntity.getBalance()); 
        if (optimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
           System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating the database"); 
           Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
        } 
        acct = 0;   // no account errors! 
            System.out.println("em2.flush?");  step = 7; 
        em2.flush(); 
            System.out.println("commit..");  step = 8; 
        rc = 0; 
        try { utx.commit(); } catch (Exception e) {throw new EJBException(e);} 
    } 
    catch (EJBException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        System.out.println("Caught EJBException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
        try { utx.setRollbackOnly(); } catch (Exception ex) {} 
    } 
    catch (IllegalStateException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
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        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        System.out.println("Caught IllegalStateException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
        try { utx.setRollbackOnly(); } catch (Exception ex) {} 
    } 
    catch (OptimisticLockException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        System.out.println("Caught OptimisticLockException "+errMsg+ ", on step "+ step); 
        try { utx.setRollbackOnly(); } catch (Exception ex) {} 
    } 
    catch (NullPointerException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        if (errMsg == null) { 
            if (acct == 0) 
                errMsg = "NullPointerException at step "+ step; 
             else 
                errMsg = "account "+acct+" not found"; 
        } 
        System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
        try { utx.setRollbackOnly(); } catch (Exception ex) {} 
    } 
    catch (EntityNotFoundException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        if (errMsg == null) { 
            if (acct == 0) 
                errMsg = "EntityNotFoundException at step "+ step; 
             else 
                errMsg = "account "+acct+" not found"; 
        } 
        System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
        try { utx.setRollbackOnly(); } catch (Exception ex) {} 
    } 
    catch (InterruptedException | RuntimeException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        if (errMsg == null) { errMsg = "error on acctno "+ acct; } 
        System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
        try { utx.setRollbackOnly(); } catch (Exception ex) {} 
    } 
    catch (SQLException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
        try { utx.setRollbackOnly(); } catch (Exception ex) {} 
    } 
    finally { 
        if (em1 != null && em1.isOpen()) em1.close(); 
        if (em2 != null && em2.isOpen()) em2.close(); 
    } 
    return jsonReport(errMsg); 
  } 
 
  public void setTimeout (String dsname, EntityManager em, int acct, int stmtTimeoutSecs) 
     throws SQLException { 
    java.sql.Connection conn = null; 
    java.sql.PreparedStatement pstmt = null; 
    java.sql.ResultSet rs = null; 
    try { 
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        conn = em.unwrap(java.sql.Connection.class); 
        if (em.isJoinedToTransaction()) { 
           System.out.println("..em is Joined to Transaction"); 
        } else 
           System.out.println("..em is not Joined to Transaction"); 
        // 
        String sql = ""; 
        switch (dsname) { 
        case "DB2XApool" : 
            System.out.println ("DB2XApool:"); 
            break; 
        case "OraXApool" : 
            System.out.println ("OraXApool:"); 
            break; 
        case "MariaXApool" : 
            sql="SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = ? "; 
            System.out.println ("MariaXApool: "+sql); 
            pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 
            pstmt.setInt(1, stmtTimeoutSecs); 
            pstmt.executeUpdate(); 
            pstmt.close();  
            break; 
        case "pSqlXApool" :             
            sql = "SET LOCAL lock_timeout = '" + stmtTimeoutSecs + "s'"; 
            System.out.println ("pSqlXApool: "+sql); 
            pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 
            pstmt.executeUpdate(); 
            pstmt.close(); 
            break; 
        default: 
            System.out.println ("** unknown ds name "+dsname); 
        } 
    } 
    catch (SQLException se) { 
         System.out.println ("setTimeout SQLException "+se.getMessage()); 
    } 
    catch (Exception e) { 
         System.out.println ("setTimeout Exception "+e.getMessage()); 
    } 
    finally { } 
  } 
 
  public String jsonReport (String errMsg) { 
    String jsonStr ; 
    String srv_msg = "N/A"; 
    String srv_elapsed = "0 seconds"; 
    int retries =  0; 
    long   stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 
    double totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 
    String  ejb_elapsed = String.format("%.4f",totalTime); 
            System.out.println("JSON.."); 
    JsonObjectBuilder jsonBuilder = Json.createObjectBuilder(); 
    JsonObject jsonObj = jsonBuilder. 
        add("rc", rc). 
        add("srv_msg", srv_msg). 
        add("retries", retries). 
        add("srv_elapsed", srv_elapsed). 
        add("ejb_msg", errMsg). 
        add("ejb_elapsed", ejb_elapsed). 
        build(); 
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    StringWriter stringWriter = new StringWriter(); 
    try (JsonWriter jsonWriter = Json.createWriter(stringWriter)) { 
        jsonWriter.writeObject(jsonObj); 
        jsonStr = stringWriter.toString(); 
    } 
    catch (Exception e) { 
        jsonStr = "Json Exception: "+e.getMessage(); 
    } 
          System.out.println("JSON: "+jsonStr); 
    return jsonStr; 
  } 
} 
 
 

As we had a problem in accessing Oracle by the JpaJtaUtx application, it is interesting how we cope the 

problem by JpaDistUtx: 

 

Which generates the following statistics: 
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On returning to see the results we can verify that the distributed transaction has succeeded: 

 

But continuing the test with parameters that should lead to failing transaction leads us to some 

problem with the bean managed UserTransaction in using Oracle again: 
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The same problem now appears with DB2 as follows: 

 

Leading to similar error message: 
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To-do :  Sorting out the problem! 

 

.. Open problem with EclipseLink and Oracle 
 
We have not yet sorted out the Oracle’s UserTransaction problem, so we don’t have big expectations 
on the participating in distributed UserTransaction experiment, but let’s try: 
 

 
 
The sleep time might allow possibility for monitoring by Oracle system views, but we have not found 

anything interesting. 

The test generates following statistics:  
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The following snippet from the GlassFish server trace seen by NetBeans does not provide information 

on why the transaction was rolled back: 

Listing 7-21 
 

 

 

But obviously this somehow depends on the UserTransaction implementation for accessing Oracle. 

However, when we try the transfer in the opposite direction: 
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We don’t observe any problems: 

 

Based on the results, the distributed transaction has succeeded: 
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JPA Container Managed Transaction of Single Connection -  JpaJtaCmt 

 
For container managed transactions we have included the version JpaJtaCmt of our test application 
which has otherwise the same structure as the previous applications for the user interface by JSP 
forms using single data source.  As we have different code only for the Session Bean code, we present 
here just the Session Bean. 
  
 
Listing 7-22   Session Bean of JpaJtaCmt application 
 
/** 
 * @author DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2017-11-09 
 * 
 * PU, CMT, emf/em 
 */ 
package dbtech; 
import javax.ejb.*; 
import javax.ejb.Stateless; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.sql.Connection; 
import java.sql.DatabaseMetaData; 
import javax.annotation.Resource; 
import javax.json.Json; 
import javax.json.JsonObject; 
import javax.json.JsonObjectBuilder; 
import javax.json.JsonWriter; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManager; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManagerFactory; 
import javax.persistence.EntityNotFoundException; 
import javax.persistence.LockModeType; 
import javax.persistence.OptimisticLockException; 
import javax.persistence.Persistence; 
@Stateless 
@TransactionManagement(TransactionManagementType.CONTAINER) 
public class BankTransferJTASessionBean implements BankTransferJTASessionBeanRemote { 
@Resource 
    private EJBContext context; 
    EntityManagerFactory emf; 
    public String errMsg = "no errors"; 
    private int rc = -1;         // return code 
    private long startTime; 
 
    @TransactionAttribute(REQUIRES_NEW) 
    public String Transfer (String ds, int fromAcct, int toAcct, int amount, String lockmode, int sleep ) 
    throws EJBException, Exception { 
        String beanVersion = "2017-12-18 19:51"; 
            System.out.println("Bean version used: "+beanVersion); 
        String pu = ds + "PU"; 
        emf = Persistence.createEntityManagerFactory(pu); 
        EntityManager em = null; 
            System.out.println("lockmode="+lockmode); 
        Boolean optimistic = false; 
        if (lockmode.substring(0,1).equals("O")) optimistic = true; 
        Boolean pessimistic = !(optimistic); 
        int acct = 0; 
        int step = 0; 
        errMsg = "No errors"; 
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        startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 
        try { 
               System.out.println("begin.."); step = 0; 
               System.out.println("creating em "); step = 1; 
            em = emf.createEntityManager(); 
               System.out.println(".. em is created"); 
  
            if (em.isJoinedToTransaction()) { 
               System.out.println("..em is Joined to Transaction"); 
            } 
            // 
            step = 2; 
            acct = fromAcct; 
            Account fromEntity = null; 
            if (optimistic) { 
               fromEntity =  em.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
            else { 
               fromEntity =  em.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
            if (fromEntity == null) { 
               rc = -1; 
                context.setRollbackOnly(); 
                errMsg = "..account "+fromAcct+ " not found" ; 
                System.out.println(errMsg); 
                return jsonReport(); 
            } 
               System.out.println("..fromEntity");  step = 3; 
            int balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance);  step = 4; 
            fromEntity.debitBalance(amount); 
                System.out.println("..fromEntity.debitBalance()..)"); step = 5; 
            balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance); 
            if (pessimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
               System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating account "+toAcct); 
               Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
            } 
            acct = toAcct; 
            Account toEntity = null; 
            if (optimistic==false) { 
               toEntity =  em.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
            else { 
               toEntity = em.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
            if (toEntity == null) { 
                rc = -1; 
                context.setRollbackOnly(); 
                errMsg = "..account "+toAcct+ " not found" ; 
                System.out.println(errMsg); 
                return jsonReport(); 
            } 
            int balance2 = toEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+balance2); 
            toEntity.creditBalance(amount); 
                System.out.println("..toEntity.creditBalance()..)"); step = 6; 
            balance2 = toEntity.getBalance(); 
                System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+balance2); 
            if (optimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
               System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating the database"); 
               Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
            } 
            acct = 0;   // no account errors! 
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                System.out.println("em.flush..");  step = 7; 
            em.flush(); 
                System.out.println("commit..");  step = 8; 
            rc = 0; 
        } 
        catch (EJBException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            System.out.println("Caught EJBException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        } 
        catch (IllegalStateException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            System.out.println("Caught IllegalStateException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
            context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        } 
        catch (OptimisticLockException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            context.setRollbackOnly(); 
            System.out.println("Caught OptimisticLockException "+errMsg+ ", on step "+ step); 
        } 
        catch (NullPointerException | EntityNotFoundException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            if (errMsg == null) { 
                if (acct == 0) 
                    errMsg = "NullPointerException at step "+ step; 
                 else 
                    errMsg = "account "+acct+" not found"; 
            } 
            System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
             context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        } 
        catch (InterruptedException | RuntimeException e) { 
            rc = -1; 
            errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
            if (errMsg == null) { errMsg = "error on acctno "+ acct; } 
            System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
             context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        } 
        finally { 
            if (em != null && em.isOpen()) em.close(); 
        } 
        return jsonReport(); 
    } 
 
  public String jsonReport () { 
    String jsonStr ; 
    String srv_msg = "N/A"; 
    String srv_elapsed = "0 seconds"; 
    int retries =  0; 
    long   stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 
    double totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 
    String  ejb_elapsed = String.format("%.4f",totalTime); 
            System.out.println("JSON.."); 
    JsonObjectBuilder jsonBuilder = Json.createObjectBuilder(); 
    JsonObject jsonObj = jsonBuilder. 
        add("rc", rc). 
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        add("srv_msg", srv_msg). 
        add("retries", retries). 
        add("srv_elapsed", srv_elapsed). 
        add("ejb_msg", errMsg). 
        add("ejb_elapsed", ejb_elapsed). 
        build(); 
    StringWriter stringWriter = new StringWriter(); 
    try (JsonWriter jsonWriter = Json.createWriter(stringWriter)) { 
        jsonWriter.writeObject(jsonObj); 
        jsonStr = stringWriter.toString(); 
    } 
    catch (Exception e) { 
        jsonStr = "Json Exception: "+e.getMessage(); 
    } 
            System.out.println("JSON: "+jsonStr); 
    return jsonStr; 
  } 
} 
 

 
Let’s experiment with the application using MariaDB: 
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Generating the following statistics: 
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Generating the statistics: 

 

 

Experimenting with typical Exceptions 

 

Non-existing “toAcct”: 
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Generating the statistics: 
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Concurrency conflict while applying Pessimistic lock mode type: 

 

 

After starting the transfer, a concurrent client executes the following SQL commands: 

 

After waking up the CMT transaction fails generating the following statistics: 
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Concurrency conflict while applying Optimistic lock mode type: 
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So, for MariaDB the JpaJtaCmt application passes our tests. 

Let’s explore it using Oracle: 
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Again Oracle XA-driver fails where the others succeeded.  Let’s have a look at the server.log for further investigation 
 

Listing 7-23    GlassFish Server log on Oracle XA failure 
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JPA Container Managed Distributed Transaction - JpaDistCmt 

 

To experiment with container managed distributed transaction we have extended our basic test 

application to JpaDistCmt which uses different datasources for the fromAcct and the toAcct   

The test program is started entering http://localhost:8080/JpaDistCmt-war/ on the web browser 

 

 

Entering the value “Optimistic” for the JPA lock mode type results just a Java stack trace on connection 

conflict case, so we continue tests using the “Pessimistic_Write” mode. 

The simple “Pessimistic_Write” transfers between our DBMSs succeeded, except on a transfer from 

Oracle to PostgreSQL which failed at 2PC commit due to a PostgreSQL problem 

http://localhost:8080/JpaDistCmt-war/
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Listing 7-24    Transaction tracing seen by NetBeans / GalssFish Sever log 
 

  

The Sleep parameter can be used to allow enough time to arrange a conflicting test run (but in our test 

run we arrange just a simple blocking session without need for deadlock competition).   

The “Statement Timeout” parameter on the entry form is meant for programmatically set statement 

timeout solutions.  The purpose is to use it to cut transaction that runs for too long.   The reason is 

that, beside proprietary solutions of DBMS products (such as Oracle) and research oriented solutions, 

for heterogeneous distributed transactions there is no general deadlock detection mechanism 

available, at least not for the mainstream DBMS product editions in our lab, so setting the Timeout 

limit is the general solution for blocking conflicts and simple deadlock detector for distributed 

transactions (Gray and Reuter, 1993 page 424-425)39.   Lock timeout is also referred to as a simple 

deadlock detection solution in “Database Systems”40 by Connolly and Begg. 

 

Timeout as Deadlock Detector for Distributed Transactions 

 

The time window of a transaction can be limited by the application using various timeout settings on 

client-side programming (JDBC means), on the server-side programming (SQL means), or configured 

settings for the Web Application Server (WAS) or DBMS server or the middleware stack including the 

JDBC driver.  The programmed timeout settings can be considered as part of the transaction 

programming protocol.  

 

Client-side timeouts:  (JDBC) 

 

Timeout concepts in JDBC data access of a Web Application Server (WAS) context were 

introduced in Woon Duk Kang’s article “Understanding JDBC Internals & Timeout 

Configuration” at https://www.cubrid.org/blog/understanding-jdbc-internals-and-timeout-

                                                           
39

 Gray itself presents a deadlock detection algorithm (page 481). There are even distributed algorithms 
presented in Weikum/Vossen (686-689) and Özsu/Valduriez (391-393). But in case of communication failure or 
network partition the algorithm gets stuck. This is the reason why most real system just use timeouts. 

40
 However, the book erroneously says that the DBMS “automatically restarts the transaction”. 

https://www.cubrid.org/blog/understanding-jdbc-internals-and-timeout-configuration
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configuration from which we copy the Figure 2 of the article adding the server-side exceptions 

on lock wait timeouts.  

 

Figure 7-16  Hierarchy of timeouts 

Below we comment the concepts: 

Connection timeout 

Limit of waiting time for opening the database connection 

Transaction Timeout 

Limit of elapsed time on execution of the Java EE’s JTA transaction. 

According to the Java EE specification this is configured for the Java EE Application Server (EJB 

container) 

Statement Timeout 

Default limit for elapsed time on execution time of a JDBC statement object.  

In GlassFish this is set as a property of connection pools and will automatically set the JDBC 

QueryTimeout for all created Statement, PreparedStatement, CallableStatement, and 

ResultSet objects (according to GlassFish Administration Guide) 

QueryTimeout   

 

QueryTimeout is a property of JDBC Statement object defining the number of seconds the 

JDBC driver will wait for execution of the statement. The set and get methods are of form: 

setQueryTimeout (int seconds) 
Int getQuerytimeout() 
 

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html 

 

https://www.cubrid.org/blog/understanding-jdbc-internals-and-timeout-configuration
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html
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Note:   this can apply to any DML statement to be executed, not only SELECT! 

This is suggested as an easy technique to control distributed transactions, or any transactions.   

Server-side timeouts (SQL): 

 

Lock wait timeout 

Limit for lock waiting time before signaling lock wait exception. 

Locking is not a concept in SQL standard, and lock wait settings vary in different 
implementations in SQL dialects:   
 
Oracle:  only NOWAIT or WAIT clauses available for DML statements. 
 
DB2:  SET LOCK TIMEOUT {WAIT seconds | NOWAIT}  (value in special registry) 
 
MySQL/MariaDB:  innodb_lock_wait_timeout = <seconds> 
 
PostgreSQL:  lock_timeout (milliseconds) 

 
Statement Timeout 
 

PostgreSQL:  statement_timeout (milliseconds) 

 

 

To experiment with distributed transactions and timeout facilities, we have created a test bench for 

experimenting with reliability and performance of distributed transactions using GlassFish 5 reference 

server of Java EE 7 specification, accessing Oracle, DB2, MariaDB and PostgreSQL in our Debian Linux 

based database lab.  

The test application has been applied to JPA Bean Managed UserTransaction (BMT) paradigm and 

below to JPA Container Managed Transaction (CMT) paradigm. 

As Transaction Timeout for the JTA Transaction Manager of GlassFish server we have set 35 seconds 
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And for Statement Timeout property of JDBC connection pools we first configured 20 seconds 

  

Figure 7-17 

Unfortunately the Transaction Timeout which should be managed by the JTA Transaction Manager of 

GlassFish, is not properly implemented in version 5, and is of no use for us.  The lesson is that if an 

application has to get operating reliably, data access engineers cannot trust in the specifications, and 

the bugs and poor implementations in the software need to be solved by verified workaround 

solutions.  This is what we are going to explore in the following.  Whatever timeout exception, which 

will rollback our container managed JTA transaction, suits our need as replacement of the Transaction 

Timeout. 

In our heterogeneous distributed transaction tests we arrange the first transaction branch (the 

sending “bank”) to succeed, and concurrency problem to occur in the second transaction branch (the 

receiving “bank”), and if this fails the whole distributed transaction should be rolled back. 

The Session Bean 

 

Listing 7-25    Session Bean  using distributed container managed JTA transaction 

/** 
 * @author DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 2017-12-04 
 */ 
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package dbtech; 
import java.time.LocalDateTime; 
import java.time.format.DateTimeFormatter; 
import java.sql.*; 
import java.sql.Connection; 
import static java.sql.Connection.TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED; 
import javax.ejb.*; 
import javax.ejb.Stateless; 
import java.io.*; 
import javax.annotation.Resource; 
import static javax.ejb.TransactionAttributeType.REQUIRES_NEW; 
import javax.json.Json; 
import javax.json.JsonObject; 
import javax.json.JsonObjectBuilder; 
import javax.json.JsonWriter; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManager; 
import javax.persistence.EntityManagerFactory; 
import javax.persistence.EntityNotFoundException; 
import javax.persistence.LockModeType; 
import javax.persistence.OptimisticLockException; 
import javax.persistence.*; 
import dbtech.Account; 
import static java.time.ZonedDateTime.now; 
 
@Stateless 
@TransactionManagement(TransactionManagementType.CONTAINER) 
public class DistTransCMTSessionBean implements DistTransCMTSessionBeanRemote  { 
@Resource 
    private EJBContext context; 
    EntityManagerFactory emf1; // for fromDS 
    EntityManagerFactory emf2; // for toDS 
    Connection con1 = null; 
    Connection con2 = null; 
    Statement stmt = null; 
    private String errMsg = "no errors"; 
    private int rc = -1;    // return code 
    public long startTime; 
    int acct; 
 
    @TransactionAttribute(REQUIRES_NEW) 
    public String Transfer (String fromDS, int fromAcct, 
                            String toDS, int toAcct, int amount, 
                            String lockmode, int sleep, int stmtTimeoutSecs ) 
    { 
    String beanVersion = "2017-12-15 21:51"; 
        System.out.println("Bean version used: "+beanVersion); 
    LocalDateTime now = LocalDateTime.now(); 
    DateTimeFormatter formatter = DateTimeFormatter.ofPattern("yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ssZ"); 
    java.time.ZonedDateTime localdate = (java.time.ZonedDateTime) now() ; 
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    System.out.println("running on "+localdate.format(formatter)); 
        System.out.println("Transfer..");     
    String pu1 = fromDS + "PU"; 
    emf1 = Persistence.createEntityManagerFactory(pu1); 
    EntityManager em1 = null; 
    String pu2 = toDS + "PU"; 
    emf2 = Persistence.createEntityManagerFactory(pu2); 
    EntityManager em2 = null; 
 
    Boolean optimistic = false; 
    if (lockmode.substring(0,1).equals("O")) optimistic = true; 
    Boolean pessimistic = !(optimistic); 
    errMsg = "no errors"; 
    int step = 0; 
 
    startTime = System.currentTimeMillis (); 
    String fromJNDI = "java:comp/env/jdbc/"+fromDS; 
    String toJNDI = "java:comp/env/jdbc/"+toDS; 
    try { 
           System.out.println("begin.."); step = 0; 
           System.out.println("creating EntityManagers "); step = 1; 
        em1 = emf1.createEntityManager(); 
           System.out.println(".. em1 is created"); 
        setTimeout(fromDS, em1, fromAcct, stmtTimeoutSecs); 
        // 
        em2 = emf2.createEntityManager(); 
           System.out.println(".. em2 is created"); 
        setTimeout(toDS, em2, toAcct, stmtTimeoutSecs); 
        
        step = 2; 
        acct = fromAcct; 
        Account fromEntity = null; 
        if (optimistic) { 
           //System.out.println("lockmode O"); 
           fromEntity =  em1.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
        else { 
           //System.out.println("lockmode P"); 
           fromEntity =  em1.find (Account.class, fromAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
        if (fromEntity == null) { 
            context.setRollbackOnly(); 
            errMsg = "..account "+fromAcct+ " not found" ; 
            System.out.println(errMsg); 
            return jsonReport(errMsg); 
        } 
           System.out.println("..fromEntity");  step = 3; 
        int balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
        int rv1 = fromEntity.getVersion(); 
            System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance);  step = 4; 
            System.out.println("..fromEntity.debitBalance()..)"); step = 5; 
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        fromEntity.debitBalance(amount); 
        balance = fromEntity.getBalance(); 
            System.out.println("..fromEntity.balance="+balance); 
        System.out.println("em1.flush?");  step = 7; 
        //em1.flush(); 
        // 
        if (pessimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
           System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating account "+toAcct); 
           Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
        } 
        acct = toAcct; 
        Account toEntity = null; 
        if (optimistic==false) { 
           //System.out.println("lockmode P"); 
           toEntity =  em2.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.PESSIMISTIC_WRITE); } 
        else { 
           //System.out.println("lockmode O"); 
           toEntity = em2.find (Account.class, toAcct, LockModeType.OPTIMISTIC); } 
        if (toEntity == null) { 
            context.setRollbackOnly(); 
            errMsg = "..account "+toAcct+ " not found" ; 
            System.out.println(errMsg); 
            return jsonReport(errMsg); 
        } 
        int rv2 = fromEntity.getVersion(); 
        int balance2 = toEntity.getBalance(); 
            System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+balance2); 
            System.out.println("..toEntity.creditBalance()..)"); step = 6; 
        toEntity.creditBalance(amount); 
        balance2 = toEntity.getBalance(); 
            System.out.println("..toEntity.balance="+balance2); 
        if (optimistic && sleep > 0 && sleep < 60) { 
           System.out.println(sleep+" seconds before updating the database"); 
           Thread.sleep(sleep * 1000); 
        } 
        acct = 0;   // no account errors! 
 
            System.out.println("em2.flush?");  step = 7; 
        //em2.flush(); 
            System.out.println("commit..");  step = 8; 
        rc = 0; 
    } 
    catch (EJBException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        System.out.println("Caught EJBException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
    } 
    catch (IllegalStateException e) { 
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        rc = -1; 
        context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        System.out.println("Caught IllegalStateException of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
    } 
    catch (OptimisticLockException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        System.out.println("Caught OptimisticLockException "+errMsg+ ", on step "+ step); 
    } 
    catch (NullPointerException | EntityNotFoundException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        if (errMsg == null) { 
            if (acct == 0) 
                errMsg = "NullPointerException at step "+ step; 
             else 
                errMsg = "account "+acct+" not found"; 
        } 
        System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
    } 
    catch (InterruptedException | RuntimeException e) { 
        rc = -1; 
        context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        errMsg = e.getMessage(); 
        if (errMsg == null) { errMsg = "error on acctno "+ acct; } 
        System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
    } 
    catch (SQLException ex) { 
        rc = -1; 
        context.setRollbackOnly(); 
        errMsg = ex.getMessage(); 
        System.out.println("Caught exception of "+errMsg + " on step "+ step); 
    } 
    finally { 
        if (em1 != null && em1.isOpen()) em1.close(); 
        if (em2 != null && em2.isOpen()) em2.close(); 
    } 
    return jsonReport(errMsg); 
  } 
 
  public void setTimeout (String dsname, EntityManager em, int acct, int stmtTimeoutSecs) 
     throws SQLException { 
    java.sql.Connection conn = null; 
    java.sql.PreparedStatement pstmt = null; 
    java.sql.ResultSet rs = null; 
    try { 
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        conn = em.unwrap(java.sql.Connection.class); 
        if (em.isJoinedToTransaction()) { 
           System.out.println("..em is Joined to Transaction"); 
        } else 
           System.out.println("..em is not Joined to Transaction");         
      // 
        String sql = ""; 
        switch (dsname) { 
        case "DB2XApool" :  
            System.out.println ("DB2XApool:"); 
/* 
            pstmt = conn.prepareStatement("SELECT rv FROM Accounts WHERE acctno = ? FOR UPDATE"); 
            pstmt.setInt(1, acct); 
            pstmt.setQueryTimeout(stmtTimeoutSecs*1000); 
            rs = pstmt.executeQuery(); 
            rs.next(); 
            System.out.println ("JDBC works, RV= "+rs.getInt(1)); 
            rs.close(); 
            pstmt.close(); 
*/ 
            break; 
        case "OraXApool" :  
            System.out.println ("OraXApool:"); 
            break; 
        case "MariaXApool" :  
            sql="SET innodb_lock_wait_timeout = ? "; 
            System.out.println ("MariaXApool: "+sql); 
            pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql); 
            pstmt.setInt(1, stmtTimeoutSecs); 
            pstmt.executeUpdate(); 
            pstmt.close(); 
            break; 
        case "pSqlXApool" :  
            System.out.println ("pSqlXApool:"); 
            break; 
        default:  
            System.out.println ("** unknown ds name "+dsname); 
        } 
    } 
    catch (SQLException se) { 
         System.out.println ("setTimeout SQLException "+se.getMessage()); 
         context.setRollbackOnly(); 
    } 
    catch (Exception e) { 
         System.out.println ("setTimeout Exception "+e.getMessage()); 
         context.setRollbackOnly(); 
    } 
    finally { } 
  } 
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  public String jsonReport (String errMsg) { 
    String jsonStr ; 
    String srv_msg = "N/A"; 
    String srv_elapsed = "0 seconds"; 
    int retries =  0; 
    long   stopTime = System.currentTimeMillis () ; 
    double totalTime = 0.001 * (double) (stopTime - startTime) ; 
    String  ejb_elapsed = String.format("%.4f",totalTime); 
            System.out.println("JSON.."); 
    JsonObjectBuilder jsonBuilder = Json.createObjectBuilder(); 
    JsonObject jsonObj = jsonBuilder. 
        add("rc", rc). 
        add("srv_msg", srv_msg). 
        add("retries", retries). 
        add("srv_elapsed", srv_elapsed). 
        add("ejb_msg", errMsg). 
        add("ejb_elapsed", ejb_elapsed). 
        build(); 
    StringWriter stringWriter = new StringWriter(); 
    try (JsonWriter jsonWriter = Json.createWriter(stringWriter)) { 
        jsonWriter.writeObject(jsonObj); 
        jsonStr = stringWriter.toString(); 
    } 
    catch (Exception e) { 
        jsonStr = "Json Exception: "+e.getMessage(); 
    } 
            System.out.println("JSON: "+jsonStr); 
    return jsonStr; 
  } 
} 
 

Experimenting with various timeout workarounds 

 

Before fixing a short enough timeout value, we need to sort out a “baseline on the elapsed time” of 

successful JTA transactions 
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This baseline experiment implies that the Timeout value for deciding on rollback for an unsuccessful 

execution of this transfer could be 2 seconds.  

To start experimenting with concurrency conflicts, before hitting the ”Transfer the Money” button we 

start a concurrent mysql client session to block our “receiving transaction branch”: 

Set autocommit=0; 

UPDATE Accounts SET balance=balance+1000 WHERE acctno=202; 

Without any timeout configuration by us, our first experiments indicated timeout waiting for 50 

seconds.  As we looked at the server-side timeout values: 

  

Figure 7-18   timeout variables of MariaDB 

We concluded that the innodb_lock_wait_timeout value fits with our observation. Maybe some other 

timeout settings would suit also our purposes, but we have selected this to be set on source code level 

of our test bench as follows: 
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Into which the Statement Timeout parameter from our Entry form was passed as the 

stmtTimeoutSecs. 

Now, repeating our bank transfer using the Statement Timeout of 2 seconds 

 

Figure 7-19 

 our JTA transaction rolled back after some 2.6 seconds on SQLException: 
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Figure 7-20 

After returning to the results we can see, based on balance and row version values, that both branches 

of the JTA transaction have been rolled back: 

  

Figure 7-21 

 

The concurrency tests using other DBMS servers are run using the same code and same parameters, 

so in the following we usually present just the “statistics”. 
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Timeout test using Oracle XE 
 

Let’s start with the baseline test: 
 

 
Figure 7-22 

 

 
Figure 7-23 

 
The baseline of this transaction’s elapsed time can be estimated as less than half a second, and a safe 
transaction timeout value could be 1 second. 
 
As we setup a concurrent blocking session for our Oracle test as follows 
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Figure 7-24 

and run the test without timeout configuration of our own 
 

 
Figure 7-25 

we get the following statistics  
  

 
Figure 7-26 
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The observed distributed transaction lock wait timeout seems to fit with the Oracle’s default of 
Session Timeout value 60 seconds (see the Oracle White Paper on Distributed Transactions). 
 
Setting the Statement Timeout value of the connection pool to 1 second in GlassFish server 
 

 
Figure 7-27 

Restarting the GlassFish server and repeating our test we got the following statistics 

 

Figure 7-28 

So the Statement Timeout for the connection pool works fine for Oracle, and on returning to see the 

results we can verify that the both JTA transaction branches have been rolled back: 
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Figure 7-29 

After various configuration experiments, we found another timeout solution available for oracle:  

undoing the previous “Statement Timeout” setting and adding the javax.persistence.lock.timeout 

property as a persistence-unit property in the persistence.xml as follows: 

 

Figure 7-30 

Now, with the blocking session on, we started our experiment: 
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Figure 7-31 

… and after a moment we got the following satisfactory statistics: 

 

Figure 7-32 

On “Return to see the results” we can verify that the whole JTA transaction was rolled back, as it 

should: 
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Figure 7-33 

Timeout test using PostgreSQL 
 

Again, let’s start with the baseline test: 
 

 
 

Figure 7-34 
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Figure 7-35 

..and like Oracle, the baseline of this transaction’s elapsed time can be estimated as less than half a 
second, and a safe transaction timeout value could be 1 second, so in our experiment we set the 
“Statement Timeout” value to 1 for the XA connection pool of PostgreSQL 
 

 
Figure 7-36 

 
.. and start a blocking concurrent session 
 

 
 

.. and repeat the transfer test: 
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Figure 7-37 

 

This generates the following statistics 
 

 
Figure 7-38 

 

And on return to see the results we can verify from balance and row version values that both branches 
of the JTA transaction has been rolled back: 
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Figure 7-40 

 

 

Timeout test using DB2 Express-C 
 

Again, let’s start with the baseline test: 
 

 
Figure 7-41 

 
generating the following statistics: 
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Figure 7-42 

 
So, the baseline elapsed time less than 0.1 seconds encourages us to believe that Transaction Timeout 
could safely be 1 second. 

 
For the timeout test we start a concurrent blocking session 
 

db2 +c –t; 
connect to testdb; 
update account set balance=balance+1000 where acctno=202; 

 
Setting the “Statement Timeout” of the connection pool to 1 had no effect, but adding the  
property blockingReadConnectionTimeout defines the effective timeout in Glassfish: 
 

 
Figure 7-43 
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Now starting a new test 
 

  

Figure 7-44 

generates the following statistics: 
 

 
 
Figure 7-45 

On return to see the results we can verify that both branches of the JTA transaction have been rolled 
back as they should. 
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Figure 7-46 

 
 

RESTful Web Services 
 

According to Java EE 7 tutorial  “RESTful Web Services are loosely coupled, lightweight web services” 

especially for creating client APIs to accessed by HTTP protocol.   RESTful Web Services written in Java 

are based on JAX-RS API, consisting of the following request method designators @GET, @PUT, 

@POST or @DELETE, URIs of which are annotated with a @Path.  The available JAX-RS annotations are 

explained in Table 29-1 in the Java EE 7 Tutorial. 

 

 

Figure 7-47 
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We start by building a Java EE application 

 

Figure 7-48 

 

Figure 7-48 
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Figure 7-49 

And then a new Web Services file for a table in the database .. 

 

Figure 7-50 
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Figure 7-51 

 

So the RESTful web service will be generated to access only the given data source! 

In our Debian8 VM this can be done only for jdbc/OraXApool.  For some reason currently NetBeans 

does not support other data sources.  

 

 

Figure 7-52 
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Figure 7-53 

Clean and Build: 

 

Figure 7-54 
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Deploy: 

 

Figure 7-55 

 

Figure 7-56 
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Where the code of AccountFacadeRESR.java is the following: 

Listing 7-26 
 

package dbtech.service; 

 

import dbtech.Account; 

import java.math.BigDecimal; 

import java.util.List; 

import javax.ejb.Stateless; 

import javax.persistence.EntityManager; 

import javax.persistence.PersistenceContext; 

import javax.ws.rs.Consumes; 

import javax.ws.rs.DELETE; 

import javax.ws.rs.GET; 

import javax.ws.rs.POST; 

import javax.ws.rs.PUT; 

import javax.ws.rs.Path; 

import javax.ws.rs.PathParam; 

import javax.ws.rs.Produces; 

import javax.ws.rs.core.MediaType; 

 

/** 

 * 

 * @author dbtech 

 */ 

@Stateless 

@Path("dbtech.account") 

public class AccountFacadeREST extends AbstractFacade<Account> { 

 

    @PersistenceContext(unitName = "RESTfulWS-warPU") 

    private EntityManager em; 

 

    public AccountFacadeREST() { 

        super(Account.class); 

    } 

 

    @POST 

    @Override 

    @Consumes({MediaType.APPLICATION_XML, MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON}) 

    public void create(Account entity) { 

        super.create(entity); 

    } 

 

    @PUT 

    @Path("{id}") 

    @Consumes({MediaType.APPLICATION_XML, MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON}) 

    public void edit(@PathParam("id") BigDecimal id, Account entity) { 

        super.edit(entity); 

    } 

 

    @DELETE 

    @Path("{id}") 

    public void remove(@PathParam("id") BigDecimal id) { 

        super.remove(super.find(id)); 

    } 

 

    @GET 

    @Path("{id}") 

    @Produces({MediaType.APPLICATION_XML, MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON}) 

    public Account find(@PathParam("id") BigDecimal id) { 

        return super.find(id); 
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    } 

 

    @GET 

    @Override 

    @Produces({MediaType.APPLICATION_XML, MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON}) 

    public List<Account> findAll() { 

        return super.findAll(); 

    } 

 

    @GET 

    @Path("{from}/{to}") 

    @Produces({MediaType.APPLICATION_XML, MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON}) 

    public List<Account> findRange(@PathParam("from") Integer from, @PathParam("to") 

Integer to) { 

        return super.findRange(new int[]{from, to}); 

    } 

 

    @GET 

    @Path("count") 

    @Produces(MediaType.TEXT_PLAIN) 

    public String countREST() { 

        return String.valueOf(super.count()); 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    protected EntityManager getEntityManager() { 

        return em; 

    } 

     

} 

 

To test the generated RESTful services, select the RESTful Web Service from the -war project, and by 

right-click to select the “Test RESTful Web Services” from pop-up menu 

 

Figure 7-57 
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Figure 7-58 

And press OK, or enter the following URL address to the browser 

http://localhost:8080/RESTfulWS-war/test-resbeans.html 

 

Figure 7-59 
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Figure 7-60 

For more information see Heffelfinger Chapter 10. 

How about transactions?  “Transaction support is an important quality-of-service requirement in most 

enterprise business scenarios” as noted by Mihindukulasooriya et al in their paper “Seven Challenges 

for RESTful Transaction Models. They have analyzed several presented transaction models and found 

conflicts in fulfilling the architectural constraints of the REST services. 

 

BankTransferREST 

 

Figure 7-61 
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Figure 7-62 
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Troubleshooting 

NetBeans / GlassFish 

 

When starting a GlassFish connection from NetBeans you need to enter “dbtech” as Master Password: 

 

Figure TS-1 

asadmin> stop-domain 

Waiting for the domain to stop .. 

Command stop-domain executed successfully. 

asadmin> change-master-password  

Enter the current master password> 

Enter the new master password>  

Enter the new master password again>  

Command change-master-password executed successfully. 

asadmin> start-domain 

 

Enter “changeit” as Master Password of GlassFish.  GlassFish server is up and running when you see 

the following lines in the GlassFish Server output window: 

 
and the “Fish” has got the green mark on its side 
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GlassFish server.log  

The server.log can be viewed from the Administration Console or preferably by selecting it in 

NetBeans as follows 

 

Figure TS-2 

 

NetBeans Deployment problems 

 

For error messages of the following kind 

Check the defined row in the file build-impl.xml, and if you find code like 

    <target if="netbeans.home" name= ... 

change “netbeans.home” to “domain1” and redeploy. 

See also the “Manual Deploy script” deploywar.sh presented above. 

 

Restarting GlassFish 

Even if a bean deployment may seem to succeed, it is possible that the previous version of the bean is 

still registered in use for GlassFish.  As a solution, restart the Glassfish server from the NetBeans 

Services view (see above), select “Restart”  

 

and wait until the green arrow head appears again in the “GlassFish Server” picture.  
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Invalid ejb jar 

On deployment, an application which does not include any @entity annotations generates following 

error message on GlassFish server.log : 

 

A solution is to generate a dummy EJBmodule into the application like in following 

 

Figure TS-3 

 

Expired GlassFish SSL certificates  

These may appear as following error messages in server.log 
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Figure TS-4 

In our development environment these certificates are not necessary, so a practical solution is to 

search the certificate from the domain1/config/cacerts.jks keystore file, find the aliasname of the 

certificate provider and delete the certificate by the following command 

sudo keytool -delete -alias <aliasname> -keystore 

/opt/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/config/cacerts.jks -storepass changeit 

 

GlassFish / Oracle 

 

If Oracle is already running then start of GlassFish fails 

 

Figure TS-5 

This is due to overlapping http port 8080 between Oracle and Glassfish.  To sort this out, stop Oracle, 

start GlassFish, and then restart Oracle, or configure Oracle to use another port, for example as 

follows: 

dbtech@debian8:~$ sqlplus / as sysdba 
 
SQL*Plus: Release 11.2.0.2.0 Production on Thu Aug 10 10:19:46 2017 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2011, Oracle.  All rights reserved. 
Connected to: 
Oracle Database 11g Express Edition Release 11.2.0.2.0 - 64bit Production 
 
SQL> exec dbms_xdb.sethttpport('8888'); 
 
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 
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SQL> commit;  
SQL> exit; 
 
Then restart Oracle to activate the change. 
 

With various runtime problems after successful deployments, a restart of the GlassFish server may be 

the solution, as presented above. 

GlassFish / PostgreSQL 

 

PostgreSQL XA requires the server to be configured by 
Alter system set max_transactions = 50; 
Alter system set max_prepared_transactions = 50; 

and restarted.   

More information on PostgreSQL’s exotic  “PREPARE TRANSACTION” is available at 
https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.4/static/sql-prepare-transaction.html 

 

 

System Swapping 

The system starts swapping VM memory to hard disk when not enough ram memory configured for 

GlassFish, NetBeans and a DBMS all to be running  

 

To solve this, shutdown the system, and configure more memory on System Settings 
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and restart the VM. 

 

To free disk space 

sudo bleachbit 

 

To install a downloaded Debian (Ubuntu) package (.deb):  

Open Terminal and type 

sudo dpkg -i <packagename.deb 

To remove a Debian (Ubuntu) package (.deb):  

sudo dpkg -r <packagename> 

To Reconfigure/Repair an installed Debian (Ubuntu) package (.deb):  

sudo dpkg-reconfigure <packagename> 

 

Topics for further study 
 

Keep your eyes open - recently a new ”downshifted” Java EE technology, MicroProfile, has been 

introduced  and the vendors, such as Eclipse Foundation and Payara, are highlighting it.  In 

MicroProfile Java EE applications can be developed to run on command line based on small jar file as 

the light platform.   
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PART 5   Other Data Access Developments 
  

 

Chapter 8   More on Distributed Transactions 
 

The purpose of this chapter is to widen the topic of distributed transactions beyond the client-

side XA protocol in JavaEE, and without focus on hands-on examples. 

Distributed transaction technologies and protocols have been hot topics among researchers and in 

database literature.  In DBTech workshops the theory of distributed transactions was introduced in the 

“Theory Guide” by Antonio César Gómez Lora from University of Málaga (Gómez 2010).   

XA of X/Open Group has become the industry standard for two-phase commit (2PC) protocol, but 

earlier 2PC protocols such as SNA LU 6.2 41and DRDA42 are still used, for example on IBM mainframe 

and Microsoft Windows platforms. 

The distributed transaction manager (TM) can be part of some middleware on the client-side as, as 

presented above on JavaEE architecture (Chapter 7, XA Transactions), or it can be on server-side as a 

separate server in front of the database servers or integrated with the DMBS.  

The ultimate distribution architecture defines the concept of distributed database systems (DDBMS) 

making the distribution transparent to the using applications (Connolly and Begg, 2015).  The theory of 

DDBMS is out of our scope, but we are interested in the existing explicit and implicit distributed 

transactions on server-side or client-side. 

 

Distributed transactions in ADO.NET  
 

An interesting paradigm to cope with distributed transactions is provided by the TransactionScope 

extension in ADO.NET on Windows.  This is based on the Microsoft Distributed Transaction 

Coordinator43 (MS DTC or DTC)service which runs as part of the Windows platform.   For a single 

connection the scope covers only a local transaction, but when a new connection is included then the 

scope it is implicitly extended to cover distributed transaction coordinated by the DTC service, as 

explained in the following Figure 8-1.  

                                                           
41

 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_Systems_Network_Architecture 
42

 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DRDA 
43

 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Distributed_Transaction_Coordinator 
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Figure 8-1  TransactionScope of ADO.NET 

 

This is reminiscent of Java JTA, which from an application point of view behaves similarly:  if only a 

single persistence_unit is used, the transaction control seems like a local transaction, and when more 

than one persistence_unit is used the control is of a distributed transaction. 

ADO.NET’s  TransactionScope extension is not available in the Mono porting of ADO.NET.  

 

Server-Side Distributed Transactions 
 

A server-side distributed transaction means that clients, just accessing a hosting database server 

(direct host), can also transactionally access tables from remote databases (linked to the host) as if 

those tables were local in the hosting database.  The distribution can be visible or invisible 

(transparent) to the clients (for example to Java Beans in the transaction server).  

 

Figure 8-2   Server-side distributed transaction 
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The distributed transaction is coordinated by the DBMS that starts the transaction using its transaction 

manager or some service provider (such as MS DTC, or the CICS44 platform). 

The remote tables can be accessed identified by their explicit database domains, or made to appear as 

local tables hiding the remoteness by SQL view structures. 

In DDBMS systems the direct host for clients is typically a front-end server (like the Federated Server 

presented below) acting as a DBMS to the clients while passing the requests to the remote servers 

based on the system catalog of those remote tables to be used. 

Server-side solutions for 2PC can be found also for Oracle, DB2 and SQL Server where tables of remote 

databases can be linked to appear as local tables in for example in Oracle, DB2 and SQL Server, and a 

transaction started in the local server can expand to distributed transaction coordinated by the local 

server.   

Only MariaDB solutions can be experimented in our database lab, as others require extra software 

arrangements. 

 

3PC and Distributed Transactions  
 

Even if 2PC is the COMMIT mechanism for distributed transactions in the mainstream DBMS products, 

research papers and experimental implementations on more advanced COMMIT mechanisms, such as 

three-phase commit 45(3PC) protocol, have been published.  A recent description of the protocol can 

be found in the “Database Systems” book of Connolly and Begg  

 

 

SQL Server as the Host 

 
In case of SQL Server the remote servers are called linked servers.  These can be SQL Servers or OLE DB 

connected third-party servers.  The heterogeneous set of linked servers is described in the following 

Figure 8-3 copied from SQL Server online documentation 

 

                                                           
44

 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CICS 
45

 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three-phase_commit_protocol 
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Figure 8-3   Linked servers to SQL Server host acting as the coordinator 

                     Source:  SQL Server 2008 Books Online (October 2009) 

The hosting database server uses 2PC services of itslocal MS DTC.  For 2PC the MS-DTC can be 

configured to use the earlier SNA LU 6.2 protocol of IBM or the XA protocol of X/Open Group. 

Transact SQL language of SQL Server has special statement for starting a server-side distributed 

transaction 

SET XACT_ABORT ON  

BEGIN DISTRIBUTED TRANSACTION [<transaction name>] 

.. a distributed transaction can be started also implicitly when a transaction accesses remote servers or 

tables in other databases in the same SQL Server instance.   

Transaction log defines the domain of local transactions.  A SQL Server instance can include multiple 

databases and these all have transaction logging of their own.  So when an application tries to access 

multiple databases in the instance, a distributed transaction is used, if not explicitly then implicitly, 

coordinated by DTC.  Atomicity behavior of a distributed transaction in Transact SQL is tuned by 

XACT_ABORT option, which should be ON.  Unfortunately the default is OFF.   

For our simple test we have created the similar Accounts table with our testdata in databases MyBank 

and OtherBank of a SQL Server 2005 instance. 

Let’s first try the transaction using the default (XACT_ABORT OFF) 
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The UPDATE in MyBank has succeeded and the UPDATE in OtherBank has failed due to the CHECK 

constraint violation.   The result would be the same if leave the word DISTRIBUTED off. 

Note: the ROLLBACK at the end of our commands is used just for testing to restore the test data for 

next tests. 

With setting the XACT_ABORT ON the UPDATE in MyBank has succeeded, but like above, the  UPDATE 

in OtherBank has failed, and so the whole distributed transaction gets rolled back, as it should. 

 

If we leave the word DISTRIBUTED off, the implicit distributed transaction works the same. 

 

Now, let’s try a distributed transaction that should succeed: 
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.. and so it did. 

We have conducted these tests using just Transact SQL command series as server-side distributed 

transaction.   

Using the same statement series in some application code, say in Java, works the same as server-side 

distributed transaction without using any 2PC services of client-side. 

 

Oracle as host 
 

Oracle has proprietary solution for homogeneous net of Oracle servers where the hosting server acts 

as the coordinator 

 

          Figure 8-4  Oracle server roles in 2PC 

            Source:  Günther Stürner, Oracle 7, A User’s and Developer’s Guide 
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The indirect connections are based on Database Links created in the direct host (global coordinator, 

GC).  According to Oracle documentation A database link is a schema object in one database that 

enables accessing objects on another database.  Beside links to Oracle servers in Oracle TNS net, 

database links can be created to access non-Oracle systems, such as DB2, SQL Server, MySQL, etc. 

using Oracle Heterogeneous Services.   The database links need to have unique names, consist of the 

connection address of the object, and authentication to be used in the remote server. 

The remote object can then be identified in SQL statements by their object name (table, view, 

procedure, etc.) with the link name appended in the name as @linkname. 

The remoteness can be hidden creating SYNONYMs like the following example in Oracle 

documentation 

CREATE SYNONYM emp_table FOR oe.employees@remote.us.example.com; 

Lock waits in distributed transactions are limited by the DISTRIBUTED_LOCK_TIMEOUT parameter of 

Oracle servers.  The value can be configured between 1 second up to unlimited.  The default value is 

60 seconds.   

 

DB2 / WebSphere Federation Server as host  

 
In IBM architectures the distribution is managed by a separate WebSphere Federation Server to which 

database servers such as DB2 or Informix can be ”federated” by setting their FEDERATED property to 

“ON” and third party DBMS products by their wrapper libraries.   

 

Figure 8-5   WebSphere Federation Server and federated servers  

The linked servers are called federated servers, and the distributed transaction is called “federated 

transaction” for which the Federation Server acts as the coordinator.  The 2PC protocol used is either 

XA of X/Open Group or DRDA of IBM.  (Chang, Harris and Sun, 2006) 
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The tables in federated servers are introduced by “nicknames”, which makes the distribution 

transparent to clients, and special mappings need to be created for users for the user roles in the 

remote servers.   (Chong, 2008) 

 

 

XA Support in MySQL/MariaDB  
 

MySQL/MariaDB has implemented the explicit XA (eXtended Architecture) protocol in a non-standard 

way, including the XA statements in the SQL dialect so that also the client application can act as 

transaction manager.  The following figure presents the protocol: 

Figure 8-6   XA protocol implemented in MySQL SQL dialect 

Source:  MySQL Server Blog, Improvements to XA Support in MySQL 5.7 

                at https://mysqlserverteam.com/improvements-to-xa-support-in-mysql-5-7/ 

Like SQL Server, MySQL/MariaDB instance can have multiple databases.  We already have a database 

testdb in our MariaDB instance.  To test the XA-extension we have now created a database ”bank”, 

allowed all privileges in it to the dbtech user, and as dbtech user created a corresponding Accounts 

table there.   

To test the XA protocol, we conducted the following simple test switching between the databases: 

Listing 8-1 
 

dbtech@debian8:~$ mysql testdb -u dbtech -p 

Enter password:  

Reading table information for completion of table and column names 

You can turn off this feature to get a quicker startup with -A 

 

Welcome to the MariaDB monitor.  Commands end with ; or \g. 
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Your MariaDB connection id is 36 

Server version: 10.0.27-MariaDB-0+deb8u1 (Debian) 

 

Copyright (c) 2000, 2016, Oracle, MariaDB Corporation Ab and others. 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> SELECT * FROM Accounts; 

+--------+---------+------+ 

| acctno | balance | rv   | 

+--------+---------+------+ 

|    101 |    1000 |    0 | 

|    202 |    2000 |    0 | 

+--------+---------+------+ 

2 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> use bank 

Reading table information for completion of table and column names 

You can turn off this feature to get a quicker startup with -A 

 

Database changed 

MariaDB [bank]> select * from Accounts; 

+--------+---------+----+ 

| acctno | balance | rv | 

+--------+---------+----+ 

|    101 |    1000 |  0 | 

|    202 |    2000 |  0 | 

+--------+---------+----+ 

2 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [bank]> use testdb; 

Reading table information for completion of table and column names 

You can turn off this feature to get a quicker startup with -A 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> xa start 'test'; 

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> set autocommit = 0; 

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - 100 WHERE 

acctno=101; 

Query OK, 1 row affected (0.02 sec) 

Rows matched: 1  Changed: 1  Warnings: 0 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> use bank; 

Reading table information for completion of table and column names 

You can turn off this feature to get a quicker startup with -A 

 

Database changed 

MariaDB [bank]> UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + 100 WHERE acctno=202; 

Query OK, 1 row affected (0.00 sec) 

Rows matched: 1  Changed: 1  Warnings: 0 

 

MariaDB [bank]> use testdb; 

Reading table information for completion of table and column names 

You can turn off this feature to get a quicker startup with -A 

 

Database changed 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> xa prepare 'test'; 

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.01 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> xa rollback 'test'; 

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.01 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> select * from Accounts; 
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+--------+---------+------+ 

| acctno | balance | rv   | 

+--------+---------+------+ 

|    101 |    1000 |    0 | 

|    202 |    2000 |    0 | 

+--------+---------+------+ 

2 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [testdb]> use bank; 

Reading table information for completion of table and column names 

You can turn off this feature to get a quicker startup with -A 

 

Database changed 

MariaDB [bank]> select * from Accounts; 

+--------+---------+----+ 

| acctno | balance | rv | 

+--------+---------+----+ 

|    101 |    1000 |  0 | 

|    202 |    2000 |  0 | 

+--------+---------+----+ 

2 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

 

MariaDB [bank]> exit; 

Bye 

 

This proved that the distributed transaction was rolled back successfully from both databases. 

 

 

Chapter 9   Transactions beyond Relational Model 
 

It is a misunderstanding that database transactions is just a part of SQL.  Database transactions were 

used already in DBMS products based on the CODASYL network model.   In fact, relational model, 

which was expected to free us from navigational data access, has complicated comprehension of 

concurrency issues from ordinary programmers.   In spite of that SQL and implementations in RDBMS 

products has been the main development platform for transaction concepts and protocols, transaction 

protocol is essential part of SQL. 

Various Data Models and DBMS Products 
 

Beside the currently dominating RDBMS products, DBMS products based on other data models have 

appeared in the market.  In 80’s the object databases (ODBMS) were expected to take over the 

market.  Enthusiasts on the object data model  (ODM) built the Object Data Management Group 

(ODMG) to develop a common specification for object databases, of which the latest edition is from 

1999 (Cattell et al, 1999), a de facto standard ODMG 3.0.  The main purpose of the specification was to 

support data access portability between the ODBMS products.  For concurrency control the 

specification relies on “pessimistic” shared and exclusive locking mechanisms.  The specification 

emphasizes necessity of transactions saying “Any access, creation, modification, and deletion of 

persistent objects must be done within the scope of a transaction”. On the ACID properties of 

transaction it defines isolation (“I”) as follows: “isolation guarantees that no other user of the ODMS 

sees changes made by a transaction until that transaction commits”.  This is stronger requirement 
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than what the SQL standard presents and what MGL/SCC based RDBMS products can provide.  On 

distributed transactions the specification requires that “implementations must be XA-compliant”.    

Due to the commercial business model used for the ODBMS products the concept did not get critical 

mass of customers, but the OMG persistence service has influenced, for example, in development of 

JDO and JPA.  In 2001 development of the ODMG specification was discontinued, but work on object 

database standard is continued by Object Management Group (OMG) hosted on web by Operational 

Database Management Systems (ODBMS) group at www.odbms.org.  On its web site the group 

provides organized introductions and link lists on various database-related products, based on or 

supporting XML, JSON, RDF, NoSQL, documents, etc.  Many of the new DBMS products are open 

source or provide both free and commercial product editions.   A leading NoSQL database is 

MongoDB, for storing and accessing binary JSON documents. 

MongoDB 
 
MongoDB is using the double strategy of open source Community Edition and commercial Enterprise 

Edition.  In Debian9 VM we are using the Community Edition.   The web site of MongoDB is at 

https://www.mongodb.com/ and documentation is available at https://docs.mongodb.com/  

Hands-on tutorials on use of MongoDB can be found, for example, on pages of TutorialsPoint at 
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/mongodb/mongodb_overview.htm and JavaTpoint at 
https://www.javatpoint.com/mongodb-tutorial 
 

 

MongoDB is a document database server which is managed by administrative “system” databases 

(admin and local) and can consist of multiple application databases.   A database is created when some 

content is written in it.  Each database consists of named collections (created implicitly or explicitly) of 

schemaless  binary JSON (BSON) documents.  Document consists of comma separated list of 

“key”:”value” pair fields.  Beside strings, the values can be of numbers, objects, dates, etc data types. 

Every document will have numeric field “_id”, created either explicitly or implicitly, value of which is 

unique in the collection.  Lists in the document can be nested, as denormalized structures, opposite to 

relational model which favors normalized data modeling.   So clearly MongoDB is meant for different 

applications than RDBMS products.  

Denormalized data in a single document provides faster access when it servers the access requirement  

compared with joins from multiple SQL tables, but limited to those cases.  Another means for 

performance is creating indexes.  

To provide scalable performance, MongoDB uses typically replica set of database servers which are 

distributed onto multiple physical servers, with one updateable Primary server while the replicas serve 

as read only servers. 

http://www.odbms.org/
https://www.mongodb.com/
https://docs.mongodb.com/
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/mongodb/mongodb_overview.htm
https://www.javatpoint.com/mongodb-tutorial
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Figure 9-1    MongoDB replica set 

Alternate scaling solution is sharding, i.e. horizontal partitioning, the databases between a set of 

servers. 

As store and retrieve of a single document is atomic by nature, but consistent access of multiple 

documents has led to implementation of ACID transactions also in MongoDB starting from version 4.0 

as described in the article "MongoDB Multi-Document ACID Transactions are GA" by Mat Keep and 

Alyson Cabral at.   For multi-document transactions MongoDB needs to be configured to use 

WiredTiger as the storage engine and use its replication model, replica sets, even if consisting of just a 

single Primary node without replicas!  Sharding model is not yet supported for transactions. 

Various documents on web present examples on multi-document transactions, for example 
“MongoDB Transactions: Your Very First Transaction with MongoDB 4.0” at 
https://www.percona.com/blog/2018/06/25/mongodb-transactions-your-very-first-transaction-with-mongodb-4-0/ 

and  https://github.com/MaBeuLux88/mongodb-4.0-demos and examples in the “Transactions” 

document of version 4.0 at https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/core/transactions/ .  These present 

partly contradicting examples, so more stable implementation might come in version 4.2. 

The “Transactions” document contains interesting details on the transaction paradigm of MongoDB in 

which read operations are done according to “snapshot isolation” and all write operations are 

postponed to Commit phase like in optimistic concurrency control, but the big difference is the Retry 

Commit operation.  The read and write operations are tuned according to Read Concern and Write 

Concern options of the transaction.   These refer to consistency in a client session between the 

distribution nodes, replicas, isolation levels etc. are understood according to this context.  The 

concepts and links to the more detailed explanation can be found on MongoDB documentation pages 

at https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/glossary/ 

  

Installing MongoDB version 4.0 
 
Installing MongoDB Community Edition on Debian Linux is guided at 
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/tutorial/install-mongodb-on-debian/ 
 
In the following steps we have applied also the notes at 
https://askubuntu.com/questions/147135/how-can-i-uninstall-mongodb-and-reinstall-the-latest-version 

 
Previous version of MongoDB should be removed by following steps: 
 

# stop the mongodb server 

https://www.percona.com/blog/2018/06/25/mongodb-transactions-your-very-first-transaction-with-mongodb-4-0/
https://github.com/MaBeuLux88/mongodb-4.0-demos
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/core/transactions/
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/glossary/
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/tutorial/install-mongodb-on-debian/
https://askubuntu.com/questions/147135/how-can-i-uninstall-mongodb-and-reinstall-the-latest-version
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sudo service mongod stop 

# remove the installed version 

sudo apt-get purge mongodb-org 
#  remove the MongoDB directories 
sudo rm -r /var/log/mongodb /var/lib/mongodb 

# remove outdated dependencies 

sudo apt-get autoremove 

 

After these we have fresh start to install the latest supported version: 
 
sudo apt-key adv --keyserver hkp://keyserver.ubuntu.com:80 --recv 9DA31620334BD75D9DCB49F368818C72E52529D4 
echo "deb http://repo.mongodb.org/apt/debian "$(lsb_release -sc)"/mongodb-org/4.0 main" | sudo tee 
/etc/apt/sources.list.d/mongodb.list 
deb http://repo.mongodb.org/apt/debian stretch/mongodb-org/4.0 main 
sudo apt-get update 
sudo apt-get install mongodb-org 
sudo apt autoremove 
sudo systemctl start mongod.service 
sudo systemctl enable mongod.service 
 

Preparing a directory for the MongoDB databases and starting server using WiredTiger as the storage 
engine: 
 
mkdir mongo 

 

To configure WiredTiger as the storageEngine edit settings in the /etc/mongod.conf to include 

# mongod.conf 
# for documentation of all options, see: 
#   http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/reference/configuration-options/ 
 
# Where and how to store data. 
storage: 
  dbPath: /var/lib/mongodb 
  journal: 
    enabled: true 
  engine: 
    wiredTiger 
 
# where to write logging data. 
systemLog: 
  destination: file 
  logAppend: true 
  path: /var/log/mongodb/mongod.log 
 
# network interfaces 
net: 
  port: 27017 
  bindIp: 127.0.0.1 

 

For our own tests we can create new folder for the databases and bypass the dbPath setting by the 
commandline option of mongod server as follows 
 
mkdir mongo 
mkdir mongo/db 
 

First we stop the currently running server and then start the server to use replica set “rs0”  

sudo service mongod stop 

http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/reference/configuration-options/
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sudo systemctl stop mongod 
mongod --dbpath /home/dbtech/mongo/db --replSet rs0 
 

In a concurrent terminal session we initialize the replica set, currently consist of the single primary  

mongo --eval 'rs.initiate()' 
  

Listing 9-1   Testing by mongo client shell : 

dbtech@debian9:~$ mongo test 
MongoDB shell version v4.0.3 
connecting to: mongodb://127.0.0.1:27017/test 
Implicit session: session { "id" : UUID("ed6a4e17-51de-4184-a11a-9bb4b85ad410") } 
MongoDB server version: 4.0.3 
Server has startup warnings:  
2018-10-24T19:47:58.075+0100 I STORAGE  [initandlisten]  
2018-10-24T19:47:58.075+0100 I STORAGE  [initandlisten] ** WARNING: Using the XFS filesystem is strongly recommended 
with the WiredTiger storage engine 
2018-10-24T19:47:58.075+0100 I STORAGE  [initandlisten] **          See http://dochub.mongodb.org/core/prodnotes-
filesystem 
2018-10-24T19:48:01.021+0100 I CONTROL  [initandlisten]  
2018-10-24T19:48:01.021+0100 I CONTROL  [initandlisten] ** WARNING: Access control is not enabled for the database. 
2018-10-24T19:48:01.021+0100 I CONTROL  [initandlisten] **          Read and write access to data and configuration is 
unrestricted. 
2018-10-24T19:48:01.021+0100 I CONTROL  [initandlisten]  
2018-10-24T19:48:01.021+0100 W CONTROL  [initandlisten]  
2018-10-24T19:48:01.021+0100 W CONTROL  [initandlisten]  
2018-10-24T19:48:01.021+0100 I CONTROL  [initandlisten]  
--- 
Enable MongoDB's free cloud-based monitoring service, which will then receive and display 
metrics about your deployment (disk utilization, CPU, operation statistics, etc). 
 
The monitoring data will be available on a MongoDB website with a unique URL accessible to you 
and anyone you share the URL with. MongoDB may use this information to make product 
improvements and to suggest MongoDB products and deployment options to you. 
 
To enable free monitoring, run the following command: db.enableFreeMonitoring() 
To permanently disable this reminder, run the following command: db.disableFreeMonitoring() 
--- 
 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.serverStatus().storageEngine 
{ 
  "name" : "wiredTiger", 
  "supportsCommittedReads" : true, 
  "supportsSnapshotReadConcern" : true, 
  "readOnly" : false, 
  "persistent" : true 
} 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.adminCommand( { getParameter: 1, featureCompatibilityVersion: 1 } ) 
{ 
  "featureCompatibilityVersion" : { 
    "version" : "4.0" 
  }, 
  "ok" : 1, 
  "operationTime" : Timestamp(1540406983, 1), 
  "$clusterTime" : { 
    "clusterTime" : Timestamp(1540406983, 1), 
    "signature" : { 
      "hash" : BinData(0,"AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA="), 
      "keyId" : NumberLong(0) 

http://dochub.mongodb.org/core/prodnotes-filesystem
http://dochub.mongodb.org/core/prodnotes-filesystem
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    } 
  } 
} 
 

Our BankTransfer example is not a proper application for MongoDB, but let’s consider it just as a technology 
example: 
 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.Accounts.drop() 
true 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.createCollection("Accounts") 
{ 
  "ok" : 1, 
  "operationTime" : Timestamp(1540672165, 1), 
  "$clusterTime" : { 
    "clusterTime" : Timestamp(1540672165, 1), 
    "signature" : { 
      "hash" : BinData(0,"AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA="), 
      "keyId" : NumberLong(0) 
    } 
  } 
} 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.Accounts.insert ({ _id:101, acctno:"101", balance:"1000" }) 
WriteResult({ "nInserted" : 1 }) 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.Accounts.insert ({ _id:202, acctno:202, balance:2000 }) 
WriteResult({ "nInserted" : 1 }) 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.Accounts.find () 
{ "_id" : 101, "acctno" : "101", "balance" : "1000" } 
{ "_id" : 202, "acctno" : 202, "balance" : 2000 } 
rs0:PRIMARY> ses = db.getMongo().startSession() 
session { "id" : UUID("e56df4cb-a5d9-4fed-b645-e9f85f1cc19f") } 
rs0:PRIMARY> ses.startTransaction() 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.Accounts.insertOne ({ _id:303, acctno:303, balance:2000 }, {session:ses }) 
{ "acknowledged" : true, "insertedId" : 303 } 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.Accounts.updateOne({ _id:101 }, {$set: { 'balance':1100,'status':'Closed' }}, {session:ses }) 
{ "acknowledged" : true, "matchedCount" : 1, "modifiedCount" : 1 } 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.Accounts.deleteOne ({ _id:202}, {session:ses }) 
{ "acknowledged" : true, "deletedCount" : 1 } 
rs0:PRIMARY> ses.abortTransaction() 
rs0:PRIMARY> db.Accounts.find () 
{ "_id" : 101, "acctno" : "101", "balance" : 1100, "status" : "Closed" } 
{ "_id" : 303, "acctno" : 303, "balance" : 2000 } 
rs0:PRIMARY> 

 
Unless we have missed something, it seems that the transaction processing is not yet stable in version 

4.0, since we could not rollback the transaction by <session>.abortTransaction().  So, maybe we need 

to wait for the version 4.2. 

List of MongoDB drivers can be found at https://docs.mongodb.com/ecosystem/drivers/ available for 

languages such as Java, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, etc.   Also lots of literature and courses are already 

available on web.   So this is a rich “new  frontier” on application development and further studies.  

 

NoSQL in SQL - SQL/XML and SQL/JSON 
 

To compete with those evolving new data models, also the mainstream RDBMS products, such as DB2, 

Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL/MariaDB, and PostgreSQL have started to support other data models, such 

https://docs.mongodb.com/ecosystem/drivers/
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as Large Objects (LOB) data, documents, XML, JSON, RDF, etc. while providing the consistency, 

reliability, and performance services for these extensions, including the robust transaction protocol 

approved by the industry.   

Since 2003 XML has been included in SQL as native data type in “Part 14: XML-Related Specifications 

(SQL/XML)" of the SQL Standard, with XML Schema for document validations and XMLQuery  language 

for data manipulation.  We have presented this XML support in the DBTechNet tutorial “XML, 

SQL/XML and the Big Three”.  On part of DB2 the XML implementation has been covered in detail in 

the book “DB2 pureXML Cookbook” by Matthias Nicola and Pav Kumar Chatterjee.  

In SQL Standard 2016 also the JSON as string data has been included with data access by SQL/JSON 

path language, referred in the blog article “What's New in SQL:2016” by Markus Winand, comparing 

implementations in the mainstream RDBMS products.   

In DB2 LUW the JSON data type has been supported since version 10.5.  This has been presented in 

article series “DB2 JSON capabilities” by Bobbie J. Cochrane and Kathy A. McKnight, available at 

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/data/library/techarticle/dm-1306nosqlforjson1/index.html 

MariaDB has implemented JSON/JSONB data types in their next version 10.2.  For Oracle XE the JSON 

data type will be implemented in release 12c, while Oracle has introduced also Oracle NoSQL database 

as a separate product.  

In PostgreSQL the string based JSON and binary based JSONB data types and functions  (see 

https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.6/static/functions-json.html) have been supported since version 

9.3.  In the following we will have a small experiment with JSON/JSONB of PostgreSQL. 

 

Experimenting with PostgreSQL JSON and JSONB 
 
We borrow parts of the following experiment from the “PostgreSQL JSON” tutorial at 
http://www.postgresqltutorial.com/postgresql-json/ 
 
Listing 9-2 
 
dbtech@debian9:~$ psql testdb 
psql (9.6.6) 
Type "help" for help. 
 
testdb=# DROP TABLE orders; 
DROP TABLE 
testdb=#  
testdb=# CREATE TABLE orders ( 
testdb(#  id   SERIAL NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
testdb(#  info JSONB  NOT NULL 
testdb(# ); 
CREATE TABLE 
testdb=# -- Insert JSON data 
testdb=# INSERT INTO orders (info) 
testdb-# VALUES 
testdb-#  ('{ "customer": "Lily Bush", "items": {"product": "Diaper","qty": 24}}'), 
testdb-#  ('{ "customer": "Josh William", "items": {"product": "Toy Car","qty": 1}}'), 
testdb-#  ('{ "customer": "Mary Clark", "items": {"product": "Toy Train","qty": 2}}'); 
INSERT 0 3 

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/data/library/techarticle/dm-1306nosqlforjson1/index.html
https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.6/static/functions-json.html
http://www.postgresqltutorial.com/postgresql-json/
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testdb=#   
testdb=# -- Querying JSON data 
testdb=# SELECT info FROM orders; 
                                  info                                    
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 {"items": {"qty": 24, "product": "Diaper"}, "customer": "Lily Bush"} 
 {"items": {"qty": 1, "product": "Toy Car"}, "customer": "Josh William"} 
 {"items": {"qty": 2, "product": "Toy Train"}, "customer": "Mary Clark"} 
(3 rows) 
 
testdb=# -- Note: 
testdb=# -- The operator -> returns JSON object field by key. 
testdb=# -- The operator ->> returns JSON object field by text. 
testdb=# SELECT info -> 'customer' AS customer 
testdb-# FROM orders; 
    customer     
---------------- 
 "Lily Bush" 
 "Josh William" 
 "Mary Clark" 
(3 rows) 
 
testdb=# SELECT info ->> 'customer' AS customer 
testdb-# FROM orders; 
   customer    
-------------- 
 Lily Bush 
 Josh William 
 Mary Clark 
(3 rows) 
 
testdb=# SELECT info -> 'items' ->> 'product' as product 
testdb-# FROM orders 
testdb-# ORDER BY product; 
  product   
----------- 
 Diaper 
 Toy Car 
 Toy Train 
(3 rows) 
 
testdb=# -- Use JSON operator in WHERE clause 
testdb=# SELECT info ->> 'customer' AS customer 
testdb-# FROM orders 
testdb-# WHERE info -> 'items' ->> 'product' = 'Diaper'; 
 customer   
----------- 
 Lily Bush 
(1 row) 
 
testdb=# SELECT info ->> 'customer' AS customer, 
testdb-#        info -> 'items' ->> 'product' AS product 
testdb-# FROM orders 
testdb-# WHERE CAST (info -> 'items' ->> 'qty' AS INTEGER) = 2; 
  customer  |  product   
------------+----------- 
 Mary Clark | Toy Train 
(1 row) 
 
testdb=# -- Now our contribution - Experimenting with Transactions: 
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testdb=#  
testdb=# BEGIN TRANSACTION; 
BEGIN 
testdb=# INSERT INTO orders (info) 
testdb-# VALUES ('{ "customer": "John Doe", "items": {"product": "Beer","qty": 6}}');  
INSERT 0 1 
testdb=# UPDATE orders SET info = 
testdb-#   JSONB_SET (info, '{items}'::text[], info -> 'items'  
testdb(#          || '{"product":"Beer","qty":"20"}'::jsonb)  
testdb-# WHERE info ->> 'customer' = 'John Doe'; 
UPDATE 1 
testdb=# DELETE FROM orders 
testdb-# WHERE info ->> 'customer' = 'Lily Bush'; 
DELETE 1 
testdb=# SELECT info FROM orders; 
                                  info                                    
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 {"items": {"qty": 1, "product": "Toy Car"}, "customer": "Josh William"} 
 {"items": {"qty": 2, "product": "Toy Train"}, "customer": "Mary Clark"} 
 {"items": {"qty": "20", "product": "Beer"}, "customer": "John Doe"} 
(3 rows) 
 
testdb=# ROLLBACK; 
ROLLBACK 
testdb=# -- verifying the result 
testdb=# SELECT info FROM orders; 
                                  info                                    
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 {"items": {"qty": 24, "product": "Diaper"}, "customer": "Lily Bush"} 
 {"items": {"qty": 1, "product": "Toy Car"}, "customer": "Josh William"} 
 {"items": {"qty": 2, "product": "Toy Train"}, "customer": "Mary Clark"} 
(3 rows) 
 
testdb=# \q 
dbtech@debian9:~$ 

 
The JSON UPDATE statement is not that intuitive and based on the examples in the article “CRUD 
operations with Postgres JSONB” at https://www.idalko.com/crud-operations-postgres-jsonb/ 
 
The transaction example shows that the robust transaction processing of PostgreSQL works also for 
the JSON and JSONB data models.   So, for transaction programming we can apply the same APIs as for 
SQL data. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.idalko.com/crud-operations-postgres-jsonb/
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Appendix 1    Result Set Processing with Cursor Mechanism 
 

This Appendix is copied from the DBTechNet tutorial “Introduction to Procedural Extensions of 

SQL” available at www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StredRoutines.pdf  

Cursor processing is one of the most essential technologies in data access.  In this appendix we 

will discuss on server-side explicit and implicit cursors and client-side result set processing.  

 

Explicit SQL Cursor Programming 

On abstract level SQL language is based on processing of sets or rows, and we have learned that a 

SELECT statement produces a result set of rows, which may contain zero, one or multiple rows.  Using 

SQL-client tools we have accustomed to get result sets immediately for viewing, but in fact the tool 

has to do a lot of work for fetching the presented rows.   SQL-client tools have been programmed to 

use the same data access interfaces as application programs (which in terms of SQL are also SQL-

clients), and access the services of the DBMS using SQL commands.   

Application development by procedural 3GL languages, such as COBOL, C, etc. is based on “record-by-

record” ideology of processing which is not compatible with the set oriented processing in SQL.  This 

incompatibility is called impedance mismatch between 3GL and SQL, and it has been solved extending 

SQL language by declaration of cursor object and procedural statements presented in table A1.1 and 

properties of cursor objects listed in table A1.2.  These form the explicit cursor programming 

paradigm, served on the server-side.  

Statement explanation 

DECLARE <cursorname>  <sensitivity>  <scrollability>  

CURSOR  <holdability> 

FOR SELECT ..   [FOR <updatability>] 

defines the name, properties and the SELECT 

statement for generating the result set. 

 

OPEN <cursorname>  this actually executes the SELECT statement 

FETCH [<orientation> FROM ]<cursorname> INTO  

<host variables> 

where <orientation> is one of the following: 

NEXT, PRIOR, FIRST, LAST, ABSOLUTE n, or 

RELATIVE [-]n 

As default fetches always the next available 

row from the result set of the executed SELECT 

statement, but  in case the <scrollability> 

clause was defined as SCROLL, then other 

<orientation> options are possible. 

UPDATE .. WHERE CURRENT OF <cursorname> positional update the current row 

DELETE .. WHERE CURRENT OF <cursorname> positional delete the current row 

CLOSE <cursorname> finally releases the result set and temporary 

storage of the result set 

 

Table A1.1    Cursor statements for processing result set of a SELECT statement (Melton & Simon 2002) 

 

http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/SQL_StredRoutines.pdf
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Property Explanation 

<cursorname> 

 

bind name of the cursor to bind statement to processing of the proper cursor 

as the application may have multiple cursors open at the same time 

<sensitivity> INSENSITIVE defines processing of a result set that is a snapshot of the 

selected rows,  

SENSITIVE defines dynamic fetching from the database row-by-row 

<scrollability> NO SCROLL defines forward only processing (default), 

SCROLL allows forward and backward scrolling in the result set 

<holdability> WITH HOLD allows cursor processing to continue after  COMMIT of the 

transaction,  

WITHOUT HOLD closes an open cursor at COMMIT (usually the default) 

<updatability> UPDATE [OF <column list>] allows positional updates/deletes,   

READ ONLY does not allow positional updates/deletes (default) 

 

Table A1.2.    Cursor properties according to ISO SQL standard (Melton & Simon 2002) 

 

The procedural access using explicit server-side cursor programming proceeds as follows:  the 

DECLARE CURSOR statement defines named cursor and its FOR SELECT clause defines the SQL query to 

be used.  The SQL query consists of a single SELECT statement, or more complicated set operations by 

UNION, INTERSECT, EXCEPT on SELECT statements.   

OPEN statement instantiates the named cursor object and executes the query generating the result 

set as an INSENSITIVE snapshot or in case of SENSITIVE starts dynamic fetching of the rows to be 

selected.  Using FETCH statements the application gets one row at a time from the cursor’s result set 

available for local processing by the application.  The default orientation in FETCH is NEXT, and if this is 

the only orientation used, we call the cursor as forward-only cursor, which provides usually best 

performance for result set reading.   

After OPEN and every FETCH the SQL-client has to check from diagnostics if the request was served 

successfully.  Especially FETCH after the last row returns SQLCODE value 100. 

If the cursor is defined as updateable, then the current row can be updated or deleted just based on 

the WHERE CURRENT OF <cursorname> clause in the UPDATE or DELETE statement.   

The cursor object and its data structures are deleted by the explicit CLOSE statement, otherwise the 

cursor is closed implicitly when the current transaction ends, unless the <holdability> of the cursor is 

defined as WITH HOLD.   

 

SQL Cursor Programming in ESQL 

The explicit SQL cursor programming for accessing the result set row-by-row has been the primary 

mean for reading data from databases in the Embedded SQL (ESQL) as defined in the ISO SQL standard 

since the early version SQL-86.   

In ESQL the SQL statements are include in EXEC SQL statements embedded in the actual host 

language. Before compiling the source code the mixed source code is processed by a pre-compiler 
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which typically prepares optimized execution plans into stored modules in the database and replaces 

the SQL statements by calls for these modules at execution time.  The pre-compiled source code is 

then free of SQL-statements and ready for actual compiling and linking of the program.   

The following program sample presents an example of cursor processing in ESQL 

Listing A1-1 
 

#include SQLDA   
// - contains SQLCODE, SQLSTATE and other diagnostics 
EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION; 
// following variables can be referenced in SQL statements 
int sumAccts; 
int balance; 
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION; 
sumAccts = 0; 
balance = 0; 
EXEC SQL DECLARE cur_account CURSOR FOR  
         SELECT balance FROM Accounts; 
EXEC SQL OPEN cur_account; 
EXEC SQL FETCH cur_account INTO :balance; 
while (SQLCODE = 0) { 
   sumAccts = sumAccts + balance; 
   EXEC SQL FETCH cur_account INTO :balance; 
} 
EXEC SQL CLOSE cur_account; 
println (sumAccts); 

... 

 

Recently ESQL has been dropped from the standard, but which is still in use in many DBMS products, 

such as Oracle and DB2.    

 

Cursor Processing in DBMS Products 

All DBMS products support some kind of cursor processing, but typically not all cursor properties.    

Some products implement also extensions to ISO SQL cursor programming, for example isolation level 

or locking hints can be set for a cursor.  Optimistic execution can be configured to manage 

concurrency on cursor updates in SQL Server and DB2.  

Explicit SQL cursor processing continues as essential part in SQL procedural extensions, such as PL/SQL 

and SQL/PSM based dialects, as we have seen in this tutorial.  

Following dummy script should be replaced by a single “SELECT SUM(balance) FROM  Accounts” 

command, but  the purpose of the script is just to demonstrate cursor programming in Transact-SQL 

like we had in our ESQL example, to help applying the cursor programming for some more challenging 

exercises 

 

Listing A1-2 
 
           DECLARE @sumAccts INTEGER = 0; 
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DECLARE @balance  INTEGER = 0; 
DECLARE cur_account CURSOR FOR SELECT balance FROM Accounts; 
OPEN cur_account; 
FETCH cur_account INTO @balance; 
WHILE @@FETCH_STATUS = 0 BEGIN    
   SET @sumAccts = @sumAccts + @balance; 
   FETCH cur_account INTO @balance; 
END ; 
CLOSE cur_account; 
DEALLOCATE cur_account; 
SELECT @sumAccts 

 

Note:    @@FETCH_STATUS indicator of Transact-SQL returns the value 0 for successful fetch, but -1 or 

-2 for failed fetch, so this is not the same indicator as SQLCODE of ISO SQL.  Explicit 

DEALLOCATE after CLOSE releases the data structure resources of the cursor. 

On explicit cursor processing implementations the <holdability> property is interesting in the context 

of SQL transactions.  As cursor processing is actually row-by-row processing of the resultset of a query, 

so an SQL transaction is the natural context of an opened cursor, and according to ISO SQL standard 

any open cursor is by default closed at the end of the transaction where the cursor was opened.  The 

automatic closing can be changed by WITH HOLD definition, which means that the cursor need not be 

closed at COMMIT, but the cursor and its current row can be available in the next transaction and 

cursor processing may continue.   Opposite to the standard, MS SQL Server databases behave like this 

as default, but can be configured to behave according to the standard by setting the parameter value 

of “Close Cursor on Commit Enabled” from False to True, while its default is to allow cursors to live 

from transaction to transaction46.   

 

Oracle PL/SQL 

According to Oracle’s PL/SQL Language Reference manual, “A cursor is a name for a specific private 

SQL area in which information for processing the specific statement is kept.  PL/SQL uses both implicit 

and explicit cursors”.  On low level all DML statements, such as INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE are 

executed by implicit cursor processing.   For explicit SQL cursor programming PL/SQL supports the 

model of ISO SQL with minor syntax differences and except some cursor properties, such as 

<holdability>.   In addition to the basic SQL cursor model, Oracle’s PL/SQL provides many cursor based 

control structures which seem to have been models for the ISO SQL/PSM control structures, but with 

syntax differences.  For example instead of FOR – END FOR the corresponding PL/SQL uses SQL Cursor 

FOR LOOP control structure with following syntax (PL/SQL Language Reference) 

FOR <record name> IN (<SELECT statement>) 

LOOP <processing of next row fetched to the record>;  

END LOOP; 
where <record name>  is name of the automatically generated record structure which is cloned from 

the row structure of the SELECT statements resultset, and which record will contain one row at a time 

to be processed in the LOOP structure.  Another Cursor FOR LOOP format of PL/SQL is Explicit Cursor 

FOR LOOP having following syntax (PL/SQL Language Reference) 

                                                           
46

 SQL Server provides also support for cursor level optimistic locking, based on timestamps or column 

values, applied in the sequence of SQL transactions of a user transaction, sharing the same cursor. 
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DECLARE 
   <cursor declaration>; 
BEGIN 

FOR <record name>  IN <cursor name> 

LOOP <processing of next row fetched to the record>; 
END LOOP; 

END; 

   

Following test run on SQL*Plus tool with “simple” PL/SQL block, which does the same as our Transact-

SQL example, demonstrates the SQL Cursor FOR LOOP and some rich features of PL/SQL 

SQL> SET SERVEROUTPUT ON; 
DECLARE  
    sumAccts INTEGER := 0; 
BEGIN 
    FOR Acct_rec IN (SELECT * FROM Accounts) 
    LOOP sumAccts := sumAccts + Acct_rec.balance; 
    END LOOP; 
    DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('sum(balance)=' || sumAccts); 
END; 
/ 
SQL>   2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9  sum(balance)=2700 
 
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

 

In a PL/SQL block we cannot print results directly by SQL*Plus client, but using PUT_LINE method of 

DBMS_OUTPUT package we can put strings to an internal pipe of the package, and by setting 

serveroutput ON before the test run SQL*Plus will print contents of the pipe to us. 

Acct_rec used in the FOR LOOP is a PL/SQL record structure which inherits the row structure and 

content from one row at a time from the resultset of the IN (SELECT ..) set of rows.  The implicit cursor 

will be opened automatically, fetch of the next row on every loop is automatic as well as test for the 

end of the result set, and finally the cursor will be closed automatically. 

For the actual result, we would get much better performance by simple SELECT as follows 

SQL> SELECT SUM(balance) AS "sum(balance)" FROM Accounts; 
 
sum(balance) 
------------ 
 2700 

 

Both for implicit and explicit cursors, PL/SQL provides following cursor attributes attached at the end 

of the cursor name to be used as diagnostic information: 

%FOUND returns TRUE after successful row fetch (compare with SQLCODE = 0). 

%NOTFOUND  returns TRUE after unsuccessful row fetch (compare with SQLCODE = 100). 

%ROWCOUNT returns number of rows fetched successfully this far. 

%ISOPEN returns TRUE if the cursor is still open. 
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For implicit cursors the cursor name is SQL, and it applies only immediately after the latest DML 

command, for example as follows: 

UPDATE … WHERE .. 
IF SQL%NOTFOUND THEN .. 

  

We will use this in our modified BankTransfer procedure in Appendix 2. 

 

Client-Side Result Sets 

Cursor processing of query result sets is the only option for using SELECT commands in embedded SQL 

and ODBC API.   

Modern object-oriented languages use APIs with have object wrappers for cursor processing, such as 

ResultSet objects in JDBC API, but still cursor mechanisms are used by the driver in the low-level dialog 

with the database server.   

Both <holdability> and <scrollability> are possible in client-side cursor processing of middleware APIs, 

in which the resultset is copied to a client-side cache.   For example the resultset object of JDBC API is 

not closed automatically at transaction end.   

An extreme of the result set cache is used in Microsoft’s ADO.NET for the datasets, which can be 

disconnected from the database, managed locally, and then after re-connecting to the server can 

synchronize the contents back to the database using optimistic execution automatically. 

The different cursor models of DBMS products and the used middleware APIs influence in the way of 

transaction programming, and what could be the best practice in different cases. 

The procedural SQL extensions of products also support statement variations of cursor processing in 

scripts and stored routines and, whereas in JDBC cursor processing can be understood as internals of 

the resultset objects.     
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Appendix 2    Calling Stored Procedures in Java/JDBC  
 

Note:   This is an updated Appendix 4 from the “Introduction to Procedural Extensions of SQL” 

tutorial, at www.dbtecchnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf. 

To extend our theme of demonstrating the Java/JDBC accesses started in Appendix 2, let’s see a 

minimalistic example of a Java program applied to calling a modified BankTransfer procedure written 

in DB2 SPL, and presented in Listing 3.1 below.  As input parameters the procedure gets the account 

from which the given amount will be transferred and the receiving account.  The procedure is 

responsible of the transaction including diagnosing and handling of possible errors.  The commit or 

explicit rollback of the transaction is left to the caller to depend on the output parameters.  As output 

parameters the procedure delivers return code rc indicating successful execution by zero, a deadlock 

by 1, and aborted transaction by -1, and explanation text in msg.   

 

Since stored procedures cannot have dialogue with the user, for our concurrency tests we arrange 15 

seconds pause by calling the SLEEP procedure.  Because DB2 does not have a built-in function for 

pausing, the procedure presented in Listing 3.2 has been now been  programmed in DB2 SPL language, 

but this should be replaced by an external Java or C routine, and should be commented out when the 

procedure is delivered into production.  

 

Listing A2-1   The BankTransfer procedure in DB2 SPL 

  
CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE BankTransfer  
   (IN fromAcct INT,  
    IN toAcct   INT,  
    IN amount   INT,  
    OUT rc      INT, /* return code: -1 = error, 0 = OK, 1 = deadlock */ 
    OUT msg     VARCHAR(100))  
LANGUAGE SQL MODIFIES SQL DATA 
P1: BEGIN  
    DECLARE rowcount INT;  
    DECLARE EXIT HANDLER FOR SQLSTATE '40001' -- deadlock  
    BEGIN SET msg = 'Deadlock';  
          SET rc = 1; 
          END; 
    UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - amount   
    WHERE acctno = fromAcct;  
    GET DIAGNOSTICS rowcount = ROW_COUNT;  
    IF rowcount = 0 THEN   
        SET rc = -1; 
        SET msg =   
            CONCAT('missing fromAccount or negative balance in ', fromAcct);  
    ELSE   
        call sleep(15); 
        UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance + amount   
        WHERE acctno = toAcct;  
        GET DIAGNOSTICS rowcount = ROW_COUNT;  
        IF rowcount = 0 THEN   
            SET rc = -1; 

http://www.dbtecchnet.org/papers/SQL_StoredRoutines.pdf
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            SET msg = CONCAT('missing toAccount ', toAcct);  
        ELSE   
            SET rc = 0; 
            SET msg = 'to be committed';  
        END IF;       
     END IF;  
END P1 @ 

 

Listing A2-2    SLEEP procedure implemented in DB2 SPL language 

Source:  http://www.sqlpl-guide.com/Example_DB2_Sleep_Command 

 
CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE SLEEP (IN sleeptime INTEGER) 
BEGIN 
  DECLARE wait_until TIMESTAMP; 
  SET wait_until = (CURRENT TIMESTAMP + sleeptime SECONDS); 
  WHILE (wait_until > CURRENT TIMESTAMP) DO 
    END WHILE; 
END @ 
 

Listing A2-3  The Java program BankTransferProc  

 
/*  DBTechNet Concurrency Lab 2014-06-22 Martti Laiho 
    BankTransferProc.java 
Updates: 
BankTransfer.java: 
2.0 2008-05-26 ML preventing rollback by application after SQL Server deadlock 
2.1 2012-09-24 ML restructured for presenting the Retry Wrapper block 
2.2 2012-11-04 ML exception on non-existing accounts 
2.3 2014-03-09 ML TransferTransaction returns 1 for retry, 0 for OK, < 0 for error 
BankTransferProc.java: 
1.0 2014-06-22 ML modified for testing with stored procedures 
2.0 2015-05-13 ML amount added as a command line parameter 

************************************************************/ 
import java.io.*; 
import java.sql.*; 
public class BankTransferProc { 
    public static void main (String args[]) throws Exception 
    { 
        System.out.println("BankTransferProc version 2.0"); 
 
        if (args.length != 7) { 
            System.out.println("Usage:" + 
           "BankTransfer $driver $URL $user $password $fromAcct $toAcct $amount"); 

            System.exit(-1); 
        } 
        java.sql.Connection conn = null; 
        boolean sqlServer = false; 
        int counter = 0; 
        int retry = 0; 
  String driver = args[0]; 

        String URL = args[1]; 
        String user = args[2]; 
        String password = args[3]; 
        int fromAcct = Integer.parseInt(args[4]); 
        int toAcct = Integer.parseInt(args[5]); 
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        int amount = Integer.parseInt(args[6]); 

 

        // SQL Server's explicit transactions will require special treatment 
        if (URL.substring(5,14).equals("sqlserver")) { 
           sqlServer = true; 
        } 
        // register the JDBC driver and open the connection 
  try { 

  Class.forName( driver ); 

  } catch(java.lang.ClassNotFoundException e) { 

  System.err.print("ClassNotFoundException: "); 

  System.err.println(e.getMessage()); 

  System.exit(-1); // exit due to a driver problem 

    } 

  try { 

       conn = DriverManager.getConnection(URL,user,password); 

             conn.setAutoCommit(false);   // turns on transactional mode 
        } 
        catch (SQLException ex) { 
              System.out.println("URL: " + URL); 
              System.out.println("** Connection failure: " + ex.getMessage() + 
                                 "\n SQLSTATE: " + ex.getSQLState() + 
                                 " SQLcode: " + ex.getErrorCode()); 
              System.exit(-1); 
        } 
        do { 
        // Retry wrapper block of TransaferTransaction ------------- 
            if (counter++ > 0) { 
               System.out.println("retry #" + (counter-1)); 
               if (sqlServer) { 
                  conn.close(); 
                  System.out.println("Connection closed"); 
                  conn = java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection(URL,user,password); 
                  conn.setAutoCommit(true); 
               } 
            } 
            retry = TransferTransaction (conn, fromAcct, toAcct, amount, 

                                         sqlServer); 
            if (retry == 1) { 
                long pause = (long) (Math.random () * 1000); // max 1 sec. 
                // just for testing: 
                System.out.println("Waiting for "+pause+ " mseconds before retry"); 
                Thread.sleep(pause); 
            } else 
            if (retry < 0) 
               System.out.println (" Error code: " + retry + ", cannot retry."); 
       } while (retry == 1 && counter < 10);  // max 10 retries 
        // end of the Retry wrapper block ------------------------------- 
        conn.close(); 
        System.out.println("\n End of Program. "); 
    } 
 
    static int TransferTransaction (Connection conn, 
           int fromAcct, int toAcct, int amount, 
           boolean sqlServer 
           ) 
           throws Exception { 
           String SQLState = "*****"; 
           String msg = ""; 
           String errMsg = ""; 
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           int rc = 0; // retrun code 
           int retry =  0; 
           try { 
                conn.setTransactionIsolation( 
                     Connection.TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED); 
                // Note: Isolation level needs to be set before any actions! 
                msg = ""; 
                CallableStatement cstmt = 
     conn.prepareCall("{CALL BankTransfer(?, ?, ?, ?, ?)}"); 
     cstmt.setInt(1, fromAcct); 
     cstmt.setInt(2, toAcct); 
     cstmt.setInt(3, amount); 
     cstmt.setInt(4, 0); 
     cstmt.setString(5, msg); 
     cstmt.registerOutParameter(4, java.sql.Types.INTEGER); 
     cstmt.registerOutParameter(5, java.sql.Types.VARCHAR); 
     cstmt.executeUpdate(); 
     rc = cstmt.getInt(4); 
     switch (rc) { 

     case -1: 

         msg = cstmt.getString(5); 

   System.out.println("** procedure msg: " + msg); 

   conn.rollback(); 

   break; 

     case 0: 

   conn.commit(); 

   break; 

     case 1: 

         msg = cstmt.getString(5); 

   System.out.println("** procedure msg: " + msg); 

   conn.rollback(); // needed for Oracle 

   break; 

     default: 

   break; 

     } 

                cstmt.close(); 

     retry = rc; 

            } 
            catch (SQLException ex) { 
                try { 
                    errMsg = "\nSQLException:"; 
                    while (ex != null) { 
                          SQLState = ex.getSQLState(); 
                          errMsg = errMsg + "SQLState: "+ SQLState; 
                          errMsg = errMsg + ", Message:  "+ ex.getMessage(); 
                          errMsg = errMsg + ", Vendor:   "+ ex.getErrorCode() + 
                                   "\n"; 
                          ex = ex.getNextException(); 
                    } 
                    // println for testing purposes 
                    System.out.println("** Database error: " + errMsg); 
                } 
                catch (Exception e) { 
                    System.out.println("SQLException handling error: " + e); 
                    retry = -1;  

                    // This is reserved for potential exception handling 
                } 
            } // SQLException 
            catch (Exception e) { 
                System.out.println("Some java error: " + e); 
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                retry = -1;  
                // This is reserved for potential other exception handling 
            } // other exceptions 
            finally { return retry; } 
    } 
} 
 

The parameterized stored procedure call in the sentence 
 conn.prepareCall("{CALL BankTransfer(?, ?, ?, ?, ?)}"); 
is written in generic “escape” form in braces used in ODBC and JDBC to pass the call to the appropriate 

driver which then maps the call into the format required by the used DBMS product. 

The source code presents also how to bind the input and output parameters for the procedure call. 

 

The program has been programmed with multiple DBMS products in mind and only minor product 

adaptions are needed in the code, whereas the called stored procedure depends on the procedural 

SQL dialect of the used DBMS product.   To keep the program code independent of the used DBSM 

product, the server, driver, login and account parameters are passed in environment variables to the 

program as positional command line parameters as seen in Listing 3.3, and results of a test run is 

presented in Listing 3.4 below. 

 

Listing A2-4  Scripts for DB2 concurrency testing of the BankTransferProc in DebianDB 

 
# First window (client A): 
cd $HOME/StoredRoutines 
export CLASSPATH=.:/opt/jdbc-drivers/db2jcc4.jar 
export driver=com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver 
export URL=jdbc:db2://localhost:50001/TESTDB 
export user=dbtech 
export password=password 
export fromAcct=101 
export toAcct=202 
export amount=100 
java BankTransferProc $driver $URL $user $password $fromAcct $toAcct $amount 

 
# Second window (client B): 
cd $HOME/StoredRoutines 
export CLASSPATH=.:/opt/jdbc-drivers/db2jcc4.jar 
export driver=com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver 
export URL=jdbc:db2://localhost:50001/TESTDB 
export user=dbtech 
export password=password 
export fromAcct=202 
export toAcct=101 
export amount=300 
java BankTransferProc $driver $URL $user $password $fromAcct $toAcct $amount  
 

Listing A2-5  Results of a concurrency test run in DebianDB 

 
Contents of the Accounts table before the test: 

db2 => SELECT * FROM Accounts; 
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ACCTNO      BALANCE     

----------- ----------- 

        101        1000 

        202        2000 

 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ # First window (client A): 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ cd $HOME/StoredRoutines 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export CLASSPATH=.:/opt/jdbc-drivers/db2jcc4.jar 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export driver=com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export URL=jdbc:db2://localhost:50001/TESTDB 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export user=dbtech 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export password=password 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export fromAcct=101 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export toAcct=202 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export amount=100 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ java BankTransferProc $driver $URL $user $password 

$fromAcct $toAcct $amount 
BankTransferProc version 2.0 

Meanwhile the client B is started and wins the case, see the listing below. 

Contents of the Accounts table after commit by client B: 

db2 => SELECT * FROM Accounts; 

 

ACCTNO      BALANCE     

----------- ----------- 

        101        1300 

        202        1700 

 
Waiting for 942 mseconds before retry 
retry #1 

User presses ENTER key to continue 

 
 End of Program. 

 
Contents of the Accounts table after commit by client A: 
db2 => SELECT * FROM Accounts; 
 
ACCTNO      BALANCE     
----------- ----------- 
        101        1200 
        202        1800 

 
Listing of the client B’s session: 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ # Second window (client B): 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ cd $HOME/StoredRoutines 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export CLASSPATH=.:/opt/jdbc-drivers/db2jcc4.jar 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export driver=com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export URL=jdbc:db2://localhost:50001/TESTDB 
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dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export user=dbtech 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export password=password 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export fromAcct=202 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export toAcct=101 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ export amount=300 
dbtech@debian9:~/StoredRoutines$ java BankTransferProc $driver $URL $user $password 

$fromAcct $toAcct $amount 
BankTransferProc version 2.0 
 
 End of Program. 
 

Experimenting with the possible problems, such as erroneous account numbers or negative balance 

are left to the readers.   
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Appendix 3    GlassFish  Application Server  
 

GlassFish is the open source project on reference implementation of Java EE 7 application server with 

home page at https://glassfish.java.net/ including links to downloading and documentation.  The 

whole set of documents is available in a zip file at https://glassfish.java.net/documentation.html   

 

Installing GlassFish 

 

Latest GlassFish can be downloaded from the Nightly downloads at 

http://download.oracle.com/glassfish/5.0/nightly/index.html 

Fortunately, we have GlassFish5 readyly installed in Debian9 in /opt/glassfish5 and documentation can 
be accessed by browser entering the URL file:///opt/glassfish5/glassfish/docs/quickstart.html 
 
GlassFish 5  requires JDK8 which can be downloaded by selecting the “oracle” link at 
http://openjdk.java.net/projects/jdk8/  
 
Before starting the glassfish server for first time the Java JDK needs to be introduced including the 

AS_JAVA environment variable in copy of  /etc/bash.bashrc as follows (including needs of other 

software in our Debian8 laboratory): 

Listing A3-1 
 
# Environment variables: 
# for Java 
export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/jdk8 
export AS_JAVA=/usr/lib/jvm/jdk8 
# for Python 
export PYTHONPATH=/usr/local/lib/python2.7/dist-packages/ibm_db-2.0.7-py2.7-linux-x86_64.egg 
# for DB2 
export INSTALL_PATH=/opt/ibm/db2/V10.5 
export DB2DIR=$INSTALL_PATH 
export DB2LIB=$INSTALL_PATH/lib64 
export DB2_HOME=/home/dbtech/sqllib 
export IBM_DB_HOME=$DB2_HOME 
export DB2PATH=$DB2_HOME 
export DB2INSTANCE=dbtech 
export VWSPATH=$DB2PATH 
export IBM_DB_DIR=$DB2_HOME 
export IBM_DB_LIB=$DB2_HOME/lib64 
export IBM_DB_INCLUDE=$DB2_HOME/include 
export INSTHOME=/home/dbtech 
export THREADS_FLAG=native 
# for Oracle 
export ORACLE_HOME=/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/xe 
export TNS_ADMIN=/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/xe/network/admin/tnsnames.ora 

https://glassfish.java.net/
https://glassfish.java.net/documentation.html
file:///H:/opt/glassfish5/glassfish/docs/quickstart.html
http://openjdk.java.net/projects/jdk8/
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# for multi 
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/lib:$IBM_DB_LIB 
export PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/bin:$PATH 
 
Modified bash.bashrc copy is then copied back to /etc/bash.bashrc as follows: 

           sudo cp bash.bashrc /etc/bash.bashrc 

 

GlassFish Administration 
 

The basic administration tools for GlassFish are the command-line utility asadmin and the web 

interface GlassFish Administration console. 

The asadmin utility can be found at the /opt/glassfish5/bin folder.  We can make it easier to use by 

building  the following script file in the $HOME folder of dbtech user 

 
 
and setting the access privilege as follows 
           chmod +x asadmin 
 
We can use then the asadmin’s subcommand start-domain to start the server, and asadmin’s 
subcommand stop-domain to stop the server as follows:    
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ ./asadmin 

Use "exit" to exit and "help" for online help. 

asadmin> start-domain 

Waiting for domain1 to start ....... 

Successfully started the domain : domain1 

domain  Location: /home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1 

Log File: /home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/logs/server.log 

Admin Port: 4848 

Command start-domain executed successfully. 

asadmin> stop-domain 

Waiting for the domain to stop . 

Command stop-domain executed successfully. 

asadmin> exit 

Command multimode executed successfully. 

dbtech@debian9:~$ 

 

 
After Glassfish is started for the first time it can be configured to use the JDK8 by following command: 
 
$HOME/glassfish5/glassfish/bin/asadmin set "server.java-config.java-home=/usr/lib/jvm/jdk8" 
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By default GlassFish uses UTC time.  To configure it to local timezone, for example Eastern European 
Time (EET) it can be done by asadmin as follows 
 

dbtech@debian9:~$ ./asadmin 
Use "exit" to exit and "help" for online help. 
asadmin> start-domain 
Waiting for domain1 to start ...... 
Successfully started the domain : domain1 
domain  Location: /home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1 
Log File: /home/dbtech/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/logs/server.log 
Admin Port: 4848 
Command start-domain executed successfully. 
asadmin> create-jvm-options -Duser.timezone=EET 
Created 1 option(s) 
Command create-jvm-options executed successfully. 
asadmin> restart-domain 
Successfully restarted the domain 
Command restart-domain executed successfully. 
asadmin> 

 
After GlassFish server is started it can be accessed by the Glassfish Server Administration Console can 
be accessed by browser Iceweasel at URL http://localhost:4848 
 

 

Figure A3-1 
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Figure A3-2 
 
The server can be stopped also by selecting the “Stop” button on the server General Information form of the 
Administration console 
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Figure A3-3 
 
 

Applications 
 

Hello example 
 
As first example of deploying an web application into GlassFish server we use the Java EE classic 

example hello.war which we copied to AppDev/GlassFish5 folder from WASCE samples .  Deployment of 

war/ear files can be done by the asadmin utility as follows 

asadmin> deploy AppDev/ GlassFish5/hello/hello.war 

Application deployed with name hello. 
Command deploy executed successfully. 
asadmin> 
 
Success of the deployment can be verified using the Administration Console 
 

 

Figure A3-4 
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Selecting the “Launch” link we proceed following form from which we can select the 

http://debian9:8080/hello link 

 

Figure A3-5 

.. or entering diretly the URL “localhost:8080/hello” to the browser 

 

Figure A3-6 

Deployed applications can be undeployed using Administration Console selecting first the application 

and selecting the “Undeploy” button: 

 

Figure A3-7 

Studying the application files at AppDev/glassfish/hello we can get the idea of how to build web 

applications for GlassFish and Java EE application servers. 

 

http://debian9:8080/hello
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JDBC drivers 
 

JDBC drivers to be used by applications of the domain need to by copied/linked into the subfolder lib 

of the domain, from where the GlassFish server detects them automatically when assigned for a JDBC 

pool.  

The MySQL Connector/J driver works mainly also for MariaDB, but we have discovered that it fails 

parse OUT parameters of stored procedures in MariaDB, so we have downloaded here also the 

MariaDB Connector/J driver.   They can co-exist, but later we may drop the MySQL Connector/J. 

We recommend updating the latests JDBC drivers from the DBMS venddors, but to keep starting 

simple we have copied the JDBC driver jar files we have been using in 

AppDev/GlassFish5/lib/domain1_lib folder from which these can be easily installed as follows: 

$ cd  
$ sudo cp AppDev/GlassFish5/domain1_lib/*.jar /opt/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/lib 
$ sudo chmod +r+r+r /opt/glassfish5/glassfish/domains/domain1/lib 
 

MySQL / MariaDB 
 

In Debian8 we have MariaDB instead of MySQL, but for our purposes there is usually no difference.   

The database instance needs to be started manually selecting “Start MariaDB” from the 

“Applications/MariaDB” menu as follows: 

 
 

Figure A3-8 

When the database server Is running we can build as “root” user the test database “testdb” for the 

experimenting granting its use to “dbtech” user as follows: 

mysql –u root 

CREATE DATABASE testdb; 

GRANT ALL ON testdb.* TO 'dbtech'@'localhost'; 

exit; 

 

After this we can connect to “testdb” using the mysql client by 
 

mysql testdb  –u dbtech –p 

 
where “-p” option will prompt for the password which is “dbtech”. 
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Building the Data Source 
 

Next we need to build the JDBC data source into the GlassFish application server creating first the 

JDBC connection pool for MySQL/MariaDB and then registering it available to applications by the JNDI 

naming services. 

Official document on configuring  JDBC data sources for a GlassFish server can be found at the 

GlassFish Administration Guide, Chapter 12. 

For MariaDB connections we first define a JDBC connection pool “MariaXApool” selecting from 

“Common Tasks”  Resources / JDBC / JDBC Connection Pools, and from the “JDBC Connection Pools” 

form’s “Pools” menu the “New” button which leads us to filling the “New JDBC Connection Pool  (Step 

1 of 2)” form as follows: 

 

Figure A3-9 

For the “Resource Type” on the form we could use “javax.sql.DataSource”, but for our later 

experiments with distributed transactions we want to select the “javax.sql.XADataSource”.   By the 

“XA” in pool name we just document the type of the datasource to our own use. 

The selection list for the Database Driver Vendor shows the GlassFish supported vendors/drivers.  

Since MariaDB is not included we need to select “MySql” from the list.  
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After filling the form we proceed by the “Next” button to “New JDBC Connection Pool (Step 2 of 2)” 

form  

 

Figure A3-10 

The default XA classname for vendor name MySql is the only value available from the selection list, but 

for MariaDB we need to enter “org.mariadb.jdbc.MariaDbDataSource” in the textbox under the 

selection list. 
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Figure A3-9 

.. and press “Finish”.  The pool generation is started by selecting the “Finish” button at the bottom of 

the form.   Then Select “JDBC Resources” from the “Common Taks” and “New” button 

Next restart the server and reselect “MariaXApool” from “JDBC Connection Pools” and select the 

“Ping” button to verify access to database by the configured connection: 
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Figure A3-10 

After getting pool ready we register it to the JNDI naming services in the “JDBC Resources” 

Selecting “New” we proceed to register the generated MariaXApool as “jdbc/MariaXApool” to JNDI 

 

Figure A3-11 

Getting it ready by pressing “OK”.   

 

Correspondingly we configure pool for non-XA driver 
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Figure A3-12 
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Oracle XE 
 

Just like for the MariaDB above, the Oracle XE instance needs to be started manually selecting “Start 

Database” from the “Applications/Oracle 11gXE” menu as follows: 

 
 
 
Following  preparation actions of Oracle XE database and the environment variables in Debian8 are done for 
using Oracle XA JDBC driver in GlassFish server based on following documentations and web articles: 
 

 GlassFish Server Open Source Edition Administration Guide, version 4.0 
Ch 12 Administrating Database Connectivity 
Oracle 11 Database Driver, p 12-19 

 

 “Using the ‘thick’ OCI drivers in ODI 11g IDE” by Laurens van der Starre 
at http://blog.whitehorses.nl/2011/06/21/using-the-thick-oci-drivers-in-odi-11g-ide/ 

 

 “Using Oracle Thin/XA Driver” 
at https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/web.1111/e13731/thirdpartytx.htm#WLJTA261 

 

http://blog.whitehorses.nl/2011/06/21/using-the-thick-oci-drivers-in-odi-11g-ide/
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/web.1111/e13731/thirdpartytx.htm#WLJTA261
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Added environment variables in /home/dbtech/sqllib/db2profile (?): 
 

export ORACLE_HOME=/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/xe 
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/lib 
export PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/bin:$PATH 

Listing A3-2   Preparations in Oracle XE database: 
 
sqlplus / as sysdba 

GRANT SELECT ON V$XATRANS$ TO PUBLIC; 

GRANT SELECT ON DBA_PENDING_TRANSACTIONS TO PUBLIC; 

GRANT SELECT ON PENDING_TRANS$ TO PUBLIC; 

GRANT SELECT ON DBA_2PC_PENDING TO PUBLIC; 

GRANT SELECT ON DBA_2PC_NEIGHBORS TO PUBLIC; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON DBMS_XA TO PUBLIC; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON DBMS_SYSTEM TO PUBLIC; 

@/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/xe/rdbms/admin/xaview.sql 

– and creating the test user 

CREATE USER scott IDENTIFIED BY tiger; 

GRANT CONNECT,RESOURCE TO scott; 

exit 

 
 
To create the JDBC XA DataSource connection pool for accessing the Oracle XE we start using the GlassFish 
Administration Console selecting Common Tasks / Resources /JDBC Connection Pools / New filling the form 
“New JDBC Connection Pool (Step 1of 2)” for connection pool “OraXApool”: 
 

 
 
continuing the pool definition as follows: 
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Defining the properties as follows: 
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After saving the definition by “Finish”, we verify the connection by Pinging the database as follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally we register the connection pool in JNDI naming services as follows: 
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For our experiments we configure also a non-XA connection pool “OraPool” for accessing Oracle XE as follows: 

 

 

Figure A3-13a 
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Figure A3-13b 
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Figure A3-13c 

 

 

Figure A3-13d 
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As we have Oracle server running, Ping via the pool succeeds 

 
Figure A3-13e 

 

Before we can use the connection pool we need to register it into JNDI naming service as follows: 

 

Figure A3-14 

 

DB2 Express-C 
 
Like MariaDB and Oracle above, the DB2 instance needs to be started manually selecting “Start DB2” 
from the “Applications/IBM DB2” menues. 
 
With DB2 comes the example database “SAMPLE” used in most IBM materials.  For our experiments 
we will create the “TESTDB” with simple defaults of DB2 as follows.  This is a slow process which takes 
several minutes. 
 
Listing A3-3 
 
dbtech@debian9:~$ db2 CREATE DATABASE testdb 

DB20000I  The CREATE DATABASE command completed successfully. 

dbtech@debian9:~$ db2 -t; 
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(c) Copyright IBM Corporation 1993,2007 

Command Line Processor for DB2 Client 11.1.1.1 

 

You can issue database manager commands and SQL statements from the command  

prompt. For example: 

    db2 => connect to sample 

    db2 => bind sample.bnd 

 

For general help, type: ?. 

For command help, type: ? command, where command can be 

the first few keywords of a database manager command. For example: 

 ? CATALOG DATABASE for help on the CATALOG DATABASE command 

 ? CATALOG          for help on all of the CATALOG commands. 

 

To exit db2 interactive mode, type QUIT at the command prompt. Outside  

interactive mode, all commands must be prefixed with 'db2'. 

To list the current command option settings, type LIST COMMAND OPTIONS. 

 

For more detailed help, refer to the Online Reference Manual. 

 

db2 => connect to testdb; 

 

   Database Connection Information 

 

 Database server        = DB2/LINUXX8664 11.1.1.1 

 SQL authorization ID   = DBTECH 

 Local database alias   = TESTDB 

 

db2 => terminate; 

DB20000I  The TERMINATE command completed successfully. 

dbtech@debian9:~$  

 

 

We are now ready to setup connection pool for DB2.  To start we select the JDBC Connection Pools 
and press the ”New” button to get to define the new ”DB2XApool” as follows:  
 

 
 

Figure A3-15a 
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Figure A3-15b 
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Figure A3-15c 
 

 
 

Figure A3-15d 
 
 
Usually the Datasource Classname provided automatically by the GlassFish Administration Console based on the 
Database Driver Vendor and Resource Type selections is correct.  The driver which we want to use is the type 4 
db2jcc4.jar of DB2 V10.5, but in Glassfish we don’t assign the driver manually. From Web we found a hint to add 
property “driverType=4”, but this was not enough.  Digging the subfolders of db2jcc4.jar we found that the 
correct  classpath should be  com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2XADataSource.  After these fixes pinging the database 
succeeds: 
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Figure A3-15b 
 

 
 

Figure A3-15c 
 

 

Correspondingly we configure pool for non-XA driver: 

 
Figure A3-16a 
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Figure A3-16b 
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Figure A3-17 
 

PostgreSQL 
 
Like MariaDB, Oracle and DB2 above, the PostgreSQL instance needs to be started manually selecting 
“Start PostgreSQL” from the “Applications/PostgreSQL” menues. 
 
Following minimalist psql session demonstrates creating  and use of the “testdb” database in 
PostgreSQL: 
 

 
  
For the beginning we define the JDBC connection pool “pSqlXApool” 
 

 
 
Figure A3-17a 
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Figure A3-17b 
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Figure A3-17c 
 
 

 
Figure A3-17d 
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Figure A3-18 
 
 
Correspondingly we configure pool for non-XA driver: 

 
 
Figure A3-19a 
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Figure A3-19b 
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Figure A3-19c 
 
 

 
Figure A3-19d 
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Figure A3-20 
 
 

Derby 
 
Apache Derby database product (previously called Cloudscape) comes as embedded and network 
version by name “JavaDB” included as part of GlassFish.   In the following we show the use of the 
standalone network server: 
  
# startdb: 
./asadmin start-database --dbhost localhost --dbport 1527 --terse=true 
# stopdb: 
./asadmin stop-database --dbhost=localhost --dbport 1527 
 
# command line client can be set as script ij as the Derby client:   
/opt/glassfish5/javadb/bin/ij 
 
Implementing the Accounts table in Derby database “testdb”: 
 
Listing A3-4 
 
dbtech@debian9:~$ /opt/glassfish5/javadb/bin/ij 
ij version 10.13  
ij> -- create a new database “testdb”: 
ij> CONNECT 'jdbc:derby:testdb;create=true'; 
ij> help;  -- list available ij commands  
… 
ij> disconnect; 
ij> -- connecting to an existing database: 
ij> CONNECT 'jdbc:derby:testdb'; 
ij> CREATE TABLE Accounts (  
 acctno  INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,  
 balance INTEGER NOT NULL  
 CONSTRAINT uncreditable_account CHECK (balance >= 0)  
)> > > > ; 
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0 rows inserted/updated/deleted 
ij> INSERT INTO Accounts (acctno,balance) VALUES (101,1000);  
INSERT INTO Accounts (acctno,balance) VALUES (202,2000);  
UPDATE Accounts SET balance = balance - 100000 WHERE acctno = 101; 
1 row inserted/updated/deleted 
ij> 1 row inserted/updated/deleted 
ij> ERROR 23513: The check constraint 'UNCREDITABLE_ACCOUNT' was violated while performing an 
INSERT or UPDATE on table '"APP"."ACCOUNTS"'. 
ij> SELECT * FROM Accounts;  
ACCTNO     |BALANCE     
----------------------- 
101        |1000        
202        |2000        
 
2 rows selected 
ij> disconnect; 
 

Derby software is written in pure Java language and its stored routines need to be written as external 

stored Java methods. 

Download the Derby manuals from https://db.apache.org/derby/manuals/ 

 
 

  

https://db.apache.org/derby/manuals/#docs_10.10
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Transaction Timeout 
 
DBMS products detect local deadlocks, but there is no general server-side solution for detecting global deadlock 
situations.  On client-side this can be solved by setting “Transaction Timeout” for the GlassFish application server 
as follows: 
 

 
 

Figure A3-20 
 
 
Note:  this did not work in our test where the concurrent client session was blocking an UPDATE 

On various APIs we have been experimenting also with various timeout exceptions. 
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Appendix 4    Employees example using C#/ADO.NET/IDb 
 

It is possible to apply the generic System.Data.Common namespace in the data access programming 

by instantiating the IDbConnection first from the DBMS based concrete class.  The following 

implementation of the “Employees” example written in C# language has been tested on Windows 

platforms using DB2 Express-C 10.5 by Visual Studio CE, and in command prompt windows using SQL 

Server Express 2012 and OSP Pyrrho 5.2 developed by Malcolm Crowe at University of the West of 

Scotland.  While writing this, in Debian 6 and 7 Linux based database laboratories OSP Pyrrho 5.2 as 

well as Oracle XE 10.2 and 11.2 have passed our test perfectly.  With DB2 Express-C and 

MySQL/MariaDB we have not yet managed to setup the libraries. 

The code demonstrates use of the C# language, which is quite close to Java, and use of precompiler 

based conditional compiling instead of the [Conditional] attributes of .NET. 

 

Listing A4-1    Generic IDbEmployees.cs program 

 
/********************************************************************** 
DBTechNet / Martti Laiho 
2015-03-22 version 1.0 employees 
2015-03-23 version 1.1 IDbEmployees + fixes on decimal fraction of salary 
           and isolation levels 
2015-04-01 version 1.2 Employees using IDb 
2015-04-06 version 1.3 Tested SQL Server 2012 Express and DB2 Express-C 10.5  
2015-04-24 version 1.4 Text tuning 
2015-04-25 version 1.5 Fixes by Malcolm Crowe and ML, tested OK on Pyrrho 5.2 
                       while rowversion managed by Pyrrho's new pseudocolumn 
2015-04-26 version 1.6 Conditional compiling depending on the DBMS 
2015-04-27 version 1.7 Changed by Malcolm Crowe to use Pyrrho's VERSIONING 
2015-04-29 version 1.8 Pyrrho mapping VERSIONING to RV,  
                       Oracle XE on DebianDB/mono without parameters and decimal part 
2015-06-02 version 1.9 getInteger() uses Convert.ToInt32() 
2015-06-15 version 2.0 tuned for Oracle parameters by Timo Leppänen,  
                       For Oracle the primary key empno changed to varchar(6). 
                       Workaround for the rollback failure of Pyrrho.  
 
Example 5.3 embeddedC.sqc 
of the book "Getting Started with DB2 Application Development" 
extended and ported to C#/ADO.NET/OleDB experimenting with use of 
- SQL Server, database transactions and optimistic execution (RVV). 
 
------------------------------------------- 
SQL Server implementation: 
We assume that the TestDB database in local SQL Server Express  
will be used by login user, and the following preraparation work  
has been done before running the program: 
 
CREATE TABLE EmployeeTable ( 
EMPNO        CHARACTER(6) PRIMARY KEY, 
FIRSTNME     VARCHAR(12), 
MIDINIT      CHARACTER(1), 
LASTNAME     VARCHAR(15), 
EDLEVEL      SMALLINT, 
SALARY       DECIMAL(9,2), 
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RV           ROWVERSION   -- see www.dbtechnet.org/papers/RVV_Paper.pdf 
); 
GO 
CREATE VIEW Employee AS 
   SELECT EMPNO,FIRSTNME,LASTNAME,EDLEVEL,SALARY, 
          CAST(rv AS BIGINT) AS RV 
   FROM EmployeeTable; 

 
# DB2 implementation: 
db2 -td@ 
CONNECT TO SAMPLE USER USER1@ 
CREATE TABLE employee LIKE dbtech.employee@ 
INSERT INTO employee SELECT * FROM dbtech.employee@ 
ALTER TABLE employee ADD CONSTRAINT pk_employee PRIMARY KEY (empno)@ 
ALTER TABLE employee ADD COLUMN rv INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0@ 
REORG TABLE employee @ 
CREATE TRIGGER RVV_Employee 
NO CASCADE BEFORE UPDATE ON Employee 
REFERENCING NEW AS new_row OLD AS old_row 
FOR EACH ROW 
MODE DB2SQL 
BEGIN ATOMIC 
  IF (old_row.rv = 2147483647) THEN 
     SET new_row.rv = -2147483648; 
  ELSE 
     SET new_row.rv = old_row.rv + 1; 
  END IF; 
END @ 
terminate @ 

  
# Oracle implementation: 
#----------------------- 
DROP TABLE Employee; 
/ 
CREATE TABLE Employee ( 
EMPNO        VARCHAR2(6) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
FIRSTNME     VARCHAR(12), 
MIDINIT      CHARACTER(1), 
LASTNAME     VARCHAR(15), 
EDLEVEL      SMALLINT, 
SALARY       DECIMAL(9,2), 
RV           INTEGER NOT NULL 
); 
CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER INSRVV_Employee 
BEFORE INSERT ON Employee 
FOR EACH ROW 
BEGIN  
     :NEW.rv := 1; 
END; 
/ 
CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER RVV_Employee 
BEFORE UPDATE ON Employee 
FOR EACH ROW 
BEGIN  
  IF (:OLD.rv IS NULL OR :OLD.RV = 2147483647) THEN 
     :NEW.rv := -2147483648; 
  ELSE 
     :NEW.rv := :OLD.rv + 1; 
  END IF; 
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END; 
/ 
 
INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE (empno) values ('50000'); 
UPDATE EMPLOYEE SET salary = 1000 WHERE empno = 50000; 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE; 
 
# Pyrrho implementation: 
#---------------------- 
# Note: the pseudocolumn VERSIONING is used as the row version indicator 
PyrrhoCMD testdb 
[CREATE TABLE employeeTable ( 
EMPNO        CHARACTER(6) PRIMARY KEY, 
FIRSTNME     VARCHAR(12), 
MIDINIT      CHARACTER(1), 
LASTNAME     VARCHAR(15), 
EDLEVEL      INT, 
SALARY       DECIMAL(9,2) );] 
[CREATE VIEW employee AS 
 SELECT EMPNO,FIRSTNME,LASTNAME,EDLEVEL,SALARY,VERSIONING AS RV 
 FROM employeeTable;] 
quit 
 
# MySQL implementation 
#--------------------- 
CREATE TABLE employee ( 
EMPNO        CHARACTER(6) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
FIRSTNME     VARCHAR(12), 
MIDINIT      CHARACTER(1), 
LASTNAME     VARCHAR(15), 
EDLEVEL      SMALLINT, 
SALARY       DECIMAL(9,2), 
RV           INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0 
); 
delimiter # 
CREATE TRIGGER employee_RvvTrg 
BEFORE UPDATE ON employee 
FOR EACH ROW 
BEGIN 
  IF (old.rv = 2147483647) THEN 
      SET new.rv = -2147483648; 
  ELSE 
      SET new.rv = old.rv + 1; 
  END IF;  
END # 
delimiter ; 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Commands for compiling and experimenting : 
 
Pyrrho OpenSource 
----------------- 
rem on Windows7 
rem ------------ 
cd \Pyrrho 
 
rem Compile for SQL Server and test 
csc IDbEmployees.cs  
IDbEmployees 
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rem Compile for Pyrrho and test 
csc IDbEmployees.cs -r:OSPLink.dll 
rem and run 
IDbEmployees 
 
# On DebianDB 6 or 7 
#------------------- 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ADO.NET$ mcs --version 
Mono C# compiler version 2.6.7.0 
 
cd $HOME/Pyrrho 
mcs IDbEmployees.cs -r:OSPLink.dll,System.Data.dll 
mono IDbEmployees.exe 

 
# MySQL 
#------ 
mcs IDbEmployees.cs -r:System.Data.dll,MySql.Data.MySqlClient.dll 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ADO.NET$ mcs IDbEmployees.cs -

r:System.Data.dll,MySql.Data.dll 
IDbEmployees.cs(363,11): error CS0246: The type or namespace name `DbProviderFactory' 

could not be found. Are you missing a using directive or an assembly reference? 
Compilation failed: 1 error(s), 0 warnings 

 
#!/bin/sh 
exec /usr/bin/mono $MONO_OPTIONS /usr/lib/mono/1.0/mcs.exe "$@" 
mcs -r:System.dll -r:System.Data.dll -r:MySql.Data.dll IDbEmployees.cs 
- to be sorted out 

 
# Oracle on Debian 6 or 7 
#------------------------ 
cd $HOME/AppDev/ADO.NET 
export ORACLE_INCLUDE_PATH=/etc/profile.d 
export ORACLE_LIB_PATH=/etc/profile.d 
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/lib 
mcs IDbEmployees.cs -r:System.Data.OracleClient.dll,System.Data.dll 
mono IDbEmployees.exe 

 

 
----------------------- 
DB2 Express-C 10.5 compiled and tested using Visual Studio CE 
 
------- 
# compile and test on DebianDB 6 
cd $HOME/AppDev/ADO.NET 
mcs IDbEmployees.cs -r:IBM.Data.DB2.dll,System.Data.dll 
 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ADO.NET$ mcs IDbEmployees.cs -

r:IBM.Data.DB2.dll,System.Data.dll 
 
** (/usr/lib/mono/1.0/mcs.exe:2557): WARNING **: The class 

System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary`2 could not be loaded, used in mscorlib, 

Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089 
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** (/usr/lib/mono/1.0/mcs.exe:2557): WARNING **: The class 

IBM.Data.DB2.DB2ConnectionSettings could not be loaded, used in IBM.Data.DB2, 

Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=7c307b91aa13d208 
 
dbtech@debian9:~/AppDev/ADO.NET$ mono IDbEmployees.exe 
 
DBTechNet 
C#/ADO.NET/IDb experiment 'employees' version 1.8 
-------------------- 
 CONNECT TO DATABASE 
-------------------- 

 
** (IDbEmployees.exe:2560): WARNING **: The class 

System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary`2 could not be loaded, used in mscorlib, 

Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089 
 
Unhandled Exception: System.TypeLoadException: A type load exception has occurred. 
  at IBM.Data.DB2.DB2Connection..ctor (System.String conString) [0x00000] in 

<filename unknown>:0  
  at (wrapper remoting-invoke-with-check) IBM.Data.DB2.DB2Connection:.ctor (string) 
  at IDbEmployees.Main (System.String[] args) [0x00000] in <filename unknown>:0  
-- to be sorted out 
 
************************************************************************/ 
// Define the DBMS to be used and undef the others 
#undef PYRRHO    // OSP 5.2 
#undef DB2       // DB2 Express-C 10.5    
#undef SQL       // SQL Server Express 2012 
#define ORACLE    // Oracle XE 
#undef MYSQL     // MySQL 5.6, MariaDB 10.0 
 
using System; 
using System.Data; 
using System.Data.Common; 
#if PYRRHO 
using Pyrrho; 
#endif 
#if DB2 
using IBM.Data.DB2; 
#endif 
#if ORACLE 
using System.Data.OracleClient; 
#endif 
#if MYSQL 
using MySql.Data;  // .MySqlClient;  
#endif 
 
public class IDbEmployees 
{ 
    public static void Main(string[] args) 
    { 
        Console.WriteLine 
              ("\nDBTechNet\nC#/ADO.NET/IDb experiment 'employees' version 2.0"); 
        Console.WriteLine("--------------------"); 
        Console.WriteLine(" CONNECT TO DATABASE"); 
        Console.WriteLine("--------------------"); 
        int rc = 0; 
        string database = "testdb"; 
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#if PYRRHO 
        string host = "127.0.0.1"; 
        string port = "5433"; 
        PyrrhoConnect conn = new PyrrhoConnect("Provider=PyrrhoDBMS;Host=" + host + 
                            ";Port="+port+";Files="+database); 
#else 
       /* Create connection using generic ProviderFactory */ 
        string connStr = ""; 
  #if SQL 
       /* on Windows only */ 
         DbProviderFactory factory = null; 
         IDbConnection conn = null; 
               factory = DbProviderFactories.GetFactory("System.Data.SqlClient"); 
                connStr = @"Data Source=localhost\\SQLEXPRESS;" + 
                          "Initial Catalog=TestDB;Integrated Security=SSPI;" + 
                          "Connect Timeout=10;"; 
                // tested on Windows7 
        conn = (IDbConnection)factory.CreateConnection(); 
        conn.ConnectionString = connStr; 
  #endif 
  #if DB2 
        //  factory = IDbProviderFactories.GetFactory("IBM.Data.DB2"); 
        database = "SAMPLE"; 
        connStr = @"Server=127.0.0.1:50001;Database=" + database +  
                    ";UID=dbtech;PWD=password"; 
        // tested on Windows7 using Visual Studio Express CE 
        DB2Connection conn = new DB2Connection(connStr); 
  #endif 
  #if ORACLE 
        // Remember to start the database!   
        database = "XE"; 
        connStr = @"Data Source=//localhost:1521/" + database +  
                          ";User Id=user1;Password=sql"; 
        OracleConnection conn = new OracleConnection(connStr); 
        // tested on DebianDB 6 and 7 without parameters 
  #endif 
  #if MYSQL 
     /* 
        IDbProviderFactory factory = null; 
        IDbConnection conn = null; 
        factory = IDbProviderFactories.GetFactory("MySql.Data.MySqlClient"); 
        conn = (IDbConnection)factory.CreateConnection(); 
     */ 
        MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlConnection conn; 
        database = "testdb"; 
        connStr = @"server=localhost;UserId=dbtech;Password=password;database=" + 

database; 
        //    conn.ConnectionString = connStr; 
        conn = new MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlConnection(); 
        conn.ConnectionString = connStr; 
  #endif 
#endif 
    /* end of providers */ 
        try 
        { 
            conn.Open(); 
            Console.WriteLine(" CONNECTED SUCCESSFULLY TO DATABASE "+ database); 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) 
        { 
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            Console.WriteLine("Connection failed: " + e.Message); 
            rc = -1; 
        } 
 
        int option = 0; 
        while (rc == 0) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("\n\n==========================="); 
            Console.WriteLine(" EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM"); 
            Console.WriteLine("==========================="); 
            Console.WriteLine("Use case options: "); 
            Console.WriteLine(" 1. Add New Employee "); 
            Console.WriteLine(" 2. Update Employee Information(Salary) "); 
            Console.WriteLine(" 3. Fetch Employee Information "); 
            Console.WriteLine(" 4. Delete Employee Information "); 
            Console.WriteLine(" 5. Exit \n"); 
            option = getInteger("Enter the option number: "); 
 
            switch (option) 
            { 
                case 1: rc = AddEmployeeInfo(conn); 
                    break; 
                case 2: rc = UpdateEmployeeInfo(conn); 
                    break; 
                case 3: rc = FetchEmployeeInfo(conn); 
                    break; 
                case 4: rc = DeleteEmployeeInfo(conn); 
                    break; 
                case 5: 
                    /* Disconnect from the sample database */ 
                    conn.Close(); 
                    rc = 1; 
                    break; 
                default: 
                    Console.WriteLine 
                    ("** ERROR: Valid option values include numbers 1..5\n"); 
                    break; 
            } 
        } 
        if (rc == -1) 
            Console.WriteLine("\nExecution failed on error\n"); 
        else 
            Console.WriteLine("\nEnd of program.\n"); 
    } 
 
    public static int AddEmployeeInfo(IDbConnection conn) 
    { 
        /* Function to insert some test data into the "employee" table/view. 
         *   The purpose is just to demonstrate that exception in some command 
         *   will lead to rollback of all commands in the transaction. 
        **/ 
        Console.WriteLine("\n========================="); 
        Console.WriteLine(" ADD EMPLOYEE INFORMATION"); 
        Console.WriteLine("=========================\n"); 
        IDbTransaction txn = null; 
        String sql = ""; 
        try 
        { 
            IDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 
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            txn = conn.BeginTransaction(IsolationLevel.ReadCommitted); 
            cmd.Transaction = txn; 
            // transaction 
            int count = 0; 
            sql="INSERT INTO employee(empno, firstnme, lastname, edlevel, salary)"+ 
                 "VALUES ('50001', 'RAUL', 'CHONG', 21, 6000)"; 
            cmd.CommandText = sql; 
            count = count + cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
            sql="INSERT INTO employee(empno, firstnme, lastname, edlevel, salary)"+ 
                  "VALUES ('50002', 'JAMES', 'JI', 20, 5786)"; 
            cmd.CommandText = sql; 
            count = count + cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
            sql="INSERT INTO employee(empno, firstnme, lastname, edlevel, salary)"+ 
                  "VALUES ('50003', 'MIN', 'YAO', 20, 5876)"; 
            cmd.CommandText = sql; 
            count = count + cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
            sql="INSERT INTO employee(empno, firstnme, lastname, edlevel, salary)"+ 
                  "VALUES ('50004', 'IAN', 'HAKES', 19, 5489)"; 
            cmd.CommandText = sql; 
            count = count + cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
            sql="INSERT INTO employee(empno, firstnme, lastname, edlevel, salary)"+ 
                  "VALUES ('50005', 'VINEET', 'MISHRA', 19, 5600)"; 
            cmd.CommandText = sql; 
            count = count + cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
            txn.Commit(); 
            Console.WriteLine("ADDED SUCESSFULLY " + count + " EMPLOYEES "); 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("Error in command: " + sql); 
            Console.WriteLine("Message: " + e.Message); 
            try {   
              txn.Rollback();   
            } 
            catch (Exception e2) { // in case of failed ROLLBACK by Pyrrho 
               Console.WriteLine("Rollback failure: " + e2.Message); 
            }   
        } 
        // finally { ;} 
        return 0; 
    } 
 
    public static int UpdateEmployeeInfo(IDbConnection conn) 
    { 
        /* User transaction containing a reading transaction, user dialogue, 
         * and then updating transaction.  By RVV based optimistic execution  
         * the update is prevented if some other client has updated or  
         * deleted the row meanwhile. 
        **/ 
        Console.WriteLine("\n============================"); 
        Console.WriteLine(" UPDATE EMPLOYEE INFORMATION"); 
        Console.WriteLine("============================"); 
        int noofemp = 0; 
        int loop = 0; 
        string line = ""; 
        string sql = ""; 
        while (noofemp < 1 || noofemp > 5) 
        {   // we have max 5 rows for testing 
            // [TML] Tätä ominaisuutta en tarvitse testissä ... 
            // noofemp = getInteger(" NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES TO UPDATE (1..5): "); 
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            noofemp = 1; 
        } 
        for (loop = 0; loop != noofemp; loop++) 
        { 
            string empno = getEmpno(" ENTER EMPLOYEE ID: "); 
            int rv = -1;  // for holding the rv value from the read transaction 
            /* display the employee information */ 
            Console.WriteLine 
                   ("\nEMPNO    FIRSTNAME   LASTNAME      EMPSALARY   rv"); 
            Console.WriteLine 
                   ("------   ---------   ---------   -----------   -----"); 
 
            /*************** The READ transaction ***************/ 
            IDbTransaction txn = null; 
            try 
            { 
#if ORACLE 
                IDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 
                txn = conn.BeginTransaction(IsolationLevel.ReadCommitted); 
#else 
                IDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 
                txn = conn.BeginTransaction(IsolationLevel.RepeatableRead); 
#endif 
                cmd.Transaction = txn; 
#if PYRRHO 
                sql = "SELECT firstnme, lastname, salary, VERSIONING " + 
                      "FROM employee WHERE empno = @empno "; 
#endif 
#if DB2 
                sql = "SELECT firstnme, lastname, salary, rv " + 
                      "FROM employee WHERE empno = @empno FOR UPDATE"; 
#endif 
#if ORACLE  
// [TML] 
                sql = "SELECT firstnme, lastname, salary, rv " + 
                    "FROM employee WHERE empno =  :empno FOR UPDATE"; 
            // [TML]: ORA-01008 johtui siitä, että ORACLE-haarasta puuttui 
            //        cmd.Parameters.Add(pEmpno); 
            // ?      => IDb error: ORA-00911: invalid character 
            // :empno => IDb error: ORA-01008: not all variables bound 
            // @empno => IDb error: ORA-00936: missing expression 
#endif 
#if SQL 
                sql = "SELECT firstnme, lastname, salary, rv " + 
                      "FROM employee WHERE empno = @empno "; 
#endif 
                cmd.CommandText = sql; 
#if ORACLE  
// [TML] 
                IDataParameter pEmpno = (IDataParameter)cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pEmpno.ParameterName = "empno"; 
                pEmpno.DbType = DbType.String; 
                pEmpno.Value = empno; 
    cmd.Parameters.Add(pEmpno); 
#else 
                IDataParameter pEmpno = (IDataParameter)cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pEmpno.ParameterName = "@empno"; 
                pEmpno.DbType = DbType.String; 
                pEmpno.Value = empno; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(pEmpno); 
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#endif 
                IDataReader rdr = (IDataReader)cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
                if (!rdr.Read()) 
                { 
                    rdr.Close(); 
                    txn.Rollback(); 
                    line = string.Format("EMPLOYEE {0} NOT FOUND ", empno); 
                    Console.WriteLine(line); 
                    return 0; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    rv = Int32.Parse(rdr[3].ToString()); 
                    line = String.Format 
                          ("{0,-6}   {1,-11} {2,-12}  {3, 9:#0.00} {4,7}", 
                                    empno, 
                                    rdr[0].ToString(), 
                                    rdr[1].ToString(), 
                                    rdr[2].ToString(), 
                                    rdr[3].ToString() 
                                    ); 
                    Console.WriteLine(line); 
                } 
                rdr.Close(); 
                txn.Commit(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                txn.Rollback(); 
                Console.WriteLine("IDb error: " + e.Message); 
                Console.ReadLine(); 
                return 1; 
            } // end of the read transaction 
 
            /*************** User dialogue **********************/ 
            // show old content: 
            // prompting the new salary value: 
            Double newsalary = -1.0; 
            while (newsalary < 0.0) 
            { 
                newsalary = getDouble("Please enter the new salary: "); 
                if (newsalary < 0.0) 
                    Console.WriteLine("** salary cannot be negative!"); 
            }  // Note: this should be controlled also by the database! 
  
            /*************** The WRITE transaction ****************/ 
            try 
            { 
                IDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 
                // transaction 
                txn = conn.BeginTransaction(IsolationLevel.ReadCommitted); 
                cmd.Transaction = txn; 
                cmd.CommandText = 
#if PYRRHO 
                    "UPDATE employee SET SALARY = @salary " + 
                    "WHERE empno = @empno AND VERSIONING = @rv"; 
#else 
  #if ORACLE 
// [TML] 
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        "UPDATE employee " + 
                    "   SET salary = :salary " + 
                    " WHERE empno = :empno " + 
                    "   AND rv = :rv"; 
  #else 
                    "UPDATE employee SET SALARY = @salary " + 
                    "WHERE empno = @empno AND rv = @rv"; 
  #endif 
#endif 
#if ORACLE 
// [TML] 
                IDataParameter pSalary = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pSalary.ParameterName = "salary"; 
                pSalary.Value = newsalary; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(pSalary); 
 
                IDataParameter pEmpno = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pEmpno.ParameterName = "empno"; 
                pEmpno.DbType = DbType.String; 
                pEmpno.Value = empno; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(pEmpno); 
 
                IDataParameter pRv = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pRv.ParameterName = "rv"; 
                pRv.Value = rv; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(pRv); 
#else 
                IDataParameter pSalary = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pSalary.ParameterName = "@salary"; 
                pSalary.Value = newsalary; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(pSalary); 
 
                IDataParameter pEmpno = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pEmpno.ParameterName = "@empno"; 
                pEmpno.DbType = DbType.String; 
                pEmpno.Value = empno; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(pEmpno); 

 
                IDataParameter pRv = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pRv.ParameterName = "@rv"; 
                pRv.Value = rv; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(pRv); 
#endif 
                int count = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                // Console.WriteLine ("\n" . count . " rows updated\n"); 
                if (count != 1) 
                { 
                    txn.Rollback(); 
                    line = string.Format 
                      ("** Employee {0} NOT FOUND or updated by others\n", empno); 
                    Console.WriteLine(line); 
                    return 0; 
                } 
                txn.Commit(); 
                Console.WriteLine("\n EMPLOYEE INFORMATION UPDATED SUCESSFULLY "); 
            } 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                txn.Rollback(); 
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                Console.WriteLine("IDb error: " + e.Message); 
                return 1; 
            } // end of the write transaction 
        } // end of the loop 
        return 0; 
    } 
 
    public static int FetchEmployeeInfo(IDbConnection conn) 
    { 
        /* Listing of the test data. 
        **/ 
        Console.WriteLine("\n============================"); 
        Console.WriteLine(" EMPLOYEE LIST"); 
        Console.WriteLine("============================\n"); 
        Console.WriteLine("EMPNO   FIRSTNAME    LASTNAME        SALARY" + 
                        "\n-----   ---------    ---------   ----------"); 
        IDbTransaction txn = null; 
        try 
        { 
            IDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 
            // transaction 
            txn = conn.BeginTransaction(IsolationLevel.ReadCommitted); 
            cmd.Transaction = txn; 
            cmd.CommandText = "SELECT empno, firstnme, lastname, salary " + 
                              "FROM employee " + 

                 "WHERE empno BETWEEN '50001 ' AND '50005 '"; 

IDataReader rdr = (IDataReader)cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
            while (rdr.Read()) 
            { 
                string line = String.Format 
                              ("{0,-6}  {1,-11}  {2,-12}  {3, 8:#0.00}", 
                                   rdr[0].ToString(), 
                                   rdr[1].ToString(), 
                                   rdr[2].ToString(), 
                                   rdr[3].ToString()); 
                Console.WriteLine(line); 
            } 
            rdr.Close(); 
            txn.Commit(); 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("IDb error: " + e.Message); 
            txn.Rollback(); 
        } 
        return 0; 
    } 
 
    public static int DeleteEmployeeInfo(IDbConnection conn) 
    { 
        /* Delete 1) a given row, or  
         *        2) all rows of the test data 
        **/ 
        IDbTransaction txn = null; 
        int option = 0; 
        string line = ""; 
        Console.WriteLine("\n============================"); 
        Console.WriteLine(" DELETE EMPLOYEE INFORMATION"); 
        Console.WriteLine("============================"); 
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        while (option < 1 | option > 2) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("Delete options:  "); 
            Console.WriteLine(" 1: DELETE a single employee "); 
            Console.WriteLine(" 2: DELETE ALL employees "); 
            option = getInteger("Select by number (1 or 2): "); 
        } 

 
        if (option == 1) 
        { // Deleting a single employee 
            string empno = getEmpno("Please enter the employee ID: "); 
            Console.WriteLine("Deleting " + empno); 
            line = string.Format("DELETING EMPLOYEE ID: {0}", empno); 
            Console.WriteLine(line); 
            try 
            { 
                IDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 
                // transaction 
                txn = conn.BeginTransaction(IsolationLevel.ReadCommitted); 
                cmd.Transaction = txn; 
#if ORACLE 
// [TML] 
                cmd.CommandText = "DELETE FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE empno = :empno"; 
                IDataParameter pEmpno = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pEmpno.ParameterName = "empno"; 
                pEmpno.DbType = DbType.String; 
                pEmpno.Value = empno; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(pEmpno); 
#else                 
                cmd.CommandText = "DELETE FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE empno = @empno "; 
                IDataParameter pEmpno = cmd.CreateParameter(); 
                pEmpno.ParameterName = "@empno"; 
                pEmpno.DbType = DbType.String; 
                pEmpno.Value = empno; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(pEmpno); 
#endif 
                int rowcount = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                if (rowcount != 1) 
                { 
                    txn.Rollback(); 
                    line = string.Format("EMPLOYEE {0} NOT FOUND ", empno); 
                    Console.WriteLine(line); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    txn.Commit(); 
                    line = string.Format 
                     ("\n EMPLOYEE WITH ID {0} DELETED SUCESSFULLY \n", empno); 
                    Console.WriteLine(line); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("IDb error: " + e.Message); 
                txn.Rollback(); 
            } 
        } // end of option 1 
 
        if (option == 2) 
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        { // Deleting all employees in our test data 
            try 
            { 
                IDbCommand cmd = conn.CreateCommand(); 
                // transaction 
                txn = conn.BeginTransaction(IsolationLevel.ReadCommitted); 
                cmd.Transaction = txn; 
                cmd.CommandText = "DELETE FROM employee " + 
                                  "WHERE empno BETWEEN '50001 ' AND '50005 '"; 
                int rowcount = cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                if (rowcount == 0) 
                { 
                    txn.Rollback(); 
                    line = string.Format("\n NO EMPLOYEES FOUND \n"); 
                    Console.WriteLine(line); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    txn.Commit(); 
                    line = string.Format("\n {0} EMPLOYEES DELETED SUCESSFULLY \n", 
                           rowcount); 
                    Console.WriteLine(line); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("IDb error: " + e.Message); 
                txn.Rollback(); 
            } 
        } // end of option 2 
        return 0; 
    } 
 
    public static int getInteger(String prompt) 
    { 
        Console.Write(prompt); 
        int n = Convert.ToInt32(Console.ReadLine()); 
        return n; 
    } 
    public static double getDouble(String prompt) 
    { 
        Console.Write(prompt); 
        double d = Convert.ToDouble(Console.ReadLine()); 
        return d; 
    } 
    public static string getEmpno(String prompt) 
    { 
        Console.Write(prompt); 
        String empno = Console.ReadLine(); 
        return empno; 
    } 
}  
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Appendix 5    DebianDB 
 

While working on this draft we have been using 32bit Debian 6 Linux based virtual database laboratory 

DebianDB 06, which provided a free “sandbox” for experimenting with real DBMS products.  The 

zipped OVA file for installing the virtual database laboratory in VMware or Oracle VirtualBox can be 

downloaded from www.ddbtechnet.org/download/DebianDBVM06_4.1.zip 

Debian9 

 
For the final version of this tutorial we are using the new 64bit Debian 9 based database laboratory 
downloadable as OVA file from   
          http://dbtech.uom.gr/soft/  
and from there the following version that now can be found in archive folder 

           
contents described by prof. Georgios Envagelidis in the desktop README file as follows: 
 
DBTech-Debian9-amd64 VirtualBox image 
 
Based on Debian 9.0 amd64 Stretch (updated as of Oct 17, 2017) 
Storage 30GB (/root 26GB, swap 4GB) 
 
SOFTWARE (64bit versions of everything) 
======================================= 
- Mate 1.16 desktop environment 
- MariaDB 10.1 
- Postgresql 9.6 
- Oracle 11g XE/u01/app/oracle/product/11.2.0/xe/apex 
 following the installation instructions from http://mikesmithers.wordpress.com/2011/11/26/installing-oracle-
11gxe-on-mint-and-ubuntu/ 
  [HTTP port for Oracle Application Express was set to 8181 in order to avoid conflict with Glassfish] 
- IBM DB2 express-c 11.1 
- Neo4j 
- Mongodb 
- Mono-complete and Monodevelop 
- Apache2 web server 
- Netbeans IDE 8.1 
- Glassfish 5 (installed in /opt - start apache and then issue the command /opt/glassfish5/glassfish/bin/asadmin start-domain) 
- Oracle Java jdk8u144 (installed the 'debian' way - see https://wiki.debian.org/JavaPackage) 
- DBMS clients: phpmyadmin, phppgadmin, adminer, SQuirreL SQL Client (with preconfigured drivers and connections for all 
4 DBMSs) 
- LibreOffice 5.2.7 
- Firefox 52 web browser 
- Data Analysis Software: R (with RStudio, Rattle, Rcommander), orange, weka, rapidminer, knime, PSPP, gephi, deixto 
 
PASSWORDS 
========= 
Password is dbtech for: 
- Linux users root, dbtech 
- Mariadb users root, dbtech 
- Oracle users sys, system, dbtech 

http://www.ddbtechnet.org/download/DebianDBVM06_4.1.zip
http://www.ddbtechnet.org/download/DebianDBVM06_4.1.zip
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- IBM DB2 user dbtech 
- Postgresql users postgres and dbtech 
 
For all DBMSs and the Apache2 web server, start/stop menu entries have been created; by default no DBMS is running. 
 
Enjoy! 
 
-gevan@uom.gr   

 

Configurations 
 

You propably want to configure your local keyboard mapping as follows: 

 

Figure A5-1 

 

Figure A5-2 

Select the layout for your country/language and move it first on the Keyboard Preferences form.  You 

can remove the choices you don’t need. 
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Our examples 

Copy and unzip our collection of configuratins and examples from file AppDev.xip to 

/home/dbtech/Appdev 

 

Troubleshooting 
 
Oracle password expiry 
 
dbtech@debian9:~$ sqlplus scott/tiger 
SQL*Plus: Release 11.2.0.2.0 Production on Thu Sep 13 18:48:22 2018 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2011, Oracle.  All rights reserved. 
 
ERROR: 
ORA-28002: the password will expire within 6 days 
 
The password expiry can be extended in adminstration session  
 
dbtech@debian9:~$ sqlplus / as sysdba 
SQL*Plus: Release 11.2.0.2.0 Production on Thu Sep 13 18:56:54 2018 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2011, Oracle.  All rights reserved. 
Connected to: 
Oracle Database 11g Express Edition Release 11.2.0.2.0 - 64bit Production 
 
SQL> alter user scott identified by tiger account unlock; 
 
User altered. 
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cursor programming; 70 
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JSTL; 269 
JSTL SQL action; 273 
JSTL transaction programming paradigm; 274 
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legacy databases; 375 
linked servers; 583 
live lock; 40, 191, 194 
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local transaction; 456 
LOCK TIMEOUT; 32 
lock wait timeout; 60, 542 
lock_version column; 375 
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loosely coupled branches; 456 
maxRetries; 39 
MGL /SVCC; 36 
MicroProfile; 580 
Model-View-Controller (MVC); 373 
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Mono; 92, 133 
MS DTC; 581, 584 
multi-granular locking; 33 
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MySQLdb; 202 
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NetBeans IDE; 411 
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Node.js; 310 
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null indicator; 112 
NULL values; 112 
OCI8; 167 
OCI8 API for Ruby; 231 
ODBC API; 83 
OLTP; 38 
on die clause; 144 
open DB-API; 187 
optimistic concurrency control; 299, 301 
optimistic execution; 49 
optimistic locking; 49, 66 
Oracle deadlock; 31 
ORM; 370, 458 
Payara; 411 
PDO API; 156 
PDO_IBM; 163 
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PDO_IBM API; 183 
PDO_MYSQL; 164 
PDO_OCI; 171 
PEAR; 159 
PECL; 159 
Perl; 139 
Perl DBI; 140 
persistence context; 465 
persistence.xml; 463 
pg API; 223 
Phantom; 34 
PHP; 155 
PHP Data Objects; 156 
php5-pgsql; 166 
physical connection; 29 
pip3; 190 
PL/SQL; 62 
positional parameters; 98 
Python; 186 
Python ibm_db API; 191 
QueryTimeout; 541 
Rails 5; 377 
Rails application server; 379 
rails console; 379 
RANDSLEEP; 60 
rc; 38 
Read Stability (RS); 34 
relationship mappings; 464 
Repeatable Read (RR); 34 
replica set; 591 
RESOURCE_LOCAL; 463, 466 
response time; 26, 38 
response time limitation; 313 
response timeout; 36 
REST; 330 
RESTful model; 374 
RESTful Web Services; 564 
Restif; 330 
retry pattern; 81 
Retry Pattern; 38 
retry wrapper; 22, 415 
Retry wrapper; 90 
retryTimeout; 233 
RetryTimeout; 36 
return code; 38 
robust transaction; 43 
ROLLBACK WORK; 114 
round-trip; 26 
Row Version Verification (RVV); 66 

Ruby; 215 
Ruby driver pg for PostgreSQL; 222 
Ruby OCI8 API for Oracle; 219 
Ruby on Rails (RoR); 371 
RubyGems; 216 
RV; 66 
RVV sequence; 22 
RVV transaction; 18, 299 
savepointing; 18 
scaffolding; 378 
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scripting languages; 139 
SELECT .. INTO; 114 
sensitive update; 49 
SERIAL; 49 
server.log; 485 
server-side distributed transactions; 455 
servlet technology; 269 
setRollbackOnly(); 469 
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setuptools; 190 
sharding; 592 
singleton SELECT; 114 
sleep; 40 
SLEEP procedure; 58 
sleepSecs; 40 
SOAP; 451 
SPL; 56 
SQL Server on Linux; 677 
SQL/CLI; 83 
SQL/XML; 19 
SQLCA; 70 
SQLCODE; 27 
SQLException; 98 
SQLite3; 378 
SQLJ; 111 
SQLSTATE; 27 
SQLWarning; 98 
standby server; 42 
stateful session bean; 466 
stateless session bean; 466 
Stateless Session beans; 415 
statement timeout; 541 
statement_timeout; 542 
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System.out.println; 485 
Technical Dept; 41 
the X/Open DTP model; 455 
tightly coupled  branches; 456 
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timeout; 39 
timeout for waiting times; 457 
timeron; 20 
TNS Listener; 241 
to-do..; 268, 286, 469, 492, 523 
Transact SQL; 584 
transaction block; 224, 227, 237 
transaction branch; 456 
transaction demarcations; 415 
transaction logic; 45 
Transaction Manager (TM); 455 
transaction outcomes; 227, 233, 237 
transaction programming paradigms; 415 
transaction programming scheme; 40 
transaction timeout; 541 
TRANSACTION_ACTIVE flag; 41 
transactional context; 41 
transactional mode; 40, 95 
transactional web service; 445 
TransactionScope; 581 
transaction-scoped entitymanager; 466 
transaction-scoped persistence context; 466 

Triggers; 66 
try..catch; 97 
try-catch; 28 
try-except-finally; 189 
Two Phase Commit (2PC); 457 
unixODBC; 84, 92 
user credentials; 29 
user transaction; 22 
UserTransaction; 467, 493 
WebSphere Federation Server; 587 
well-formed transaction; 22 
WHENEVER; 27 
WSDL; 451 
XA API; 455 
XA capable JDBC drivers; 458 
XA JDBC drivers; 415 
XA statements; 588 
XA transaction coordinator; 455 
XA transactions; 455 
XACT_ABORT; 584 
XQuery; 19 

 

 

Epilogue 
 

Our focus has been on reliability by robust transaction programming.  We have presented basic stess 

test cases and programming techniques how to quarantee the reliability.  We have also presented 

programming techniques for measuring exection times on various points on server and client-side.  

However, these performance results should not be taken as facts and the results on use of the DBMS 

products sould not be compared due to following reasons: 

- Comparisons between the DBMS products are not allowed in the license terms! 

- Our virtual lab suits for studying programming techniques, but it is not a relevant server 

platform 

- Our database servers have been installed with defaults without any performance tuning 

- Our databases are minimalistic in size and performance tuning. 

Performace issues we have covered in a separate tutorial “DBTech EXT Index Design and Performance 
Labs (IDPLabs)” available at www.dbtechnet.org/papers/IDPLabs.pdf 

 
Security is as important as reliability, but it makes development work more complex, so in the 
“sandbox environment” of our database lab introduction of the data access technologies is more 
important, and we have not paid attention to it.  This would deserve a tutorial of its own. 
 
For the time being, some issues have not been solved, so work goes on.   All corrections are welcome! 
  

http://www.dbtechnet.org/papers/IDPLabs.pdf
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Data access technologies is a moving target.  During the time we have been working on this tutorial 
we have migrated our work from Debian 6 to 7 to 8 and to Debian 9 Linux.  New versions of the 
languages, tools and DBMS products have appeared, and the this development continues.   
 
IBM has dropped the “DB2 on Campus” program and support of the open source WASCE server, so 
we’ve switched to use the JavaEE reference server GlassFish which Oracle has just recently passed to 
Eclipse foundation.   Recently IBM has replaced the DB2 brand name to “Db2” and “DB2 Express-C” by 
new “Db2 Developer-C” with interesting promises,  which we need to investigate in future. 
 
As a long waited move, Microsoft has migrated SQL Server to Linux, which provides interesting 
additional topics to study, and so on .. 
 
So, we hope you have enjoyed the adventures in our Debian9 lab and continue the experiments also 
on more realistic multi-server and remote platforms.   
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Some Highlights 
 

Introducing basics of transaction programming and concurrency management with priority on 

reliability.   

Introduction to data access APIs, such as ESQL, ODBC/CLI, JDBC, SQLJ, ADO.NET on Mono, Perl DPI, 

PHP PDO, Python DB-API, Ruby APIs 

Examples on native, generic or adaptive data access 

Introducing the concept of Server-side Transaction Programming using stored procedures compared 

with the typical Client-side Transaction Programming 

Introducing the concept of Transaction Outcomes protocol comparing priorities of OLTP and batch 

programming, and differences retry patterns while in OLTP we need to consider response time 

limitations.    

Introduction to Java Persistence API  JPA 

Introduction to distributed XA transactions  


